
7% rated full music package 
Unique to Amiga Format, 

• Sensible's best ever game! 

Making music has never been easier than 
with SuperJam. Try this fully-working version 
of Blue Ribbon's powerful song creation tool! 

CAFFEINE FREE ^fc*. 
Yet another 

great PD 
shoot-em-up * 

written in * * * 
A strange and great new Blitz Basic 2 

game from Cas Prince Includes Aiitz source code! 

REVIEWED: Frontier - Elite (I, 

Alien Breed 2, Cannon Fodder, 

Hired Guns, Settlers, F117A 

PIRACY: Crime & punishment 

WISH LISTS: Top programmers 
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here it is, merry Christmas, every¬ 

body sing along... with our fabulous 

SuperJam! Coverdisk that is! Welcome 

to the biggest, most packed issue of 

the year. Here's what's in it... 

Wordworth 3 
□ Ur ititled i 

-r 1 ►1 c 
\ ~ UmJ 

IN UJL 

Take a first look at '94's 

major new package. 

Wordworth 3 
We take an exclusive first look at one of the Amiga's top applications. 

Sold Gold games bundle! 
SDL are about to release the greatest games bundle ever. 

AMOS will go AGA! 
We exclusively reveal Francois Lionet's plans for AMOS. 

16 

17 

18 

R evieivs 
Edit Mate 170 
Make light work of your home video editing with CamLink's new 
mid-priced editing system. 

Money Matters 3 175 
It's all change for Digita's Home Accounts. A new name, and new 
features. Is it better than before? 

Magic Lantern 176 
Turn a series of still images into an animation with this new utility. 

One-Stop Music Shop 180 
Can you really put four synthesisers in your Amiga and be able to 
control them all with ease? A musician's dream... 

Montage 185 
Create video titles in stunning 24-bit colour. 

A1200 Expansions 186 
Discover the latest delights to fill your trapdoor slot, one just a 
RAM expansion, one with SCSI too. 

A1230 Turbo+ 190 
Find out just how fast an A1200 can go with this superb value 
accelerator from Great Valley Products. 

CD compilations 194 
Two more shiny silver discs packed with delights for CDTV and 
A570 owners. 

Craft 202 
Can this language extension give AMOS the power to fight back 
against the Blitz 2 onslaught? 

Printers 208 & 210 
Star and Panasonic's two new offerings in the Amiga output stakes. 

Regulars 
Public Domain 214 
Back Issues/Subscriptions 222 
Mail Order 226 
Workbench 231 
Blitz Basic 2 tutorial 237 
Imagine 2.0 tutorial 243 
Letters 251 
Next month 257 

This handy device can help you make 

professional looking videos. p 170 

This may look like a boring piece of cir¬ 

cuitry, but it makes your A1200 fast, p 190 

Panasonic claim this is among the qui¬ 
etest colour printers for the Amiga, p 210 
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Just when you think you've seen it all on 
the PD scene, faces like this appear! p 218 

Screenplay 
49 

Christmas number one. 
The AFteam make our predictions 
for the Xmas top spot. 

50 

Frontier - Elite II 62 
Cyberpunks 68 
Hired Guns 70 
Magic Boy 72 
F-117A Nighthawk 76 
Cannon Fodder 78 
Turrican 3 82 
The Settlers 84 
Prime Mover 88 
Jetstrike 88 
Kingmaker 90 
Rules of Engagement 98 
When Two Worlds War 98 

Is it just another Lemmings rip off, or is Settlers bring 
you gameplaying relief - fast! 

On this month’s 
Coverdisks 

FOR FULL 
LOADING 
INSTRUCTIONS 
SEE PAGE 7 

FOR FULL 
INSTRUCTIONS 
SEE PAGE 8 

(T- Become a music maestro! 

Making music has never been easier than 
with Superiam. Try this fully<working version 
of Blue Ribbon's powerful song creation tool! 

CAFFEINE FREE U 
Yet MMfhtf 

great PD 
shoot em up 

written in ^ - - m 
Blits Banc 2 

Include* JMtx source code■ 
A strange end great new 

gem# from Cm Prince 

FOR FULL 
INSTRUCTIONS 

SEE PAGE 12 
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It's an age since Hired Guns appeared on our cover 

disk. Now it’s Here, was it worth the wait? 

SUB 99 
Theatre of Death 100 
Alien Breed 2 104 
Wonder Dog 106 
Seek and Destroy 110 
Body Blows - Galactic 112 
Zool CD32 116 
Sleepwalker CD32 116 
Graham Gooch's 2nd Innings 116 
Dinosaur Detective Agency 116 
Bill Elliot's NASCAR Challenge 116 
Globdule 120 
Re-releases 128 
Cardiaxx • Nightshift • Knights of the Sky • 
Railroad Tycoon • Links • Hook O Graham 
Taylor's Soccer Challenge 0 Dreamlands Comp • 
Combat Classics 2 • 10 Intelligent Strategy Games 
• Blue Angels Formation Flight Sim 0 Ashes 

MISSION 1 

THE SENSIBLE INITIATION 

The Star newspaper wouldn't know a good game if 

we hit them with one. But does Cannon Fodder fall 

into this category? 

Christ as 
Christmas is a very special 

time of the year. It's a time 
of peace and goodwill 
among men. A time of 

giving presents and, best of 
all, a time of receiving 
them. We've asked the 

leading lights of the Amiga 
scene what they'd like to 

find in their stockings. 

page 26 

PIRACY The Kiss of Death! 
We let those who practice it, those who try and prevent it, 
and those who suffer from it have their say. page 43 

WIN! A Cool Car 
Read and use this month's Imagine tutorial, and you could 
win yourself one of 20 remote control cars. page 122 

BUILD YOUR OWN A4000 
The A4000 is a mean machine, but not everyone can 
afford one we show you how you can get A4000 power 
from your existing machine. page 162 

SuperJam! 
Creating computer music isn't always a 
simple task for the uninitiated. Imagine a 
program that lets you choose some instru¬ 
ments, pick a style and just jam away. 
That program is SuperJam, and it's on this 
month's Coverdisk. 

8 

Cannon Soccer 
Last year's biggest game (see page 50) and 
what is destined to be one of next year's 
get together in one crazy Christmas demo. 
First polish off the Sensible Soccer players, 
then get your guns and complete another 
mission of Cannon Fodder. 

H Caffeine 
Free 
shoot- 
em-up 

Another great blaster written in Blitz Basic 
2. This gravity-defying shoot-em-up 
includes full source code. 

A demo of this highly original, totally 
bizarre and completely compelling 
shareware game from Cas Prince. 



LET US 
ENTERTAIN YOU! 

Homo Alona 
Whs £44.99 

The Hunt for Rod 
October 
Weis E49.99 

Super Mor-lo 
Atl Stirv 

Streetfighter 
f! Turbo 

BN Propnd 
Wes £17.90 

YES! IT’S NES! 

JflmeB Bond *Jr 
Win £39,99 

Gremlin* M - The 
New Batch 
WaB £18.99_ 

Jurassic Park 

YOUR KIND OF 
GAME BOYZ! 

— WftViWMW ----. 
Home Alone B - Lost in 
IMew York 
Wbb £54.99 

Sneaky Snake* 
Wss £94.99 

Mortal 
Kombflt 

Logic 3 GS Power 
Adaptor 
Wee £7 99__ 

HASTA LA VISTA 
AMIGA AMIGOS! 

Wob £30 99 

Lemmings 
Wsa £25,99 

Zool S, Get 
Zool 1 FREE 

Jurassic Park 

Super Pro Zlpstlk 
Wes £14,99 

PLUS 0032 hardware and 
software in store now! 

BUDGETZO\E 

Previous prices quoted apply tn all our 
stones open Tor at least 93 days m 
ths previous 6 month* All offer* are 
available whrta stack* lost All pnce* 
and detail* correct at time of going eq 
press. sufcjstft to change without notice. 
□Her poca* valid until 24/12/93 

LACE OIM 
GAMES 

STMAS. 
FAITHFUL) 

Mickey G Donald World 
of lliu*ion 
Woo £39.93 

Rood Rssh II 
Wes E39.99 

Strvetfighter II Special 
Championnhip 
Edition 

F.I.F. A Intsmatianal 
Soccer 

SG Propad 
Wes E17.99 

Sega Mega CD and games 

available. 

Ariel The Little Mermaid 

Wee £99.89 

Robocop v's 
Terminator 
Logic 3 GG Car Adaptor 
Was £0,99 

Logic 3 Spuudmouse 
was EiG.ao 

Future Zone is heaven on earth for computer and video games lovers. 
WeVe got all the latest in hardware, games and accessories with all the 
top names There’s even a Test Zone where you can try out the games 

before you buy. So make sure you zap down to Future Zone this Christmas 
because there’s no place quite like it in the whole world. 

Tbit Chnstmas dont be a toser, get your copy of our Magazog - the totally cruosi Christmas brochure, 

sponsored by Konanru. Join our exclusive Zone Dub and enicy tome wicked exclusive off ere. 

ENOUGH GAMES 
TO DRIVE YOU 

MEGA MAD! 

BE MASTER 
OF THE GAME! 

Xenon S 
Wbb £19.89 

Speedball 
Wbb £19.90 

Strut; tie 
Was E39.99 

Jurassic Perk 

Pramlir 
Mnnngor B 

Logic 3 Mausamat 
Wbb E4 99 

HR* 31 31 

Sonic Chao* 

Tuzrrmnla 
Wbb £29 99 
We© £18 99 

GET INTO OUR 
GEAR NOW! 

EASY PC! 

Lemmings 
Wbb £34,89 



GETTING STARTED 

Before you do anything else you should be 
aware that this month's Coverdisk will not 
boot directly, so you will have to boot up from 
your normal Workbench disk first* Then simply 
insert your Coverdisk and you are away. 

The Coverdisk also makes use of a library 
tailed explode .library. If you do not have this 
on your Workbench disk you will have to copy 
ft across. To do this simply open a Workbench 

Shell and type: 

copy AF54a;libe/explode.library libii 

You will have to swap disks a few times and then 
the operation will be complete. 

Disk 54b is 
autobooting, 
so if you 
want to play 
this special 
demo of 
Sensible's 
best shoot- 
em up, just 
stick disk 54b 

into your drive and turn the machine on, or 
perform a soft reset. 

For more details on how to play the 
Cannon Fodder demo, turn to page 

:|ffpSpp] 

A seasonal offering of software stunners adorn this month's cover. 

Battle through the three games and then annoy Cranny with SuperJAM! 

ON THIS MONTH'S Coverdisk 54a you will 

find a grand total of four things to play around 

wilh - just like Xmas morning. First up is the lop- 

notch music package SuperJAM!. 
Don't worry if you have no musical knowledge 

at all: even if you can't tell a metronome from a 

garden gnome, you'll be able to create wonderful 

sounds with this excellent package from the world- 

renowned Blue Ribbon Sound works I 

T his full disk is stored on the Coverdisk in 

compacted format. To decompress the disk you 

must open the disk window and then double-click 

on the Suptrjam! disk's icon, YTou may be asked to 

insert Workbench again - don't worry. 

When the compressed file is copied to RAM, 

the decompression utility will ask you to insert a 

blank disk into DFO:, the internal disk drive. Do 

this and then press Return, After a while your 

SupfrJAM! disk will be created. 

To use your Super]A Ml disk, you will have to 

bool from your Workbench disk again. 

Also on the disk vou will find two more com¬ 

pacted files which will decompress on to whole 

disks. One of these is XAPS an excellent and origi¬ 

1 MEG IMAGINE USERS 
Due to circumstances beyond our intelligence, 

there were a couple of errors in the Preferences 

set-up details in last month's Coverdisk pages. 

Any of you who tried the Preference fixes only 

to be thwarted when trying to quickrender the 

image, please accept our apologies and make the 

following corrections to the type-in. 

The Quickrender preset should indeed be lo¬ 

res. but it should appear as "Lores'* and not 

* LORES' in the Preferences listing. The second 

error is the output file format which should 

remain unchanged as RG8N 12 bit" or can be 

changed to "IFF" for a non Impulse format file. 

nal game which pi is your craft against alien blobby 

things bent on destruction. Decompress tins disk 

in Lhe same way as the SufurfAM! disk above. 

The last compressed file on the Coverdisk is 

for a disk containing the source for tills month's 

Blitz Ba.\k column and another excellent game, 

coded entirely in Blitz. Finally, we have also 

included a drawer on this disk called Textures', 

with extra textures for use with Imagine O 

Backing up your disk 
There are two ways of making a 

copy of your disk, and this is the 

easy one. Don’t be daunted by the 

fact that you need to use 

the Shell or CLI: its actually a lot 

easier than you might think. _ Loadyw< 

Just follow these simple steps... 1 iw"***** 
ILoad your Workbench disk. Open the disk, find the 

icon tbit Up Shell or CLI and double-click on It. 

taSCBgV i 

2 When tbe Shell window appears and the drive light 

is out type in (DFO as in Zero, not DfO as in Oops): 

Disk copy from DFO: to DFO: 

and press the Return key. 

3 The Amiga will now ask you to insert the 'source' 

disk, it means the disk you want to copy, so put 

the Coverdisk in the drive and press the Return key. 

4 Wait for a while and it will read all the informa¬ 

tion off th# Coverdisk* telling you how far rt has 

got. Then it will ask you to insert the 'Destination1 disk. 

Put the disk you want to copy your Coverdisk on to, in 

the drive and press the Return key. Note that the disk 

does not need to be formatted already. 

E* Put the source disk and destination disk In a cou- 

•J pie more times when the Amiga asks for them. 

When It says 'Oiskcopy Finished" just type in: 

ended 

to get out of the Shell or CLI, You may have to put the 

Workbench disk in again. Now your copy is ready! 



THE KEYBOARD WINDOW 
This is th# mam control are* for SuperJAM! From hare you can call up stylos* play chords and melodies 
and access all the detailed editing window*. Th* menu bar (accessed using the right mouse button) 

enables you to load and save data* reset the settings, store defaults and select what chords to play* 

INSTRUMENT METERS - The KEY * Use the up and BAND - Call up SECTION - FLAY - 

instrument meter* ere useful down arrows to the band Used to call Click to 

for showing LED-type bars to change the key to be instrumenta¬ up th* sec¬ play and 

display th* lev*! of a given played In. The tion window tion editor click again 

instrument's activity. default key is Q- with this. window. to stop. 

MIDI INSTRUMENT 

MAGIC WAND - 
Select this to edit 
existing values. 

PIANO ■ This toggles 
between Piano (play 

chords} or Sax (play a 

solo melody). 

tempo - Adjust the tempo 
with the up and down one of four grooves (A, B, 

arrows (default is 120 CorOU till, a break* an 
bpm). intro or an end as you p4*y~ 

EDIT WINDOW 
This I* where MIDI sounds are selected to play back as a 
member of the 'band*. Instrument set-ups for a number 

of synths can be loaded, or you can create your own synth 
and save It* 

INSTRUMENT NAME - If a 

MIDI device map is loaded, 

this enables you to select 
an Instrument from a list of 

sounds, rather than by 
selecting a number. 

PROGRAM NUMBER SLIDER - 
Slide the box or use the 
upJdown arrows to call up a 

new Instrument. 

STYLE 

SELECTORS * 
Use these to 

play and com¬ 

pose in the 

chosen style. 

VOLUME -* VELOCITY ■ Turn TEST ■ Plays a MIDI note to 
this on and the different test a sound* 
volumes the band playback 

will be triggered on your 

MIDI Instrument as differ¬ 

ent velocities. 

KEYBOARD * Click on the 
keyboard with the point¬ 
er and th* not# (or chord) 

will play. If you are creat¬ 

ing a section or sequence, 

this will be recorded. 

CHORD BOX * To play 
a particular chord In 
th* key selected on 

the keyboard, click 

on the requisite type 

In this box, 

ERASER ■ Use 
this to delete 

Information 

with the 
mouse. 

FACE - A happy 
face means you 

will play In a 
major chord; a 

sad face means 

minor chords. 

If you want to create music in a certain style, then we've just given 

you the tools. SuperjAM is a style-based composition program. Here's 

the lowdown on how the various elements work. 

SO YOU WANT to make music, huh? 

UTiat kind of music? No problem, just jam some 

chords and we'll do the re*L 

Wouldn't it be nice if this was the ease * some¬ 

one else doing the work of composing while all 

you do is just come up with the idea for the tune? 

SuperjAM! enables you to do just that You can 

compose in any style just by jamming along and 

saving out the results. You can even create your 

own styles and sanations. 

Cher the next few pages* we will have a look at 

the main editing areas of SuperjAM! so that you 

know exactly what does what. And as you get used 

to the program, you will find new avenues to 

explore, and with the knowledge gleaned from the 

more basic sections, you will be making music in 

next to no time. 

Load up, take this tour through the windows, 

then start experimenling. After all, the best way to 

gel the most out of this program is just to jam. 

THE QUICK STRIP 
; StverJM Keyboard Song Styles lessories a rid 

This holds all the main options and 
editing areas. Just dick on an option 
to call up the window. Here is a list 
of what the buttons access; 

SUPERJAM! 
Gives you access to the filing 
options, creating a new song, dis¬ 
playing the info window or quitting 
the program. 

KEYBOARD 
Calls up the keyboard control win¬ 

dow, which is at the heart of the 
SuperjAM! system. 

SONG 
Displays the song creation window. 
This is where you arrange all your 
sections into a complete song 
sequence. 

STYLES 
Pulls up a window containing the 
available styles. Click on a style to 

select it. 

C WORDS 
Calls up an edit window for you to 
create your own chords. 

ACCESSORIES 
A window containing extra items, 
such as the facility to link to Bars & 
Pipes or ARexx. 

IMP If 
Calls up a SMPTE dock for using 
with tape synchronisers (don't 
worry too much about this because 

most people haven't got these). 

PflEFS 

Calls up the preferences window. 

THE EDIT WINDOWS 
These are the guts of the system. 
Through the windows you can cre¬ 
ate, edit, play and structure songs 
and sections. The windows act like 
those in Workbench, with a dose 
gadget front and back buttons, a 
resize gadget and a drag bar. The 
title bar also shows the main win¬ 
dow to which the edit area is linked. 



BAND INSTRUMENTATION 
WINDOW 
This is whcr* you choow instruments for your band to 

play. Iloling the right button allows access to menu func¬ 
tions such as Load and Save Bands and Drum Maps, 

OUTPUT SELECT Chooses whether to OCTAVE SHIFT 

play bach Amiga samples or via MIDI. Use this to play 

When MIDI is selected, the instrument in a higher or 

name is replaced by a MIDI channel lower octave. 

number {click on this to choose a dif 

ferent channel) and program number. 
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INSTRUMENT NAME - 

Shows the currently 

selected sample or 
MIDI instrument. 

Click on the sample 

name to select a new 

sound from a menu. 

INSTRUMENT SELECT BUTTONS 

Click on this to call up th* 
Sample Edit or MIDI 

Instrument Edit windows 
(depending on the output 

selected). 

MIXING GRID - Used to 

alter the level and pan¬ 

ning of an instrument 

In the mix. Each icon 

represents the band 
instrument with the 

same symbol. The verti¬ 

cal position is the 

volume and the hori¬ 

zontal position is the 
pan point. 

SAMPLE EDIT WINDOW 
This is where samples are assigned and edited. Using Slue Ribbon's Turbosounds system, you can play 
back more than the usual four notes at once, but the quality does suffer. Using the pull down menus, 

you can carry out most of the edits possible in a sample editing package. 

NOTE BUTTONS - Click on FREEHAND EDIT . Click on DECAY BUTTONS 

this to assign a sample to a this then use the pencil to Set the type of 
note. You can actually draw in section of the decay to play at 
assign a different sample waveform on the fly. Useful the end of a 

to every note in an octave, for editing out clicks, looped sound. 

LOOT BUTTON - Turns 

loop mode on or off. 

Remember to set your 
loop points before you 

loop a sound. 

Keyboard/Gu ttar/CleaiGuitar 
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OCTAVE - Slide this to select an 
octave. It doesn't tune the 

sample, but assigns the octave 

where the sample belongs. 

ZOOM IN - Expands 

the waveform in 

the display. 

ZOOM OUT - Shrinks 

the waveform in the 

display. 

TEST SOUND - 

Plays back the 

sample. 

WAVEFORM DISPLAY - Shows the sample 

waveform for editing. Use the slider to 
show different parts of the waveform. 

REGION EDIT - Selecting this enables 
you to mark out areas for carrying 

out edits via the pull-down menus. 

SECTION EDIT WINDOW 
Clicking on this Icon in the Keyboard window calls 
up the section editor Before you can create a sec¬ 
tion. you have to enter a name for the section and 

set its length in bars. Once this Is done the win¬ 
dow appears. Using the pull-down menus, you can 

load and save sections, alter the length, edit snap¬ 
shots and alter preferences. They're a bit com¬ 

plex, but you'll get the hang of them. 

You can enter chords into a section as it plays 

by playing them on the Keyboard window (see 

Keyboard window for more on this) or by clicking 
on the display with the pencil. To enter chords 
with the mouse, select Pencil and dick on the 

grey area above the measure numbers. This will 
bring up a window for you to enter the required 
chord on a mini-keyboard. If auto octave or auto 

chord aren't selected, you'll have to choose them 

from a menu to enter a chord. 

1 PENCIL - Enables you 

to enter data using the 

moot*. 
2 WAND Click on data 

already entered to 
change the values. 
3 HAND - Use this to 

grab data entered and 

move It. 
4 DUPLICATOR - Works 

like the Hand, except it 

copies the data. 
5 ERASER ■ Used to 

remove data with the 

mouse, 
I STYLE - Each section 

can have Its own style. 

Click to call up a menu 

to select a new style. 
7 KEY - Use the arrows 

to play the section in a 

new key, 
t FACE ■ Make it happy 

to play in a major 

scale or sad in minor, 
9 TEMPO - Adjust the 

tempo for a particular 

section here, 
10 ZOOM IN/OUT ■ 
Expand or contract the 

bar display, 
11 BAND - Each section 

can have an individual 

band. Use this to call 
up the Band Instru¬ 

mentation window. 
« SONG - Use this to 

call up the Song Edit 
window, where all the 

sections are formed 

into a complete song. 
11 PLAY FROM 

BEGINNING - Click and 

the section will play 

from the start, 
14 PLAY - Click on this 

to play, then click 

again to stop. 
15 SNAPSHOT - 

Clicking this stores the 

most recent version of 

the section. 

INSTRUMENT SNAPSHOT EDO ■ 
Click on an instrument's icon to 

call up the Snapshot window for 

that instrument, where precise 
edits can be made to sections 
saved using the Snapshot feature. 

DATA AREA 

This grey area is 

where chords 
and fill data are 

entered with the 

mouse. 

SECTION BLOCKS ■ These show 

the playback status of each 

instrument in a section. Click 

on blocks to mute or unmute 

them. Any blocks surrounded 

by a bo* are muted. 

LOCK BARS - If you 

like certain bars of 

a section, but not 
others, you can lode 
the ones you want 

to keep using them. 

SONG EDIT WINDOW 
This is where you construct your sections into a finished 

song. Use the pull down menus to load and save songs and 
enter the Section Editor for the currently selected section. 

PLAY FROM PLAY - Click here to play a song 
BEGINNING - Plays a from where you stopped. Click 

song from the start, again to stop playing. 

PENCIL ■ Use 

this to add 

MEASURE 
INDICATOR . Shows 

ERASER - Used to 

remove sections 

from a song. 

new sections 

to a song. 

the current posi¬ 

tion of the song (In 
bars). 

RECORD - By select¬ 

ing this and 

pressing Play, any 
melody line you 
record using the 

keyboard window 

will be recorded as 
part of th* song. 

WAND - Select 

this then click 

on a section 

to bring up 

the section 
editor. 

DUPLICATOR - 

Select this then 

drag a section (like 

using the hand) to 

ropy a section to 
another part of the 

song. 

SONG EDITING AREA - 

This is where the sec 

tioni are created, 
displayed and moved 

about. 

HAND - Use 

this to move 
sections 

around within 

a song. 



THE SNAPSHOT GRID 
This is where the sequences created in the Section Editor are stored. Here you can 

edrt the varioui instrument parts of sections as though using a standard 
sequencer You can even paste in sections from Bars & Pipes Professional using 

the special Clipboard feature. 
Note that when you edit drums, the drum sounds are listed on the left, rather 

than piano-roll notes- You can edit the sounds for a particular hey by clicking on 

STYLE EDIT WINDOW 
By double clicking on a style or selecting New from the pull down menu in the 

Style window, you can create and edit playing styles. By selecting a pattern then 

an instrument* you open the Pattern Grid for editing a pattern in the style. The 
patterns for a style are listed in the Pattern Panel to the left of the window 

Following the pattern names are the length (In bars) and some specialist set 
tings- These are (from left to right): W - use pattern on measures with chord only 

A hm Jtt* 
them elsewhere. 

-H S ERASER Used to 
riolAtn nntnr f iAm tlha 

1 GLASS - This calls up a 
window for precise edit¬ 

ing of the values for a 

single selected note, 

including the time, 

range, velocity and 
duration. 

2 PENCIL - Used for 

adding new notes to the 

grid. 

1 wand - Used to 

change the length and 
dynamics of a note. Just 

click on a note and drag 

to affect changes. 

4 HAND - Drag notes to 
another position on the 

grid using this. 

grid. 

7 BAND - Calls up the 

Band Instrumentation 

window - just in case 
you want a new sound. 

B PLAY * Click to play, 
click again to Stop. 

9 ZOOM IN/OUT - Zoom 

in to the grid or pull 
back for a wider view. 

10 OTHER PLAYERS * 
Click on one of these to 
open the Snapshot Grid 

of another instrument. 

This will close the cur¬ 

rent window unless 

Multiple Grids is 
selected in the 

Preferences menu. 

NAME ' Type in the name 

of your pattern here. 

INSTRUMENTS - Click on 

these to edit the pattern 
details for that particular 

instrument. 

USAGE BUTTONS - These set (in order}, W. 
H, Q, I* F. B and E on the Pattern Window 

PATTERN GRID 
This it where patterns are created and edited for use in a style. When you first 

create a pattern in a style, you have to enter the root chord, scale and chord type 
In a window before you start- 

The editor works pretty much the same as the Snapshot Grid, with a few 

VARIATION 

CHOICE - This 

calls up the 
Variations 

window, 

which enables 
you to limit 
the variations 

introduced in 

a pattern. It 

takes a fair 

bit of musical 
knowledge, 

though. 

The SuperJAM structure enables you to work in just about any way you wish. On the other hand you 
can just get straight in and jam along. Here's the basic method for putting together a track. 

2 Click on the Sand Icon (the one with 
the little instrument* on) and select 

some sounds for your band. This is done 

by clicking on the individual Instrument 

pictures to the left of the bos and select¬ 
ing a sound from the menu. Once you've 

got some decent sounds, close the box. 

3 Jam along on the keyboard window 
until you think you've found a nifty 

tune (click the piano icon to play a solo 

and mess choose styles on the left until 
you're happy)- To start making a song, 
click on Section, enter the name Intro 

and set It to about four bars in length. 

4 Using the mouse, put in your newly 

thought-of chord sequence at the 

top of the grey strip- Move slightly 
below this (level with the numbers) and 

place a Fill on bar 1 and a Break on bar 3. 

That should give you a respectable intro 

(if your chords sound ail right). 

Keyboard window appears, Move the 

sax-shaped pointer to the SuperJAM! 

menu, hold the left button and select 
New. This should make sure that every¬ 

thing's nice and blank to start with. 

6 If there are any portions that sound 

awful. Snapshot the section {see last 

step) then click the kon of the instru¬ 

ment you want to edit. Use the Hand 
(move). Pencil (add), Wand (edit) and 
Duplicator (copy) to make any changes 

on the grid. Close when you're heppy. 

7 Repeat these processes to create a 

Chorus, Middle-eight and a climactic 

ending* then go to the Song window by 
Clicking on Song in the Quick Strip. The 

above window should appear. Now you 

can move sections around, copy them or 

delete them to arrange the song. 

5 Click the Snapshot Icon and play 

through to store the Intro, than close 

the Section window. Use the same basic 

method to create a vers* section, 
remembering to name ft Verse and set 

the length to eight bars* Use the Mrni 
techniques to build up a verve. 

Q Once you've arranged the song to 

O your satisfaction, save it out (just in 
case). Click on the record (R) button, then 

click on Play, You can now jam along on 

the Keyboard window to add a melody 
line to your song. Once RJs finished, save 

out your completed masterpiece. 
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Power Computing's lotesi 32bit memory expansion for tho Amiga 1 200 is now available. The 
PCI208 combines exceptional value with incredible features The original PC 1204 4MB 32-bit 
memory expansion is still available, ond is exceptional value. 

Simm Technology The PC 1200 uses the latest industry standard 32-bit SIMM technology 
which allows you to use 1MB, 2MB, 4MB and BMB modules 

Zero Wait State The PCI 208 never leaves the processor waiting around for data, Meaning 
your Amiga 1 200 will run of its maximum speed. Simply adding either o PCI 204 or PC 1208 to 
your Amiga 1 200 will increase its processing speed by 219% 

Real-Time Battery Backed Clock Allows files to be date-stomped with the correct time 
and dale so that you know exactly when they were created 

Ultra Fast FPU - With the addition of a moths coprocessor intensive maths operations will be 
accelerated by up to fifty times. The PCI 208 is the only memory expansion which offers the capability to 
take either PGA or PlCC lype FPU's. 

Easy To Fit - Fitted in minutes without the need to remove the computer's cose. Does not effect 
your warranty. 

PCMCIA Friendly ■ Unlike other expansion boards the PC 1208 does not conflict with your 
Amigo 1200's card slot, using the PCMCIA Friendly jumper even on BMB SIMM can be used. 

PC1204 with 4MB RAM 
PCI 204 with 4MB only. .£185.95 
PCI 204 + 68881 20Mhz Coprocessor.£21 P.95 
PC 1204 + 68882 20MHz Co-Processor. £235.95 
PCI 204 + 68882 33MHz Coprocessor. £259.95 
PCI 204 + 68882 40MHz Co-Processor.   £279.95 
PCI 204 + 68882 50MHz Coprocessor.£319.95 

PCI208 with a choke of bare, 2MB, 4MB or SMB RAM 
Bare 
PC 1208. £69.95 
PCI 208 ♦ 68881 20Mhz £96.95 
PCI 208 + 68882 20MHz £109.95 
PC 1208 + 68882 33MHz C119.95 
PC 1208 + 68882 40MHz £139.95 
PC 1208 ♦ 68882 50MHz £ 179.95 

PCI 208 with 4MB 
PC 1208 + 68881 20Mhz £240.95 
PC 1208 + 68882 20MHz £269.95 
PCI208 + 68882 33MHz £285.95 
PCI208 + 68882 40MHz £305.95 
PCI208 + 68882 50MHz. £347.95 

PCI 208 with 2MB 

PC 1208 + 68881 20Mhz £139.95 
PC 1208 + 68882 20MHz £ 159.95 
PC 1208 * 68882 33MHz £ 199.95 
PC 1208 ♦ 68882 40MHz £225.95 
PC 1208 * 68882 50MHz £265.95 

PCI208 with 8MB 
PC 1208 + 68881 20Mhz £419.95 
PC 1 20B + 68882 20MHz £439.95 
PC 1208 + 68882 33MHz £465-95 
PC 1208 ♦ 68882 40MHz £489.95 
PC 1208 + 68882 50MHz £530.95 

The PC 1204 & PC 1208 Memory Expansion 

for the Commodore Amiga 1200. 

The XL 1.76MB Internal & External Drive 

for the Commodore Amiga. 

Rower Compiling's XL 1.76MB Drive* for any Commodore Amiga is now available. 
The XL Drive includes these many features: 

Formats to 1.76MB Using high density disks you can fit a massive 1,76MB on 
each disk. 

Acts as a standard drive - Insert an 88GK Amiga disk and the drive behaves 
like any other Amiga drive, 

Fully compatible - Will read and write disks written on an Amiga 4000 internal 
high density drive. 

Compatible with PC disks** ■ Also read ond write high density PC disks using 
a suitable device driver. 

Compact Size No larger than a standard 880K floppy disk drive, 

High quality design - Uses a high quality Sony high density mechanism. 

Easy to Fit - The external XL Drive simply plugs into the floppy drive port at the rear 
of your Amigo. The internal XL Drive simply replaces or odds to your existing drive(sj. 
These drives can be installed in minutes and no soldering is required 

Software compatible - The XL series is fully compatible with all existing hard- 
ware ond software 

External XL Drive £79.95 
Internal XL Drive £75,95 

A4000 Internal XL Drive £79.95 

•Requires Kick Mo rt 2 or above ** Requires Work bench 2,1 or above 

Next day £5, 2-3 days £2,50 

Saturday delivery £10 

Specifications and prices subject to change without nolice 

All Trademarks acknowledged. VAT included, E & OE 

Power Computing Ltd 

Unit 8 Railton Road Woburn Road Industrial Estate 

Kempston Bedford MK42 7PN 

Tel 0234 843388 Fax 0234 840234 

Good) or# told tub fee I lo our stand-end lermi ond conditions of idle ond or« available on request 
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There is snow in the air and the 

land is filled with the spirit of 

Christmas as Sens/b/e Soccer 
and Cannon fodder characters 

celebrate the brotherhood 

of man. Weil, actually, they try 

to kill each other, but it was a 

nice thought for a moment 

DISK NOT 
WORKING? 
We have duplicated over 560,000 disks this 
month and out of all those, sadly a few will be 
faulty. If your disk is faulty or any of the pro¬ 
grams on it will not load or run properly, there 
may be a problem. Don't panic ! 

However, If your Coverdisk is in fact faulty, 
you should send it back INCLUDING A STAMPED, 
ADDRESSED ENVELOPE for a free replacement 
within one month of the cover date to: 

Amiga Format Christmas Disk 
Disk Copy Labs Ltd 
Units 2&3 Omega Technical Centre, 
Drayton Fields, Daventry, 
Northants, 
NN11 5RT 

HOI HO! HO! What greater fun could you have this Yuletide season than trolling around two mind- 
mangling and totally exclusive levels of Sensible Software’s latest violently strategic outing. Cannon 
Fodder? We couldn’t think of anything more wamvingly seasonal than pressing a mouse button to unleash 
fiery death on several blood-lusting enemy monsters* so here’s the plot*.* 

You are in command of four likely-looking t mope re. Your task is to destroy everything in sight - 

buildings* helicopters, people - in order to clear these two snowily wonderful, seasonal)y-adjusted levels 

of the enemy scum that infests them. 

Couldn't be easier* Well, it could. It could Ik- a great deal easier. In fact, most of the games you've 

ever seen are a great deal simpler than tins. But boy oh boy, is it fun! Read the following instructions 

carefully before ploughing straight in* or you'll be sorry- And a big "Bah! Humbug!" to all of you*. * 

HOW TO MOVE ABOUT... 
Cannon Fodder is entirely mouse-controlled 
- this gives it the really easy control system 
that you now see displayed here. 

RIGHT BUTTON: fire guns* Spray fire 
by moving the mouse around. 

LEFT BUTTON: walk - keep the mouse 
pointer as far ahead as you can, the 
guys will follow It. You can also pick 
up rockets and grenades by leading 

AND KILL THINGS... 
your men to them and then clicking on the 
object with the Left Button held down* 

HOLD DOWN RIGHT BUTTON AND THEN PRESS 
LEFT BUTTON to throw grenades or fire rockets. 
Make sure to position the sight over the target 
and away from yourself, 

IP) KEY pauses the game. Which can be useful to 
give yourself a chance to think and work out 
just what's going on. 

GAGGLES OF GROUPS 
Now here's a handy tip. Just 
because you've got four soldiers in 
one group doesn't mean that you 
Can't split them up and deploy 
them over the ten-afn. All you 
need do is dick on one or two of 
the names in the top left panel so 
that it is highlighted* Then click on 
the badge over the names (the 
snake, the bird, the panther)* This 
will then split your troops* You are 
in control of the lighter coloured 

box. While you're away, the other troops will 
stay where they are and look after them¬ 
selves. To rejoin the whole squad, simply 

move one of the 
sections into the 
other. This is a 
useful tactic for 
exploring - 
sending one 
chap is better 
than wasting the 
entire group* 

THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT 
Below are just a few of the elements that you will chance upon as you wend your merry way through the snowy landscapes and winter wonderlands that 
your commanding officer has decided should be the place of your ultimate victory or doom*.. 

ctmtoewwk 

1 This is a 'friendly' gun - well, it's not manned by the bad guys, anyway* This means that you can 
climb into it and start shooting by laying into the right mouse button with a vengeance. 

2 This is an enemy gun emplacement* You can tell this by the red light on top (as welt as the chappie 
standing next to it). Don't try to get into this one - just blow it up with a grenade or a rocket* 

3 That will leave it looking like this. 

9 An enemy chopper. Once again the red light on the top tells you what you need to know - as if the 
fact that it will be raining bombs on your head won't give you a hint or two. Avoid it at all costs* 

5 Water: don't be afraid of it. Go on, dive in. Fortunately for your lads, you can fire at the enemy 
when submerged up to your necks in icy aqua* But do move fast. 

6 Your grenade and rocket sight. Position this over the chosen target and click both buttons to 
unleash a shower of explosive death* Merry Christmas to ye! 

7 Goalposts. Now, for the sake of keeping excitement levels at the maximum, we are showing you 
the posts at the top of the Land of Hope and Glory level. We don't want to spoil all the secrets, so we 
won't show you what lurks between the posts at the bottom* Take our word for it it's nastier than 
Peter Shilton in a bad mood, 

9 An enemy hut - you can tell by the door* Your task is to grenade or rocket it so the door disap¬ 
pears. Fail to do this and the enemy will just keep coming at you. 



LAND OF HOPE AND GLORY 

In the first mission Land of Hope and Glory, you 
must remember to destroy these huts, avoid the 
helicopter, man the gun, pick up the grenades 
and kill everyone. Why destroy the huts? If you 
don't then enemy soldiers keep emerging from 
them, Here's a tip, though: you only need to 
destroy those huts that have doors. You can tell 

when you've managed to do the job when the 
hut no longer has a door. 

As you can see from the second picture, 
these huts are no longer a danger to the good 
guys. Remember, though, that these dwellings 
cannot be destroyed simply with guns. You've 
got to grenade them from a safe distance. 

of the screen (first picture). You can only destroy 
these with grenades or rockets, so don't waste 
them. Once you've overcome that problem, try¬ 
ing to blow the hell out of a helicopter could be 
a good Idea. Or maybe not. You decide. 

In the second mission - It's Snowtime I - you have 
to move from the bottom of the screen to the 
top. You do this by swimming through icy water, 
picking up rockets, shooting enemy troopers and 
knocking off two gun emplacements at the top 

TOOLS OF THE TRADE 
Handy and useful tools of the trade. On the right 
you can see a bucket full of green stuff which is 
in fact a bucket of rockets and a packing case 
which is simply, erm, packed with hand grenades. 

The illustrations bottom right show (left) four 
grenades ready for use (just click on the grenade 
icon) and (right) 10 rockets ready for use - just 
click on those as well. To fire either rockets of 
grenades, hold down the right mouse button and 
then dick the left one, Make sure that you're at a 

safe distance when 
loosing either rock¬ 
ets of grenades or 
you'll kill yourself. 
Hint: on the LoHaG 
level, go to the 
left and right of 
the screen before 
descending the 
slope to find rock¬ 
ets and grenades. 

XAP 
An original shoot-em-up 
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This is the Shareware demo version. You can 

always register for even more mayhem. 

An excellent if somewhat confusing, share¬ 
ware shoot-em-up by Cas Prince, The story line: 
those nasty Gidrahs are attacking your planet 
and you have been given command of a purple 
sphere which fires bullets and smart bombs. 
You are the last hope for Xap... 

Ahem. You've got to pilot your purple 
sphere around shooting the baddies while 
leaving the goodies alone. The goodies are the 
little flat purple ones with the eyes, and the 
baddies are everything else. 

When you first start a level, your ship will 
take a few seconds to appear, You can control 
where it will appear by moving the mouse 
pointer. You shoot by pressing the left mouse 
button, and a stream of bullets will shoot out 
in the direction of the mouse cursor. 

Pressing the right mouse button causes 
the sphere to move towards your cursor. 
Shields are activated by pressing the left shift 
key, and smart bombs by pressing the Ctrl key. 
AM this sounds complex, and it is. Just watch 
the intro screen for a fuller explanation, and a 
list of aliens. 

Move around a lot and kill things - that seams to 
be the best strategy. 

Another Blitz classic 

Another stonking example of how good 0/ftz 
Sasic games can be. Caffeine Free is a horizontal 
shoot-em-up featuring a bizarre array of incoming 
nasties. To make things trickier your ship's also 
hampered by the forces of gravity. 

There are plenty of bonuses and power-ups 
like Anti Grav and Hot Shot to keep you going. 
The on-screen display gives your current energy 
level - collide with too many baddies and you 
have to start all over again - and a little black box 
shows the currently held power-up. The game's 
controlled by the usual up/down, left/right and 
<Fire> joystick moves or with the keyboard. 

Invest in a pair of stout Government-approved under 

pants. You're going to need them in the alien-crazed 
world of Caffeine free. 

The cute little blue aliens just want to lead a happy 
and peaceful life, so It's a good job you're here to 

blast them out of their complacency. 



FI GRAND PRIX KNIGHTS Of THE SKY BATTLE OF BHfTAIN ULTIMAS SLEEPWALKER JO GOLF HEROOUEST * 00 THDNOERHAWK ADD AMS FAMILY PORI SIM CTTY 

15.99 11,49 9,49 12,99 12,99 15,49 12.99 17.49 8.99 10.99 9.99 

FIRST SAM/MEG A LO PROJECT K LEMMINGS POWER UP RAILROAD TYCOON ELITE S OF MONKEY ISLAND ZOOL LOTUS TURBO 2 LOTUS 3 PRINCE OF PERSIA 

13.99 10,49 12.49 14.49 14.49 14.99 12.99 10.49 9.99 10.49 7.99 

15.99 9,49 
LEMMINGS 2 

14,49 
HOOK 

11,49 
SIL E NT SERVICE 2 617 FLYING FORT 

14,49 14.99 
SPACE CRUSAOE+DD PREMIER MGR 

14,49 10.49 
pinball dreams 

13.49 
ASSASSIN REMIX 

9.99 
: IMPQft T ANT - FLEA St NO tt 

HOF = will not work on ASOO 
Ftus, MOO or AJ20Q. 
HQ12 - wilt not work on the 
A1200. 

7 MEG s requires of \ meq 
of I AM to run. 
tzUEVEWem 

IM ATTACK &UB (NO!2l ..._,10 *9 
A-TIUIN <1 M|G) - .» W 
AT1AIN CONSTRUCTION SET £1 MEGH ? 4* 
A320 AlP-auS it M£GmNQPi . -)* » 
A329 AIRBUS (USA VERSHJNl <1 MEG] 33 *1 
ADDAMS FAMILY (1 MEG) ...9 99 
ADVANTAGE TENNIS fWQl2) ...174* 
AIR BUCKS ....-,. „iMa 
AIR FORCE COMMANDER(1 WfiGl 185* 
AIR SUPPORT lh„,1<*^..,.,.175* 
AIR. LAND A SEA 
[6M ATTACK SUB. INDY SOD, 
FlBlMTfRCePTOftJWOiJ) .,2$5* 
AiRBUCKS 1 2(A1?Q0 VERSION I , ,165* 
ALFRED CHICKEN 11 MEG) ■.18,49 
ALFRED CHICKEN lAt300 ViH§ION)* 17,99 
ALIEN 3 ..18.99 
ALIEN BREED (SPECIAL E DrTlONl (1 MEG | 9.49 
ALIEN BREED 2 11 MEGi'..17.49 
alien BREED 2 (Al208 VERSION)- .18.99 
AMBERSTAR . T*+* 
AMERICAN GLADIATORS * . ..,17 99 
AMNIOS ______,9 *9 
ANOTHER WORLD .. 19 49 
APACHE' , 7*9 
APlDYA ~...... JR 
APOCALYPSE (1 MEG. 304* 
AQUATIC GAMES .. . T7 49 
ARABIAN NIGHTS...  18,49 
AR CHER MACLEAN s POOL 19 49 
ARKANQID 2 .  -7,** 
ASSASSIN O MEG) .     12.49 
ASSASSIN REMIX'.9.99 
AVte HARRIER ASSAULT...22 49 
B A 7 2 .....*3 *9 
BIT FLYING FORTRESS (1 MEG) . ,.14 99 
BART Ya THE WORLD.  18.99 
BATMAN RETURNS.  17,99 
BATMAN THE MOVIE...7.99 

BATTLE ISLE..... 
BATTLE ISLE B3 .  ,,.16,49 
BATTLE OF BRITAIN . ...11,49 
BEACH VOLLE Y (NOl?f .7.99 
BENEATH THE STEEL SKY {1 MEG) ■ 20 99 
BENEFACTOR ( 1 MEG) -. 20 49 
BILL S TOMATO GAME .17 49 
BLACK CRYPT (1 MtGj . .16.49 
blade or destiny (i megj h 49 
BLASTaR |l MEG) .  ,144* 
BLOB(t MEG)' ..  ..1448 
blues BROTHERS .... 7.49 
BOBS BAD DAY' 17 99 
BODY BLOWS (1 MEG) . II 99 
BOOT BLOWS (A1200 VERSIONj 1* 49 
BODY BLOWS GALACTIC |1 MEG)' 17 4* 
BOOT BLOWS GALACTIC (Ai200 VEROOn > ■ 11 99 
BOSTON BOMB CLUfl 1*013) 1-99 
BOXING MANAGER {NQ12).I 4* 
BRIAN THE LION * . 17 99 
BUBBA N STIX* . 14 49 
BURNING RUBBER .-.17 99 
BURNING RUBBER (A12QQ VERSION) *105* 
CADAVER (N012) .  9 49 
CAESARS MEG) (NOl2) .*B4ft 
CAESER DELUXE.. • .1*49 
CAMPAIGN £1 MEG). .22.49 
CAMPAIGN 2|i MEG)* 22 99 
CANNON FODDER (1 MEG) '. 20,99 
CAPTIVE 2 - LIBERATION MEG) JO 49 
CARDIACS' . 1,49 
CASTLES 2 (A 1200 VERSION) ...22.49 

CELTIC LEGENDS...1«-*9 
championship manager fi megj ...ta 49 
CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGER 43 
UPDATE DtSK (l hEG)' .9+9 
CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGER 919* ri MEG|17 99 
CHAO* ENGINE . 
CHAOS ENGINE (A12WVERSIONI' !*4* 
CHUCK ROCK Hi MEG). ..19.4* 
CfVUMTlON fl MEGi.    33,49 
CIVILISATION (A1200 VERSION) * .35.99 
COMBAT AIR PATROL .JQ 49 
combat Classics 
(FIS STRIKE EAGLE 2. 6*8 ATTACK SUB. 
HAM YANKEE) £1 MEGHNQlZ) .19 99 
COOL SPOT*.,,.,,.,,... 20 99 
COOL WORLD (1 MEG) .17 99 
CORRUPTION fhWSCnOUSj . ■■ 7,49 
CRAZY CARS 2 ..  14.49 
CREEPERS....  .18,49 
CRUISE FQR A CORPSE .... 11.99 
CRYSTAL KINGDOM DIZZY .I 3 44 

CURSE OF ENCHANT!* (1 MEG, ...ll« 
CYBERPUNK' ...14.49 
CYBERSPACE (1 MEG) - .  22.99 
D-OENE RATION... 19.44 
DA H KMERE f 1 MEG) .... 17,49 
DA R KSE ED £ 1 MEG |  .44 
DENNIS fAUM VERSION)' 19.49 
DENNIS ■ .........18.49 
DESERT STRIKE (1 MEG) . 19 49 
DISPOSABLE HERO * ......._.......18.99 
DIZZY PRINCE YOLK FOLK .7JS 
DIZZY'S EXCELLENT ADVENTURE 18 49 
DOGFIGHT (1 MEG)* __ 
OONKHMCO)'. 18 49 
DOODLEBUG .....1*49 
PRACULA . 1 MEGi •. 20 49 
DREAMLANDS 
(TRANSARTGA STORM MASTER 
ISMARH1 MEC)* ..li*S 
QREAMWEB (1 MEG!' ., 22 99 
DUNE 11 MEG | ...19.49 
DQ«t J BATTLE FOR AflfLAKTfi .1 MEG). 3QM 
DUNGEON MASTER * 
CHAOS STRIKES BACK (1 MEG) .13.99 
□VNA BLASTERS . ».49 
CUTE .....«..14.99 
ELITE 3 (FRONTIER)... .,...33 49 
EPIC 11 MEG). ...19.99 
EUROPEAN CHAMPIONS 11 MEG) ..17.49 
EYE OF THE BEHOLDER (SBl) (l MEG) 13 99 
CYE OF THE BEHOLDER 2(1 MEG)...,. 24 49 
FI IDQMAHK) |1 MEGi - .17 99 
P11TA STEALTH FIGHTER 2 0M MEG) *22.99 
FIG STRIKE EAGLE 2(1 MEG)_...... 12 49 
F17 CHALLENGE ..19 49 
FI 9 STEALTH FIGHTER (NQP).11.49 
FABLES 4 FIENDS - 
LEGE NO OF KYRANOIA (NOT 2) fi MEG)» M 
FACE OFF ICE HOCKEY (NOl7).149 
FANTASTIC WORLDS 
[REALMS, PIRATES MEGA LO MANIA 
POPULOUS W0*CtAUM)Hl »EG.i iN0ift& 49 
FIRE 4 ICE ..... ....17 99 
FIRST MVURA - UtGA LC MANIA (NQl3) 13 *4 
FLAMES OF FREEDOM (MIDWINTER 2)10 99 
flashback p meg>...20.99 
FOOTBALLER OF THE YEAR? CN0 Ii) 8 44 
FORMULA 1 GRAND PRIX ...15.49 
FUTURE WARS (N0I3) .10.44 
Q2(1 MEG)*.  17.99 
GAUNTLET 2.  .,,7.99 
GAUNTLET 3 (NOl2) .. 1* 49 
GEAR WORKS-..  15.49 
GHOULS N GHOSTS . 7.99 
GLOBDDLE- .  30-49 
GOAL ........20 44 
GOB LIMNS 2 . 18.44 
GOLF WORLD CLASS LEADER BOARD 8 99 
GRAHAM GOOCH WORLD 
CLASS CRICKET [1 mEGj ..l« 44 
GRAHAM GOOCH DATA DISK - .. .13 99 
GRAHAM TAYLORS 
SOCCER manager ) i MSO) .11 4| 
GRAND PRIX CIRCUIT .  ...MM 
GUNSHiP3006(1 MEG) ..5394 
HARLEQUIN __   17*4 
HEAD OVER HEELS __  99 
HEIMPAU 1 MEG) (NGU) ..,.,12 49 
HEROOUEST . DATA {HSK<M017) . 899 
Hf ROOuESt 3 

THE LEGACY OF SORAS1L (1 MEG) ,,.17 4* 
HILL STREET BLUES (N012) ..   .949 
HIRED GUNS (1 MEG) ..  52.49 
HlSTOMYLlNE 1414-1* [1 MEG! 32 W 
HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION 
(ROBOCOP OHOSTBUSTERS 3 INDIANA 
JONES ACTION, BATMAN THE MOVIE) DVB 
(NOP) .8-4* 
HOOK    ...11.49 
HUMANS2 (1 MEG] ■ .20 99 
HUMAN* DATA DISK (N01SJ. IB 49 
HUNTER (N017) ..  7,99 
IK* ......7 94 
IMMORTAL (NOlll .   —.,10.49 
INDIANA JONES 7 ACTION 
(PATE OF ATLANTIS) .-..1798 
INDIANA JONES ACTION ....5 94 
INDIANA JONES ADVENTURE -. 11.4* 
INDIAN* JONES fate of 
ATLANTIS ADVjl MEG)..... .. 5459 
INNOCENT fi MEGi ■   22-99 
INTERNATIONAL RUGBY CHALLENGE 14-99 
IN 1ERNATiONAl SPORTS 
CHALLENGE (HOI2)  —__...1SJ99 
ISHAR 2 LEGIONS OF CHAOS (1 MEG)lt49 
iSHAftj- LEGIONS OF CHAOS 
(A120C YfJttlON)' .  11.99 
IT CAME FROM THE DESERT PLUS 
ANT HEADS OAtADtSK(1 MEG). 
JACK NIC KLAUS GOLF ..  E.49 
JAGUAR *J229(1 MEG) ...,-..115* 
JAMES POND .ME 
JAMES POND 2 - R080C0D .,,... 959 
JIMMY WHITES SNOOKER.„.15BS 
JINXTER (M.-SCH OL LS) .4 49 
JOHN MADDEN'S (U.S) FOOTBALL..17.94 
JURASSIC PARK (1 MEG) .... .MM 

JURASSIC P ARK |A1390 VERSION) 1*58 
K249(UTOPIA3)|1 MEG! .....1659 
KQO .. . . ...........20 49 
KICK OFF 2 (1 MEO] (NO12)...* 44 
KINGDOM*OF GERMANY |1 MEG)' 19,49 
kings ouest i * ..... .10 99 
KIT VICIOUS- .    14.99 
KN1GHTMARE  135* 
KNIGHTS OF THE SKY (1 MEG) -15*8 
K RUSTY ‘5 SUPER FUN HOUSE .19.99 
LAST NINJA 2 (NO 12)....7 9* 
LEGEND [WORLD OF LEGEND) 1J49 
LEGENDS iKRISALIS) (1 MEG) - _16 49 
LEGS NO* OF VALOUR (l MEGi 3*4* 
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 1 {1 MEGi ■ ... 1599 

LEMMINGS .It4* 
LEMMHGS? .14 49 
LEMMINGS DATA DISK ■ OH NO'..9.9* 
LINKS THE CHALLENGE OF 
GOLf (1 MEG)* .....12 9* 
LIOMHEART ..—....IT.** 
LOMBARD RAC RALLY.7 99 
LORD OF THE RINGS .  ,...17-49 
LORD OF THE RINGS 2- 
TWO TOWERS (1 MEGI ..  2*59 
LOST VIK(NGS . . ..19 9* 
LOTUS J THE FINAL CHALLENGE (I MEG) 
(NOT 2j ...1959 
LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 2 (NQ13| ...9 9* 
LURE of the TEMPTRESS (l MEG! .1*5* 
Ml TANK PLATOON (1 MEG).. ...1159 
MAGIC BOY-    17.99 
MAGIC WORLDS 
(STORM MASTER. DRAGONS BREATH, 
CRYSTALS OF ARBQflCAHNOIft ......l«5* 
MAGICIAN. 3 CASTLE (1 MEG] * ...... ,»5ft 
MAN UTD PREMIER LEAGUE 
CHAMPIONS £1 MEG) -   1*5* 
MANCHESTER UMITED   *49 
MANIAC MANSION (N012| 1059 
MICRO MACHINE S' ..... It.** 
MCROPROSE 30 GOLF [1 MEG) . 12 ** 
MIC 29 (1 MEG) ...... 105* 
MONOPOLY .— ,1*5* 
MORTAL KOMOAT {1 MEG) ’ 30 99 
MR NUTZ [A1200 VERSION)' . 1*59 
NEW ZEALAND STORY (N0l3) . T.*f 
NICK FALDO'S GOLF ..  21.49 
NICKY BOOM J...- ii.99 
NIGEL MANSELL'S WORLD 
CHAMP'fHJP (1 MEG!......13.94 
NIGEL MANSELL * WORLD CHAMP SHIP 
(A120D VERSION) ..   19.99 
NIPPON SAFES (I MEG)..- ,505* 
NO SECOND PRIZE 16 99 
ONE STEP BEYOND (1 UIQ},.....14 99 
OPERATION STEALTH |NOl3) ..,1159 
OPERATION WOLF fNQlJ] ..7.99 
OVERDRIVE (1 MEG| .   l£*f 
PANG  7 99 
PANZA KICK BOXING (N012) . 9.99 
PATRICIAN (1 MEGi .   50-4* 
PERFECT GENERAL .32-** 
PERFECT GENERAL DATA DISK ..... .1449 
PERIHELION (t MEG) - 20 4* 
PGA TOUR GOLF .COURSES 19*9 
PGA TOUR GOLF COURSE D*SK   ...1159 
P9IBALL DREAMS H MEG] -.-1S59 
PINBALL FANTASIES ]*59 
PIRATES INOP! 10,49 
PlTFlGNTCfl    ,7,9* 

PLAYER MANAGER (NO 12)   ,9.49 
POOLS Of DARKNESS ..— .*.** 
POPULOUS A PROMISED LANDS (NOlSl 10.49 
POPULOUS A SIM CITY .,, ..17 49 

POPULOUS 2(1 Mf 01 - 
CHALLENGE DATA DISK ,, .. .2359 
POPULOUS 2 CHALLENGE 
DATA DISK (1 MEG)  -12 4* 
POWER UP 
(CHASE H Q. TURRICAN. X-OUT 
ALTERED BEAST RAINBOW IS LANDS) 14.49 
PREMIER MANAGER [1 MEG) ...105* 
PRf M16 R MANAGE R 2 f 1 MEG) ...18 49 
PfliMIERf (1 MEG)  .,.,,12 4* 
PRIME MOVER --..... . 1*99 
PRINCE OF PERSIA (1 MEG) 7 » 
PRO TENNIS TOUR 3   13-4* 
PROJECT X (SPECIAL EDITION! Il MEG) 10 4* 
PUGG9Y [1 MEG)' 20 4* 

PU*M-0V*H (1 »EG1 . 17 *9 
PUTTY .   135* 
OUEST A GLORY 
iBLOODwyCh midwinter 
CADAVER. BAT) (N012)    1359 
OUESTRON3(BSIKN013) .04* 
OWAK *        *99 
H-TYPE (NOi2l . 7 99 
RAILROAD TYCOON(f MEG) .1*5* 
RAINBOW COLLECTION 
(BUBBLE BOBBLE RAINBOW ISLANDS. 
NEW ZEALAND STOR Y) (NOPl * 9* 
RALLY (i MEG) ■ .. 2*5* 
RAVING MAO 
(MEGA TWINS, JAMES POND 2 - 
noaocoD. rodlano) .—,,1159 
REACH FOR THE BKUB .49 

RICK DANGEROUS (NOl2) 7 99 
ROAD RASH 17 » 
ROBfN HMO LEGEND QUEST J B* 
ROaOCOD AEG (A120Q VERSION! 17*9 
ROBOCOP 2. 7.9* 
ROBOCOP3(NOl7| U *9 
ROLLING RONNY (NOl 2) ... 95* 
ROME [1 MEG) .1M* 
RORKES DRIFT.  LN 
RULES OF ENGAGEMENT 2- 21 49 
RYDER CUP(A12« YiR$*ON|' I*** 
RYDER CUP-,..  .1«5B 
SABRE TEAM 11** 
SABRE TEAM {* 12M VERSION)' 1*49 
SCRABBLE iUS GOLD] .1*4* 
SECOND *AUURAI (l MfG) • JO 4» 
SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND {* MEG) 12 99 
SECRET OF MONKEY iSlAND 2 (1 MEG) 24 4* 
SENSIBLE SOCCER I 927*3 SEASON] 13.49 
SHADOW OF THE SEAST 2 [WITH T-WiAT) 9 49 
SHADOW OF THE BEAST 3 1**9 
SHAOQWLANDS* *4* 
5HAOOWORLD5 (N012) ..t» 
SMOOT- EM-LIP CONSTRUCTION KIT (NOH) 8 99 
SHUTTLE (1 MEG) . . 175* 
SILENT SERVICE 2 (1 MEG) (hOR| .14 4* 
SIM CITY DELUXE 
(SIM CITY. FUTURE CITIES 1 TERRAIN 
EDITOR). ...22*9 
SIM LIFE (At™ VERSION) ■ .  22 99 
SIMON THE SORCERER r 1 MiG) 22 49 
SIMON THE SOFCE PER I A1200 V IflSION) 23 49 
SLEEPWALKER... .. i2J* 
SMASH TV 7 *9 
SOCCER KID 19 99 
SOCCER KID (Ai 200 VE RS40N] ' . I * 19 
SOUP TREK rTHi SEARCH FOR STOCK) Hi t* 
SPACi CRUSADE , DATA disk {NOl 2)14 4* 
SPACE HULK.. 20*9 
SPIRIT OF EACADBUR j> MEG) (NOP) * 49 
SPORTS MASTERS 
(PGA GOLF INDY 300 AOVANTAGE TENNIS 
EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIP S i9t2) 
{1MEG)(TM>12i .... -2049 
STAR TREK - 251 m ANNIVERSARY 
(A1300 VERSION) ... .22,49 
STAHBLADETNOl?) 6.99 
STARDUST' 12.4* 
STEVE DAVIS SNOOKER 1849 
STRATEGY MASTERS 

(POPULOUS HUNTER SPIRIT OF 
EXCALIBUR CHESSPLAYER 2150 
BATTLEMASTEftl ri MEGHN012) .21 48 
STREEtFIGHTER 2.16 99 
STRIKER (1 MEG).. .....18.48 
STUART PEARCE S SOCCER SELECTION S 
(KICK OFF 2. WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP 

SOCCER MANCHESTER UNITED, 
INTERNAHONAL SOCCER UN012) U4* 

STUHTCAR RACER (NOtll 7.99 
SUPER CAPS (NOl 2) 7 49 
SUPER CARS 2 (NQPj 9 4* 
SUPER CAULDRON . 17 99 
SUPER FROG (1 MEG) 1* 98 
SUPER HANG ON 7 *9 
SUPERHERO . i*99 
SUPER LEAGUE MANAGER (1 UCG| 1* 4* 
SUPER SPACE INVADERS' *4* 
SUPCRBKI2iNOi?| *99 
SWITCHBLADE 7 (NOl 2] - *4* 
SW1V(NOP) .  890 
SYNDICATE (1 MCG) 27 4* 

TERMINATOR 3' .3&M 
TTY (A 12« VERSION)' 22.9* 
THE BLUE 8 THE GREY (T MEG) < 1**9 
TKf LOST TREASURES OF INFOCOM 1 
(29CLASSIC INFOCOM TEXT 
ADVENTURES)(HOt3) .. 20.99 
THE SETTLERS' .235* 
THEATRE OF DEATH' 2fl4* 
THUNDERHAWK ,109* 
TITUS THE FOX *5* 
TORNADO II MEO) 3t4* 
TRANSARCtiCA 18 49 
7'UARICAN 7 9* 
TUPRICAN2... 7 99 
TV SPORTS BOXING (N013) 1*4* 
TV SPORTS FO0TBAU (NOl2) 6 49 
UtTWIA 5 (NOl 21 . 9 4* 
UTOPIA * DATA DISK 1t 99 
VIKINGS • FIELD Of CONQUEST 11 MEG111 4* 
VROOMiNOlT) 13.4* 
WALKER If ,9* 
WAR IN THE GULF 19 9* 
WAXWORKS!I MEG! 23*9 
WHEN TWTO WORLDS WAR (1 MEQl' 315* 
WING COMMANDER i (i MEG) 1854 
WJfLff* 205S 
WZ'KID ..    T7.44 
WONDEROOO'.. 1*5* 
WOODY'S WORLD .17,9* 
WWF WRESTLING (NO12) . .115* 
WWF WRESTLING 2(1 MEG).1 7.49 
XENON 3 MEGA BLAST 959 
XMAS LEMMINGS * 145* 
YO JOE! * 20 *9 
ZAK MCK RACKEN (HOI 2] 19 4* 

ZOOL (1 MEGi ... 1*4* 
ZOOL (AT2*G VERSION i t* 4* 
ZOOL 2 |1 MEG) ,, ... 10*9 

EDUCATIONAL 
ADI ENGLISH ( 11^13 YRS)     16 « 
ADI FRENCH [13-13 YRS i 1* ** 
ADI FRENCH (13-14 YR$1 1499 
ADI JUNIOR COUNTINQ (8*7 YR3) 145* 
Afil JUNIOR AEAOfNG |4*S YRS) 145* 
ADI JUNIOR RE AGING .07 YRS] 14 44 
Ad MATHS (11-13 YRS) ...-. !« ** 
ADI MATHS (12-13 YRS) 14 91 
AO MATltS (13-14 YRS) _ 16 99 
ALVIN S PUZZLES LOGIC 
AND SPELLING GAMES (64 YRS) 13-9* 
amOS Easy {first steps to 
PROGRAMMING! 33 49 
FUN SCHOOL 3 (3-6).9 49 
FUN SCHOOL 3 (8-B) ....*.4* 
FUN SCHOOL 3 (3-5 YRS) . .. .145* 
FUN SCHOOL 3 (07 YRS) ... 1*59 
FUN SCHOOL 3 (7* YRS) . 145* 

FUN SCHOOL 4 (M YRS) 165* 
FUN SCHOOL 4 (9*7 YRS) 18.4* 
FUN SCHOOL 4 (T+ YRS) .1459 
FUN SCHOOL SPECIAL 
MERLIN'S MATHS (7-11 YRS) . 16-** 
FUN SCHOOL SPECIAL ■ PAINT H CREATE 
EDUCATIONAL ART |5* YRS] it *9 
FUN SCHOOL SPECIAL 
SPELLING FAIR f7-l3 YRS) . 16 99 
MEGA MATHS (A LEVEL COURSE) 175* 
MICRO ENGLISH . 17 4* 
MICRO FRENCH 17 49 
MICRO GERMAN ....17 4* 
MICRO MATHS . .. TT.4* 
MICRO SCIENCE 17 4* 
MICRO SPANISH .. >5 *9 
NODDY'S BIG ADVENTURE 
[FOLLOW UP TO NODDY $ PLAYTIME] 1759 
NODDY'S PLAYTWE (EDUCATIONAL 
PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN AGED 3-) 
{1 MEG] ...... 17*9 
PAINT POT 3(4-10 YRS) ..13 *9 
WHICH? WHERE ? WHAT? (45 YRS i 13 9* 

UTILITY 
3D CONSTRUCTION KIT 
LWITh FREE TUTORIAL VIDEO! 13-4* 
30 CONSTRUCTION KIT 2 . 325* 
AMOS (GAMES CREATOR) 305* 
AMOS 3D [REQUIRES AMOS) 225* 
AMOS COMPILER (R EQUIRES AMOS) 1 *.** 
AMOS EASY (FIRST STEPS TO 
PROGRAMMING! a.49 

AMOS PROFESSIONAL 
[MORE COMPLEX VERSION OF AMOS] 335* 
AMOS PROFESSIONAL COMPILER 3451 
DELUXE PAINT 3 LWITh ANIMATION) 1959 
DELUXE PAINT 4(1 MEG) 
[HAM MODE A ANIMATION 55 49 
DELUXE PAINT 4 
iAGA FOR aM*Ga 12*9 WORKS in 
236 COLOUR AND NEW frJBlT HAM MODE« 
80*9 
ACCOUNTS  . 5.48 
HOME ACCOUNTS 3 35 49 
KIND WORDS 3 WORD PROCESSOR ...385# 
MINI OFFICE 
(WORD PROCESSOR SPREADSHEET 
DATABASE AND DISK UTILITIES) 38.4* 
PE N PAL WORD PROCESSOR 55 49 
POWERWORKS 
(MAXIPLAN PLUS SPREADSHEET. KIND 
WORDS 2 WORD PROCESSOR INFOFfLi 
DATABASE] (NOP) ... 19 99 
PUBLISHER {PAGE LAYOUT PACKAGE) 
CAN PRODUCE BLACK and WHITE 
NEWSLETTERS. FLYERS. ANNUAL 
REPORTS AND MAGAZINES REQUIRES 
ONE EXTERNAL DISK DRIVE OR HAAG 
DRIVE (I MEG) (NO)it ..38.49 
TECNOPLUS BUSINESS PACK FOR AMIGA 
(WOROWORTM WORD PROCESSOR. K 
SPREAD 2 SPREADSHEET AND K-04T* 
database,,, nee, m « 

WORDWORTN V 3 WORD PROCESSOR 
(1 MEG ACA COMPATIBLE) ?l 4* 

AMIGA CD GAMES 
ALFRED CHICKEN *.. i9 99 
BURNING RUBBER ' .. . 71 H 
^GENERATION' 11 H 
CONK,».. .. 18 89 
LOTUS TRILOGY {LOTUS 1.3.3)' .... 2* 9* 
MICROCOSM' . 29.89 
PINBALL FANTASIES ' 20ft 
ROBOCOO- .20 W 
RYDER CUP*. ..2199 
SLEEPWALKER' .71-H 
IW«........24*9 
ZOOL' ..*...2198 

A 

1159 

Q 

JOYSTICKS 
SOLDSTICK HAND HKD 
JOYSTICK 
(MICRO SWITCH ED 
AUTOFtRE) 
10.99 

CHEETAH 
BOO JOYSTICK 

(MICRQSWTTCHED. r AUTOFIRE) 
13-*! 

COMPETITION PRO EXTRA 
m JOYSTICK (CLEAR BASE 

*WW* VlCROSWITCHED 
AUTOflRE) . 

FREEWHEEL 
STEERING WHEEL (CNGlTAU 

FOR AMIGA (WORKS ASA 
JOYSTICK OR WITH 

FOOTPEDAL) SUITS MOST 
DRIVING GAMES 28 99 

j GRAY IS JOYSTICK WITH 
§ FOAM PADDED GRIP 

ADJUSTABLE HAMDLE 
TENSION i PROGRAMMABLE 
FIRE BUTTONS.22.99 

KONIX 
SPEEDKING JOYSTICK 

(AUTOFIRE) 10.99 
I LOGIC 3 DELTA 

RAY JOYSTICK 
(MICROSWITCHED 

_l AUTOF1RE) 
HOB 
LOGIC J PINTO 
MINI JOYSTICK 

(MICROSWITCH ED) 10.99 

LOGIC J GUATRO 1 
JOYSTICK 

(MICROSWITCHED) its » 
* 

1 

LOGIC 3 SIGMA-RAY 

JOYSTICK 
(MICROSWITCHED. 
AUTOFIRE) 
11.4* 

4 
-^ MINI 

COMPETITION PRO SOOO 
JOYSTICK 1 

(MICROSWITCHED) 13,9* 

POWER PLAY CRUISER 4 TURBO JOYSTICK 
( micros wrrcHEO. 
AUTOftRE) ..1159 

\ l 
3T > ^ dm 

- 

TRANSFERS any JOYSTICK 
FUNCTIONS TO FOOT PEDALS 18,99 

m QUICK JOY JET FIGHTER 
. JOYSTICK (MICROSWITCHED. 
$ AUTOHHE)   .11.99 
M OUICKJQY QJt 

JOYSTICK 
(MICROSWITCHED) 

7 99 

QUICK JOY TOP 
STAR JOYSTICK 
(MICROSWITCHED. AUTOFlRE) 
17 49 

* 4 # QUICKSHOT 
126F 

MAVERICK I 
JOYSTICK 

(AUTOFIRE) 11.9* 

1 QUICKSHOT 
137F PYTHON JOYSTICK 
(AUTOFlRE)____9 99 

QUICKSHOT 1SS 
AVIATOR 1 
JOYSTICK 

(UlCROSWITCHEDi 23,9* 

^t SAPTEK MEGAGRIP 
W 2 JOYSTICK 

J* (AUTOFlRE) ..115* 

SfClOKJNG 
ANALOGUE JOYSTICK FOR 

AMIGA {FOR PROPORTIONAL 
CONTROL ON SUITABLE 
SOFTWARE. AUTO FI RE) 1 

11 99 

55 

* TSr. 



COMMODORE AMIGA A600 
LEMMINGS PACK 1/0 
WITH DELUXE PAINT 3 AND LEMMINGS 
GAME, BUILT IN TV MODULATOR, MOUSE, 
WORKBENCH 2,0,1 MEG RAM EXPANDABLE 
TO 10 MEG. 1 YEAR IN-HO ME SERVICE 
WARRANTY. SAVE £50 .174.99 

COMMODORE AMIGA A600 LEMMINGS PACK 1/0 
AS ABOVE COMPLETE WITH SONY 14" FST KVM1400 
COLOUR TWMGNITOR AND SCART LEAD. SAVE £70 „ ,.,,*354M 

Or 
uq£l 

COMMODORE AMIGA A1200 
DESKTOP DYNAMITE PACK 
WITH WORDWORTH 2.0 AGA WORD 
PROCESSOR. DELUXE PAINT IV. 
PRINT MANAGER, OSCAR AND 
DENNIS, MOUSE. TV MODULATOR. 
2 MEG RAM EXPANDABLE TO 10 
MEG 32BIT6&Q20 14 MHZ 
PROCESSOR, AGA GRAPHICS 
CHIPSET. 1 YEAR IN-HOME 
WARRANTY, SAVE £50 .209.99 

COMMODORE AMIGA A12Q0 LEMMINGS PACK 2/0 
WITH DELUXE PAINT 3 AND LEMMINGS, 
MOUSE, BUILT-IN TV MODULATOR, 
2 MEG RAM EXPANDABLE TO 10 MEG, 
32 BIT 50020 14 MHz PROCESSOR, AGA 
GRAPHICS CHIPSET, WORKBENCH 3.0, 
1 YEAR IN-HOME SERVICE WARRANTY. 
SAVE £60.......264,99 

COMMODORE AMIGA A1200 LEMMINGS PACK 2/0 
AS ABOVI WITH OVERDRIVE 65MB HARD DRIVE,,,,.AW r 

COMMODORE AMIGA A120Q LEMMINGS PACK 2/0 
AS ABOVE COMPLETE WITH SONY 14" FST KVM1400 
COLOUR TWMONITOR AND SCART LEAD, SAVE £65 439 99 

COMMODORE AMIGA A1200 LEMMINGS PACK 2/0 
AS ABO Vi PLUS OVERDRIVE &&MB HARD DRIVE COMPLETE 
WITH SONY 14" FST KVM1400 COLOUR TWMONITOR 
AND SCART LEAD SAVE £135 ON RHP ..........639 98 

-- - 
.UU, 

CD-32 CONSOLE 
WITH OSCAR AND DIGGERS GAMES 
CD BASED CONSOLE WITH AMIGA A120D 
POWER, 256,000 COLOURS FROM 16 
MILLION, FAST 68020 PROCESSOR, 
2 MEG RAM AND 11 BUTTON JOYPAD 
CAN PLAY AUDIO CD S AND CD+G DISCS, 
FULL MOTION VIDEO ADAPTOR AVAILABLE 
, SAVE £14 ..*.,..285.99 

COMMODORE FULL MOTION VIDEO ADAPTOR FOR CD*32 
(VIDEO-CD MPEG ADAPTOR). GIVES THE C 032 THE CAPABILITY OF 
RUNNING VIDEO FROM CO WHEN THE SOFTWARE BECOMES AVAILABLE TMM 

COMMODORE AMIGA CD-32 AS ABOVE 
COMPLETE WrTH SONY 14" FST KVM14DD COLOUR 
TWMONITOR AND SCART LEAD. SAVE £43 ON RRP ....465.99 

FOR A FREE COLOUR CATALOGUE 
PLEASE CALL 0279 6Q0204 

COMMODORE AMIGA 

HARD DRIVES 
OVERDRIVE HIGH SPEED HARD DRIVES FOR Aim 
EXTERNAL DRIVE STYLED TO MATCH AMIGA PLUGS 
INTO PCMCIA SLOT, EJOEHNAL P$U SEAGATE DR!VE 
UNIT ("THE FASTEST DRIVE EVER' REVIEWED BYCU"). 
INCLUDES CIVILISATION GAME AND AG TOOLS 
SOFTWARE. i YEAR WARRANTY. 

OVERDRIVE HARD DRIVE 85 MB .,...199.99 
OVERDRIVE HARD DRIVE 170 MB   .259,99 
OVERDRIVE HARD DRIVE 250 MB ........299,99 

SCART TELEVISIONS 
& MONITORS 

COMMODORE 1Q84S 
COLOUR MONITOR 
STEREO SOUND. OFFICIAL UK 
VERSION INCLUDES AMIGA 
MONITOR LEAD AND 1 YEAH 

WARRANTY.179.99 

COMMODORE 1940 
MONITOR 
SUPPORTS SVGA AND ALL 
AMIGA 12M AND 4000 GRAPHICS 
MOOES, 044“ DOT PITCH, 14- 
DISPLAY, guilt IN stereo 
speakers FOR QUALITY SOUND. 
OFFICIAL UK VERSION. 
PC LEAD WITH AMIGA ADAPTOR 

INCLUDED. 234,99 

PHILIPS 15" FST 
COLOUR TV/MONITOR 
WITH TELETEXT AND REMOTE 
CONTROL, MODEL 15PT1B1A- 
AUTO PROGRAMMING. FRONT AV 
SOCKETS. REAR SCART INPUT. 2 
YEAH WARRANTY, TELESCOPIC 
AERIAL. FREE SCART LEAD 
(STATE AMIGA. ST. MEGADRlVE 

OR $N6S) 

SAVE £15 OFF RRP . 
..234.99 

SONY KVM1400 14" FST 
COLOUR TV/MONETOH 
WITH REMOTE CONTROL 
60 CHANNEL TUNING. REAR SCART 
INPUT. HEADPHONE SOCKET. TWO 
POSITION TILT, SLACK TRINITRON 
SCREEN. LOOP AERIAL. 
FREE SCART LEAD 
(STATE AMIGA, ST, MEGA DRIVE 
OR SNES|. 
SONY TV (GREY}.1M 99 
SONY TV (WHITE! l»4.« 
SONY TV WITH 
FA STEXT OPTION 249 99 

GOLDSTAR 14" 
TELEVISION 
WITH REMOTE CONTROL AND 
SCART INPUT 
FREE SCART LEAD 
(STATE AMIGA. MEG ADR TV E OR 

Sne$) ......154,99 

PRINTERS 
CANON BJ-1GEX BUBBLE JET PRINTER 
84 NOZZLE. 80 COLUMN. 83LQ CPS ZLQfl DRAFT FONT, 1 YEAR 
WARRANTY. FREE PRINTER LEAD. A SMALL. PORTABLE PRINTER. 
VERY QUIET IN OPERATION YET GIVING OUTSTANDING PRINT 

QUALITY... «.. 1 99,99 

CANON BJ1Q SX BUBBLE JET PRINTER 
64 NOZZLE. SO COLUMN, 1HJL0 CPS ZLQ/3 DRAFT FONT. 1 YEAR 
WARRANTY. FREE PRINTER LEAD A SMALL. PORTABLE PRINTER. 
VERY QUIET IN OPERATION YET GIVING OUTSTANDING PRINT 

QUALITY- FASTER AND QUIETER THAT THE SJ10EX, „ „ ,215-99 

CITIZEN SWIFT 90C COLOUR PRINTER 
9 PIN, 80 COLUMN, 240CPS/54NLQ. SNLO FONTS. 2 YEAR WARRANTY. 
FREE PRINTER LEAD. A 9 PIN PRINTER WITH COLOUR FACILITY AND 

FULL PAPER HANDLING FUNCTIONS......... ...I 64.99 

CITIZEN SWIFT 200C PRINTER + COLOUR KIT 
24 PIN, 88 COLUMN, 216CPS/72LQ 8 LQ/1 DRAFT FONT, AUTO SET 
FACILITY, INPUT DATA BUFFER, AUTO PAPER LOADING, ENVELOPE 

PRINTING, 2 YEAR WARRANTYFREE PRINTER LEAD.......216.99 

CITIZEN 240C PRINTER + COLOUR KIT 
24 PIN. 88 COLUMN, Z40CP&SOLO SLQ/1 DRAFT FONT. 2 YEAR 
WARRANTY. FREE PRINTER LEAD. ADVANCED VERSION OF 24E WITH 

AUTOSET FEATURE AND LCD CONTROL PANEL   ...259.99 

EPSON LQ100 PRINTER 
24 PIN. 80 COLUMN, 250 CPS/72 LQ, 8 FONTS |2 SCALE ABLE). QUIET 
MOB NOISE LEVEL. EASY TO USE CONTROL PANEL. FREE PRINTER 
LEAD. 1 YEAR WARRANTY, EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY LOW COST 24 

PIN PRINTER ....... ...164,99 

MICE 
ALFA MEGAMOUSE 2 FOR AMIGA OR ST 
260 DPI, HIGH QUALITY MOUSE FOR 
A BUDGET PRICE.11,59 

PATALUX MOUSE FOR AMIGA OR ST 
(200DPI. CLEAR DESIGN! ..,..15.09 

LEGEND TRACK BALL FOR AMIGA. 
REPLACES STANDARD MOUSE FOR ALL 
MOUSE BASED OPERATIONS. 
COMFORTABLE. ERGONOMIC FEEL. 
SUITED MAINLY TO RIGHT HANDED USERS. 
23A9 

R5D TRUEMQUSE FOR AMIGA OR ST 
ZCKMOG DPI RESOLUTION. COMFORTABLE 
FEEL AND LONG 
CORD  ....18.49 

MOUSE MAT (JUNGLE SCENE) WITH 
SPONGE BACK AND COLOUR PRINT 5-99 

MOUSE MAT WITH SPONGE BACKING 4.99 

LEADS 
HI-FI LEAD ■ AMIGA OR ST (STANDARD 
PHONO INPUT). 3 METRES...8-99 

MONITOR LEAD - AMIGA TO PHILIPS 
CMGQ33 MK2 OR CBM 1064 S MONITOR 7.99 

MONITOR LEAD - ATARI ST TO PHILIPS 
CMB883 MK2 OR CBM lCG4S MONITOR 7.99 

SCART LEAD-AMIGA TO 
GOLDSTAR TV ..  ..,9.99 

SCART LEAD - AMIGA TO PHILIPS TV ...f ,99 

SCART LEAD - AMIGA TO SONY TV .,.,,.9 99 

SCART LEAD ■ AMIGA TO TELEVISION WITH 
SCART INPUT ....9-99 

NULL MODEM CABLE . ,...,8.99 

ANTI’SURGE PLUG FOR ANY ELECTRICAL 
DEVICE (EG COMPUTER 
JCONSOLETViDEQ), PROTECTS YOUR 
VALUABLE EQUIPMENT AGAINST 
DAMAGING ELECTRICAL SURGES .12 99 

MEMORY UPGRADES 
1 MEGABYTE ABM RAM 
UPGRADE WITH CLOCK ...„37.M 

4 MEG PCMCIA UPGRADE FOR A60QOR 
A1200 PLUGS DIRECTLY INTO SMART 
CARD SLOT, THESE ARE NOT BATTERY 
BACKED ANO CAN'T BE USED AS A DISK, 
ONLY AS RAM.....164.69 

MISCELLANEOUS 
CITIZEN PRINTER DRIVER KIT.12.99 

DELUXE WORK CENTRE (RSD> 
FOR AMIGA At2M .. 
DELUXE WORK CENTRE (ASOI 
FOR AMIGA ASM OR A500 PLUS 

DELUXE WORK CENTRE [fiSDI 
FOR AMIGA A6W.... 

42.99 

.42.69 

.37.99 
EXTERNAL 3 5' DISK DRIVE FOR AMIGA 
WITH SONY/CTTIZEN DRIVE MECHANISM- 
860K FORMATTED CAPACITY. QUIET. HIGH 
QU ALITY, SLIM LINE DESIGN. COLOUR 
MATCHED METAL CASE AND LONG REACH 
CONNECTION CABLE.57.99 

SCREEN&EaT STEREO SPEAKERS FOR 
AMIGA OR PC, RE QUI RE S 4 A A BATTER IES 
OR MAINS ADAPTOR. DESIGNED 
SPECIFICALLY FOR COMPUTERS, 
INCLUDING M OUNTINGS FOR 
ATTACHMENT TO MONITOR   .tfl.M 

PRINTER LEAD (PARALLEL) 1.6 METRES 
FOR AMIGA. ST OR PC.,.7J9 

SWITCHER BOX FOR AMIGA. ST OR PC 
CONNECTS TWO PRINTERS OR TWO 
PERIPHERALS TO PARALLEL PRINTER 
PORT, MANUAL SWFTCHER REQUIRES 
SWITCHER LEAD......t&,99 
SWITCHER LEAD (STRAIGHT THROUGH 
CABLE), CONNECTS AMIGA, ST OR PC TO 
SWITCHER BOX 1.6 METRES 
PARALLEL (MALE TO MALE 25 WAY D 
CONNECTORS) .,..9 99 

ANALOGUE JOYSTICK ADAPTOR FOR 
AMIGA ALLOWS ANY 15 PIN ANALOGUE 
PC JOYSTICK TO BE USED ON ALL A MIGA S 
WITH GAMES THAT FEATURE ANALOGUE 
CONTROL ...7.46 

FOUR PLAYER JOYSTICK ADAPTOR 
FOR AMIGA OR ST .,,..799 

JOYSTICK EXTENDER CABLE FOR 
AMIGA OR ST (3 METRES) ..6-99 

PORT EXTENSION AOAPTOR FOR AMIGA 
OR ST (PACK OF TWO} EXTENDS 
JOYSTICK AND MOUSE PORTS BY 
21 CMS ..,,+,.-5.9! 

ANTI-SURGE 4 WAY MULT1PLUG 
EXTENSION LEAD FOR ANY ELECTRICAL 
DEVICE (EG.COMPUTER /CONSOLE/VIDEO|. 
PROTECTS your VALUABLE EQUIPMENT 
AGAINST DAMAGING ELECTRICAL 
SURGES...........23,99 

SCREEN BEAT MAINS ADAPTOR FOR 
SCREENBEAT SPEAKERS ..... 7.69 

ZYDEC AMIGA POWER SUPPLY (SPECIAL 
COOL RUNNING TRANSFORMER) ...32.99 

ZYDEC STEREO SPEAKERS FOR AMIGA 
WITH BUILT-IN AMPLIFIER AND VOLUME 
CONTROLS .....,.,...27.99 

RQBOSHIFT INTERFACE FOR AMIGA OR ST 
(PLUGS MOLISE 8 JOYSTICK INTO ONE 
PORT) 12 991 MEGABYTE A500 PLUS RAM 
UPGRADE WITH CLOCK ...29.69 

LOTS MORE AVAILABLE 
PLEASE RING FOR A 

CATALOGUE 0279 600204 

BLANK DISKS 
PACK OF SO SONY DSDO 3-5J DISKS 
WITH LABELS.......,..K-» 

PACK OF 10 TDK MF-2D0 DISKS 
(05DD BRANDED) .  +„.7.96 

PACK OF 10 VERBATIM OSDD 3.5” DISKS 
WITH LABELS IBRANDED) ..8,49 

3.5 DISK HEAD CLEANER .4.49 

CHfifSTMAS CONSOLE MADNESS 
ALL GENUINE UK VERSIONS 

MEGADRIVE 2 + ALADDIN + 2 CONTROL PADS..112.99 
MEGADRIVE 2 + SONIC 2 + 2 CONTROL PADS ........,.112,99 
MEGA CD 2 + ROAD AVENGER ....229.99 
GAME GEAR + COLUMNS ........69,99 
GAME GEAR + CHAMPIONSHIP TENNIS + PENALTY KICK 
+ COLUMNS FLASH + PAN AMEARICAN ROAD RALLY,,.,67,99 
SUPER NINTENDO + STARWING + 1 CONTROL PAD .,..,,.,.112.99 
SUPER NINTENDO + MARIO ALL STARS + 1 CONTROL PAD ...112.99 
SUPER NINTENDO + STREETFIGHTER TURBO 
+ 1 CONTROL PAD .........122.99 
GAMEBOY + FREE KONIX HOLSTER . ....39.99 
GAMEBOY + TETRIS + HEADPHONES 
+ BATTERIES + TWO PLAYER LEAD 
+ FREE KONIX HOLSTER......*.*.49.99 

EPSON STYLUS 600 INKJET PRINTER. 
48 NOZZLE. 0Q COLUMN. 150CPS LQ. 38DDPI RE SOLUTION. 4 
SC ALE ABLE FONTS, LOW RUNNING COSTS. EASY TO USE CONTROL 

PANEL FREE PRfNTER LEAD- 2 YEAR WARRANTY ...259.99 

We only supply official UK products. Official suppliers of all leading brands. We sell 
games and peripherals all at amazing prices for Mega drive. Master System, Game 
Gear. Super MES, Gametooy. NES, Lynx. Amsga, Ateri ST PC. CO ROM and Apple 

Mac. And we sea T-shirts and cuddly toys! 
Special Reserve Club Shops at Sawbridqeworth * Chelmsford 

Both opn 10am til 0pm Seven Days a Week! 

i tP'V-N 

Sfttdal Rei&u# mentioncan it&oe cdltkii., ctut 1j&l4? 

READ NRG Regular Club Magaiine 

CHOOSE from our Huge Selection 

BUY at Best Possible Prices 

t SAVE with our Special Deals 

■ SAVE more with our XS Coupons 

WIN up to 110,000 worth of prizes FREE 

JOIN now from just £4.00 
We only supply members but you can order as you join 

There $ no obligation to buy and you can be any age 
Just send in the form below or phone Sales on 0279 600204. 
As a member of Special Reserve you'll receive regular issues of 
NRG magazine. NRG is our 40 page colour club magazine sent pi- 
monthly only to Special Reserve members. NRG Domains: 

t The best selection of games, peripherals and hardware tor all 
popular formats. We are official Sega. Nintendo and Sony stockists, 
2 Reviews in colour and latest information on new products 
3 Charts and Release Schedule, to help you choose and plan 
4 The best prices. Just one purchase will save you your joining fee 
5 Hundreds of Special Offers, Top games at pnces you won't believe 
6 XS Super Savers. Money-off coupons worth over £ 160 a year 
7 BIG £10,000 TARGET PRIZE COMPETITIONS in every issue 
ol NRG. exclusive to members, free to enter 

Ihols why over 180,000 people hove joined Special 
Reserve, the biggest games dub In the World! 

0279 600204 
Open 10am til 6pm Seven Days a Week 

OnteffC-aniiitotition/Hecetoi sent for Avery order. 
You can also Fax your order to us on: 0279 726842 
We pride Oiire-eives on. ovr ader-sates service i t e customer service Fmes) 

inevitably soma geme-s lasted may nol ye! avai lft&ie Please phene sales oft 
0Z79 600ZW 1q c^et* availability bafoie or(Sanngi in toe eveM *1 delay issue 
refunds on request ai any time prior io dsspaicn Wo lesorve the nght to change 

prucas without prior notiltcaiicn E $ O.E 
Registered Office Inter.Mediates Ltd. 2 Soum Btocfc, The Mailings. 

Sawtwidgewenh. Herts CM31 9P& 
Club Shops as Sawbodgewerm t&tMhw address} and tt 

43 Broomfield Re, Gdeimsiofd. Esse* 
ah pnces include vat end carriage to UK maMiiand See base ol order form for 

overseas surcharges We supply hardware only io uK mainland addresses 

MEMBERSHIP FEES 6 MONTHS ONE TEAR TWO YEARS 
TRIAL ANNUAL WITH FREE 

MEMBERSHIP MEMBERSHIP HARD BINDER 

UK MEMBERS 4.00 7.00 14.00 
OVERSEAS EC MEMBERS 6.00 9.00 16,00 
OVERSEAS W0RIP MEMBERS 700 11,00 2100 

WE ONLY SUPPLY MEMBERS BUT YOU CAN QRDEft AS YOU JOIN 
THE ft E ABE NO SURCHARGES ON TELEPHONED ORDERS lUK) 

iplease print in slock capitals) FULL 

Name 

Address.. 

_ Postcode 

Cheque-'P.O 'AKes&JMastercarO''Swrl^Visa {Switch issue No_ 

Cafd 
expiry date= -Signature_ 

Cheques payablelo SPECIAL RESERVE 
P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW, CM21 9PH 
Overseas Orders Surcharge (EC or world): Software orders 
please add £2.00 per Item, Non-software items please add 

25%. Hardware items Supplied to UK mainland only. 
Overseas orders must be paid by credit card. 
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LET ME TELL you about a recent presentation made by the 
folk at Commodore: the firm's guests were the great and the 
good of the European software development community. The 
idea was to impress upon them the potential of Commodore's 
new generation CD*2. Remember that fact - it might prove diffi¬ 

cult to grasp a little later, 
The centrepiece of the get together was a presentation by 

Commodore's UK managing director, David Pleasance. 
Unfortunately, Mr Pleasance had to battle against mumbled con¬ 
versations and heckling. Even more unfortunately, the sins were 
committed by his boss. Modi All from Commodore US. 

Mr All, presumably, was there to add weight to the occasion. 
What he actually brought according to many of those publishers 
present was a bad attitude, and what he left behind was a very 
nasty taste in the mouth. 

As well as making life difficult for Mr Pleasance by so publicly 
undermining his authority (one publisher told me the exhibition 
was so cringe-worthy that they actually blushed on his behalf at 
one stage), Mr AH also upset at least one of the publishers (pub¬ 
lishers who had remember, been invited to the conference and 
had taken the time and trouble to attend) in a more direct way. 

One of those present asked Mr Pleasance how many A1200s 
had been sold. Although the conference was about CO , the 
question was relevant because the technology In both products is 
so similar that development costs can be shared between the 
two formats* Also, CD drives will be available for the A1200. 

Mr Pleasance, sadly, did not have such bask information to 
hand. But fear not Mr AH was there to intervene with the perfect 
answer, "The A1200 has sold hundreds and thousands of units 
and that is all you need to know," he informed the audience. 

Right that's that cleared up then. Green light for all those 
Amiga projects. No need to worry about investing time and 
money in a format that has sold hundreds and thousands of 
units. Details such as in which countries these units have been 
sold were not deemed important enough to divulge, ft's proba¬ 
bly a good job. however, as Commodore don't seem to have 
much of a grip on the state of play in some European territories. 

At one stage during the conference, a representative from a 
company called Leader introduced his firm as the Italian distribu¬ 
tor of CD32 and revealed that the machine would be shipped in 
the near future "when software support increases", 

Mr Ali seemed rather surprised by this. He was under the 
impression that the CD22 was already on sale in Italy and was 
most perturbed to learn otherwise. He proceeded to berate the 
poor man from Leader, informing him that if the firm did not get 
CD32 moving tiwough the channels pretty damn sharpish. 
Commodore could be looking for a new Italian distributor. 

Piss-up and breweries, dear readers, piss-up and breweries. 
There are a number of worrying implications that this charm¬ 

ing little vignette throws up. The first is the huge question mark 
over the communication skills of a company that doesn't give 
vital sales information to supposed software 'partners'. You also 
have to wonder about the position of a company that daims hun¬ 
dreds of thousands of sales but then isn't sure of where its 
machines have or haven't been launched. 

It's also rather worrying that Commodore found out about 
the Italian cock-up in such a public forum and then felt no qualms 
about having an extremely public row about it. But above and 
beyond alt this, is the attitude that underlies the comment "hun¬ 
dreds and thousands of unto and that is all you need to know". 

Commodore need as much support from as many publishers 
as possible. You wouldn't have guessed it from the attitude of 
this particular charm school drop out It'S important to point out 

that building bridges with the software community has been a 
speciality of Commodore UK for some years. The current boss, Mr 
Pleasance, is one of the foremost exponents of the art and knows 
how rewarding good relationships with publishers can be, 

Mr Ali's River Kwai Construction Company approach to bridge 
building can't help his cause. If Mr Ali ever wants to know how 
many software titles a publisher is developing for CD32, the 
machine that will make or break his company, he shouldn't be 
surprised if he's told: "Sod all - and that's all you need to know”. 
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WORDWORTH 3 
AMIGA FORMAT CAN exclusively 

reveal the first details of the new 

3 package which is due for release early 

next year. 

H'&rdu>orlh 3 has been significantlv 

improved to keep up with rising expecta¬ 

tions of Amiga serious software. Apart 

from adding more features, and imp roving 

printing speed, Digita have done consider¬ 

able work on the user interface. 

The redesigned front end will be 

familiar to Whrduwrth 2 users (and there 

will he lots more of diem, now that it’s 

included in the Desktop Dynamite pack), 

and offers increased control to users. 

The interface follows the Workbench 3 

guidelines, bin goes a step further In 

adding a few features previously unseen on 

the Amiga, Among these are editable pop- 

up gadgets and font-sensitive requesters 

which will Ik- familiar to Mac users, and 

are a welcome addition to the Amiga, 

The ‘nuide less object inspectors' 

enable users to have the information box 

active and still lie able to edit objects on 

the document, something even Mac word 

processors can't offer. Our favourite fea¬ 

ture of the new look Word\ is the 

user-editable toolbar. This is effectively the 

main control panel, and it can he arranged 

either down the side, or across the page. It 

Jeremy Rihll. 

managing 

director of 
Digital 

International, 

plans to launch 

Wordworth 3 

early next year. 

is also a floating window, so it can he post- 

lion wherever the user prefers. 

Font support is enhanced hv the addi¬ 

tion of Truetvpc fonts to the existing Agfa, 

PostScript and Amiga font support 

Digit a are most proud, and rightly so, 

of die two new features. Dig!Sense and 

TextEffects. DigiSense is an auto correc¬ 

tion mode which performs simple 

typographical checks as vou type. So, trans¬ 

positions (typing "the* as *hle\ for 

example) are corrected as soon as you 

press the space bar. TextEffecls provides 

users with a series of special typographical 

stvles which can l>r applied to text to make 

documents more attractive. 

At their most simple these effects 

enable vou to perform functions such as 

JOHN MENZIES C-D-ELIGHT 
The Amiga CD32 will be popping up in more and more outlets in the run up to 
Christmas now that John Menzies have announced they will be selling the world's best 
games console through some of their 274-store chain. Computer Trade Weekly's analy¬ 
sis of the market shows CD32 software now holds a 23.3 per cent stake of the total CD 
software market. This compares very well with the MegaCD. which has been on sale 
since April and the PC CD-ROM which accounts for just 28.5 per cent of the market. 
Since CD32 has only five games actually on sale at the time of writing (Zoo/, 
Sleepwalker, Pinball Fantasies. Robocodand ©Generation), this performance is nothing 
short of miraculous. But with Morph, Overtoil, Alfred Chicken, American Football, Gulp!, 
Total Carnage, Ryder Cup Goff, Trolls, Whales Voyage and Sensible Soccer 92193 all out 
soon, we can expect to see the Mega-Seedy in a distant second place by Christmas. 

ACORN TALK CRAP! 
COMMODORE HAVE BEEN granted 

an injunction against Acorn, preventing 

them from using their promotional video 

The Home Computer Minefield 

The rideo purports to assist in select¬ 

ing a home computer for complete family 

use, but is little more than a thinlv dis¬ 

guised knocking campaign against the 

Amiga. First it looks at the Archimedes. 

Amiga, Atari, Macintosh, PC. Mega Drive, 

and SNES a* games machines, and all pass 

with flung colours. 

The next test is how the machines han¬ 

dle serious applications and business 

software. The SNF.S and Mega drive are 

immediately and not surprisingly ejected, 

but scandalously the Atari and the Amiga 

are also eliminated at this stage. 

It s not like us to defend the Atari, hut 

how mam recording studios use an 

Archimedes? As for the .Amiga, look at the 

Wordwmth 3 pres lew (above) to see how far 

Auriga applications software has come. 

Acorn’s pathetic knocking campaign 

does no credit to their powerful machine. 

Such advertising is usually the mark of an 

underdog - after all, who would want to be 

compared to something that was truly less 

capable than your product.? 

.All the machines mentioned in the 

comparison are very gen id at what they do. 

but only one of 

them has very ! 

little software ( 

available for it. 

Well leave sou 

to make up / { 

your own 

minds about 

which one 

that is. 

In © 

the Acorn 

video treats 
the Amiga 

unfairly. 
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- A FIRST LOOK 
attaching text to a line, or placing text at 

an angle. At their most complex, text can 

be spiralled, waved or pin in a star shape. 

Another innovation for Wordwarth 3 is 

the move to fnime-orienrated formatting, 

this means that text and pictures are 

placed in boxes which can lie moved 

around the page independently. This is 

the technique used bv most DTP packages, 

and allows great flexibility' for changing 

the page layout. 

AH in all. Wordworih 3 seems even more 

powerful than its predecessor, so does it 

represent DigiU's attempt to cross over 

into DTP? Managing Director Jeremy Rihll 

insists not. "We’re really going back lo the 

See exactly where the gutter is on your page by 

selecting this Wordworth 3 option 

basics of word processing. 

We’re not even calling it a 

word publisher, or a docu¬ 

ment processor like we did 

with die original 

Wordiixyrth,” he said. 

“We don't want people 

to gel confused. We want 

them to know that 

is the best pro¬ 

gram if ihev just want to 

write letter. But if they 

need the extra power, ihev've got that too. 

We've concentrated on the text side of 

things with TextEffects and DtgiSetise to 

make this a more powerful 

word processor.” 

lis ironic that at a 

time when Acorn are 

claiming the Amiga can’t 

run applications software 

(see storyr on these pages), 

Digita are about to bring 

out one of the most 

accomplished applications 

we've yet seen. 

There will be a demo 

of Wordwavth 3 on our February Coverdisk. 

If you want a copy of Wordumih 2. see our 

Mail Order section tm page 226* or call 

Digit a International on 0395 270273, 

WordworfA J's inno¬ 

vative floating 
window* technique is 

one of it$ many 

strong features. 

Create effects like 
this with the new 

Textf ffects function 
of Wontworth J, 

SOLID GOLD GAMES ACTION! 
A STUNNING AMIGA Christmas 

gomes bundle from Silico Distribution 

Limited is now on sole al shops throughout 

the country. 

The Chaos Pack, which follows the suc¬ 

cess of last year's SDL Zool Pack, contains 

four Amiga Format Gold gomes (Chaos 

Engine, Syndicate„ Pinball Fantasies and 

Nick Faldo s Go//) worth a total of £125, 

The pack comes in two versions, one 

for the AGA machines (the A1200 and 

A40Q0) and one for the non-AG A A600, 

If you buy your Amigo at the recom¬ 

mended retail price, you get the Chaos 

Pack for free, and if you buy cm Amiga at a 

discount price, you con 

still pick up the pack at 

on attractive discount. 

So, if you poy the rec¬ 

ommended retail price of 

£299 for an A1200 you' 

get the pack included for 

free But if you buy an Al 200 at a discount 

price of £250, you'll probably be able to 

get the games bundle for about £30 (last 

year's Zool Pack was frequently available 

for around £30). 

Silica Distribution Limited press officer 

Andy Leaning said; "We wanted to ensure 

that dealers could offer customers the best 

in Amigo games We looked around for 

some time before choosing the games to 

ensure they were the very best. 

"The fact that all the games in the bun¬ 

dle are Amiga Format Gold winners this 

year was a key factor in this decision." 

Am/ga Format editor 

Marcus Dyson was so 

impressed by the pock that 

he gave permission for the 

Amiga Format Gold logo to 

appear on the packaging. 

The Chaos Pock features 

full colour packaging, and 

each game has full documen¬ 

tation. Strictly spooking retailers are not 

allowed to sell the pack separately, but this 

didn't stop many from doing so last year, 

and we expect the same will happen again. 

If you can get your hands 

on it., do! 

Last year SDL came up 

with the fantastic 
Zool Fade for the 
Christmas market... 

...And now they've gone 
one better with this 
years sensational 

Chao* Pack. 

US Robotics, manufacturers of the 
Sportster modem (used by AFto stay in 
contact with the outside world) and the 
HST modem, used to power our soon-to- 
be launched bulletin board, have issued 
a guidebook for users of the global data 
highways. The Sportster Guide to On¬ 

line Services h designed to help everyone from children looking for the 
Latest on-line games to businessmen who wartt to run on-line credit refer¬ 
ences. About 300,000 booklets will be Issued, and most will be Included 
in Issues of “the PC press"* If you want one, contact your USft dealer. 

TJ 

DEMO FOR YOUR 
RIGHT TO PARTY 
Europe's coolest coders will be gathering 

in Denmark between Christmas and the 

New Tear for The Party 1993. The 

event takes place in Scandinavia' i 

largest conference centre in Herning 

from December 27-29. The venue boasts 

roam far over 3,000 people, a huge free 

parking area and a 6 metre by 4 metre 

screen far competitions and events. The 

organisers claim they will be providing 

24-hour entertainment, and if you have 

a video or hard disk anim, they wilt 

show it on the big screen throughout the 

event. 

The demo, graphics and musk compe¬ 

titions have over $1,000 worth of prize 

money* IF you rote your chances contact 

the organisers at The Party 1993, 

Postbox 755, 9100 Aalborg, Denmark 

Golden image's Mega Mouse impressed 

us when we first reviewed it in issue 

38. Now ft's back, and it's more mega 

than ever. The new version, colled Mega 

mouse 400, is now 400 DPI, and costs a 

mere £14*95. If you need a new mouse 

ft's not easy to find better for cheaper. 

Call Golden Image on 081-365 1102. 

GREAT GRAPHICS 
It's often difficult for Amiga owners to 

get thefr graphics masterpieces output in 

high-quality colour. Max Graphics in 

Cardiff (0222 522332) can output large 

images, but they have an optimum view¬ 

ing distance of over six feet, which is 

great for posters, but not so good for 

reports* If you wont high-quality smaller 

output, the Times Drawing Office in 

Maddox Street, London may have a 

solution. They can handle most Amiga 

graphics formats including JPEG, and the 

output we have seen is extremely good, 

so give them a call on 071-629 5070* 

GET THE PICTURE 
Galaxy Graphics of Swansea are offer¬ 

ing three disks full of hhres overscan 16 

colour images, for a mere £14,95. The 

pictures, called Media Backgrounds, are 

intended for presentation and video use, 

and have no transparent colour. The 

images range from keyboards and cam¬ 

eras to videos and textures. Call 

Norman Harris on 0792 290998 for 

more information* 

SFII BARGAIN 
US Gold ore releasing Streetfighter H on 

the Kixx budget label at the bargain 

price of £14*99. What more need be 

said? Perhaps just that it's out on 

December 3rd and, since the £27*99 

original is still at number 32 in the 

charts, it's a good offer* 



ACA AMOS 
AMOS 15 CURRENTLY tak¬ 

ing a battering from Acid's Blitz 

2 in the popularity stakes, Bui 

news that Francois Lionet, the 

father of AMQSi is soon to 

tie gin work on an AGA version 

of AMOS could balance things 

out a little. 

Despite recent claims from 

Europress that fun her AMOS 

developments have effectively 

been shelved. Francois has exclusively announced to Amiga Format 

that he has no intention of leaving AMOS coders in the lurch. 

Francois is currently putting the finishing touches to the 

Lurepress PC product Clirk and Play, and will start work tm the 

AGA version of AMOS Pro after Christmas. The new version will 

enable AMOS programmers to open full 256-colour screens, use 

256—colour bobs, create AGA rainbow effects and offer support 

for the 16 million-colour palette. 

Francois explains the task ahead of him: “A lot of the code in 

AMOS Pro is very old, so I’ll have to write much of it again in order 

Tor it to work with the AGA chipset. Once Click and Play is fin* 

ished. AMOS f*m AGA will be my number one priority.*" 

For this reason it is unlikely that that AMOS Pro AGA will tie a 

free update to existing AMOS Pro users, as previous updates have 

been. In order to recoup the high costs of the development time, 

existing users will probably have to pay an upgrade fee. A rather 

reasonable £20 is being considered at present 

On a slightly different AMOS note, an upgrade to the slightly 

buggv AMOS Pro compiler will be availahle soon. And this will lie 

free to registered users. 

Will AMOS make a comeback with 

the release of an AGA program? 

FOOTIE GAME FANS who haven't ' 
yet got their hands on Dino 

Dini's Goal! will be pleased to 
know that Virgin have slashed I V 
die price to £19.99 for a limited 
period, and are throwing in a free Goal!t A gam* of two halves, 
eight-page fanzine too. Goa// cur « and one ball 

terrify stands at number nine in 
the Gallup game charts. Contact Virgin on 031*960 225$. 

SIREIUS OF THE bud¬ 

get primer scene 

Seikosha,, have a new 

offering to tempt those 

eager to spend their 

Christmas cash on upgrad¬ 

ing their Amiga set-up. 

The SU)6 Colour is a 24- 

pin colour printer. 

Seikosha claim very high 

quality graphics and 

scaled font output, but ^ ijfcUst 0H*ring from Seikosha is th* 

they would wouldn’t they? Si-96 Colour 24-pin colour printer. 

Check out the Amiga Format review soon for the definitive verdict. 

The SL96 costs £249 and the price includes an Amiga driver. Call 

Seikosha on 0753 685873 if you need to know more. 

WHO SELLS MOST GAMES? 
Quiz time. Who sett* the most computer fame* In the UK? Last time we 
checked It wee, sorpn^ngly Boots (the mri sochemtet), with national 
chains eucfi as WH Smith and John Metules groping let a larger share and 

music store* Virgin and HMV constantly extending their games coverage. 
But now the biggest Independent games retailer h Future Zone, who 

have Just zoomed to number one status by opening their 31st store They 
reckon they are well ahead of schedule to hit their target of opening their 
40th store by Christmas. 

FLINTSTONES DIY 
HANNA-BARBERA, THE cartoon makers famous 
for Tom end Jerry and The Fllntstones, now have 
their own Amiga animation pack' 
age. Published by Empire, the 
Hanna-Qarbera Animation 

Workshop has a straightforward, 
icon-controlled Interface that they 
reckon Is simple enough for kids as 
young as four to use, 

it's a paint and animation package 
with which you can draw animated sprites 
and drop them over a background that 
you've also drawn, with eight colours 
for each. You can also connect a digttber 
to grab In drawHngx, but you're supposed to do 
soundtracks on a cassette player, so there are 
no sound facilities. 

Perhaps the best part of the deal Is that 
add-on discs with stills, animation and clipart 
will be available so that users can colour and 
animate “their favourite cartoon characters", 
and these will also come with an audio sound¬ 
track. "We've got the rights to use every 

Shaggy. Scoofay and their cartoon chums 

from the Har»na-B arbera half of fame. 

character, so we can do Top Cat Whacky 

Races, the whole tot,* says Empire's Carol 
Nudds. The program will cost £49.99 and 
should be out right now. For further information 
contact Empire on 081-343 7337, 

CUTE HYPE GOES WILD 

If you haven't heard about the furry bundle of 
fun Mr Nutz yet, then you will do soon. 

FURRY CREATURES STARRING in platform games 
Is The Thing this Christmas season, and competi¬ 
tion for press attention Is Intense. 

Sega lead the way wttti several hedgehogs, 
but Ocean, In particular, are bombarding magazines 
and newspapers with spurious press releases and 
photos concerning Mr Nutz the squirrel, star of 
their colourful platformer due for release in January, 
The latest press release concerns Nutz s allegedly 
shady past, and he Is photographed leaving a 
London nightclub, Hmm. 

Meanwhile Brian the Uon. a 404evel plat¬ 
former from Martin Edmondson of Shadow of the 

Beast fame, has been put on hold until after 
Christmas because the wildlife competition is too 
Intense. It’s due out from Psygnosls on 21st 
January at £29.99. Contact Ocean on 061-332 
6633 and Psygnosls on 071-709 5755. 

GOLD AT 
WINTER 
OLYMPICS 
US GOLD WILL release their new 

Winter Olympics game to coincide with 

the start of the skating, skiing and bob¬ 

sleighing extravaganza in Lillehammer, 

Norway on February 12th* 

Most of the Ohm pic events are real is u- 

tally portrayed in the game, called Winter 

Olympics, and to stand a chance of winning, 

the player has to adopt the correct stance 

and read the terrain in skiing events such 

as the Downhill. Super G. Slalom and 

Giant Slalom. 

V 
a 

IN A SURPRISE 

move renowned software house Core 

Design have launched a new budget label, 

fo be known by the slightly unlikely name 

of Corkers. 

The outfit used to just make games for 

other people, but they've been publishing 

their own stuff For a white now, so they 

hove a back catalogue of good gomes 

which they are releasing at bargain prices. 

First up on the Carters lobe! is a col¬ 

lection of four games (Chuck Rock 

Corporation, War Zone and Torvak the 

Warrio/j which are available at a mere 

£9.99 each. All four games should be out 

now. For further information contact 

Corkers on 0332 297797, 

CORE, 
THAT'S 
CHEAP 

US Gold will 
release their 

four-disk 
extravaganza 

Winter 

Olympics to 

coincide with 

the opening 

of the Games 

In February, 

Lillehammer’94 
The four-disk game uses visuals of the 

official Winter Olympics, including the 

logos, the medal designs, and incorporates 

all the ceremonies. What's more, von can 

sneer at Sega and Nintendo owners by 

letting them that all the sprite animation 

for their versions was created on an Amiga 

by Barry Armstrong Design, at Barry's stu¬ 

dio in Cheshire! For further information, 

contact L’S Gold on 021-625 3366. 



BJC-600 FEATURES 

Amiga compatible 

Amiga and Workbench are trademarks of Commodore ■ Amiga, INC. 

Colour is the most effective way of improving 

the impact of your documents and quality of 

your images. 

In the past, colour printing has been 

either too costly or too basic. 

The new Canon BJC-600 produces high 

quality colour print-outs onto plain paper, 

coated paper. OHP film and envelopes at a 

price that everyone can afford. 

With the combined benefits of true black 

print and laser-quality resolution, the 

BJC-600 offers the same high performance 

as a standard black and white printer, for 

everyday jobs. 

So with fast, reliable throughput in full 

colour and plain black (over 2 prints per 

minute or 3ppm in draft mode), the BJC-600 

could be the only printer you'll ever need, for 

professional presentation of all your 

documents. 

Specially developed BJC-600 Workbench™ 
printer drivers and image enhancement 

software are free on request, 

For more information please call Canon 

on FREEPHONE 0500 246 246. 

NEW FROM CANON 

••"V 

****** 

Quality colour 
printing 

that everyone 
can afford. 

360 dpi resolution 
for sharper print and 

superior colours 
• 

New print control 
for solids without 

the “banding" effect 

• 

Fast-dry inks for 
colours that don’t 

blur or mix 

Online black ink for 
true black with 

colour on the same 
page 

• 
Prints on plain 

paper for superb 
colour on normal 

stationery 

Prints on OHP film 
for full colour 
presentations 

• 

Prints on special 
papers, and 

envelopes for a 
variety of finished 

work 

* 

Epson and IBM 
emulations, plus 
Canon advanced 

drivers for Amiga* 
and major PC 

packages 

Cartridge system 
for quick ink 
replacement 

without waste 

Built-in sheet feeder 
takes 100 sheets or 

10 envelopes 
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COMPUTER CENTRE 
OPEN 7 D/nrS A WEEK 
OPEN MON • SAT._,f J4AM-S.30PM 
SUNDAY OPENING.I I.OOAM-l.OOPM 
THURSDAY NIGHT LATE.J.30AM-7.10PM 
MOST BANK HOLIDAYS..! I.MAMT03.00PM 

* 
PREFERRED DEALERS FOR 

ACORN. CITIZEN, COMMODORE. 
DIGITA. RACE. PRIMA. SEGA, STAR 

ROMBO, SUPRA. US ROBOTICS 

HOW TO ORDER 
Order by telephone quoting your credit 
card number* If paying by cheque please 
make payable to the: 

"FIRST COMPUTER CENTRE*" 
In any correspondence please quote a 
phone number & post code. Allow 5 
working days for cheque clearance 

•interest credit available! 

Please phone for details 
• All prices include VAT 
•All hardware/computers are UK 

spec, 
UK MAINLAND DELIVERY TARIFFS 

• Standard Delivery.£ 1,00 
•Guaranteed 2 to 3 day 

(week days) Delivery,,.,.,£2,50 
•Guaranteed Next Day 

(week days) Delivery,,,,*.£4.90 
• Open seven days a week 
• 1200 sq. ft. showroom 
• Free large car park 
•Overseas orders welcome 

FULL REPAIR SERVICE 
We offer 3 FREE quotation on your 
computer or any peripheral (monitors, 
printers etc,), A delivery charge of just 
£5,00 is charged or alternatively you 
can visit our showroom. 

SALES &TECHNICAL 
24 HOUR MAILORDER 

SERVICE 6 LINES/ 

0532 319444 
FAX: 0532 319191 

0 
FOR DESPATCH & RETURNS 

ENQUIRES TEL. 0532 319444 

0 

SHOWROOM ADDRESS: 
DEPT. AF, UNIT3, ARMLEf 

PARK COURT. Off CECIL ST, 
STANN/NGLEV ROAD, 

LEEDS, LSI2 2AE. 

(Follow A647 tigns from 

Leeds City Centre} 
It is recommended that prices are 
confirmed before ordering goods 

E&OE, 

AMIGA 1200 
RACE & CHASE PACK 

only £289.99/ 
NOW WITH NIGEL MANSELL FI AND TROLLS? 

HARD DRIVE VERSIONS 

2 0 Mb **.**.  ..a 79.99 

85Mb.*...£499.99 

209Mb   ..... £599.99 

A1200 DESKTOP 
DYNAMITE PACK 

with Wordwort+i 1 AG A, Prinlminager, Dennis. Oscar 

only £339.99 
Hard Drive versions available ring for prices 

PRIMA At200 REAL 
TIME CLOCK 

at last now you can date and time itamp your files 

Fit* directly onto the motherboard with no solder! ng. 

now only £14.99/ 
check for compatibility 

PRINTERS 
All our printers are UK spec. 

CITIZEN 
SEIKOSHA 

HEWLETT 

Canon 
SEIK 

m PACKARD 

THE AMAZING ZOOL PACK! 
•ZOOL (97% Amiga Computing, Nov 92) 
• STRIKER (94% CU Amiga, June 92), 
• PINBALL DREAMS (94% AIM, Sept 92) 
•TRANSWRITE word processor 

only £29.99 
only £ 19.99 with any AMIGA! 

NEW! AMIGA CD32 PACK 

2% surcharge on AMEX 

CD Rom Amiga A570 
Turns your Amiga 500 into a CDTV, Includes 

Fred Fish CDPD disk & Sim City 

now only £ I 47*99? 

All our printers come with ribbon/toner. 
pri nter drivers (if aval lable), pape r & ca blesH 

CANON 
Canon BJlOsx....£209.99 
Laser quality output. Large buffer 

Canon BJ200.£304.99 
2 page a min speed. 360 dpi, small footprint ft BO 
page sheetfeeder 

Canon BJ230.£359.99 
wide carriage version of above 

Canon BJ300.£419.99 
Desktop bubble Jet with laser quality 

Canon BJ330.£464.99 
Wide carriage version of the Bj 300 

New'Canon BJC600 Col..£574.99 
new bubble jet from Canon 

BJI0 Autosheetfeeder..*£49.99 
Canon BJ10 cartridge..18,99 

CITIZEN NEW LOWPRfCES? 
Citizen printers have a 2 year guarantee 

Citizen Swift 90 Colour*....** £ 169*99 
Excellent value 9 pin colour. Mighty recommended 

Swift 200 Colour.£204.99 
Same out put as die 240 but with le*i fat iliti e* 

Swift 240 Colour.£249,99 
24 pin, 24Dtps draft, ID font*, quiet mode, 240cpv, 

Swift Auto Sheetfeeder,.£79.99 
HEWLETT PACKARD 

HP Deskjet Portable-only £274.99 
New! H PS 10 mono.now £261.99 
HP 500 Colour.now £309-99 
HP 550 Colour.now £514.99 

4 times faster than the HP500C/J 
HP500 mono cartridges..,...,,.,.£14.9? 
Double life 500 cartridges. .£24.99 
All HP printers come with a J year warranty 

SEIKOSHA 
SeikoshaSP-1900.£ 124.99 
Seikosha SP-2400_...£l 54.99 
Seikosha SL-90.£159.99 
Seikosha SL-95...£295.99 
Seikosha Speed jet 300.,.£319.99 

12 month extended warranty C 10.00 
STAR 

StarLC20.£132.99 
ISO cpi draft, 45 cpt NLQ, quiet mode and multi 
fonts,, push button operation. 

Star LC100 colour_£ 155.99 
4 pin colour, 8 fonts, 180 cp* draft. 45 cpt NLQ 

Star LC200 colour_£ 195.99 
9 pin colour, 8 font*, 225 cpt draft, 45 cpt NLQ, A4 
landscape printing, 

NEW! Star LC24-30 Col.£229.99 

NEW.'Star LC24-300 Col.£299.99 
24 pin quality. 210 cps draft. 47 tp, LQ.3VK buffrr 
expansible to 48K, 10 font* and quiet mode. 

Star LC24-200 colour.£264.99 
Colour version with 10K buffer ex pandable to 82 K 

Star SJ48 Bubble jet.£217.99 
Liver quality, ultra quiet, Epson compatible ft portable 

NEW! Star SJ144 Colour Thermal 
Stunning affordable colour printer,) PPM, low running torn 

only £514.99 
5tarSJ48 Autosheet feeder,....,,,..,,,.,,,,,.,,,£49.99 
Star SJ48 cartridge.  £18,99 
Star SJ 144 cartridge (pack of 3  ™£41*4? 
StarSJ48/BJ 10 RefilHat*......111.99 

Laser Printers 
on-tite warranty standard 

Seikosha OP-104.£579.99 
4 PPM HPIP emulation 

HP LaserJet 4L.....£609.99 
I Mb RAM. 4 ppm, small footprint 

OKI 400e.  £514.99 
4 page laser, mult font, 51 Ik memory, HP emulation 

Ricoh LP1200.£669.99 
add just £l 14.99 for 2 Mb of extra RAM 
Star LaserJet LS5....£564.99 
5 page laser, HP emulation, multi font, JOBDpi 

MONITORS 
All our monitors are UK spec. All monitors 

come complete with a free Amiga lead 

SUPRA MODEMS 

US ROBOTICS 
PREFERRED DEALERS 

PACE MODEMS 
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PRIMA A500 & A600 RAM 
f 3 YEAR A 
UvARRANTYf'/ *Mli 
--r A50GP A600 

Unpopulated...........only £ 16 99..,£21,99 

Populated to 512K„only £ 19.99...£28,99 
Populated to I Mb„.only£28»99,„£33.99 
2 Mb A600 OR A1200 RAM card..£ II 4.99 
4 Mb A600 OR A1200 R AM card.U 69.99 

AMIGA A500SI2K RAM by PRIMA 

(or the original 1,1/1.3 AMIGA ..only £ 13.99 

32 BIT RAM (for A4000 etc) 
1 Mb SIMM.£POA 
2 Mb SIMM.£POA 
4 Mb SIMM.£POA 
8 Mb SIMM (gnlrforHicrtbetict).£POA 

RAM & CUSTOM CHIPS 
Co processors for the A4000 

Motorola 66B81 PLCC(33Mhz)..£79.99 
Co processors for Microbotics 

Motorola 68882 PGA (33Mhz).,£79.99 
Motorola 68882 PGA (40Mhz)..£89.99 
Motorola 68882 PGA (S0Mhz)..£ 169.99 

(for Mlcrobotke boards Ine crystal chip} 

I mb by S/9 SIM MS.per I Mb£POA 
4 Mb by 9 SIM MS........per 4 Mb £POA 
I Mb by 4 DRAMS... .per I Mb £42.99 
I Mb by 4 ZIPS..............per I Mb £39.99 

256 by 4 DRAM (DlLs) 
4+ (S12K).....,.now only £3 99 
8+ (I Mb)...*_„_now only £3,94 
16+ (2Mb)...now only £3.89 
Kicks tart 1.3_  ...£17.99 
Kk ks tart 2.04..    £24.99 
Fatter Agnes 8372A._ ..£25.99 
Super Denise......16-99 
6S71-0326 Keyboard controller..^ 13.99 
CIA 8520A I/O controller * £7.99 

SPECIAL OFFERS/ 
Directory Opus 4 # IWWt I# WMillWWi* *HW £45.99 
Kindwordi3,^.....£24.99 
The Publisher...£24.9 9 
M ax ip I an 4 sp read shee t....... ... ..£24.99 

* 

PAGESTREAM 2.2 DTP only £64,99 
* 

XCOPY PRO PLUS HARDWARE £25.99 
* 

TECHNOSOUND TURSO only £25.9? 
Technosound Turbo 2     £34.99 

# 

ROCHARD DRIVES forthe AS0Q/AS00+ 
from £219.69 

t 

Mega Lo Sound. ....£25.99 
t 

GVP HC8+ from £199.99 

POWER SCANNERV3 

MICE &TRACKERBALLS 

DISK DRIVES 
MICROBOTICS RAM 

The MBXI 200Z 
CO-PROCESSOR & RAM 

BOARD for the AI 200 
Realise the full potential of your A1with 
this trapdoor expansion. Ine real time clock 

68881 I 4 MHZ..£ 119.99 
68881 25MHZ.  £129.99 
68882 33MHZ....£139.99 
68882 50MHZ.,....£209.99 

The RAM boards can only work with 

the use of the Co-Pro board 

SUPRA RAM 

OPALVISION 

PICASSO II 

GENLOCKS 

New! VIDI 12 Real Time.il 34.99 
Real time colour digitizing from any video tourer. 
FyM AGA tupport 

New.1 VIDI 24 Real Time.£223.99 
24 bit quality real time colour digitizing from any 
video tourer. Full AGA support 

New! VIDI 12 AGA.£74.99 
Full support for AGA chipttt. Colour imagei captured 
in lest than a second, mono images in real time with 

any video source. Multitasking i/wt Cut A paste. 

VIDI 12 SOUND & VISION AGA 
with built in Megamix Master......it 9 8.9 9 

TAKE 2.£37.99 
Features include load and save from D. Paint 

animafionii and IFF files. Supports HAM graphics. 

Megamix Master.£29.99 
8 bit. high spec. - sampler. Special effects include echo 
that can be added in real lime, fully multitasking & 
easy to use. 

ACCELERATORS 
MICROBOTICS 

New M1239 for 41200 witAup to 121 Mb foil RAM! 
Ml 1 JO XA 3 JMhz, 0Mb.£246.99 
Ml 2J0 XA 40Mhz, 0Mb.£264.99 
Ml 230 XA 50Mhz, 0Mb.£329.99 

See "RAM & CUSTOM CHIPS" 
section for prices on Co-pro’s and 33 
bit RAM. Call for prices on upgrades 

from MBXI100Z to MBX I 230XA 

GVP 
AI 130/OMb RAM for AI 200 only £384.99 
A1230/1 Mb RAM for A1100 only £384.99 
6882 Co Pro for AS 30_only £ 129.99 
1500/2000 G -FORCE 030.25MHz with 4Mb 

31 bit RAM..only £479.99 
G-Force 030-40MHz with 4Mb 31 bit RAM 

only £719.99 

NEW! SUPRA ACCELERATOR 
forthe A500/A500+ 

& AIS0Q/2000 

18 Mhz, uses A500 side port so 
there is no internal fitting 

only £129.99! 

ACCESSORIES 
Real Time A1204 internal clock module.... .on! y £ 14. W 

Wocfse/joysti c St manual port twit chef......_only £ 13.99 

Computer Video Sc*t $ witch   —only £ 19.99 

l/J/4 way PeraWel port sharer* £POA 

Amiga Sound Enhancer Pkrt by Omega Projects Heir d* Amiga's 

Sound like jruu’re fwvtr heard il before! ...only £34,99 

QUALITY MOUSE MATS,__*_£3.99 

20 CAPACITY DISK BOX........„£L99 

40 CAP LOCKABLE DISK BOX___~£4,99 

IO0 CAP LOCKABLE DISK BOX„.„„.™^.£6.99 

*90 CAP STACKABLE BANK BOX.._£9.99 

‘ISO CAP STACKABLE POSSO BOX.._£18.99 

‘add n.Od ddryffy KpuFthlMnJ jurtonr P(nw3 0r 8mi bar. free dthtry 

ahtfl purthaud with other product er When buying 1 <* more. 

AMIGA AS08 DUST COVER_tl„™«£J.99 

AMIGA 600 COVER.,..—_£2.99 

14" MONITOR OUSTCOVlft...........„£4.99 

II" MONITOR OUSTCOVlft......£3*f9 

AMIGA TO SC ART CABLES.. £9.99 

STD I.S METRE AMIGA PRINTER IMP . £4.99 

MODEM AND NULL MODEM CABLES.£9.99 

AMIGA CONTROL STATIONS 

A 500 or 1200 VERSION.... 

A tOO VERSION.„ _ „ 

_£36. Tv 

. 
PRINTER STATION- o&ft 

DISKS 

ROCGEN ROCKEY QTY 

All diikt are 100% error free guaranteed 

New High density 3,5 inch bulk and branded 
Please phone for best prices! 

-mw*M i- rmTIP*1 *77ITl it -Trli 

PRIMA ROM SHARERS 

I 0_.*£4.99.......£6.99 
30.£ I 4.99.£ I 7.99 
50_£2 I ,99...£28.99 
100. ...£39,99.,.,£54.99 

200.. ..£73.99_ £99.99 
500.I 69.99.„.£POA 
1000.. £339.99.,,._£POA 
Branded disks come complete with labels 
Disk Labels....500...now only £6.99 
Disk Labels.. 1000..,.now only £9,99 

SOFTWAR 



WORE THAN 19 million Americans watched the 
pilot of Steven Spielberg's Seaguesf DSV a couple 
of months ago. Now, ITV are showing the series 
on Sunday evenings, and 9.2 million people 
watched the pilot episode. The show is a cross 
between Voyage To The Bottom of the Sea and Star 
Freft and follows the adventures of a bold crew of 
clean cut heroes who cruise around in a submarine 
righting wrongs. 

But what makes Seaquesf of particular interest 
to you is that the special effects for the outside 
shots of the submarine were all produced using 
Amigas and Lightwave, the ray-tracing program 
that comes with the Video Toaster. 

Turning to the Toaster 
Most scl*fi shows (such as Star Trek) use miniature 
models to create the special effects shots, but the 
special effects people at Amblin Imaging wanted to 
produce the kind of effects for the show which 
would be either too expensive or impossible to do 
with models. So they turned to the Toaster, 

"We sold the show to the networks on the 
basis of some conceptual art and some computer 
graphics produced on the Amiga," says Tayior 
Kurosaki, facility manager of Ambltn. "The network 

Tha Seaquesl is equipped with a variety of smaller subs. 

Including this rather cute undersea tractor. 

commissioned 22 episodes of the series, which is 
completely unprecedented.” 

Of course, producing images that look this 
realistic isn't very easy. The main model of the 
Seaquest for instance, has over 70,000 polygons, 
and many of the other models used in the show are 
equally complex. 

Each animator at Amblin has two Amiga* (they 
mainly use A2000s) to enable them to work on one 
shot while the other is rendering a test image. The 
submarine itself began life as a series of sketches 
by Jim Lima, the art director and conceptual artist 
for the show. From these, he produced a clay model 
and the animators produced the Lightwave model, 

To make sure that the images looked realistic 
Amblin called in as an adviser noted underwater 
scientist Dr Robert Ballard, the man who found 
the Titanic, 

To produce the quality of images seen on this 
page, Amblin set up a very powerful facility, "We 

have around 70 Amigas, 
including IQ that act as 

playback machines on 
the set for producing 
screen displays," says 
Taylor Kurosaki, 

Since the inception of 24*bit graphics on the 
Amiga, it has always been one of the most exert¬ 
ing areas of Amiga graphics. In no time at all, 
many companies equipped their software with 
24-bit support. 

Now that the standard Amigas have the abil¬ 
ity to display at near true-colour standards, the 
importance and popularity of 24-bit graphics has 
never been higher. But it is still a confusing field 
for many. Even those with the knowledge of the 
software and hardware necessary to handle 24- 
bit graphics sometimes have difficulty sourcing 
objects and textures for their images. 

In order to assist graphics enthusiasts In 
their search for fonts, objects, textures, images 
and so on, Gordon Keenan and John Campbell 
formed the 24-Bit Club. The dub's loose associa¬ 
tion of Amiga graphics enthusiasts includes DTP 
users, 3D buffs, animators and graphic artists. In 
fact anyone with an interest in Amiga graphics. 
As Gordon readily admits, the club's location 
(it's based in Glasgow) is a hindrance when if 
comes to club meetings, which regularly attract 
around 20-3Q members. Not a bad figure in 
itself, but when you consider that the dub has 
more than 2,500 members scattered around the 

One of the Seaquest's hyper-reality probes boldly goes 

where no Hyper-reality probe has gone before. 

MWe were originally only going to be involved 
with Seaquesf, but now we're also going to be pro¬ 
duce graphics for other Amblin TV shows." 

Amblin can produce around three and a half 
minutes of computer generated footage per week, 
which in Spielberg special effects terms isn't bad. 

“Jurassic Park had around six and a half min¬ 
utes of special effects in it" says Taylor. "That took 
them over two years to produce. We had six and a 
half minutes of effects in our two-hour pilot show, 
and we did this in three months." 

Changing the ways of TV 
All the Amigas at Amblin are connected together 
on a network, and most of the rendering is done in 
a Render Farm arrangement, which means that 
each Amiga is given a single frame of an animation 
to render. Once these are completed, the results are 
transferred on to digital video tape for the final 
editing process of combining the computer gener¬ 
ated images with the other film, 

Amblin seem to be happy with the Toaster and 
lightwave. "It's changing the way network TV in 
the US is done," says Taylor. "It means that effect- 
based series that could not get off the ground 
before for financial reasons are now possible." 

globe, it shows that not everyone can make the 
trip to Scotland to attend. 

Nevertheless, members are admirably 
catered for by the club's excellent magazine 
Power User, The A5 magazine has features on 
graphics techniques, interviews with prominent 
figures in the Amiga graphics world and reviews 
of the latest software and hardware for 24-bit 
enthusiasts. The dub welcomes submissions for 
the magazine from all its members. 

The 24-bit Club not only acts as an inter¬ 
change for views, tips and ideas between 
members, but ft also offers members an exten¬ 
sive library of files on PD disk, including an 
impressive array of textures and objects. These 
files are available to non-members, but the £20 
membership fee carries considerable benefits in 
terms of discounts. The dub also acts as a central 
registration point for shareware fees for 3D 
models from such luminaries as Carmen Rizzola, 
who created the fabulous Enterprise model used 
on AF49fs cover. 

We would recommend club membership to 
all our readers hoping to get the most from last 
month's imagine Coverdisk- 24-Bit Gub, 6 Skirsa 
Square, Floor 1, Glasgow G23 5DW 



Another one of the SuquetTi utility *ut» (effectiorv 

atefy oiled the crebt doing unwthlng very uKful. 

Digital dolphins and hyper-reality probes? Richard Baguley travels 

to Universal Studios to discover how Steven Spielberg's TV 

blockbuster Seatjuest was created with the help of Amigas. 

BABYLON 5 

The Emmy award-winning series Babylon 5 (which 
also uses Lightwave to generate all the special 
effects) has been bought by Channel 4. No dates 
for broadcast have yet been set but as the series 
isn't being broadcast in the US until the end of 
January, it's unlikely that we will see the program 
until at least March. We'll give you a date as soon 
as it's been fined. The pilot of the series is now 
available on video for rental 
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Steve Turner of Graft gold reveals that the team have had little time to play other pro¬ 

grammers' games, but The Bitmaps' Chaos Engine had them (and hii son) impressed. 

STEVE TURNER, 
GRAFTGOLD 
1 wish that on the t2th day of Christmas, 

Commodore would give to in*: 

Kiki Stockhammer 
11 CO titles 
10 reference manuals 
9 A1200s 
8 days a week 
7 Devcon places 
6 index fingers 
5 mon itors 
4 chipset specs 
FREE registration 
2 crystal balls 
And a 32 bit CD..* 

Worst moment in 1993 
This has got to be three o'clock in the morning in 
Ostend, Belgium. At this moment myself and 
Andrew Bray brook along with Marcus Dyson and 
Steve Bradley of Amiga Format had been waiting 
six hours for the organisers of the OZ computer 
show to arrive and fake us to a nice comfortable 
hotel with food and warmth. It was at this 
moment we heard that our host was tucked up in 
bed, not stuck in a traffic jam that had brought 
the roads into Ostend to a standstill for four 
hours. He could pick us up at 9am in the morning 
if we could wait another six hours! 

Best moment in 1993 
This was last week 
when Commodore 
invited Graftgold 
along with other 
developers to 
Commodore to 
increase developer 
relations. They are 
even going to sort 
out my monitors 
and let us come to 
their developers' 
conference and reg¬ 
ister us for a 
modest fee. Ifs like Christmas already! 5eriously, 
though, this is an excellent move by Commodore 
and much welcomed at Graftgold. 

Best album 
For Andrew this one's easy - he had a calendar on 
the wall whith all the days marked to the release 
of the new Rush album Counterparts. Excitement 
was high, but alas no album in the store on D-day. 
Luckily if was only a day late and sounds of Rush 
have been emanating from his office ever since. 
Ian Watlington, our new Amiga superstar, is a 
Saxon fan and votes Forever Free, lJm still playing 
the Del Leppard album I got last Christmas, 

Favourite Amiga games 
it's been a busy year and there's not been a lot of 

time to play other people's games. Bitmaps' 
Chaos Engine was the favourite until my son Mark 
borrowed the company copy and an A500 so he 
could try it in the holidays and it disappeared. 

Favourite film 
Jurassic Park gets our vote for outstanding 
effects, although Andrew has not seen it yet. 

Favourite book 
Programmers don't have time to read! Andrew's 
into T, Pratchett for long ferry trips and waiting 
around in terminals and the like. 

Favourite tetter 
The one that came last week with some money 
from the Mirrorsoft adminstrator, 

MEVLUT DINC, 
VIVID IMAGE 
1993 could prove to be the most 

important year for Commodore's 
history. A1200s are still selling, but 
Commodore's success really lies with 
the CD92. It's an excellent piece of hard¬ 
ware and I hope it succeeds. 

We will be doing our bit with a 
CD32 version of Second Samurar. 
I believe the software has to be even 
better than the hardware to help it sell. 
Commodore must invest time and 
money in the software publishers to 
produce software that makes good use 

Wtll I never! 'Elio, Fat Bloke! How you 
want m kick in the ead, don't you... 

of the hardware. The developers in this 
country produce top-quality original 
products and Commodore must start 
investing time and money in them. 

My highlights of 1993 
Favourite game: Second Samurai 
Favourite serious software Word for 
Windows (sorry* I us* it on my PCI) 
Favourite film Reservoir Dogs 
Favourite book: I can't read 
Favourite record: Get Back, Peter Gabriel 
Best moment for the Amiga: 
The launch of Amiga CD31 
Worst moment for the Amiga: 
Too many different Amigasl 

Year we go! 
If you were one of the world s top Amiga game developers, 

what would you want for Christmas? we asked some of the 

best people in the games bizness how their years have gone, 

and what they're hoping for in their stockings... 

SIMON ARMSTRONG, ACID SOFTWARE 
What I warn for Christmas*.* howabout an AGA-hased 

,Amiga with CD drive built in that is really cheap and 

has a keyboard/serial port 
and a controller with heaps 

of buttons? 
What? Santa has already 

started to deliver them? 
That's awesome! CD* eh? 
Wow! If kids can't copy the 
software* holy smoke, they 
will have to buy it! Thai 
means not only will we have 

Simon of Acid is the m»n behind Skidmarks and 

the Blitz Baste language that produced It* 

we have a nice big market to sell all the cool stuff we have planned for the next year. Come on Santa* you 
can do it — even if the kids want a Jap console, slip diem a CDS* instead. 

The only other thing I really want is for to be release on schedule with all the off-road tracks 
we've been working on so we can start the Formula One extensions. A 68060 based Amiga would certainly 
help with all the rav-tracing we re doing (Santa, you still listening?) and the rumoured new version of 
/nrn^oiris definitely needed. I also want a big Super-MIS TV to play CD*2 games on with a 4000Watt stereo 
so the neighbours think there is a speedway in die neighbourhood when we start pla>testing Skidmark**2. 

to pay less for manufactur¬ 
ing games (no stupid oversized boxes and only one disc 
instead of three disks) we'll probahfy sell heaps more. 

OK* in that case all 1 want is for heap of people to buy 
these newT CD machines so Commodore don't go bust and 



IT LOOKS LIKE REINDEER - 
A SHORT RADIO PLAY 

KEITH SMITH, MILLENNIUM 

Favourite games James Portd 3, Deserf 
Strike and Bill's Tomato Game 

Favourite hardware: Baseball bat or 

snooker cue. 

Favourite film: Reservoir Dogs - the 
best analysis of Madonna ever, ever! 
The adventures of Ford Fairlaine 

Favourite book: The yen by Roddy Doyle. 
I read it in one miserable cold day in 
Dublin two years ago and haven't 
stopped laughing since. 

Favourite album: Squeeze's Some Fantastic 
Place, It just goes to prove that really tal¬ 
ented musicians can turn their hand to 
any style 

Keith Smith likes 

bouncy fish best of all. 
A recent photo shows Keith and friend... 

Favourite single: Fall at your feet - 
Crowded House 

Favourite pudding Treacle with custard 

Keith Smith has written the bizarre 
play-type thing on the right... ^ 

ARCHER MACLEAN 
■ haven't seen a load of films this year. 

I although I did get hold of an NTSC 

version of The Jungle Book, and bought 

ihe letterbox version of Tmnirmtor 2 - 

in Dolby surround sound with a mon¬ 

ster TV it's quite something. 

I haven’t seen Jurassic Pork but I 

am still pissed oil'that I came up with a, 

dinosaur game design three years ago 

that was full of fast, smooth animation, 

yet all the publishers I approached 

were totally uninterested, Now (hey are 

falling over themselves rushing out any 

old crap with a passing resemblance to a dinosaur in it. As for books. I don't read 

much but I watched Madonna get away with her sex book last year, so I have been 

working on a join the dots j*orit book, because it’s not pom until you have filled it in, 

and Tm going to call it... 'Pen nitration'. 

My musical lastes are so varied as to be (indefinable, but one jungle beat that 

refuses to get our of my head is Connected by the Stereo MCs. As for games, the most 

impressive thing I've had a go on was a huge six-player arcade game called Galaxia in 

London’s Trocadcro, Simple, but mightily impressive for the OO I must have put in. 

Jimmy White's Snooker, the top-selling game 

from the man who invented dot-to-dot porn. 

TOBY SIMPSON, 
MILLENNIUM 
Christmas ditties by Toby Simpson, Lead Programmer 
for Millennium, author of Diggers for CD13 and A12DO. 

I'd like Commodore to be working on a new generation of 
high-end Amiga*, not letting them continue to slide further 
and further behind the PC. I hope they are, and they hurry TobV Simpson taught 
up with a CD31 compatible drive for the A1200 and A4000! dreaming of word pros. 

My real wish, though, is It would be nice to have some 
high-standard word processors, spreadsheets and other productivity tools which didn't 
look embarrassed next to Windows programs on the PC. Let's hope loads of amazing 
games come out on the CD32, Millennium are certainly working hard on a new genera¬ 

tion of CD software. 

Best Amiga moments of the year: 
The CD13 release turning out to be 
UKr and selling well. And the UK 
Developers Conference, where I 
discovered Resolve and someone 
asked me for my autographT 

The follow-up to the mould-breaking Elite, Frontier 

hai the Millennium staff totally absorbed. 

Favourite game: Frontier 
Favourite book: Rama Revealed[ 
by Arthur G Clarke 
Favourite dinosaur Stegosaurus - 
generally underrated, but great. 

Scene: Outside a fop department store in the Urd An d of Icmdon. 

ft’s the first uveh of December and a light dusting of snow from 

the first of many entirely practical blizzards is covering the bonnet 

of my chauffeur-driven limo. The Four 0'Clock News is about to 

come on and i sit joyfully listening to a compilation of Millennium 

gome soundtracks. 

The phone rings. It's the Telegraph. They’re trying to gel an 

inside track on the next big product lhai will send the 

Millennium share price spinning into orbit. The flotation 

was five times oversubscribed and the company's name is on 

ihe lips of the top city movers and shakers. 

Digbins, my chauffeur and minder* is smiling wryly into 

the rear-view mirror as he earwigs on my conversation.,, 

“Yes, I understand lhai dm would btmst circulation, but 

what's youi offer?” The reply squeaks from the receiver, 

"I'm sorry', but this news is confidential. You can't 

expect me lo show favour to one publication just to get a 

page of coverage." 

I place my hand over the mouthpiece and snigger back 

to Digbins, 

“OK. Look, you have a word with your boss and get back 

to me.' 

I place the phone, one of three lines* back on its cradle. 

“OK, Digbins, let’s spend some money!" 1 shouted manfully. 

“Let's show these suckers what shopping is!" 

With a tolerant smile and an arched eyebrow, Digbins 

turns the ignition and the powerful five-litre engine throbs 

to life. He leans back. Your wife is already doing that, sir." 

Scene: Inside store* As I walk along the aisles, an assortment of fper¬ 

fumery gals are trying to get my autograph. I hand them a 

preprinted card that Digbins obtained from a machine in an 

underground tube station* Thn seem to be immensely grateful 

1 turn to my escort. “Digbins, I think that 1 should go and 

see Santa's grotto. 1 mean, we are in the youth market and 1 

want to see what the word on the street is. 'Where is it?" 

“We were parked in it*" he replied, 

“Digbins. hare I told you about my gift? You see, I have 

special powers and if you don’t watch out* you're fired,” 

"Very droll, sir,” 

We continue to the third floor where there is a queue 

for Santa’s grotto. At least 50 families are eagerly awaiting 

the time when their pride and joy can sit on the lap of an 

elderly actor, breathe in beery fumes and walk away with a 

toy, 1 approach a kindly elf. 

“Sense me. Can you help me out here? I'm in the com¬ 

puter games industry and, as a leading edge developer, we 

need to know what the kids want. Do you mind if! jump the 

queue and quiz your Santa on the latest demands?” 

I show her mv card and smile as Digbins leans menac¬ 

ingly over her. 

“just a moment, sir.” 

FADE to Scene: Outside a rather unconvincing cave entrance 

(though / dan V know quite how this would translate on to radio)... 

1 stagger out of the grotto under the influence of a large 

intake of whisky vapour. 

“Bigdins, fret not. I'll get a bloody knighthood for dlls! 

Get me down to Commodore quick! I've got to see David 

Fleasance now." In the limo 1 call Commodore and arrange 

a meeting for 6pm. 

Scene: Commodore HQ 7.30pm that night. 

“Mr Smith. Mr Pleasance will see you now." Continued 



IT LOOKS LIKE REINDEER - 
continued... 

It'* tough »t th* top. Or at l«**t that's what my mother told me. 

Although I’m not quite sura what it was the was talking about,,. 

I thought for a while as he climbed out of tht* hot tub and 

padded gracefully over to his walk-in wardrobe. He opened 

it and lifted out two carefully wrapped garments as l 

followed him across the marble floor. 

“What do you think, Smith - red or blue?" 

"Can I be* honest, David?* 1 asked. He nodded. *1 don't 

think that you suit a cocktail dress. I low about that suit?* 

"I suppose 90m he conceded. 

“So the biggest question is; just what products can we, 

tlie mighty Millennium, have ready for Christmas and the 

New Year? We've got Brutal football in November, now that's 

a game and a haiL Blood, laughs * the whole shooting 

match. Dfggro is now out on the CD-1* and A1200, and that's 

so big it should keep them busy until March...n 

Suddenly it hit me like slug from a ’45 right through 

the brain, James Pond! A third version for the New Year! 

“David* I have to go. There's no time to waste.* 

“It's just down the corridor on the left." 

“What?* 

“The little boy's room" 

“David, this is no time lo be discussing latrines. There's 

w'ork to be done," 

FADE to Seme: in the back of the limo. WWF Wrestling i$ being 

beamed live into the car and the female s tan oJCms are with me in 

full costume enjoying the champagne and Randy Savage, 

Continued w 

'All. there you are David. I could hard I v see von among all 

those bubbles," l coolly sav. 

"Let's get straight to the point. Smith. I haven't got time 

to waste* you know. I'm a very busy man. Close the door, 

will you? There's a hell of a draught around my overflow. 

This had better,be important, time and money and all that" 

I flushed with anger. "It's important enough to inter- 

nipt me when 1 was in the middle of purchasing some 

luxury leather goods. I want to know- what's going cm. Santa 

told me iluu lie w~as delivering A 1200s and CD% this 

Christmas, ami quite a few of them loo." 

"Absolutely. Smith. I've done a deal with the man 

himself and bv Christmas morning people all over the 

country will be unwrapping dim great big boxes containing 

our wonderful product — and nothing can slop me now! 

HA! HA! HA!" 

1 stop Digbius beating up the security guard. He has done 

no wrong - it merely entertained me while I wailed. 

We enter David's plush office. I'm not saying it's big. 

but on the way in I pass Bono packing up his gear from last 

night's extravagant client bash. It is larger than my office* 

but only because my m suite is in a separate room. 

David is relaxing in a hot tub. a glass of chilled pink 

champagne bv his side. 

Nick & Jon Court, 
THE DOME 
Most wanted pressie from Santa 

has to he a machine which 

can play Formula One Grand lAix 

faster and more detailed than a 

high-end PC. 

Our favourite game has u> be 

Formula One (except for Bob's Bad 

Day, but we should not mention our 

own product - at £25.99 published 

by Psygnosis and at a computer shop 

near you now!) 

Our favourite record just has to 

be one minute, 15.3 seconds at Mexico, although I managed a pretty' decent lap time 

in Germany, and my time for France wasn't that bad* and the time in Belgium,,, 

Our very best moment for the 

Amiga during 1993 was when we 

took delivery of a brand spanking 

new A1200 which played Formula 

One brilliantly (it also played Bobs 

Bad Day rather nicely, too, hut we’re 

unable to say anything about*..). 

And the worst moment was when 

the man from Psygnosis killed the 

A1200 two day's later* 

Formula On9 Grand Pet* - they're completely mad 

about it. Or just completely mad. of count... 

JON HARE, SENSIBLE SOFTWARE 
Dear Father Amigamas, please can I have for Christmas: 

1 Cannon Fodder at Number one in the charts 
2 Lots of royalties 

3 The Sensible Software 'WAR' video 
4 A penis extension kit 

5 A penis 

Highlights of the year: 
1 My five-year-old daughter's first poem 

2 Norwich qualifying for Europe 
3 Doing the 'WAR' video 

4 Buying a nice house 
(thank you, Senji'Soccer) 

Fave game of 1993: 
Scrabble on a board 
Fave film of 1993; 
flecfric Porno Hippopotamus 
Fave book of 1993: 
Diary of a Hippo Pervert 
Fave record of 1993; 
Lenny Kravrtz's new one 
Fave hardware of 1993 My Zydec mouse 

At this point, we should say something about 

'getting one's chopper out for the tads', but I 

don't think Noel Coward would be impressed. 

Amiga ups and downs 
None really, but too much new non- 
standard hardware to confuse the public 
and dilute the developer. 

CHARLES CECIL, REVOLUTION SOFTWARE 
From Commodore we 
would like them to: 

1 Sell hard drives as 
standard with all 
A 1200s so that 
developers can aim 

their products at hard drive users only, 

2 Bundle the At 200 with hard drive and 
monitor for much less than a PC system. 
This seems to be the only way to ensure 

that ground is not lost to the rival formats. 

3 Realise they have a loyal following to 
which the Cshould be aimed rather 
than at Nintendo and Sega users. 

4 Invent a revolutionary anti-copying device 
to stop the thieves ripping off our games. 

5 Convince the publishing community that 
the Amiga is not going to die and so avoid 
a self-fulfilling prophecy occurring, 



IT LOOKS LIKE REINDEER - 
concluded 

RICHARD EDDY, CODEMASTERS 
■ J urrah! For 'tl* Chrimbol Right what do I want In my 
■ ■ stocking from Commodore? To keep horn* computing 
•live, It's really important — that's enactty where our next 
generation of programmers is coming from. You can't 
exactly get a lot of experience programming on a Super 
Nintendo (not enough buttons, y'see). 

So, Commodore - push the point that the Amiga also 
opens a whole new world for users beyond what the con¬ 
soles can offer. And, aspiring Amiga programmers, send 
your game or routine demos to David Thompson, Project 
Manager, at the usual Codemasters address. 

Best thing about this year's yuletide season? Micro 
Machines (surely the most utterly playable two-player 
head-to-head racing game ever to grace your disk drive}. 

Ah, what a year it has been. 
Highlights have included Codemasters 
(and their American chums} smashing 
Nintendo in the courts and being the 
first UK game publisher ever to have a 
whole TV show devoted to one game 

(Cosm/c Spacehead, a Sega arcade 
adventure coming soon on Amiga, was 
the theme for a Central TV-produced 
show, aired in October). Bad point of 
the year is, as always, piracy. You sad 
bunch of parasites - y'know, why not 

mcro Machines - OK, we shouldn't let him plug come round and steal the bloody 
his own gam*, but it's sooo good i programmer's furniture too? 

JOLYON RALPH, ALMATHERA 
What I would like Commodore to deliver for Christmas: Apart from the heads of certain high- 
ranking Commodore international officials mounted on sharp sticks, there's only one 
thing I want from Commodore - the near mythical CD12 expansion drive for the A1200, 

Favourite game: Well, I don't get to pl#y as many Amiga games as 1 used to, but 
there are three classics which stand out In my mind - Pinball Fantasies, Diggers, and 
my favourite of the year - Superfrog from Team 17. 

Favourite serious software: This is difficult. I use so many packages day-to-day, and 
many of them are excellent. Special mentions go to Directory Opus, 5AS C 6.3 and Art 
Department Professional. My award for the most fun and easy to use software goes to 
Lightwave 3D - the 3D rendering package bundled with the Video Toaster - pure fun. 

Favourite hardware: Special mentions to the V-Lab YO (the best video digitiser for 
the Amiga} and the incredibly fast Toshiba XM3401B CD-ROM drive, but my favourite 
of the year is the Sunrise ADS12 16-bit 
CD quality direct-todisk sound sampling 
board. A bit pricey at over £1,000, but 
well worth the money - the quality if 
absolutely perf ect. 

Favourite film: Jurassic Park, despite 
butchering the plot beyond recognition 
Favourite book: Troyan by James Folett 
Favourite record Elemental 
by Tears for Fears 
Worst moment for the Amiga in 1993: 
The continual announcements of the 
departure of some of the best people 
from the Commodore Amiga develop¬ 
ment team. 

A certain Diggers on CD”, picked out at one 

of the games of the year by a man who 

knows hit software. 

6 For everyone to go out and buy the bril¬ 
liant Beneath the Steel Sky - the excellent 
graphic adventure from Revolution! 

Favourite game: Atone in the Dark 
(for presentation rather than gameplay) 
Favourite film: Jurassic Park 
(pity about the story, though) 
Favourite record: Any of the REM singles. 
Best moments; I can't really think of any! 
Worst moment: The news of Commodore’s 
financial difficulties, of course. 

You have to admit it'i a bit of a looker - 

Beneath the Steel Sky, from Revolution. 

I’m talking on ike phone to my boss as the other line tirelessly rings. 

Digbins picks it up and takes a message. 

“Michael, this is Defton L Real important. There will be 

some product out for the Amiga around Christmas, but 

what games are going to be on sale straight after- None! 

So I was thinking../ 

FADE to Scene: opens in massive press conference hastily 

arranged at the Albert Hall It's packed and thousands of pasty- 

faced journos are stuffing free sandwiches into their jackets I look 

around and realise that they are hanging on wjy wjrd. If I do 

a runner nou\ u*e're in trouble big. 

"Please forgive the urgent nature of the press conference* 

but we fell that as a Forward, leading-edge company* that we 

should warn you of a forthcoming product that will cause 

« such a rush to the stores, you won’t know about it. The 

retail industry has never had it so good, The traditional 

post-Christmas blues will now be replaced by a psychedelic 

rainbow kind of effect with cheese on the moon..." 

1 was losing it - and it showed. The front row began to 

shift nervously' in their seats and my suit felt much too big, I 

was dying, 

*James Fond 3F l blurted out. An immediate change in 

the audience's mood. Eyebrows arched and pens twitched, 

poised over scruffy' little notepads* 

with the noteable exception of the 

staff of Amiga Format who all had 

Apple Newtons - typical. 

"We're going to release James 

Pond 3 on all Amiga formats in the 

months of February and March 

next year. This game has already 

been acclaimed as the best yet. 

Cher 140 levels, bigger, more ani¬ 

mated sprites. Special equipment 

like a Fruit suit. Spring boots. 

"He punches, jumps and he runs faster than any other 

platform character. He has always proved to be an on [stand¬ 

ing success and this will undoubtedly mark him as the 

*Stmid of the Amiga. So buy it!" 

The crowd lept to their feet and cheered heartily. 

Christmas had been saved by James Pond Commodore were 

going to sell skip-loads of hardware and I felt pleased, 

FADE to Scene: opens up back in the it mo driving to City Airport. 

Digbins is humming a Carpenters single, / am. incredibly, on the 

j phone talking to David Frost who wants me to appear on his 

Sunday morning show. 

"David, can't we record something on Saturday? I'm rub¬ 

bish in the morning, OK. Saturday, Spin, Thanks, David. Say 

hello to the wile for me. No, not my wiFe. your wife. 

How,,.?" The phone went dead. 

I sat back in the sumptuous leather upholstery and 

caught Digbins grinning. 

“What are you smirking at?" 

“Oh, nothing, sir. It's just l couldn't help overhearing 

the problem earlier and while you were holding the press 

conference I took the liberty of buying a container-load of 

Commodore shares in anticipation of an increase in sales, 

“You dolt! How much did you spend?" 

"Oh, noi much. It was with the change that you left in 

the ashtray, So in the worst case small losses, and in the best 

case we’ll make a mint/ 

"Digbins* you're a genius. Take the rest of the day off as 

a token of my thanks. It's just as well I have large ashtrays.,/ 

fin 

Can the lad Smith me 

the world1 with hit 

simple fishy rose? 
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At Christmas draws aver closer, we reflect on all things to have happened to the team in 1993. 
Take a step inside the Amiga Format editorial office and find out what we've all been up to 
(apart from bringing you the best magazine on the shop shelves) this year... 

;ue WH 

Best moment of 1993: Cooking fried 
bread m the top of some felt In the Lake 
District andT of course, bei ng made art 
editor of Amiga Format 

Top five games of 1993: Soccer Kid, 
Arabian Nights, Micro Machines, 
Second Samurai, indy 4 - Fata of 
Atlantis the graphic adventure. 

Top five films of y 
1993: Cyrano V 
de Bergerac, 
Jurassic Park, _t , 
in f at nm Art Su* 1 m *hy ™*1ly in the Une of Fire, sp*ndi her days phoning 
Thfe Is Spinal record companies trying to 
Ta#, Aladdin. get backstage passes to gigs. 

Top five records of 1993: Ace of Spades 
- Motorhoad, ffps a Shame About Ray - 
The Lemonheads, Ten - Pearl Jomt 
Sweet ObIMon - Screaming Trees, 
Weasels Ripped My Flesh - Frank Zappa. 

Best moment of 1993: becoming deputy editor 
of Amiga Format and wearing [platforms and 
flares for the second time aroundl 

Top five games of 1993: Micro Machines. 
Monkey island 2, Soccer Kid. Lemmings 2, 
Bully's Sporting Darts, 

Top five films of 1993: Reservoir Dogs, 
The Watafressors Husband (on video). 
Groundhog Day, Strictly Ballroom, Bill and 
Ted s Excellent Adventure. 

Deputy ed Jules Is rather nice. But beware the 

baleful glance when you return late from the 

pub at lunchtime. 

Top five records of 1993: Two Princes - 
The Spin Doctors, Sidewinder Sleeps 
Tonight - REM, Cantaloupe - Us Three, 
The Antidote (LP) - Ronny Jordan, and a 
unique version of Gordon Is A Moron by 
jilted Tohn, sung to me on holiday . 

Favourite Book of 1993: Oranges Are Not 

The Only Fruit - Jeanette Wlnterson, 

Best moment of 1993: Brian 
Deane's equaliser (last hick of the 
match!) versus Manchester City on 
the first day of the football season! 

Tm good at sport me" s*r* Staff 

writer Steve. “I'm just not sure 

hew you're supposed 

to wear all the gear." 

Top five games of 1993: Soccer 
Kid, Sensible Soccer vt.L Desert 
Strike, Flashback, Micro Machines, 

Top five films of 1993: A Hard 
Day 's Night Last Action Hero, Nirvana - Heart Shaped Bov 
(video), Saturday Night, Sunday Morning, Beam and Butt* 

head Go To The Spermhank. 

Top five records of 1993: California Breamin'-* England 
World Cup Squad. Two Princes - The Spin Doctors, 

Drive My Car - The Beaties, My LovfnEn Vogue, 
My Sister - Juliana Hatfield. 

Favourite book of 1993: 
The Secret History - Donna Tartt 

What would you like for Christmas 1993: A golf 
course, or Dannl Bohr (presenter on The Word). 

Best moment of 1993: Birth of my daughter Caltlln 
and discovering the Lethal Weapon pinball table In 
a local pub. 

Top five games Of 1993: Second Samurai, Sensible 
Soccer, Mean Arenas, Donkl, Butty's Sporting Darts, 

Top five films of 1993: (all videos) The Unforgfven, Blue 
Steel, The Third Man. Jean de Florette, African Queen. 

Top five 
records of 

1993: 
Floored 
Genius - 
Julian Dope, 
Code Selfish - 
The Fan, Hefio 
Dad. Vm In Jail 

'3£fr~*0~ 
Was Hot Was, Jehovah Kill- Julian 

Cope. Bone Machine - Tom Watts {all right they're all 
1992 releases txrt I’ve been playing them ever since). 

Favourite book of 1993 Mother Tongue by Bill Bryson. 

Drugs, cows, and spatehoppers - just a What would you like for Christmas 1993: Peace on earth 
few things on Rich's fiv album. and a new tape deck. 

in the 
m 

HP oi ■- 

SS5T-’*" 
it y0*1 

Fawurite book of 1993: 
The Van - Roddy Doyle. 

What you would like for Christmas 1993: My eyesight back. 
"ft's not nice, it"* not funny, but It is clever,'" says 
Jutes of Reservoir Dogs in her best teacher' voice. 

What do you warn for Christmas 1993: 
The muscly man in the Haagen Dais 
magazine advertisement with Ice cream 
running down his back. 

'Both being northerners, me and Paul just hit It off immediately...1 



Top five films of 1993: Taxi Driver 
{always), closely followed by Mean 
Streets, The Crying Game, >5 Fish 

Ceded 
Wanda, The 
Likely I 

Mk •jJ 
TUUnimTI SECRET 

Alien Li&tson - 
wishful thinking 
from Frank. 

~toofc „c 

*'*‘,**W 
Favourite five records of 1993: Zooropa 
- U2, Debut - Bjork. A Love Supreme - 
John Coltranc, Ancorassieme - Claudio Bagliooi, 
Are You Gmna Go My Way - Lenny Kravttz. 

Favourite book of 1993: Alien Liaison - Wow! 
They're really out there, man. 

What would you most like for Christmas 1993: 
A good woman!! 

Christian slater 

Top five films of 1993: BratH (video}. 
Reservoir Dogs. Death Becomes Her, 
Jurassic Park. Muppet Xmas Movie, 

Top five records of 1993: Rid of Me 
(UP) - PJ Harvey, Revolver (UP) - The 
Beatles. Debut (LP) - Bjork, Dusk 
(LP) - The The, Jehovahkiit (LPh 
Julian Cope, 

Favourite hook of 1993: 
101 Things To Do With A 
Vegetable Vindaloo, 

What you would like for Christmas: 
World peace, pots of money. 

Best moment Of 1993: Learnt to snowboard, made editor of Amiga Formatr 

Top five games of 1993: Pinbaii Fantasies AG A. Robocod AGA, SkldMarks, Micro 
Machines, Uridfum 2. 

Top five films Of 1993: Trouble Bound. True Romance, Groundhog Day, Toys, 

Single#. 

Top five records of 1993: Sweet Oblivion - Screaming Trees, Saturation - 
Urge Overkill, Greatest Hits - Clnderbtock, Where You Been - Dinosaur Jnr. 
Dragline - Paw, 

Favourite book of 1993: Suburban Book Of The Dead - Robert Rankin. 

What would you like for Christmas 1993: An Amiga 4009/040. 

Best moment of 1993: Turning 24 while 
in Italy with my family and acquiring a 
wealth of wisdom, becoming at one with 
myself and growing up a bit, and pass¬ 
ing my driving test. 

Top five games of 1993: Chess, Pitch 
and Putt, Hick Off, Sonic, Piet I on ary. 

TRUE 
romance. 
dtftaii hopper toI tibn gory oldman 

True Romance - a film with a trick title 

to get all those softies watching a bit 

of virulent violence. 

“No more photos!*' pleads AF editor Marcus. 

“I can t go out any more without being mobbed 

by nubile young girls*he says dreamily. 

ROB MEAD 

Besi moment of 1993: 
Becoming games editor of AF, 
getting a flat In an old people's 
home, seeing Julian Cope, get¬ 
ting obscene phone calls from 
Patsy Kensit. 

Top five games of 1993; 
Civilization A120Q, Micro 
Machines. Lemmings 2. Dune 2t 
Street Fighter 2. 

AF games ed Rob once worked in a 

butchers where they used to cut out 

pigs' eyes and wink them at customers. 

Best moment of 1993: Being rescued from the dark and dingy 
world of International banking by Amiga Format 

Top five games of 1993: Diggers, Frontier, Realms of Arkanla, 
Stm Ufa, Asokaban. 

Top five books (I don't watch many films) of 1993: Sandman - 
Brief Uves - Neil Galman, The Crow Road - Ian Banks, 
Virtual Light- William Gibson, Jack The Bodiless - Julian May, 
Dr Foggs Encyclopaedia Of All World Knowledge - Terry Jones 

and Michael Palin. 

Top five records of 1993: 
Republic - New Order, 
Symphony No3 - Goreckl. 
Park $f<fe Of The Moon- 

Pink Roydp Etenwitaf- 
TFF, Amused To Death - 
Roger Waters. 

Favourite film Of 1993: Apocalypse Now (wide screen video). 

What you'd like for Christmas 1993: 
A cure for the common cold. 

Being a bookworm, Bagutey prefers to let his own mind 

form the pictures, instead of going out to them. 

NKK VE1TCH 

Best moment of 1993: Conning my previous 
employers Into giving me a backdated pay rise two 
weeks before I resigned. 

Top five games of 1983: Thrust. IIridium, King, 
Droptone, Sword of Aragonl 

Top five films of 1983: Bmill Bom On The Fourth Of 
July, The Beast That Ate Tokyo. Rear Window, They 
Drove By Night. 

Consultant ed Nick's favourite colour is 

black and his favourite diay is Tuesday. 

Top five records Of 1983: Telegram Sam - T-Rex. 
Raff us Norve0cus - The Stranglers, Amused to 
Death - Roger Waters, Machine Head - Deep Purple, 
Animate - Pink Floyd. 

Favourite book of 1983: phlneus Finn - Anthony Trollope 

What you want for Christmas: I would like to know what 
happened to the years 1983-93 as they seem to be 
missing from my memory banks. 

i -IT [TJX 

Although Nick hasn't been swept up 

in the latest dinosaur craze, he's 

always been a firm fan of T*R«k. 

Techie staff writer, Richard, 

likes cooking veggie food, 

drinking Guinness and sitting 

on strange chairs. 



.with ALL Amigos and CD32 

PIUS... a Mouse Mat, 
Dust Cover and Micro 

Switched Joystick 
with Amiga's - only from. 

HARWOODS 
and... 

YOU decide which pack to 
buy from a mammoth range 
of Amiga A1200 options! 

Amiga At 200 with Dennis, 
Deluxe Paint IV, Oscar, Print 

Manager & Wordworth Home WP 

OR... 

AMIGA 1200 

£719 £474 

Amiga A1200 with Trolls and 
Nigel Mansell's Grand Prix £744 £1014 £489 

£909 

Lnjga A1200 Desktop Dynamite Pack 
th Dennl$f Deluxe Paint IV, Oscar, Print 
Manager and Wordworth Home WP, 

FREE - Mouse Mat* Dust Cover, 
ystlck and THE GAME of 93* 

Amiga A1200 Race 'N' Chase Pack with 
Trolls and Nigel Mansell's Grand Prix, 

FREE « Mouse Mat, Dust Cover, 
Mlcroswltched Joystick and the 
,,.«««« MONSTER GAME of 1993 

Desktop Dynamite 

Dynamite Pack 3 has everything you'll 
need in >' *5? ** 3 very 
Special Price. We've added the market 
leading Citizen 240C Colour Printer to 
Dynamite Pack 2 (above) - the Perfect 
Amiga Combination! Don't forget with 
ALL our Amigas you get Free Mouse 

Mat Dust Cover, Joystick and 

Race *N‘ Chase Pack 3 has everything 
youli need In a Starter Pack - and... 

As well as the A1200 and 
Philips 14" Pro 2000 Monltor/TV (as our 

Pack 2 above), we also Include the 
magnificent Citizen 240C Colour Printer 

along with Software and Harwoods 
comprehensive extras for only**. 

Race N1 Chase 
RAGE 'N' CHASE CHOICES 

Plus Packs with Hard Drives, 
Monitors and Printers too. 

ALL AT MONSTER SAVINGS! 

m 
& ' 
2*S 



gordon 
eTime Warranty Plan 

Som you ^arraotf to SHY hardware item fro® Harwood* 
for less Ouin%oad think! Take out tip to 5>rs awtr and at the end of 
that period you can etfead com uuiiuDy,., A LTFFTBIFs Peace of g 

Mind] % hat s more the Warranty Is full) iramfenable enhancing rJ 
*alc values should yon ever decide to up^de your equipment. I 

wlfiabfe now ma on hardware you tnay have purchased eliewhem 

LUS: All cables. Dust Coven ' ‘ PLUS; All cables. Dust Covers for Amiga & 
Printer, Citizen Print Manager 2, Printer 
Paper/Labels, Mouse Mat, Final Copyll, 

Superbase, Superplan, Nigel Mansells Grand 
Prix and Trolls ANP,..f^*^^ 

FANTASTIC AT... ■fc3 

Ideal for the ardent games player 
this 32Blt CD ROM System will 
expand Into a full computer as 
your needs grow with CBM's 

planned Keyboard, Drives etc. 

G39I £289.95 

FOR THE REAL ENTHUSIAST AT A SPECI 

only...£1199.95 AND With...] 

PRICE 

£199.95 
WMt* stock! Ltn: 

£239.95 
The one In alt 

Harwoods 
packs 

CM 8833 MKI! 14" STEREO 
COLOUR Inc. Leads/Dust Cover 
PRO 2000 14“ COLOUR SUPER- 
RES MONITOR/TV Inc. Leads 
The best of both Worlds - Quality 
Computer Display and fully featured 
F5T High Definition TV In one! Infra 
red remote* FastText Teletext, Loop 
Aerial, Headphone Socket, 

q.95 fl £1199 
£1219 £1019 

£1189 £1389 

CBM 1084S COLOUR 14" 
STEREO Inc. Leads/Dust Cover 
CBM 1940 MULTISYNC 14" 
COLOUR STEREO Inc. Leads, 
Dust Cover etc. (for A1200's, 
3000's 6 4000’s) .39 Dot Pitch 
CBM 1942 MULTISYNC 14" 
COLOUR STEREO Inc. Leads, 
Dust Cover etc. (for A1200's, 
3000's 6 4000's) .28 Dot Pitch 

£179.95 

Xenon 2 Megablast * „ Stir Crazy, TV 
Sports Football, Hostages. Jumping 
Jackson, Bubble Pius, Bloodwych, 
Tin-Tin on the Moon, Krypton Egg, 

Purple Saturn Day. Eliminator*. 
Skyehase, Safari Guns, Lombard RAC 

Rally . Captain Blood, Strike Force 
Harrier*. Sky Fox II and Lancaster 

14* COLOUR... True Multi-Sync Monltor.Bulit- 
In DMS, Max Res. .28 Dot Pitch £429.95 

Creditcrtofge 

Amiga A1200 with 80Mb. Hard Drive, 
Citizen 240C Colour Printer & ttj 

Amiga A1200 POWERPRO PACK 1 as 
detailed above but with the Amazing 

Quality MlcroVftec 14* Colour Multisync 
Monitor On place of the Philips Pro 2000) 

ADDED VALUE PACKS 

Contain* Competition pro 
5000 Joystick, Amiga Dust 

Cover, 10 3,5" Blank Disks, 
Mouse Mat, Disk Storage Box, 
• 9TT3. Ki ' Tc#:' ■■ 

10 - Blank 
Disks, Disk 

Library Box. 
Quality Mouse 

Mat, Amiga 
Dust Cover* 

Quality Micro- 
Switched 
Joystick 

Department Lauubtt 
New Street • Alfreton 

Derbyshire • DES5 781 

Fax: 0773 831040 

SWITCH 
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Amiga Compatible 

Apple 
Fruiters 

All our printers arc supplied for Immediate mv including 
cable, paper and labels FREE OF CHARGE, Dot matrix models 

come with tailored dust cover, Vc also include specific 
Amiga driver disks wiih All printer# FREE, (with Citizen 
models you get the excellent Print Manager Version 2} 

Sw Lfi 200 Mono 41H95 
120D- Mono (119-9! Swift 100 Cokwr 4204.95 
<tarlft90Moao : Swill 240 Mono ^19-95 
Swift 90 Colour Swift 240 Colour 4239-95 

i_ -f ^ 

ICIOO Colour 
Sj 144 Thermal Colour HQ Printer 
UC24-30 C olour 24Pin Complete with JO Sheet 
Auto-Feeder, up to 192cps (draft), fucps (LQ>. 
10 Resident LQ Fonts, i4€K Buffet 
LC24-3O0 Colour 24Pin LCD Panel up to 2(Heps 

(draft), BOcps (LQX 16 * 
Buffer, Qukt -t^ri jdb Modes ^ 
STAR LASER PRINTERS... 

LS-5 
L5-5F.X 
LS-5TT PostScript 

ms 5 

457995 
4679,95 

&95 

Print 
Manager 

Available with all new Star Printers or for existing Sta r 
users. Higher priming resolution* and more control of 
your Star. Please ask for details of this great new utility. 

New Prestige Warranty available on aU Star printers. This 
h in addition to Star's standard I year warrant) and can 
be extended to a ma\, of front a 

very km cost!!! Please ask for further information or 
check out the booklet we include with every Star Printer 

i#jl*i 

sx Mono 
BJ200 Mono. I9kp± Inc. Au 

BJ23Q Mono. [ |f 
BJC600S, J60dpi( 

Apple equipment has always had a reputation 
for it* quality and reliability ...but* at a price! 

NOW you can use Genuine Apple * Printers with 
your Amiga at far MORE COMPETITIVE prices 

than you'd imagined was o'er possible*.* 

Apple™ FertonaJ 
LaserWriter8* Nil 

ippra l JJion engined 

Lifter with vuperfast 
RISC Processor ft 3Mb 

1AM fupgradable to 
4Mb). True PostScript * 
Level 2. HP Laserjetll A 

PO emulations. 
FOLLY Amiga A PC com 
paijhk. Parallel Serial 

R52J2 A LocalTalk 
Interfaces built to. No 

other laser of this 
qualm costs so Link- 

£739.95 

Apple™ Color 

AJ/A4 Bufebkjet 
CiAnit BJC 820 engined 
360x360dpi Buhblcjet. 
EpsonQ 24Pin cmtda- 

Lion* Panikl A SCSI 
interlaces. .43 ft Ah size 
paper, Cp to JOOcps to 

(tan model uievniu 
COUXR OtTOT 

using a 4 colour CMI’R 
system of ink cartridges 
with approx. TOOpage 
tilbTlierrAnobeucr 

inkjet at onh... 

Accessories & 
Consumables 

LNKJET CARTRIDGES: 
midex/sx 415,95 
BJ 20O/2J0 
BJ60O - Black 
BJ600 ■ Cyan Jfcyfl 
BjbOO ■ Magenta 
BJ600 ■ Yellow 
SHEET FEEDERS: 
BJ Ktex to White or Black 

BJdOO-Black 
415.59 SJ900 - Cyan £5$* 
i/95 BJfttt-Magenta 

BjBOO ■ Yellow 21*95 

4H95 

RIBBONS: AtTD SHEET 
MONO COLOUR FEEDERS: 

120D All 80 Column 
90/C Models ( Please 
24/ 200/240 state) ’’i95 

ACCESSORIES: 
9/24Pin, KOt olumn ColourKii (not 124) 
24Ptn, 32K RAM Expansion I not 200/2*0) 
24Pln. 32K RAM Expansion for 200/241) & 19,91 
24P(a ] 28K RAM Expansion (not 200/240) 

as RIBBONS: 
ICl 0/20/100 
taoo 
LC24/200 16 2- 
INKJET CARTRIDGES: 
Sj48 il3-9* 
SJH4 419.95- 

MONO COLDIU ALTO SHEET 
FEEDERS: 
AU BOCdiunn 

i * . , j Modek... 
(Please specify 

NOM. 

INKJET CARTRIDGES: 
Deskktflkftkwritef tsoubfciik m 
Fdak 
PAPOITRA.NSPARENCY FILM: 
Single Sheet 
Z Fold 
Transparency Film ( SO Sh 

Now you can expand your Amiga bey a nd the 
capabUitte* of many "business" computers with 

one of a range of upgrades from Harwoods. 

Blizzard 1200 

Memory Board 

Winner of Amiga Format s Gold Aw ard w ith a 
93** rating the spedfkxtiofi is impressive... 

. imh HAM m rtaadard A option to add i further hHK 
k acne FAST 1AM 

HOtQAork) 
> bac ked dork 

A mL ^vtabirihtoforSTAADAlJJFMjt o pr Motto <j» 

Pn\rwv\ fit op lo +OMIU vprrdr" 1 

4. fcKiy A1Trapdoor" flflin* mAnlnt CBM Worrintk* 
1 ( aittfkkl ilrotypA uUtmi)f( lilnl >yT Irchnok^p 

7. Full TWO YEAR WAftlAMT 
BUZZARD llOCKMb BOARD & 179-95 
4 Mb. RAH Expansion (BUxunls own) 
33MH& FPL Maths Coprocessor 
wTAurmt 

Blizzard 1230 
Turbo Accelerator 

From the makers of Lhe acclaimed Blbxaid 1200 
RAM Board comes a great A1200 Accelerator.,* 

MildithHial nil booed HAM) 
2 OptkmoJi fast tuple tBVIb a«) DMA MXI Q liderfacc for 

t.T» BOH cur. (tUrv. ISO%60 Brimn^Wr 
Debt* ("ivqunb BrmouUi etc) m k#*d on Motimoib etc* 

4. iflHIIi mfXcriftrnxeMor 
4. I p m Mm 1/ 6*sali FUC or m Jok I Motto Cu-Pro) 
4. Up to 64Mb 42 Bit MM uditg MamUrd *2 Pin SIMMs 
6. toiitrry backed real ilme dock 
7. Emj trap ikatr IxwuIIj turn. Dora NOT wkl warnutiira 
». No ntfm *tv razutmt, just ptug In and fel 
BUZZARD 12J TURBO (OMb.t 
4Mb. R.4M fvpamiim, .UBit SIMM 
TiMltL FPU Maih, Co-Processor 
iwmTSMRroeBDRSRWwr. 

FA ST LANE Z3 

SCSI-II Interface 
. , , ’■*. V S 'W 

t ightning FAST Hard Disk aceois for all Amiga 
A400Q ownertk The only IDE answer*,* 

I* F*H tup to i OMtolet 1 DMA 9CftD kntrrtoc tot t JJ ROM 
etc. aim. IM>966« I tmiuu V OpikaL Rraowabk Dttort 

rtc)» uwd on Apple Mwlnuxb etc. 
2. hipandaMr up U> tHMb of 51 Bit Fw RAM 
3 Require m» Ikisirr c Wp upgrwicn! 
4. Compatible w uh ill riming \miga AAftOO s, 

Excrpdond Value FA5TLANK Z3.« 

GVP Accelerator 

Boards 

GIT 1230 - 40MHx» < 
With 1Mb. RAM 

■ «1th 4 Mb RAM 
tRAMt 

SUPRA TUrbo 



Amiga 
Accessories 

Komho VkU 12, V2.00 47495 
Vkl! 12 ft Sound ft Vision £94.95 
Tech itflMni rtd Turlvj Sampler £2995 

Tcdmosoufid Turbo 2 444.95 

Miracle keyboard 
Music X foil icfikm i.l mm 
Midi Interface Sport c/w cabte £24.95 
ZYFI Sicrro iipeikcf* 

■ ZYFI Pro Stereo speakers 
Metro Miner 
[Must Music 2 
Mvgk *nuiid 

mm 
£5495 
£29-95 
169.95 
£29.95 

ittwtf Mono NEW Y.iO Hand 4109.95 

vmm 
11119.95 

M.93 

£179.95 

£1150 

£13-95 

£19*95 

£28-95 

10 TDK 3*5*0500 
50 TDK 3*5* OS DO 
10 TDK 3*5' 05 HO 
Certified Bulk Disks with 
bbeK- 
IQ with library case 
50 Disks - only*. 
100 Dinks - only... 
250 Disks ■ only ... 
3.5“ Disk Head ( leaner cvwn 
Ikl for reliable loading 

( him in wcoach 
iraKVJill f!> 
I'wmrr jtm! OMfrt 

I5Q0 I - :Mb. Tnpdt 
i50QPhi% [Mb. Trap 
thOO Trapdoor 1/6 
AMQUttAMExp.kiC.1 

Cp»on GT6W0 Ftirhwl 
l ]>v>n r.DUOU Flatbed 

H (toe. AH IVp<- Proftaflionalt 

ProGen Perfect high quality 
entry level (rue video signs] 
grofock 
knxtalc H802 Inc switch 
and fader controls, A1200 
HQ Miriwwitcbed MEGA 4UH At 
ImHkii} flugwunr rede**) 

HQ Micro** itched 400dpi 
Roohitioo MEGA MQT5E 
HQ Mkrovw itched MEGA 

toe. Mouse MwHnkkr 
High Quality mkrosw itched 

ical mouse 
HQ Mlcfoswttchcd Trackball 
Auto Mouse /Joystick Switcher 
Premier Control Centre ft 
Monitor Plinth with sht'lf: 
For Am iga ASM 
For Amiga AhOO 
For Amiga A! ZOO 
Zlpstkk Autofife jtiyttfck 
Competition Pro Star autofire, 
burstflrr ft slow motkm 
python IM 
The BI G Microsvtlched 

il range of Quickjoy and 
makes Mocked, please 

*29-95 
£17*95 

£39.95 
£34.95 
£39-95 
£11.95 
£1*95 

£10.95 
£1495 

£7.95 
£3195 
£1195 

Amiga 
Book Shop 

I Amiga HOG Insider Guide 41450 
; Amiga AWX) Insider Guide £1450 
I Mastering Amiga Assembler £2L95 

Mastering AinigiiBqpjincrs 418-50 
Mastering Amiga t 41150 

I Mastering Amiga Workbench £10*50 
| Mastering Amiga Dos VI Vrtl.l 419.W 

Mastering Amiga Kto*VZYoL2 £19-50 
I Mastering .Amiga Dos VI YalS £23-50 

Mastering Amiga AMOS £18.50 
I Mastering Amiga ARDLA £19-50 

Metering .Amiga System £2495 
ABAOS Imk>K>: In Mock ■ Pkase 

phone us fur keen prktV 

f iQiiana 3-5* External Disk Drive 459.95 
nlili ihmuglipori. evtn tong cable, 

| free head cleaning kit 
Power XI. High Density 3.5* External 199.95 
Disk Drive wfch 1.7Mb. capacity for 
extra sturage space, free disk head 
cleaning kii 

(tor internal AbOO A1200 Hard Disk Drives 
are alt high quality industry standard units 
manufactured by rtt‘agnhed and respected 

u vridaide market tenders (eg. Goner, 
Seagate. Western Digital ctej. Each Hard 

| Drier names irffh a tmeyear warranty, driver 
softuarr. fitting kit andfull instructions for 
ytm to Jit, And., fan £ up and repair utility 
wtfhtare. If you prefer re can install your 

drive for yxm and yxmllhemejfi ' from.- 

> ONE ELSE OlFCiS All THIS... you will 
normally only gel warranty cover for (he new 

Hard Drive NOT the whole computer? 

Other Hard Disk sizes «*Mfeu 
Please phone us for further details. 

Hard Drier capacities are unformatted 
ro the neaiest 5Mb. 

I A full range of Modems and new FAX 
Modems from as link asiHKlftf ■ 

Harwoods 
Free GOLD 

Service 
eras that prove fruity in the first 30 day* are 
replaced with new units unless otherwise 
«ed leg, on Mir nuintctLuxT etc. j. Hardware 
that may develop i fault In ihr first year 
(some products have 2 year warranty) is 

collected HU* iVK Mainland). You'll be given 
an exclusive phone* number manned by our 
vetmieri staff who ire pleaded to help you 

with any publems. All hardware is fitted with 
a mains plug ready to use- We aim to continue 

providing (he BEST service in die Industry! 

i trip nut to vtwlt ui and %m tw Tift 
Mu and mart! Plenty of FES flaring 

Amiga 
Software 

Pen Pal VIA £49 95 
Final Copy II Release 2-AGA 499-95 
NEW»Jhul Writer £129.95 
The Publisher £39-95 
ProfaekHml Page V41 4129-95 
Pagesener III £47-95 
Wordworth l AGA 499-95 
Softfece* 1 to 4 (for KH) 439.95 
Soficlips 110 4 429-95 
softwood Proper Grammar h £39-95 
{Grammar ft Spelling checker, 
tor All Amiga Word Proeevtoin y 
Mini Office £39-95 
FEAHIINGw- 
1 ord Pmcrssor, Spreadsheet, 
Database and Disk Manager... 
FULLY INTEGRATED! 
Superinse Personal 2 429-95 
Auperiuve Personal 4 411495 
X-CAD 2000 497.95 

} X-CAD 3000 £25495 
Art FjspresMon £14495 
Expert Draw £0.95 
Saab 500 Home Tiller £7495 
Stab Pmfessional 4177-95 
ScabMM202 42B9.95 
EdkMxte 419495 
Hnuvkavi Tiller 2 - SVGA £23495 
GB Rome mm £3495 
Turboprini Pro 2.0 £3495 
Mavis Beacon Teaches Typbg 2 £22-95 
TypcSmith £119-95 
System 3E £5495 
Personal Finance Manager 43495 
Arena Accounts 49495 
Deluxe Paint 4.1 44495 
Tkrhltc Print ■! (AGA) £7495 
NBE^OUggri £97.95 
3D Construction Kii 436.95 
Adorage £57.95 
Vbfr Pm 3 £5495 
Art Department Prof. V2J £149-9? 
DCTV Composite Video 4349.95 

„ (Hit Graphic* - PALI 

Morph Plus £149-95 
Real 3D Cbasic 47495 
Real 3D 2 4379-95 
Brilllaflce 4147-95 
Pixel 3D Fro « Anim Worfahop £149,95 
Quarterback V5 45495 
Quarterharii Tools Deluxe 499-95 
tAdvanced IH-lt IlJe M^iugrmcfltl 
PC Task • PC Bnaubtor 457*95 
Cross DOS 43495 
e»)Aiww U4.9J 

The Crralor £3495 
Amt* Compiler 421.95 
Amos 3D £2495 
Amos Professional 436*95 
Amos Profrsstonal Compiler 42495 
New 1A5 UttlcrCY43 £259-95 
Derpici £52-95 
Directory Opus V3 £49-95 
'Micros' up In GC5E Standards 
(Oiero science - toGC5E £18*95 
micro maths, to GCM £18*95 
micro english to QCSl £18.95 
m km frrnch to GCSE 418,95 
micro Spanish to C/3E £18*95 
micro german to GCSB £18*95 
compendium (6 titles) £27-95 

A RA-ai new 

Publisher 
which tncor 
piraik-^ DTP 

like fcalures 
with cue! 
lent quaiiry 

gordon 

836781 
Ptw^nc and ask about our M \A>D K 
SUJH TKWi of cvujipctirtt’ly priced 

entcrtahLmait vofiwarefT! 
AMF- JI Department 

New Street * All reton 
Derbyshire • DESS 7BP 

Fax: 0773 831040 

FRfi DSMR1: by I 

rummbym 
' —" neaicp*. Ules 

.■op wmertc 



O MIRACLE PIANO TUTOR 

Learn to play the piano with this excellent software 

and keyboard combination, which takes you from 

basic fingering exercises to full performances with 

orchestral backing. 

PRICE £299,99 
Mindscape 0444 240333 

Q PANASONIC KX-P441Q 

LASER PRINTER 

Improve the quality of your print-outs with this 

budget-priced high-performance laser printer from 

Panasonic. Includes a free copy of Wordwotth AGA. 

PRICE SM.H 
Indi Direct 0543 419999 

O DA TEL GRAPHICS TABLET 

Bored with using your mouse? Why not try using a 

graphics tablet like the Genius digitising tablet? 

it's more like using a pen than a mouse, giving a 

more natural feel to your drawings. 

PRICE £129.99 
Date) Electronics 0782 744707 

O COMMODORE 1942 MONITOR 

If you're serious about your Amiga work, you'll 

need the best picture you can get. This monitor is a 

dual-sync model, so you can also use ail of those 

nice new super-high-resolution AGA modes. With a 

.23 dot pitch, the picture quality is excellent 

PRICE “ £399 
Silica 0B1 309 TM1 

Come Christmastime (and that's this time of year, in case you haven't been concentrating) it's not always easy to 

they'd like more than a new gizmo or gadget for their machine. So we've taken a look around the Amiga scene 

O AMIGA CD32 

The future of Amiga games Is here, in the form of 

Commodore's latest Amiga. It's a CD-based console, 

built around the same powerful CPU and custom 

chip set as the At200. Comes with two excellent 

games : Diggers (FG93%) and Oscar. 

PRICE ” £299 
Commodore 0628 770088 

G AMIGA 1200 

Commodore's flagship machine not only plays 

many st on king games, but the Desktop Dynamite 

pack comes with the excellent drawing program 

DPaint IV and Wortfvvorth. Plus, don't forget the 

two games: Oscar and Dennis, 

PRICE £369.99 
Commodore 0628 770088 

o THE bug 

It may look somewhat weird, but it's one of the 

finest joysticks weJve ever seen. In fact the gospel 

truth is that it's so popular in the Af offices that 

o PHILIPS PRO 2000 MONITOR/TV 

It you want excellent picture quality from your 

Amiga and the ability to watch East Enders without 

any tedious messing around with cables, look no 

further than this Monitor/TV. With a 14-inch FST 

tube, RGB 5CART input and excellent sound - what 

more could you want? 

PRICE £239196 
Harwoods 0771816781 



o CDTV 

If may not be state-of-the-art, but It's still a 1Mb 

Amiga with CD-ROM drive, floppy disk drive, key¬ 

board and mouse for an extremely good price. It 

can also be used as a CD-ROM drive on a big box 

Amiga with the PD Partner software. 

PRICE £229 99 

Indi Direct 054-3 419999 

0 VIDI AMIGA 12 

Capturing the real world and saving it to your hard 

disk has never been easier than with this video digi¬ 

tiser. This gadget is more fun that you might 

imagine - ft can take a video signal from a camera 

or VCR and convert the picture on your TV screen 

info an IFF file for printing out or using as a basis 

for your own pictures in Sr///ranee or DParnf. 

PRICE £99*95 

0 A4000/030 

Filling the gap between the A4000/040 and A120Q, 

this is powerful and extremely expandable, with a 

25 Mhz 68030 processor and space for an extra hard 

drive and up to IS Mb of memory on board. 

Rom bo 0506 414631 

O MORPH PLUS 

If you've ever had a yen to transform a baby into 

an owl, or a car into a running horse, this could be 

PRICE From £965 + VAT the program for you. The powerful graphics pack¬ 

Commodore 0628 770088 age takes one image and smoothly transforms it 

0 WORD WORTH 2 

Word processing gets serious! This powerful and 

easy to use program from Digita is definitely one 

of the finest word processors on the Amiga, though 

Version 3 is due early next year. 

into another - it's the technique used for many TV 

ads and in the Terminator 2 movie. Very weird and 

very wonderful. 

PRICE 
Meridian 

PRICE £99.95 

DIGITA 0395 270273 

O BRILLIANCE 

You probably got a copy of DPaint with your 

Amiga, but that's getting a little long in the tooth 

these days. Digital Creations started from scratch to 

produce this powerful AF Gold winning package. 

0 FINAL COPY II 

Softwood's latest barrage in the war of the word 

processors is Final Copy tif although fresh hostilities 

are soon to break out with the release of Final 

Writer, a big brother to this program. This latest 

version supports the AG A modes on the A1200 and 

A4000 In operation it's quite similar to Wordworth 

2, so you don't need both! 

PRICE £199.95 PRICE 

© TR1FECTA 

Getting a little short on hard disk space? Why not 

add a few extra megabytes of very fast disk space 

by adding a SCSI 2 hard disk drive and interface to 

your machine. 

PRICE £239 (80Mb) 

Power Computing 0234 843388 

0 SPORTSTER MODEM 

There s a whole virtual world of bulletin boards and 

on-line games out there, and this AF Gold-rated 

modem could give you access to it. It's small, fast 

reliable and only looks a little bit like a stylophone. 

£199.95 

081*543 3500 

PRICE £249.99 

Phoenix 0532 350091 

0 POWER SCANNER 

If you're involved in Desk Top Publishing, you'll 

know how useful it is to be able to scan illustra¬ 

tions or other printed images into your computer 

and include them in your documents. 

PRICE £119 (mono) 

Power Computing OZ34 843388 

£99.95 PRICE 

Meridian 081*543 3500 

O NICK VEITCH 

To complete the Amiga set-up for the serious 

Amiga user, why not add a Veitch? An excellent 

source of knowledge about the Amiga, but watch 

out for the excessive Guinness consumption and 

bad language. 

1 Pt CuShwhs per how* 

0773 836781 Future Publishing 0225 442244 

FOR CHRISTMAS 
decide what to get your loved ones. But if they are Amiga users, you can take it from us that there’s nothing 
and come up with one or two gift ideas, from stocking fillers right up to spoilt brat presents. 

ours keep falling apart from overuse and we have 

to buy new ones all the time. Also available in black 

with silver 'eyes'*  

PRICE £14*99 

Cheetah 081-954 4060 

0 AMIGA FORMAT 

Keep in touch with all the latest developments in 

the world of the Amiga with Arorga Format the 

world's biggest selling Amiga magazine, and Amiga 

Format Specials, each edition of which concentrates 

on a different aspect of the Amiga. __ 

PRICE From £3*95 

Future Publishing 0458 71279 

O FRONTIER 

Cruise around the universe, buying things, selling 

them and shooting pirates. You can also take on 

missions such as military courier, passengers or 

assassinations. It takes some getting into, but it's 

definitely worth the effort. 

PRICE £29*95 

Gametek 0753 553445 

0 HIRED GUNS 

Shooting hideous alien muties has never been so 

much fun! This state-of-the-art game has you play¬ 

ing a group of four mercenaries in a variety of 

increasingly difficult missions to free a plant from 

genetic freakdom. Violent, but great fun. 

O SCREENPLAY 2 

Leam the secrets of successful game playing in this 

book written by all-round Amiga games expert and 

ex-AF writer Maff Evans, a man who has been 

reviewing Amiga games and giving the best tips in 

the business ever since the first Amiga 500 came 

out in 1987. Packed with hints, tips cheats and solu¬ 

tions, this is an invaluable guide for the serious 

games player* 

PRICE £9.95 

Future Publishing 0225 442244 

0 JAMES POND 2 - ROBOCOD CD32 

Dr Maybe has taken over the main toy factory at 

the north pole, and is making all of the cuddly pen¬ 

guins explosive. Can special agent James Pond 

(codename : Robotod) use his experimental 

Robotod expandosuif to foil Dr Maybe's evil plan? 

One of the classic Amiga games comes to the CD33< 

but remember it's also available on floppy disk at a 

bargain budget price. 

PRICE £29.99 

MILLENNIUM_ 0223 844894 

0 POWERMOU5E 

The older Amiga mice were dreadful things, the 

mouse which comes with the A1200 still leaves 

something to be desired, and the CD32 doesn’t 

come with a mouse at all. The Powermouse is 

smooth, with a 400dpi resolution. 

0 MOUSE MAT 

Give your mouse a life of ease with this Amiga 

Format mouse mat. It's emblazoned with the Amiga 

Format logo, it's flat, with rounded comers and you 

can put your mouse on it 

PRICE £7.99 

Future Publishing 0458 73279 

0 ANALOGUE JOYSTICK 

Flight sims can be much more realistic with an ana¬ 

logue joystick: after all, real pilots don't use a Bug. 

Aanalogue sticks also give much smoother, more 

realistic control because the amount your plane or 

car turns is proportional to the amount you move 

the ‘stick by! This model sits easily in the hand, 

with the fire buttons in a comfortable position. 

PRICE £20 to £120 

Phoenix 0532 350652 

0 AMIGA FORMAT BINDERS 

Keep your copies of the world's best Amiga maga¬ 

zine in pristine condition with these binders. Also 

note that you get one of these completely free If 

you take out a subscription to AF - and subscribers 

get a free extra disk in the post every month, 

packed with lots of PD and Shareware software - 

things like utilities and games. Subscribers also 

receive a free newsletter every month detailing all 

the behind-the-scenes goings-on at the world's best 

Amiga magazine! An ideal pressie! 

PRICE 

Psy gnosis 

£34*99 

051-709 5755 

PRICE _ 

Power Computing 

_IIS 
0234 843388 

PRICE_ 

Future Publishing 

£4.95 

0458 73279 
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OLD AMIGA TRADE-IN* 
The b«i trade-in dlowonce. intro for peripberob and 

accessories. Tr-ade in your old machine far a brand new 
A600/1200/4000/CD37 or even p PC 

Alter trade-in. equipment is checked and refurbished by our 
engineers ond is then offered at bargain prices, romplete with 3 

months war < only 

ASOOs FROM £139 
AISOOs FROM £199 

HOD SO/HD,.,.lion 159 H[H+ Con'idleu from 179 
A300<h.(ram 499 GVP HOB 40/S2 .209/229 
CDTV...,.,...179 XT/AT BBoard.S0/9I 
4590 20/40MB... 129/1S9 

OTHER ACCESSORIES - PLEASE ASK. 
' Acceprnnce «f |»(V? runtimes mcy b« lirarwt 

A500/600/ CDTV 
STARTER RACK 

A Musi for new users! 
Mkiosmtchid mystitfc Gd ih* Mou iiom 

pour irmgc hook, ID Blank Asa 80 
capacity lockable dnt bon mouse mar 

dim rav*r Tints Killer 

A500+ and A600s come 

tompleie with mouse, modulator I 

lo conned To TV, or monitor food I 

oi required, all cobles, monuok | 

operating discs and utilities 

INCLUDED PLUS WARR- 
A5 STANDARD ALONE STARTER ANTY 

£ £ 
EXTRAS 

ASQ0 
A50O+1 
CARTOON 
CLASSICS 

[I 

A600 
SO IMS 1 74.m 189.m 
A600 so 
WILD, WEIRD 
AND WICKED TOOcumSth! 

194,m209.m ft? 2=: 

A600 hd 20 
cpif 40 IfK, Rowl Mnu. 

Tmmhwwi, 
PACK 64 Amiga Tut, Deiuif -------- 
PLUS K wr/*. 389?»404.91 

269 9» 284 ii 
31 9m 334.M 
349.99 364 m 

A 600 hd 80 
120 

210 

365.99 379 m 

415.99 429.91 

589.99 584.99 

Auho Discs/ 

C0TV fStf&iS&t 2^91244,1 
MULTI Cmoun, Cunt 
MEDIA Welcohu (hit, ten Disc 

CBM 1084 SB 178.90 

CBM 1940 t***5 •«*!'» *s* 269.99 1 t" 

Philips 8833 u i tswvii no 209 ,1 ,|CV 

Star LC100C 149.99 159.9, 
Citizen 240C 252.90 262 ,o ii» 

Rdum lo hose HP mswns uri SD units filled with lop qinkly 3rd pony dfnfK and torna 
Wirt imlflfi disc + lull dKWTMMfm, *&P1H reeds 2M$ for (rtmoifon on HD models. 

NO OTHER DEALER CAN BEAT 
OUR CREDENTIALS 

Muh-miJIion company mrilh 9 years enpenente in {omnodare product and 
hire today 
Commodore troirmt stuff we friendly tsrvd helpful and we patents, mulitmadio. 
dntiOMl, gomes programming or leclwau ftpwwiiitt {usually mart ihon one! | 
Open 9 6 pm Monday To Saturday and 10 DO am to 4 30 pm Sundays PIUS 
December lqi« nights on Thucidoys [Si Alberti wily] for (onvemeni w«wti« 
Callers welcome for advice and demonstralian at our 1600* sq h High y. fawn 
Centre branches 
Same day despatch for most orders received fay 5 30 pm, eipreH am and 
Saturday services available 
Hardware mrihilly handled end delivered safely and nlNUy by caged, insured, 
lap name four for service 
Pre-despatch resting on Amigo systems 
Free 30 day courier r eiledtou arid delivery of HEW tepfocement f e nepi prsdun 
with on-site moiFttenonra I 
tfoikne support and in-house engineers 
Upgrade and irade in offers to keep you up lo date 
Exceetofltii after sales service 
BFPti and supon welcome 

JUST ANOTHER HOT JUST WUinw 

SSSSfiftK-^ria: 
ia&f* *99 1 

^1—WuHbr n„A L 9W** Amii 

WE WANT TO 
BEAT ALL PRICE! 

CAll US!! 

CD” CONSOLE 
LIMITED STOCKS NOW 

CD32 SOFTWARE 

A4000/ 30 & 40 
A4000/30: AGA Chip Sol + 68Q30 proemr. 68882 25/50 Mi i* 

756,000 td-Di ! processor option, 254,0 
free disc' 

3 colours from 16 6M. scon doubling for flicker 
e drokft Moose, Amigo 3 57176 MB 3T drive, Hard Drive m bfifsw, 

Amigo 005 3.G system or>d utilities Next day on-site warranty 
A4000/40: As above, but featortog Ihe blistering 68040 processor, wilh : 
full floating point forilitfos HOT EC version. UK moefoh wrlh on-site 
worrofityTMOT imports! 

15 id 70 lilies specially written for llie CD37 should be 
in slock by the time you read ibis, including Syndicate 
Zwl 2, Jurassic Pork (hwsEngine, Rwhmod many of 
which include o full CD mow irodi alongside ihe 
game Aboul ball of enisling CDTV lilies art 
EomputUe CD*? w£ dw ploy normal music CDs and 
CDeC&a 

CD5 Console (with Oscar AGA, 
Diggers + Joy pod FREE) 

£279 
CD31 + fMV Card ai above 

FUR mi 

1+1 MB 2+2MB 

HD SUBIRACT STANDARD 
S3ZT MB £70 VERSION 

965 

A4000 
/40 

2+4MB 2+4 Mil 

super EXf. EXTRAS 
YERSIOH 

CD31 
Standaid worronty h 12 months 

r&iurn tobese. 
12 monlfts on-silo woiTonty £39.99 
ExItcj 2yrs cm warranty £69,99 

£465 
AVAILABLE NOW! 

hill Holm Video module f or tDB 
[with Fri*MimYi4eOiu]. £189iH 

COMING SOON 
Hoppy drive, Keyboecd Mouse CDC lor A12EKJ 

© n o t m )» w 

|f? I IS '“’5.13 
ffi a i ft I rt s-5-® = 

H!|"s 191* i I Si 
a 5-SS' * s*to 

107V 195V KS<- 
SPECtAL “t »r8 O 5 * 

114V >s 

1054 

A1200 
COMPUTER 

ml!™ ilf? 
a S 8 g S ?*fa 
lai° 2 ! 

A4000 30 CaPROs 
eeee^ as MHz add £7o 
eaBessoMHj addcibo 

Fitting! FOC il purchasing A4000 

CHAOS ENGINE. 

SYNDICATE 

PINBALL FANTASIES, 

NO FALDO'S 

CHALLENGE GOLF 

M0£19,« 
OR LEMMINGS, 

SIMPSONS, CAPTAIN 

PLANE!, PLUS DP lilt 

GfA BASIC 

ADD £14.95 

1200 2MB 269 
1200 +20MB HO 379 
1200 ,60MB HO 439 
1200 +BDMB HD 469 
1200 ,120MB HO 519 
1200 +207MBHD 589 
Extro 4MB + 
dock titled ADD C200 
"CWUFftOVtD HAID DtlVtC 

Fdl lagd NnJwioiWutiitydpii »d 
dKiumntBtiai end esm* wilh tlM en- 

dOH'I lOBOIT tOUi 

SPECIAL 
DffsJtjet SO0C and Starter Poet ^ 
with any ONLY £285 

mi WITH 
ALL120GI 

NIGEL MANSELL 
AGA, 

TROLLS AGA 
AND 

CHALLENGE PACK 
^3 itp&rvml 

WORKS PlATINttM 
fwHmAcp 

OK DESKTOP 
DYNAMITE 

PACK 

Cbbse fbrt 4 AGA^ 
QsaprAGA + Dsrm 

Fttv I 
ADO£49 

WlsfluWoeA+icj# 

Remember, 

HOBBYTE VALUE PACKS 
Mbyte are famous for their padtsr allowing you Id itara wbnf you imnr, whikt still bene fining from package deal wvings. 

■ 0 bargain is only 0 bargain when you like whor you get! So, if you aren't Wild, Weird or Wicked, Sleepwalker sews you to sleep, Since Ace leaves 
Porodroid does worse, if Bask basically isn't your fiiefche your options qnd get r«l veto* for money hewn Nabbyte 

THAMPY'S AND NODDV*S 
P4CK SPECIAL 

Fim and educational for WITH UUGi UOME 
2 to 11 years £39 £59 

iSiVK Upnnv h nRundi 
( nrt^d ieurmns gemet or J ImIs. PIIIS W M ** 10 blank dirts 
k+rhoard owlov and map 
6IkhmdCutiiciAimitng«7,7fell 

Noddy's Phylimo 
Ofl Big Adveniure 
OR Merlins Maths 

1 you, »*«<«* your options ond got r«ot votue for money hwn HokLyte 

STARTER PACK 
A MKt for MW rnlH UUCA UMI 

£15 £25 
Make working Homes of Warkbenrh and ather origiad 
opplit QiiorH fan <n ran as you gal them 

(httk rlsts rtgulorfy. ispetdily if during wilh friends 

you feeding amply ond 

The She* Peru 
DR Fun Srlnd 

Fun School 3 or 4 
DR ADI inr Reading 
DR Cnuitbig 

Dilute Point II + 700 
Clip hi pics 

6 gomes wMh Trampy andfrienA. 4 y«rs under 

The “ton 5dv»T mue heve won nwy enwd goma 
5/4 •ondeifuJ awndee gomei. 3 io 11 ywi specif sge 

Tiie kprtcbl+ +iclfD terrestrial tnuelnvK A } ywr olds end 
helps lowvdl Otfocving Nglcnol CurrmAini Imii 1.1+3 

Pin me dtiUren, Fairytalt * Legend (hswMrs, ftpad. 
Cariem. en 

VTrei Krller 

Mouse nvg 1 Help, preveni Art/dusf caHecting « mouw contocfs 
Plus Mkroswfkhtd 
ioystkV, SO cap. lockable din bat. Dust Cover 

Hobby In Primary 
'1 ~1 Pack Educorional PDF 

fonwtwg T<} fon wttde you Iww gamei 

HOT BOG GAMES PACK 
WITH AMIGA ALONE 

mt Lit pa<h turn ^ 

HobbyTt 30 Easy 
Children's Gomes Pack 

Sivnptajanweii.orHwewith-penreetyfcewak bend* 
youngnJ wH be able To use soon of then* 

jtysftdi 9! 

“THE BUG™ 

THE HOT LIST 
GREAT individually 
packaged gam**, 
BETTER THAN THE 

REST II 
(pnvioue RRP* up to 

£39.99 «odi) 
ANT 10 £39.99 

Or see peeks atos 
flluniferbircb f?mt} t 
R Grand fta AF 

SAy Putty - 90% ■+ bh oF mo® 
Eff/Tafci/rinink (courts os 2f | 

PawboyM 
Hwd hr U Odd* 

Colossus Chess O 
Oulenge Golf 

BattWip, dassrit board jome 
Gmne SftirWsSoGCBT 

WITH AMH 

£39 
ALOW 

£49 

SERIOUS USER'S PACK 
Interusted in music, 

ptogromcntrig and grophics? 
Then this pock ri for you! 

Easy Amos ™E aDgrpmmg bngum. Wanderfd ranui 1 Simple one ealerrawiig ■ ;4wl frjt (amptete «w 

tfaeiHOiid fugfewr (rrhngfYER 
a prDfessianoSv oeate you* own 
s Uodh of sample progs ioefoded 

Hobby) t AMOS PD Dotw of PrgRocfag bmk moddei, 

lOHnl list" Gomel 
The GREATEST! 

Ike only uyirick aver la he givm a Gold roting 97% 
AF, positive ungfo-bwidd qcV vndl and Indy! 
See tiling id the rafal for tuffwi HOT LIST, or phone 
for lolret diangai. Oiitdim s gqmei available 

BO Frog. Hobbyie PD incfodei rap gomes like Baitfocirs, Slur Ink. twnni! 
Grfraii Pack II 10 Mewfacill. doini of awfo daisies, board 
hiimk Aut wtMu |! A. ‘ r- 

V“f"’ ®*|«m • wivi uM«j id 
lodcfoobke disc 
plus dfit caver 

t vinn killers - a musi for every Amiga awtverl 

GR AMOS Professional IftAfiNta 
AttDtioio.AiiQ.ih. r«-Va!*r HOME APPLICATION PACK 

Grtufs nun^prD^ranvnes rtwrf no AMOS programmer 

Delute Point lit, plus 
7(M Cftp Art pks 

Cmte your own devgns lo mtH-pMofe mlo your 
AMOS progs 

MIDI Recording Studio £ if you hove a MIDI iratfunciil, lln a rvHyrbing you 
MIDI Interface need U tampme and Edit your muw 

*******, Powerful pre-sesiiotwi and pfudutiwo tool 

Ftrfvct for oil Hmh 
Dffke ne«ds 

Vim Killer Desk, 
80 Prog. Hdbbyte PD Greats 
Pack - iee 'Hottest Lot Pod' 
The Works Platinum 
Deluxe Point lie with 
onirMlidn + 700 CGp Art pks 
Digito Home A«ounii 
Any Two Hoi List Titles 

SPECIAL 
WITH AJAFCj 

£29 
ALOW 

£49 
WP w4 ill spd cfok. Thewurirt 
spfeahJieet. Sideways' uMiiy 
dotobose, grapluts * comms rnorkAe 
Keep irodk of credi cord ond bonk 
ouauffB. budgets. Hr 

Franfcpisiw f @ 
trtpfam Plpnel 

Simwm Helcoptef t3V CD 
Edd ihe Duck t 

Shade UpB 
lemmings 92^ Af 
Round me fend t 

Cartiwntot Grtus 8 mavuito 
mm 

World CiKkei 
Ekvt jAmpson 

foKkman/l^Aiiierkot^ 
ke Hockey 

Kenon - t+VG Game of the Monlh 
Blode Womor - A four, Af. AAcftwi 

supotbttvifiK 
Twbin RdkI riding 

AWARD WINNERS 
Span Act, Kid Off. FfoeAkm Pppufoos 

(courts os 21 

I DR AmiiguVision 

STOP PRESSi Desktop Dynamite AGA pad {see ?200 box) £69 with Amigo £79 alone 

t PARTICULARLY SUIT AMI FOft 
OULDREN (MAT NEED HELP) 
® MOT A120D COMPATWi 

THUS MAY VARY 

needs ZMB lor oiwnctwn on HD modtH 

Dy illDC A DDAlllTEfh M 



t/i 
C1M10MS0 - tak ♦ 2 turn........—-IM.W 
nip UK H» MKII mon . mmM*..HMO 
TiH + wi*el itund Im M33,_---11W 
CBM 1 MO M syw .39 dpi JGA aaiiw .ipeokm..IM. W 
QM 1992 dual iynt 28 dpi «0» moral* + spoken..JM.W 

MKROVITEC CU* SCAN 1UO If 78* Nr 1200/4000 » 
hnawiv vambtc sam KM Unwo I StHi idefaali an bool wl wd 40 KHi 
igr ad AGA modus n Ihh mat WMi ill and swwd sMnd 'uU MST 
Hid'..7Z..... m*t 
MhtovOoc CuMmihi 28* l«' IW0/4OM os nha«( Ootff_1074-94 
Wirur* Cut Site 17*7, IT. .27*. 29 « Utl tattH-i W ** 
Uapw W »1200/Mkru«iuc___».*t 

BZ0 9040M Multi Sync lor 1100/4000 models__S95.00 
CBM 1930 Hi res 5904 70* Me. I* 4 wiwi.259.M 
NEC4FG Multi-Sync..S44.99 
W BewIV iww* remote wsk sudaclwi for mtntors_113.99 
PM* Brilliance 111071“____MA 

toft! 

mv......mw 
t GVPIV * VTtl 5_*,___ .965.99 

i/cvf iv+ viu-a.,___„ms.w 
t00N» impact ftoofl 24 ____, JHQA 

mmmnmmmimiQm 

* OfrflMd AMm CbaaMl * twperfapou fad* gtftfy rahio owft Ireifafa 

\, YbTCaBigorL SympatiCO, tA Prd. Real 30 -ftfhtfi 

..,.xm M200Q Plws..£1479 

SUPPORTS^ TV Poimr 1 

H70D0 2 MB + Alpha... 
H3NM3MBfD/Wfa 

im "HI40G0 Plus...mw 
..£1099 FREE V lob fro-megrabber 

FLOPPY DRIVES 
:4k 3 5 fitoto dto. towhon * «a/«l---—- 
Cuimw CM 354 3 j «■**! ft*, 

MM 

H HP! wii irik id ■* IMi bod i* M*lnn frflfiKto 
K IMS os sheen trdffl fCTO* Wa -—.- 
OvddrineiKUDI.. 

_StM 
64,W 

mtniUfm 
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Nationality---Unknown 
Age.Unknown 
Name.Unknown 
Codename.GOLGO 13 

Manga 

A Manga Entertainment Presentation 

THE LEGENDARY COMIC BOOK ASSASSIN AT A CINEMA NEAR YOU FROM NOVEMBER 26th 
Friday 26 November: Friday 3 December: Friday 10 December; Saturday 18 December: 
BIRMINGHAM ODEON WIMBLEDON ODEON LEICESTER ODEON GLASGOW ODEON 
Saturday 27 November: Saturday 4 December: Saturday 11 December: EDINBURGH ODEON 
BIRMINGHAM ODEON WIMBLEDON ODEON LEICESTER ODEON DUNDEE ODEON 
COVENTRY ODEON HOLLOWAY ODEON LEEDS ODEON NEWCASTLE ODEON 
BRISTOL ODEON MUSWELL HILL ODEON NOTTINGHAM ODEON LIVERPOOL ODEON 
STOKE ODEON ROMFORD ODEON MANCHESTER ODEON 
CARDIFF ODEON PORTSMOUTH ODEON SHEFFIELD ODEON 
All screenings are late-night performances. All dates and cinemas are subject to change. Check local press for details. 



THE AMIGA GAMES scene is 

dying. Like the Vic-20, the Sinclair 

Spectrum and the Atari STs did before it. 

But those machines all died out because 

they were made obsolete by newer and bet¬ 

ter machines like the Amiga. Users aband¬ 

oned those machines in droves for the 

chance of owning a spanking new A50Q. 

The Amiga, on the other hand, is still the 

world’s most powerful and flexible home 

computer. The Amiga isn't losing users to a 

new super-machine - in fact the newest 

super- machine is an Amiga, the A1200. 

No. The Amiga games scene is dying 

because some Amiga owners are too self¬ 

ish, and loo stupid, to do anything about 

it. The Amiga games scene is dying 

because piracy is so rife that software com¬ 

panies can't sell enough copies of most 

games to make them pay. Companies are 

abandoning the Amiga in favour of die con¬ 

soles because while cartridge piracy exists, il 

is infinitesimal when compared to piracy' on 

the Amiga. The average Amiga game sells 

around fl,000 copies. There arc over 

1*500*000 Amigas in the UK alone. This 

means your average game manages to sell 

to a mere half of one per cent of all owners. 

Pirates have long attempted to justify 

their actions by claiming that games are 

too expensive. This may be true* but there 

is no chance of prices dropping while 

games are selling in such low quantities. 

The fact that budget re-releases of games 

are pirated just as frequently as full-price 

product makes a mockery of this defence. 

Pirates often claim that most games 

aren't any good. But if a game is no good, 

why pirate copy it? And the standard of 

Amiga games is as high or higher than that 

of the consoles ~ how many times do you 

spot the words ‘a conversion of an Amiga 

game' in console mags? Many of the best 

and most original games came from the 

Amiga. Sure* some games are crap, but a 

quick flick through a reputable mag like 

Amiga Format h review pages will prevent 

anyone wasting money on a dog. 

Some pirates claim that they can’t 

afford games. This may be true* but if you 

can't afford die petrol, vou can't drive the 

car. Tough.** but true' If vou can’t afford 

the software, you should make do with 

what you have, or use the PD. or magazine 

Coverdisk demos, or the local library, or 

swap with your mates - the options are end¬ 

less, but for many theft is the easiest one. 

Now, we here at Amiga Format are writ¬ 

ing this feature to get one simple message 

through to all you Amiga users. If you use 

copied games you will be responsible for 

die death of the Amiga g^mes scene. There 

will be no new games for the Amiga by 

mid 1995. Nowr that may sound a long way 

off, but it will come around sooner than 

you think, and then that £300 worth of 

cheese coloured 32-bit wedge will be just 

so much junk. We don't warn the .Amiga to 

die, and we're damn sure you don’t either. 

So think as you tuck in to your Christmas 

dinner, those cheap games could work out 

to be very, very expensive indeed. 

If you buy and us* illegal software you nr* contribute 

ing to th* downfall of 4h* Amiga industry. 

The kiss of Death 
"it's killing the industry" - so say all those who suffer from it and those who try 

to prevent it. But the pirates who actually break the law have their point of 

view too. Over the next four pages we let them all have their say... 

JOHN LOADER - LEADING INVESTIGATOR FOR FAST 

More than 50,000 illegal disks have 
been seized by FAST (Federation 
Against Software Theft) investigators 
In the past year. They have at least one 
new case of piracy every week and 
following a new prosecution initiative 
funded by ELSPA* they are now await¬ 
ing trial on 10 cases. We talked to lead¬ 
ing investigator John Loader, who 
described how FAST came about. 

"It was set up in 1SB4 as a result of 
the computer industry lobbying parlia¬ 
ment to get the law changed. The 
software industry pushed for the law to 
include software, the government said 
OK, but you'll have to set up your own 
watchdog to keep tabs on it. So FAST 
was founded in the shape of one man - 
Sob Hay. The new Copyright Act of 'BS 
actually made It a criminal offence to copy disks.” 

O: What sort of sentences does it carry? 

JL For some offences you can get two years' impris¬ 

onment others can be dealt with In a 
magistrate's court where it carries a six 
month maximum sentence. But In prac¬ 
tice, it doesn't happen often. The alter¬ 
native is a £5,000 fine and/or six months 
imprisonment In lower courts, or £5,000 
with two years in Crown Court. 

Or What do you feel about the way the law 
stands at the moment? 
JL The punishments provided are ade¬ 
quate, I'd just like to see them deeper 
ranging. At the magistrates' court 
although they can punish over six 
months, it is seldom used. But one of 
the things we try to do is make courts 
aware of what a problem it is to the 
software industry... the Amiga is suffer¬ 
ing very badly from piracy. You've only 

got to look at the number of games released last year 
against the new games that are released this year. 

Continued overleaf e 
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Leading investigator John 

Loader uses his 30 year's 
experience \n th* MET to h*lp 

FAST catch crooks. 



JOHN LOADER - LEADING INVESTIGATOR FOR FAST 

0: Do people inform you of pirates? 
JL: We get complaints by telephone from all sorts of 
people - those who've bought pirated software and 
have fust realised what they've done is Illegal 
because they've seen the prices in the shops. You've 
got shopkeepers who see these stalls active, in 
action, and it's ruining their business. And you get 
everybody in between really. 

0: What’s the next step? 
JL: We used to direct those complaints to the Police 
or Trading Standards officers, but Trading Standards 
would say they couldn't do anything about it 
because they didn't have the resources. The Police 
would say they've got burglars to catch so they don't 
think it's serious enough for us, Last year Roger 
Ren nett went to the ELS PA council and said we need 
to do it ourselves or we'll do it through FAST, but 
we've got to do something. 

0: So what happens now? 
JL; I'm running a team of six investigators all over 
the country. They channel their actions back to me, 
I get big sacks of disks and notes as to how they got 
them and comments made by the 
pirate - all the facts of the case. 
I put them together, type out the 
summonses and send them off to 
their focal magistrates court. 
They issue the summons and sign 
it and the guy has to go to court 
and answer the charge. Then I 
come along and present the facts. 
In such a case where he might 
say he's going to plead not 
guilty, he's going to deny the 
offence. I'd employ a local solici¬ 
tor to handle the case for me. 

0: When do the Police get involved? 
JL: The only time Is when I need 
an officer to come with me, say 
to a market stall, mainly to pre¬ 
vent a breach of the peace. The 
presence of the uniform gives it 
the credence that he's being 
dealt with properly. 

A hug* pit* of 2,200 disks, picked up from 

a market stall, lies on FAST'* office floor. 

Among the disks were copies of game* 

which had only been on sal* for a week. 

0: Does FAST deal with serious software as well? 
JL; You can subdivide it. Of course, there's a lot of 
spill-over because, for example, a guy might be sell¬ 
ing PC disks and he'll always sell both business and 
games. Basically I deal with software for the Amiga, 
Sega and then a lot of the console stuff. 

0: What's the percentage of pirated to regal software? 
JL It's impossible to assess,.. It's a very large ratio, 
illegal to legal. You've just got to look around our 
office: there's 2,200 disks in that pile that we picked 
up In Camden Market two Sundays ago. One of my 
investigators was recognised and the bloke legged It 
abandoning all those* disks. How many thousands of 
disks has he got elsewhere? In that bundle, there 

CASES FAST 
• High Street dealer in Wales selling copied games 

to customers, four month suspended prison sen¬ 
tence and £1,000 fine, 

• Youth in Cleveland selling copies by mail order, 

fined £250. 
• Young man in Liverpool dealing copies from 

home lost 3,500 disks and fined £200, 
• Employed Sussex man dealing in disks from 

home in spare time fined £650 at Crown Court, 
lost 2,500 disks and his computers, 

• Swindon man selling at car boot sales, SO hours 
community service, paid £250 at Crown Court 

were IS or 20 copies of Space Hulk, Hired Guns, Prime 
Mover, all the latest stuff which has only been out 
for a week or so. 

0: Are most pi fates amateurs, or professionals? 
JL: When you go right across the scene, you've got to 
start from the Bulletin Boards and the cracking 
teams. They do it for kicks. Then you get guys who 
are on the boards - they're on to get the software 
they want. They get the Stuff off the boards or from 
modem-trading and they amass the software. They 
seem to go across into the market stall area where 
you get guys who are dealing with the modem 
traders - usually mail-ordering and the market stall 
guys are getting it from the modem-traders. 

When it comes to the market stall traders, you’re 
talking about people who're purely in it for the 
money. They're not the slightest bit interested In 
Amiga software - last year they were probably sell¬ 
ing videos. There is a lot of money in ft - there are 
some very heavy people involved in it now. 

They're actually cartels, operating at a number 
of car boots at the same time. Look at the overheads 
- they've got 25-50p per disk and sell them for £1.50* 

£2 per disk. These guys are 
making £100,000 a week. 

0: is it true that software houses 
and programmers are leaking the 
stuff to the pirates? 
JL; There is more than a little 
truth to those sort of sugges¬ 
tions, That's all I can say. 

0: What about CD piracy? 
JL: The latest I'm hearing about is 
a guy's selling a complete range 
of Nintendo software on one CD. 
It costs £620. You're talking 
about 600Mb of info. How many 
has he got to sell before he 
recoups the £1,000 for the CD 
presses? So he buys a CD manu¬ 
facturing machine, makes the 
CDs, sells 500 and he's made 
more than his money back. 

CD will be a problem, yes, 
because though you can't do it 

cheaply now, the technology will overtake it and no 
matter what you do, someone will find a way round it, 

0: Do you think if software was cheaper there would be 
less piracy? 
JL: I don't know. Budget titles are still cracked. 
Budget titles are only £B-10 aren't they? And you get 
just as many cracked disks for the budget titles. 

0: What about games that cost up to £70? 
JL: Well you could apply that argument but I would 
counter that by saying Jaguar motor cars are a lot of 
money, but I don't go out and nick one I make do 
with a Nissan, If you can't afford it you can't afford 
It that's what life's all about. 

HAS SOLVED 
and lost his stock of disks, 

• Man in York fined £320 plus £200 costs, lost all 
his disks, for car boot sales of Amiga games, 

• Essex man selling at car boots fined £480, £75 
costs, lost all his disks, plus Amiga 2000 and 
1.2GlgaByte hard drive which contained com¬ 
pressed files for every major Amiga program 
ever issued. 

• Pirate BBS case is due for hearing before end of 
the year. This will be followed by more In the 
first months of 1994. Bulletin Boards will be the 
main target areas next year. 
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KEV BULMER 
MD, Dimension Creative Designs. 
Responsible for Legends of 
valour and f?eso/ut/on lot 
We don't make much profit, but we do 

enjoy doing what we do. If Amiga piracy 

continues, then its up to the publishers 

who advance us development money 

against potential sales if they want us to 

develop for the Amiga. 

Software publisher* at the moment are 

not interested in developing for the 

Amiga, the CD32 yes, but not the Amiga. 

People who pirate will suffer in the 

long run. They might have 200 games to 

play with this month, but in six months all 

of the big software houses will have pulled 

out and they'll be left with nothing. 

DINO DINI 
A firm footy fan, Dino has pro¬ 
duced Kick Off 2 and Coal. 
I work for a Using, not to proside enter¬ 

tainment for free. If the level of Amiga 

piracy stays the same. I will continue to 

support it, but only because 1 can also pro¬ 

duce other formats as well, On its own. it 

wouldn't be worth it. Goal! is probably the 

last game I will develop on the Amiga first. 

Pirates should see that there aren't as 

many new* games coining out as there used 

to be, lt‘s time to growr up and buy games. 

If they carry on like this* they can look for¬ 

ward to a future where the only software 

they can get for their Amiga is in the 

Public Domain. 

Piracy is theft and is done by rather 

sad, juvenile misfits. It has no excuse. It 

wilt ultimately mean that the quality of 

Amiga software will decline. If pirates want 

good games* ir they want the Amiga to sur¬ 

vive, k's up to them. 

ANDY BRAYBROOK 
Programmer, 

Graftgold 

Andy has 

worked on Fire 

and Ice and Uridlum 2. 
The more piracy there is, the less able we 

are to develop new games. But the Amiga 

platform is moving on to he less pi ratable. 

With CD^2 and the CD addon for the 

A!200 there's going to be less piracy... The 

arrival of CD'12 actually means weTe going 

to stay in the market a lot longer than we 
would have done* 

Software pirates only realise how much 

damage they're doing when it affects them 

personally. We get people who come into 

the office who suddenly realise how much 

what they're doing affects what we do for 
the .Amiga. 



PETER MOLYNEUX 
md, Bullfrog. 

Bullfrog have produced 

great games like 

Populous and Syndicate. 

Piracy on the Amiga is a Serious 

threat and to my mind the pirates 

have won. We didn't put copy- pro¬ 

tection on Syndicate - there's no 

point putting protection on games, 

because they only get hacked within 

a couple of davs. 

Here’s a message for Amiga 

pirates: congratulations, you have 

now won over on the hacking side, and you have shown us how 

much better you are than us developers. Well done for making 

the Amiga a secondary marketplace behind the PC - we always 

used to develop first and foremost for the Amiga, hut too much 

piracy means this is no longer Lite case. 

Bullfrog'5 P*t«r Molyn#u* has 

a strong message for plrit«, 

SMALL AD DEALER 
An ad in a local newspaper offered all 
the latest game releases for sale at £1 
each. So we contacted the number in 
the ad to find out exactly what the 
seller was up to. We told him we were 
from Amiga Format, he agreed to talk to 
us, He said he worked for MicroPros® 
and, as member of staff, that he could 
buy the games at a discount. 

However, he also said: "I've got 
everything for sale on the market - all 
the latest releases. I can't go through 

2,000 games with you really, 
“My games aren't pirated - they're 

original stuff. They're not few sale at £1 each, they're £10,1 know a lot of pirates. 
Everyone who's got an Amiga J reckon has got copied stuff, but obviously I'm against it 
because 1 work for MicroPros*. Everybody who works for MicroPros® is allowed a spe¬ 
cific number of games a year and you can do what you like with them really. You hold 
your allowance for a certain amount of time and you can get a bulk order. 

"I don't want you to contact MicroProse, They don't set any rules about what 
you're meant to do with the stuff, but it is a bit iffy," 

When we contacted MicroPros®, they said that although they were aware that staff 
receive free copies of some games, they do not have a staff discount scheme and were 
shocked by what this man was doing. 

The latest Amiga games on sale for £1 a 

disk! But is it all above-board? 

DETECTIVE SERGEANT STEVE 
LITTLER, COMPUTER CRIME UNIT, 
NEW SCOTLAND YARD 
<5: What s the police's attitude in general 
towards software piracy? 
$L It's something that's left to a certain 
extent to FAST. They do a lot of the investi¬ 
gation and call upon our assistance when 
they need It. It's not an act that many police 
have to deal with. If you think of all the acts on the statute 
book, unless you know specifically where to go to, I could see 
the problems that would arise. 

What if saw someone selling illegal software at a market, would 
you make an arrest or would you pass the info on to FAST? 
SL Not directly, because obviously we'd want to know a bit 
more about it and we would probably let FAST know some¬ 
thing about that. 

Is there a procedure the Police go through with FAST? 
SL Because of where we are (Scotland Yard) we deal with 
them quite a lot, so we tell them the information and then 
they deal with it. FAST have the knowledge that we could 
never gain, because we can't get any expertise in individual 
operating systems that they can, because we haven't got the 
resources, the manpower and generally things like that. 

What sort of cases have you dealt with? 
SL The ones that we' ve had and assisted them with are 
Bulletin Boards. 

Do you think the police take piracy seriously enough? 
SL Any crime is a crime. Isn't tt7 1 would say that very few 
people come to us complaining of software piracy or theft. 

A SPECIAL CASE 
Police office Sergeant Mick Pearson, from Dudley, is one 
of those rare officers with the specialist knowledge 
required to recognise and deal with piracy. Sgt Pearson 
has an A12O0, having upgraded from an A500 this year. 

When he went to buy some Amiga games from a 
man who advertised in his local paper, he suspected him 
of dealing in copied software. After further investiga¬ 
tions Sgt Pearson pursued the case and His investigation 
resulted In an arrest. The case went to court, the magis¬ 
trate gave the man a conditional discharge and ordered 
that he should pay the court costs, that all the disks 
should be confiscated and that his A1200 should be given 
to FAST to further their progress in fighting piracy, 

ROGER BENNETT, GEN SECRETARY, ELSPA 
■Piracy." he says, "is a major source of loss of revenue for legitimate 

publishers - somewhere between £50 to £70 million loss in the UK alone. 

®: What can be done to stop it? 
RB: Hopefully, the new technology will stop it. Although whenever there's new tech¬ 
nology someone wilt always find a way of cracking it but it might be a lot easier to 
protect. At the moment ELSPA (European Leisure Software Publisher's Association) are 
investing very heavily in investigating software piracy in every possible area, 

What measures do you think they could take to tighten up on piracy? 
RB: They must be wary of leaving review copies anywhere, in any circumstances. At 
the ECT5 a software publisher left his stand for two minutes and within three days it 
was on sale in Europe, Security is the name of the game as far as software houses are 
concerned. I know there are problems in some software houses, and they have to get 
to grips with it. There's now little they seem prepared to do in terms of protection, at 
least on the disk. Manual protection, at least is still the most effective means, 

<I>: How do you think CO is going to effect piracy? 
RB: It costs quite a lot of money to buy a machine to duplicate a CD. in which case it's 
easier to isolate those machines if anyone is actually duplicating on it, 

C&: What do you think of the news that Frontier: Etite 2 has been released on a Bulletin Board? 
RB: ltrs dear that as soon as games are released they're cracked and put on Bulletin 
Boards for distribution the Same day. The Home Office Committee are investigating 
computer pornography and offensive material transmission by Bulletin Board shortly, 

O: Is the situation with the Amiga the worst? 
RB; Yes, because a lot of product is easily piratable - back-up devices are available 
widely and legally - and on a single disk. PC product is multi-disk which makes it more 
difficult and it's manually protected as well. 

What would you say to someone who's pirating software, or using pirated software? 
RB: There's always the risk if you've got a hard drive you could easily corrupt what 
you've got on rt by using pirated software. Those who buy counterfeit software are 
likely to find that they won't have any software to pirate in the long term - the Amiga 
market Has been substantially reduced as a result of piracy. 

MARTYN BROWN Director and project manager, Team 17 

Team 17 have a exceptional reputation for quality software - such as Body Jitenvs, A tent Hrerd 

and Project X - often at very competitive prices. Because die main arguments of users of 

copied software are that games are too expensive, or too crap to warrant paying for, we 

thought Marryn Brown would have a more encouraging tale to tell. Not so... 

“Price doesn’t make a difference - the cheaper games are copied just as much. Our 

prime concern isn’t for how much money we’re making, we haw to make a profit but I’m 

not bothered about getting mega-rich. I love the job. 

"We’re bothered about the future of the Amiga. There will be no games in the future 

if piracy continues. But people don’t see what they are doing as an individual is affecting 

the industry. They just think Veil, it’s just one copy. It canT do anv harm1. But it does.1* 



adies and Gentlemen... A real life pirate! 
in the course of our investigations for this feature we came 

across a dot matrix printout that included a comprehensive 

list of Amiga games for sale for £2.50 for the first disk, and £1 

for subsequent ones, we contacted the seller, who turned out 

to be an affable and intelligent man in his early twenties. He 

agreed to the following interview... 

How long have you been involved with soft¬ 

ware piracy? 

About three months now. 

How did vou get involved? 

A mate of mine, he's a real entrepreneur, said to 

me that he could get the games* and did I want to 

sell them. I look after my sick father, I'd just fin- 

i.shrd my degree, and my mate knew I needed to 

make some extra money. He knew someone in one 

of the large piracy organisations, and they'd 

stopped dealing in software, so he got me all the 

letters and I replied to them, 

O: So did you have, or do you now have, any 

interest in computer games? 

I'm not very' interested in computer games at all, 1 

used to he, I had a Spectrum, C64 and an Amiga, 

But my interest sort of died. 

O: How do you get the software? 

My mate, he's got a modem, he 

downloads the games. 

So you don't have your own 

modem at home? 

No, 1 don't have any gear at my 

house. I have a PO box, but that's registered at 

someone vise's house, and the Amiga isn't there, 

O: These precautions are for fear of prosecution? 

Not prosecution, no. You see in Scotland [where 

this man is from] the Prosecutor Fiscal has 

declared that it isn't in the public interest to prose¬ 

cute software pirates. But the police can come 

round and confiscate all your gear. 

This software pirate makes a living 

from what he does. He has no interest 

in computers, let alone the Amiga, so 

If the market dies, he'll move on to 

another machine 

O: Does it ever strike you that 

piracy is wrong at all? 

Yes, I consider myself very hon¬ 

est, I know piracy is wrong, but if 

I wasn't doing it, someone else 

would be in my place. I've got to 

make my money somewhere, 1 

can't get a job. I'd rather not do 

it, I don't make a lot of money 

out of it, 

I deliberately don't make a lot 

of money out of it, I don't want 

FAST on me* l don’t think FAST 

are going to touch me, they've 

got plenty' of other people to do, 

O: How do go about getting 

your custom? 

I advertise in the local paper. 

We're advertising on cracked 

games now m well. 

O: Aren't you concerned that piracy- will kill the 

games industry? In the end it will result in you hav¬ 

ing nothing to sell 

In my experience, pirates really don't care. 

'Hiere's always something else to copy, Cartridge 

piracy is increasing, Compact Disc copiers are only 

a few thousand pounds. No one cares whether it's 

the Amiga or any another machine. 

The BIGGER Picture 
We'd like to pul a slop to the speculation and 

get a dearer picture of the extent of Amiga 

piracy, So we're asking the biggest network of 

Amiga users in the world, Amiga Format readers, 

to give us die low down* This will be in com¬ 

plete secrecy, we don't want to know your name 

and address. Just answer these questions... 

t. Have you ever owned a piece of pirated 
Amiga games software? 

Yes - go to question 2 

No - go to question 10 

2, How many pirated games do you have? 

3. How did you get them? 

Car boot sale Mail order 

From a friend From a Bulletin Board 

Other, please specify: 

4* Do you still have any pirated Amiga 
games software? 

Yes No 

5. Why do you use/buy pirated software? 

Games are too crap 

Games are too expensive 

I am an habitual criminal 

Other please specify: 

6. What do you consider would be a fair 
price for an Amiga game? 

£30 £25 £20 

£15 £10 £5 

7. Do you intend to continue practising 
piracy, even though it could mean the end 
of the Amiga? 

Yes No 

6* Are you.., 

A student 

Unemployed 

Working 

Other, please specify: 

9. How much (on average] do you pay per 
disk for pirated software? Now go to num¬ 
ber 11. 

10. Congratulations, you are an honest 
responsible Amiga user who shouldn't 
have to put up with inflated software 
prices because of all those selfish, stupid, 
conceited people who use pirated games. 

11, Now send this questionnaire to: 

The Great Piracy Survey, 
Amiga Format, 
30 Monmouth Street, Bath 
Avon BA1 2BW. 

DAVID BRABEN 
Greats such as F//te and Frontier 
Elite 2 com from the Braben brain. 

Piracy means that I may not be supporting the 

Amiga in the future. I've always liked die Amiga as 

a machine. The hacking isn't a problem, it's the 

people who sell the games on the streets whoTe 

doing the real damage. 

So where do we 
go from here ? 
So there you have it, the view of piracy from those 

who really know, The games developers w ho will be 

forced to abandon the .Amiga if it continues, the 

men who dedicate their lives to combating it. and 

the people who actually do it. 

The impressive thing here is that everyone 

cares about the future of the Amiga. Except, of 

course. For the gup who are actually selling pirated 

software - they just want your cash* 

The Amiga has more enthusiastic and dedi¬ 

cated bunch of users than any computer. This is 

you I'm talking to. The machine keeps gelling bet¬ 

ter and better, as does the software, the customer 

support* (the magazine?). But it could all be 

brought down by a bunch of no good thieves who, 

in some cases are making more money than legiti¬ 

mate software shops 

FAST are doing their besi. but only one group 

of people can really stop Amiga piracy, and save 

the Amiga from certain death. You! 

Spread the message, save the machine. O 
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• Campaign II has emerged as the most comprehensive 
simulation with new improved strategy, at any level in the 
Chain of Command (C.o.C.), closely resembling that of a real 
military situation. 

• Hands-on action as you fly helicopters in air-to-ground or air- 
to-air attacks. 

• Deploy the animated infantry during fierce battlefield action 
in a new improved 3D environment. 

• Featuring all the modern weapons systems: guided missiles, 
rockets, homing missiles, laser rangefinders, gun stabilizers 
and night sights. 
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The depth to Campaign II is provided by the all 
new strategy. Expert Military consultant, Wilf 
Owen, from recent conflicts has brought his 
knowledge to bear on computer gaming with an 
end result that looks and feels more realistic 
than ever before. All aspects involved in the 
running of an army have been considered, so 
that now you can place yourself in command of 
either side, at any level in the chain of 
command. Over 130 templates of the most 
significant military forces from 56 different 
nations of the last 50 years have been 
included to gain an insight into real conflicts 
such as Korea, Vietnam and Operation 
Desert Storm. 

Campaign II heralds a new generation of War 
Simulations with more depth than ever before 
and fabulous real-time 3D action. 

The action takes the form of fast 3D 
graphics if you choose to enter the 
battlefield in one of the 152 types of 
military vehicles. A PCs and Mobile 
Artillery, utilise weapons ranging from 
wire-guided missiles, rockets, homing 
missiles, and machine-guns supported 
by laser rangefinders to tracer range¬ 
finders, night vision, and gun stabilizers. 
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First Impressions of new titles pSO 
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fdoned 
the UK 

this 
month 

for the States, When we 
asked him which part of 
the US he was visiting 
he became very vague. 
But he did leave the 
office humming Kirsty 
McColl songs and clasp- 
ing a copy of The 
Witches of Fastwicir. 

r ® i bwi V%*i now 
! asked to *"3” since 

DJ a Rob 
Bath made 

club, 'The Boss' has the big step up from 
been ferreting through ST Format. Now he's 
his collection of noisy revelling in the travel* 
American guitar tunes ling life of an 
and has issued a decree jet-setting computer 
stating that he is to be journalist. We've 
addressed as MC Dr Dee already sent him to 
and not Sir as we used Germany, the sweet 
to have to call him, shop and Coventry, 
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The race to hit the top spot at close of play on December 24 is hotting up. Will you be Hiring a 
Gun, Trekking to the Stars, or just plain Cannon Fodder in this Mortal Kombat of the softies? 

{1989] 

ast year, the small (but perfectly proportioned) pbtformTneister Zooi 
topped the charts, ond back in '91 it was WWF Wresttemania - 
which was more Shirley Crabtree than Big Daddy. Other proud hold* 
ers of the Vuletide top slot include Powermonger (1990) and Batman 
And we've lined up the likely contenders for 1993, so check out the 

form and take your pick from ihe biggest names in the business. 

MORTAL KOMBAT, VIRGIN 
Already number one If you believe the 
hype, this beat-errHjp has already made a 
slight Impression In the console market, 

h Nt * L — Digitised figures set It apart from the rest 
but the competition Is strong. Advertising 
power makes tt a real contender. 

Beat-em-ups are still the flavour of the 

month, so Mortal Kombat Is looking good. 

STAR TREK, 
INTERPLAY 

Will the Trokkle* come crawling out of 

the woodwork In their thousands to buy? 

Enterprising space exploration game 
with episodic quests to complete has 
fan appeal, although how many will be 
exploring space with Klfk, Scotty, 
Spock and McCoy come Christmas 
remains to be seen. 

HIRED DUNS, 
PSYONOSIS 

A massive score In the world s most Influ¬ 

ential games magazine should help... 

Shooting straight Into the charts at 
number two, Hired Guns is a futuristic, 
multi-player RPG. Glowing reviews and 
solid early sales make It a prime 
contender, but has It the bullets to 
jump that extra place up the chart? 

CANNON FODDER, VIRGIN 
The Sensfbtes go to war in this 72-mlwlon 
arcade extravaganza. Lead a band of five 
men through various terrains, littered with 
enemy traps. Already a firm favourite with 
the tabloids, Cannon Fodder should be up 
there with the best of them. 

Reviewed this month and demoed on the 

Covertflik, CF has much In Its favour. 

JURASSIC PARK, 
OCEAN 

It'S got dinosaurs end the right name. 

Need we say more? 

Huge licence, bound to be a hit wHh 
all Amiga-ownlng dinosaurs, this could 
be the fairy on the tree. Still on at the 
plccles, this mixture of Isometric 3D 
action and point of view perspective Is 
where the smart money Is going. 

ZOOL 3, GREMLIN 

Beck in style and 

variable in sax. 
the new Zooi has 
a proven pedigree 

to live up to. 

A Gremlin bcace? Last year Zooi took 
the Christmas top spot, and now the 
young^ella-me^nlnja alien from the Nth 
dimension returns In the hope of gain¬ 
ing successive crowns. This time, 
ZooTs got a sidekick - a two-headed 
dog called Zoon - and you can also 
play a female character, Zooi, 

PREMIER MANAGER 3, 
GREMLIN 

The challenge of doing Graham Taylor's 

Job worse than he does is immense. 

Always wanted to be the gaffer? G tilde 
the lads from Conference to Premiership. 
Top of the league and top of the charts? 
Created by Realms of Fantasy. Ahem. 

SENSIBLE SOCCER 

G3/G3, MU 

A stirring performance from England could 
have made all the difference to aalea. 

Dost seller of the year, and offlcal bril¬ 
liant footy game, Has It the legs to 
make another charge, one last kick to 
the tape? Write It off at your peril. 

SKIDMARKS, VISION SOFTWARE 
Causing a major stir when ft appeared on 
AFS1 Coverdlsk. Skidmarks Is a basbem- 
about (new genre) racing game from Kiwi 
softies Vision. An outsider for the top spot, 
but 140,000 of you have got the demo and 
there's plenty who want to see more. 

Cam and mayhem. Small sprites are In 

vogue, end multi-player fun always appe 

OUR PANEL OF ‘EXPERTS’ - NOT THE SAME CLASS AS ‘A QUESTION OF SPORT’, THOUGH... 

If you want to know the time, ask a policeman. If you want to get a reasonable guess at what will be number one 
in the charts at Christmas, ask the experts on Amiga Format. Either one will beat you up and arrest you... 

I % il: 
MARCUS - 
Zooi 2 

STEVE * ROB - TIM SMITH - 
Mortal Kombat Jurassic Park Hired Guns 

RICH - 
Frontier 

JULES - 
Uridium 2 

& 
JONESY - 
Cannon Fodder 



AND HERE S THE LATEST BETTING (WOT WE JUST MADE UP) 

THI RACE FOR THE TOP 

1* Jurassic Park 3-1 13. Alien Breed II: Ike 
2. Mortal Kombaf 4-1 Horror Continues 40-1 
3. Cannon Fodder 9-2 14, Championship 
4. Frontier: Elite II 7-1 Manager '93 50-1 
5. Zoo! 2 15-2 15. Skidmarks 66-1 
6. Micro Machines 8-1 16. Xmas Lemmings 66-1 
7. Second Samurai 10-1 17. Graham Taylor's 
8. Hired Guns 12* 1 Soccer Challenge 100-1 
9. Uridium 2 16-1 18. European 
10. Star Trek 20-1 Champions 100*1 
11* Premier Manager 2 25-1 19. Seek and Destroy 200-1 
12. The Settlers 33-1 20, Soccer Kid 500-1 

1. Sensible Soccer 92/93 Renegade 
2* Street Fighter 2 US Gold 
3, Premier Manager Gremlin 
4, Desert Strike Electronic Arts 
5, Body Blows Team 17 
6* Lemmings 2 Psygnosis 
7* Championship Manager '93 Domark 

80% 
87% 
87% 
87% 
87% 

FG94% 
82% 

18, The Chaos Engine Renegade FG90% 

uridium a. 

F**ti hirt- 

out, and 

tun Ilk* no 

thoot-am- 
up h*a 

twon In a 
long while 

Braybrook s baby scored a whopping 

94% (AF53). He killed pop music, but 

can he decimate the opposition? 

Gorgeous graphics, sensational game- 

play and an adrenaline rush that'll see 

you reach for the Gatorade, Uridium 2 

may be the kiss of death for East 17. 

SECOND SAMURAI, 
PSYGNOSIS 

Sam 2 hat 

Cult# a fol¬ 

lowing from 

tha original. 

Sword slash 

smasher 

from Vhrtd 

with huge levels and mote variety than 

Salisbury's. One of the best of the year, 

but will H slice the yuletlde opposition? 

Late entrance may be a hindrance. 

MICRO MACHINES, 
CODEMASTERS 

Argument about 

who gate a drive 

are Inevitable, 

Stupid, Idiotic, 

moronic, hysteric - 

that's what you 

become when you 

play Micro 

/Machines. The wackiest races yet and 

more fun than a week In Ibiza with Kylte 

(Jimmy Kill!), this'll have your Granny 

choking on her turkey. 

FRONTIER - 
ELITE a, GAMETEK 

David Briton has spent tlnvs getting It 

right and the punters ere queueing up, 

Space-trading monster and sequel to 

the best-selling Etfte, Straight In at No 1 

In November, Frontier Is selling like hot 

cakes. Whether the cakes will still be 

hot In December Is another matter. 

SOCCER KID, 
KRYSALIS 

Can the Soccer 

Kid keep It up all 

the way? 

“The boy wtth 

the ball at his 

side," sang 

Morrissey, and the Kid had us all drib 

bling with praise back In October, Wtth 

more tricks up his shorts than Gazza, 

Soccer Kid Is ■ worthy stocking filler. 

SETTLERS, 
KOMPAR1 

Entar the cutesy God game. Territory 

expansion Is the name of the game, as 

you build castles and farmsf but you do H 

In such a sweet way that the folk you're 

crushing could almost forgive you. 

Settlers looks fantastic, but will It Jump 

off the shelves? 

9. Sleepwalker - Comic Relief Ocean 
10. Flashback US Gold 

11. Syndicate Electronic Arts 
12. Gunshtp 2000 Microprose 

13. Goal! Virgin 
14. Graham Gooch Cricket Audiogenic 

15. Wing Commander Origin/Mi ndscape 
16. Indiana Jones US Gold 

17. B-17 Flying Fortress MkroProse 

18. Zool Gremlin 

19. Formula One Grand Prix MkroProse 

20. Reach lor the Skies Virgin 

21. Nick Faldo's Golf Grands lam 
22. Superfrog Team 17 
23. Monkey Island 2 US Gold 
24. Civilization MicroPrase 
25. History line 1914-1918 Blue Byte/Komport 
26. Road Rash Electronic Arts 

27. AV8B Harrier Assault Domark 

28. Dune 2 Virgin 
29. A-Train Ocean 
30. PGA Tour + Electronic Arts 
31. Campaign Empire 
32. Legends of Valour US Gold 
33. John Madden Football Electronic Arts 

34. Graham Taylor Soccer Krisalis 

35. Jimmy White's Snooker Virgin 

36. Lotus 3: Ultimate Challenge Gremlin 

37. WWF European Rampage Ocean 

38. Sim Earth Ocean 

39. Space Legends Empire 

40. Rome AD92 Millennium 

41. Pinball Fantasies 21st Century Ent 
42. Archer Maclean's Pool Virgin 

43. Combat Classics Empire 
44. Putty System 3 
45. N Mansell's World Champ Gremlin 
46. Scrabble US Gold 
47. Fire and Ice Renegade 
48. Sports Masters Empire 
49. Humans Mirage 
50. Chuck Rock 2 Core Design 

FG91% 
FG93% 

FG91% 
FG94% 

88% 
78% 
83% 

FG92% 
FG91% 
FG95% 
FG92% 
FG90% 
FG90% 

85% 
FG95% 
FG94% 
FG94% 

84% 
60% 

FG90% 
84% 

FG90% 
79% 

FG91% 

FG94% 
82% 

FG91% 

76% 
18% 
79% 

FG91% 
77% 

FG90% 
89% 

88% 
FG95% 

55% 
84% 
89% 
90% 
72% 
81% 
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"THE BEST GOD GAME JUST GOT BETTER" 

Exactly how many awards will it take before 
you own a copy of Sid Meier's Civilization? 

SEPT 

^3? ,9W 

Winner! 
Best Consumer 
Product 1991 

Winner! 
Best Strategy 

Program 1991 

Sid Meier's 

OCT 

1993 
SC RUN STAR 

Winner! 
Best Entertainment 

Program 1991 

Winner! 
Most Original 

Game 1991 

NEW AGA VERSION AVAILABLE NOW 
FROM ALL AMIGA STOCKISTS 

Published by Software Demon 

UPGRADES AVAILABLE 

For trade enquiries contact Kompart (UK) Ltd on: 

0727 868 005 



Best-Selling Amiga Titles 
at Amazing Prices. 

An essential requirement for the 

office and your home! The friendliest 

word processor you'll ever use. Simple 

enough to have you working in minutes and yet sophis- 

ticated enough to provide 

all the features you need 

for your resumes, reports, 

correspondence and all 

your writing projects. Page 

layout, mailing list merge 

and a variety of other 

up-to-date functions 

make KindWords the right 

choice for users of all ages. 

TKi> In ^ i 

Sri 
^ v * 

1/' J|IL„J. n 

_ 

» 7m ,® 

' 

This tremendously powerful yl 

desktop publishing program offers 

unrivaled output, ultra-fast operation 

and a wide variety of superb special effects you 

never imagined using. 

This publishing system 

lets you design and create 

p ro fe ssio n al -1 oo k i ng 

documentation efficiently 

and effortlessly Now you 

can create the perfect page 

layouts for your leaflets, 

ads, newsletters or novels, 

with infinite ease! 

Round out your computer 

game library with a fortune of 

interactive mystery, fantasy 

and science fiction 

adventures you'll be sure to 

treasure in one value-packed 

collectors edition! Enjoy 

spine-tingling suspense and brain-teasing puzzles in such 

big-name games as Zork; Planetfalland Deadline, Dare to 

solve murder cases, discover lost pyramids, break 

mysterious curses, and rendezvous with alien 

vessels in your favorite Infocom adventures! 

This acclaimed spread¬ 

sheet, database and charting 

program lets you take 

control of all your number 

and data tasks! Tackle 

financial analysis, data¬ 

base lists and marketing 

research with the accuracy and speed your projects 

require. Organize, calculate and present your data dearly 

and graphically with colorful charts all in one multi-use 

program. Save time and energy by automating repetitive or 

tedious tasks with our simple macros command and more! 

Now you can get four of the all-time best-selling Amiga programs for amazingly lower prices. 

For more information please call (0295 252524) 

KindWords 3 

NOWOQ99 
OfflW 

The Publisher 

N0W£'1Q99 
ONLYXZV 

KindWonS 3, Misii’Un 4. and Thr PutJ«h<? ut copvnpbo of rise Dbc Conpiity. 

ONLY 
\> 

Th disc company 
A DIVISION OP ACTIVISION 

The Lost 
1 teas iue$ cf/a/feraiw 

mmei 099 
A*/ 

MaxiPlan 4 

NOW n 099 
ONLYXZV 

The lot Treasure of Mogga b a trtpTkjfc t£ Infecon 
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FURY OF THE 
FURRIES 
Great belli of hid Small hairy creatures, 
ttw Tlnltt, return from a rebel tour of earth 
to hud their king kidnapped, their friends 
turned Into hideous monsters and their 
home planet , Sklumph, now a nightmare 
trail for their skills and adventurousness. 

Weirdness Is Inevitable because this 
platformer Is French* from publishers 
Haflsto, It looks rather neat, though* and 
the varied control system (Tlnles can swim, throw fireballs and wield a rope, at well as 
eat chunks of the scenery) should make It quite absorbing. Tasty Intro, lots of cuteness 
and pretty pictures all add to the instant appeal. 

Unusually limited to one player only, the game has 90 levels across 10 worlds and 
the added extra challenge of 100 bonus levels. It needs 1Mb of memory, costs £29.99, 
was supposed to be out on Nov 13 and is distributed by Mlndscape, 0444 246333, 

A furry ball that spits Are Is always good 

newt in a cutesy platform game... 

* ***•' t <* 

Sheol-em up Stardust Irwi Finland via 

involves Scooting meteors, ft uses ray traced 
graphics and In out now at £16.99. 

STAY INFORMED! 
Our up-to-the-minute listing of forthcoming releases 

SIMON THE 
SORCEROR 

Aiming squarely and deliber¬ 

ately ai fans of the awesome 

Alonfeey l$bndf Adventure soft 

have created a graphic adven- 

lure with rhe emphasis on 

humour and puzzling. 

Simple pointendcMck Interface, toil el gags, nice Our hero is COSl through a 
graphics - a Monkey JWand Imitator* indeed. time portal into 0 world packed 

with strange creatures and even stranger people, and must wander the world 

in a problem-solving quest to release tfte goodies ond frustrate the baddies. 

The point-and-dick adventure is set for release in the third week of 

November [last week, early AF buyers!) at £34,99 with an enhanced 256- 

colour version out about a week later at £39.99, Publishers PDQ on 021 625 

3377 can tel! eager present-buyers more. 

GENESIA 
Return of the revenge of the attack 
of the mutant Populous clones Just 
about sums up the look - and why 
not? - but the gameplay has mom of 
an advflfrtury feel, with tasks to com¬ 
plete and seven Jewels to collect In 
order to win, 

In the Poputoua/CMIlatfafi 

vein, your people must be sustained Certainly looks s little Pppufouefik*, doesn’t it? The 
and strengthened by careful manage- ta*k of collecting jewel* adds a new twist, though, 

ment of the economy and creating 
Inventions. When you get strong you can send armies to conquer and then coionlse terri¬ 
tory, but there's always that task to bear In mind - you'll need to defeat opposing armies 
to capture the Jewels. And beware - unless you defend carelessly, you can lose Jewels 
tool Mtoroids' Genesis Is out now from Mlndscape (0444 246333). 

Strap yourself in and prepare for lift-off 
with more on the hottest titles of the 

Christmas period, as Rob Mead negotiates 
another tricky trek through the kaleidoscopic 

world of new Amiga games. 
Psygnosls' movie licence Drttcuhi Is an adven¬ 

ture platform game in the style of the classic 
impossible Mission. Out right now at £29,99, 

DECEMBER 
Alfred Chicken CD33 

Bubha ’n’ Stilt 
Chaos Engine CO53 

Darkmerp 

Dennis 

Dennis & Gnasher 

FIT Challenge CD3,2 
Patman: Gaped Consumer 

Humans 1 & 2 CD33 

Humans AGA 
K.240: Utopia 2 

Liberation; Captive 2 CD32 

Microcosm CD33 

Monopoly 

Qwak CD32 
Second Samurai 

Simon the Sorcerer A12G0 
Speed ball 

Street Fighter 2 

Uridium 2 CD32 
Winter Otyfflpice 

Zoot 2 AGA 

Mlndscape More bad yolks than a Ditty compilation 

Core Design Track driver meets end fan* In love with stick 
Renegade Mudpooli and monsters lust for your Mood 

Core Design Mediaeval WPG from the makers of Wonder Dog 

Ocean Mischievous platform version of the Aim 

Alternative Walter the Wimp meets his match at last 

Team 17 Formula One racer with attitude 

Kompart Rotund superhero gets his comeuppance 

Garnet ak Two Jurassic platformers for the price of one 
Gametek Enhanced version tot A1200/A40QO owners 
Gremlin Mere god garni ng adventures In space 

Mlndscape CD-only sequel to classic cyberpunk RPG 

Psygnoml* Gets In touch with your inner self, literally 

Supervision Loadsamoney board game gets Amiga treatment 

Team IT Refreshing cutesy platformer goes 32-bit 

Psygnotls Format GoW rated sequel to Mev Dlnc's classic 

Adventure Soft Monkey Wand style graphic adventure 
US Gold/ Hi* * Grisly death ice-hockey style 
US GoW/ Klx x 92* Xmas stocklng-AHm gets budget release 

Renegade Bray-brooks astonishing shoot-envup 

US Gbid Skating, skiing, you name Jt. this has got it 
Gremlin Zool goes platforming with Zoon and Zoos - ace! 

JANUARY 
Bsttletoadt 
Bubble V Squeak A1200. CD32 
Cartoon Racer 

ClMhanger 

Cybercon 3 

Cyberspace 

Darkstone 

EEfmanla 
Exile AJL2D0, CD32 
Last Action Hero 
Man United Premier League 

Mr Nutz 

Police Quest 1 
Quest for Glory 1 

RAC Rally 
Reunion 
Ryder Cup 

Seventh Sword Of Mendor 

Space Quest 1 

Speedfcall 2 CD32 
Treasure In Silveriake 

Woody’s World CD32 

Mlndscape Rlbbetlng beat-'eriMip with warty heroes 

Audiogenic Help Bubble defeat the evil Cat O'NIne Tails 

Grandslam Wacky ffaceastyle racing game 

Psygnotls Stallone? Your mother wants you 

US Gold/ttlxx Futuristic 3D adventure now on budget 
Empire More cyberpunk fun in overhead adventure 

Core Design Isometric role-playing game 

Renegade Aombaf thrashing bent-’em up from Finland 

Audiogenic Enhanced version of last year’s arcade adventure 

Psygnosls Is Ami# taking the mickey* or what? 

Krisaiis Footy frolic* with the lad* from DM Tralford 
Ocean What's got a hazelnut In every bite? 

US Gold/Kin Breathe new life Into It ok) graphic adventure* 
US Gold/Klxi Old Sierra RPG gets relabelled and reissued 

Eurepress Software Digitised version of the RAC Rally 

Grandslam Colonise the galaxy In this space strategy slm 
Ocean loin Nick Faldo and Tom Watson on the green 
Grandslam Massive Dungeon Master style RPG 
US Gold/hi xx Another Sierra adventure swaps sides 

Renegade 32blt version of bloody sports sequel 
Flair Wild West graphic adventure 

Kompwrt More graphics, better sounds. No mom platform* 

FEBRUARY 
Another World 

Battle Isle 2 A1200 

Beneath A Steel Sky 

Bogies (provisional title) 

Dreamweb 
Eye of the Beholder 1 

James Pond 3 A1200* CD32 

Nick FnIdo's Golf CD32 
Rise of the Robots 
Sticks 

SUriord 

Universe 

Woffpack 

US GoM/KUx 
Kompart 

Virgin 

Grandslam 

Empire 
US Gold/Klxx 

Millennium 

Grandslam 

Mirage 
Codematter* 

MtoroProse 

Core Design 
US Gold/Kim 

Graphically great arcade adventure going cheap 

Blue Byte perfect the art of war, probably 
Futuristic adventure from Lure programmers 

Green tlidey things drip off platform*. Honest! 

Someday all nightmare* will play like this 

Classic Dungeons YT Dragons game 
Has this Ash Anally cashed In hi* chips? 

Format Gold winning golf game get* converted 

Rendered 3D cyborgs In hnat-'em-up scenario 
Auto thrills from the Micro Machine* t rew 

tfvtfteaftofMtyle strategy game set In space 

Long-awaited sequel to Curse of Enchantia 

Reasonable submarine simulator out on budget 



I r * : 

i 
From now twys Hotshot, Rocket Ranger Involves 

killing, enemies and rescuing fioslngfls. Out 'end 

of November'* price £29.99* 

Gotchal Our boys reveal gnappetazii, the swr- 

away Sun's very own garish platform game. Out 

■in time for Christmas' at £19.95, 

* s 1 

Domark a manage merit update Ctomjjwofiswp 

Manager 94 costs £9,99 und sets up accurate 
teams lor the “93'94 season. 

interplay s Sint Titw Z5fft Anniversary lot the 

A120D roe rentes eight episodes In a point anti- 

click adventure. Out November 29th* £34.99. 

Lost In the woods: a typical scenurio In one of 

the most enduring clastic adventures series 

KINGS QUEST 6 
Sierra On-Line ore now back in the 

Amigo market after a break when the 

US parent company decided it didn't 

want to develop Amiga titles for o 

shrinking Stateside market The UK 

operation has since convinced them 

that the Amiga is thriving in the UK 

and Europe Good thing too 

Second Amiga release (first up is 

the new GobJVns] will the latest in the 

endufingly popular King's Quest 

series. This adventure started years 

ago and has grown ever since, 

enhancing its reputation with each new game, so 'more of the some' is a reo 

ommendation rather than □ criticism. Expected at £34.99 in early January. 

GOBLINS 3 
The return of the return of the not-reolly- 

at-all-like-lemmmgs cutesy puzzle 

game is Sierra's first release on their 

re-entry to Amiga publishing. Where 

the first gome required the positioning 

of three goblin characters to solve the 

problems, the sequel had only two and 

this, the third in the series (threequel?) 

leaves you with just the one cheeky 

chappie to control. Could this have a detrimental effect? Hopefully not. 

Goblins 3 should be out right now, having been released on 1 Olh November 

□t £34.99. If you can't find it in the shops ond you want to buy without wo it- 

ing for next issues's review. Sierra are on 0734 303322 

LEMMINGS 

SPECIAL 
Now you're talking! Everyone's favourite ! 
small mammals are back in a special 
edition inspired by the world-famous 
Christmas Lemmings three-level demo 
which Dave Jones cooked up specially 
for Amiga Format last Christmas. The 
new stand-alone disk costs a mere 

£14.99 and has forty brand-new snow- 40 brand-new level* of Lemming mayhem In a 
scene levels with romping Lemmings In Christmas style* for £14,99. The ideal gift. 
Father Christmas clothing. 

“It's not something we've chosen to do,’ says Mark Blum at Psygnosls, "After 
Lemmings 2 we had such a good response* that when people asked when the neitt one 
would be out and we've told them Christmas 1994* they've been desperate to get some¬ 
thing before then". By popular demand* this could be the Ideal stocking filler for Amiga 
owners everywhere. Psygnosls are on 051-709 5755* 

Ju*t the one goblin to control this time around, 

but similar platform/puzzle gamoplay. 

r*m 



AMIGA 
FORMAT PRESENTS... 

Ultimate AMOS 
The ultimate games creator just got the ultimate guide 

FUTURE LEISURE BOOKS PRIORITY ORDER FORM 

If you've got AMOS, 
then get this book! It 
explains what AMOS 
can do, and how to 
make it do it. 

There are sections on 
program planning, pro¬ 
ducing 'readable' code, 
and screen handling. 

AMOS is built to 
handle scrolling, anima¬ 
tion, sound and music - 
everything you'll find 
in a commercial game. 
And this book, from the 
makers of Amiga 
Format, shows you how 
it’s done. 

If you've got AMOS 
you're half way to cre¬ 
ating your own gaming 
worlds. Don't stop half 
way - order 'Ultimate 
AMOS' today! 

■!* Includes a disk contain¬ 
ing all the code printed 
in the book, plus four 
complete AMOS games! 

1HP. 

These Amiga Format books are available in all good 
bookshops right now, but you can also order them 
direct from Future Publishing - and sending this 
order form off won't even cost you a stamp! 

Please send me: (tick as appropriate) 

..copy/copies of 'Ultimate AMOS' at £19.95 
each 
[ORDER CODE: FLB025A) 

....copy/copi« of 'Ultimate AMOSV'Get the 
Most out of your Amiga 1993' double offer 
at £29.90 per set 
[ORDER CODE: FLB025B] 

Amount enclosed .. 

Method of payment (please tick one): 

Visa Access Cheque P/O 

CARD NUMBER 

nrm hep rrm mm 
Expiry date: 

Please tick here if you do not wish to receive direct 
mail from other companies: 

Your name... 

Your address. 

Your signature........„„   

Now send this form and your payment to: 

Future Leisure Books Offer, Future Publishing 
Ltd Freepost Somerton, Somerset TA11 7BR 

For office use only: SCRATCH CODE: AF54 

SAVE £10! 
‘Ultimate AMOS1 is available on its 

own at £19.95 but, for a limited period 

only, you can order ‘Ultimate AMOS' 

and 'Get the Most out of your Amiga 

1993' for an all-in price of £29,90. 

That's a saving of £10 on the com¬ 

bined RRP. See the form at the bottom 

of this page for ordering details. 

Get the most 

out of your 
Get the most 

Amiga 

'Get the 
Most out 
of your 
Amiga 
1993'- 
yours for 
only £9,95 
when you 
buy 
'Ultimate 
AMOS' 



PLAY BY MAH. Service Now Avertable PROFESSIONAL J 

FOOTBALL MASTERS l\ 
Quite simply the best football management game for your computer. 

We hove served thousands of satisfied customers during our 4 yeors of 

trading. Over 10,000 man hours (during 5 years) bos been dedicated to 
the production of this constantly improving game It is one of the most 

realistic and accurate representations of a professional football managers 

ontruol challenge to tactically oat wit and conquer every opponent. 

Managers: 1 to 4 Human players. Ratings, Performance statistics, sack 

and offers. 3 Difficulty levels. Manager of the month and season 
awarded. Pools, Pick ary team in any division to begin with. 

League & Cup: Premier 22 teams, Division 1,2 4 3 hove 24 teams, 
Ploy-offs, Tobies, 7 Cup competitions with precise rules (2 legs, extra 

time, uway goal rule, seeded draws, European Cup tobies, 5 subs, 

nondomestk player restrictions etc ), Finalist route to glory 
1 Games: Yearly fixture/previous list. Week fixtures/results, Results from 

previous meeting with opponent (goes back up to 6 seasons). 

Players: Real file statistics reflecting the start of 93/94 season with 

real positions, height, age Live transfer rnoikel, Contract & wage 

negotiations. Preferred foot (left/iighl/both), Loons, injuries. Training, 
Special talents, Trainees, Goalkeepers (separate skill categories). 

Defenders, Midfielders, Attackers 8 Utility, Retirements, Foreign 

transfers, Unhappy players. Top 10 Hot shots. 

Team: Training, Todks (15 different styles). Aggression, Formation 

allows specific player field settings (Left winger, Sweepei etc,). 
Club: Sponsorship, Ground improvements, View opponent, finances 

The Welch: Real time scoreboard reporting goals 8 injuries yellow/red 

cords, Sound effects. Interventions permitted ot any time to 
change tactics, formations ami make subs. Physical graphical penalty 

participation (optional). Over 80 different referees, 
Qfhet: Fast lond/save. Punter access, 20 Options to set various 

game preferences, Instruction book. Easy to play, Technical support. 

Plus: Over 100 other meticulous refinements impossible la list here. 

Editor : Allows you to amend various terns in served games, El ? Extra 

CSl Scottish : Dedicated version details available upon request 

EASY TO PLAY Animated Joystick ot Mouse. 
Wrestling gome lot 2 players 

-rfjT STABLE 1 J*J 
” MASTERS V 4 

- 

This game has been designed to be os close to red coring as possible. 
Five years of development by o clever racing expert bos led to the 
second revision of this Flat Horse Racing Simulation, 

Up lo 4 pfayers can participate as Owner Trainers with the primary 

objective of becoming the top rated trainer, in respect of prize money 

wan, at the end of each racing season (March to November). There 
are up to 35 other intelligently controlled computer trainers to compete 

against and compare your personal performance. 
To achieve this oim you must discover a potential champion and train 

them so that they become capable of competing well and winning any 

of the 4? bkj prize money races {Handicap end Group), eg. The Derby 

To give you on idea of the took provided in this game to assist you 
reaching your objective we hove listed the moin features below:- 

* 250 horses each with over 60 independent voriobte. 

* 26 different race courses (2 all weather) , real life characteristics 

mirroring the diversity of racecourses in the UK (descriptions provided). 

CRICKET MASTERS 
litis is a purely managerial cricket manager game that concentrates on 

strategy and includes plenty of relevant statistics. The game has been 

designed and developed by a true fan of the sport. It replicates everything 
that o real manager has to contend with and it's a totally unique 

production that anyone with on interest in Cricket should experience. 
A summary of the moin features is shown below:- 

* AXA EQUITY 8 LAW 18 league county teams, 50 overs per gome. 

* 4 Cup competitions including Benson 8 Hedges, Nat West, 

■ 20 different motth umpires with accurate names and strictness, 

* Accurate player details Surname, height and age 

* 27 different player attributes. Mast skills have a direct impact on the 

effectiveness of each individuals actions during a simulated match. 
* Easy player selection. All game text is dearly presented. 

* Batting and bowling averages. Top batting and bowling tobies. 

* 3 Different training intensities to boost batting, bwting or fielding, 

* Weather, pitch and light often make an impact on ground condition. 

Full match highlights let you 

| watch the action ball by ball with | 

hi graphics and/or realistic 

sampled sound effects for 

significant events (Four, Umpire 

decisions, etc ), interventions ore1 

permitted ot any time to change batting tactics or fielding platings. 
* 3 Balling/Bowling classifications [Normal, Attack and Defend). 

* Choice of 15 different field platings. 

* Full scorecoid results with best batting and bowling figures. 

* Other staff (Physio, Groundkeeper, Scout) con be hired and fired. 

* Annual league fixtures listing. Current week and lost league resuffs. 

* View current cup competition draws ond historic records. 

* Real time transfer market. Pfiryer contract and wage negotiations. 

* Sponsors, Printer access, Finances, Poor ground fines. Manager rotingj 
* 15 Options to alter game preferences, Load/Save game, 

* Instruction book with plenty of examples, 

1 Plus many more fine details that we are unable to list here. 

* 20 Jockeys who very in ability ond booking fees, Orders & feedback, 

■ formbook and Win Summary Cards cover the previous 200 races. 

* Animated race display or just the result. View Declaration list for races 
* Very informative report by Head stable tod. Tipsters. Bookmakers. 

* Racecards simitar to racing press Real life. Handicaps 8 Race Types. 

* Viruses, Injuries 8 Vets, Lood/Save game. Many other items included. 

Version 1 is available upon request (Simpte training 8 betting) @ £15 

Open National lipping Competition 1991: Urj 

by Rocecoll, regulated by the Tote, this program achieved" 
joint second. This led to a serious approach from a well knowi? 

national book maker. Rejected in favour of supporting the public. 

Winnings Statistics 104 wins out of 166, as from 2/6 to 1/9/93. 
Formula This program tells you exactly what to do. You ore NOT 

permitted to amend our system unlike so many other similar programs. 
How confident can you be in something that invites amendments! 

Research 8 Development Three yeors full time race analysis and 
experimentation to refine and test the prediction system. 

Inside Knowledge - Plenty of unique hints- from contacts in the know. 

User Friendly No racing knowledge required, easy to use, tutorial book. 

Restricted Sales: As soon as our programs predictions have a prolific 
impact on the betting odds we wil l stop accepting new buyers. 
Monthly Updates Highly recommended option. If any update fails to 

break even we ll send the next one free of charge. From £25, 

Pnce Increase Highly likely. Buy now before success forces increase. 

Wcrdd Cup Cricket Masters 
A fantastic graphical and/or tactical representation of Cricket that has 
been completely written by a traditional fan. You con physically 
participate with batting and/or bowling or leove it to the computer to 
automatically handle. See full feature list below 
GAME OPTIONS 

• 1 Day limited overs or test. 

• White or coloured ctothing. 

• Three Cricket grounds. 

• Load/Sove game. Skill levels 
• Computer/Human players. 
ANIMATED ACTION 

• Sound Commentary, 

• Umpire signals. 

• All the strokes cut pull drive, etc, 
• Appeals, dropped catches, run outs. 
• Bouncers, wides and no balls. 

STATISTICS 
• Scorecard 8 bowling analysis. 

• Weather and ground reports 

• Wogon Wheel 

• Manhattan (hart. 

PLAYER VARIETY 

• Ruled on 8 adjustable foctors. 
• Left and right handed players. 

• Range of batting types. 

• Editor to amend game stills. 

• Bowler types include seam, 

swing, change and both types of 
spin with 8 speed levels. 

FRIENDLY CONTROLS 

• Icon driven with point 8 dick. 

• Large 3D scrolling screen 
covering the entire playing area. 

• Mouse controls bowler's line, 

length, direction field settings. 
• Joystick control of botsmon's 

attack level, shakes ond 

running between wickets. 

VARIABLE CONDITIONS 
• Surface and pace of pitch 
• Roinr bad light, cloud cover, 

temperature ond humidity. 

48 HOUR DISPATCH 

CHEQUE PAYMENTS 

If you have a guarantee 

cheque card or credit cord 

please write its number on 

the reverse d your cheque , 
doing so wd ensure rtepotch 

within 48 hours d receipt 

OUR ADDRESS 

in 
32a Soulhcbuich Root 

Southend-on-Sea, 

Essex SSI 2ND England 
TEL (0702) 600557 
FAX. (0702) 613747 

24 HOUR CREDIT CARD HOT-LINE 

(0702) 600557—1 
ISI MAIL ORDERS 

t adven ore (ratable by deed mot 

DESCRIPTION AF PRICE TOTAL 
Professional Football Mosten V4 24.95 
P.E.M. Editw V4 12.00 
Stable Masters V2 24.95 
Ofocle Horse Tipster (RRP E99 95 75.00 
Cricket Master 24.95 

World Cup Cricket Masters 24.95 
Wrestling Masters 19.95 

WeERS EXPIRY eToT ESs ™r 

TELEPHONE 
I ADDRESS 

pncirnnc 
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 JAMES PON 
Our fishy superhero is beck, and this time he’s...well... what? 
How is Pond 3 going to improve on Pond 27 And how, indeed, is 
it going to be different from all the other colourful platformers? 

In Pood 2, our hero could basically Jump around and bop people, and he could stretch. In Pood 3 he 

has lota of special equipment and special moves. The trickiest thing In terms of programming Is that 

he's wearing moon boot* — ha can walk up wails and get upside down on the celling, 

M 
ore is probably the 

key word, More of 

everything. More 

development time - 

"We've been working on it for over 

two years/ says Ian Saunter, 

Millennium's development director. 

And it's more of o challenge, too, 

"We didn't want to write just another 

platform game. You're looking at a 

game that is try¬ 

ing to be full of 

stuff, giving 

weeks or 

months of play." 

This means more 

levels, of course. Set 

on the moon, it has 

eight zones, each con* 

structed from a different 

dairy product - yellow 

cheese, custard, yoghurt, 

butter, blue cheese, slime, ice 

cream at the poles, and also crystal 

caverns, "Scattered throughout those 

zones are 105 levels," explains Ian, 

"but you don't have to complete 

each one to get through to the end 

because there's lots of routes/ 

More variety too, then? Indeed. 

"You choose your route from a map 

screen, which as you complete each 

level opens up new routes and offers 

different angles. So there's on infi¬ 

nite variety of routes, and also you 

can find secret tokens which open up 

secret routes. Most keenos will find 

most of the secret stuff, but some of it 

will be pretty hard to find," 

There's more plot, too: and this 

is important. "Doctor Maybe, the 

arch enemy, has gone up to the 

moon to mine cheese in vast 

quantities in order to 

flood the world market 

and cause an 

economic Crisis/ 

explains Ion, "The 

player is trying to 

find the point on 

the map where 

Maybe puts in an 

appearance, which he 

does, in fact, in a large fly* 

ing cow-like device. ' Yes, as you 

might expect, there's much more silli¬ 

ness on the way as well. 

"Along the way/ continues Ian, 

'four oF the levels are cheese mines, 

which you have to destroy". If you 

miss the mines, even iF you defeat 

Maybe, you will be disappointed 

And even if you manage to do all of 

these things, Maybe has one last 

shock in wait. Til give you a hint - it 

relates to the blue cheese. That's a 

surprise for the player, if he thinks 

he's done it/ Ian says mysteriously. 

So there's more plot, and what's 

more, it's closely tied in to the 

player's progress in the gome. 

"From time to time the player 

reaches 'Event Markers', which 

reveal the next bit of plot, encourage 

the player, and explain the pieces of 

stuff he's gathered." Pond con pick 

up all kinds of things, and some will 

be crucial to his progress. 

An example is "the beacon on 

each level, which is a glorified exit 

pole, and you have to bop it to pro* 

ceed. First time you encounter one 

you'll get a message from HQ, 

Sometimes you have to enable them 

by collecting other objects/ 

On top of all this, there's more 

than just one secret agent in this 

game. Three others have been sent 

to the moon before and disap¬ 

peared, and Pond will need to find 

them, rescue them and use their spa- 

cial powers to complete his quest. 

The three are Fineas Frog, girl agent 

Angel Fish and Fineas' cousin, an 

archaeologist called Farley - who 

hos a special purpose, which cannot 

yet be revealed I 

Pond has more powers: last time 

he could stretch, but now he can run, 

jump, climb surfaces, go into Turbo 

mode ond even turn completely 

upside down. He con throw a 

punch, too, which is important: some 

boddies, if he just jumps on them, 

won't be harmed (though neither will 

Pond) and, indeed, this is an impor¬ 

tant form of transport 

All this isn't even the half of it, oil 

thanks to Chris Sorrell, who did the 

original design. "It does seem that 

people are missing a trick by not 

doing more of the things that they 

could do/ Ian comments. And is that 

□bout alt we hove time for? "Apart 

from the fact that it looks incredibly 

pretty and is incredibly playable - 

sell, sell, selll" he chuckles. 

Expect A! 200 and CD33 (with 

CD audio) versions in late February 

next year, with the A500/600 

version just a few weeks later, 

"The Amiga is closest to our hearts, 

so we're looking forward to spring¬ 

ing It on the Amiga community/ O 

The most versatile of Pood’* helper*, the Art* you And, la Fineas Frog, who Hat special power* to 

bounce and a big long tongue. You can swttch control to him. and you need to do to to win. Ychi will 

be judged. In terms, ol the success of the ml**Jon, by how you reacue end u*e the tost agent*. 

Pond can ptek up moat object* and move them 
or throw them. Th* moat obvious example I* a 

atlck of dynamite, mod to destroy enemies or 

removable scenery blocks. 

Thera are Ave guardian levels, only some of 

which you can avoid If you And secret route* on 

the map. end the bo** baddies who occupy 

them are hero work, with two stage*. 

There am over SO type* of baddies. The most 

common an rat*, brought from Earth to work In 

the cheese mine*, but there are let* of native 

moon inhabitant*, like custard blob monster*. 

Equipment Pond And* la vital. For Instance there 
la a fruit gun, which Arne apple*, orange* and 

strawberries, but It also Are* cake* which home 

In on baddies - It has to be seen to be believed. 



THE MICRO ADVENTURES OF 

"..py THE TIME / REACHEP 
THE SCENE, THE PIUS HAP 

^ BEEN •RVB&EP OPT 
THEEf WAS ON!>y one wno 

TO PO. CASH Mf/W SOFTWARE* 
FOB EXTRA BACKUP* f" 

A1200 4Mb memory expansion with clock. 
32 bit wide auto configuring Fastram. 
Zero wait state allows the A1200 to run at full speed. 
Increase the speed of the computer by 219% 
Battery backed clock keeps the correct time and date even 
when the A1200 is switched off. New state of the art 
surface mount design. Now includes FPU socket. 

68881 FPU €34,99 
I 68882 FPU €79.99 

m %*• Simple trapdoor installation 

Deluxe disc drives 
Whisper quiet Slimline design. Suits any Amiga. Cooling 
vents. Sleek, high quality metal casing. Qualify 
Sony/Citizen drive mechanism* Gn/Off switch and 
throughport at the rear 
of the drive. Full 880K 

85Mb £174.99 
120Mb £214,99 
170Mb £259.99 
210Mb £339.99 
256Mb £299.99 
Add £289.99 for A1200 fitted with above drives. 
Our 2*5“ hard drives for the Amiga A1200/A600 offer 
speedy access times and come complete with fitting 
cable, screws, full instructions. They are pre-formatted 
and have Workbench already installed for immediate^ 
use. Fully guaranteed for 12 months. 
FREE FITTING SERVICE TO PERSONAL CALLERS. 

Order NOW for immediate despatch iv 1 
|i Tel. 061 724 7572 Fax 061 724 4693 

Telesales open 9am - 6pm Monday Friday 
Acces&Vtsa accepted 
Send a cheque/Postal order or credit card details to:- 

~ Siren Software, Wilton Houae, Bury Rd, 
Radclttfe, Manchester M26 9UR England 

Government, Education and PLC orders welcome, 
All prices include VAT at the current rate Postage and packing will 
be charged at £3.50 per order (U.K)t £7.50 Europe, £12.50 rest of 
world. 
Please note that 5 working days must be allowed for cheque 
clearance Immediate clearance on Building society cheque or 
Bank Draft. 

Please phone 061 724 7572 for 
prices cf 20Mb, 40Mb, 60Mb 
drives* 

SUPERB 
VALUE FOR 

MONEY 

Soundblaster 
The SOUNDBLASTER is a 10 watt stereo amplifier that 
comes complete with high quality 3 way speakers, power 
supply and FREE STEREO HEADPHONES! 
The SOUNDBLASTER adds a new dimension to games 
playing, imagine stunning stereo sound effects, crystal clear 
samples and terrific stereo tunes, The SOUNDBLASTER 
also boosts games playability! 
The speakers are powerful 50 watt 3 way units featuring 

— _ —^ ^ a 3" woofer, 2M honker and a 
CflCfl 1" tweeter to provide a 

powerful crisp sound. 
‘Un tint. 

BACKUP PRO Unlike other disc backup utilities. X-BACKUP PRO is 
totally automatic and extremely simple to use. II is lully 
compatible with ALL AMIGA computers. 

* Will backup virtually any disc onto another disc. 

* Full hard disc backup. 

* File management facility, 

* Optimise, formats* repairs, verifies, 

* Includes Ihe AUTOSWITCH CYCLONE 
cartridge. Simply plugs into the external disc drive 
socket at the rear ol the Amiga, and plug your external 
disc drive into the back of the CYCLONE cartridge for 
unbeatable disc backup power. An external disc drive 
is required lor use with the CYCLONE cartridge. These 
are available Irom us priced £54,99. 

FULL MONEY BACK GUARANTEE* 
tf you can find a more powerful disc backup utility, we 
will give you your money back. 

X-Backup Pro is the most 
powerful disc backup utility 
available for the Amiga. BUT 
DON'T TAKE OUR WORD FOR 
IT... t'W tmiijif Hiit/uyinr, fuh IWJ 

“ITS UNBEATABLE” 
a veritable bargain at just £39.99 

Lmr^iJ , Sxptrmhrr fVV! 

fast, flexible and reliable' 
Jmian i'umjHifirtti, September fWj 

+ £1 postage & packing 
THIS PRODUCT MUST NOT BE USED TO INFRINGE COPYRIGHT 
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TION 

FOR 1500/20 

tLDS MoprpqWERCL 
JUSTIOOH At THE UNMA 

JQYB^jGK HAMPLER>% 
allows the'beqr to select Joy&ti-clc instead of Keypresses ■ very useful for many keyboard programs. 

ECUS IQ SOuNh^THACKEB 
With Sound Tracker y*w tan find fhe complete musk: In programs, demos, elc. and save them to 
disk. Saves in format suh*|?le lor most track player programs. Works with loads of programs!! 

YUFTOFIRE MANAGER^ 
From the Action Replay III preference screen you can now set up autofire from 0 to 100%. Just 
imagine continuous lire power! Joystick i and 2 are set separately for that extra advantage! 

mpnmtm ram expansion support 
Now many more external Ram Expansions will vtockwilh nil Action Replay III commands. 

diskgodcrS^ 
^Vilh lhe new "Diskcoder" option you can now "tag" your with a unique code that will prevent 
tftqdisk from being loaded by anyone else. Tagged" disks WHL^nly reload whan you enter the 
codK^Very usetu I tor security. 

SET r ap- 
allows yob to Load Save*Edit a Keymap 

Action Replay itkpow has screen colour preferences with menu setup Customise your screens 
to suit your taste. Very simple to use. 

DESK MONITOR 
Invaluable disk monitor - displays disk information In easy lo understand format. Full modify/save 
options. 

IFtfPROVED PRINTER SUPPORT- 
including compressed1 small character command. 

DOS COMMANDS X 
Now you have a selection of DOS commands available at all limes ■ DIR. FORMAT, COPY, 
DEVICE, etc X 

umpnclinq techniques enable up to 3 programs to firon one disk, Ntofir saves directly to 
mlda Dos * reload s Independently of the partridge - evbp transfer lo hahddrivef Works 
> 2 Megs of 1|am * even t Meg Chip Mem (Reiter Agnus).\ X. 

DE^P trainer., Even belter than before ■ allows you to generate more or even irffipife 
I, nrimo. Perfect as a Tfcamer Mode to get you pqsl that "impossible1 level. Easy thus*. 

The full Sprit* Editor allows you 10 view modify the whole sprite set includin' 
sprites. PLUS A RANGE OF IMPROVED FEATURES. \ 

my "attached1 

Comp rehen si lie virus detection and removal leatures lo protect your software invest 
with all preserf ly known Vituses. \ 

it. Works 

Now this super disk copier program Is built Into Ac ikon Replay Mk III. Apst imagine a supei 
efficient disk copier program at Ihe press of a key - no more waiting. \ 

Pictures and sound samples can be saved to disk. Flies are Saved directly In IFF formal suitable 
for use wilh all the major graphic and music packages Samples are displayed as screen 
waveform. \ 

Useful for removing ugly borders when using NTSC software. (Works only wilh ntaer Agnus 
Chips). \ 

Now you can slow down the action to your own pace. Easily adjustable from full 
speed, ideal to help you through the tricky parts! 

file requestor Is displayed. 
Simply press a key and the program will continue where you left off. 

Disk Copy at the press of a button - faster than Dos 
at all times. 

No need to toad workbench - available 
the Machine Status, Including Fast Ram, Chip Ram. At the press of a key now you can 

RamDisk, Drive Status, etc. 

including Mem Watch Points and Trace 
Now you can manipulate and search for screens throughout memory. Over so commands lo edit 
the picture plus unique on screen stalusE'overiay" shows all the information you could ever need 
to work on screens. No other product cdpes dose to ohermg such dynamic screen handling of 
Iroxen programs!! > 

Either DFO or DF1 can be selected as the boot drive when working with Amiga Dos disks. Very 
useful to be able to boot from your external drive. 

ri us a iviAi inm Guni. ! m i . i 1; muniiuk wj i h i vi-iv muhi- mwwiM 
EVEN MORE FEATURES INCLUDIP* 80 H UMN DISPLAY AND 2 WAY SCROLLING:- \ 
i Full M68000 Assembier/Disassemblor < Full slrecti editor t Load/Save block Write String to memory \ 

Jump to specific address * Show Ram as fexlV Show froien picture - Play resident sample \ 
i Show and edit all CPU registers and flag i Calqptalor 1 Help command Full search feature \ 

Unique Custom Chip Editor allows you to see and modify alt chip registers - even write only registers C Notepad ' 
t Disk handling ■ show actual track, Disk Sync, pattern etc. < Dynamic Breakpoml handling 
t Show memory as HEX, ASCII, Assembler. Decimal < Copper Assemhle/Dtsassemble * now wilh suHi* names 

REMEMBER AT ALL TIMES YOU ARE INTERROGATING IKE PROGRAM IN ITS “FROZEN" STATE WITH ALL 
Ml MORY AND REGISTERS INTACT - INVALUABLE LOR THE DE-BUGGER OR JUST THE INQUISITIVE! 



"" IFF Buffer Save 1600x1024 pixels, dual buffer, scan matching & view Buffer. 
Unlimited edit capture facilities Akeyboard control not offered by other 

scanners at this special price. 
Full keyboard control of most functions. 
An easy to handle Scanner featuring 105 mm scanning width & 400 dpi reolution 

enables you to scan graphics.'text inlo your Amiga 500/500+.600 1200 1500'2000. 
Includes hard disk transfer to run under Workbench. 
Adjustable switches tor brightness.contrast levels. 
Full sizing menu ol scan area. 
Geniscan g7ve$yppThe ebiiityto-owi imafle&.icjqjftr.graphics & even offers 

200 Dpi Duel Scan Mode. 
Screen grid overlay & configure menu to save parameters. 
Icon menu to select functions. 
X,Y position readout & metric sizes. 
Save images in suitable format for most leading packages including PHOTON PAINT, DELUXE PAINT, etc. 
View window and position control panel. 
Powerful partner for DTP that allows for cut & paste editing ol images etc. 

HIGH RESOLUTION 
'HANDY SCANNER 

i 

GENIUS PUCK 
-AfrAILfiLTERNATIVE TO THE STYLUS INPUT 
THE GENIUSTfetSALSO HAS AN OPTIONAL 

FOUR BUTTON PUCK. 
IDEAL FOR TRACING ETC. 

ONLY £29.99 

ACCESSORIES 
ADDA 

^PROFESSIONAL 
TOUGH TO YOUR 
DRAWING WORK 

With the Amiga Genitizer Graphic Tablet you 
can streamline the operation of mosj graphic 
or GAD programs. \ 

The Genitizer Graphic Tablet utilises latest 
technology lo^ffer up (o 1000 dpi resolution ats,, 

- the tip ol a stylus, 
.Complete 9"x6" dt^zing area plus super 

accurate stylus combiner© enable last, 
accurte and easy controlNv 

Works lay "mouse emulation^so the Genitizer 
will work wHp most packages where mouse 
input is the usual method-Deluxe Paint, Photon 
Paint CAD Packages, etc. 

Suplied with template tor Deluxe Paint. 
Full easy to follow instructions. 
This Is the input method used on protessional 

systems -now you can add a new dimension to 
graphicscad. 

Fast Input of drawing by "tracing" is made 
easy * plus "absolute reference" means you 
can move around the screen many times 
faster than by a mouse. 

The Genitizer fft& in the serial port of your 
Amiga 500 500+ 600 12001500 2000 and 
"co-exists" with mouse. 

Unlike a mouse, the tablet gives absolute 
co-ordinates so that tracking and menu 
selections are possible from the tablet face, 
^pressure sensitive switch built inlo the 

sty tbs tip activates the Tablet overriding the 
normallnouse input. When you are not using 
the Tablet, you have normal mouse control. 

Complete syslNt^-Graphics Digitizer Tablet, 
Stylus, Deluxe PalruTemplate, Power Adator, 
Test Software, Interface Unit, plus Driver 
Program - no more to buy! 

MIDI MASTER RtBI UTERrUE 
Best selling Midi Interface for the Amiga. 
Midi IN, Midi THRU A Midi OUT x3» 
Complete with 2 FREE Midi Cables. 

MIDI CABLES' (fj r 
1.8 metre long genuine Midi Cables. 

LOGIC 3 MOUSE K ! 
Top quality, super smooth replacement 
mouse. High resolution, 

VIRUS PROTECTOR! /.! 
Fits in lost drive of your system to protect 
against boot block viruses. 

Switch between versions of Kickstart to 
improve software compatibity. Kickstart 
1.3 or Kickstart 2.0 at the flick of a 
switch far Amiga 500+ owners! No more 
to buy. 



Bin sting off into the great beyond again, The external view can be rotated In any direction to give 
some panoramic views of the alien worlds, and weird and wonderful planet and star systems 

The amount of fine detail III world la quite astounding. There an huge star systems to 
explore, and if you fly down to A planet and explore ft, whole cltyacapee appear. § moment's silence 

please while we 
IrtvMfiiberp A long 
time ago there was 

rhi* game struck a 
h a generation of 

games players. It put you at 
the controls of a spaceship 
and left you to your own 
devices in a huge area of 
space, free to trade, prospect, 
smuggle, pirate, assassinate 
and get chased slap into an 
asteroid by the cops. That 
game was called E/rte* Ten 
years have passed since Elite 
was released, and now the 
sequel has arrived and every¬ 
one is all-a-quiver. 

Basically Frontier is the 
same game as Elite, there, it 
had to be said. The objectives, 
basic gameplay and game 
systems are the same, only 
bigger, bolder and better. 

Let's start at the beginning. 
Your grandfather is dead, bit 
of a blow that but these things 
happen. In his will he has left 
you a spaceship and his good 
wishes. The game starts with 
you sitting m the cockpit of 

Fly through a huge virtual reality, shoot some people and 
sell other people some fruit and veg. Elite is back, and it's 
bigger and badder than ever, loin us on a fantastic voyage 
of discovery as we explore David Braben’s Frontier... vxmtr 

your new crate with 100 cred* 
its and a ridiculous number of 
stars and planets to explore. 

At each starport or space 
station scattered across the 
star systems you can buy and 
sell goods and equipment for 
your ship and scour the local 
ads for interesting jobs. There 
is no single objective other 
than to amass money to buy 

bigger and meaner ships to and missiles, 
journey further and survive Star quality 
longer. The ultimate aim is to How you go about things is 
achieve the status of elite, up to you. Trading in legal 
meaning you are one danger- goods between safe planets is 
ous spoceball. a nice steady living that will 

There is a wide variety of keep you going for years, 
ships to use, all with different Answering an advert for a 
statistics and each can be fit- bounty hunter and trying a 
ted out with swish bits of kit spot of assassination work is 
including the obligatory lasers generally a rewarding and 

SHOOT YOUR WAY THROUGH THE STARS, OR TRADE YOUR WAY AROUN 

Is j:;he ta Stab:" 

Brnerf: Homing fissile 

0e>[jv it s the cops. Er. my Faser Just sort of wont off accidentally officer, please stop shooting at 

mo. If you get trigger-happy In Frontier, you'll he in trouble, so select your targets wisely. 
Another day, another credit. This la you blasting off from Mars, which Is now green nod full of 

life. This Is llw second of the three starting points from where you can cm hark on your travels. 
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Ararat Mettfs miles V.: 

The stock market: trade the right 

money meant • bigger sWp, nwt 
between the right world* and you can make a killing. More Your Eagle long-range filter, pretty swish nil? Only two owner*, the body H fat good nick opart from 

. more prom* and AW* trouble from pirates. that dent on the wing and that wasnl my fault he can* out of nowhere, dldn t signal or anything., 

M335Stonlf RltTO n Relate loTffel 

docking with « space station bit. H you decide not to use the 

ti piete nightmare. Frontier In not very ht|hrlng, Nf you miss, y a 

ihort career. In between there 
It the murky world of smug¬ 
gling and shady deals among 
the less well-policed systems. 

the universe is divided into 
two main power blocks, the 
Federation and the Empire. So 
getting into trouble with one 
can put you in good Stead 
with the other. The sense of 
freedom frontier gives you is 

glorious, and you have a 
detailed and truly enormous 
game area in which to hoik. 

The 3D system used to cre¬ 
ate the universe is excellent, 
you can adjust the level of 
detail to suit, and the ships 
and planets ore wonderfully 
detailed. The downside is 
speed, on an A600 on 1he| 
higher detail levels ft gets 

very jerky and slow, Frontier 
really benefits from a faster 
Amiga such as an A1200. The 
sound isn't at all bad though 
with plenty of effects ond 
some stirring classical music. 

about in space is weird at first 
because there t$ no up and no 
down, and battles can easily 
turn into a spinning frenzy as 
you try and bring your guns 
to bear. The navigation is han¬ 
dled very well, although it's a 
real pain if you don't use the 
automatic pilot. The gome is 
well constructed and nothing 

Continued overleaf ♦ 
combination of keyboard and 
mouse or joystick, flying 

D THE UNIVERSE, BUT BE CAREFUL, SPACE IS A BIG, BIG PLACE 

isn't the « beauty, and absolutely huge too. One of the many spaceships plying the void between 

star systems, the detail of the 3D graphics throughout Frontier It superb. 
The end of life's great adventure. You# ship Is dispersed across the universe In very small bits 
you collide with a space station. Next time try aiming for the landing dock. 

zp —^ »;" % 
no 
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is particularly complicated, so 
once you've read through the 
manual once and tried out a 
few flights you'll have the 
hang of it* 

It's best to start with a spot 
of commodity trading then 
build up to a couple of the 
simpler missions to get some 
dosh together for better ship 
before you try anything really 
dodgy. To tackle the serious 
stuff you need to pack a much 
heavier punch. Getting to the 
heavy-duty ships will take a 
long, long time. 

One of the pains of the 
original Kite was docking 
with the space stations. It 
required plenty of practice 
and involved lots of frustrat¬ 
ing explosions, frontier gives 

PROGRAMMU 
David Bra ben 

PUBLISHER 
Gametek 0753 553445 

PRICE 
£29.99 

RELEASED 
Out now 

The best thing about Ftontfar k the *lie erf it - there are million* tw«4(. tots) of place* to rt*4l. In 

fad, It's a game that could turn into a way of life, Damn. I was trying to avoid that cliche. 

vH^ind equipment. The rec- 
oiflttiended starting position 
comes complete with an auto¬ 
matic pilot, a real boon. Elite 
purists can start at the original 
storting position with the 
same Cobra ship as f//te. 

Big, huge, massive 
The sheer size of the game is 
frightening, the star maps are 
huge, there are millions of 
worlds to visit and you'll 
never see oil of it. It doesn't 
suffer fools gladly either; Hy¬ 
ing to a star system without o 
starport, running out of fuel or 
indiscriminate firing will all 
land you in trouble. Staying 
dear of the 
law can be dif¬ 
ficult at times, 
once you get a 
reputation or 
incur a huge 
fine you had 
better pay up 
and be good. 
The law has a 
very long arm. 

The gome has a very nasty 
copy protection system. At 

frontier's fantastically detailed 
3D universe seems to go an for 

ever, and that's a long way. 

SOUND Go on, give It ■ good Matting tton sum can light It out with the law. This rather large freighter leftist 
one of the many different ship* that travel around In your bit of the known universe. 

Lots of suitable space explo¬ 

ration sound effects and a 

choice of rousing classical musk* 

ADDICTION 

certain points you have to 
enter letters from the manual, 
but the program doesn't tell 
you if you've input the right 

one. If you get 
it wrong, you 
are thrown out 
of the game 
later on, which 
is very annoy¬ 
ing if you've 
just saved your 
position. There 
is no doubt 

that Frontier is an excellent 
game, there are dozens of 
ways to make money and get 

that ship you always dreamed 
of. But, it requires patience, 
and it is easy to muck things 
up and end up a fugitive from 
somebody or other. Combat 
takes a little practice, and it 
really helps to write prices 
and availability of goods 
down as you go along. 
Frontier also demands a 
meticulous approach, and 
some battles ore very long 

winded nnd 
Aficionodoes of the origi¬ 

nal Elite may be a little 
disappointed, sure the 3D rou¬ 
tines are stunning but the bare 
bones of the game are pretty 
much the same only bigger. It 
would have been nice to have 
had more interaction with the 
universe instead of constantly 
flying about and fighting. 

If you missed out on Elite 
then you are in for a treat. 
The bask concept is simple 
and the addictiveness is horri¬ 
fying. If you find yourself 
getting hooked then you have 
a game that will last and last. 
There will always be another 
world to see, another few 
credits to earn and another 
spaceship to fight it out with. 
The universe is yours, try not 
to dent the ship, eh? 

Deadly in the right hands, clear 

your diary for the next few 

weeks. Best moke that months. 

PLAYABILITY 

** The sense off 
freedom that 
Frontier gives you 
is glorious, and 
there is a huge 
game area in 
which to frolic. m 

Easy to get into and difficult to 

escape from. Despite some frus¬ 

trating parts it's still a winner. 

M One pilot pitted 
against the entire 
universe. There are 
millions off worlds 
to explore and 
adventures to be 
had. Frontier sucks 
you in and keeps 
you hostage. It's a 
monster. m 

Riihirdton'i Him Rmlt* tell* a thin itmaiphere 
Hass D HE Earth mssm 
Burfare temper ature 
Haje Starpnrts Mew Ste^en^n 
Orbit at period ktisyi 
Orbital radius 0 QC4 H U 
Orbit Eli. and Inti D EC3/16° 

If you are going to get very tar In Frontier., If* vital that you do your homework. Check up on a ays- 

tem to find out what good* they have got. what they need and who I* running the show. 



As an official Epson distributor, Power Computing are 

generously giving you the opportunity to win this 

excellent scanner* One of you lucky Format readers 

will win this Epson GT-6500. 

Read on.. 

The new quality scanners from Epson with glorious 

24-bit, 16*7 million colour technology, the Epson 

GT-6500 and GT-8000 flatbed scanners produce high 

definition! professional colour images. 

Yet they handle line art and 256 greyscale images {for 

mono DTP, optical character recognition and 

computer aided design) with equal clarity and verve, 

with output resolutions of up to 1200 DPI on the 

GT-6500 and 1600DPI on the GT-8000. 

And with optional transparency adaptor and 

automatic document feeder, these scanners are almost 

to accommodating for words* 

1 hey Ye also a blissfully compatible pair* Drivers 

available are Image FX, Image Master, ASDG, Ad 

ProModule or PowerScan. Making scanner operation a 

doddle for anyone, whether your a home user, business 

user or a design professional. 

Win this.** 

By answering the three questions published in this 

issue and the two following issues and send them 

together with the three prize tokens to Power 

Computing Ltd* 

Should you not be the lucky winner of this amazing 

prize and your budget does not stretch to an Epson 

scanner , then try our award winning Power Scanner 

Version 4 for size, available in mono and colour. 

EPSON 
Look out for the 
competition details 
in this issue 

SCANNER 

Power Computing Ltd Unit 8 Railton Road Woburn Road Ind. Estate ttempston Bedford MK42 2PN Tel 0234 843388 



SOFTWARE DEMON Ltd«would like to wish all our custom 
it and future all the best at Christmas. To celebrate the s 
rill we have decided to offer the best items in home cbm| 
I Christmas price. 
- . 

-- m mm -■_»*! 

NIU HARD DRIVC 

SflfsG externalfjard t 

|ro Anjjgar^frtoO. Tin 

an external P5U so nc 

Ultra fast data-trafisfj 

B match 

g Include 

warranty, 

iturn-to- 

[ecessary 

“The faslei 
received b 
“One of ih 

op dynaflpte pack.is also sugglie^ 
:ifically fop the AA chipsetJfHffiffi 

software 

SOFTWARE DEMON 

arcs lateraKMja AiZOO/Software bufu^^i't 
£299 when aMoVERDRIVE 3S and-TOZOO are 

W offering 
ie serjpjidl 

reduced price 

_ __ Km 

PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES AND P.0 PAYABLE TO "SOFTWARE DEMON Ltd.” 

PLEASE QUOTE YOUR CREDIT CARD NUMBER AND EXPIRY DATE 

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. EiOE. ALL TRADEMARKS ACKNOWLEDGED. 
VISA 
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You can't use Software this Powerful, 
and produce Documents this Good... 

I iilvervii* Anlmmi SfiiMUi 

n*vers| 
00“'ys«ofholv 

yjyww 
W"hlr' the Eu 

■&SOr G n Kl 

^c°nom/( 

‘Origins 

* Current 

stfuttfion 

* Pr°Posecf 

Measures 

* Future 

Prospec/s 

Conc/us/pns 

!f you're looking for a quality Word 

Processor/Pubiisher that performs as 

well as this, you may well start by 

searching through PC and Apple™ 
Macintosh™ software catalogues. 

Even then though, you probably 

won't find a program that will 

combine the very' best in Word 

Processing and... easy to use 

integrated DTP type facilities. 

You certainly can’t find 

software for your Amiga 

that's capable of all this... 

Unless, you buy an expensive PC or Macintosh™ 

a high priced Colour PostScript™ Laser Printer, 

and a complex, costly Desk Top Publishing Package. 

...or Can You? 
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Raa: -Qoooh 1 feel sooo angry I could hit an 

Look. look... a brain with leave*! Let'* all Chase 

after It In a conga Uriel let * mil hill a neetyt 

Let'* all kill a naetyt U-b. la, lal La-la. la. W 

Cyberpunks is what you are, 

in an interactively multi- 

media, virtually real 

environ men I. Lifestyle-wise, 

your tasking is orientated towards 

downsiding the alien threal. 

Keeee-ricedl Just how many fad' 

dish buzz words can you pack into 

an opening sentence in order to get 

consume-or-die space cadets to take 

notice (not you lot, of course, but the 

other ones who ore thinking oF drop¬ 

ping their consoles and using decent 

machines). But buzz-literacies ore 

what will sell Cyberpunks because 

there is about as much cyberpunk in 

this game os there is in an episode 

of Open Alt Hours 

This is your basic bug hunt, 

no matter whol the normally 

above average Core 

Design would hove us 

believe It fea¬ 

tures three cute 

Nipponstyle 

heroes - Roa, Bee 

and Gee (yes this is 

where the Gibb 

blobby looking things that blob 

blotchily around the place, and some 

other monsters who follow you nas¬ 

tily. I'm sure that in the later-later 

levels there are heaps of real state-of- 

the-art 'toughest of alien enemies' but 

the urge to find out just isn't there. 

Don't mistake these harsh words 

as a kicking for this gome; as bug- 

hunts on jazzy-coloured backgrounds 

with a choice of weapons and a few 

puzzles to negotiate goes, then 

Cyberpunks does the job A few peo¬ 

ple who watched while I was doing 

battle said: *Chaos Engine". You 

have to live with comporisommaking 

in this job It does feel a bit like 

Chaos Engine because there is more 

than one character 

shooting a! things. 

In short, you 

control all three 

characters at once 

□s they conga their 

way around alien 

worlds. Sure, 

you can choose 

a character to 

CYBERPUNKS 

\ 

Your mission, If you choose to accept It, This la 

whore your highly-trained pre-teen-looking 
cyberpunk* are given the low-down. 

And this la the big green spaceship you are 
dropped off by. I wonder If mum or dads driv¬ 

ing? Do be at the pick-up point by 9.301 

Gee; "Now where are those ruddy alien* then?" 

You: "Oh come on! Behind you! Behind you! You 

bunch of a potty nerds, It'* behind you!" 

Here * a bp. There L* absolutely no point In shooting at walls. You have to use cold reason. logic ahd 

killer Instinct. Failing that, you have to wander around the place for a little while longer and Wow 
Che hell out of a few other alien thlngi-e*. It1* all good clean tun this, isn't It? 

Bros go when there isn't a crapulent 

movie to write q soundtrack to). 

Because they are Japanese cartoon- 

style (not Manga, let me add, but 

Pizza Cots or whatever they were 

called) they look like heavily armed 

eight-year-olds who hove overdosed 

an caffeine - that's where those 

enormous eyes come from, surely? 

Their task as part of 501st Cyber 

Assault Squad is to 'rid the universe 

of the toughest of alien enemies!' 

Well, you get a bunch of sprites that 

look alarmingly like Alec Alien from 

the A/ierc movies, some blotchy 

lead the crew. Sure, you cart pick 

things up with thot lead character 

until he gets fulkip, and then swap 

characters using the space-bar. Sure, 

it will appeal to younger Amiga own¬ 

ers as well as a legion of spotty 

console-owners come the conversion, 

but as for lasting interest, I can't see 

it. But the one thing that destroys it 

as a playable fun-thing is that Roa 

and the BeeGees can't walk and fire 

at the same time. This turns it from a 

game that won't do anybody any 

harm to a just above overage filler. 

Tim Smith Cj 

•* Cyberpunks is 
a basic bug hunt 
and is enjoyable 

as such. But it 
hasn't got the 

right ingredients 
to urge you an ta 

higher levels or 

hold your interest 
tor long. *" 
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You Can Now... with New 

Final Writer 

Put Your Finger on the Buttons of the 
Ultimate Amiga Word Processor 

From the publisher of the acclaimed Final Copy II comes its 

new companion. Final Writer - for the author who needs 

even more! If you already use an Amiga Word Processor, it 

w on't include the complete and comprehensive array of fea¬ 

tures found in this latest addition to the Soft Wood family 

Can your Word Processor« 
Output crisp PostScript™ font outlines or any graphic printer 

l not just expensive lasers), and was it supplied w ith over 110 

typefaces? Import, scale, crop, view on screen and output 

structured EPS clip-art images (Final Writer is supplied with a hundred !, again, on any 

printer? Also create structured graphics and rotate them along with text to any angle, giving 

you DTP quality presentation? Provide a huge range of printing options (eg. thumbnails, 

scaling, crop marks etc. on PostScript™ printers) and fulfil other advanced Word Processing 

functions easily such as automatic indexing, table of contents, table of illustrations and 

bibliography generation? With Final Writer, this 

rfm is now available to you 

along with a list of fea* 
Adobe PostScript . 
...... lures that just got* on 

•«*»**** and on. We know that 

you'll be impressed by this revolution in Amiga 

Word Processing, but don't be put off by it's 

advanced capabilities. With its comptemem of 

user definable Command Buttons and Superb 

Manual, Final Writer is simply one of the easiest 

programs to learn and use. 

Final Writer is not jus! a onenrff product... 

SoftWood are acknowledged as the Worlds leading software company publishing 

for the Amiga and no other system. So, if Final W riter exceeds your current require¬ 

ments - whatever your Document Processing needs, whatever your Amiga - 

SoftWood will still have the Perfect Package for jm„ 

Pen Pal or Final Copy II and 
Proper Grammar IL.a Complete Range. 

Once you become a registered SoftWood user, you ll gain 

access to unlimited free UK technical support (others often charge 

you or don't provide support at all 1 and preferential upgrades to future 

versions of the.se and other exciting new products being developed right now. 

SoftWood 
dMl ml Ml hi al^l Ml iai J 

Quality software for your Amiga 

If you've outgrown your existing package ask 

about our trade up' options from your ^ 

current Word Processor l other , ^ 

publishers' Wps are ' 

eligible too). 

F M 

■>< 
'X& 

# 

SoftWood Products Europe 
New Street Alfreion Derbyshire DE55 7BP England 

Telephone: 0773 836781 Facsimile: 0773 831040 

.s* ^ 

s' 

Available from all good dealers or. contact us for a list of nationwide stockists. 
AH iitfomatim amres at time of gwto press. E&EQL Att Trademark* wkvmted$ed, Tfte then- 

mens on she previous page btti output tm u ttm‘ cost Comm Hnhbtf Jet. 'Mf? 



It’s been a long time coming, but 
now that it’s here, the tense, 
moody and magnificent Hired Guns 
has staked a claim for the title of 

Game Of The Year... 

LAT 03MOa LOR 37 55° ALT 002 It" 111! IBS I 
LOO EflTflY 13 Ora pi one 

nq threat 

«* AREA COnPRCniSED *** 

The map cl your triumphant victory, or [s ft the chart to your eventual and extremely painful doom? 

There's only one way to rind out and that's to move the marker, choose a mission and diva In. 

Are you absolutely sure rfiot 

rock is really a rock?" 

"Yeah, it's a... blofla-blatta- 

blattl Burrrrrrl Ding I Fowl rock/ 

"Fine. Where now? Down the 

dork tunnel? Into the underground 

river? Behind thal gfowing door with 

ihe big brown thing with teeth?" 

"Down the dark lunnel" 

"What s that noise?" 

"Oh, just o sound effect of a big 

thing with clows," 

'Turn the lights on for o second. 

Let's Have a beer ” 

"What was that noise?!" 

w&l atta *b! otto-bl ott I" 

'J Biatta-blatla-bfourghhhgh..," 

"Come on let's get out of here 

and go for a beer," 

"No you go and have one, f've 

just got to pick up that flamer from 

your skeletal corpse/ 

"You mercenary swine/ 

"YuPr 

Memories ore mode of this. 

Hired Guns is one of those fronsi* 

bond gomes. It's one of those games 

that puls an end to one genre - the 

16-bit Bug Hunt - by topping it and 

doing it as well as any gome of this 

heavy-fire, nasty-atmosphere, cruel 

sound effects and neat control system 

could ever hope to do. And then it 

looks forward to the gomes that will 

come after it. 

Shoot to thrill 
Basically this is Eye of the Beholder 

for people who can't abide gnomes 

and paladins. But il overrides 

FQTB's control system with a slick¬ 

ness that we have come to expect 

From DMA, It is also Loser Squad 

from the perspective that we have 

desired for years and years. 

The games it 

looks forward to 

will come with 

the 32-bit 

Amigas, with the 

Amiga CD^2 as 

well os the addi¬ 

tion of texture 

mopping and 

36Qndegree views. 

There is one thing that I Have 

never said in a game review (and 

I've written loads of them) and that is 

that the programming team must be 

proud of this as an achievement. You 

can tell this most of all by the fact 

that they have even built in a long¬ 

term retention device in the form of 

customable graphics, Thai s right, 

with a copy of the ubiquitous Detune 

Point you con 

build in your own 

characters in fhe 

form of dear old 

Amiga IFFs 

[DPoinf* own fife 

format). Now if 

that isn't a bunch 

of developers say¬ 

ing; "Go on, get even more out this 

game. Get really involved in this!" 

then I don't know what is. 

So, aside from all this praise, 

what's the game about? Well, there 

is a plot There are even four manu* 

“ Hired Guns puts 

an end to ana 

genre, and then 

looks forward to 

the games that 

will follow It.” 

HW’iWi 

Looks campion doesn't H? Wen that's because it it. Each of the four sections of this screen provides George. Ringo. George and John all looking for The Rolling Stones to beat them up? Maybe not, 

you with an option. Most of the options end with your agonising death, Life. It stinks really. Don't ft these are your lads (and lasses) off to track down several space dollars worth of moat* 

* 

j 56-AA56 Frccwl [% % 
OMLfte " 

Med\ 2 years , 
\ QjmUiT rfdftfry smes g|jg 

“HI, my name is CfriHIta end Cm a cancer. I 

like shooting, shooting, maiming and shooting/ 

No. not two of Woody Allan s girlfriend's moth¬ 

ers. a couple of you* pels are dead! 

What do they mean Missing in Action? It should 
say 'Dead, seriously non-aiive. Stuffed. U*gh.“ 

Escaped at last. Mission completed. Now off for 

a wed-deserved rest and a cocoa, 1 don t think. 



The enclosed, claustrophobic 
environments ore eerily 
atmospheric. 

SOUND 

Near as dammit perfect. 
They avoid melodrama, and 
are brilliantly sparse, 

ADDICTION 

This game has the ability to 
actually take it out of you 
after prolonged playing, 

PLAYABILITY 

You can't look up or down, 
but the rest of the gameplay 
is dose to perfection, 

VERDICT 

Psygnosis 0S1-709 5755 

PRICE 
£34.99 

RELEASED 
Out now 

GRAPHICS 

A toricfc. Now that* u»h*l. You can buHtf a 
place to go antf shake in a cowardly fashion. 

Y**r (t* deflnttety a Wck all fight TW* handy* 
hUech ©at Info option* prove* that point. 

“Kill! KIM! Kill! Kill! Kill! KIM) XIIlf Kill! Kill! 

Kill! Kill! Kill! Kill! Kill! KIM" Eim... Kill! 

canaries. In foci, you con be one of 

four, or two of four, or three of four. 

And it four of you wont to ploy Hired 

Guns, well just do It. 

You can be a mercenary with a 

soul, a mercenary with a dark secret, 

a mercenary with a workstation for a 

mind, a mercenary with poor dress 

sense, a mercenary with a beard, ai 

mercenary with cramps every 28 

days... but most of all you can be a 

mercenary with a gun and with the 

desire for dosh 

If you played the demo of Hired 

Guns on the cover of AF44 then 

you’ll be aware of the perspective 

and control system. If you're new to 

Amiga format, welcome, ond what 

you have been missing is one of the 

most atmospheric, enclosed and son- 

ica I ly-ap pealing gomes of the lost 

few years. Yes, Hired Guns really is 

that good, in fact it's the best Amiga 

game of this year, and perhaps even 

any other year 

Hired and emotional 
The only places you can't look or fire 

ore up and down [I hope that DMA 

tweak this for CD^ - 0 big tweak, 

I know but if it can be done on 

Jurassic Park from Ocean, I don't see 

why they shouldn't hove o bash at 

CD^2 Hired Guns) Apart from this 

restriction the rest of the Hrred Guns 

world is your rather rank and fife- 

threatening oyster. 

As for the control system, put it 

this way, before Psygnosis deigned 

to present us with o review copy in 

fully finished form with* box and man¬ 

uals, I hod been playing the 

pre*eview copy for weeks without 

reference to anything but w hat 

appeared on the screen. And I'd 

been loving every minute of it. 

This review isn’t a manual, so 

I'm not going to explain how every¬ 

thing works here, you'll hove to find 

that out for yourselves Suffice to say 

that it is the most seamless control 

system of its type that I've ever seen 

on the Amiga, Brilliant. 

That reolly is that. Hired Guns is 

all about strategy, violence, intelli¬ 

gence, problem solving of a superbly 

weighted standard, atmosphere, and 

playabilty* If Amiga games really ore 

taking over from pop music, then 

Hired Guns is Thetr Satanic 

Majesties, and DMA are The Stones. 

We have only just begun 

Coooo! Lodk* gotg«0U» tfcW»nHt H? It look* UK* that Wt or Walt* you go past on the train on the way 

to Flflhguarcf. Nope, It look* like Hammersmith flyover after a few too many tequila* really. 

ols, one of which is a novelette 

detailing this plot. Reality Break! 

* four manuals. Four nicely put 

together, shiny paper and missing 

apostrophe, manuals each with its 

own binding. Isn't M ■*#_ — — 
this just a little ■* « 

excessive? MOfl CStftli 

Couldn't we have AYcItlflCI 
got the whofe lot _ _ __ 
in one manual OYld C tialr 

and saved on games of 

cost? Couldn't | _ 

Psygnosis also ' 

have built the copy-protection sheet 

in the same manual? 

Back to the plot. Hell, you are on 

a planet. It is Full of genetic freaks. 

They want to kill you. You are being 

paid to kill them. There would 

appear to be no room for conversa¬ 

tion or even the occasional game of 

football at Christmas; GeneFreak 

City v Mercenary United played out 

between the DNA-fractured trees 

■ and the strangely- 
°t ne formejrock 

ospheric, outcrops. No, as l 

tense this IS 0 
Hunt. Your chor- 

&rftglng octet motivation 

the last (hey, if Amiga 
m gomes really ore 

taking on movie- 

type qualities then why the hell 

shouldn't you play up like AI 

Pacino?), your motivation for all this 

killing, mayhem and generally 

mature behaviour is that you are a 

mercenary. In fact, you're four mer- 

Problem*, probtorn*. Then i m very useful looking thing out In that naity, indented pond. You would 

rather like to see what it I*. Th** call* for thought, reason, diving hi, and killing load* of thing*. 

“ Games of this 
standard don't 
came around very 
often. Hired Guns 
is the closest 
thing to perfec¬ 
tion that I've 
ever seen on the 
Amiga. A great 
achievement. 99 

Luu tillky k Artificial tstana mini an [auniaucm if 
industrial UDSie Approximate dimensions ore 3 by 5 km. 

UAnnina infra led source befoul neon sea level. EfTO 
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Blue Turtle 

T Impire 081-343 7337 
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ITT Often the downside of platform 
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" quickly become! irritating, 
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"It’s more than a straight flight sint;, 

D.I.D. have emulated multi-million dollar 

flight simulators. When you play TFX the first 

thing that hits you is the detail of the landscape- 

over seven million square km appears on screen, 

with hills, roads and mountains all in the 

right place." THE EDGE 

"The graphic detail is quite superb, with stunning 

visuals and strong sense of image, TFX is quite 

often like watching a movie... when I first saw TFX 

my jaw dropped so far it took me 15 minutes to find 

if again! It's fast, good looking and fun." PC REVIEW 

Tactical Fighter Experiment... the only 

choice worth making where state of the 

art flight simulation is concerned. 

Take control of one of three of the finest 

aircraft money can buy: 

Eurofighter 2000 

Lockheed F-22 

Lockheed F-117 Stealth fighter 

TFX... a simulation at the cutting edge of 

aerial combat enhanced by unprecedented 

in-depth research and authentic flight detail. 

Take on the missions... fight for peace. 

DIGITRL IlGE DE5IGII 1 DIGITRL IlGE DESIGH 
OCEAN SOFTWARE LIMITED 2 CASTLE STREET CASTLEFIELD ■ MANCHESTER M3 4LZ - TELEPHONE: Q61 832 6633 - FAX: 061 834 0650 



If you know a great game 
when you see one - and 
you recognise value for 
money - look no further 
than KIXX XL 

Whether you're a flight 
sim. addict an intrepid 
graphic adventurer or you 
like to test your wits 
against a wicked role- 
playing creature, the KIXX 
XL collection will spoil you 
for choice. 

KIXX XL offers you games 
from the world s finest 
software publishers, 
including LucasArts. 
MicroProse. SSL Access. 
Oelphine and U 5. Gold - 
names synonymous with 
quality and state-of-the- 
art technology, at truly 
affordable prices. 

KIXX XL When you've 
found eXceUence... why 
compromise P 

TH€ 5€CR€T OF MONKEY 
ISLAND 

A Hilarious Graphic Adventure 

* Features a wide variety of original 
entertaining puzzles 

* Cinematic story telling 

* High resolution graphics and special 

animation 

* Point n click interface. 

Available for 
ATARI ST CBM AMIGA PC E> 

COMPATIBLES 3 5“ 
f^n 

RRP f:IG99each 

eve of the beholder 

A Fantasy Role-Playing epic 

+ IQO% point n click game control 

* Fully animated encounters with 

realistic perspective 

* Control up to 6 characters 

* A web of intrigue draws you into a 
totally addictive plot 

LINKS - THE CHALLENGE OF GOLF 

Golf Simulation So Realistic You II 

Think Youfe There! 

* Stunning graphics 

+ incredible 3-D contoured terrain 

* Three levels of gameplay 

* Adjustable golfer 5 stance and 
swing plane 

Available for 
CBM AMIGA PC & COMPATIBLES 35“ 

RRP £l 16 99 
£999 

Available tor 

CBM AMIGA PC G COMPATIBLES 35r 

RRP d6"each 
M 

ROBIN HOOD NIGHT SHIFT™ CY0ERCON III FIS STRIDE 

For format availability, please refer to grid on the next page 



CRUISE FOR A CORPSE 

Take Part In A High Seas Murder 
Mystery! 

* Question other characters in true 

Agatha Christie style 

* Completely Interactive In full 3-0 

vision. 

KNIGHTS OF THE SKY 

Aerial Combat And Gallantry In 

WoH<J War I 

• Ply 20 planes, every major fighter 
In WWI 

• Accomplish hundreds of missions 

in 7 categories 

• 13 dazzling 3-D perspectives 

Available for 

ATARI ST CBM AMIGA PC & 
COMPATIBi.es 3.5- 

GUNSHIP1M 

Fly The ESst Century Warrior 

• Simulation of high speed low-level 
flight 

• Superb 3-D graphics 

• Multiple real-life missions 

• Advanced weapon systems and 

instru mentation 

• Hundreds of hours of entertainment 

Available for 

ATARI ST.CBM AMIGA PC & 

COMPATIBLES 3S" 

RRP £l 16" each RRP £ 

_ 

12 99 

comp 
KIXX XL - THE RANGE Format Availability & RRP5 Clue Books 

Title Atari ST CBM Amiga PC & 
Compatibles 3 S' 

Th* Sacral of Mookiy t*tpnd ' £699 £16 99 £16 99 £999 

Eye of IM Beholder* * £1699 £1699 £999 

Uoke - The Challenge o* Ge»f* * £1699 £6 99 

Cnitaa for • Corpse m £14 99 £(4 99 £1499 

Krvqhlt of the Sky* £699 £4699 £6 99 

Gunemp * £12.99 £1299 £12 99 

Another World* CM99 £(4 99 £14 99 

Robin Hood* £1299 £1299 £■2 99 

N*flht Shift “* £1299 ££299 £1299 

Cyber-ton nr £1299 £(299 £(299 

Ffi Strike €aqla II £1699 £1699 £699 

MHI £1299 £1299 £1299 

Stealth fighter £1699 £1699 £699 

Indiana Jonee and the Gil Cfutidf - 

The Graphic Adventure £14 99 £4499 £699 £999 

Ml Tank Platoon £14 99 £1499 £1499 - 

Midwinter £12 99 £1299 £1299 * 

Midwinter 14 £1699 £16 99 £699 

Loom U4 99 £14 99 £1499 £799 

Maniac Mansion £12 99 £1299 £12 99 - 

Operation Stealth £14.99 £14 99 £14 99 * 

Zak Me K rack an and the Allan Mlndbardan £1299 £1299 £12 99 £S99 

Battiahawfci 1942 £14 99 £14 99 £14 99 - 

future Ware £(299 £12 99 £12 99 - 

World date Leader Board ■ The Seriet - £12 99 

ANOTHER WORLD 

An Exciting Graphic Adventure 

• Features polygon graphics 

• Special effects offer a cinema 
style ot gamepiay 

• Superb music mixed at Dei phi n« s 

in-house recording studio 

Available for 

ATARI ST CBM AMIGA PC & 

COMPATIBLES 3 5' 

RRP J4 99 
each 

COMING SOON FROM SIERRA 
• HOYLES BOOK Of GAMES VOL I 

• LEISURE SUIT LARRY I 

• KINGS QUEST i 

• SPACE QUEST l 
• POLICE QUEST I 

• QUEST FOR GLORY I 

YO* FORMAT AVAJUWUTY CONTACT KHX 

^SIERRA 

T\ a 

Kba U(IH» »S Holford Wav. HoWorU 

nlnghMi K 7AX T« No: Oa SB Ot 
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 W* / From the deserts of the Middle East to the 

killing fields of Cambodia, there’s only one 

plane guaranteed to strike fear in the maddest 

dictator’s heart. Stealth Fighter 2.0 is here... 

Flight sims, eh? Most of 
them are about os excit¬ 
ing as watching the M25 

video, or a driver's eye view 
of the rail journey from 
Aberdeen to Penzance. They 
come with manuals the size of 
bungalows and instructions 
which you need a degree in 
Physics to understand. 
Sheeshl You have to admit, 
though, that some are rather 
better than others and 

Strap yourself In and prepare for DM flf the meet 

eicMftg rides in history. The Stealth R#vt*r Is 

illckt Mack and looking for a bad time. Weapon loaded? Check- Fuel on hoard? Cheek. Psite and cvcumbet sandwiches In place? Check. 

Look* like you're all fired up and ready to go. 

MicroProse have earned them¬ 
selves a fat fortune making 
games that are just that. 

F-J17A is the long-awaited 
sequel to the fantobuious F-I0 
Stealth Fighter, one of the best 
flight si ms ever, and shares 
Gtinshrp 2000's extremely 
playable game engine. 

For Stealth's second 
excursion into the world's 
battle zones, MicroProse have 
enlisted the help of some of 
the world's biggest trouble 
spots - Central Europe, the 
Persian Gulf, Cuba, Korea and 
Vietnam - and supply you 
with an infinite variety of sui- 

attacking unspecified targets; 
Limited War, where you can 
kind of do what you want as 
long as no-one Buds out 

ftut hang on. You've got to 
learn to fly the thing first. 
F-117A also gives you the 
option to carry out training 

hillsides or flying off in a com* 
pletely different direction all 
together and going to visit 
your mum, or something. 

HEAD-UP DISPLAY (HUD) 

Supplier nil flight Information; has 

tfiraa modat - Navigation, Air and 

Ground. Ftwtt <F2> to toggle them 

LEFT MULTI-FUNCTION DISPLAY 

Your primary navigation equipment. 

Press <F3* to toggle between Map 

and Combat views of your aircraft. 

DEFENCE INDICATORS 

Sophisticated array of warning sy* 

tem* warn If you are tracked by enemy 

radar or under threat from mieellcm. 

EQUIPMENT INDICATORS 

Warning lights for bomb bay doors, 

brakes, flaps, landing gear and auto¬ 

matic pilot are located here. 

TRACKING CAMERA/FUR INDICATORS 

Tracking tells you how tar away you ere from a 

given target; while FLIR Is an Infra-red camera 

which is activated by pressing <F6>, 

ARTIFICIAL HORIZON 

Used mainly in night-flying to keep the 

aircraft on an even keel. After all, 

there's no point flying uptldedown. 

ELECTRO-MAGNETIC VISIBILITY SCALE 

Tracks how well you're doing at keep¬ 

ing hidden Even keeping the bomb 

doors open makes you easier to spot. 

about it; and Conventional 
War, where you can 

shoot jettisoning pitots, 
napalm villages and 
cause people to flutter 

J their order papers at 
W the UN and get 

rewarded for it. 

missions in all the different 
theatres of war, so you can 
get used to the levels of oppo 
sition awaiting you, with an 
Infinite supply of ammo and 
parachutes. This is a pretty 
neat idea since you're not 
penalised for ploughing into 

cidol missions for you to 
throw your Amiga at. 

To make the gome- 
play even more 
interesting, you also 
get three levels of con¬ 
flict - Cold War, where 
you can be penalised for 

Take off and destroy 
If you've never ployed a flight 
sim before, the sight of oil 
those controls, hot-keys and 
weapon options con be a bit 
bewildering, especially when 
you've just been jumped by a 

NATIONAL STEALTH SERVICE 
Fighter's cockpit contains an alarming display of warning lights, tracking camera* m4 



F-l 1 7 A 
NIGHTHAWK 

me stars look on helplessly as your chunk of 

Inky death screams towards Its next objective, 

squadron of MiGs and are in 
full-flight panic mode. Even if 
you manage to take off and 
destroy successfully, there's 
always a tricky carrier land¬ 
ing in the Bay of Pigs waiting 
for you on your return. 
Practice like your life depends 
on it. 

Things are rather less 
sweet when it comes to doing 
the missions 
themselves. 
You usually 
hove two or 
three objec¬ 
tives to achieve 
in o single 
sortie, so 
weapons and 
fuel are often at a premium. 
Waste all your cluster bombs 
on Saddam's palace and you 
have nothing left to chuck at 
the chemical weapons factory 
down the road. Some mis¬ 
sions don't call on you to use 
any weapons at all, you just 
have to fly over specified tar¬ 
gets and photograph them for 

" F-l 1 7A's many 

missions will 

you hammerin' 

the baddies until 

the next rec[/'world 

war st 

with «l£ht dMtwmpft «*IMFa views. you know 

you r* always *0** to t» where the Action hi. 

the boffins back 
at base, while 
avoiding aft the 
radar-guided 
missiles homing 
«n on your tail. 
You can also choose V „, ■ 
whether to play air- 
combat or ground strike 
missions, though most seem 
to be a mixture of both, 

F*117A is 

A\ 

the kind of 
game you're 
either going to 
love or loathe. 
MicroPros© 
seem to chum 
these things 
out with 

alarming regularity and most 
of them are pretty top-notch, 
state-of-the-art stuff. This 
offers you some extremely 
nifty graphics, night-flying 
options - complete with twin¬ 
kling stars and moan - and all 
the usual slat and remote 
camera views you expect. 

The missions are varied 

Tr>c makn menu Here you can choou a pilot and 

a theatre el war, or attend a mission briefing. 

BeirtE tracked 'by eneny radar la a UC worry 1 

tMt am before he launches hie SAMs on jfflw. 

V owsii! An enemy mtulta boat take* a direct htt 

from the mluJIea you>e unleashed upon It. 

and become 
increasingly com- 

m plox as your skills as 
v pilot and tactician 

:j progress, but the 
^ Stealth proves to be 

extremely easy to fly 
and you're soon zooming 
around the enemy's airspace 
like the fighter ace you 
secretly know you are. 

Crasher or coward? 
Getting yourself safely back to 
base is a much trickier propo* 
sitton, especially when you're 
expected to land on the nar¬ 
row deck of an aircraft 
carrier. It takes a fiendish 
amount of practice fa get it 
right and it's often easier to 
just bail out or ditch into the 
sea. Total cowards can opt for 
the No Crashes option - which 
at least gets you back on the 
ground in one piece - but an 
Autopilot Landing option 
wouM have been a much less 
messy proposition. 

Despite these drawbacks, 
F- II7A is very, very good. The 
3D graphics are marvellous, 
the sound effects realistic and 
the missions will have you 
hammering the baddies until 
the next real war starts. This 
won't be an essential buy if 
you already own loads of 
flight sims, but it's a crocking 
game nevertheless. 

I© 

§ 

riOik 

PROGRAMME! 
In-house 

PUBLISHER 
MicroPros© 0454 316532 

PRICE 
£34.99 

Out now 

V 
HARD DISK 

INSTALLABLE 

f 3D view*, night flights 
and slick animation. Flight sims 
have never been so realistic, 

SOUND 
aananaamn 
Its all here, from the roar of the 
afterburners to the worrying 
sound of incoming SAMs. 

ADDICTION 

Once you got the hang of it, 
you're hooked. Try explaining 
those red eyes to workmates, 

PLAYABILITY 

It takes a lot of practice to really 
get In to, but once you're skilled 
enough, it's brilliant. 

VERDICT 

- F-I f 7A doesn't 
have anything 
new to offer, but 
provides you with 
another perfect 
example of why 
MlcroProse are 
such undisputed 
masters ef the 
flight sim genre.** 
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This is disgusting. Appalling. 

Shameful- This is irresponsi- 

bfe, degrading, vicious, 

untenable, vile, gross, rotten, 

dismal and thoroughly despicable. 

No matter how much I think about 

it, no matter how much I try, no matter 

how much considered brain-working 

combined with finely honed judge¬ 

ment I put into it, there is no way in 

which I can rescue the civilian from 

his cage in one of the scenarios of this 

massive game in time for this review 

to go to press. 

Believe me, I pleaded with APs 

editor to tell the printers to hold their 

multi-thousand-pound presses for just o 

few days longer, I lied about having 

the flu', the plague, the pox, Delhi- 

BeHy„ Montezuma's revenge and 

scabies in order to get □ few more 

days - no a few more hours - to 

play this damnable computer 

entertainment. But there was just 

no way. 

Hold on a second 

just thought of another 

devious strategy to get 

the little sprite from his 

jail. Nip up a few 

pages to the Hired 

Guns review and 

come back in a 

minute. Nope, 

that didn't 

work 



I.> 

Lovely snowy, winter? scene this wneH isn't It? But how 

do you get oft the Island and Into the enemy huts with' 

out dying a horrible death? That's strategy, that Is, 

Water, water everywhere and most of It infested with 

enemy troops just watting to drag you under, blow you 

up. or shoot you down like a dog. 

k Skldoo! Here's a tip for you winter sports fans: II you 

hit someone with a skidoo at more than ISnrtpfi then 

they turn the snow a mucky shade of red. 

Vietnam Is one of those wart that Just will not go away. 

And this little scenario sees you battling with pungae- 

ittcks. hidden mines, and bazookas. 

either. But that's the kind of hold that 

Cannon fodder car have on you if 

you don't watch out. There you ore 

doing something important when 

"Whammo!" an idea leaps into your 

by now fried mind as to how to com¬ 

plete one section from one mission. 

Bye-bye day Bye-bye really impor¬ 

tant thing. . Hello games mania. 

Because, if there's one thing that 

Cannon Fodder has in spades, itJs 

then here's a quick overview of the 

action and the plot. 

Ready for real war? 
Cannon Fodder is o worgame. 

It is a worgame without statistics. It is 

a wargome without lediousness, 

It is a wargome in which people die. 

That's right, when you lose one of 

your troops, your ore mode more 

than aware of it by the block. 

addictabEiity. And if there are two 

things it has then they are addictabil- 

ity and killer playability. 

Like Lemmings or Syndicate( it 

discovers o tiny piece of your cere¬ 

bellum that is most prone to fun, 

self-sacrifice, problem solving 

and extreme violence and, 111 

soy it again: "Whammo!" 

you're nabbed. 

For those of you who 

haven't given this month's 

Coverdisk demo a go - 

poppy-bedecked 

screen that lists the 

names of the 

dead like a kind 

of mobile Washington Wall 

or Cenotaph. 

Oh for sure there is a heap of 

mouse-driven wandering oround var¬ 

ious backdrops shooting, grenading 

or rocketing things. Yeah, there are 

skin-crawling death scenes in which 

soldiers - their innards doing spastic 

dances on their uniforms - writhe 

oround on the floor os they wait to 

be put out of their misery. 

And boy is ibis offensive. But 

then agam, the sight of people 

writhing around on the Poor in 

ogony while fighting futile little 

skirmishes for rich oil companies, 

drugs, money, or other less digni¬ 

fied causes is offensive. At least play¬ 

ing this diversion will keep you out of 

the army. 

Cannon Fodder does not muck 

oround when il comes to violence. 

Where many other pieces of 

computer leisure-ware (the term 'com¬ 

puter gome' is ropidly going out of 

fashion in this industry) 

emulate films such as Lethal 

Weapon, Universal Soldier or 

Under Siege in their sanitised, 

sentimentalist, feel-good portray¬ 

als of violence. Cannon fodder 

goes for the Reservoir Dogs 

approach. You're shot. You bleed. 

You cry out loudly in a most embar¬ 

rassing and un-TV-like manner. You 

can take a hell of a long time to stop 

living. Then, in time of war, you tend 

to get left where you lie, probably 

forgotten for a while until the furore 

is done with. Then maybe forgotten 

for ever. 

For the purposes 

of this gome, you 

and your mouse ■ 
fingers are in 

control of o 

number of 

recruits. 

Their 

mission 

(whether 

Recognita that 1stand bom the pic on the left? 

Wall, this Is the big picture. These maps seem 

to make the whole thing seem more daunting. 

That road looks like a decent enough surface to 

walk on (oft you fool, you Innocent idiot, you 

sublime dolt)., well, go on then, have a go. 

BoomT I'll any It again - "Boom!* God that's sat' 

I* tying. Was It a civilian hut or the enemy? Are 

you serious?! 800ml Hal Ha! Ha! 

Whoops. Did you know that In real wars, they 

don’t vay Try Again? Isn't life a bitch when 

you're In khaki? 

_I 79 
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b»sk Sermblo, Great bock- 

A theme h#t» that ttkks in your 
head, sound eH»cl» that work a 
dream - superb. 

ADDICTION 

It will keep you ploying and 
playing and ploying and play¬ 
ing for week* and weeks. 

PLAYABILITY 

It wouldn't be that addictive if it 
wasn't one at the most playable 
gomes for a very long time. 

VERDICT 

Out now 

or not they agree to accept it) is to 

go into various bottle situations and 

sort out the enemy. This "sorting out" 

process involves destroying build¬ 

ings, expunging the opposition, 

rescuing occasionally unwilling civil- 

tans, and surviving intact 

If this final condition is met, then 

your troops are hoofed up a rank. 

This has the tripartite 

purpose of (a) mak¬ 

ing them and you 

Feel good; (b) 

upping their intelli¬ 

gence, reflexes, 

speed and ability to 

move around the ter¬ 

rain in the optimum 

manner; (c) giving 

them redly good- 

looking grove stones 

when they eventually 

meet the inevitable 

shell that is embla¬ 

zoned with their 

signature. 

Because that's what happens at 

the end of an unsuccessful mission. 

You ore returned to the distinctly 

sparse and obviously Sensible 

recruitment screen, ond on the hill¬ 

side behind the queues of eager 

young 

grunts 

heavy stuff, What's the gomeplay 

like? Bloody brilliant mate! That's 

what. Easy. Too right it's easy. For a 

start it's mouse-driven, so even if 

you've never considered buying o 

joystick, you can still play it. Right 

button to walk. Left button to fire. 

Right and left to throw something 

that goes boom, 

* You will have 

had very little 

sleep for quite a 

while, your mouse 

hand will be 

twitching In a 

deeply worrying 

manner, and you 

will probably be 

giggling under 

your breath. ** 

There's a 

mop at the 

lower left of 

the screen to 

give you some 

handle an 

where you ore 

and what 

you've got to 

do - if also 

pauses the 

game, tipsters. 

Then there 

are the 

scenarios. 

As Sensible 

Supremo Jan 

Hare admits, the graphics are utili¬ 

tarian. They do their job very well 

indeed, setting atmosphere and 

(thank goodness) using up most of 

the screen. Your little guys (and 

lasses, who can tell what sex they 

preparing to don the 

khoki and do bot¬ 

tle, you will see 

loads ond 

loads of 

small white 

crosses marking 

the number 

of war *■ 
dead 

you've managed to produce, 

B Of course, the higher the 

rank of the corpse, the more 

impressive the tomb 

marker. Neat eh, 

gamesters? 

But enough of 

this ironic stuff. This 

is o game review 

here, and the 

Bpowers-that- 

be don l 

want all 

this 

are?) bear a striking resemblance to 

the Auxerre side from Sensible 

Soccer out on a severe training run. 

They ore liny, cute and highly moti¬ 

vated (what?!) and they are very 

dangerous when used properly, 

The missions are many and var¬ 

ied. As \ mentioned, in order to 

accrue more rank for your grunts, 

they have to complete missions - but 

these missions are more often than 

nol split into several sub sections. 

Each of these is a drain on your abil¬ 

ities, so when you do aciually 

Boo-hoo-hooo, These chaps didn't make it bach. Poor oW Bog - he was a 

fine lad, Dear old Pussy, sh* was much loved. Booty and Howard, on the 

other hand, wore private*- he Ml 

Hitua and hurrah! Weil Point and Sandhurst, all of them,., well, except 

Jncfl, but ho Is damned useful for bring over the top of barbed wire and for 

diving on hand grenades. 

PROGRAMMERS 
Sensible Software 

PUBLISHER 
Virgin Games 

PRICE 
C29.99 

complete one of the later or middle 

missions, not only have your troops 

improved, but you've also come 

away a better player. OK, so your 

nerves will be shattered and you will 

have had very little sleep for quite q 

while, your mouse hand will be 

twitching in a deeply worrying man¬ 

ner, and you will probably be 

giggling under your breath, or whis¬ 

pering: "Eat that!" or "Die pig!" or 

*Go on Tubby, chuck the grenadel", 

but you wifi have Finished a mission. 

The more you get into this gome, 

the more adept at it you become and 

the more dangerous the little 'uns 

become. This gradual curve, in tan¬ 

dem with the fast reactions and 

intense problem-solving abilities you 

have to invoke, goes to place this os 

a classic in the making. 

Can you keep in control? 
We ll have to wait a year to see 

whether it lasts the course. I would 

still have liked to ability to customise 

names, to hard disk install, and for 

the control of the skidoos and the 

tanks to hove been a little easier 

But I can see this magazine, for one, 

printing map after map for some 

very frustrated gamers in the next 

few months 

And, despite 

what the tabloid 

press (well. The 

Star) have to say 

about the 'shame- 

fur nature of this 

game - Sensible 

used pictures of the commemorative 

poppy on the original packaging 

and in-game graphics (the graphics 

hove now been changed], this is pos¬ 

sibly the most anti-war game I've 

seen in a while. So have fun with it. 

Tim Smith <Z> 

E/m,,, well, yea.,- ahem. Gravestone*, 
them. Fortune* of war. old man. WM 

9 K 

m Violent, yes! 
Extremely thought 
provoking. Highly 
enjoyable foray 
into the intelligent 
side of wandering 
around the place 
and doing it to 
them before they 
do it to you. ** 
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200 ft. 600 kt$. Ton lead a formation of six Tornados deep into enemy 

territory. Terrain following system on. Mission planned to the last detail. 

Split second timing for a synchronised attack with pin-point accuracy. 

Discover what real Tornado pilots mean by a 

"target-rich environment’1. Go it alone or take 

the squadron - the choice is yours. Tornado, 

Unbeatable, 

■ From simulator training to multi-mission Mmpaign* 

■ Unsurpassed real world detail 

■ Laser guided bombs, JP233, Alarm, 

and more! 

1 Unequalled authenticity 

^ Night fifing * low visibility 

* 2 player bead-to-head 

Amiga - £34.99 

Atari ST/STE - £34.99 
Pilot's cockpit Stunning detail 

PC Screen Shots Navigator's cockpit Sophisticated mission planning 

Digital Integration Limited, Watch moor Trade Centre^Watchmoor Road, Camberley. Surrey GUIS 3AJ.Te!:{0276) 684959 
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There's something com¬ 
forting about playing 
Furrican 3. It'* a bit 
like bumping into a 

casual acquaintance you 
haven't seen for yearsr going 
for a beer, reminiscing about 
old times and discovering that 
despite superficial changes, 
you're pretty much the same 
people deep down. If that 
acquaintance was Bren 
McGuire, the hero of Turrit on 
3 the conversation would 
probably go like this: 

PROGRAMMERS 
Peter Thierolf, Thomas Engel 
(Factor 5) 

PUBLISHER 
Renegade 071-481 9214 

PRICE 
£2S.99 

RELEASED 
Out now 

got some impressive fire 
power, though. It's not so 
much the action as the tactics 
thot couse problems. One 
wrong turn and you've had it, 
especially because you're up 
against the dock/' 
"Another beer, Bren?" 
"Got to fly; promised the 
missus I'd pick up a pizza*" 

Turrit on 3 falls into the 
'action packed platform romp 
genre, and as such involves 

This awesome firepower 
comes courtesy of the Turrican 

Assault Suit which Bren slips 
in to before storting his 
adventure through IS worlds 

Nothing to get too axalvd about. 
Consistently adequate but only 
occasionally exceptional. 

SOUND 
mmmammmm 
Rousing epic stuff, zaps and 
crashes. Bren probably listens 
to Dire Strok* at home. 

ADDICTION 

Easy to pick up, difficult to put 
down. A compelling sbooty, 
bio sty, |umpy sort of thing* 

PLAYABILITY 

lots of shooting, blasting, 
jumping on to lifts, swinging 
across gaping chasms and 
collecting things, in much the 
some way as the popular 
Turricuw (88%, AFT 3] and 
Turrkan 2 (80%, AF20), 

The beastie* that took like 
cockroaches on stilts are easy 
to handle, but the large green 
cannon-firing beosties and the 
crabs take a bit of a blasting 
before they curl up and die. 
But Bren's no fool and he's 
well tooled up with plasma 
bolts, homing missiles, deflec¬ 
tor shots, smart bombs and 
an energy wheel, which 
involves him turning into a 
rolling energy mass and wast¬ 
ing everything that comes near. 

"So Bren, what you up to? 
"Same old thing, mate — 
ridding the universe of on 
alien scourge/ 
"That sounds interesting." 
"It's got its moments. Doesn't 
get any easier, though -15 
levels this time. The first few 
are OK once you've got the 
general idea, but it gets o bit 
hairy towards the end. I've 

littered with hazards, chasms, 
bonuses and watery bits. 

On top of this, you've also 
got the plasma rope - handy 
for exploring the bits that 
Bren can't leap to and swing¬ 
ing across things* It's a Vouch 
tricky to control at first, but 
with practice you'll be swing* 
ing around with abandon. 

But lots of shooting and 
swinging do not necessarily a 
great gome moke. Turrican 3 
is fun. It's tricky and frustrat¬ 
ing enough to keep you glued 
to your Amiga far a fair while, 

but there's nothing 
outrageously origi- 

y ^ nal about it. 
Bren is a solid, 

reliable character, 
s \ \ s— and so is the gome, 
v & It's good, it's just not 

1 that good. 
^ Richard Jones O 

The pkismo ropes take a bit of 
getting used to, but the rest 
come* naturally. 

- Although it 
doesn't introduce 
any new concepts 
to the platform 
shoot-em-up 
theme, Turrican 3 
is a well-crafted 
en|oyable game 
that hits all the 
right buttons. — 

The cockroaehy thing cm the fight 

it DJrty enough to deal with, but 

the green Armadillo it a persistent 

Met stuff. Bren mops hit brow before continuing on hie Quest to rid the 

un^erse ol virtually e. scything b tight- 

This caterpillar thing it reaty annoying. You re trapped in the earner of the screen, you can t run 

aw try. and Bren $ firepower teem* to have little effect but you have to destroy H somehow 

Otherwise, rt continues to swoop down to the floor and hammer you to pieces. Then th* answer 
TURRICAN 3 

Bren turns into t moving bail of pure power and 

blasts the pesky bog to bits. 

M jaaiui bk 

—m 
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the face of eiislence. Playing ZGGL orZOQI Ugh! 

your way through SIX massive levels of hugely varied and enjoyable 

gameplay. MeellOON a two headed alien dog. one head stupid, the 

other highly intelligent. 

lt7he classic sequel to 1992 s biggest selling 
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The tanner grows the wheat, the milter makes 

the com, the baker make* the breed. It s all 

part ol the economic cycle on which you ride. 

" ed up with the nine-to-five 

. routine? Then why not sign 

up os the leader of a com¬ 

pletely new civilisation - a 

people with an overwhelming desire 

for money, food ond somewhere to 

pork their pork. Erm, pigs, that is. 

Settlers is the latest game from 

History Line ond Batf/e Is/e program¬ 

mers Blue Byte, This time around, 

though, the German Wunderkinder 

have turned their backs on their war¬ 

like past and opted for something 

altogether more 'wholesome'. 

You control a tribe of settlers 

whose aim is to establish o harmo¬ 

nious and successful economy filled 

with bakers, pig formers and fisher¬ 

men. Naturally, you also have to be 

prepared to defend your fledgling 

Civilisation against attack and 

indulge in the occasional spot of 

warfare to prevent your opponents 

hogging all the best land. 

Can't stand craving 
The game is based on the theory of 

supply and demand. The greedy 

knights who defend your civilisation 

have a constant craving for gold 

which you must meet. Producing the 

gold involves a network of 25 sets of 

workers who all depend an each 

other to get their jobs done. The 

farmers grows the wheat for the 

miller, who turns it into flour for the 

baker, who makes the bread which 

the ore miner eats to give him the 

energy to get the gold. The mined 

gold is then passed on to a merchant 

who smelts the gold with o little help 

from his friends the coal miner, tool- 

maker and steel maker. With the 

potential to have up to 64,000 char¬ 

acters on-screen simultaneously, you 

have quite a feat on your hands. 

There's a constant demand for 

new roads, new buildings, fresh 

resources, mines and boats, so you 

have to be a dab hand at juggling 

competing demands mode of you. 

You also soon discover that simple 

mistakes can prove costly - 

over-ambitious expansion in 

the early stages can mean 

you run out of resources later 

when you need them most. 

To help you sort out the 

whole complicated mess, you're 

presented with a series of tables and 

statistics giving you all the latest 

information about your tribe. You 

can adjust the flow of goods at any 

time and con even opt to make your 

knights more or less aggressive 

depending on how war like you 

want to be. 

It may sound as much fun as a 

lecture on monetary policy from 

Norman Lamont, but in fact nothing 

could be further from the truth. 

Settlers Is packed to the gills with 

originality, humour and playability. 

Blue Byte have injected each 

worker with his own personality, 

so it's easy to tell them apart when 

they're wandering around the screen 

- the carriers wave at each other 

and stick ptgs under their arms for 

delivery to the butchers, boatmen 

row their way across the lakes and 

you can see bakers ond toolmakers 

fashioning their goods in the 

windows of their shops, 

The battle sequences have a very 

cartoony feel with each tiny charac¬ 

ter performing leaps ond twirls to 

evade the other's sword thrusts. Even 

when beaten, you're not treated to 

some bloodthirsty gut-spillage, but a 

cutesy waddle away from the scene 

of battle. The only disturbing bit is 

when you see your buildings going 

up in flame Popu/ous-style - when an 

enemy encroaches on to your land. 

Oozing atmosphere 
Graphically, Settlers ts superb. From 

the 3Mb intro sequence to the iso¬ 

metric Popu/ous-style game wo rid, the 

game oozes quality with smoothly 

animated worker sprites, rippling 

pools of water and rustling trees 

adding to the atmosphere. The sound 

effects ore great too, and change as 

you move around the screen - get 

near to a lake and you hear the 

sound of waves lopping the 

shore, skip over to the form 

and you get oinking pigs. 

If that's not enough, if also 

features 50 different missions 

and a two-player mode where you 

can battle either against each other or 

jointly against dn Amiga-controlled 

opponent. You can change the size of 

the game world, although you will 

find saving larger worlds difficult if 

you don't own a hard drive since they 

need ot least 1 6Mb storage space. 

But one of the best things is that it 

only needs to load once. There's no 

disk-swapping and hardly any disk- 

accessing - Setters is a joy to play on 

even the largest game world, 

Rob Mead ^ 

You can see how welt you're doing try checking 

the In-game statistic table*. This one tell* you 
how much coal you1 re producing. 

From the cartoony intro to the 
superbly animated gameplay, 
it's gorgeous graphics galore. 

Wind whistles through the trees, 
waves lap on the share and 
pigs snort. Marvellous, 

From the first woodcutter's hut, 
you're hooked. It's cute, funny 
and incredibly playable, 

PLAYABILITY 

50 missions and a storming 
two-player option wilt keep you 
going until next Christmas, 

GRAPHICS 

i it' ■ ' - * I my % f 
L/i ffi 

._j ^ * / 

PROGRAMMERS 
Blue Byte 

PUBLISHER 
Kompart 0727 868005 

PRICE 
£34.99 

December 

jljT 
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HARD DISK 
INSTALLABLE 

HOME SWEET HOME 

Everybody’* got to be com* 

whore * ell the worker* need 

somewhere to live, so here's our 

guide to the 12 meet Important 
B'twAiiilmiYa lee CaMm (Iw01llfl^5 In Miilvriy 

FORESTER STOWE CUTTER GUARDROOM WOODCUTTER FT 
Plants saplings Searches the lend Enables you Chops down trees 

to replace those for stone to shape expand and tor use tn new WINDMILL 

harvested by the Into blocks for defend your buildings, tools Grinds wheat Into 

Woodcutter. new buildings, Itedjgling empire. and weapons. Row lor breed. 

“ Wowl This 
gam* has It all - 
great graphics, 
superb sound 
effects and tens 
off playability. 

has to ha 
a mafor contender 

FISHERMAN 

Part of the food1 

chain which sup 

piles gnib to the 

mineral miners. 

STEELWORKER SAWMILL BAKER 

Turns raw tree Turns processed 

trunks Into planks hour Into breed, 

fer use In con* then sends It out 

struct Ion. to the miner*. 
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tfab C/teapedJ d/crtdtuasie Priced 

/Inbound J!aoJz Pa . 

COMMODORE AMIGA A60O 
LEMMINGS PACK 1/0 

WITH DELUXE PAINT 3 AND 
LEMMINGS GAM Eh BUILT-IN TV 

MODULATOR, MOUSE. 
WORKBENCH 2.0t 1 MEG RAM 
EXPANDABLE TO 10 MEG, 1 YEAR 

COMMODORE AMIGA A600 
LEMMINGS PACK 1/0 AS ABOVE C0MPLETE 

WITH SONY 14"||J^J1400 COLOUR TV/MONfrORj^^ 

§S- -;;t— - COMMODORE AMIGA 
A1200 LEMMINGS 
PACK 2/0 

WITH NIGEL MANSELL, 
TROLLS, DELUXE PAINT 3 
AND LEMMINGS.MOUSE, 
BUILT-IN TV MODULATOR, 2 
MEG RAM EXPANDABLE TO 

10 MEG, 32 BIT 68020 14 MHz PROCESSOR, AG A GRAPHICS 

264.99 

COMMODORE AMIGA A1200 LEMMINGS PACK 2/0 

kViv 

CHIPSET, WORKBENCH 3*0,1 YEAR IN-HOME SERVICE 
WARRANTY* 

AS ABOVE t 464.96 

COMMODORE AMIGA A1200 
DESKTOP DYNAMITE PACK 

WITH WORDWORTH 2.0 AGA 
WORD PROCESSOR, DELUXE 
PAINT IV, PRINT MANAGER. 

OSCAR AND DENNIS, MOUSE* 
TV MODULATOR* 2 MEG RAM 

EXPANDABLE TO 10 MEG, 32 BIT 6SQ20 14 MHZ 

PROCESSOR. AG&GRAPHICS CHIPSET, 1 YEAR INCOME. 
WARRANTY. *AVt ""....“ 

COMMODORE AMIGA CD-32 CONSOLE WfTH 

I OSCAR AND DIGGERS GAMES. 
I CD BASED CONSOLE WITH AMIGA 

A1200 POWER, 256,000 COLOURS 
PROM 16 MILLION, FAST 68020 
PROCESSOR, 2 MEG RAM AND 11 
BUTTON JOYPAD, CAN PLAY AUDIO 

.265.99 

COMMODORE AMIGA CD^32 AS ABOVE 

COMPLETE WITH SONY 14" FST KVfiU™ COLOUR „ 
TV/MONITOR AND SCART LEAD, ...465.99 

COMMODORE FULL MOTION VIDEO ADAPTOR FOR CD-32 
(VIDEO-CD MPEG ADAPTOR), 
GIVES THE CO-32 THE CAPABILITY OF RUNNING VIDEO FROM CD 
WHEN THE SOFTWARE BECOMES AVAILABLE  .*. .,199,98 

WITH OVERDRIVE 85MB HARD DRIVE . 

COMMODORE AMIGA A1200 LEMMINGS PACK 2/0 

A. ABO COMPLETE WITH SONY 14" 

FST KVM14Q0 COLOUR TV/MONITOR 
AND SCART LEAD. 

COMMODORE AMIGA A1200 LEMMINGS PACK 2/0 

AS ABO\ p|_us OVERDRIVE 85MB 

HARD DRIVE COMPLETE WITH SONY 14” 
FST KVM14Q0 COLOUR TV/MONITOR 
AND SCART LEAD 

■ AMIGA A1200 HARD DRIVES 

OVERDRIVE HIGH SPEED HARD DRIVES FOR A1200, 
EXTERNAL DRIVE STYLED TO MATCH AMIGA, PLUGS 
INTO PCMCIA SLOT. EXTERNAL PSU SEAGATE DRIVE 
UNIT ("THE FASTEST DRIVE EVER REVIEWED BY CUT 
INCLUDES CIVILISATION GAMEAND AQ TOOLS 
SOFTWARE, 1 YEAR WARRANTY, 

199.99 
259.99 
299.99 

\«^i 

% 
OVERDRIVE HARD DRIVE 85 MB . 
OVERDRIVE HARD DRIVE 170 MB 
OVERDRIVE HARD DRIVE 250 MB 

SCART TELEVISIONS & 
MONITORS ny%it 

COMMODORE 10B4S 
COLOUR MONITOR stereo 
SOUND. OFFICIAL UK VERSION 
INCLUDES AMIGA MONrTf AND 

1 YEAR WARRANTY* ... 

154.99 

SONY KVM1400 14" FST 
COLOUR TV/MONITOR with 
REMOTE CONTROL 
60 CHANNEL TUNING, REAR SCART 
INPUT HEADPHONE SOCKET, TWO 
POSITION TILT. BLACK TRINITRON 
SCREEN, loop aerial 
FREE SCART LEAD 
(STATE AMIGA. ST, MEGADRlVE OR 
SNESJ 194 99 

SONY TV (GREY) 
SONY TV (WHITE) 
SONY TV WITH 

COMMODORE 1940 MONITOR 
SUPPORTS SVGA AND ALL AMIGA 1200 
AND *M0 GRAPHICS MOOES O-W" 
DOT PITCH, 14 DISPLAY. BUILT IN 
STEREO SPEAKERS FOR QUALITY 
SOUND OFFICIAL UK VERSION 
PC LEAD WITH AMIGA ADftPJQftj 

INCLUDED 

GOLDSTAR 14" TELEVISION 
WITH REMOTE CONTROL AND SCART 
INPUT FREE SCART LEAD 

(STATE AMIGA MEGA DRIVE OR SNES) 

JAO M 

FASTEXT OPTION 
PHILIPS 15" FST COLOUR 

TV/MONITOR 
WITH TELETEXT AND REMOTE 
CONTROL MODEL iSPT 161A AUTO 
PROGRAMMING, FRONT AV SOCKETS. 
REAR SCART INPUT 2 YEAR 
WARRANTY TELESCOPIC AERIAL. 
FREE SCART LEAD 

234 99 

NEW CLUB SHOP OPEN 
IN CHELMSFORD ESSEX 

PRINTERS 

CANON BJ-10£X BUBBLE JET PRINTER 
64 NOZZLE. 60 COLUMN. 63LO CPS ZLQ/1 DRAFT FONT, 1 YEAH WARRANTY. 
FREE PRINTER LEAD A SMALL, PORTABLE PRINTER, VERY QUIET 1N| qq 

OPE RATION YET GIVING OUTSTANDING PRINT QUALITY. *. 

CANON BJ10 SX BUBBLE JET PRINTER 
64 NOZZLE. M COLUMN, 110LO CPS 2LQrt DRAFT FONT, 1 YEAR WARRANTY. 
FREE PRINTER LEAD A SMALL. PORTABLE PRINTER, VERY QUIET IN 
OPERATION YET GIVING OUTSTANDING PRINT QUALITY. FASTER AN^1 ^ ^ 

QUIETER THAT THE &J1 OCX *******..*.. 

CITIZEN SWIFT 90C COLOUR PRINTER 
& PIN- 60 COLUMN. 24QCPS/54NLQ, 6NLQ FONTS, t YEAR WARRANTY. FREE 
PRINTER LEAD A 9 PJN PRINTER WITH COLOUR FACILITY AND FULL f 

HANDUNG FUNCTIONS. *****.**** 

CITIZEN SWIFT 20OC PRINTER + COLOUR KIT 
24 PIN. 60 COLUMN 216CPS/72LQ 6 LQ/1 DRAFT FONT, AUTO SET FACILITY. 
INPUT DATA BUFFER. AUTO PAPER LOADING. ENVELOPE PRINTING. 

WARRANTVFflEE PRINTER LEAD, 

CITIZEN 240C PRINTER + COLOUR KIT 
24 PIN. $0 COLUMN. 24QCP&8QLO. 9LQ/1 DRAFT FONT. 2 YEAR WARRANTY. 
FREE PRINTER LEAD ADVANCED VERSION OF 24E WITH AUT0SET 

AND LCD CONTROL PANEL 

EPSON LQ100 PRINTER 
24 PIN, 60 COLUMN. 250 CPS(Tl LO, 6 FONTS (2 SC ALE ABLE), QUIET 500 B 

NOISE LEVEL. EASY TO USE CONTROL PANEL. FREE PRINTER LEAD 

WARRANTY. EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY LOW COST 24 PIN PRINTER 

EPSON STYLUS &00 INKJET PRINTER. 
4S NOZZLE. M COLUMN. 160CPS LO. 5600 PI RESOLUTION. 4 SCALE ABLE 
FONTS. LOW RUNNIHG COSTS. EASY TO USE CONTROL PANEL FRE^q qq 

PRINTER LEAD 2 YEAR WARRANTY *"*' 

A FREE COLOUR CATALOGUE 0279 600204 

Special Reserve 
Members Receive 

T 

Bi-monthly Colour Magazine 
each issue contains 

£30 Worth of XS Coupons 
Big Competition with 

up to £10,000 in Prizes 
Huge Selection of Products 

Best Possible prices 
Amazing Special Offers 

Official Dealers for 
Sony, Sega, Nintendo, Citizen, Star, 

Electronic Arts, Microprose, US 
Gold, Ocean, Acclaim, Psygnosis. 
Gremlin, Mindscape, Virgin and all 
leading producers of games and 

peripherals 

We only supply members 

but you can join as you order! 
Over 180,000 people have already joined Special 

Reserve,the biggest games dub In fheWorldl 

0279 600204 
Open 10am til 8pm Seven Days a Week 

Oider.ConiitrinaiKjri Receipt seel for every onse* 

You can also Fax your order to ue on; 0279 726842 
We pride ourselves on our alter sales f IB tvatomer serve* bnesi 

Inewutfy some games hated may noi yes pe auada&ie Ptoau phone u>ei on 
QZ7$ 60020* to cftec* availability be-Tote ordering in pie event ol delay *e 44u» 
refunds on request at any time pner lo despeicn We reserve tn* ngw to chengo 

pnees wilhdul poor noMceiien E 4 o E 

Registered Off<Ce inier-Med*ales Ltd, 2 Sousn Bfcx* Tne Msitmgs. 
Sav*rtdgeiiwrtn Herts CM21 £PG 

Glut Shops ai Savibndgaiedftn (above addressi and at 
43 Bmcmiietd Rd CftemisKuna Esse* 

Ai press include VAT and1 carnage to UK mavUand See base o( order form lor 
overseas surcharges We lugfrfy hardware only to UK mainland addresses 

FOR FULL CLUB DETAILS 
AND ORDER FORM SEE 

OUR DOUBLE PAGE 
ADVERT ON PAGES 

12 & 13 IN THIS ISSUE OF 
AMIGA FORMAT 

(HMSTMAS SKA MADNESS 
ALL GENUINE UK VERSIONS 

MEGADRiVE 2 + ALADDIN + 2 CONTROL FADS ...112,99 
MEGADRIVE 2 + SONIC 2 + 2 CONTROL PADS ...112*99 
MEGA CD 2 + ROAD AVENGER .„.,*„.229.99 
GAME GEAR + COLUMNS ........69,99 
GAME GEAR + CHAMPIONSHIP TENNIS 
+ PENALTY KICK + COLUMNS FLASH 
+ PAN AMEARiCAN ROAD RALLY.....*.*....87.99 

I We only supply official UK products. Official suppliers of all 
leading brands We sell games and peripherals all at 

amazing prices for Meqadnve, Mega CD, Master System. 
Game Gear, Super NES. Gameboy, NES. Lynx, Amiga. 

Atari ST. PC, CD ROM and Apple Mac And we sell T-shirts 
and cuddly toys! 

Special Reserve Club Shops at: 
Saw b ridge worth, Herts and Cftel m tf ord T E sse x 

(HMSTMAS NINTENDO MADNESS I 
ALL GENUINE UK VERSIONS 

SUPER NINTENDO + STARWING 
+ 1 CONTROL PAD....12 99 
SUPER NINTENDO + MARIO ALL STARS 
+ 1 CONTROL PAD ........112,99 
SUPER NINTENDO + STREETFIGHTER TURBO 
+ 1 CONTROL PAD .........*..*.122.99 
GAMEBOY + FREE KONIX HOLSTER ...39.99 
GAMEBOY + TETRIS + HEADPHONES + BATTERIES + 
TWO PLAYER LEAD + FREE KONJX HOLSTER ..49,99 
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PRIME MOVER 

r 
t 

Tha Rogue canteri along at a fair old 

pace, especially if you choote automatic 

gears, and keep the rov counter red-lining. 

score enough points you 

progress to the next round. 

You con chose your rider 

from o gallery of mugshots and 

enter his or her name, age, 

weight end height and you can 

also take various options for acceler¬ 

ating ond changing gear, or you con 

go for automatic shift. 

A word of warning here, if 

you're using the joystick Up and 

Down option to change gear, it's all 

too easy to jump a cog when you're 

banking into a corner. Not that this 

is a fault of the game, it just takes a 

bit of getting used to and making a 

judicious choice of joystick would 

alleviate this minor inconvenience. 

Prime Mover lacks a two-player 

option and spectacular crashes, but 

other than that, it is a perfectly ordi¬ 

nary racing game. 

If you want on adequate motor¬ 

bike gome, look no further, but if you 

want a white-knuckle inducing, 

speed -f r ea king, ad rena fi ne- pu mpi ng, 

turbo-charged experience, you may 

be disappointed. 

Richard Jones O 

Most of my memories 

of riding motor bikes 

involve breaking 

down on country 

roads in sub-zero temperatures, run¬ 

ning out of petrol ond falling off. 

So what a joy it is to be able to 

race around 12 of the world's most 

famous circuits in the comfort of a 

nice warm room, without a care 

about running out of fuel or grazing 

your knees. At least it would be if 

only Prime Mover was just a little bit 

more exciting. 

True, you can zoom around the 

circuits at breakneck speed; yes, you 

have a choice of five bikes with the 

suitably daredevil racer names of 

Firebird, Hellcat, Hurricane, 

Nitemore and Rogue; and certainly, 

the graphics and sound effects are 

impressive enough, but despite all 

this. Prime Mover somehow fails to 

gel the adrenaline racing. 

You go round the tracks, you 

overtake other bikes, get overtaken, 

hit things (but never, not ever do you 

fall off), finish the race, ond, if you 

J li-Ir j #-Tuli it I * 

Activision 

PUBLISHER 
P*ygno<it 051-709 5755 

PRICE 
£29.99 

RELEASED 
Out now 

JBTSTRIKE 
etstrike Ssh! Don't look now 

but some of the world's 

biggest nutters have just 

walked in the door. The 

man with the moustache ond the 

funny handshake is leader of a Third 

World dictatorship, the guy with the 

briefcase is an arms dealer. Traffic 

Wordens? Yes, there are some of 

them here too All these psychos are 

members of SPUDD, a secret society 

with an evil intent - the tyrannical 

rub of the planet Earth. And you're 

the only one who con stop them, 

Jetstrike is an arc ode shoot-em- 

yp which enables you too fly 39 

different types of aircraft on over 

100 individual missions against the 

dastardly SPUDD. You get to fly 

everything from attack helicopters to 

Stealth Fighters, and Spitfires to stunt 

plones, with just two slight catches. 

Firstly, they've been lent to you 

by sympathetic governments on the 

understanding you'll look after them. 

Secondly, mast of them have a com¬ 

plete lock of ejector seats or 

parachutes. Gulpl 

Things don't get any easier when 

you see what you re expected to do. 

The action is viewed from a third-per¬ 

son perspective - no cockpit views 

here This means you can't see what 

you're flying towards most of the 

time and you must rely on extremely 

risky hedge-hopping techniques and 

a croppy radar system. 

Strangely, the plane han¬ 

dles them like a normal 

aircraft. You push the 

joystick up to dive, pull it 

back to climb when you 

expect it to be the other 

way around given the 

perspective. This means 

you make more than 

your fair shore of mis¬ 

takes, especially when it 

comes to sticking your 

kite on the Tarmac. 

If you gat fad up with all the gungho baddie- 

baiting you can always challenge your pal* to a 

tost of flying prowess in fh* Aarutymptcs. 

Once you've mastered the tricky 

controls and got used to the weird 

viewpoint, Jetstrike actually proves 

quite rewarding. There's a lot of 

variety in ihe missions, From bomb¬ 

ing runs, to complicated dogfights, 

carrier landings and personnel 

drops. The huge number of different 

aircraft also makes this gome more 

fun to play - the helicopters are eas¬ 

ier to fly, but are pretty useless in 

dogfights against SPUDD jet fighters, 

for example. 

The graphics are nothing stun¬ 

ning, there's very little peripheral 

action on-screen, and the plane 

sprites are small and very sparsely 

detailed, It reminds me of the kiddie 

combat sequences in Ancient Arts of 

War in the Skies, ralher than f-}9, 

but it's great fun nevertheless. The 

sound effects are especially convinc¬ 

ing with some tasty aircraft samples 

ond ear-splitting explosions. 
Roto Mead O 

JET STRIKE 

PROGRAMMERS 
Rasputin 

PUBLISHER 
Alternative 0977 797777 

PRICE 
£25.99 

RELEASED 
Out now 

71% 
88 



PC Screen shots 

SIXTEEN 

ONLY 

CLASSIC TITLES 
GREATYALUE 

ASHES OF EMPIRE 

"An extremely 

engrossing & satisfying 

experience" 

PC Format 61% 

/ PC Screen shots 

VISA 

Available from leading 
retail outlets,!n case of 
difficulty phone 0276 684959 

SILENT SERVICE II 

"Absolutely the best 

submarine simulation 

there is" PC Zone 

AVAILABLE ON AMIGA 
& IBM PC FORMATS 

Copyright 1993 Digital Integration Limited 

Digital Integration Limited,WatchmoorTrade Centre,Watchmoor Road, Camberley, Surrey, GUI 5 3AJ 
Digital Integration 
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The period of British history 

between 1455 and 1483 

is known as The War of the 

Roses - indeed, you may 

have seen the film starring Kathleen 

Turner ond Michael Douglas. And in 

1974, a board game about that 

period of history was introduced 

with the title of Kmgmoker. Now it's 

time for the bloody war battles to 

appear live and direct on your 

Amiga. This is your chance to 

rewrite the already muddied annals 

of mediaeval history. 

2 

:&f I 
- jl* - 

m 

i* 
1 t 

1 

'f* 

father your 

armies, lira, and 

prepare to battle. 

There, that 

sounds like the 

tort of thing they 

would have said. 

44 4 + +*■ 
Inf 

! ** h 4 

KINGMAKER 
Brief history lesson. The Hundred 

Years War with France ends in 

ignominy for the English king. Some 

of the folk in the kingdom are o tad 

peeved and decide that a new king 

wouldn't be an altogether bod idea. 

Naturally, the king's a bit reticent in 

the departure lounge. Then a Tannoy 

announces that the House of York 

ore gathering together a major 

posse, while the House of Lancaster 

are fairly busy in the old 'getting 

some chops together' department, 

And so it kicks off for o few years. 

rpu'rv OOP north\ and now your chance to 

attack. The choke. as they say. la yours. 

Animated graphic Interludes add to the iwT of 

Kingmaker, and vary Impressive they are. 

Right royal adventure 
Kingmaker is a point V dick strate¬ 

gic adventure gome in which the 

ultimate dim is to be in control of the 

one surviving royal piece, becoming, 

in the process, undisputed King (or 

Queen) of England. To do this, you 

must capture an heir and kill all his 

rivals before getting him crowned 

King in a cathedral It's not as easy 

as it sounds, 

All the historical personalities in 

the game are (actual (you'll have to 

take US Gold's word for it] and you 

control a faction of nobles - you can 

also choose how many factions you 

wish to face (between one and five). 

Other options include two difficulty 

levels, and the enchantirgly named 

'Advanced Plague' when infection 

con break out across towns, cities, 

ports and the countryside. It can 

even kill the royals. Cue demonic 

laughter. Aha ho ha ho. Aha. 

There is an Autohelp facility 

which provides help and advice on 

all facets of the game - useful for 

those who are new to strategy 

games, and for those that haven't 

got a clue what's going on. 

Tactics arm the 

order of the day. 

Only the foolhardy 

would attempt tq 
attack the enemy 

without any form 

Of Strategy 

of Lancaster 
frudieg mor e; h^ 
army to a veer# 
toecol location 

A * f 
ft - f v 

The war actually 

started In William 

Shakespeare's 

back garden 

while he wrote 

HanryIV, 

apparently. 

L J 

I 

ffinjpahsf 

Taking a pasting 
But ihe path to righteous justice is not 

smooth. The Plague con be o pest, 

peasants can revolt, and vast armies 

con give you a pasting. Control is 

via mouse and keyboard, and after 

the initial learning process, the icons 

become familiar. The 150-pag© man¬ 

ual is pocked with historical info and 

it's one of the few I've enjoyed read* 

mg from cover to cover. 

Kingmaker is not purely icon 

clicking - there are graphic inter¬ 

ludes and you con control the visual 

combat scenes using the mouse. 

Similiar to a board game in that you 

move, and then your Amiga counters 

it, Kingmaker is an enjoyable, if 

bloody, romp through one of 

England's most turbulent periods. 

Even though it is well researched 

£36 is o tod too steep far even the 

most enthusiastic bottler. 

fO 

- 
, 

\h 7 
* *'JP, ‘ 

CfcwrirU lepifi Beaufort 

f»yal lum 
UmbliAM 
luU* e *r* **. m m 

iHfkcftt 
all iHikaju 

v** m .HcritHrUi- 
Slips 

11* 

KINGMAKER 

PROGRAMMERS 
Graham Ulley 

I J. M »11f»T! 

US Gold 021-625 3388 

£37.99 

RELEASED 
Out now 

GRAPHICS 
BT r, K7 [7 17 U 117 T BT E ■ 

The icons are dear and the 
graphics reasonably impressive, 
although not exceptional. 

SOUND 
Hi 117 yj M lb U ll h* Lt II' W1 
Not Kingmaker's most distin¬ 
guishing feature, considering 
mast of the gome is without it. 

ADDICTION 
IIT h h 117 r K K k h T. ■ 
If you're into armour ond chain- 
mail, you'll not be able to get 
off the battlefield too easily. 

PLAYABILITY 
J7j7 17B7I7ITBri7l 

Usual strategy stuff - tough at 
the start, but persistence brings 
rewords in the end. 

** Kingmaker is 
a comprehensive 
and very well- 
researched 
adventure strat¬ 
egy game, though 
rather expensive 
at £37.00* 

78#/« 
My Lord. Didst thou not do thy grabs on this 

Action Replay cartridge? No slnT sorrow It min*. 

'1*1 



PREMIER MANAGER transformed the face of STRATEGY 

football management games with its accessible and enjoyable 

game style. It has remained in the charts since it’s release late 

in 1992. And now, PREMIER MANAGER 2 is ready 

with a whole host of added features. 

Have you the management skills to turn around and 

improve your teams performance? 

Get ready to blow the whistle on THE football game for 1993. 

FEATURES INCLUDE: 

■ 16 playing formations with 8 playing styles 

and 12 match tactics ■ Negotiate wages, bonuses 

and contracts. ■ Comprehensive banking system with 

changeable interest rates. I Up to 26 players per 

team with limit of 4 foreign. I Set ticket prices 

and crowd control. ■ IMMEDIATE sacking 

possible if you're not up to the job. The 

A undisputed 

title holder 

in football 

games. 

'This realty is the 

best bits of all the 

footy games, bundled together and 

laid out on a golden plate for you " 

The One 90%. 

©1993 GREMLIN GRAPHICS SOFTWARE LTD AU RIGHTS RESERVED CARVER HOUSE 2 4 CARVER STREET SHEFFIELD Si 4 F S ENGLAND TEL IQ742) 7% 3423 
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•"..with jrec graphics and some awesomely boppy 

soundtracks, it's a platform game that just drips doss 

GGGZG69G 

OO The graphics are nagnificent, wonderfully drawn 

and well animated... 
This is the best looking platformer I've played in aaes®9 

rfa 
< 

iv I 

66005460 
Dog wonder or dog meat? Ifs all in the attitude! 
Travel the galaxy visiting worlds where the 
unexpected is the norm. Seek out and defeat 
the marauding General Von Ryffbone and 
his evil Pitbullies on your own planet, K9 

The ultimate challenge for any £ 
streetwise young pup. 

G0G0G050 

A#o cb* on Coffifflodo<e Amiga (1 meg) oniy 

DESIGN 1IMITED 

Core Design limited Trodewinds House 

69-71A Ashbourne Rood Derby DE22 3FS 

Tel 0332 297797 Fax 0332 381511 



THE 
JAKKI BRAMBLES COLUMN 

Well OK then you Mums and Dads, it\ that time of the year again when letters to Santa are coming your way. 
We get a lot of phone calk at this time of year from you guys Because it really isn't that easy to decide which of the mega 
bundles to buv. So this month wc have an easy guide lo help you make that really important choice. 
Auriga 600 Single Drive - The ONLY home computer for less I ha n £200 Suitable lor the child fed up with paying out £40 for 
software for their Megadrive {software available from £9,99) or for the first time buyer. There are hundreds of software titles 
available including games, education, word processing, home accounts etc. Games available include strategy / role playing, titles 
where imagination is more important than aggression, leant to create animations not /up aliens aimlessly, Age Group fi * 13 
A600 Hurd Drive - A more serious version of the above. The hard drive saves repeatedly loading and swapping floppy disks, 
Suitable for serious games players and applications such as database management for a student or home office environment. The 
Epic Pack is particularly useful fora foreign language orientated student- Age Group 12 + 
Amiga 1200 Desktop Dynamite - The perfect solution for the student. You want him or her to have a computer to produce 
school work using quality Desktop Publishing software, he / she wants a dynamic games playing machine. This give* both of 
you what you are looking for. The software alone ts worth over £300, You can expand this computer through the addition of hard 
dnves. extra memory, accelerator boards whatever the opium most suitable for producing any number of serious applications. 
Want lo be a graphic artist, video producer, film director. cartoon animator, musician, mathematician, designer,... the only hmi- 
trtion to the machine is your imagination. Age Group 14+ 
Arnigu CD32 The choice for existing Amiga owners hxikine for the latest product in the range or for the dedicated console 
owner. Knocks the Sega for six with its Stale of - the - Art graphics. (Colour* on screen Sega = 64/ CD32 = 256 or 262,000) 
and processing speed (Sega = 16-bit / CD32 = 32-bit) To you or me this means that people who write the games can now display 
more colours on screen and the action cun be evcn faster. Also be aware this is also a Compact disc player with full four voice 
Me res i sound so you can play your favourite CDs when the kids are at school. Connects to standard TVs and most hi - fi’s. 
Age Group 10+ 
l hope this info assists. With Commodores help l‘m certain that there will be thousands of happy smiling faces on Christmas 
Day, hut if you're still not sure give Indi a call they will be delighted to help. 

P.S. Indi fell me that they are able to extend the "At Home 
Service" on most new Commodore products to a full 3 years 
for as little as 09.99 through their agreement with ICL, the 
Giant European Warranty Company. Might be worth 
checking out for that extra peace of mind[ 

BUY NOW PAY 1994!!!! 

ONLY 
[289.99 

The exterior may be sleek but lurking inside the 

Amiga CD32 is a technological wonder. 

At its heart is the mightily powerful 68ECEI20 

processor from Motorola. This contains the 32 - bit 

technology which has made the Amiga 1200 a rum 

away success throughout Europe. Alongside it is 

Commodore's unique custom AG A (Advanced 

Graphics Architecture) chipset - comprising three 

chips nicknamed Paula, Lisa and Alice, 

Together they make Amiga CD32 ami twosome 

powerhouse of high speed graphics and stunning 

sound capabilities. In fact, the machine can display 

256,000 colours on screen I compared to Sega s 

Mega CD w hich can only display 64 ) and has a 

total colour palette of 16.8 million colours. 

Amiga CD32 also come> w ith a chunky 2 Meg of 

RAM i that's 15 times more than Mega CD) and a 

double speed drive. 

SPECIFICATIONS:^^ 

sfc 14 MHZ68EC020 processor 

i§t 2 Megs 32 - bit chip RAM 

39c 2 Joystick port s/controller ports 

* S- video jack 

sit Composite video jack 

* RF output Jack 

3k Stereo audio jacks 

3fc Keyboard connector/ auxiliary connector 

* Full expansion bus 

* Headphone jack 

Headphone volume control 

* External brick power supply 

* Internal MPEG FMV expansion capability 

$ Multiple session disc capability 

We've said it before arid no appologics for repeat¬ 

ing il. Adding an Indi Micrciholic* M1230XA 

card to your Amiga 12CMI (urns il 

Performance Comparison 

AMIGA 

40(10/040 AMIGA 

6 Months Interest free crhxt 
Buy the superb new Amiga 1200 Desktop Dynamic 
Pack from Indi and wc wit send it to you for only I0X 
deposit with the balance over 6 months Interest Free 
* Subject 10 uaiui 

INDI PRICE PROMISE 
If you find an identical product advertised in iNi 
magaone at at a lower pne* than the advertised Indi 

Price and available for immediate delivery then we will 

match that price*. Our way of ensuring that Indy cus¬ 

tomers have the guarantee of the very best service 
and the lowest price )n town 
Apj+ei to current prtxlucti offered under kfenuu} terms md 

condtooiu and subject to avaiiabiity 

Christmas fc a very expensive time of veur 
so here s an; offer that really helps you buy in 
time for Christmas md spreads the cost ov er 
next year. Cl loose finy Indi jmxhtct (or mix of 
products) valued at over £200* pay 
ItKMeposit and start paving again in 3 
months time. Here's how if works, choose 
vour products and telephone Indi on 0543 
419999 and ask for Credit Sales. We will ask 
you a few questions, explain to von what you 
will pay and when and then complete our" 
credit cheek. Within 24 hours we will be able 
to clear your order and subject to status 
deliver vour products to you. 
To save time it is important that when y ou call 
us you have y our Bank details handy and that 
voii satisfy rue three main questions: 
1> Are you over 18 years. 
2) Have you lived in Hie UK for the past 3 
years 
3) Are you in full time employment. 
If you cannot answery& to all of these ques¬ 
tions perhaps the credit agree mem would be 
in someone crises name il so then they should 
telephone us. Once vdu are accepted we w ill 
ask for a 10% deposjt If you pav by credit 
card we will be able to release the products 
straight away. If yon send us a cheque, it will 
fake’a few extra days. The only other decision 
that you will have to make is do vou wish to 
spread the payments over 6, 12,18,24, or 36 
months? Hie choice is voursl 

IX)N'T SEND ANY MONEY 
Until you are lOCKt certain that any advertiser 

has the product that you want in stock and wilt 

deliver it to you imrm'diaU'h» 

Far too often Jakki Brambles receives letters 

from customers who are finding it difficult to 

obtain a refund from an advertiser that has 

promised to supply but hasn't. 

To give you the confidence to purchase INDI 

has joined the DMA a very important 

Independent Authority that demands the 

highest possible standards from its members, 

DMA members agree to abide by the British 

Code of Advertising Practice and to subscribe 

to the Advertising Standards Board of finance 

(ASBOF) Look out for the DMA Symbol it is 

your guarantee signifying to the customer the 

truly professional edge of the industry. 

The DMA Symbol. 



NEW 

AMIGA 

PACK 

INDI Direct Mail 1m original and very exciting. 

Before you buy mail order you muit first be 

confident that you will receive the product 

you've ordered and that the supplier still be 

there in the future, should you need them, 

A mail order purchase from INDI is a cafe and 

secure decision, and here's why, 

INDI is a wholly owned subsidiary of a public 

company now in it's tenth year of trading and 

specialising in the supply of computer prod¬ 

ucts. 

With a turnover approaching £30 million per 

annum, we have the resources and the pur¬ 

chasing power to offer you the best deals, 

deliver them next day nationwide and always 

be around wHptt you need us. 
The INDI sales team have been trained to 

*PAY 10% NOWAND NOTHING MORE FOR 3 MONTHS 
♦ORDERS OVER £200 SUBJECT TO STATUS 

CUSTOMER CHARTER 

NEW DESKTOP DYNAMITE PACK 
A1100 STANDARD FEATURES 
* 68020 Protessor * PCMCIA SIol * 2MB Chip RAM * 3,5" Internal Drive 
$ AA Chipset £ Built rn TV modulator * Alpha numeric keypad 
dt 12 Months at home maintenance. / ^ J A _ _ . ■ ■ ■■■ 

free £349.99 *200003 
£ Wordworth AGA* Print Manager ^Deluxe film IV A' 
s|i Dennis The Menace AGA 

AGA $ Oscar AGA 

6 MONTHS INTEREST FREE CREDIT * 
Deposit 

SALES AND SUPPORT 
lake your order with the utmost care and effi¬ 

ciency. All stock offered for sale is held in 

stock, centrally at our group ware house com¬ 

plex and is available for next day delivery* 

direct to your home or business. If at any time 

we are out of stock your money will not be 

banked until the product is available (a point 

worth checking should you be tempted to pur¬ 

chase elsewhere) 

General information regarding product is 

available from our tales team* however tech¬ 

nical support is always on hand should you 

need assistance. 

All prices quoted are inclusive of VAT. 

INDI TELESALES 
TH. 0543 419999 FAX 0543 418079 

9am - 7pm Mancfay to F 
93<fam- ‘ 

CREDIT FACILITIES 
INDI are now able to offer competitive credit 

facilities on all orders over 1200. All credit 

facilities are subject to status and applicants 

must be over the age of I ft. 

If you would like a quote simply call our our 

sales line where acceptance can normally he 

notified within the hour* We are also able to 

offer Credit Insurance to cover repayments in 

the event of sickness or unemployment. 

14 MONTHS 

M0M1HX TOTAL 

MTJAf 
MDNTMY 
payable 

mao 

£31 C* 

IJ3.11 

it, 31 

tlt.U 

tHfJ.IZ £44.34 

LIJS.+J 

(«T,72 

IHT1M 

APR 39.9% WRITTEN QUOTATIONS 
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 
' After deposit paid 

AFTER SALES AND 
SPECIALIST SERVICE 

All products are guaranteed for 12 months. 

Some products carry a 12 months at home ser¬ 

vice and repair guarantee ( where indicated). In 

the unlikely event that any product purchased 

from INDI arrives at your home faulty, we will 

collect from your home and replace the prod¬ 

uct completely free of charge. 

As part of our policy of continual product 

development and refinement, we reserve the 

right to change specifications of products 

advertised. Please confirm current specifica¬ 

tions at the time of ordering. 

Prices vr valid for month of publication only. 

AMIGA 1200/030 PROFFESIONAL PACK 

£349.99 
FREE 

DELIVERY 
SobfdCT to Status 

£34.9.9. 
6 Monthly 
payments of..£52.50 £315.00 
Total Interest 

Free Price.£349.99 

(Exclusive to Indi) 
"Approx 1.5 times faster than an A4000/030 

This is the ultimate power configuration, if your dream is to 
own the quickest A1200 ever then take a look at this 
specification: 
* Amiga 1200 4Mb 32 - bit Fast RAM (Expandable to an 
Amazing 128 Mb’!) - Microbotics M 1230 XA W/SOMHZ MMU 
(Approx I S times faster than an A4000/030!!) * 12 Months "At 

ome Warranty" * Choice of Hard Drive Capacities * Optional 
8882 FPU “ ' ~ 

NEW DESKTOP DYNAMITE H.D PACKS 
80 Mb Hard Drive Pack £509.99 
120 Mb Hard Drive Pack £559,99 
170 Mb Hard Drive Pack £589.99 

WARNING 
SOM HZ 68882 FPU Maths Processor. 

80 Mb Version £864.91 
120 Mb Version 
170 Mb Version 
68882 S0MHZ FPU 

£899.99 
£929,99 
£122,54 

Some advertisers are fitting 3.5” drives to Amiga 1200. 
The Amiga was never designed to accept 3.5" drives and 
fitting one totally invalidates any Commodore Warrenty. 
Indi only offer official 2.5" IDE drives officially accepted by 

Wang, ICL and Commodore. 

AMIGA A4000 
EXPORT ENQUIRIES 

NEW MONITOR RANGE 

THE NEW DUAL SYNC 1942 Monitors have 

been specially designed for the New Amiga 

1200 and 4000 computers, Both monitors 

feature built * in stereo speakers. 

Did you know that Indi regularly 
deliver throughout the world? 

hone u 

rural 301011 

Fax or Telepl 
ate response. 

* Immediate price quote 

us for an immedi- 

1942 Monitor £349.99 
It’s here - The new Amiga 4000/030 
The NEW Amiga 4000/030 features a EC68030 
processor running at an incredible 25MHz, and 
upgradable at a later date to a faster processor. 
The 4000/030 has a powerful 2 Mb of 32 - bit 
RAM expandable to 18 Mb using industry standard 

14 inch screen site - 0.28 mm dot matrix 

Delivery anywhere in the World 
in an average 5 days door to door 

\ expandable to 19 nt> using i 
32 - bit Simms module. In line with the Amiga 
Ragship 4000/MO the 4000/030 features the new 
AGA graphics chipset, giving you a massive pallet 
of 16.8 million colours, A range of hard drive 
options are available from B0 * 240 Mb and 
includes a SCSI option. 

Without a doubt this is the best value A400G/D30 con- 
fguraticn in the UK 

4000030170M>HD MX PRICE 

£999.99 

Parnet Adaptor for CD TV 
Connect a CDTV player to any Amiga, and 
access the world of CD - ROM software.The 
Parnet interface and software will allow the 
Amiga CDTV to be used as a CD - ROM 
drive withe any Amiga and will give any Amiga 
owner access to the vast range of CDTV soft¬ 
ware currently available. 
The CDTV player offers excellent value for 
money when compared with a standard CD- 
ROM drive and interface. Most CD * ROM 
drives will set you back over £400 while 
CDTV will cost you less than £300 and will 
play audio CDs In addition to CD* ROM / 
CDTV disks your Amiga, interface cable and 
PD disk with driver software for your CDTV 
player, (The Parnet adapter can be 
used to link any Amigas together) 

* Very competitive delivery rates, 

* VAT free export invoices. 

* Includes free insurance. 

Traceable airway bill reference 
details. 

* Local telephone contact in your 

country. 

PI 3090031 £39.99 

EXPORT NUMBERS 
TEL; (44) S43 419999 

FAX; (44) 543 418079 

MIGA A600 PRICE 
A600 * SD A single drive Amiga for those of you requiring a basic A60Q at a very com¬ 
petitive price, 
PACK INCLUDES: A600 single drive, built in TV modulator, l Mb memory. 12 
Months at home service 

300007 ] £**< £169.99 
A600 EPIC PACK (40 Mb HD) PACK INCLUDES: 
A600 Hard Disks (40Mb) iff I Mb Memory ff Epic iff Rome iff Myth * Trivial 

Pursuit * Amiga Text + Deluxe Paint III iff 12 Months at home service, 

I IWH Of LOW LOW 
PRreES 

THE WILD THE WEIRD AND THE WICKED A600 .s 
an nJei5 ttifMr pick contain™ 4 COfl*W- 
trtd mix of software., making the r 
the Amiga) capabilities 

PACK CONTAINS: 
* A600 Single Drive 
* Built in TV Modulator 
$ I Mb Memory 
* Pushover: Grandprix 

* Silly Putty: Deluxe- Paint III 
* Mouic And Manual! 

! indi 3000081 £279.99 

ETiTftTin 

INDI A600 ACCESSORY PACK 
* Microtwitched Joystick * Lockable Disk Box * Disk Wallet * 10 Blank Disks * 
Kick Off 2 iff Pipemanu * Space Ace 4* Populous * Zaps*e A600 Carry Case 
m Zappo T - Shirt 

3090001 £26.99 



CREDIT AVAILABLE ON 6,12,18, 24, 36 MONTHS. 
WHY NOT RING NOW FOR A QUOTE. SAME DAY RESPONSE 

AMIGA PERIPHERALS & ACCESSORIES 
NEW FROM MICROBOTICS!!!. 

M1230XA ACCELERATOR LAUNCH!! 
MBX1200. 

Mlcrobotics beats the competition in priced performance/ feature* and config¬ 
uration*. INDI is very pleased to announce the availability of the new 68030 

accelerator product for the A1200: the microbes tics M l 230 XA (call ti the 

“XA" for short). 50 Mhz as standard! Huge 128 MB memory design is stan¬ 

dard (the biggest memory space in any A1200 peripheral} just look at these 

specifications and prices! 

The original and best floating point unit and memory 
upgrade for the Amiga AI200. Available with 0,4 or 8 
MB of 32 bit Fast RAM and a choice of floating point 
uitits.Now complete with real time clock (RTC) 

M1230 XA W/40 MHZ EC 030 OMB INDI PRICE 1239,99 
Ml 230 XA W/40 MHZ EC 030 4MB INDI PRICE £369,99 
Ml 230 XA W/40 MHZ EC 030 8MB INDI PRICE £599,99 
M1230 XA W/50 MHZ MMU 030OMB INDI PRICE £319,99 
MI230XA W/50 MHZ MMU 030 4MB INDI PRICE £479,99 
M1230 XA W/50 MHZ MMU 030 SMB INDI PRICE £711,99 

MBXI2O0Z 
MBXI200Z 
MBXI200Z 
MBXI200Z 
MBXI2GQZ 
MBXI200Z 
MBX 1200Z 
MBXI20QZ 
MBX i 2002 
68882 FPU 

68881 14 MHZ OMB 
68881 14 MHZ 4MB 
68881 14 MHZ SMB 
68882 25 MHZ OMB 
68882 25 MHZ 4MB 
68882 25 MHZ 8MB 
68882 SO MHZ 0 MB 
68882 50 MHZ 4MB 
68882 50 MHZ 8MB 

UPGRADE SO MHZ 

INDI PRICE 
INDI PRICE 
INDI PRICE 
INDI PRICE 
INDI PRICE 
INDI PRICE 
INDI PRICE 
INDI PRICE 
INDI PRICE 
INDI PRICE 

£109.99 
£249.99 
£449,99 
£169.99 
£309,99 
£519.99 
£289.99 
£439.99 
£599.99 
£169,99 

AUDIO VISUAL 
MEGAMIX, Low cost, hi spec digital effects 

cartridge plugs into the printer pore of the Amiga. 

Allows stereo sampling from almost any musical 

source. 

INDI PRICE £29.99 |lNDI 350000 

ROCTEC ROCCEN PLUS. 
As above but with extra features such as 

tinting and signal inversion. AJows for real 
time editing of graphics. Compatible with al 

Amtps, 

INDI PRICE £129.99 

TAKE 2- Animation package it a must foe comput¬ 

er artists and enthusiasts of all ages. A* used in Rolf 

Harris Cartoon Club. 

ROCTEC ROCKEY. 
The ultimate accessory for Amiga f Video fens. Separate RGB con¬ 

trols to chroma key on any colour. 

INDI PRICE£249.99 tWWl 

INDI PRICE £37.99 rr-nm 

VIDI AMIGA I 2. The ultimate low cost colour 

digitiser for the Amiga, The best value full colour 

digitiser on the market" AMIGA FORMAT. 

ROMBO VIDI AMIGA 12 {RT% Based on the best setting Vk$i 

Amiga 12 This all new version offers real time colour capture from 

any video source, full AGA chipset support as standard for all A) 200 f 
*000 users. 

INDI PRICE £129.99 

INDI PRICE £74.99 flNDI 350002 

ROMBO VIDI AMIGA 24<RT>. For the more serious user, this 

24 - bit version will again capture from from any video source with true 

photo realistic images! A staggering 167 million colours can be utilised 

with incredible results. Full AGA chipset support, 

INDI PRICE £219.99 
AMIGA PERIPHERALS 

EH3333 

INDI PRICE £49.99 
2MB 5MARTCARD,Th* original and itili 
tfi« Only fully PCMCIA tompaifole memory 
card for A6O0.; Al 200 Com«i with lifetime 
guarantee Beware of cheap imitation*. 
INDI PRICE £ 109.99 
4MB SMARTCARD, Same »abc*e but 
maximum 4MB 
INDI PRICE £159.99 

ZAPPO 601 
Trapdoor upgrade for the A600. I Mb with 

RTC INDI PRICE £49,99 
ZAPPO 60J INC As above only 5I2K. 

no dock INDI PRICE £29,99 

Quality: 9 out of 10. Exceptional value for money. 

AMIGA COMPUTING JAN 93 

1084S MONITOR* 

Commodores original and 
best selling colour stereo 
monitor. 
Does not include stand. 

emn 
£189,99 

(£179,99 if purchased with 
Am/ A1200 i A1500) 

OPAL VISION 

itions. 
V2.0 - Display QpaNision graphics anytime with key 

NEW FOR DECEMBER RELEASE! 

The already acclaimed Opalvision Board takes three 
further leaps into the future with the official launch 
of the Opalvision modules. With truly awesome 
capabilities the Amiga can now become the most 
professional 24 - bit video graphics power station 
ever! 

"Quite sfTTpJy, it's d spectacular product - Amigo Computing 

"Undoubtedly the finest most pno^ssicnd point program to arm on the 

Am^o,i - Amigo format 

TtofessorHjf guofty at tbs Price aai't be tamed away" - Amiga User 

IntematiofiaJ 

The *ercfct was unarwnous - brifant* 

- Amiga Shopper 

|lNDI 3S02S01 

0e J? 

,C\ 9 

£349.99 
s<> 

MORPH PLUS 
You've seen Mtcheal Jackson's video, you've seen the television adverts 

using the latest techniques in morphing, now now you can create the 

same results but at a fraction of the cost. Morph Plus is the latest and 

the ultimate in this technology Whether you are a professional artist 

or just want to experiment at home Morph Plus is a must- 

INDI PRICE £109.99 

DELUXE PAINT IV AGA 
Combines powerful tools with an intuitive interface so both profes¬ 

sionals and beginners alike can get superb results quickly. New 

enhancements to the software include the ability to paint and animate 

in 4696 colours in the Amiga's HAM (Hold and Modifyjmode. New 

animation features also include metamorphosis alb wing you to change 

One image into another. You determine the number of frames and 

DPamt IV does the rest, _ 

INDI PRICE £61,99 350201 

DISK DRIVES 
ZAPPO EXTERNAL FLOPPY 

You've seen all the reviews on 
this popular and affordable 
second Amiga drive. 
Compatible with all Amigas. 

ART DEPARTMENT PROFESSIONAL 
The ultimate in image processing providing many key benefits to Amiga 

users working with ptctureS-With ADPro you can read, write and con¬ 

vert between most common image file formats with unmatched flexi¬ 

bility Full support for JPEG image makes it possible to maintain an 

image library in full 24 - bit colour without needing massive hard drive 

storage. Typically a 600 Kb image can be compressed down to 40 Kb!! 

INDI PRICE £ 132.99 

REAL 3D V2 
Is a full featured 3D animation, modelling amd rendering program. 

With Real 3D V2 you can produce high quality images and animations 

of three dimensional models with an astonding level of realism. Imagine 

creating an animation that shows a handful!! of balls bounce down a 

Right of stairs to the bottom. Gravity. co«tisk?n. deflection and the elas¬ 

ticity o# the balls are all automatically calculated by the program! 

- J- 

ON system(Rev.2) 
*hic$^pard and software suae has been 

le Jp/money. 

full magic wand implementation and 

compositing with selectable levels on a 

Chrominance effect allows absolute, real time 

brilliance and re - mapping of colours. 

.0 - ofering real time play back of animations crcat- 

ffendscape generators, morphers and all ocher 24 - Bit 

INDI PRICEC299.99 350203 

SCALA Multimedia 200 (MM200) 
Is the ultimate on professional video titling, The eminent design of 
typefaces, the unlimited choice of typographical details, the high resolu¬ 
tion and the more than 80 exciting wipes result In video captioning of 
exquisite quality. No wonder that Scala is used by leading television 
stations around the world. 

jzrnm 
INDI PRICE £139.99 also available 

SCALA HOME TITLER 
INDI PRICE £84.99 WB* 
VIDEO DIRECTOR 

350205 

With \6deo Director, anyone with an Amiga, a camcorder and a VCR 

can quickly and easily catalogue and edit the best moments from their 
video tapes. Video Director is extremely easy to use, you can actually 

control your camcorder and VCR from your Amiga screen . Video 

Director comes with everything you need to get started. The hard¬ 

ware to control your camcorder* and VCR is included, 

INDI PRICE £119.99 • llNDl| 35020&1 
"Camcorder must have a LANC or Control L cofnpatibfo port 

Professional software is imported and sometimes subject to 
delay. Confirm delivery at time of order. 



— 

TERMS AVAILABLE OVER 6, 12, 24, & 36 MONTHS SVBJECT TO STATUS. 
WHY NOT RING FOR A QUOTE. SAMEDAY RESPONSE. (SEE EXAMPLE) 

Quiet Printing 

We researched the colour printer market at great depth to find a colour printer good enough to cope with Amiga's powerful output, yet at an affordable price. 

We Found the perfect printer in the KX - P2180 and KX ■ P2I 23 quiet printers. 

We then considered that pf you were going to buy a Panasonic printer you would probably need a quality word processing package to use with it. We found that too. with 'Wordworth' yet at a 

retail price of £129.99 we thought that might be a little too expensive on top of your primer purchase! So together with Panasonic we decided to give a copy of Word worth' free with every 

Panasonic printer, How's that for added vabef 

KX - P2I80 KX - P2I23 
*WORDWORTH ACA COMPLETELY FREE! 
WITH PANASONIC QUIET PRINTERS.The writers choice. The ultimate word 

processor for AMIGA computers. Wordwonth is undoubtedly the ultimate word / docu¬ 

ment processor for the lull range of AMIGA computers. The graphical nature of 

WORD WORTH makes producing documents faster and easier, with the enhanced 

printing fonts (including full Panasonic KX - P2IB0 and KX - P2I 23 colour printing sup¬ 

port), Collins spell checker and thesaurus, no other word processor comes dose. 

’ Without doubt this is one of the best document processors for the AMIGA. Today" 

(Amiga Format) 

NORMAL RRP £129,99 inc. VAT 

|indi 320000 1 INDI 3200011 

The new Panasonic KX - P2180 9 -pin quiet printer. 
Produces crisp clear text fn mono or in 7 glorious colours with 

new quiet technology. THe new KX - P2180 is typically 1 SdBa 
quieter in operation, than the competition, 
* Fast Printing Speeds 192 CPS NLQ 

jft Colour Printing 7 colour palette (blue. red. green, yellow, violet, mage nta.b lack) 

* Quiet printing Super quiet 45 - 48 dBa sound level (most matrix printers are typi 

cally in excess of 60 dBa) 
* 6 Resident Fonts Over 6J00 type styles using Courier Prestige, Bold PS. Roman, 

Script and Sans Serif Fonts. 
* 3 Paper Paths Paper handling from bottom, top and rear for total flexibility 

4* I Year Warranty for total peace of mind 

The new high performance Panasonic KX - P21 23 

24 pin. Quiet colour printer offers leading edge 

quiet printing technology at an affordable price 

* Fast Printing Speeds 192 CPS draft, 64 CPS LQ and 32 SLQ. 

sfr Colour Printing 7 colour palette (blue, red, green, yellow, violet, magenta, black) 

4= Quiet Printing Super quiet 43,£ - 46 dBa sound level (most matrix printers are typically 

in excess of 60 dBa) 

# 7 Resident Fonts Over 152.000 type styles using Super LQ, Courier Prestige, Bold 
PS. Roman, Script, and Sans Serif Fonts. 

A 24P1N Diamond Printhead High performance and high quality output 
+ f Year Warranty for total peace of mind. 

£219.99 

Panasonic LASER PRINTER 

One* again FNDI have pined together with Panasonic to offer all Amiga owners the most outstanding Laser Printer offer ever. W* are now able to offer high Quaky, professional laser printing at affordable prices. We ire also giving 
away a copy of WordWonh With **ery Panasonic Laser Primer purchased (RRP £129.99). Whether you are looking for a laser prmier to handle word processing, DTP. presentation or complex graphic applications - the Panasonic 
range offers you the .power to meet your requirements, 

KXP 4410 
* S pages per minute 
* 28 resident fonts 

* Optional 2nd input bin (totaTp rimer 

capacity 2 x 200 sheets) 
* Low running costs 

* Parallel interface 
* Optional memory expansion to 4,5 Mb 

(0,5 as standard) 

+ HP laser jet II Emulation 

| HSIPI 320002 

NEW 
LOW PRICES! 

£499.99 
ine. VAT 

WORDWORmAGACOW4fm.Y FRfE 
VVTTHLASSftPttbrrePS 

ON-SITE 
WARRANTY 

KXP - 4430 
* Satinprint (optimum 
resolution technology)* 
* 5 Pages per minute 
* HP Laserjet III Emulation, PCL S 
4* 8 Scalable fonts & 28 bitmap 

functions 
+ Optional 2nd input bin (total print 

er capacity 2 x 200 sheets 
+ Optional memory expansion to 

5.0 Mb (I Mb as standard) 

[INDI 320003 

NEW 
LOW PRICES! 

£649.99 Inc, VAT 

'(Sj&nprHuen u« optimum re*i?lution nthntilptr 
to produce truly tmwurttfini print quality Tiffs 
wfivin tidinVqui imootru iwiy tndmanil __l-qui ipTWotni away (r___ 

fd edge* oo curved chari«6tt and linn br 
In j [h? prtrtlrf (*flt lilB 

WOfCMiORTH AGA COP*4£ra_Y FRffi 
WITH LASBt PR*4TB*5 

Panasonic PRINTER ACCESSORIES 
I) PANASONIC AUTOMATIC SHEET FEEDER A , 
Automatic sheet feeder for KXP 23BCV KXP 2123 holds 80 M 
sheets INDI PRICE £89,99 

2) PRINT DUST COVER 
Specially tailored quaky dust cover for Panasonic KXP 2180/ 
KXP2123 printer. INDI PRICE £8.99 

3) PRINTER STAND 
2 piece primer stand. INDI PRICE £9.99 

4) PAPER PACK 
5uQ sheets quality A4 paper. INDI PRICE £9.99 

5) CONTINUOUS PAPER 
2000 sheets I part listing paper. INDI PRICE £19.99 

6) PARALLEL PRINTER CABLE 
To be used when connecoiw Amiga to Panasonk printers. 
INDI PRICE £8.99 <£5.99 fjpt#Tch*ted with 1 printer) 

7) PAN 
Colour r 

) PANASONIC COLOUR RIBBON 
r ribbon for KXP 2180/ KXP 2123. . 

INDI PRICE£I8.99 

8) PANASONIC BLACK RIBBON 
Black ribbon for KXP2180 KXP 2123 INDI PRICE £9.99 

SAVE££££S ON THE FOLLOWING 
ACCESSORY RACKS 

PACK I 
PANASONIC COLOUR RIBBON PACK 
Contains 6 colour ribbons for the KXP 2123 RRP 
£1 19.99. 
INDI PRICE £89.99 SAVE £3011! 
PACK 2 
PANASONIC RIBBON PACK 
Contains 2 black and 4 colour ribbons for KXP 
2180/KXP 2123,RRP £99.99. 
INDI PRICE£69.99 SAVE £301!! 

PACK 3 
PANASONIC DELUXE ACCESSORY PACK 
Contains automatic sheet feeder, 2 black ribbons, 2 
colour ribbons. I dust cover, 2 piece printer stand. 
RRP £169.99 INDI PRICE £139.99 SAVE £30 

Add £150 enrage eo al pnrws- accessories or corritra^ 



LOW INTEREST CREDIT ON ALL ORDERS OVER £200 
(PLEASE CALL FOR A QUOTATION, SUBJECT TO STATUS) 

AMIGA CDTV THE MULTIMEDIA COMPUTER TOTAL HOME 
ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM 

PRICE CRASH!!! 

BLACK 1084S MONITOR 
At last the CD 32 Monitor you hiv« been waiting for. The 

original and best selling cotour/ stereo monitor from 

Commodore is now available in black to complement your 

CD 32._ 

| IN PI 300010] £ 179.99 

PACK CONTENTS AS STANDARD 
* Amiga CDTV Player 

CDTV Keyboard 

* CDTV Nil 3,5" Disk Drwe 

* CDTV Infra Red Remote Controller 

* CDTV Wired mouse 

* CDTV Welcome Disk 

* Manuals 

* Fred Fish CDTV Disk 

AMIGA CDTV EXTERNAL 
HARD DISK DRIVE 

You've got the COTV, you’ve got the key¬ 
board and the floppy disk drive - for a total 
computer solution all that’s needed is an 
ultra fast hard disk drive 
The CDTV - HD unit boasts a massive 60 
Mb of hard disk storage with lightning fast 
access times through its SCSI interface, The 
unit comes complete with Workbench 1,3 
and alt necessary cables. 

IlNDi 130 00TT1 [TnPI | 350300 

PACK AS SHOWN £229.99 £219.99 
If you are thinking of buying CDTV or already own one yot/fl be pleased to know that INDl 

stock all CDTV accessories and software that are available from manufactures. We betieve 

in CDTV and we therefore continue to support this exciting product. You will always have 

a source of product for your CDTV from INDl. 

L to R 

CDTV Encore SCSI Controller + Internal Mount £50.99 

CDTV Internal Genlock £ 99.99 

Black 1084$ Colour Stereo Monitor £ 189*90 

(When purchased with CDTV Muhd - Media Pack) £179.99 

CDTV Remote Mouse £39.99 

Scart TV/Monitor Lead £14.09 

(Inc Stereo Phono Lead) 

CDTV Trackball £69.99 

DESPATCH 
All orttm received by 4pm Monday to Friday are 

despatched limtdAjf fur delivery using our 

national courier - Securkor. (UK Mainland onfy). 

Saturday JdHwftl are available at a small sur¬ 

charge. If you are Out when we deliver, a card will 

be left at your home giving you a contact tele¬ 

phone number to arrange a convenient re - delrv- 

•nr- 
Delivery queries can be resolved immediately 

using our on - line computer. 

Cheque orders are despatched immediately on 

cheque clearance, usually 10 working days from 

receipt- A delivery charge of £5.00 is made per 

item unless otherwise stated. 

WE ALSO ACCEPT B.F.P.O. ORDERS (DUTY 
FREE) CARRIAGE CHARGE AT UK POSTAL 

RATES. 

HOW TO ORDER 

Expiry.., 

BY POST - Simply fill in the coupon below. 

BY PHONE - phone lines ope.i9.0Qam - 7.00pm 

Mon - Fri. 9 00jm - 4.30pm. Sat- - where your call 

will be answered by one of our INDl sales team. 

After 7.00pm each day your call will be answered 

by affsweephone. If you would like to place an 

order have all the details at hand including credit 

card. Alt offers subject to availability. Prices cor¬ 

rect at time of going to press. May we suggest 

you call before ordering. 

AMIGA CDTV SOFTWARE New Amiga CD 32 AGA Titles Now in Stock!! 

arts and leisure 

Advanced Military Systems £29.99 

Women m Motion £29.99 

G uioness Disc Of Records £14-99 
Animals In Motion £20,99 

Connoisseur Fine Arts £14.99 

Fruits & Vegetables £34.90 

Trees 1 Shrubs £14.99 

Indoor Plants £14,99 

education 

Fun School * Under Ss £14.99 

A long Hard Day M the Ranch £14 99 

A Bun for Barney <39.09 

Cinderella £19.09 

Fun School for 5 co 7 £14.99 

Fun School for Over Tl £24.99 

Hrjpwf HbbNcf Fnt HmiSr fcn <34 99 

Mind Run £29*99 

Mud Puddle £14.99 

My IVn £19,99 

Paper Bag Princess £14.99 

Scary Poems far Rotten Kids 09 99 

Tale of Benjamin Bunny £ 39,99 

Tale of Peter Rabbit £39.99 

Thomas t Snowsurt £ 34.99 

Mow9g Owes me Stomach Ache £3499 

Barney Sear Goes Camping £20.90 

Alien* French for English I £14.99 

Japan WoHd (PAL) £49 99 

Fractal Universe £14.99 

Read with Auer.* £19.99 

ENTERTAINMENT 
Battlecheu £19.99 

AJ Dagi Go To HcawnStctnc Crayon 04,99 

Clai.sk Board Games 

Sun City 

Trrvial Pursuit (PAL) 
Wnih of the Demon 

Rafiks 
PrehisEoeik 

Snoopy 
European Space Simulator 

Global Chaos 

Tumcih II 
Guy Spy 
Cun* of fta 
Space Wirt 
Defender of th* Crown 

Taebrake Tennis 

MUSIC 
Mine Maker 
Remot 

Musk Colour 

£14.99 

£29.99 

£49 99 

£29,99 

£34.99 

04.99 

£34,99 

£34.99 

£29.99 

£2999 
£2999 

£24.99 

£29,99 

£29,99 

£19,99 

£34.99 
£29.99 
£39.99 
£39 99 

NEW AMIGA CD32 TITLES 
fames Pond AGA Oft-SQ 

D Generation AGA £24.50 

Pinball Fantasies AGA £28.50 

Whales Voyage AGA £16.50 

Trolls AGA £28,50 

jurrasic Park AGA £28.50 

Alfred Chicken AGA £22-50 

T-F-XAGA £3150 

Sleepwalker AGA £28.50 

Morph AGA £28-50 

REFERENCE 
Amencan Heritage Dictionary £49,99 

Complete Works of Shakespeare £29.99 

IMtratedHoiyB*k £29.99 

New Bisk Electron* Cookbook 09.99 

Timetable of Business £3 9.99 
Dr Wetirrun £54.99 

Software tittes in green are compatible 

AMIGA ACCESSORIES 
Sharp Monitor f TV 
The Superb Sharp 14’’ Monitor / TV provides a 
real alternative co a Commodore Monitor with 
full function remote control 39 channel electronic 
auto search tuning, digital on screen display and 
1.5 watt mpo audio output, all you need to know 
is the Low, Low Indi Price. 
So, unless you need High resolution graphics look 
no further, the Sharp Monitor / TV is the product 
for you complete with connectivity cable 
and including 12 Months Warranty 

£169.99 

NEW LOW PRICE IDE INTERNAL 
HARD DRIVES 

Indi can now offer top quality 2.5“ Internil Hard Doves for the 
Amiga 600 and 1200 at unbeatable prices. All drives come complete 
with a cable and installation software. 

BOMb 2*1" Internal Hard Drive £179*99 

I 20Mb 2.5 ‘ Internal Hard Drive £200-99 

I 70Mb 2.5“ Internal Hard Drive £239*99 

Commodore MRS 1230 Printer 
A high quality 9 - pin prlntitrwfth paper and tractor feed and is fully 

compatible with Epsom FX80 and IBM Industry standards. High speed 
120 CPS draft mode and an NLQ mode of 24 CPS. 

Indi Added Value Free 
D - Print - Design greetings cards, letters and posters. 
Amiga Logo - Educational and programming language. 

£99.99 |INDl 300015 

A26J0 2Mb ACCELERATOR BOARD 
The 1630 is a 68030 accelerator board running at 25Mhi complete 
with a 68802 FPU and 2Mb of 32 * Bit fast RAM suitable for the 

A20OO. THe 2630 board brings the performance of the Amiga 2000 

upto nearly that of the A3000. ideal when running professional appli¬ 

cations. An additional 2Mb of 32 - Bn fast RAM can be added to the 
2630 board, giving a total of 4 Mb of fast RAM. 

INDl PRICE £369.99 

A2300 GENLOCK 
A cost effective home quality entry level internal genlock, 
suitable for the Amiga 2000/3000. The 2300 genlock is an 
ideal solution for anyone wishing to put titles or graphics 

onto home video. 
INDl PRICE £39*99 

ojmAzasteJSfr 
AT compatibility on the Amiga 2000 
and 300$ miem*. running at l&Mht 
With I Mb RAM and CGA graphics. The 
A228* erndgaor »Ho include a 
S 25“ 1 2Mb floppy drive and MS DOS 
operating software. 

INDl PRICE £159.99 

comoaublityon the Amiga 2000 and 
3000 systems, runningic 4 77Mhi 

with 512Kb RAM and CCA graphics. 
The A 2088 emulator also include* a 

S.2S' 360K floppy dm* ind MS DOS 
operating software 

INDl PRICE £79 99 

A2Q9I CONTROLLER CARD 
The 2091A is in luiobooting SC5J controller card with 

the facility to mount the SCSI Hard Dr™* directly onto 

the controller card The 2091A also has the facility to 

take upto 2Mb RAM (1/2 Mb steps) The A2091A con¬ 

troller is lorrc ie compatible and * therefore suitable 

for the Amiga 2000 although it does offer an ideal solu¬ 

tion for the Amiga 4000/030, where leading edge per¬ 

formance n not require . The A2Q91A is still the most 

reliable Amiga SCSI card available and wrth the supplied 

software is the easiest way to install. 

INDl PRICE £79.99 

with 2Mb RAM and upgradable m two 
steps The 2038 u a lorro It compati¬ 
ble and th*y are compatible with the 
A2QQ0 

INDl PRICE £99.99 

SEND YOUR ORDER TO 

INDl DIRECT MAIL 

I RINGWAY INDUSTRIAL 

ESTATE, 

EASTERN AVENUE, 

LICHFIELD AFXM93 
STAFFS. WSiM 7SF 

Please send. 

Price.... + Delivery 

I enclose cheque/ PO for £, 

or charge my Access/ Visa No,.. 

Signature, 

Name 

Address. 

Deliver to if different 

Daytime Tel. 

Postcode 
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WHEN TWO 
WORLDS WAR The Westock-Waodom 

Warfare Workstation has 

one purpose: to manage 

and expedite the war 

between two planets. Or so it says in 

the manual. When you first boot up 

When Two Worlds Wor you are 

immediately thrown into a full-scale 

simulation of mechanised warfare in 

the far future. 

The arena of combat is sepa* 

rated into three areas: your planet, 

the enemy planet and all the space 

in between the two. 

You are placed in control of the 

entire wor machine. You hove to 

make the decisions as to which 

Military Units (MUs) you want to 

develop and how they are deployed 

once they are built. The options for 

new kinds of military hardware 

include tanks, jets, spaceships, 

submarines and satellites, and once 

you've got a set built, your units are 

isa ¥5a n- _ r nm h hh>: 

The main screen, showing the various scales of map Uo&rn and overall} and a Military Unit awaiting 

further orders. From this screen, alt the sub-menus are accessed. 

t-c h spec: 
:=P"es Lan^ iFssrer 

iringnci 
Rt —tWF vta 

:ED-COE 
- ; r--. bat,jSrr =sn 

»brtg|* tsF-1 ao 
Tjtr-gsr rn\T- 1 OH 

= r--iprr ;T-5tCCt 
1 BO 

T-^rsaar'r : PiXF*— t non 
BUILD COST: L£lb:^ 
nines r Powers6 
P1U 5THT5 I 

1 h =ervi pc : 3 

1 = : J’-' a 

“ 1 Hi H : c 

l P ILDT > 
SQuacvt =^r^ii-g 

t IDSHL' 
a ss-bi_; est: 

s** 

Fuel :aaoa WsaiT! 

Build yourself a tank. In your own home! Technology is the hay to success at trans^global conflict, 

ask anybody. YouVe gotta get yourself a modern army quickly It you want to succeed. 

RULES — 
ENGAGEMENT 
B 

eing a Fleet Commander 

patrolling your space beat 

for the Federated World 

Force should be a fairly 

happening business - but not, sodlyf 

in Rules Of Engagement li Though 

the game has many nice touches, 

such as being able to change the 

configuration of almost every port of 

the game, when the proverbial hits 

5EHPI ftc4 

the fan this is a rather dull and 

boring strategy exercise. 

The theme of RoE II is that you 

are given a number of ships to 

deploy and a number of captains 

to... well, captain them. In your 

space sector there is a vast array of 

outposts, waypoints and enemy ships 

111 1 1 II 
—i— ■ 

r j 1 
\ i f ! i 

The main control panel, with four of the 28 available screens activated. Top left is a map of the sys¬ 

tem, Top Right Is the communications screen. Bottom are the Ship's defence and attack screens. 

This Is the mission choice screen. From here you take your newly created 

Fleet Commander and throw him into the chaotic whirlwind of combat. 

and a variety of missions. The most 

basic of these is to destroy two ships 

full of drugs and piloted by the alien 

Basree race. The missions get more 

sophisticated and much harder as 

you go along until you are involved 

in full-blown inter- 

galactic warfare. 

The game is 

controlled from a 

split screen where 

you can call up 

four screens of 

tactical informa¬ 

tion at any one 

time. Each of 

these tactical 

screens deals with 

a different aspect 

of controlling your 

fleet, ranging 

from ship attack 



organised into squads with a base 

on your home planet 

The game is easy enough to 

control: each unit con be ordered to 

perform various functions in each of 

the three arenas, from simple patrols 

to direct engagements. Units con 

also be ordered to whizz out on 

seek-on d-d e stray missions. 

Into the bargain, for your money 

you actually get the game in both 

standard and AGA form, on two 

separate sets of disks. 

When Two Worlds War benefits 

from having an exploration as well 

as a warfare element. As your units 

invade the enemy space your radar 

reveals more and more to you. 

The graphics are neot and dear, 

although some of the icons are a 

little confusing. The gameplay is 

reasonably intriguing, and as you 

and your enemy develop new units 

and increase in strength, the escala- 

fion of the war gives you a definite 

feeling of tension. 

The essential skills required to 

succeed ot When Two Wor/ds War 

are good management of your 

resources and production facilities, 

combined with strategic forethought. 

When Two Worlds War Is nei- 

ther simplistic nor shallow It is an 

intriguing war game that will absorb 

you for some time. 

Richard Jones O 

The flrst and easiest mission briefing pits you 
against the evil drug-smuggling Basrco. 

ond defence capabilities, to commu¬ 

nications, navigation, troop orders 

ond information screens. This novel 

control panel and the flexibility of 

information it provides is probably 

the best feature of this otherwise 

turgid game. 

All right, so you can choose the 

kind of aliens and ships you'll be 

fighting, the missions and campaigns 

youll be playing ond the physical 

aspects of the systems you'll be 

patrolling. But in the end Rules of 

Engagement II is just plain dull 

It doesn't take long to realise that 

no matter how successful a Fleet 

Commander you may be, there will 

never be □ great deal of satisfaction 

to be had From erasing monochrome 

dots on o screen. 

Big fans of Public Domain 5tor 

Trek gomes may well find themselves 

hooked, but us ordinary mortals will 

have to look elsewhere for our kicks. 

Richard Jonas O 

The main screen 
shows a map of the 

sea bed, which la 

where all the action 

takes place. 

ou always know you're 

in for o bod time with a 

game when its title is a 

very tenuous acronym, 

SUB, apparently, stands for Strategic 

Underwater Battles. Oh dear. 

The plot is that the surface world 

has become uninhabitable due to 

atmospheric depletion, and the only 

safe place on the pionet is now 

under the sea. Obviously in such a 

situation the survivors of the holo¬ 

caust would immediately build a 

base, arm themselves to the gill 

implants and go for oll-out sub'Oqua 

carnage. It seems highly reasonable. 

There is a vague deja-vu aspect 

to all of this, Before you con buy 

weapons to kill everyone, you have 

to research and design them, 

Millennium 2.2 springs to mind here, 

initially you hove just one underwater 

base with research facilities, but you 

can build more, bui you first have to 

make some money. 

You con either sell the plans to 

weapons, ships or whatever you 

design, or you con sell components 

that you have manufactured yourself. 

In the early stages you will not hove 

the resources to make things, so sell¬ 

ing plans is the only choice. 

— 
TH —1 

i 

L .3 

nS .ttaiM 

II this is top strategy, then I'd rather have mind¬ 

less violence, thank you very much. 

There are several ship types available, each of 

which can be equipped with tools and weapons. 

r ) 
r J 

The mineral wealth of the ocean 

bed is there to be exploited. Mining 

platforms can be constructed to take 

oil, gems ond ore from under the seo 

bed to power factories making com* 

ponents and ships which you can 

either self or use to woge total war. 

Ships can be organised into 

platoons to seek and destroy pirates. 

You may leave the combat up to the 

computer to sort out, but it isn't advis* 

abte. Considering the whole gome is 

about strategic underwater cambot, 

it s a bit of o shame that the combat 

part requires all the strategic exper¬ 

tise of a really tough game of Snap. 

This could hove been a good 

gome if onty the user interface 

wasn't so tortuously unfriendly and if 

it didn't look like a poor version oF a 

title released o couple of years ago. 

This gome is certainly sub-standard. 

Nick Veitcfi <!> 

SUB 

Kirstof Andros, Tasnodi 
ZoJtan, Kukori Karoly 

Thalamus 

PRICE 
£79.99 

RELEASED 
December 10 
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blood-spilling sprites. Tour 
chaps even get spJatted by 
tanks, swallowed by sharks 
or suffocate in the swamps 
that cover the gome area. 
Sound goad? It's not! 

Pus the suicide pills 
Theatre of Death is plagued 
by an almost insurmountable 
number of problems. The 
control method is incredibly 
fiddly: you move your troops 
and vehicles around using a 
mouse, but are forced to scroll 
around the Action Screen with 
the cursor keys, so instead of 
centring on your selected pla¬ 
toon, the game makes you 
chase around trying to find 
them. Worse still, appalling 
scrolling inevitably means fire- 
fights happen off screen and 
you get caned by an enemy 
who's just out of sight* 

Another major gripe is the 
game's lack of artificial intelli¬ 
gence when it comes to 
moving your troops. Click on 
the Action Screen to give them 
a destination and they plough 
through rivers or swamps, 
drowning in the process. They ■ 
also die if you move too dose 
to your own vehicles. Why? 

Your tanks and APCs are 
little better. They manage to 
get themselves stuck behind 
every building, tree and 
hillock going, so you end up 
wasting even more precious 
time trying to negotiate obsta¬ 
cles, when the Al should work 
out where you want to go. 

Graphically, ToD looks the 
part - the helicopters and jets 
are good, casting convincing 
shadows, the sound effects 
are good too with some con¬ 
vincing gun noises, explosions 
and spine-tingling screams, 
but it's ell spoiled by some 
dodgy collision detection and 
flackery sprites which get stuck 
behind objects and then stay 
there. What a shame. 

Rob Mead <2> 

PROGRAMMlfel 
Dove Anthony 

PUBLISHER 
Psygnosis 051-709 5755 

Wrice 
£29.99 

RELEASED 
November 1993 

Overwhelmed and Outnumbered, the only way to b* frUfft of victory In till* million ti to HfNt fan a jet- 

strike and blow tto bridge. 

Remember that bit in 
Theatre of Blood 
where Vincent Price 
straps his victim into 

o chair and spears his eyes 
with a pair of rotating knives? 
That's what I feel like doing to 
the programmers of this. 

Theatre of Death combines 
arcade shoot-em-up and strat¬ 
egy elements based around 
the fictional Def Com Military 
Academy. As one of its keen¬ 
est students you've been let 
loose on a military simulator 
to engage in a war of attrition 
against four ruthless comman¬ 
ders and their armies. 

It divides 50 varied and 
increasingly complex missions 
among four zones (grassland, 
desert, snow and lunar). You 
can be called to launch troop 
assaults, jet strikes, tank 
attacks or helicopter raids on 
a series of enemy targets, 
blasting everything you soe. 

The action takes place 
across two different screens - 
the first is a map where you 
can move your forces collec¬ 
tively and plan your strategy, 
the second is an overhead- 

Some suitably gung-ho sound 

effects, a strident military theme 
and blood-curdling screams. 

ADDICTION 

Frustrating. You keep playing 

just to See if it gets better as you 

go along. But it doesn't. 

PLAYABILITY 

mmmmmmmmmn 
SCUkfferetit missions, but the 

gqpeptoy's so locking you 

ikErt really care. 

ortd-behind view where you 
control individual troops, vehi¬ 
cles or platoons. 

If you're a fan of 
gratuitous pixeUated violence 
you're in for a treat, like 
Wo/ker, Syndicate and 
Cannon Fodder, Theatre of 
Death gives you plenty of tiny 

“ This game tries 
to steal all the 

best ideas from 
Syndicate and 

Cannon Fodder, 

Unfortunately it 

then sticks them 
Into an almost 

unplayable game 
engine. ** 

’ --ATTUCtt I 

j •T.m.rr.T ! 
■ SfefiL t1 

itftnv i 
MORALE 





GASTEINER T«l: Ml 3651151 
F«: 081 8851953 

Unit 2, Millmead Business Centre, Mlllmead Road, Tottenham Hale, London N17 9QU 

ERGONOMIC DESIGN TRACKBALL SEHTes]}- 

One colour,.*.**** 

Two colour 

...JL29 99 
£J4.99 

p| MONITORS Ti 

Philips 8833... .£199 
Commodore 1940 . .. .£289 
Commodore 1942.. ..£379 
Microvitec Club Scan...... .£379 
Microvitec 20w.. ..£1049 

p| PRINTERS lh 

Citizen Swift 200. .£200 
Citizen Swift 240 Mono. .£270 
Citizen Swift 240 Colour.... .£295 
Citizen Swift 24 X... .£340 
Citizen 120D+..... .£129 
Citizen Swift 90 Mono.. .£165 
Citizen Swift 90 Colour. .£188 
Citizen PN48 Notebook Printer £225 
Citizen Projet Inkjet. .£318 

pjP HEWLETT PACKARD f 

HP Deskjet Portable.. .£369 
HP 510 Mono. .£264 
HP 500 Colour. .£319 
HP 550 Colour... .£519 

pP STAR 

Star LC 20.*.. ..*£132 
Star LC 100 Colour. .£155 
Star LC 200 Colour. .£195 
Star LC 24-20 Mk II. ..£224 
Star LC 24-200 Col. .£264 
Star S)4® Bubblejet.,,.,.,. ...*£217 1 
Star 5j4fi Auto Sheetfeeder..,,*.,£49 

LASER PRINTERS f| 

Fujitsu VM 600 Laser... >*£679 
HP Laserjet 4L. ,..£609 
OKI 400e ...*.. .*.£514 
Ricoh PCL5 ....... ..,£809 
Star Laserjet LC5 ***...**..**,,**,, ..,£589 

AMIGA CD32 

£285 

AMIGA AT200 —ii AMIGA 4000 (25MHi 68030) IJ-j 

2Mb RAM 20Mb HD.. .......£359 2Mb RAM 80Mb HD. .,£949 
2Mb RAM 64Mb HD. .£429 4Mb RAM 120Mb HD..*,, .£1069 
2Mb RAM 85Mb HD. .£479 4Mb RAM 214Mb HD. .£1169 
2Mb RAM 127Mb HD. .......£509 4Mb RAM 245Mb HD. .£1269 
2Mb RAM 209Mb HD...... .£579 4Mb RAM 340Mb HD. .£1369 
2Mb RAM only.*.. .*.£289 4Mb RAM S40Mb HD. .£1669 

rl AT 200 + A600 HARD DRIVES f, 

20Mb. ....£69 
30Mb. ...£89 
40Mb. ....£119 
60 Mb. .*..***.„„....£169 
85Mb. .*...£199 
120Mb.... .....£239 
207Mb... .....£329 

All with IDE cables 

CDTV ADD-ON 

For A500, A5O0+, AS70.....£1 29 

pK" rombo digitisers f, 

VIDI 12 Real Time ,..*..**£134*99 
VIDI 24 Real Time. ..£219*99 
VIDI 12 ACA. .£75.00 
Take 2.... ...£38.00 
Megamix Master. .£30,00 

ACCESSORIES 

Pen mouse for Amiga with optica! 

pad........X34.95 

Pen mouse for PCs with optical 

pad.......***,**...*.£34,95 

Optical mouse, 300 dpi for Amiga .£29,95 

Infrared mouse, 300 dpi for PCs.....£49.95 

Infrared mouse, 300 dpi for Amiga .£49.95 

Qpto-mech mouse for PCs with 

pad & holder.**,..£18.95 

Opto-mech mouse for Amiga w.pad k 
holder..... il 4,95 

Opto-mech low cost mouse for 

Amiga....***,....£8.00 

Opto-mech low cost mouse for 

PCs****......*****..**„...£10.00 

3-button trackball for Amiga .....,..,£29.99 

“Cristal" trackball for Amiga....£34.99 

3-button trackball for PCs.£34,99 

512Kb RAM expansion for A50Q+...£16.99 

1Mb RAM expansion for A5G0+.£19.95 

External 3,5H floppy drive.*,**,,£50.00 

Kfckstart switch for A500, A2000.,,£14.95 

KicksUrt switch for A600....*,,**,,,£29.95 

Electronic boot selector..£14,95 

Auto mouse/joystick switch .......,....£10.99 

Dust Covers_*********_,****,*,.,...£6.00 

|-| AMIGA 4000 (25Mm 68040) ^ 

6Mb RAM 80Mb HD. .£1919 1 
6Mb RAM 120Mb HD. .,...£2069 
6Mb RAM 214Mb HD. .£2169 
6Mb RAM 245Mb HD. .£2269 
6Mb RAM 340Mb HD. ..£2369 
6Mb RAM 540Mb HD. .£2669 

P*S*U* Ji 
Power Supply (High Watt) 
for A5G0...*...*,..**.£29.95 
Power Supply for A1500 + 
A2000...*.£69.95 

FAX MODEM 

Fold a Fax Modem  _£129 
With Fax Software..**...*£179 

MEMORY MASTER 1200 Jl 
Internal RAM expansion with dock for Amiga 1200, populated with 1, 5 or 9Mb 

AF1200 
AF1200 
AF1200 
AF1200 
AF1200 
AF1200 
AF1200 
AF1200 
AF1200 
AF1200 
AF 1200 

1 Mb with 
5Mb with 
5Mb with 
5Mb with 
5Mb with 
5Mb with 
9Mb with 
9Mb with 
9Mb with 
9Mb with 
9Mb with 

clock, 
clock, 
clock, 
dock, 
dock, 
clock, 
dock, 
dock, 
dock, 
clock, 
dock, 

no Oscillator, no FPU Processor.**.*,..„.£! 15 
no Oscillator, no FPU Processor___£239 
Oscillator, 16MHz 68882 FPU .....**..**...£285 
Oscillator, 20MHz 68882 FPU.*...,.£290 
Oscillator, 2SMHz 68882 FPU ..£295 
Oscillator, 33MHz 68882 FPU „*..**..£299 
no Oscillator, no FPU Processor.£369 
Oscillator, t6MHz 68882 FPU   ,.£415 
Oscillator, 20MHz 68882 FPU....*,,..,**£420 
Oscillator, 25MHz 68882 FPU *...£429 
Oscillator, 33MHz 68882 FPU ..******.£439 

AMIGA MEMORY UPGRADE ii 

A500 tfMb.. .£14.95 
A500 I^Mb + Clock*.. .£23.95 
A500 + 1 Mb ..... ..£19.95 
A600 IMb . ..£19.95 
A600 1Mb + Clock. .£29.95 
1Mb SIMM (GVP). .£29,95 
4Mb SIMM (GVP). .£149.95 
1 Mb 72PIN (A4000). .£99.00 
4Mb 72PIN (A4000). ...POA 
PCMCIA 2Mb. ..£89,00 
PCMCIA 4Mb. .....£149,00 

A1200 RAM 

4Mb with 

4Mb with 

4Mb with 

4 Mb with 

4Mb with 

4Mb with 

Clock* no FPU Processor.£169 

Clock, 20MHz 68881 FPU..£209 

Clock, 25MHz 68882 FPU. £269 

Clock, 33Mhz 68882 FPU .£279 

Clock, 40Mhz 68882 FPU ..£289 

Clock, SOMhz 68882 FPU ..£309 

pf'iOMHz' ACCaEftAtOft EOft A120P h 

0Mb RAM..£299 
4Mb RAM  ..£499 

TRADE ORDERS 
WELCOME 

& 
How to order 

When ordering by telephone please quote your credit card number followed 
by the expiry "date and also your full name and address* If paying by cheque 
)lease make it payable to Casteiner Technology* In any correspond! please make it payable to Gasteiner Technology* In any correspondence please 

quote a phone number and also a postal code, please allow five working days 
for cheque clearance. 

Small consumables and software items under the value of £59 please add £3.50 P&P, Other items 

except lasers, next day courier service £10 per box. Offshore and highlands, please call for a 

quotation. In addition, we offer the following express services:* Saturday delivery normal rate plus £15 

per box. Morning, next day normal rate plus £10 per box. E&OE prices subject to change without 

prior notice, goods are subject to change without prior notice. AJ1 trademarks acknowledged. 



WHATS ON OFFER? 
PCMCIA RAM CARD 

RAM expansion for Amiga 600 and 1200 PCMCIA, 
Slot populated with 2 or 4Mb 
2Mb...£«9 4Mb.£149 

VERBATIM DATALIFE DISKETTES 3i 
For guaranteed data retrieval 

• 100% ERROR-FREE. You get 
total reliability. Each diskette is 
subjected to more than 70 
chemical, magnetic and 
electrical tests to ensure it 
delivers exceptional accuracy 
and readability. 

As low as £4.49 box of 10 

AUTO MOUSE/JOYSTICK SWITCH 

FOR AMIGA ATARI 
Allows you to instantly select either your mouse 
or joystick by a simple click on your mouse. You 
wonl need to fumble around under or behind 
your computer to swap your mouse and joystick 
cable ever again, and also it saves your joystick 

P°rt AT A GIVEAWAY PRICE £9.99 

MOUSE 400 

New from japan. The 400 
DPI mouse with Hi-tech 
mechanism, microswitch 
buttons, small, fits nice 
and snug in the palm of 
your hand* Ali at an 
affordable price of 

£14.95 

ALFAPOWER |, 

IDE/AT-Bus controller for Amiga 500 with 8Mb 
RAM option; for 3.5* and 2.5" drives...........£99 

Controller for A5O0/A5O0+..£99,00 
Controller + 40Mb HD........£169.00 
Controller + 85Mb HD...£249.00 
Controller + 120Mb HD....£299,00 
Controller + 1 70Mb HD .............£329.00 
Controller + 240Mb HD...£ 369.00 
2Mb RAM .............,.£69.00 

Autoboot, Autoconfig and Zero wait states 

ISDN-MASTER ji 
The data transfer sprinter for the Amiga 2000, 
3000 and a000   ...I £99 

SCANNER 

Newcomers who like to scan detailed graphics or 
complicated images experience with the ALFADATA a 
favourable alternative to typing or re-scaling and 
investing a lot of time. Advanced users who insist on the 
efficient character recognition and comfortable graphic 
software, Choose between ALFA DATA plus or ALFA- 
DATA plus OCR. COLD AWARD - ST FORMAT 

ALFADATA 

PLUS 

£119 
(256 Crcyicalc) 

ALFADATA 

OCR 
Limited Special 

Offer 

Sptaffl nwwnufh 2M& RAM h**d fa* £145 

MEMORY MASTER 2000 3, 
8Mb RAM expansion for Amiga 2000, 300Q and 
4000; uses 514400 DRAM chips, 
2Mb......£99 4Mb.......£169 

AT BUS 2008 

IDE/AT-Bus controller for Amiga 2000, 3000 and 
4000 with 8Mb RAM Option.£99 

Controller for A! 500, A20Q0. A5000 and A4000..£99.00 
Controller + 40Mb.  £169.00 
Controller + 85Mb.  £249.00 
Controller + 120Mb..£299.00 
Controller + 1 70Mb...,.£329.00 
Controller + 240Mb.£369.00 
2Mb RAM........£69.00 

Autoboot, Autoconfig and Zero wait states 

MULTIFACE CARO 3 
h 

Multi I/O card for Amiga 2000/3000/4000: 2 
additional serial ports and 1 parallel port. .£149 

CIGAMEM 

Virtual memory management for all Amiga with 
MMU. Including 040 support, ..£59 

Most recent powerful applications for the Amiga (eg; for 
graphics, music, animation, raytracing, DXP.J require 
more main memory than is available or possible to 
integrate. GigaMem is a program which simulates up to 
1 GigaByte memory, which swaps onto any mass 
storage system (i.e. hard disk). Intelligent management 
accomplishes simultaneous use of Several programs in a 
multitasking mode. 

System requirements: 
* CigaMem works with all AMIGA cR> computers with 

MMU (Memory Management Unit): Le. Amiga's with 
68020 or 68030 accelerator and MMU. 

* No restriction on type of HD controller and hard disk, 
* CigaMem is compatible with Kickstart 1.2/1.3 and 

2.x. 
£59 

TRUEPAINT 

24 Bit paint program for all Amigas; also AA 
Chipset. .......,£69 

Paint Program for Amiga Application: TruePaint is a 
professional 24 bit paint software with fgll suppport of the AA 
chipset Amiga line. Using TruePaint, Amiga graphic and 24 
bit graphic can be edited without any loss of quality, A 
maximum of 16368 x 16368 pixels renders your graphics 
feasible even for slide development systems, 

FEATURES: 
* Up to 16368 x ] 6368 pixel with oversize function, 
* Various draw and paint functions, 
* Functions for mask, outline, recolor and filling. 
* Airbrush with adjustable spray functions and stipples. 
* Transparence curves also by brushes, 
+ Slant, rotate, scale, 
* Easy drawing of Bezier curves. 
* Ugh table function for editing animation pictures. 
* Text functions with fuff support of Bitmap and 

Compugraphic fonts, 
* load and save with different formats: IFF, ILBM, PPM 

(Unix), JPEG and TruePaint special format, 
* Quick View of pictures with MINIpIt function, 
* Any Macro functions can be assigned to 20 function keys. 
* Unlimited Undo/Fkdo including Macros. 
* Full AftEXX support, 

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: 
* All Amiga with AA chipset, e g, Amiga 12QO/40O0. 
* Kickstart1M 3,0 or above. 
* Minimum 2Mb graphics memory. 
* Additional memory recommended. 

Repair service 
New service centre/repair for most Amiga computers. 
We offer a quotation service of £10 for which we will 
examine your computer and report back with an exact 
quotation price for the repair. If the repair is carried 
out the £10 is then deducted from your bill. 

:amed jfe 
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without the help of Flash, 
Super, Spider, Wonder, Six 
Million, the Judge, or even the 
lads from Star Trek, it's up to 
you to quell this latest coup. 

Sitting in the test room 
poatftrog around with 
Alien Breed #, I was 
moved to ask consul¬ 

tant ed Vic Neitch what he 
was doing with the stopwatch 
he was clutching, "Testing an 
accelerator card/' he replied. 
'"Split-second reflexes and no 
small amount of cunning are 
required/' he continued. 
"Want to know what I had for 
breakfast as well? Toast and 
Marmite, lots of vitamin B." 

Not the most exciting con¬ 
versation to take place in the 
AF office. Yet this seemingly 
insignificant tete-a-tete bears 
such resemblance to this 
s hoot- e m -to- h igh - heaven 
gome that it almost defies 
belief. For Alien Breed II 
requires split-second cunning 
and no small amount of reflex 
action. And the two main 
protagonists, Johnson 
and Stone are just the 
types who'd con¬ 
sume Marmite 
by the lorryload 
before heading off to 
blast aliens. 

Brief Plot Scenario type 
of paragraph. It's some nine 
years since our heroes from 
the Inter Planetary Corps 
crushed an invasion of 
frightful aliens. Peace pre¬ 
vailed - until now, that is. The 
alien fiends are bock and 

Aargh! Aliens! 
Bombarding you from all 
angles, the nasties' barrage is 
constant and unforgiving. 
Balls of fire (goodness gra¬ 
cious), choppers, mutants, 
blobby things - you name it, 
it's on your case. The heli¬ 
copters can run you over, yet 
fly over fences taller than you 
without gaining any height, 
while you shoot in vain hitting 
the barriers. Not fair. But per¬ 
severe, and after the initial 
anxiety and tears, you will 
treasure each success. Pick¬ 
ups are 

Good game, good game 
Team 17 have, in this AGA 
version, produced some good 
graphic effects - the pre-mis¬ 
sion screens are particularly 
stunning. The scrolling is 
smooth, although in the two- 
player games, both characters 
have to be on the screen at 
the same time, and you can 
get stranded at the side of the 

Attar spending over hall an hour trying to Mast Upon close Inspection, the manual reveal* noth- Blimey. What1* thli? A gap between the pipe*. Oh no. Bach at landing feme one. Ho, no, don't 

through the gate, our hero grab* the manual. Ing, So our hero resort* to i hooting on sight, H&» our hero finally come to hie sons**? put that gun in you* mouth Put tt In your ear. 
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Another tricky situation for out hero, this time 

involving, kilter green bic-bs on carpet tiles. 

screen if your male's dawd¬ 
ling* And sometimes you gel 
stuck in gaps which look easy 
to pass through. 

Alien Breed ll is not wildly 
original - you trundle along 
shooting everything in sight; 
hut it's slick and it's fun and 
yes, it's hard too. In two- 
player mode, it's a joyous 
romp. Thoughts of pick-up 
shoring fly out of the window 
as you zoom around, spray¬ 
ing bullets with wild abandon. 

Alien Breed Special Edition 
is in the shops at £10.99 and 
this retails at a hefty £29.99. 
Expensive stuff, even if they 

too** ACHMCfl 

LEUEL 5 - ClUELlffl ^UTIE H 

Hmm. Pon t like the i&tmd erf that crushing 

machinery. I think I'll play Putty Instead. 

have thrown in on Overdrive 
dema and a helicopter shoot- 
em-up, Apache, for free. 

Yet Team 17 are to be 
applauded for producing 
good quality, cheap games. 
And despite the 30 quid tag. 
Alien Breed II is a better game 
than many others in a similiar 
price bracket. 

Steve Bradley 

Foul play. Chopper* fthoot you, run you over and 

■till fly ovtf the fence* without going upward*. 

ALIEN BREED 2 

PROGRAMMERS 
A Tadic, R Holmes, A Brrmbfe 

PUBLISHER 
Team 17 0924 201846 

PRICE 
£29-99 

RELEASED 
Out now 

I / o \ I 

HARD DISK 
INSTALLABLE 

©IONICS ^ 

They look very nice. Whether 
your Grandma would like them 
is a different matter. But smart, 

SOUND 
mmmmmmmmmm 
Bath the speech and sound 
effects serve to enhance the 
quality. Pump up the volume. 

ADDICTION 
mmmmmmmmmm 
Play this with o friend and 
you*!) both be there for hours. 
As good as snogging Kylie. 

PLAY ABILITY 

The number of aliens on the 
prowl make this a tough assign- 
ment, but if s still great fun. 

VERDICT 

** With this game 
Team 1 7 have 
enthusiastically 
entered the AGA 
arena. Mast have 
heard of, if not 
played. Alien 
Breed. The West 
Riding softies 
have net disap¬ 
pointed. m 

80% 

ANOTHER WINNING 
COMBINATION 

THREE WORLD CLASS SIMULATION 
PRODUCTS NOW AVAILABLE IN ONE 

SUPERB VALUE COMPILATION 

Available from October 
Amiga - £29.99 and IBM PC - £34.99 

* Frighteningly realistic: Pacific Islands is like juggling with 
smouldering dynamite. Lose your cool once, and you're dead." 

Amiga Format 

"Pacific Islands is immensely rewarding, ft's likely to keep 
wargamers and mere amateurs hooked to their final battle.* 

PC Review 
\ € Empire Software, Oxford Digital Enterprises 

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

"An engrossing tactical experience, If only all sequels were 
this good." 

PC Review 

"The spirit of Silent Service remains unchanged, it is still hit 
and run, kill or be killed...superb." 

Amiga Format 
i Micraprose Software, Inc. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

Empire Software. The Spires 677 High Road. North Finchley, London N12 OOA 
Telephone 061 343 9143 

is the business. It deals with state 
the art sim." 

Amiga Format 

'F19 Stealth Fighter is an excellent flight simulation," 
PC Format 

Microprose Software. Inc ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 



Smooth scrolling ond well- 
drawn backgrounds add quite a 
lot to the go me pi ay. 

Everyone who heard the music 
was somehow reminded of the 
1970s. Most peculiar. 

Enjoyable, but not the sort of 
game that you will have to be 
dragged away from. 

PLAYABILITY 

Despite a poor start. Wonder 
Dog develops into an engaging 
if undemanding platformer. 

VERDICT 

Collect the little smiley token to make the Invlt- If you battle through the hazards and obstacles of Wonder Dor and make It to the final level on 

Ible platforms appear before your very eyes. planet K&, you'll encounter enough unpleasant things to send you barking mad. 

Out now 

IGRAPHICSI 

..Sr 
* * 

One of the many hidden bone us levels Into 

which you may stumble Ifl Wonder Dog. 

) PROGRAMMERS 
Dan Scott 

PUBLISHER 
> Core Design 0332 297797 

PRICE 
£25.99 Shoot your starry missiles at the vicious, snarling bo*«r (the one In the gloves) or risk being 

reduced to a dog s dinner. If you make It through tills level you'll have a tall to tell. 

Anyway, after 
this less than auspi¬ 
cious start. Wander 
Dag begins to show 
its teeth. The levels 
become more chal¬ 
lenging, there's the 
occasional puzzle 
and you discover 
that Wonder Dog con 
burrow down to deep levels ond 
slide under things, and that if you 
shoot some of the walls there are 
bonuses concealed within them. 

After working your way through 
six levels {including the entertaining 
'Dogsville' and 'The Scrap Yard' and 
the extremety tricky 'Plane! Weird') 

The hem of this escapade has. 

allegedly, been Injected with n 

top secret wonder serum and 

launched Into space In a bone 

capsule in a desperate effort 

to sava the galaxy from 

General Von Ruffbone. 

and taking on some par¬ 
ticularly mediocre 

I guardians, you arrive at 
General Von Ruffbone's 
home plane!, K9, where 
your mission comes !o o 

moderately thrilling 
climax. All of this is 
accompanied by the 
sort of music they 

ployed to carpet advertisements ot 
cinemas in the 1970s, and some 
rather good graphics. 

Although it seems a bit ruff at 
first, Wonder Dog eventually shows 
some pedigree. 

Richard Jones O 

pnnn* 
I* U 

•* Wonder Dog is 

a well-crafted 
platformer, which 
lacks any real 
originality but Is 
fine as far it 

gees. The graph¬ 

ics are good, but 

the sound is a 
bit annoying. m 

First impressions can be mis¬ 
leading, ond that's certainly 
the case with the platform 
extravaganza Wonder Dog. 

Let's face it, Bunny Meadow isn't 
where you'd expect to start an 
adventure in which your canine hero 
must save the galaxy from the evil 
General Von Ruffbone and his army 
of dog troopers. 

In fact, why anybody would 
want to go to Bunny Meadow is 
beyond me. The rabbits don't attack 
you unless you hit them First, the 
moles nip your onkles in a cute sort 
of way, and oil there is to do is leop 
around the greenery ond foliage col¬ 
lecting bones and diamonds and 
stumbling across the occasional 
bonus level before wandering off 
towards the next challenge. 

You half expect Wonder Dog to 
stop half way through and say: 
"Come on bunnie wunnies, come on 
moles, come on hedgehogs, come 
on ducks, let's all stop and have a 
picnic." Pratt. 



united states 

of PSYGNOSIS 
ANNOUNCEMENT. 

I,’ tao ““ young people of our 
Galaxy off the straight and narrow, 

down the rocky road of debauchery. 
We also warn that playing mis 

game constitutes an attempt to 
assist one of the greatest vittans of 

tJur t,me in avoiding lawful 
repayments of taxes. Anyone found 
abetting this criminal will be dealt 
with severely. ffyou have already 

encountered this man and are facing 

cal1. ,he »»n«cent 

Haying Innocent Until Caught 
is thought to be addictive. 10Mb ot 
data, superb gameplay. realistic 8- 
way movement and features 
including SmuttiText •. Censo- 
Round - and CyniPlay" . art. but a 
lew of the ingredients thought to be 
included in an insidious attempt 



“Playing this is more important to 
me than eating, sleeping, or any 
other bodily * Hr- 
function:’ 

POWER 
SSOE 32 of AM»6A 

- Cam Winstanley reviews 
Sensible Software’s arcade 
wargame, CANNON FODDER. 

“You play the part 
of a dog with a § HKfl 
silly hat on ^ 
(always a good 
start) who throws *t**“^w ;3“ 
stars (well, he would, wouldn’t 
he?) and has to, er, well, er, get to 
the end of the game, really. It’s 
fun. Sort of.” 

AMIGA POWER 
YOURS 

- Tim Norris explains the plot of WONDER DOC, the 
very latest Mega Drive conversion from Core Design 

•RCHER nnCLtAN 

EXCIUSIVE! 

cyberpunks 
Mien 5) ndwt 

INVASION 

1 > [Yj 
HP i \ 



“Decapitation is 
actively 
encouraged, as is 
stomping and 
inflicting harm on your opponents 
when they’re down. No wonder 
we’re breeding a nation of 
monsters” 

- Steve McGill gets well into Millennium's beat-’em-up 
soccer sim, BRUTAL SPORTS FOOTBALL. 

ER, 3D POLYGON 
SHOOT-'EM-UPS. 
IN SPACE! 
“Elite was pretty 
fronty. But Elite 2 
- is FRONTIER!” 1'flSEii 

- Dave Green makes a very jgSg* 
bad pun to introduce our 
massive in-depth review of ELITE 2: FRONTIER. 

711039! 
9^770^61 

r mmmm 

% # “ 00 matter what kind of games you 
like the most, you’ll find them reviewed 

B U |JF in AMIGA POWER. This month we’ve 
also been (raying Second Samurai, Alien Breed 2, 
Cyberpunks, Seek And Destroy, Bob’s Bad Day, Jet 
Strike, Prime Mover, Deep Core and The Settlers and 
boy, do we have a lot to tell you about them. That’s not 
forgetting our EIGHT pages of fantastic previews 
(including an EXCLUSIVE look at Cool Spot) PLUS the 
opportunity to win all kinds of things, including £1,000 
worth of games from the new HMV shop, Level One. If 
it’s about Amiga games, then you'll find it in our current 
issue - why bother with anything else? 
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he helicopter has been 
something of a tour de 
force in 1993, what 
with the brilliant 

Desert Strike, the fantastic 
Gurtship 2000, and the 
slightly less impressive 
firehawk* Noel Edmonds has 
still got his, I think; and 
Leonardo Di Vinci almost 
invented if. And Guns 'n' 
Roses go to concerts in them, 
opart from when they go by 
bus. Or by limousine. 

Next up is Vision 
Software's Seek and Oe§troyr 
a blast-em-to-smithereens 
affair. Four different terrains 
{desert, water, snow and jun¬ 
gle) and a heap of missions 
are on offer in this easy-to- 

pfete all 15 missions and con¬ 
tinue playing for points". Fair 
enough, they wrote it, but 
they're so matter-of-fact 
about tt. I haven't seen sight 
nor sound of snow or [angle. 
So this is a shoot-em-up that 
will keep you in business for 
some time. 

Seeking the folk that you 
must destroy is achieved by 
using the radar which is per¬ 
manently on the tail of the 
chopper. Coloured dots repre¬ 
sent the different enemies 
which include 'copters, tanks, 
and ships, buildings are yel¬ 
low (not scared, yellow dots, 
I mean). There is also a built-¬ 
in map screen which you can 
refer to in times of need - in 

THE ENEMY HRS PM1CGD SOEIJZOTO 
TO OtJmo BOtfE ISIJZNB, YOU MUST 

rnisrnnv them nu_. 

bwt Plying chopper* lor seven year* now. And I love It - you Know, war and that. Deed smart It 

And you (at to wear a great jacket,” Tern/ Sfmpklrtt - helicopter pilot from Barnsley, 

player mode on your own napalm bombs. 
complete number. my case this was constantly. using a joystick in one hand. Some enemy buildings. 

I'm lying actually. This 
game is not easy. I've got a 
fax from Vision headed 'Hints 
and Tips'. At the bottom of the 
sheet it states: "everyone ot 

Tactical manoeuvres 
Seek and Oesfray has a two- 
player simultaneous mode. 
One player flies the chopper 

and bashing away on a 
mouse or stick with the other 
(if you're a bit clever, unlike 
me). There's a decent array of 
weaponry ot hand, accessed 

when blown to pieces, reveal 
pick-ups which replenish 
either fuel, shield or 
weaponry. Trouble is, you 
have to land to acquire them 

Vision has been able to com- while the other acts a gunner, using FI to F6 on the key- and often, you face a barrage 
using a joy¬ 
stick from the 
other port. It's 
also possible 
to ploy in two- 

board (if you're ambitious - 
you need three hands) includ¬ 
ing intercepter and ground 
missiles, nicely complemented 
with a generous helping of 

of fire when attempting to do 
so. But no matter, practice 
mokes perfect {and practice, 
you will need to). 

ONTO 

Mission Ml Take off from fcwse Hd head 

toward* enemy tow*. Eaty mo ugh. 

ft look* a bit busy on the wanner; «tm. 

no *|(ii of the bUgfrterv *o why worry? 

oil dear. Where did you lot spring from? 

Steady on lad*, this i* a bit unfair. 

II I can Juat manoeuvre my way through 

this problem, 111 probably be able to... 

No, It *eom* I won't be able to. Mind 

you. W I can just land safety HI be... 

Aha! So that's the way It's to bo. Next 

time. It'll definitely be a different story. 

Slick and smart 
But don't be put off by the 
difficulty of Seek ond 
Destroy, It's very slick and 

■* 
A,' . 

•1 ■ - 

if < 

4fj’r+fj 



SEEK AND 
DESTROY 

Paul Andrews 

-J'S^ 

Skh-wlnd* r mlwlle*, wtlUory. ground whSrro - 
thoy re tho bona of tb* modem helicopter pilot. 

well presented,, with smart 
graphics, and dandy k a booms 
and 'Return to base' sound 
effects. When used with an 
A1200 or A4000, it recognises 
the AGA chip* and automati¬ 
cally enhances both the 
graphics and sound by some 
four times. 

The scrolling is super¬ 
smooth and the chopper easy 
to manoeuvre; and when you 
are spinning the chopper 
around, the scenery rotates in 
such a way that you still feel 
In control, unlike with 
Fimhawk where you seemed 
to spin wildly. 

Out-and-out blasting 
Yes, there ore many shoot- 
em-ups out there. And Seek 
and Destroy is by no means 
an original example of the 
genre, but in successfully 
combining elements of the 
best Vision have come up 
with a winner. If one were to 
be unkind, one might suggest 
that itr$ Desert Strike without 

the drama. But as an 
out-and-out blast-em 
affair, it's up there with 
best of them. 

Stephen Bradley O 

RELEASED 
TBA 

GRAPHICS 

Excellent, particularly when 
used with an AGA machine. 
Even tiny soldiers look good. 

SOUND 

Rather too convincing at times, 
in both the use of speech and 
bomb blasts, 

ADDICTION 

Maybe it's a bit too tough to get 
in to, but once you do it'll keep 
you interested for ages. 

PLAYABILITY 

5hoot them up, and spit them 
out, unless they manage to do it 
to you first! 

VERDICT 

* A super-fast, 
super-smooth, 
super-scrolling 
shoot-em-up 
which should 
keep your finger 
on the trigger for 
a long time. m 

To take advantage o( this offer simply: - send a cheque/P,0. made payable to 
BLACKMAIL or send your VfSAfACCESS credit card details {Card No./Expiry 

Date/Cardholder s Name And Address) To: BLACKMAIL, FREEPOST (TK 974). P 0 
BOX 9. BRENTFORD. MIDDLESEX, TW8 8BR. You can also call us on our credit 

card hotline 081 569 7820, (24 hours) or even FAX your order on 081 568 8223. 
Remember alt prices are inclusive of P&P. 

jm jj Ok 
mmi. — l4> 
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Th# planet Fa minion i\ dominated by a breed el ruthless and resourceful 

women. Do not Take their threats to your macho pride lightly. 

Danny and Junior - heroes of the original Body Blows - slug It out again In 

a contest to prove who s the toughest tot the galai?. Team 17 in-house 

PUBLISHER 
Teom 17 0924 291S67 

PRICE 
Standard £26.99 AGA £29.99 

RELEASED 
Out now 

ighting's no fun any 
Hi more. Just because 
* you're the world champ 
you get every no-hoper in the 
woHd trying to hove a go at 
you. It's juct inch a pity 
they're no match for a well* 
placed uppercut a strategic 
knee jab or the lightning bolt 
from your ironbar fingers. 
Time to go elsewhere for 
some action* 

Body Biows Galactic finds 
you following in the footsteps 
of Danny and Junior (the 
heroes of the original Body 

Blows] os they explore other 
planets in search of head¬ 
cracking inspiration. 

They stumble across the 
warfike inhabitants of 
Gellom-5, Miasma, Feminion 
and Eclipse and decide to 
challenge them all to a beat- 
em-up contest where the 
victor will be crowned 
Galactic Champion. 

OK, It's not really that bad, 
but it does get very frustrating 
when you keep being beaten 
again and again through no 

wmm discernible fault of 
your own. Having 
21 different joy- 

' stick manoeuvres 
“ to remember 

\ really doesn't 
/ help any, either. 

Large, well-on i mated sprites 
and sexy backgrounds make 
this a great gome to gawp at. 

SOUND 

Bone-splintering sound effects 
and speech samples elevate this 
game above the average. 

ADDICTION 

It'll keep you going all through 
Christmas, but you'll be pig sick 
of it by New Yeor. 

PLAYABILITY 

Iffy joystick controls makes this 
a tricky proposition. Two-player 
or Tournament mode is best. 

** Galactic is 

better thee the 
original, but It 
suffers from 

dodgy joystick 

controls and is 
trembling in the 
long shadow cast 

by the upcoming 
Elf mania* m 

Show off those skills 
You and up to eight pals can r 
choose to play Ofte of 12 
extra-terrestrial characters 
with an astonishing variety of 
fighting skills and special 
moves. The action takes place 
over the five different planets 
of the competition's hosts and 
there are three difficulty levels 
to choose from. It all sounds 
remarkably similar to the 

youf Amiga man* ™ 
ages to pull the required 
stunts wfth breathtaking ease 
while you just stand there gri¬ 
macing and doing an 
occasional backflip. 

Inferno prove s 

deadly in combat 

when he use* a 

burning Catherine 

Junior, who It 

named after one 

of Body Blows' 

programmer*, 

use* a powerful 

fireball called Th* 

Fists of Fury. 

GellonvS inhabt- Alio from GellOm, 

tant Oino has an Dragon has a 

unusual move. He splnechllllng row 

attacks opponents and a bouncing 

by slinging his bomb attack 

piggybacking named the 

friend Into the fray Oambustrr 

Earthling Danny is 

a tough fighter. 

Watch out for his 

Inner Energy Bolt 

which sends a bad 

of venom crashing 

Into your gizzard. 

Feminion* second Later fights like a 

female. KatTi has mao possessed, 

wicked ways, ospe- unleashing nasty 

ciatHy when she Laser Beams at 

disarm* opponents any enemy who 

wrth a meditative dares to get in 

Finger Pres*. Ms way. 

11 "1 
H *!*■ lil A /j „ J 3 



SILENT SERVICE II: Silent Service 11 is the sequel of Silent Service, the great sub¬ 
battle simulation. This new version benefits from great technological 
improvements and many new missions. 

RED BARON: 1914, World War One breaks out in the sky: thanks to Red Baron you 
now have the chance to become one of the aces of all times. 

RAILROAD TYCOON t In the 19th century Industrial Revolution begins in Europe and 
America; thanks to Railroad Tycoon you will be able to take part in this epic 
running a railway company. 

THE! 

PERFECT 
GENERAL 

4 nits for 

THE PERFECT GENERAL ; The Perfect General includes a highly refined yet intuitive 
playing system; in this wargame you will be able to challenge either your 
computer or another player through various battles. 

Available on PC 3.5 
and AMIGA 

AMIGA ts a trademark of Commodore-Amfga, Inc. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business 
Machines. PERFECT GENERAL 1 & 1991 White Wolf productions Inc. ? 1991 OGP, Inc, All rights reserved. 
RAILROAD TYCOON : © 1990 Microprose Software, Inc. REO BARON is a trademark of DYNAMIX. Inc. DYNAMIX 
Is a registered trademark of DYNAMIX Inc. 1991. All rights reserved. SILENT SERVICE 2 : <£1990 
MICROPROSE SOFTWARE. 

UBI SOFT Ltd. 
FinchleY House, 

707 High Road, North Finchley 
London N12 OBT 
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The ©ehtke ©f te© 
WTS Electronics Ltd, Chaul End Lane, Luto 

Amiga 1200 Packs 
* 32-bil 68020 Full power 
• On site warranty 
• Two Python joysticks 

’ * Free Paint package software 
* Mouse mat 

* Al 200 Standalone £274 
• A1200 with 20 MB £354 
- A1200 with 40MB £399 
• A1200 with 60MB £424 
• A1200 with 80MB £439 
* A!200 with 120MB £509 

_ * A1200 with 200MB £599 

r~*v: 

Amiga 4000 Packs 
• ACA Chip Set 
• 68030/40 processor 
• Co-pro option 
• 2MB/4M6 RAM 
• A4OQ0 030 with 80MB HD & 2MB 

A4000 030 with 80MB HD & 4MB 
A4000 030 with 120MB HD & 4MB 

• A4000 040 with 120MB HD & 6MB 

£899 

£999 

£1069 

£1999 

At 200 Dynamite Pack 

• Simply add to pack price 
* CD32 

£45 
£264 

Workstations Peripherals Scanners Pro ROM Swapper 

• Ergonomically sound 

• Facilitates up to three external floppy 
drives 

• Made in the UK 

• Strong and robust 
• Aesthetically pleasing 

■ Keep your desk neat and tidy 

• Supplied complete and assembled with 

free mouse mat 

• AS00 Workstation £36 

• A600 Workstation £36 

• A1200 Workstation £36 

■ Workstation Coverall dust covers £5 

* 1 GO Capacity lockable disk box £5.99 
• Squick mouse £13.99 

* Mouse mat £1.99 

* TDK high quality DSD (10) disks £9.99 
* Computer Mall DSD (10) disks £6 

■ Jet Fighter joystick £13.99 

* Apache joystick £6.99 
* Python joystick £9.99 
•Zipstick joystick £14.99 

* Screen Beat speakers £29 
* Zi-Fy speakers £39 
* A500/A600/A1200 Dust covers £4.99 
* A500 Modulator £36 
• Mini Office package £54.99 
• Supra 2400 Modem £89 

• Supra Fax Plus Modem £148 
• Supra v.32 BIS Fax Modem £358 

* Allows image processing in a useful and 

unique fashion 

* Comes complete with operation manual 

* One of the fastest growing applications 

for home and professional users 
* High specification coupled with cost 

effective pricing 

* Power Hand Scanner 

* 64 greyscales 100-400 DPI 

•Thru'port to printer 

* Fully compatible with Delux Paint 4. etc 
* Advanced software 

■ Power Hand Scanner v3.0 £96 
* Power Hand Scanner Colour £229 

• Swap between Kickstart chips 

• Fits A500, A500+, A600.AT500 

• Auto swapping via keyboard control 

• Flexible cable allows the swapper to 

work in conjunction with 

accelerators etc. 

• Simple to fit - full instructions 

• Pro ROM Swapper £ 18 

• Pro ROM Swapper + 1 3ROM £37 

• Pro ROM Swapper + 2 04ROr.'£40 

• Workbench 2.04 pllis manua is£49 



HMHGAL 
N. BEDS, LU4 8EZ TEL (0582) 491949 (6 LINES) 

Est, since 

1984 

Pro Agnus 2MB 
* Provides a full 2MB of Chip Memory for the 
Amiga 500 ancf A1500/2000 • Designed and- 
buiH in England * Supplied with 8375 Obese 
Agnus * Includes 2Mb Memory on board in 
the form of low power Zips • Allows the pro¬ 
cessing of elaborate animation and sound 
sampling • Provides the same ma* chipmem- 
ory as the A3QQO/A6QQ &500+ * increases 
addressable memory space from 9M0 to 
10MB * Complete with full instructions and 
flying leads* British made 

• Pro Agnus 2M8 £139 
(Free fitting available ■ Phone for details) 

A500 Memory Expansions 
A500 Pro-RAM 0.5 Meg. Upgrade 
• Allows 1 MB software to run 
• Chip memory compatible 
• British made 

• Without dock £16 

• With clock £19 

A500 Pro-RAM 1.5 Meg Upgrade 

• Gives a full 2MB of memory £74 

A500+ 1MB Meg Upgrade £29.95 

High Current Power Supply Cumana 3.5" External Drive Printers Chips and Spares 

• Allows the addition of peripherals 
without damage to computer or power 
supply 

• Why risk damaging your expensive kit 
when one simple investment will ensure 
total peace of mind now and for the 
future 

• Switch mode design 
• Full crow bar projection 

• British made 

• A600 Power supply unit £44.95 

• A5QG Power supply unit £44.95 

• A590 Power supply unit £44.95 

• A12DO Power supply unit £54,95 

• A2000 Power supply unit £99.95 

* Renowned and proven reliability 
• Top notch specification 
• Anti-click 
* Long moulded cable 
• Slimline design 
* High impact plastic 

• High quality premium range of Amiga 
printers 

• Two year manufacturers warranty, 
• Complete with cable to Amiga 500 

• Citizen registered for Dealer plus service 

•Swift 1200+ £129 
(9 pm, 80 column, 144 CPS draft 30 NUX -TOB Buffer) 

* Cumana externai drive 
* Cumana external drive 

+ 100 capacity disk box 
• Cumana external drive 

+ 100 disk box + 20 blank disks 
• A500/A500+ 

Internal replacement disk drive 

£59 * Swift 90 Colour £168 
(9 pm, SO Column, 216 CPS draff, S4 LQr 4'5dB quit! mode) 

£62 •Swift 200 £186 
(24 pin. 80column. 216 CPS dealt. 72 L0. 43dd quiet mode) 

£68 • Swift 240 Colour £259 
(24 pin. SO column, 240 CPS dealt. 80 LO, 43dB quiet mode) 

£46 * Swift Pro Jet £ 2 9 9 
(30 column, 50 nctfrie prim, m CPS draft. 120 to, HP 
emulation 8KB buffer, 3 fords, teriudl tejer quality) 

* WT5 have sole distribution rights from 
Americas biggest Commodore chip 
distributor 

■ Workbench 2.04 Kit £78 
(includes manuals, disks & chip) 

• Kickstart 2,04 £24 
• Kickstart 1.3 £29 
• Kickstart ROM Swapper £ 18 

(Swap between Kic&tartyj 

■ Fatter Agnus 8372 £29 
■ Obese Agnus 8375 £39 
• High Res Denise £24 
■ 1 MB x 9 Simms [3 chip) £29 
• 1MB x 4 Zips £14 
• 8520 CIA £9 

O SALES HOTLINE 0582 491949 (6 Lines). 0480 471117 (24HR), Fax on 0582 505900 

Credit Card ordering by phone is easy. Simply phone our sales hotline quoting your credit card number., expiry date, name and address and 
the products you wish to order and we'll do the rest. Alternatively write the above details on your tetter when ordering by post. 

When ordering by post in cheque form please write your cheque card guarantee number on the reverse of the cheque and send along with 
your order. Postal Orders are also accepted 

NO DELIVERY CHARGES TO UK MAINLAND MINIMUM ORDER AMOUNT £15.00. 

Should you wish your order to be sent by courier service please add £5 This method includes Comprehensive insurance. 

WARRANTY: One year return to base (excluding chips). 
ONE YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY: Available on all products (excluding chips) at 10% of purchase price when ordering. 

Where to find us! 

Head Office 
WT5 Electronic Ltd 

Chant End Lane 
Luton 

0582 491949 

Computer Mail Bedford 
No. 16 Downstairs 
The Marpur Centre 

Bedford 
0214 213228 

Computer Mall St- Neots 
No.6 

Priory Mall Shopping Centre 
St. Neots 

0480 471117 

Computer Mall Hertford 
49 Railway St* 

Hertford 
0992 503606 

Computer Mall Dunstable 
84 High Street North 

Dunstable 
Bedfordshire 
0S82 475747 

AH prices quoted! or product! stocked are subject lo stocking EtvtH and notability WT$ cannot be held l*h*e or supply reimburse™**! for force mafeure, or items, which are out o* stock due to demand or tow stock at its suppliers which tray result in 
detayrtt delivery « non delivery. payment with order, pl*a*e allow ?8 days for delivery WTS rewm trie right to ammend p*<es. revise packs, specifications and or substitute product wMbut prior notice at aity time wthdul Lability upon itself E 4 QE 

9 WT9 mmmwtm 
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Zool, Ninja of the f 

with the help of so 

I rom the breathtaking 3D 

intro the end of World 

Seven, you know you're 

playing one heck of a 

game Zoo/ is very fast, very furious 

and filled with all kinds 

of psychedelic obsta¬ 

cles and baddies for 

you to overcome. 

Widely touted as a 

console-beater when 

first released, the 

triumphant arrival of 

ZooI on the CD32 

should help establish 

the machine as a 

viable gome-ploying 

format and consign 

pretenders like the lack 

lustre Oscar fa the 

bargain bins of history. 

The aim of the gome is to gel the 

"Protector of Creative Thought and 

Defender of Positive Action" through 

seven themed worlds - Sweet, 

Music, Fruit, Tool, Toy, Funfair and 

Shoot-em-up - collecting bonuses 

and zapping a motley collection oF 

baddies as you go. 

Zool CD& plays like an absolute 

dream. You're hooked within the first 

couple of minutes of play as the 

scorchingly fas! Ninja leaps from 

platform to platform. There are lots 

of great touches - like the ability to 

cling to the side of objects - and his 

spinning bamboo attack puts even 

the toughest baddies in their place. 

As well os (obviously!) including 

the enhanced graphics and sound 

effects of the AGA version. Gremlin 

hove also added some marvellous 

3D animated sequences ond a selec¬ 

tion of - heyl - real music for you to 

blast through your stereo. All in all, 

Zool is an incredibly slick, day-glo 

Programmers: Gremlin in-house ■ Publisher: Gremlin 0742 753423 
■ Price: £25.99 ■ Release: out now ■ AF Rating: FG93% 

i Dimension, come* creth-landtag onto CD52 
ii souped-up graphic* and a funky soundtrack. 

platformer with o real sense of char- 

octer. You're hooked into his 

tech ni col our world right from the 

word go and it's almost impossible 

to put the controller down. The pace 

is frenetic and you can make Zool 

move even foster by toggling the 

Infertia ond Speed settings on the 

Options screen. There are three diffi¬ 

culty levels too. 

Controlling Zool is simplicity 

itself. Press the Red button an 

the joypod to make him jump, 

the Green button to fire ond 

both together for o baddie- 

beating leap. The D-pad is 

used for Zool's eight other 

gravity-defying moves. 

No game is perfect, 

though, ond Zool has more 

than its fair shore of faults. For 

one thing, the backgrounds ore 

so overwhelmingly colourful at 

times that it's hard to tel! 

what's in the foreground. This 

means you end up being dob- 

Welcome to Sweet Work), home of the ferocious jelly end 

100 point* apiece. Keep an eye out tor the flying hearts. 

"Ooh look, he'* wavtiyg." Time were the final words of Affmd j 

Pfirfrock before Zool imleaeked a kilter Ninja kick at hi* Head. 

the hard-boiled bee. Collect the goodie* for 

too - they give you mote energy. 

bered by baddies you thought 

were port of the scenery and 

the sight of Zool pirouetting 

madly from platform to plat¬ 

form against such o distracting 

backdrop con actually make 

you feel quite ill. I also hate 

the way baddies keep coming 

back to haunt you no matter 

how many times you kill them 

However, these ore minor 

niggles in an otherwise crock¬ 

ing platform game. Rush out 

and gel yourself a copy today. 

SLEEPWALKER CD“ 
Programmers: CTA Developments ■ Publisher: Ocean 061-832 6633 
■ Price: £25.99 ■ Release: out now ■ AF Rating: 83% Comic Relief's all over now, 

so you forget about being 

charitable. The question is: 

can Sleepwalker CO32 

stand up to close inspection, now the 

hype is all over? 

You play a cutely ani¬ 

mated dog colled Ralph in a 

platforming adventure centred 

around your sleepwalking 

master, Lee. The aim of the 

gome is for you to safely 

guide Lee through the haz¬ 

ardous streets of Kipsville and 

get him safely back to bed. 

The first thing you realise 

is that Ocean have done this 

on the cheap. The plastic CD 

box doesn't have any special 

artwork or information on it 

ond you get a copy of the standard 

Amiga manual with a slip of paper 

showing you which keys to press on 

the CD32'* controller Tut, tut 

Sleepwalker also loses points for 

being almost unbearably frustrating* 

You think you've got fit- 

tie Lee into the perfect 

spat for a good kick up 

the side of a building 

when he trundles off 

and spoils your plans. 

However with six 

massive levels, stocks 

of puzzles, bonus sec¬ 

tions and some 

genuinely funny 

moments, 

Sleepwalker turns 

into an addictive 

and absorbing 

platformer. This 

CD32 version has all the 

gorgeous graphics, 

sound samples and ani¬ 

mations of the AGA 

incarnalion as well os 

some very Christmassy 

music. It's a shame Ocean 

haven't included extra levels or 

animations (though there is o 

rolling Inferno demo) but 

this is still a brilliant game 

to get for CD32, despite the 

cheapskate packaging. 

Rob Mead ffl 

Oh deart Ralph tall* victim to KlpsvIUe'* over zealous dog-catcher. 

Look* like Lee'* going to bo waking up aooner than you thought. 

Ralph trie* to stop (he aomnambulletlc Lae horn taking a tumble off 
a very high building. Good job you're hen to help out. 



DINOSAUR DETECTIVE AGENCY 
timely releo&e or o 

cynical cash-in on the 

fashion for all things 

Jurassic? It doesn't 

matter, really, because this game is 

complete and utter tosh. 

Dinosaur Detective Agency is □ 
cutesy platform game starring 

Sherlock Ness - the dina detective of 

the title. You have to help him fra- 

verse four different worlds in search 

of the dues which can help him solve 

the different cases his pals have 

reported to him. 

Naturally, there are plenty of 

bonuses and nasties hanging around 

each level to help or hinder your 

progress. At the end of each level 

Of all the detective agencies In all the world, 

why did this creep walk Into mine? He knew we 
were both victims of a sad movie cash-in. 

Programmers: In-house ■ Publisher: Alternative 0977 797777 
Price: £16,99 ■ Release: out now ■ AF Rating; 38% 

you also Hove to use your trusty cam¬ 

era to toke o picture - in a Golden 

Shot kind of way - of the baddie 

who caused your pals such grief. 

Sodly the only crime committed 

here is of extremely dodgy graphics 

and flaky ggmepfay - Sherlock's 

leaping ability is especially suspect 

and you waste a lot of time, fives 

and hair trying to get him from one 

platform to another. 

At £16,99, it's not cheap either, 

so give DDA a miss and Rick elastic 

bands at your kid brother instead 

GRAHAM GOOCH'S SECOND INNINGS When Graham 
Gooch's World 
Class Cricket 
arrived in the office 

it was met with the odd suspicious 

glance. Cricket and Amigos tend to 

make uneasy bedfellows, the intrica¬ 

cies of the game being difficult to 

portray successfully. 

But Audiogenic did a magnifi¬ 

cent job combining great graphics 

and sound with convincing and real¬ 

istic gameplay. It was by no means 

perfect, but good enough for me and 

a mote to play through the first half 

of the FA Cup Final. 

You couldn't bowl a googly, bul 

spin, swing and fast balls were all 

weapons in the armoury for budding 

Wosims, Worries or, erm, Pringles. 

Programmers: In-house H Publisher: Audiogenic 081-424 2244 

Price; £17.99 H Release: out now I AF Rating B0% 

Unfortunately, you have to spank the 

monkey out of your joystick to get the 

ball to go ot Wasim speed. 

And now Audiogenic have 

released Graham Gooch's Second 

Innings, on add-on to the original 

game with a whole host of extra fea¬ 

tures. The computer batsmen are 

improved, all 18 county squads are 

included and there are Five historic 

matches to watch including 

'Botham's Test' from! 981, 

You must have the original game 

to use Second Innings, and the total 

cost for both is o fulsome £48, The 

gome has been improved and it is a 

worthy addition to o good cricket 

sim but I would have liked to hove 

seen the price nearer a tenner. 

Steve Bradley O 

BILL ELLIOT'S So what's Noscor then? 

It stands for National 

Association for Stock Car 

Auto Racing and it takes 

place on short tracks and super¬ 

speedways across America. And as 

luck would hove it, our Bill is the 

fastest driver of them all. He once 

qualified for o race averaging 212 

mph - and that's mighty fast. 

The drivers hove to be adept at 

racing on the many types of circuit - 

on both high-banked oval tracks and 

on flat road tracks. 

There are three cars to choose 

from (a Ford, o Chevy and a 

Pontiac) and eight different circuits 

including one ot Darlington, Options 

are plentiful and they include auto 

and manual gears, and you can 

even drive on 'no damage'. 

Programmers; Konami ■ Publisher: Gametek 0753 553445 
Price: £ 14.99 ■ Release: out now ■ AF Rating 50% 

rtH racing simulation la gradually seeing a change. Out go the point-ol-view perspective*, and In 

come the overhead view* 4 Ha SJfkfrnarkt, Micro Machines and Overdrive, Hurrah, sty I. 

It's a couple of years old this gome 

and it shows. The graphics are fairly 

basic although the roar of the engine 

is splendid. 

How does it race? Well, just like 

a lot of other average racing games 

but E couldn't face the 300 laps of 

same of the tracks - it gets heavy 

going. The control works well after a 

bit of practice but on some circuits it 

can get a bit tedious because it's so 

easy. Another rather fiddly option is 

the car tuning section, where you 

can tweak the motor for the particu¬ 

lar circuit you're about to tackle. 

Ill leave you with wonderful 

quote from the box: "A stock cor 

simulation that turns your disk drive 

into a pit pass to the most authentic 

racing environment available". Fine. 
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This Is The future 
i of PC Games! 
L-sssrar. Baffiffl® .sassgr*1 

1 a H»g^-°®n5',y 
Dtftfc* 

HGAMW 

ftrti ffinrtt P*® 

Star Trek: 
Judgment 

Wo* w*"1*-*** 

ii«*GAMER 

l;HGAMER 
The World’s 

Finest 
PC Games 
Magazi 

FIRST ISSUE OUT NOW! 
Featuring giant previews of 

Ultima FIJI, Theme Park and 
all the hottest new games, 
reviews of everything from 
Star Trek: Judgment Rites to 
IndyCar Racing, and two 

brilliant, demo-packed High 

Density disks! 

FOOTBALL 
TACTICIAN 2 

NEW enhanced version sets even higher 
standards and breaks more records. 

Firmly established as the definitive interactive football strategy game, 
FOOTBALL TACTICIAN 2 is now available in three superb versions: 
FT2 ENGLAND the original and the first ever management game where 
tactics and real-time match intervenhon are the main requirements for a 
successful campaign. FT2 SCOTLAND the first ever simulation covering the 
soccer scene north of the border featuring the Premier and First divisions. 
FT2 ITALIA with the fabulous serie A and serie B for the thrills, the passion 
and the glory of the world s most exciting league! 

Three great games with the latest 93/94 stats. One soon realises that 
FT2 is no ordinary soccer manager, THIS is the REAL THING. You’re in 
charge. Events on the field are the direct result of your inputs. Even when 
trailing badly, a match can still be retrieved and won if you make shrewd 
tactical interventions. There are risks involved, uncertainty and even kick. But 
in the end, it s all down to you! Gan you rise to the challenge? 
Try FOOTBALL TACTICIAN 2 for a totally different football experience! 

What makes Football Tactician 2 so special? 
* Biggest ever multi-user system: up to 46 users lyes forty-six! who said four was the 

limit?} Now with new rating system reflecting managers ability and achievements 
* First ever fully interactive management game: intervene at any time during a match to 

change tactics, make substitutions, adfcust formation, mark players or inspect possession 
* Most accirate player defiriffiorv 30 parameters including real ages, aptitudes, skis, caps, 

nationalities, playing positions, fitness, morale, market valuation and performance 
* Largest resets database: 21290 match resdts and league positions going back 20 

seasons aH instantly retrievable All of which may be printed out and examined 
* Professional recording: 36 matches always recorded for full-scale replay at ANY time1 
* First ever referee involvement: true to life behaviour Beware of adopting rough tactics or 

time-wasting' when Jm Parker is in charge' The message is clear know your refs 
* Fastest ever setting-up time initial start-up in less than two seconds, thanks to 900K of 

super-fast machine code No waiting No delay a Smoothness of action is FT2's hallmark 
* Most accurate editor built-in intuitive editor capable of entering new players and fine 

lining all parameters It goes without saying that this is essential for the senous user 
* 16 different tactics from rough play to offside-trap, al adjustable throughout the match 

You manage your side before AND dumg the match No guessing No faKng asleep 
* Three levels of match reporting, from highlights only to baR-by-bai commentary 

What ate the new features? 
* FA Premiership and Division One permanently in memory with full interaction, promotions, 

transfers. European pool, play-offs, local and European Cups 
* Man of the Match PFA Player of the Year PFA Young Player of the Year Footballer ot the 

Year Manager of the Year Transfer deadline Pitch invasions. Fights between players 
* Easy selection of penalty takers, free-kick takers, tong throwers, wingers, captains ball 

winners playmakers. overlapping ful backs, reserves substitutes, player managers 
* Unique database-type search facility to locate any player m the league. 
* Fuft-scale printing facities With 46 simUtaneous users, highly suitable for Play-by-Mail 
* hteigent behaviour of computer sides capable of changing tactics to respond to 

situation on the field or making substitutions based on fitness and fatigue 
Plus mid-week transfer and fitness news from all 46 clubs 

* Thirteen different charts: top scorers, super-subs. penalty kings, hat-trick heroes, most 
bookings most consistent player, most caps etc, etc,,, 

* Frierxiies. precise transfer markets, club history, financial position and much much more* 

Why is FT2 not in the shops? 
The very essence of a football strategy game is its accuracy With transfers happening 
every day. rules being changed and players being injured, shop games are out-of-date the 
moment they come out Some publishers issue yearly revisions That may be fine but not 
fine enough for us The FT2 you buy is 100% up-to-date We revise the program and data 
weekly. There are no compromises Who wants to play a game that says that Florentine 
are in serie A rTn or Newcastle in Division One? Who wants to play a game that 

features vVv Roy Keane at Forest or Ruud Gullit stil at Milan? No known 
**' football game is more up-to-date than FT2 and that s a fact! 

Please rush 1 copy of 

FOOTBALL TACTICIAN 2 C22.95 

FT2 (Scotland} £22.95 

FT2 Italia (serie A and serie BJ £22.95 □ 

FT2 Double Pack (tick any two) £29.95 3 

Name 

Address 

I enclose cheque for _ 
Visa or Access orders: same-day dispatch 

My Visa number is 
Overseas please add £1 p&p 

My machine is an 

AMIGA A500 (one meg) □ 
A120Q □ 

A60G □ 
ATARI ST/STE □ 

TALKING BIRDS 0702 523607 
5 Minster Close Rayleigh Essex SS6 8SF 



CHEAP? you AIN'T SEEN NOTHING VET! 
AMFYXYO, UNIT 3, CROSS KEYS SHOPPING MALL, ST NEOTS, CAMBRIDGESHIRE PEI9 9AU. 

TEL: 0908 379550 SHOP PRICES MAY VARY. PLEASE ALLOW FOR CHEQUE CLEARANCE. 

BUY ANY 3 £5.99 GAMES FOR £15*00!! 
Amos Professional .. .£39*99 

Aunt Arctic Adventure. 
Body Blows**,**.....,. 

.£3*99 

...**..£16*99 

Champions of Raj.. 

Civilisation.*...... 

..,*.£4*99 
..£19*99 

Conflict Europe_*_ 

Continental Circus.,**,. 

Curse of Encfrantia. 

..******.£3*99 
__XI a.99 

Deluxe Music Cons Kit 9*0 .* 

Doodle Bug.*.,. 

_-.£59*99 
..£10.99 

Dream Tea m. **„„„„„„** 

Epic...*..*__..*..*^„**_XI 4,99 
4D Driving..*—*•—,*.**<..—.£5*99 
Federation of Free .^H.99 
Flight of the Intruder .....X9.99 
Football Cfflzy.....——Xl 9*99 
Jaguar XJQ20 *..--*«.*X9*99 
Kick Off %.*~.*.X5.99 
Lemmings 9 ■ ■■ ■ ..*..„X19.99 
Lion Heart.*~.....*XS.99 
Mouse Mats..*.,.X9*00 
Nigel Mansell's Grand Prix...£14*99 

— 

Paper Boy 9«*„*,*.*„***. ,*„********X4*99 

Predator S...   .*13*99 

Premier Manager...  ,,19.99 

Robocop 3 **„„*,*,„,„*,,*,*******...XI4.99 

Sim City/Populout --****•..... £14*99 

Spritz Paint___*.__X3*99 

Thundc rh«wk..* *.. **...***********.19-99 

UItima 5...**.*.**..19-99 
WWF9 - Euro Rampage..XI 4*99 
Zool {While Stocks Last) only---X9*99 

100% CERTIFIED FULLY GUARANTEED 

20 .£11 lOO.£33 
50.£20 250.£73 

d LANGUAGE 

U LEARNING 

■ PACK 

SPANISH TUTOR-RRP 

FRENCH MISTRESS.RRP C19.99 

GERMAN MASTER.RRP Cl 9.99 

ITALIAN TUTOR-RRP C19.99 

ALL 4 FOR 
ONLY 

£19.99 

ZYDEC EXTERNAL DRIVE £49*99 PLEASE HURRY WHILE STOCKS LAST. 
Aj?0 Ar Biji ?1 w St « 699 PopctoiA 8 (l Meg,; |9 *9 ptooucii haihjd' may hot if awuuuu at 

jlJ'JC VP Twer . J> 9Q 18.49 PopijoysJ - Dau Otm. 8' 44 TIM Of 001*44 TO MINT, UJT WILL « S1 HI ON 

M English [11-18). 
A£*£ng||ih (12-13)..„. 
AW Eng)** (13-14)..*,.™. 
ADI Malts fiMfJ...... 
JW Malta <19.13:., . 
Xhtntoen..... 

!|W 10 99 I Fate of AjJarrtS)___ _. ,8399 FopulaA 2 Chaden^c OataOUk - ir 99 DAY O* itLlUC. HUM CAU fO« WTAJU 
t4 W Dv* Queen . SI .99 .81 99 Pftwer HiTi1 1049 
16 99 
IS99 

1099 33 00 Pr^r Jf! i'HjwHQ Ijmeur 1 Chd 
09(03 Oestr. ICnighttof Krynn ■' 1 Mrg; 1990 k*cr Scpftad .. 33 00 Nto* Wands, MOfl . .994 

16 99 4.99 rrtef,M5<w9 0 . 33.00 ,19*4 
Si 99 DennH . . 16 99 kK*ttwoon*i hipf ChaHenje ... 

ntemattomi Socce?. 
,47.49 Powemcnyr World V* 1 Data Dhk ,11.49 

Ajony ......* 10 90 Demit i BOO- .... .1799 699 Prtmief Manager (.. . .,16.49 
Bucks. .17 99 Doen SUlhi ..... ..Jlt.1S.99 hhar • Legend of the Fortrest_ *. , 1599 Premiere...... . 1549 

A# Force Coromandel* .... 19.99 Dc^Ioia OesiRTfl. .. .... .,9,W .lack the Ripper...... 86 99 PrtfneMprer. .1649 PLCASI KAMI CHIQVIS PAYABLE TO 

am Soooon ...„... 1699 Duffcni CA1V001' .. 19.99 XI980I1 Meg). . . 9 99 Pnnce of Penn M Meg)...... . ,9.94 OlltlCT SOFTWARE 

DELIVERY FREE TO THI UK. OYIR$£AS 
■Urttf Chicken* . 16.99 Cunoworla 1M0... . _1999 Jarrmfond __ __ *,„.. .,749 Pro Term If Tour 3 ..... . 1099 
Akn?. . 16.99 Dlpaiibte HtfO- . . 1699 Jamei Pood 8 • Robocod 16 99 Project* fi Megi - 18.99 
Aten Brtee 2 . 16.99 Oo^lght ... . 88 99 John AMcWeni (IS) Footbai, >6 99 PuFww ..... ,1699 AND ABROAD PRICE ON APPLICATION 

freed E 1800 ... ... , 19.99 Donk’ .*.,.,16 99 AnasUc hrk . 16-99 Pune Soot 1,,.*.. .. .549 
Alien Brerc Special Edition 1 Mtg . S 99 Orvula . ..... ..... .. .... . 1999 Jir«Uc Park :avsoo) ____ „ 17 99 Puzzle Boots..,.......... , 599 

FHOP A RICES MAT VAHT l A QI 

Ud ARo . 15.99 PtOTWft .iLM„i„„„,nr-i„....■ .. 1999 <9*0 . . 16 99 kaikewd Tycoon [t Me$). , .1949 ILUII ALLOW FOB CHEQUE CLtAUNCt 
Amtiermoat* 19.99 Pine 9 1799 EG8 . 1999 BWipvl IS 99 
Am« t«r Ifrst Mew to pro^jeminrYgi 99 99 Duriffon MiMer 6 Ch*« 5tnfc«|#c* 

[l mms  —...—, 
Dyiki SMen 

Eidk OfTt (1 Meil-.- 499 teach fa me 5km. . .19 99 mi 
Another worts <M). 
valent Ait oi War r the 

. ...9 75 
99 99 

__1949 
1999 

«t* on 8 Find Whrtc 
DdtMe Or 

,999 
9 75 

ted Baron N Me^f . 88 99 
1899 

Apocahpse’. ...——— .—... 
AOuAbc Garnet 

. 1699 
. 1949 

Lwa 9 ■ mni cf CeiDrui M wj: 
liropw Ctlnpl, . 

88 99 
__16 99 

Cfiynaktr ... . 
Kri£Quc*6.~*........ 

,8199 
85 99 

Lawtesn 
Boat- ,n, I..,,,-........ 

.19 14 
1919 

Archer Medcara Pod 17 99 European Owsn 1800 .1699 Kirifl iMcnta 3 Vcrd froceMor . 89 99 Sain Inal) .,... 1599 ADDRESS.. 
Amcm (jTddcfi S 19 49 liroecm BamoajE . ..15.99 KUYtaeifi . 16 99 Seem a Monkc? brano; i Meg' ,,* 1994 
Arenar..__---— . .16 99 UccfltnGxnef 8199 Entyonare . .. .. 19 W Seem of Mower hurc 4 S3 99 
Aahej .. 
Asw of !he Snort 

1099 
9399 

EjaKubone ----- 
CJl,______ 

.. .499 
_1449 

KrYgm of ihe Sky (1 **es).... 
krujtrt M Hue.....- - 

J8 99 
1699 

Seem of tfie Steer tale li Meg) 
Seek w Destror 

1994 
1699 

AjftStfVS Me{) . 1749 Lie of die Id*Me (S$i [ i mcs) _1999 j-f tt9Q SerwOe Soccer 4893 1099 lininiiimniTiiiiiiiTinriiiiiriiri ,,,,,,, 

Aaaatm Spec* Edton 
AOc4 

199 lit of (he IdwUcr V (f •*$) 83 99 10 99 of the React 3 19 49 
99 99 fl ,. . ,,, ______ 1699 ie5K>- of Send 16 99 Shedowiimb. 19 49 POSTCODE .... 
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Stuck on » waif in a collar t» r 

fully flodged toy. these are the i 

flr*t had to escape from a prise* 

Pink blob, bulging. white 
eyes - slithery slither, 
blobby, gooey, slither. 
This soft, pink lump goes 

by the name of Globdu!©, but his 
cavernous existence is no life for o 
vibrant, thrusting young pile of goo. 
In fact, it's o blob's life in the calo 
combs and no right-minded barrel of 
nearly-purple stuff would wanl to 
spend the rest of his We there. 

But Globdule has ambition 
Not for him the mudanity of 
rock We, eeking out a meagre 
living selling haberdashery to 
small insects Oh no, for this almost- 
lilac bundle of soggy joy wants to be 
a toy - a plaything, if you will. 

George Michael sang about 
freedom, ond even went to court to 
try and obtain it. But this would-be 
small child's pal need only complete 

■ free, 
r vaguely 

r os a 
f with a 

I child 
; him irvlls 

. before 
ig him 

ugh o toy 
goo mincer 

You gel the 
idea The kid 
wonts outta that 

' cave bod. 
But the journey 

to the toyshop doth not run straight - 
you hove to take a left at the lights 
and then first exit on the roundabout. 
There ore larids to cross and levels to 
complete - there usually are in plat¬ 
form rorhp 

mmmmmlma 

Glabdute look* ridiculously cool In Ms scuba gear He foamed 10 dure I 

day in Greece Unfortunately, at no point In the game does the t 

seems a shame because he perfected that whilst abroad t©< 

„ which 

Xfyifcfl 

Petrtfted. @k - clings to the waf( eyes Ilk 

kt*H> Very like, actually 

slippy ice; pods of water ond nasties 
a-plenty to overcome, most toys 
would give in early on. Who would 
pui money on Stretch Armstrong, 
Etch-a-Sketch or Bucking Bronco get 
ting out of the caslle? Exactly. 

Hey, this reasonably mau/e little 
fella is tough to control. He sticks to 
the walls like glue but fires off at alt 
angles. And he looks permanently 
nervous in a teors before-bedtime 
sort of way. Bui this only serves to 
make you more protective of him 
{for o while). You don'! want your 
blobby sidekick to get spiked, or 
burned by the fires, or jumped by fhi 
mice, birds, bees or fish. And as for 
the spooks, snails, spiders - well, I 
don't believe you Wanl to cross them. 

Instead, feast an the cakes, fruit 
and diamonds. Find the keys that 
unlock the doors to the next level, 

se the forest, swim the depth* 
ur scuba gear and generally do 
5 that you ve done before in 

m games, 
Gbbdvh is fun, if a Bit hustrat 

ing a times, It's a rather a stop-start 
affair - just when you're bowling 
along like a Rmgo, you have Id pull 
up and complete a tricky manoeuvre. 

The graphics are os cheerful as 
that womOn from The Big Breakfast, 
though not quite os nicety drawn 
The sounds are as squidgy as that 
bloke Princess Di called Squidgy 
(allegedly) but the music's nowhere 
near os good as the theme tune to 
The Rockford Fifes - but there's no 
shame in lhat 

Unfortunately, the charge of 30 
sovs is somewhat excessive. There 
are many good games out there at a 
third of the price of our pink pal 

Stephen Bradley O 

Ian Shaw and Stephen Kelt 

P 
Piygnosis 051-709 5755 

PRICE 

Available now 

Glob's animation is nice, though 

SO 

A rather nasty tuns, intermin 
gled with effective squashy 
squidgy noises. 

mmmmmmmmrnn 
Actually a lot of fun# though 
whether you'll playing it three 
i■ girt Im&b# Zm dieth ft■ ■ ■ ■ * ■ j-ti■■ ■ 

IhIvT I# QllOTTWr nlyfift r . 

Bogs of things to collect, loads 
of levels but Mr Globdule can be 
difficult to control at times. 

“ An attractive 
bat unspectacular 
platformer with 
plenty of depth 
levels-wise, but 
not enough tricks 
to keep you com¬ 
ing back. A tad 
expensive at 30 
knicker too. ** 
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; you played the demo of Skidmarks on Amiga 

Format 51 Coverdisk, you'll know that it's the 

racingest, chasingest multi-player racing game 

ever to hit the screen. Vision Software are 

currently putting the finishing touches to the 

game, but to keep you occupied until it arrives 

they've devised this excellent competition. 

Just model yourself a car using last month's 

superb imagine Coverdisk, or any other 3D 

package if you prefer. And you could win one 

of 20 fabulous remote control off-road racers. 

The winning cars could even be included in a 

future release of Skidmarks on CD12. 

These cars were provided by Vision Software, 

authors of Skidmarks, and Beatties' virtual 

Reality stores, your one-stop shop for all 

your computer leisure software and 

hardware requirements. 

BUILD 

DRIVING FAST CARS, off-road at break neck 

speeds, crashing and bashing obstacles and oppo¬ 

sition out of the way. It's a fine pastime, but it's so 

difficult to get the opportunity to do it. 

One way is to play Skidmarks, the outra¬ 

geously playable racing game from Vision 

Software, Another way is to go out and buy an 

ATV (we really like the Renault Racoon concept 

car, if any of Renault's directors are feeling gener¬ 

ous around Christmas) and get off-road for a bit of 

mud-plugging action. 

Both these options are a bit difficult. The first 

because Skidmarks isn't on the shelves yet, hut by 

the time you read this ii will only be a few weeks 

away. The second because All Terrain Vehicles 

generally cosl more than a few weeks' pocket 

money. In fact they cost more than a couple of 

years' wages! 

The perfect solution is (o get your own pockel 

sized off-road vehicle, a Tamiva radio-controlled 

scale model. So Vision Software and Beatties' 

Virtual Reality stores have got together with 

Amiga Formal to offer you this exclusive chance 

to gel your hands on one of these extremely fast, 

fun and desirable motors. If you've already been 

to a Virtual Reality store, then you'll know that in 

each shop there's a virtual reality machine which 

you can get to grips with, plus each of the chain's 

10 stores has a huge selection of Amiga software 

and hardware for sale. 

Radio control fever 
Back to the cars.,. The Amiga Format office was 

bilten by radio control fever in mid 1992 when 

one of the software houses gave us a Ferrari. 

Unfortunately it was a 1/25 scale radio-controlled 

car, and even more unfortunately it ended up 

under the wheels of a passing Allegro, 

Bui it was too late, the team were bilten, and 

our office next to the car park was ideal, Frank 

and Marcus would spend every lunchtime in the 

car park pulling power skids and wheel spins, 

even Damien (ex-editor - for new readers) would 

have a quick go and gel involved in fits of four- 

wheel drive fun. Then they moved us up to ihe 

second floor and it sadly all went downhill. 

Now there's a huge pile of Tamiya cars in our 

lab, and our thumbs are itching lo get on the 

remote control joysticks again. But this time it's 

you that could be revving the motor for hours of 

automotive fun. 

What yov have to do 
To win one of these great cars, what you have to 

do is to build a car in your favourite 3D program 

- last month's Imagine Coverdisk would be the 

ideal choice, So if you turn to page 243 of this 

issue you will find a special Imagine tutorial 

designed specifically to help you model motors in 

Imagine. Once you have designed the vehicle of 

your dreams, send it as an Imagine (or whatever 

ID program you use) model, with one or more 

renders of your car to this address: 

Imagine Bulll My Hotrod! 

Amiga Format 

30 Monmouth Street 

Bath, 

Avon BA1 2BVV 
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THE COMPETITION RULES 
(THERE ARE MORE THAN USUAL) 

1* No employee of Acid Software, Vision Software, Virtual 
Reality stores, or Future Publishing may enter. 

2. All entries must roach Future Publishing by 2B February 1994, 

3. All entries must be on Amiga formatted 3,5-inch floppy disks. 
Entries must comprise your car as an object and at least one 
render of your vehicle, 

4. All entries become copyright Future Publishing and we 
reserve the right to use the objects for whatever purposes we 
see fit. This may include them appearing in future releases of 
the Skidmarks game, 

5. The winner will be decided by the judges {The staff of AF and 
Acid Software) after the dosing date* Their decision is final, 

6. No cash or alternative prizes can be offered* 

7. The judges will have the right to decide which variety of 
prize goes to which winner, 

B, There is no eighth rule. 

You wouldn't catch us taking our Porsches out on a woodland track no matter how many pic¬ 

turesque pine trees bordered it. Not that we have Porsche* of course No! We’d go down to Beatties 

and buy ourselves a Tamiya scale model oH road racer. Then we’d go home and play the Amiga 

Format issue Si Coverdisk demo of Skidmarks. 

VIRTUAL REALITY 
just about the best place to buy Tamiya 

models is die Realties chain of mode] ami 

im shops. Rut did you know thev also sell 

computers, consoles and software? 

Well the> do! 
Beatties opened two pilot shops under 

the name of Virtual Reality in December of 

I4WI 'The lirst stores, in Leicester and 

tail'd iff, had a real-life Virtuality machine in 

cadi simp for customers m iry out. The 

concept proved popular, and VR soon had 

display machines of the consoles and ihc 

Amiga in the store for customers to try out 

die latest games tin. The chain has gone 

from strength to strength, opening stores 

italic inwide. 

Follow the tutorial on page 243 and you ll be able to 

build a buggy tike this. 

Virtual Reality stores stock all the major formats, including Amiga and 
CD1* software, plus a complete range of machines and peripherals. 
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chaos engine n MB) 
CHASE HQ I 
CHASE HO II 
CHESS CHAMPION- 2:171 
CHUCK ROCK 
CHUCK ROCK 2 ■ SOW OP CHUCK 0 MB) 
CMUIATtQN (IMBl 
CIVILIZATION [AMIGA 1 SWJt 
CJ IN THE USA 
COHORTS 
COLO SSUS BRIDGE 4 
COMBAT AIR PATROL |1MB) 
COMBAT CLASSICS It MB) 
COMBAT CLASSICS 2 
COMBO RACES 
CONFLICT KOREA fl MB) 
CONQUEROR 
CONTINENTAL CIRCUS 
CONTRAPTIONS 
COOL SPOT 
COOL WORLD 
COUNT DUCKUtA 
COUNT OUCKUA? 
COVEPT ACTION 
CRAZY CARS 1 
ORAZY CARS 2 (NOTi 300) 

34, * 
ii.B 

CRQ5SGDW - THE LEGEND Of TELL (1 MB) 6-96 
enmBE FOR A CORPSE 2QJG 
CRYSTAL KINGDOM (Ji&Y IMOT1 jHxn | Q.&fi 
CURSE Of ENCHANTIA n MB) 34.94 
CYBERCONlI 1S» 
CYBERSPACE 11 MB) 3*.K 
CYTROW 4,50 
D DAY f IMBl 31.94 
oalek attack is.* 
HEP CONE i4« 
DELIVERANCE UK 
QCLUXK FMNTIV *1.96 
DELUXE PAW IV AflA «.96 
DEMON BLUE 4-96 
DENNIS 1*96 
DENNIS AMIGA ia») H.H 
DESERT STM« HM 
DIE HARD 7 1*96 
DIGGERS |A1 JOCn H.K 
DISPOSABLE HERD tMG 
DIZZY COLLECTION 1475 
DiZZT PANIC fl« 
DIZZY S EXCELLENT ADVENTURES 1*75 
DoecaocsouTiuustouSAOvENTui^ ens 
DOCFlONTflMBi 2*K 
donald s alphabet chase ti9s 

DOUBLE DRAOONflINOTl KN 7 95 
DOUBLE DRAGON III 14* 
QRACula (imBi ».« 
Dnacni Lay n-Gn*ollMtHidiNOTiJOOl 21 95 
DREADNOUGHTS »» 
DREADNOUGHTS - BtSMARCK 12J5 
DREADNOUGHTS ■ *0MCUD4 l£* 
DREAM TEAM 14K 
DREAMLANDS JT.* 
DNEAMNEBOMBt M* 
DRRLER A* 
DUNE CiMBi 2Z» 
DUNE i RMS) 22.H 
DYHA BLASTER (NOT13O0I 73 » 
EASY AMOBflNV) 24 * 
ECO THE DUCK *M 
EM? THE PUCK 1 Ctt 

21.H 
EPIC n MB NOTtOO) 21 H 
ENK 5H 
ESCAPE FROM PLANET OF ROBOT MONSTERS 5 *■ 
ESPAHA ■ THE GAMES W1TN* N0T12W. 21 95 
EURO FOOTBALL CHAN* 1 ft * 
European champions ilm 
European championship ■ ns 9 » 
EYEOf THE BEHOLDER 1(1 MBl 22.* 
EYE OF THE BEHOLDER II0MB) 25 » 
f-15 STRIKE EAGLE II 11* 
mi cowt menn t-» 
F-19 STEALTH FlOHttR 0MB NOT8OO1 13 96 
T‘»«ETALIATOR 10,95 
niKJMAPK) 14* 
F11T4 STEALTH TIGHTER 0MB) 2A* 
Fl 7 CHALLENGE (1 MB] 10.H 
FACE OFF' ICE HOCKEY 7 95 
FALCON 7* 
FALCON ■ COUNTERS TRIKE DATA Ch$k 7 * 
FALCON ■ FIREFOHT DATA DISK 7,* 
FALLEN ANOEL e« 
FANTASTIC DUZY 
FANTASTIC WORLDS (COMP) [NOTI 200) 2S9S 
FANTASY WORLD DIZZY *96 
FASCINATION 21.95 
FAST FOOD (NOT*) 1,00 
fatal smdni 21.* 
FINAL COMMAND 4* 
FINAL COPY D n MB) S3,* 
FINAL FIOHT 7.95 
FIRE UNO BRIMSTONE (IMBi 7 95 
FIRf AND ICE 1496 
FIRE hawk i476 
FIRST DIVISION MAMGLR (NOTS00) 496 
FIRST LETTERS [UNDER 5 Si 696 
F1BTYWHTW 1.40 
flashback 0 mbi 22* 
FLIGHT OF THE MTFKlDER (NOT*) 7.96 
FUMSO'S QUEST (HOT*) 7 96 

Please note f • 
WOf+ means software d » . ^ 

i riof compatible with the 
500 Ptu% 600 or 1200 

football uahaoch 3 to* 
FOMXTTEK WORLDS 6* 
FORMULA 1 GRAND PHI LIN*) I « 
FUTURE WARS SNOTlMO) ’’ ^ 
040C 
G3 14* 
GADGET LOST IN TIME 
GALACTIC WARRIOR RATS 
gateway to savage frontier (imbi 2* 75 
GAUNTLET! tu 
GEAR. WORKS ■5 'j 
GHOSTBUSTTRS 2 (NOT*) 6* 
GHOULS W GHOSTS (NOTSTO 6* 
GILBERT 6* 
GLOBAL OlAOIATORS 0MB) 'ft* 
0U04PUU Yl- 
GNOME ALONE it94 
GO FOR GOLD 7 94 
GOAL UMBO ?;• 94 
GOBUKNS li.» 
ooeuiHS a 0MB) 
GOOFY’S RAILWAY EXPRESS '6 94 
GRAHAM QOOCH WLD CLASS CRICKET (IMBl ? i 96 
GRAHAM TAYLOTS SOCCER (1 MB) 7* 
GULP 7196 
GUNBOAT 19 95 
GUN8MP 7300 0H$ 74 « 
Guy spy 21.96 
HANNA UARUAHA'is ANIMA TION WORKSHOP W99 
HARDCWVWJ 7.94 
HARD NOVA 7.94 
HARDBALL 7 95 
HARPOON - BATTLE BET J i; 94 
HARPOON ■ OAT1\i 5Tf f 1.’ 96 
HARPOON • EDITOR 11. 76 
HARPOON Vi.2.1 (IMBI 24 96 
HARRIER ASSAULT 0MB) 7*.* 
HAWAIIAN SCENERY DISK H 96 
HEAD OVER HEELS 6* 
HElMDALL (1MB HOT12QQ W » ' 
HEROES OF THE LANCE (NOtl BCB| (NOY4D0 6* 
HEfiOQUES-T 7.96 
MCTOOUOT - twin Pack 21* 
HEROOUEST j IS 94 
MON STEEL 
MU STREET BLUES 795 
HIRED GUNS :* « 
HISTORY LINE (1914*19151 (1MB| 2* « 
HOMEACCOUWT5 1 22 >6 
HOOK 7* 
HO T PUBfiE R 7* 
HUCKLEMRIW HOUP* ' 94 
HUDSCNHAWK 10* 
HUMANS INOT1200 ,i 94 

HUMANS-Jufuw LMHI [STAND AlONE] 
60 

21 SB 
K* *» 
IMPOSSlftLi MISSION J (NOT 0 4* 
INDIANA JONE S 4 FATE ATL (ACT) (1 MB) i 4 94 

MtMAKA J0*«S4 FATE ATE. (ADV3 (1M9I 
MtMAKA JONES 4 L CRUSADE (ACT) 
IND1M44 JONES ft L CFUJSADE (ACKO 
IWDIANAPOUS Sffi* 
WNDCENT UNTIL CAUGHT 
INTER OFFICE 
INTERNATIONAL 5 A SIDE 
INTERNATIONAL GOLF 
INTERNATIONAL RUOSV CHALLENGE (1 MB| 
INTERNA0ONAL SOCCEfi CHALLENGE 
INTERNATIONAL SPORTS CHALLENGE 
INTERNATIONAL TRUCK RACING 
IRON LORD [NOT+1 
ISHAR. LEGEND OF the PDFTTRE5S (TOT5O0 
ISHAR - LEOEHO OF THE FORTRESS .A130D 
tSHAft 2 0 MS) 
iSHAR 2 (AMIGA 3 200) 
ITALY 1990 
IVANHDE 
JACK MGKLMJS QOU= 
JAGUAR 1U22D 0 MB NOTi 200 
JAMES POND 
JAWS 
jocky witsoN s compendium of darts 
JOE 4 MAC - caveman minjaitMB; 
JOHN MADDEN S FOOTBALL 
JUPTFERB MASTERDflIVE 
JURASSIC PARK 0MB) 
JURASSIC PAfBUAl 300 
KEYS Of MAPAMON 
KGfl 0MB) 
KICK OFFi ffHNAL WHISTLE) (NOTH 
KK»OFF B IQtANTS OF EUROPE) f«T*) 
m OFF « /RETURN to EUROPE) INOT*) 
«0Put (NOtiKWI 
nOS PACK 
«u«gmacwne 
MHO WORDS a 0MB) 
KINGDOMS Of GERMANY 
KMGHTUARE 
KNKJWT5 OF THE SKY 0 UB) 
KRUSTYS FUN HOUSE 
KWK SNAJt 
LAST N*UA ■ (NOT*) 
LAST HINUA ■ 
LEJST-OW 
LEEDS LMTED CHAMPIONS 0 MB) 
LEGEND OF KYTWCM 0MB NQT12O0 
LEGENDS 
(IMMINGS ICWGPUL;’ 
LEMMINGS 10N«NQnSOW 
LEMMINGS DATA DISK 0£M*S LEvaS) 
LEMMINGS DOUBLE PACK 
LEMMINGS LEVELS [STAND ALONE) 
LETS SPELL AT HOME 
LETS SPELL OUT AN D ABOUT 
LIBERATION - CAP1TO 2 
LICENCE TO K)Li 

UCmShEART [IMii 
LITTLE PUFF [NOTH 
LIVERPOOL FOOTBALL 
LOMBARD RAC FIAUr 
LOOM 
LOST VIKINGS 
LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO CHALLENGE 
LOTUS HI - THE ULTIMATE CHALLENGE (IMS) 
LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE t) 
Ml TANK PLATOON 0 MS) 
MAELSTROM 
MAGIC BOY 
MAGIC STORYBOOK IlMB) 
MAGICIANS CASTl E 
MAGICLAND DtZZY 
MANCHESTER UNITED 
MANCHESTER UNITED - PREMIER LEAGUE 
MANIAC MANSION 
MARK) is MISSING 0 MB) 
MATCH Of THE GAY 
MAWS BEACON 2 (GERMANI 
MAWS BEACON TEACHES TYPING V 2 0MB) 
MCDONALD LAND 
MEAN M3 
MEAN ARENAS 
MEGA TWINS 
MEGA-CO*MAMA / FIRST SAMURAI |NCT1200 
MEGAFOKTRtSS 0 MB) 
mercenary i 
MERCS 
LACKEYS 133 5 
MICKEY S ABC'S 
UlCKEY S jdGSAW PUZZLES 
MICKEY^ MEMORY CHALLENGE 
LACKEY'S RUNAWAY ZOO 
1WCRO MACHINES 
MKHQPFW5E OOtf HW 
UCAOPAGSE SOCCER 
MlCWNTEP 
MCWNTER 9 0MB) 
LAG » RJLCWJMnWB 
MM OFFICE [lift 
UOONWALKER IWltl 
MOflPM(1«4BNOTl3O0 
MORPH 9UWGA 1200 
MORTAL KOMBAT fl M& 
UR NUTZ (AMIGA 1200 
MURDER HOT*) 
MYSUCAL 
mytm 
NAPOL£OM3 
NANDO POOCE (NOTI 200 
NASCAR CHALLfNGE 
NEW ZEALAND STORY (NOT-) 
NICK FMDOS CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF GMB] 
NICKY 2 
NIGEL MANSELL’S WLD CHAMPIONSHIP flMBi 
NKjEL MANSELL’S WLD CHAMPIONSHIP0 3Q0| 
WGHT SHIFT 
NK4JA COLLECnOtf 
NINJA REMIX 
NIPPON SAFES INC 
NODDY'S BIG ADVENTURE 
NOOOYS PLAYTIME (IMBl 
NORTHS SOUTH 
OMAR SHARIF'S SPUDGE 0 MB) 
ONE STEP BEYOND 
OPERATION COMBAT 
OPERATION HARRIER 
OPERATION STEALTH 
operation thunderbolt 
ORIENTAL GAMES 
OUTLANDE.R 
Outrun 
OUTRUN EUTOPA 
OVERDRIVE (IMBI 
CVERKJLLIA1KWI 
OVERRUN (1MB) 
PACIFIC ISLANDS 
PAINT POT 2 

W 1 

No credit card surcharges 
Always a person—never an answerphone! 

ON) (I MBl 77,95 PANG (HOTSCO) 
. xr r, £ oa Dm 7x vvv ta/iviur. 

10.95 
ti.75 
7.96 

21.96 
1475 
15.75 
fl.* 

M.96 
tS.TB 

PANG iHOTftOO: 
PANZA KK3t BOXING 
PARASOL STARS 
PEN PAL 
PERFECT GENERAL 0 MB) 
PERFECT GENERAL WWJ DATA DISK. [I MB) 
PfRIMf LlfWi 

POA TOUR GOif ■ COURSES DISK 
PGA TOW GOLF PLUS 
PtCTlONARY 
PINBALL DREAMS 
PINBALL FANTASIES UUttl 
PINBALL MAGIC 
PIRATES 
PTI FIGHTER 
P1WE 4 OKIE 
PLAN 9 FROM OUTER SPACE 0U«) 
PLATOON 
PLAYDAY5 
PLAYROOM 
POPEYf a 
PGPfYEJ 
POPULOUS n PLLH0 MEG) 
POPULOU&mOUlSEO LANDS 
POSTMAN PAT 
POSTMAN PAT 3 

PREMIER MANAGER 2 
«4wtRE .1 MB NOT I aw 
PRIME MOVER 
PWNCE OF PERSIA 
PI1HCS OF THE YOLKFCKjK 
PRO TENNIS TOLW l «OT*| 
pnojccTxnM* 
PSYCHO s SOCCER SELECTION 
PUOOSY 
PUVNOWI0M0 
PUTTY (1MB, 
QtlATTRO POWER MAdKNES (COMP) 
QUEST OF AQHAVAM 
CMIAKriUB 
R-TVPE I 
R.B1 BASOMJ.2(NOTY3 

RAILROAD TYCOON [1 MB, 
RAINBOW ISLANDS 
RAVE 
REACH FOR THE SKIES 
RED HEAT 
RENEGADE 
RtCK DANGEROUS l 
WCK DANGEROUS H 
RISKY WOODS 
ROAD RASH 
ROADBLA5TER3 
ROfliNHOOO 
ROBIN HOOD - LEGEND QUEST 
RQ6IN5QM5 3 REQUIEM 
ROBOCOO INOT1HXJ] 
ROBOCOOIA1300 

R06OC0PIII 
ROeOSPORT 
ROOLAND 
HUME |AD 92) (1M01 
ROOKIES 1,1 MB) 
RUGBY COACH 
RULES OF ENGAGEMENT 2 (1 MB] 
RYF HONDA 
RYDER CUP 
RYDER CUP (AMIGA 1200 
Sabre team - aijoo 
SAVAGE 

SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND M MS NOT4O0I 
secflrr of monkey island ii [imbi 
SENSIBLE SOCCER 92(93 
StYMOUfi GOES TO HOLLYWOOD 
SHADOW DANCER 
SHADOW OF THE BEAST 
SHADOW Of THE BEAST ■ 
SHADOW SORCEROti i.7*QT -I 
SHADOW WARRIORS 
SHAttJWOflADSilMflq 
4HOCPCOPLE 
shoot em up constructioh wf 
SHOPPING BASKTf 
SMUHlE IMtif 
SIM ANT 
sm city ARCHiTfcnjfa i funno 
SIM CITY - ARCMTECTURE 2 (AMQGVTl 
SM CITY - TERRAIN EDITOR 
5iM CITY DELUXE 
SW CITY/POPULOUS 
S*iufi H 5M& 
SM UFE UWBOA 12P0) 
5PAON THE 5QMCERER < 
5»MOH THE SOHCERER (AI2D0 
SfMPSONS 
5«P50**S BARTHS THE WORLD 
Sink or swim 
SKIDMARKS [IMBI 
SLEEPWALKER (IMBl 
SLEEPWALKER ’.AMIGA 1206) 
SUCKS 
SUOrtnYMAClC 
SLY SPY 
SMASH TV 
SOCCER KlD 
SOCCER BO Al 2® 
SOCCER PINBALL 
SOCCER STARS (COMP) 
SOOTY A SWEEP 
SOOTY5 FUN WFTH NUMBERS 
SOUP TREK 
SPACE ACE II 
SPACE CRUSADE - DATA DISK 
SPACE CRUSADE PLUS MISSION DISK 
SPACE OUN 
SPACE HULK 
SPACE LEGENDS (1M8| 
SPECIAL FORCES (1MB| 
SPELL BOOK ((-* 
SPELLBOUND DIZZY 
SPIKE IN TRANSYLVANIA 
SPORTS MASTERS CQOMFI 
ST DRAGON 
STAR LORD (IMBl 
STARDUST (IMS) 
STAflOLlMfll 
STB3 THE SLUG 
ST11GAR (NOTI 200 
STORM ACROSS IWOPi 
STRATEGY MASTERS 
STRSET FIGHTER (MJT*) 

i minutes iron) m si. uue sistion, 
STREET FIGHTER 
STRIDES 2 
STRIKE FLEET 

STUN RUNNER 
STUNT CAR RACES (NQT6O0) (NOTI 200) 
SUBURBAN COMMANDO |t FREE FILM) 
5UPARLEX 
SUPER ALL STARS 
SUPER CAULDRON 
SUPER FROG 0 MB) 
SUPER LEAGUE MANAGER 
SUPER MOLACO OP- 
SUPER SEOAICOMP) 
SUPER SEYMOUR SAVE S THE WORLD 
SUPER SIM PACK |C0MP) ^071200) 
SUPER SPACE INVADERS 
SUPER TETRIS ilMfl NOTI20Q) 
SUPEflCARS II iNOTl3Q0 
SAJPERfKSHTERS [COMP) 
SUPERHERO 0 MB) 
Switchblade i 
SWITCHBLADE H 
sww 
SYNDICATE (I MB) 
TUT, 2 (COW) 
TEAMSU2UKJ 
TENIBSCUP2 
TERMINATOR 2 ARCADE CAME 
rermihator a 
TEST QflfVf S 
TfX [AftBGA 1200) 
ME CYCLES 
THE GREATEST (COMP) (I «B 
THE IMMORTAL 
themunsters 
tkpatfkian iima 
THEATRE Of DEATH 
thguas nin wrm monos 
THOMAS THE TANK ENGPIE 
THOMAS THE TAMt @ASME 2 
THAW 
TOW 
TOTAL CARNAGE 
TOYOTA CBJCA 
TRACKSUTT MANAGER 
mANSAHCT>CA0MB) 
transahctica - At 200 
TREASURE island HZZY 
TREASURES OF S*V FRONTIER D MB) 
TREBLE CHAMPIONS ? 
TrtPt£ ACTION PACK VOLS 
TRIPLE ACTION PACK WX* 
TRIPLE ACTION PACK YOLfi 
TFBPL£ PACK 1 (SPQRTSl 
TRIPLE PACK 2 (ACROR) 
trwlal pursuit 
TROODURS 
TROLLS fl M8i 
TROLLS [AMIGA 1200) 
TUftftCAN 
TUSKER 
TWIUGHT awn 
UNIVERSAL WARfuOR 
URIDfUM 2 
UTOPIA 
VALHALLA |1MB) 
VIDEO KID 
VIKIHG50MB) 
VOODOO NIGHTMARE 
WALKER 0 MB) 
war in The Gulf hmb;- 
WAflfliOflS Of releyme 
WAXWORKS |1 ME) 
WEST EUROPEAN TOUR SCENERY CkSk 
WHALES VOYAGE 
WHALES VOYAGE (A1M0I 
WHICHT WHERfi WHAT? 
WILD STREETS 
W1Z W UZ 
W1ZKIO [IMG) 
wolfchild iNOTt zoci 
WONDER DOG 
WOODYS WORLD 
WOflOWOfTTHVI.1 0MB1 
WGRDWOfTTH W,0 0 5MB| 
WORKS TEAM RALLY 
WORLD CLASS L£ADf PBOARD 
WQftD CLASS RUGBY 
WORLD CUP SOCCER 
WORLDS Of LEGEND 
WWF EUROPEAN RAMPAGE ■ 1 MB: 
WWF WRESTLEMahia 
X-OUT 
YOJOC 
Z-QMT 
ZAKMCKRACKEN 
ZOOL 0MB1 
ZOOL (AMIGA 1200 
2YC0MX 

Ait prices include UK postage € 
' % ag On P 

. rrumufadurtr*’, ptytu id¥ 

You wanted a choice? 
There are 674 games listed on 
this page—if tve'd put any more 

fn you'd have needed a 
magnifying glass, 

SEE OUR OTHER PABE IN TKIS ISSUE 
FOR CD-32 & EDUCATIONAL TITLES, 

3.5” DISKS AND ACCESSORIES 

Ire not too late! 
You can order up to 23rd December 
and still get it in time for Christmas, 
using our next day courier service, 

only £6.00 find. VAT) 

Posiaffl 

TCTd St, London N1 6) 
vaM guarantor card numbers w& pe 

rtpar-cftequB atea/arra. 

|tive until "^nrl ^l.i min i j 



CALCULUS 
COMPUTER STORES 

‘’MCHHY CHRISTMAS TO ALL OF 00H CUSTOMERS 

Amiga CD 32 
bit 14mhz 2 Mb RAM. Full Motion Video Expandable 

lU ; -v. ndt possible to 
capture the superb quakl 

ity of the new Amiga 
CPU from an adver¬ 

tisement fortunately 
C'C s j Cv;l s Stc | 

dose to you So why 
not call in and ask for a 

demonstration and 

experience tomorrows | 
technology today 

SPECIFICATIONS 
* 14 MHZ 6SEC020 processor * 2 Megs 32 - bit ch.p RAM 
* 2 joystick ports/controUcr pom $ S* video jack ♦ Composite 
video jack * RF output Jack * Stereo audio jacks 4* Keyboard con¬ 
nector/ auxiliary connector ♦ Full expansion bus * Headphone jack 
* Headphone volume control ♦ External brick power supply 
* Internal MPEG FMV expansion capability # Multiple session disc 
capability 

ymg £289.99 
^ -v rorc i^or at irn p-Ai 

This is just a small 

selection of the 

amazing Christmas 

Gifts available at your | 

total Cakubs Store. 
From Stocking 

Fillers to the Big 

Present we can help ] 

, so call in there’s 

bound to be a store 

near you. 

EXCLUSIVE Desktop 
Dynamite Pack 

2 FREE GREAT CD GAMES, 
OSCAR AG A AND DIGGERS AG A 

ZAPPO EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVE 

Top quality external drive for all Amigas 
"Quality 9 out of 10 exceptional value for 

money" Amigo Computing 
Zappo External Floppy Drive Review, {compatible 

with all Amigas) 

''cS. 
ISfcsC 

£54.99 
I 2 Months Warranty 

COMMODORES NEW 

DUAL SYNC MONITOR 

I 942 

MONITOR 
This new monitor 

has been specially 

designed for the 
New Amiga 1200 
and 4000 computers | 

in order for you to enjoy their fantastic 

graphics to the full. The 1942 Monitor 

features built in stereo speakers jtJWQs 

CALCULUS 
PRICE £349.99 

lonitor 1 TV 

The ultimate in flexibility, a superb Sharp Monitor / 
TV offers the best of both worlds . Connect to your 
Amiga with our free connectivity cable or at the 
press of a button you are in command of a quality 39 
channel remote control TV 
* Sharp 14" Monitor / TV 
* Full function remote control 
* Digital on screen display 

* 1.5 watt MPQ audio 
IT Months Warranty 

£179.99 

| This supcrb pack must be one of Commod 

bundling 4 Games plus classic utility software with a 20 Mb 

Amiga 600. Specrfications as below. 

Accessories and joystick not included 
PACK CONTAINS: 

Jfc Amiga 600 

* Built in 20Mb Hard Drive 

9k TV Modulator 

IMbRAM 
GAMES: 

Trivial Pursuits -The Classic Quiz 
EPIC Science fiction Adventure 
MYTH Question the judgement 

of the Gods 
ROME 
AD 92 - Role playing adventure 

DELUXE PAINT 1*1 

Movie quality animations 

at the press of a key. 3D 

perspectives and a com¬ 

plete set of paint tools 

AMIGA TEXT 

A powerful word pro¬ 

cessing package simple to 

use but highly sophisticat¬ 

ed you1!! be amazed at 

your professional results 

CALCULUS 
PRICE 

OVER £400 WORTH OF 
SOFTWARE FREE 

The power of the Amiga 1200 Is unleashed 
with this great new pack. Specially re written I 
AGA software takes full advantage of the 3 20d 
AA Chipsets graphic capability. * WORTH | 

Word worth AGA 
Digita Print Manager 
Dennis The Menace AGA 
Oscar AGA 
Deluxe Paint IV AGA 

£129 99 | 
£ 39 99 
£ 99 99 
£ 27.99 
£25 99 

* Ikvtd on original 

ratal! pne* 

£ 29 99 

£2499 

CALCULUS 
PRICE 

HARD DRIVE OPTIONS 
Why not Increase the capacity of your 
fabulous Desktop Dynamite Pack with 
the addition of a superfast 170 Mb 2 5" 
IDE Drive, All Calculus Hard Drives are 
covered by 12 Months at home warranty 
through 1CL _ _ 

£599.99 
EXCLUDES 3 GAME PACK 

PLUS 3 great games 
♦ International sports challenge , _ . __ 
The most rtaksDC rmJti spore wmAajor t l 
ov produced 

Pa rad ro id 90 Its 2390 and 
disaster has struck the Star Fleet, 
tense and addictive 
ik Cool Croc Twins 
Every one wanes to be cool but 

*'as«a»as xse*ra With over 

£400 of 
Software 

Free 
I 2 Months At Home Warranty 

Beware of 
Imitations 

Commodore tell us 
that the AI 200 was 

not designed to 
accept a 3.5 ‘ Drive 

and fitting one 
VOIDS all warranty 

mi. 99 

AMIGA 600 HD EPIC PACK 

Amiga 600 paci 
FEATURES INCLUDE: 

« Amiga A600 SD 3p TV Modulator 

3ft I Mb Memory ♦ 12 Months at home Warranty 

FREE AWARD WINNERS VII* 
Space Ac* - Winners of the best enimoiron European 

Computer Leisure Awards 1990 
Kick off 2 * Hoiied world wide as the greatest Soccer game of I 

off time 
Pipemariia A classic punk arcade game 
Populous Golden joystick Award - Afoit ongmaf game of the | 

year, 

* New version rewritten to work on Amiga 500 +600 

CALCULUS 
PRICE 

2*9935 

£179.99 
I 2 Months At Home service 

Amiga A600 SD + Award Wiiwm Pack 

COMMODORE MPS 1230 PRINTER 

23*935 

£269.99 
12 Months At Home service 

A high quality 9 - pin primerwith paper and tractor feed 

and is fully compatible with Epsom FX8G and IBM 

industry standards. High speed 120 CPS draft mode and 
an NLQ mode of 24 CPS. 

Amiga 600 compatible- Price includes printer lead* 

LOWEST PRICE EVER. WHILST STOCKS LASTW 

CALCULUS 
PRICE £109.99 



CALCULUS 
COMPUTER STORES 

U CALCULUS CHRISTMAS DLALS THE BEST IN TOWN U 

Panasonic KXP - 2023 If print quality really matters the new Panasonic KXP - 2023 mono pnnter is the product for you. 
Incorporating the latest in ergonomic design the KXP - 2023 features many user friendly features 
including a help disk* easy to use from the control panel and paper setting facility. 
SPECIFICATIONS 

Speeds 192 CPS draft. 64 CPS LQ 
Courier. Prestfge Bold PS and Script 
Rear and Top 
Freephone 0800 444220 for free Amiga printer driver^ 

for total peace of mind 

* Fast Printing 
sft 4 Resident Fonts 
* 2 Paper Paths 
* On screen setup disks 
4* I Year Warranty 

CALCULUS 
PRICE £ 199.99 

receive ! 

FREE AUTO CUT SHEETFEEDER 
Buy a superb Panasonic KXP - 2023 and you will 

gif _l50 - 75 sheet capacity auto cut sheetfeeder 
completely 

FREE 
WORTH £89 

AMIGA 4000 / 030 
FEATURES INCLUDE: 

* EC68G30 Processor running at 25 mht 

* Easily upgradable processor 

* 2 Mb of 32 - bit RAM expandable to 18 Mb 

uslqg industry standard 32 - bit Simms module. 

* New AGA graphics ch ipset, giving an amazing 

16.8 million colours 

* 130 Mb Hard Drive 

CALCULUS 
PRICE 

£969.99 

AMIGA CDTV * MUTIMEDIA PACK 
PACK CONTENTS AS STANDARD 
* Amiga GDTV Player 

* CDTV Keyboard 

4* CDTV 9411 35" Disk Drive 

* CDTV Infra Red Remote Controller 
* CDTV Wired mouse 

* CDTV Welcome Disk 

* Manuals 
* Fred Fish CDTV Disk 

MONITOR NOT INCLUDED 

CALCULUS 
PRICE £249.99 

u Christmas stocking fillers ii 

AMIGA JOYSTICKS 
Quickjoy Turbo I (ideal entry level joystick) 
Quick joy Supercharger (arcade styled joystick} 
Quickjoy Topstar (high quality mfcroswitched) 
Quickjoy Superstar (clear, quality handheld joystick 
Quickjoy Megastar Junior (targe desktop arcade joystick) 
Logic Quatro Autofire (the ultimate in quality) 

DISK BOXES 
£5.99 3.5" 40 Capacity disk box £3.50 
£9.99 3.5" 80 Capacity disk box £5.50 
£19,99 Sony 3.5" DSDD disks (box of 10) £7,99 
£12.99 Amiga Happy mouse(indudes mouse mat) £10.99 
£10.99 
£15.99 

Logic 3 Freewheel (ideal for all racing simulator games) £24.99 

ROMBO AUDIO VISUAL 

Qudfcjoy Supercharger Quick joy T ops tar 
— 

MEGAMIX* Low cost, hi spec digital 

effects cartridge plugs into the printer 
port of the Amiga. Allows stereo sam¬ 

pling from almost any musical source. 

PRICE £29.99 

VI Dl AMIG A 12, The ultimate low cost 

colour digitiser for the Amiga. “The best value 

| full colour digiuser on the market" AMIGA 

FORMAT price £79.99 

TAKE 2, Animation package is a must 

for computer artists and enthusiasts of all 

ages. As used in Rolf Harris Cartoon 

Club. PRICE £39.99 

ROMBQ VIDI AMIGA 12 (KT)i Based on the best selling 

Vidi Amiga 11 This all new version offers real time colour cap¬ 

ture from any video source. Full AGA chipset support as stan¬ 

dard for all A1200 4000 users. PRICE £139.99 

ROMBO VIDI AMIGA 24RT (ultimate 24 bit version) 

price£239.99 
Quickjoy Supertur QuKkjcy Megastar Jnr 

* AVAILABLE FROM SELECTED STORES ONLT 

FOR DETAILS OF YOUR LOCAL CALCULUS STORE 



67 The Moor Sheffield 
TEL 0742 721192 

295 Dttchline Road Brighton 
TEL 0272 5W269 

Street Rayleigh 
1778909 

CALCULUS 

PANASONIC AND CALCULUS 
THE WINNING TEAM!! 

CALL AMIGA FREEPHONE 0800 444220 FOR YOUR 
FREE AMIGA PRINT DRIVERS. 

PANASONIC KX - P2123 
Voted the Best Selling Dot Matrix Colour Printer 

FREE!!! 
WORDWORTH AGA 
The Ultimate word / document processor for the full range of Amiga 

Computers. Wordworths graphical nature makes producing docu¬ 

ments faster and easier, with enhanced fonts. Collins Spellchecker 

and Thesaurus, 
Wordwonh's capacity for documents is (muted only by the size of your disk 

drive end the amount Of memory available in your Amiga 

FEATURES INCLUDE 
The high performance KX * P2123 24 - pin quiet printer offers 

leading edge quiet printing technology at an affordable price. 

+ Quiet Printing 

H* Colour Printing 

Fast Printing Speeds - 192 CPS draft. 64 CPS LQ and 32 CPSLQ. 

- Super quiet 43 5 * 46 dRa sound level (most 

matrix pnnters arc typicaly m excess of 60 dBa | 

* 7 Colour palette (blue. red. green, yellow, 

violet, magenta and bbdtf. 

- Over i 51000 typestytei using Super LQ. 

Courier, Presage Bold PS. Roman, Script and 

Sans Serif 

* 24-PkiOfcnxindlh'MhBad - High performance Vid h^i quality output 

*k I Year Warranty - For total peace of mind. 

7 Resident Fonts 

£229.99 

Bruno Brookes 
HINT AND TIP 

A ith ihc desktop dynamite pack you get ihi 

superb "DPainl IV AGA". Package.With chi 

program you can draw pictures m 256.0001 

cokmrs and even animate canons [lowever| 

to run lhi-> program you need as mueh memo 

ry as you can get You already have a mas 

five 2Mh but some of the memory used up 
hv workbench could be used by DPaint 

To free this memory . load DPaint. select the 

preferences menu then select the Workbench 
item- This will flick the work bench on and 

off free mg the memory 

^-- TV-,- 

CHESHIRE 
ENGLAND 

85 Witt on Street Northwich 
TEL 0606 47883 

52 The Mall Golden Square Warrington 
TIL 0925 S7S0SS 

59 George Street Altrincham 
TEL 061 9294733 
STAFFORDSHIRE 

1 George Street 
iL 0619294733 

link 30 Octagon Centre Burton-onTnont 
TEL 0283 517505 

Unit 34 Afkkereide Shopping Centre Tamworth 
TEL 0827 67776 
GREATER MANCHESTER 

TYNE AND WEAR 

93 The Galleria Metro Centre Gateshead 
TEL 091 493 2308 
CLEVELAND 

7 Ramsgate Stockton 
TEL 0642 670503 
COUNTY DURHAM 

6 Wellington Court Mews Darlington 
TEL 0325 486689 TEL 0325 486689 
YORKSHIRE 

8 Ruswanj Lane Whitby North Yorkshire 
TEL 0947600065 

9 Davy gate Centre t 
T£L 0904 641862 
HUMBERSIDE 

Unit LG 11 Princes Quay Hull 
TEL 0543 251275 
LANCASHIRE 

146 Choriey Old Road Bolton Lancs 
TEL 0204 495011 

104 Abbey Street Accrinirton 
TEL 0254 235345 
DEVON 

30 Royal Parade Flymen, 
TEL 07S2 221851 
LINCOLNSHIRE 

1-4 Gt. Northern House Gc Nonhem Terrace Lincoln 
TEL 0522 525321 
DERBYSHIRE 

13 Packers Row Chesterfield 
TEL 0246 557008 
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE 

31/33 Albert Street Mansfield 
TEL 0623 631202 
WARWICKSHIRE 

68 Claredon Street Leamington Spa 

vmm.ands 

4a Park Mali Saddters Centre Walsall 
TEL 0922 21700 

80 The Parade Sutton Coldfield 
TEL 021 355 4839 

62 Lower Precwver Coventry 
TEL 0203 22308! 

15 The Arcade Walsa.il 
TEL 0922 614346 

Unit 315 Spencer In Stores Unit3 171/177 High Street 
West Bromwich 
TEL 021 580 0809 

204 High Street Dudley 
TEL 03&4 239259 

Shopping Mall Merry Hill Centre Brierley Hill 
TEL 0384 261698 

LEICESTERSHIRE 

57 Church Gate Leicester 
TEL 0533 516789 

144 Charles Street Leicester 
TEL 0533 510066 
GLOUCESTERSHIRE 

Unit 25 Beechwood Place Shopping Centre 
123 High St Cheltenham 
TEL 0242 252767 

79 Nonhgate Street Gloucester 
TEL 0452 410691 

49 High Street Stroud 
TEL CHS! 764487 
WILTSHIRE 

18a The Galleries Shopping Centre Market Street Wigan 
TEL 0942 323913 

8 Regent Circus Swindon 
TEL 1J79 3 430437 
AVON 

8 Fairfax Street Bristol 
TEL 0272 273744 
NORFOLK / CAMBRIDGESHIRE 

Unit 6 Midgate Peterborough 
TEL 0733 f49696 
HERTFORDSHIRE 

2 Lynton Parade Cheihunt 
.0992 *25323 

22 The Frtim Stevenage 
TEL 0438 354449 
WORCESTERSHIRE 

16 St Swithin Street Worcester 
TEL 0905 22075 

8 Meakheapen Street Worcester 8 rie.iicheapen Street 
TEL 0905 713777 
EAST SUSSEX 

71 East Street Brighton 
TEL 0273 728681 
KENT 

103 Elmers End Road Beckenham 
TEL 081 77*6422 

14 High Street West Wickham 
TEL *1 776 2766 TEL m I 776 2766 
SURREY 

89e Wood bridge Road Guildford 

WBP* 

iCMl The Broadway Leigh on Sea 
TEL 0702 471062 

Unit 1015 The Whngdt Centre Croydon 
TEL 081 606 9973 
LONDON 

19 The Broadway The Bourne Southgate 
TEL 081 B82 4942 

GRAMPIAN 
SCOTLAND 

111 Ho-tburri Street Aberdeen 
TEL 0224 211866 

WALES 
SOUTH GLAMORG AN 

22 Castle Arcade Cardiff 
TEL 0222 229065 

West Street Gorseinon Swansea 
TEL 0792 893975 

DATA BASE CENTRAL NUMBER 0543 25 1275 H INDEPENDENT CENTRES OF EXCELLENCE 



Steve Bradley's been busy making mince pies 
and wandering around the office with a sprig 
of mistletoe and a silly smile, but he’s also 
found time to review this month’s re-releases. 

CARDIAXX 
Team 17 ■ £10.99 ■ Reviewed AF31 37% 

The shaot-em-up is one of my favourite genres. In fact, 1 can't think of anybody 
in the AF office who doesn't like flying high and having a blast. Team 17, 
nice picture on the box, Cardiaxx spelled with two x's, a tablespoon of flour - 
sounds like the right ingredients for some tremendous fun. 

But no. This is not a good shoot-em-up. Can't complain about the sound or 
graphics - very competent. It's just not a playable game. Every time you touch 
the joystick the ship veers off across the screen, 
the baddies hide in difficulMo-get-at pits, and you 
keep having to turn around and go bock on your¬ 
self, which is brilliant in Defender but doesn't work 
quite as successfully m Cordiaxx. 

NIGHTSHIFT 
Kixx ■ £ 12.99 ■ Reviewed AF1 8 81% 

-Right." said Fred. "No, you've got to take first left at the light*, straight across the crossroads and 

then follow the middle lane u far a* h goes and then turn off at junction 32". “Right." said Fred. 

Strange idea for a game this. You're on a trial period for a night job at a toy 
factory. The boss is watching your every move to see if you're good enough 
for a permanent position. Crikey, Marcus is watching me. Best make it look 
like I'm working hard. Nose. Grindstone. That's better. Choose to be either 
Frank or Fiona Fixit and head off to the factory floor where your task is to 
keep the machinery (known os the beast) running smoothly. Leap around the 
platforms plugging leaks, switching switches and generally keeping the toys 
running off the conveyer belt in one piece. After alt, who wants to buy Darth 
Voder with two heads? 

Nightshift is a comical platform puzzler with 
many surprises. Lemmings, hoovers and many 
other nasties attempt to sabotage the evening's 
proceedings and to make matters worse it's 
against the clock. Great fun and original to boat. 

4/10 8/10 

KNIGHTS OF THE SKY# 
Kixx XL ■ El2.99 ■ Reviewed AF29 88% 

3ES 

'The young flyer walks out of the barracks. It is early dawn. The sky is begin¬ 
ning to lighten over Hunland. it will be another clear, cotd day in Flanders/ 
t love manuals, me. Engage in head tohead battles against historical enemies. 
Use the word Fokker as many time as you like. Planes fiew at a decent speed 

bock in the First World War. You could see the 
enemy - no speed of sound stuff then. And Knights 
of the Sky has a great feel to it. There are hun¬ 
dreds of missions, and at 13 quid, it's a bargain. 

9/10 



RAILROAD TYCOON 
Action Sixteen ■ £16.99 ■ Reviewed AF22 92% 

LINKS 
Kixx ■ £16.99 ■ Reviewed AF36 92% 

I could never q>ulto manage to got this Leeds to Harrogate railway off the ground. Or or the ground. Links: not a helicopter, or a member of the cat family, but a rather excellent golf game. 

Empire building in the golden age of the railroads is the name of the gome. 

Build tracks, stations, even whole industries in one of four regions * Eastern 

and Western USA, Europe and England. Each region has its own economy 

which has to be studied before you decide where to invest your capital. 

Stations run On a supply and demand basis and if you're not making any 

money you won't last long. 

If successful, you can then move on to other towns, increasing your rail 

network, expanding your rolling stock, building bridges and seeing off rivals 

in fare wars until your empire stretches across the 

entire game world. Railroad Tycoon is not a visual 

extravaganza, but the gameploy is compelling. 

Out of my way. I'm off to build a railroad through 

my Granny's back garden. 

9/10 

Golf is a fine game. Young Jonesy and myself recently pasted our beloved Ed 

and Frank at the local pitch-on d-putt course. Oh what joy. Loading Links takes 

a simitar amount of time to o round of pitch<md-putt. It also takes an age to 

redraw between shots and you need an external floppy drive to load it. A 

hard drive is what $ reolly needed unless you have the patience of Job. 

Gripes aside, Links is visually stunning - the golfer sprite looks superb. 

The gameplay is excellent with detailed information about your shot at your 

mousetips. The variety of shots can take a while to pick up, unlike PGA Tovrt 

but thot's all part of part of the charm and the 

challenge- Eight people can ploy at one time 

although there ore only three courses [another 

gripe). So if you've got o hard drive, then this is a 

great buy. If not, goodbye. 

8/10 

HOOK 
Hit Squad ■ £9.99 ■ Reviewed AF38 48% 

Rough the pub* round here. Countless times I was accused of being a fairy - what * up wfth shandy? 

GRAHAM TAYLOR'S 
SOCCER CHALLENGE 
Buzz ■ £9.99 ■ Reviewed AF27 82% 

The lads from Lancashire are putting up a great fight, Burnley under Bradley, what a combination, 

A poinf-ond-elick adventure game with two pages of instructions. Now there's 

a novelty. Hook's a pirate and he's 'borrowed' your children, so you [Peter 

Bonnining, Ne Pan) must get to Neverlond (good album that, ha har - oh new 

ermind) in order to rescue them from his evil clutches. So with the help of 

Tinkerbell you toddle off asking oil sorts of pertinent questions around the port 

and getting insulted by all and sundry for showing such a healthy curiosity - 

which rather begins to grate after a while. 

Hook is slickly presented but it lacks the qualities that made Monkey 

Island (itself a recent budget release) a great game, Graphically it's not as 

stylish, and it doesn't have the options, depth or 

humour of it's illustrious counterpart. The character 

interaction doesn't evolve, it repeats the same mes¬ 

sages off pat. Pot who? Hook is not bad, but it's 

nowhere near great 

The challenge is not la take 'control' of the national team and employ bizarre 

tactics in Scandinavian countries, but rather to take the helm af a Third 

Division club ond win football matches. Not that Graham's is a hard oct to fol¬ 

low, what with him winning fewer trophies than Manchester City. The gome is 

comprehensively packed to the gills with all the usual management options. 

Enter the transfer market - I hear you con get some nice deals on Leeds play- 

ers at the moment although, os manager of Burnley, my £1 4,500 bid for 

Gary Speed was surprisingly rejected, 

Graham Taylor's Soccer Challenge combines slick presentation (which is 

more than can be said for the real Graham Taylor) 

with excellent arcade action. You even get match 

reports on newspaper back pages, and I'm just 

relieved that the tabloids haven't labelled me 

'Turniphead Bradley', 

5/10 8/10 
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Manual in English, Manuel en franqais, Kandbuch auf deutsch, Manuale in itatlano, Manual en espanol 

Distributed By AVAILABLE FOR: PC & 100% COMPATIBLES, AMIGA, CD32 J 

MINDSCAPE INTERNATIONAL LTD., PRIORITY HOUSE, CHARLES AVENUE, 

MALTINGS PARK, BURGESS HILL, WEST SUSSEX RH15 9PQ TEL: 0444 246333 FAX: 0444 240996 

IMS ATHEIO CONCEPT SA *TQUS DROITS RESERVES, TOUTES LES MARQViS ET MATEfllELS CfJtS SOW DEPOSES PAH LEUftS PROPR1ETAIRES RESPECTTFS, 
1993 ATREID CONCEPT SA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. TRADEMARKS ARE ACKNOWLEDGED AS THE PROPERTY OF THElfi RESPECTIVE OWNERS. MINDSCAPE 



DREAMLANDS COMPILATION 
Silmarils ■ £29,99 ■ Storm Master (AF33 90%) ■ Ishor (AF37 76%) ■ Tronsarctica (AF45 60%), 

Storm Master glv#* you th# chance to put the wind up youf varl- H IH# in the future Is to he lived on tratns. then everyone will 

OUS opponents In * classy role pi hying adventure, surely be leta for everything they do. Nightmare scenario #h7 

Throw In on* of ttw blokes from Right Said Fred, odd The Mighty 

Sword 0f Bobber, *nd role piiy to yOur heart's content. 

STORM MASTER TRANSARCTICA ISHAR 
John Kettley is o weatherman, though unfortunately 

he has yet to be promoted to Storm Master. 

Countries at war, the discovery of flight, sea mon¬ 

sters, a pinch of soft - sounds like the right 

ingredients for a strategic affair with the odd bit of 

arcade action thrown in for good measure. And 

this looks good os well, with its impressive intro 

sequence showing the Storm Master cooking up 

some tremendous weather 

You ore the leader of the island of Eolia and 

the object is to win the war, or rather wind the 

war, by calling up the Storm Master to give you a 

prevailing wind to help your aircraft on their way. 

And there's even a most enjoyable dogfight sec¬ 

tion to tackle when you get over the sea in your 

plane. Recommended. 

Centuries after o severe Nuclear Winter, the sur¬ 

vivors live on large trains. Yes, you read that right. 

Folk travel around o rail network controlled by the 

evil Viking Union, trading to moke a living. You, 

os luck would have it ore o good guy, out to 

smash the Viking powerhold. Trode mammoths 

and slaves, equip your train with weapons and 

travel the scenic Settle to Carlisle route. 

Unfortunately, Transarctica is o rather pedes¬ 

trian affair, and il won't be long before you're 

back ot the BR station taking numbers. But I'll leave 

you with this cheery Christmas thought - a quote 

from the press release that accompanies 

Transarctica suggests that if s a 'frighteningly real¬ 

istic scenario of a possible future for our planet'. 

Merry Christmas, 

Gesundheit. Very Funny eh? Anyway, it's on with 

the role-playing fun. This lime the evil happens to 

be in a place called Kendoria, and you've got to 

head up to fortress Ishor to kill the bod man. On 

the way you gather a merry band, pick things up, 

kill monsters and search for clues. It's o good look* 

mg game this, as well as being rather large - 

20,000 locations apparently, but don't quote me 

on that because I only sow 18,762. Pleasing 

fayre, though some may find it a bit of o plodder. 

An all round good egg of a compilation (if you 

like RPGs, of course), 

although I wouldn't 

want to spend 

Christmas Day playing 

Transarctica. 

7/10 

COMBAT CLASSICS 2 
Empire ■ £29,99 ■ F19 Stealth Fighter [AH 6 91%) ■ Pacific Islands (AF35 93%) ■ Silent Service II (AF28 82%). 

AWiOUgti R’l been thr#* yun since relent. F-29 

Fighter remain* <m* erf th* b**t night *lm* around. 

i _ . _ _ i 

“Peace man". certainty an under used phrase her*. Still. rt* 

fun when you get to drive the VW Camper Van across a trench. 

ODD mu □□□on 
□□ □D □□ • 
mu no ODD 

lEamH 
Take on the might of the japan#** navy In this here blockbuster. 

Forget Pearl Harbour? Forget It. Revenge will be sweet. Nice *h? 

F-1 9 STEALTH 
FIGHTER 
Thera's lots of war in the Combat Classics 2 com¬ 

pilation. Aeroplane, tank and submarine warfare 

is the order of the day and in F-19 Stealth Fighter 

you can gun for glory os o new pilot in and fly 

through mosses of missions as you attempt to get 

promoted through the ranks. 

As luck would hove it, the aircraft is so difficult 

to pick up on radar, the enemy has a heck of a 

time trying to shoot you down because you are 

masked in a cloak of radar invisibility. Much of the 

gome is token up with ensuring that you maintain 

this advantage by monitoring enemy radar posi¬ 

tions. F-19 is a comprehensive flight sim and 

though not graphically stunning, it's a worthy addi* 

tion to a combat fan's collection* 

PACIFIC ISLANDS 
Tanks up next in Pacific Islands, the jewel in this 

compilation pack. More Americans and more war 

as you battle the North Koreans who have 

invaded the Yamo Yama islands. You can mobilise 

up to four units in your attempts to drive out the 

occupying forces. It's a tactical affair, and success 

depends on your ability to manage all aspects of 

the campaign. 

For example, if you damage civilian villages 

os you fight it out with the enemy forces, you'll find 

that your money supply dries up because you lose 

support for the cause at home. Pacific Islands is 

more a test of tactical and strtegic skill than just a 

tank battle blast-em-to-kingdom-come job, but it 

does still involve plenty of shooting action. A most 

excellent thing it is, too. 

SILENT SERVICE II 
Sneaky business this, sneaking up ta ships and tor¬ 

pedoing them out of the water. Ideal for anyone 

who yearns to be a World War II submariner, 

Silent Service II places you in command of a sub in 

the Pacific, pitting you against the Japanese, 

It's best to start at practice level where you con 

Fire off a few rounds at some defenceless sop 

before heading off for some serious wor. There's 

loads of delail but the gome is surprisingly easy to 

get in to. Once you've mastered the basics. Silent 

Service can be a tense and atmospheric experi¬ 

ence. Combat Classics ___ 

2 is a fine compilation 

for those with a keen 

interest m all things 

warlike. 

8/10 
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■O INTELLIGENT STRATEGY GAMES 
Oxford Softworks ■ £29,99 ■ Not previously reviewed 

Connect four In a lln« and the victory I* yours, Unfortunately I couldn't, and tt wasn't. 

And so it was with eager anticipa¬ 

tion that young Nick Witton 

excitedly ripped open the parcel on 

Christmas morning. 

"But Mumr I wonted that cute 

platformer with the big guns and lit¬ 

tle man/ 

"No son, you're going to learn 

how to play Chinese Chess today. 

Bridge tomorrow and Othello by 

Tuesday week/ 

Also included in this package is 

the 'game' of the moment, Chess. 

Budding Nigel Short's across the 

country ore busy getting up at four 

in the morning and practising their 

skills. The once sneered-upon school 

chess club is now a hive of 

BLUE ANGELS FORMATION 
FLIGHT SIMULATION 
Hit Squad ■ £9,99 ■ Not previously reviewed 

W& know them as 
the Red 

they calf them 

selves the Blue 

Angels, 

/'X Hunan 
*2_i000 :03: 21 

r\Conputer 
*£21000 : 02 : 39 

4 
5 
6 
7 

blc3 
si £3 
a2a4 
H2h3 

8 d3b5 
9 b5b4 

18 eldl 

e?e6 
f 8b4 
e8s8 
cSd? 
c6d4 
d4c2n 
c2b4 

Another cheery 

subject for a 

game, war tom 

Eastern Europe. 

Vet few games ate 

brave enough to 

tackle life at 

PootlnE. 

GALLUP TOP 10 BUDGET SELLERS OF 1993 
1. Alien Breed: Special Edition 92 - Team-17 6. Project-X - Team-17 
2. First Division Manager - Code Masters 7. James Pond - GBH 
3. Trivial Pursuit - Hit Squad 8. RBI 2 - Hit Squad 
4. Dizzy: Prince of the Yolkfolk - CodeMasters 9. Hero Quest - GBH 
5. F-16 Combat Pilot - Action Sixteen 10. Prince of Persia - Hit Squad 

CONTACT NUMBERS 
Team 17 0924 201046 

KUx XL 021625 3311 

Hit Squ^d 061632 6633 

Sllmarils 071-328 2762 

Empire 081343 7337 

Action Sixteen 0276 684959 

Oxford Softworks 099382 3463 

etui 0708 372290 

'Piercing the clouds on a wing and a prayer/ exclaims the box. And I thought 

technology had moved on a pace. The Blue Angels are a United States naval 

version of the fted Arrows, but before you get to Fornborough, there ore 

moves to be learned including diamond loops, and all sorts of rolls. So, to 

master these, you must train in a flight simulator, 

before you get to use the err, flight simulator. IKs 

not as much fun as Knights of the Sky, but for 

those who liked Top Gun, this should be right up 

your flight path. 

7/10 

Formerly known os Ashes of Empire, the object of this game is to bring peace 

to the CSR, a fictitious Eastern European superstate on the verge of civil war. 

Beyond that, the threat of nuclear war looms, so be in no doubt as to the size 

of your task Travel the five Republics, gathering supporters as you try to 

pacify various ethnic groups, There are eight behaviour icons to choose from 

as you attempt to recruit folk, and each individual 

requires specific treatment. Ashes hasn't got any 

great depth, but it looks nice and there are loads 

of characters, landscapes and courses of action to 

take. Ideal for those future diplomats among you. 

7/10 

There I* only on* Bobby Fischer. And he could have beaten all the pretenders out ot sight. 

lunchtime activity. Kids straining in 

the queue at the door, desperate to 

became the next Grandmaster. 

"Bags I Nigel Short," is an oft heard 

cry at the start of the match. Other 

favourites include Backgammon, 

Draughts (also know as Checkers, 

because the Prime Minister plays it 

at weekends, apparently) and 

Bridge. This is a solid enough pack¬ 

age, nicely presented and with 

two-player options. And I still can't 

win a game of 4-in-a-line, Not lhat I 

was _ 

really 

frying of 

course. 

Damn. 

7/10 

ASHES 
Action Sixteen I £1.99 ■ Reviewed AF37 85% 

132 



NOWAY! Your Cool SPOT chums are locked away! YES WAY! You, 

as Cool SPOT are here to save the day! Quit gawping over 

dreamy scenery, the awesome animation and most savoury 

sound around. Play! Man, this is the hairiest... 

C iff] ftp 

turn irf] ftp* * i 

M* r 

if! 

■can i»r m quuctk m mmqjl m mtmm Of Wimvmu* 
p» takwt Lw fEintf L* 31ft Uftnft fr* M*t Wlf W 

SCREENSHOTS MAY BE FROM A DIFFERENT VERSION 



SALACIOUS SPIDER WOMEN.., 
LIFE SUCKING HARLOTS.... 

MUTANT SERPENTS, 
DESCEND 

UPON 
TOKYO 

WICKED 
CITY 

< 

N & 
► 

* 

b fANGJ 
m VIDEO ^ \ 

As the non-aggression treaty 
that exists between humans 
and the world of the 
demons nears its expiry 
date, a plague of fiendish 
terrorists descends upon 
the city, conspiring to 
sabotage any new 
agreement. As the 
shadows close in, the 
fate of humanity is in 

the hands of a group 
undercover operatives, known 
as the Black Guard. 

£12.99 srp 

THE HEROIC LEGEND OF 

ARISLAN PART II 
Driven out from his homeland of Pulse, by the 

powerful Lusrtanian army, the young prince 
Arislan is determined to regain his throne. But 
as events unfold, Arislan is forced to question 

the legitimacy of his claim to the Pulsean 
throne. Can there be any truth in the wild claims of Silver Mask? 

BATTLES, BETRAYAL AND 
^^■BLOODSHED 

£10.99 srp 

BOTH AVAILABLE AT VIRGIN, HMV. WH SMITH, OUR PRICE. VIRGIN GAMES, JOHN MENZ1ES, GAME LTD, FUTURE ZONE, WOOLWORTH, 
TOWER RECORDS, FORBIDDEN PLANET, BEATTIES Of LONDON, VIRTUAL REALITY AND ALL GOOD VIDEO AND COMIC SHOPS. 

A Division of 

Manga Entertainment Limited. 

An Island International Company 
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1 * SENSIBLE SOCCER 92/9^- 
Reviewed AF42 SO". 
Renegade #071481 9214 
Recreate the 1966 World Cup between England and Germany by loading up 
the Custom Teams and selecting the appropriate sides, Opt tor a friendly 
match and you can play the game In vintage black-and-white. 

2. STREETFIGHTER 2 
Reviewed AF43 B7% 
US Gold #021-625 3366 
Select a One Player game, then position the cursor over Blanks. Type 
PATIENCE slowly fw Infinite energy. Pause during a two player game, type 
7KIDS and e*it Both players can now play the same character. 

3. PREMIER MANAGER 
Reviewed AF43 87% 

Gremlin #0742 753423 
Go to the telephone screen and enter 753423 to give the keeper 99 skill 
points and 000123 to give the midfield 90 skill points. Also try typing In 
7 SI 560 to receive £20 million and all your players up to full fit ness. 

4. DESERT STRIKE 
Reviewed AF46 87% 
Electronic Arts # 0753 549442 
Go the Access Code screen and enter TQQ0LOM for five lives or BQQQAEZ 
for ten lives. Now either begin the first mission Of go straight to the Access 
Coda screen to skip to other levels, 
CAMPAIGN TITLE COOE 

2 Scud Buster LQJAQRJ 
3 Embassy City TUJOAQ 
4 Nuclear Storm JTEKOMH 

5. BODY BLOWS 
Reviewed AF46 87% 
Team 17 * 0924 291867 
Go to the Options menu. Push Joystick 1 left and Joystick 2 right and hold 
for ten seconds to activate the Cheat mode, 

6. LEMMINGS 2 
Reviewed AF46 1-094% 
PsygnomGOSI 709 5755 
Press Load then Cancel to stop the musk, then click on afl four comers of 
the screen In order until you hear “Let’s Gar You con now start on any level 
with a full 60 Lemmings. 

7* CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGER #93 
Reviewed AF48 82% 
Domorfe #081780 2222 
Pick a 4-3-3 formation team then change the players' positions until they 
look like a 1-45 formation and by playing the long ball you should find It a 
lot easier to win the game. 

8. THE CHAOS ENGINE 
Reviewed A545 FG90% 
Renegade # 071481 9214 
Enter these codes on the Password screen for loads of lives and full power 
World Two - BZPBKC81FH81 World Three - D5FBKRW1FH7S 
World Four - SDTBK4J2G3GW 

9. SLEEPWALKER - COMIC RELIEF 
Reviewed AF44 FG91 % 
Ocean •061-831 6633 
Type OINGADINGDANGMYDANGALONGUNGIONG on the title scteen. Press 
<M> tor map, <Retum> to ship levels and <Tab> to top up the sleep bar. 

VO. FLASHBACK 
Reviewed AF45 FG93% 
US Gold • 021 -623 3366 
Here are the codes for every level 01 the English version: 

LEVEL EASY NORMAL HARD 
2 SPIN BURN YOUR 

3 KAVA EGGS UNE 

4 HIR0 GURT NEST 

5 TEST CHIP USA 

6 GOLD TREE MARY 

7 WALL BOLD MICE 

rr- 

\ 

J J 

D3ri e J 
_i_ 

If you can't beat 'em, cheat ’em. And to prove it, here’s 
another super collection of hints, tips, codes and solu¬ 
tions. Amiga gaming will never be the same again! 

DIGGERS CD32 
Reviewed AF52 FG93% 
Millennium • 0223 844894 

Start the game and choose the character you want to be. On the Zone 
Selection screen (the big map) move the pointer over the word "Fujale" 
and press the lied button once* Then do the same on "Chonskee" and 
"Deena." You should hear the sound of a jewel being found. You can 
now move to any location on the map including the question marks in 
the corner. 

EPIC 
Reviewed AF37 34% 
Ocean ft 061-832 6633 

Skm! 
Great graphics . lousy 
gam* play, Thanks guys. 

Press down, 
right and 
*£nter> for full 

energy, shields 
and weapons. 

Aki Haakila, 
Finland 

WALKER 
Reviewed AF46 81 % 
Psygnosis# 051-709 5755 

Walker spits fiery death at 

the puny fool* who try him. 

When you get to 
the start of 
Level Two, don't 
move at all. but 
type EAT LEAD 
FIIDDY MON¬ 
STERS for an 
Infinite shield. 

Liam Ryan, New Zealand 

AMIGANOID 
AF52 Cover disk demo 

This is it. Every single level code you could ever wont for November 
issue's excellent Breakout done. 

Uvel Password Level Password Level Password 
1 AF ID HOUSE 19 BOUNCE 
a HELLO 1 1 FUN? 30 FELLOW 
3 SIDE 1 3 ROCKET 31 CBM 
4 BLOB 13 ANGLE 33 DISK 
5 ACIEED 14 OLLE 33 LABBY 
4 CHESS 15 GNU 34 DICE 
7 CAR 14 CROSS 35 LAST 

8 ARROW 17 HOLE Andrew Pinfold, 
9 LUCK 18 CUBE Cannock, Staffordshire 

HISTORY LINE 191 
Reviewed AF43 FG94% 
Kompori # 0727 868005 

4-1918 

Here'* a complete guide tc all the passwords for 

fUrtwy tine, one af the best battle aims ever. 

Level Password Laval Password 
1 PULSE 14 HOUSE 
2 GOOSE 15 SIGMA 
3 SPORT 16 SEVEN 
4 BIMBO IT ZOMBI 

5 TEMPO 18 MOVES 
6 BARON 19 BLADE 
7 BUMM 20 Z0RR0 
8 LEVEL 21 STONE 
9 TOXIN 22 MOSEL 
10 PRINC 23 ORDER 
11 CLEAN 24 SODOM 

13 XENON Richard Edgar, 
13 SIGNS Halifax 

1 1 35 
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Short and anything but sweet. 
Flashback's fifth level pits you against 
terminators, forcefields and the deadly 
slime creatures* Faint hearts beware! 
Code: SPIZ 
A Terminator opens the door (1), but 
you're unable to kill him since you 
have no gun. Run right and collect the 
gun (2). Now kill the Terminator and 
pick up the key. Save game. 

Go right and open both doors. 
Proceed up, watching out for the 
forcefields all over the place (3), and 
left. Go down to recharge (4). 

Dispose of the lower Terminator 
and pick up both ports of the Teleport 
(5). Kill upper Terminator! run and 
jump to right screen avoiding the force- 

fields, Open door and throw teleport 
receiver (6), Teleport here. 

Kill floating ball (7) and pick up 
teleport receiver. Jump down and dtM 
pose of slime creature. Go right and 
kill second slime creature (8). Proceed 
left. Save game here (9). 

Go left and fall into pit (10). Kill the 

iii jieiiiij mi 
If! mmmm 

floating boll in the next pit and pro¬ 
ceed left. Climb up, then hang from the 
left and drop down. Enter the teleport 
beam (11) for the next level. 

jiiH mum 

n pl r> 
P 1 

ISHAR 2: 
MESSENGERS OF DOOM 

— 4 FLASH B AC Ky 
MKk IHi ^ M Reviewed AF45 FG93% 

VM1 IT ■ US Gold • 3366 

Reviewed AFSO 79% 
Daze 9 071*323 2762 

Violent streets, dank dungeons and 

cuddly bears from Star Wars are just 

some of the dangers you face in Part 

Two of Dale's complete solution. 

STAGE TWO: 
ZACH'S ISLAND 
Go right through the town and enter 

the library at the extreme north-east. 

Pick up the parchment for a map of 

Akeer's Island. Kill as many 

enemies as you possibly can to gain 

money and experience. Buy arms, 

helmets, food. Recruit more members 

for your team if necessary, eat and 

sleep to recover psychic strength. 

Then return to the harbour and heod 

for Akeer's Island, 

STAGE THREE; 
AKEER'S ISLAND 
Follow the wall on your right and try 

to keep moving east. Fight with all 

the skeletons you find. Follow the 

passage to the souih. Pick up the 

ireosure in the culde-soc ot the south 

ern end and the skull in the 

cul-de-sac to the east. 

Leave the passage again, con¬ 

tinue east, then south until you enter 

a large room, Use the handle on the 

north wall then go extreme south- 

east, south and east. Go north and 

activate the two handles on the right 

and left walls. 

Continue due north into the pas¬ 

sage, follow the corridor into the 

large room. Activate the handle on 

the wall to the north. Leave the pas¬ 

sage again, take the extreme south¬ 

east, follow the corridor and pick up 

a skull in the cul-de-sac. Re-enter the 

corridor with the handles. Walk 

round to the west wall. On the other 

side, enter the room, pick up the 

treasure, skull and arms Return to 

the landing stage ond set soil for 

Zach's Island 

STAGE FOUR; 
ZACH'S ISLAND 
Buy fighting gear, arrows ond os 

much food as possible - you're 

going la need them! Buy five monk's 

habits and five fur coats from the 

clothes shop (near harbour, in a 

road leading to a little square to the 

north). Go to the library and exam¬ 

ine a parchment on potions. Go to 

the bank (west of the library) and 

enter the street containing the 

guards Kill all the guards in one go 

by using arrows ond spells. Take the 

door opposite ond pick up 100,000 

coins. Deposit 10,000 at the bank 

on the other side. 

Now far some shopping. Go to 

the extreme south-east of the town 

and enter the pet shop. Buy a mag¬ 

pie, a monkey, an eagle and a 

parrot Then go to the armourer s 

opposite the pet shop and buy the 

best arms, helmet ond shields you 

can afford. Go south to the provu 

Stans shop and buy five ropes. 

Now go west into the shop an 

the other side of the road. Buy 

potions for the “Troublesome Priest 

(Humbolg) and "Ent Reviver” 

136 
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(Joblou), Go west across three cross¬ 

roods, then head north, west and 

take the first east turn. Kill the grant 

guard. Recover your strength. 

Enter the Blue Velvet night-club. 

You ore thrown in prison. Release 

the magpie through the bars. Pick up 

the key. Open the cell. Put on the 

Five monk's habits, tn the fortress, 

take the passage (only open 

between midnight and 4am). Pass 

the monk. Enter the sacrificial hall. 

Now get the prison key from the 

monk's belt and head back up the 

passage. 

Wander around a bit until one 

of your party notices a draught. Find 

the draught and you will discover an 

invisible wall. Step through it to 

leave the prison. Fight with the 

landing stage on the island. 

Leave the harbour and travel 

east. Follow the coast, then take the 

passage to the west. Fight with the 

two giants. Pick up the Living Sword 

in the mountain hollow and then 

leave the passage again. 

Continue northwards. At the end, 

find a priest in o cul-de-sac. Prepare 

the Humbolg potion and give it ta 

the priest. Pick up the tree island of 

Thorm parchment. 

Return to the harbour and head 

back to Zach's Island for a rest and 

to buy an iron shield if you don't 

already have one. 

Now set soil for Thorm's Island, 

then wait four weeks until you find 

the next part of the solution printed 

in the next issue of Amigo Format 

usit 

guards and return to the harbour. 

You need at least 10,000 coins and 

an iron shield to get on the boat. Set 

sail for Irvan's Island, 

STAGE FIVE: 
IRVAN'S ISLAND 
Go extreme east. Follow the east 

coast. Find a magician. Give him 

10,000 coins, and then send out 

the eagle. Pick up the mountain 

parchment. 

Return extreme west along the 

coast. Find the standing stones, and 

continue to the west end. Pick up the 

relic at the foot of the standing stone. 

Golem wakes up, kill him - but most 

spells won't work on him. Turn 

around and fight second golem. 

Then return to the harbour. In the 

direction of the mountains, take the 

landing stage to the south. 

STAGE SIX: 
JON'S ISLAND 
Remove your monk s habits and put 

on the fur coots. Also attach the 

ropes to yourself to stop you from 

falling. Slowly head east following 

the mountain path. Pick up the caul¬ 

dron in the snow, Jslow go back the 

way in which you came, fallowing 

the mountain road along the 

precipice. Go into the mountains and 

find o rhinoceros, now kill it and 

take its horn. 

Return to the landing slage and 

get bock on the boat. Make a return 

trip to the town for "repairs" if neces¬ 

sary. Now head to the north-west 

y 

B-17 FLYING FORTRESS 

-4*330 PROSE 

Mum. wfurt Hive I told you 

irtg me in front of my frlpoOi 

you are audition bog for Fire 

*eu( embarrass 

l don t care If 

fttomlte Liiivrf." 

Put your feet up on those daylight raids 

over Dresden with these game playing 

hints from MicroProse... 

• Take some time to observe how the 

gunners aim for fast-moving fighters. 

Make regular checks on the outside view 

to see if yo-ur engines are all right. If your 

co-pilot has been hit. you will not get a 

warning message. 

• Circling Ateoobury. use <5hm* <Ffl> 

and external views to line up on the held 

• The (Dennis J Harden bomb sight usu¬ 

ally gives you the release cue at about 

four notches of deflection, but there is no 

substitute for practice. 

• Try diving between 350400mph. This 

becomes very useful later when one fire 

extinguisher per engine is not enough. 

• Fly over big cities and press <FB> to 

see the sights. 

• When navigating manually, use the 

rudder to steer the plane from the pilot’s 

Instrumental view. 

• When making navigation checks, 

use a combination of the navigators 

instrument and external views to orien¬ 

tate the map. 

• keep at least one pilot healthy as the 

plane can go in a spin if it s in a turn 

when hit. This gives you time to ball out. 

• When you're being attacked use <Z> 
and <X> to change to a fighter, then 
<$httt> to see the battle from the 
pilot’s point of view, 
• If you prefer to manually taxi the 
aircraft, avoid steering on to the grass. 
Speeds above 30mph will snap the gear. 
If you make a mess of It, use the keys 
<AK> <T> to you get into the air and up 
with the formation. 

• Regularly check that the crew are all 
0k and that the guns aren't Jammed, 
It's easy to miss the messages In the 
heat of combat. 
• Using the radio operator to send a 
Mayday message Improves your chances 
of survival when bailing out. 
• Fuel leaks can be critical to the suc¬ 
cess of a mission. If necessary, turn off 
an engine or two and drop out of the for 
matron to conserve fuel. 
• if in doubt, bail out. Landing an engine- 
less, bullet-riddled, ftame^corched B-17 
after the completion of a mission is risky 
and difficult. Bail out over the Channel to 
ensure mission Is a success, 
• Remember an engine left to bum to 
like a bomb waiting to go off. 
• Flying at a very low altitude helps 
avoid flak, but remember to gain height 
before starting the bombing run. 
• Flying manually to the target on a sett- 
determined course helps you avoid enemy 
fighters and flak, Get the formation to fol¬ 
low your lead, but don't get lost, 
• Let the computer-controlled gunners 
track the targets and then take over for 
the kill. 
• Before landing attempt to heat Injured 

crew or they get hospitalised. 

• Having more than one crew member 
available to perform first aid Increases 
the chances of success. 
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AF Subscribers Disk 3 

Type these cheat codes in on the Title screen, then press <Enter>. 
They affect both players. 

a iff r jiprn^rc 
DUNE Walls = 30. You get a magic laser (goes 

through walls), speed boots, keep weapons 
when you die. <Help> = funny map. 

TERMINATOR Walls =10. ECM for both players. 
LAWN MOWER Walls = 30. Bouncy bullets, speed boots, 

keep weapons. Help = funny map. 

r\rc 
You can fire all the way along the maze. If you don't fire again 
until you have hit something, you're given magic bullets so you 
can pkk off unsuspecting enemies using the radar only. 

Daniel Thomas, Princes Risboro1, Bucks 

SYNDICATE 
Reviewed AM9 FG91% 
Electronic Arts • 0753 549442 
When fighting hordes of enemy agents on later levels. Its possible to start a chain reac¬ 

tion of death? Simply shoot the first agents who appear, and they drop a time bomb when 

they are killed, Walt until the next batch of agents arrives and shoot the time bomb. This 

kills the agents, also causing them to drop their time bombs, Repeat the process until all 

agents are destroyed. 

To get loads of money, first complete a straightforward mission and then, instead of 

returning to base, wander around and wipe out all the throats - this includes enemy 

agents, police and guards, how position your agents In a quiet comer somewhere and 

leave your Amiga switched on overnight. When you return and direct your agents back to 

base they ate greeted with a massive stack of money, ideal for those ex pensive three body 

parts. Using this technique enables you to reduce your tax In unstable territories, ensuring 

they don't rebel. 

Mr Leigh Haynes 

Grimsby, South Humberside 

LEVEL PASSWORD 
5. MASTERS OF WAR 
10. DESOLATION ROW 
14. IDIOT WIND 
18. FOREVER YOUNG 
22. LENNY BRUCE 
25. HURRICANE 
28. JOKERMAN 
30. SHOOTING STAR 
32. DARK EYES 
34. TRUST YOURSELF 
36. MAN OF PEACE 

LEVEL PASSWORD 
38. MOONSHINER 
40. GOLDEN LOOM 
41. UNION SUNDOWN 
42. LAY LADY LAY 
43. PRECIOUS ANGEL 
44. SLOW TRAIN 
45. SOLID ROCK 
46. HEART OF MINE 
47. FOOT OF PRIDE 
48. ISIS 
46. GATES OF EDEN 
SO. ANGELINA 

Ross Coleman* 
Higham Ferrers* Northants 

SECOND 
SAMURAI 
AF51 Coverdisk demo 

OK, to you've tutted out what the 

books and knives are for, now 

take this Boss-beating tip from 

Ray Supple of St Neots, 

Cambridgeshire. 

When you confront the final 

Boss after the Asteroid Zone, there 

should be a small statue. Pick this 

up by standing over it, then push 

dawn and take it with you until 

you've killed the Boss. There 

should be an identical golden 

statue an a little mount and two 

mare just out of reach. Throw your 

stone statue on the mount and col* 

feet the golden statue. The mount 

rises and you can jump up and cal* 

feet the other two. 

LIONHEART 
Reviewed AFA5 87% 
ThdionR 021-442 2050 

At any point during play, pause the game, 

then press <Crtl> and <Help> at the 

same time. The screen shudders and you 

now have Infinite lives. You can also turn 

VaJdy n into a mouse pointer by hitting 

<Crtl>. This means you can move him 

around anywhere In a level. Just by 

moving the mouse. 

Press both mouse buttons to drop 

Yaldyn where you want him to go. 

Alex Murison, Loughor* 

West Glamorgan 

MEGAWORM 
AFS2 Coverdisk demo 

I T f i'V V7^ p r 
Reviewed AF37 65% 
Electronic Arts • 0753 549442 

You're going to need as much help as we can 

give you beating baddies (Ike these. 

Try pressing FI to give you 
more life power, F2 to 
increase your cosh and F3 to 
skip o stage. 

Craig Beaton, Australia 

FIRE AND ICE 
Reviewed AF36 89% 
Renegade # 071 481 9214 
Here are some Flm and fee pokes using Action Replay on an 

AS00 for getting beyond the Jungle. 

During the title sequence poke 13EF with: 14 for Fifth 

World, IS for Sixth World and 1C for the Final Conflict. Press 

<Flre* to load game. 

When you're playing the game, try the following’ 

Snow Bombs poke 1EDC3 with FF 

Special Weapons poke IE DCS with 48 or try 3B. 30 or 20, 

There are others, but If you pick up a new weapon. It 

replaces your existing weapon. Therefore, poke 1EDC? with FF 

to top It up to maximum shots. 

H Andrews 

Tewkesbury* Gloucs 

Cool Coyote meets the Sptterm 

from Mar* in R#e and tee- 

INDIANA JONES AND THE FATE 
OF ATLANTIS 
Reviewed AM3 FG92% 
US Gold • 021-625 3366 

Indy watches the final reel of 

Raiders to see If he get* the girl. 

If you1 re stuck and have a Philips CM83311 moni¬ 

tor or equivalent, adjust the size of the game screen 

until It’s as small as possible, then double right 

dick, then left click on the small box In the bottom 

left comer. A message appears: ‘You re now In 

Atlantis. Click left to go to Atlantis." Click the left 

mouse button to get 23 Indy points and a warp to 

Atlantis. The command "use whip with Sophia ' also 

works. The box Is brown and small, so you need to 

click around the vicinity to find H. 

Ben Brush, Chisethurst, Kent 

NICK FALDO'S 
CHAMPIONSHIP 
Reviewed AM3 FG90% 
Grand slam • 001-680 7044 

GOLF 

Select a round of golf as nor¬ 

mal and highlight the 

Amateur mode. Now play as 

normal and when you even¬ 

tually put the ball In the 

hole, select the old position. 

Your stroke counter should 

now go down by one. 

Repeat the process until 

the stroke counter reaches 

two and you can easily beat 

Nick Faldo. 

Chris Lack, 
Hatfield, Harts 

mam 
mw 

Swing low, sweet petting 

Iron... (Creek). Gripes, I think 

my back's Just gone." 

138 



Detailed statistics, shown hero within the 2 player 

mode, let you inRuenca supply ond demand. 

The aim of "The Settlers" is to develop a working and successful 
colony, in a world which allows the player to get lost in the 
exhilarating medieval fantasy atmosphere which the game 
creates. The lifeline of any civilization relies upon the creation 
of small settlements, the exchange of goods and services and 
the production of food. Cut trees, work in mines, produce 
weapons and tools, deliver building materials, defend your 
land and castles, attack your enemies, provide work for your 
people and much, much more... It is possible to create up to 
64.000 people in your kingdom. Each one will behave as an 
individual and will perform a different task, that can be watched 
at every time during game-play. "The Settlers" is a proud 
addition to the successful Blue Byte stable of unique strategy 
games. The kind of game, that has never before been 
published, keeps the player fully engrossed with it's deep 
strategic, economic and fun elements.. 

“The Settlers" is a 1 or 2 player game - 2 players can com¬ 
pete simultaneously on screen together or together against the 
computer - depending on your computers' specification up to 
64.000 ”tiny people" will be displayed - 20 different jobs and 5 
different knights - 30 missions -10 additional training duties - 
computer-generated sceneries - lots of fun, lasting for months 

"The Settlers is one of the most impressive games ever to have come out of Germany 
or anywhere else" 

The One 90% 

"I think it is excellent. Witty, imaginative and detailed right down to the last leaf 
and fishing rod" 

Amiga Po wer 90% 

"Strategists will love the challenge. Everyone else will love the gome. Very 

challenging, very addictive and great fun just to wolch. What a great game" 

CU Amiga 90% 

Release: Beginning of December 
Available for Commodore AMIGA , MS-DOS (VGA) 

© 1993 by Blue Byte Software GmbH 
Aktiensfr. 62 45473 Mulheim 
Germany 

Kompart UK Ltd. • 20 Guildford Road 
AL1 5JY • St. Albans, Herts. • 0727 868005 
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Don’t spend Crimble trying to get past that tricky end-of-level guardian. Write into Santa Rob 
Mead and ask him for a cheat instead. 
HELICOPTER 
GUNSHIP BLUES 

Having problems with Gtmmhlp 20O&T Then turn 

to your Amiga Format back issues for advice. 

i'm having trouble with Gunship 

2000L Is there a cheat or have you 

gat a complete solution for this won- 

derful game? 

Christopher Clarke, Hull 

We printed some playing tipi from 

Microprose in AF50 ond AF5 J. Turn 

to page 224 to order your copies if 

you missed them. 

DEATH AT ONE'S 
ELBOW 
I'm through the coves in lure of the 

Temptress, but when I'm given on 

oxe to fight a guard with I keep get¬ 

ting killed. How do I get past him? 

0 Barton, Sheffield 
Temptress programmer Tony 

Warriner tells us there's no way 

around this section. You just hove to 

keep practising until you defeat the 

guard, It's a good idea to keep your 

distancet stepping forward only to 

launch blows against your opponent. 

CURSES, CURSES 

When you rs stuck In Curee of Encfrtmtl* you 

sometimes Just don’t know witch way to turn. 

I've been stuck For over a month on 

Curse of Enchantia. I've entered the 

castle, picked up a gold ring ond 

pulled a book in the library which 

operated a secret panel, I walked 

through the panel into a room where 

a witch started casting spells at me. 

I'm stuck in a circle on the Floor with 

o flashing ring around it. I ended the 

first spell by sucking the ghost into 

the vacuum cleaner and the second 

with the fire extinguishes but a third 

spell of fire keeps knocking me down 

and I still can't move from inside the 

circle. Pleose help. 

D Chamberlain, Shrewsbury 

Try attacking the witch with the fan - 

which you should hove picked up 

near the portcullis earlier - when she 

unleashes her next fireball. This 

should be enough to kill her. Now 

stick the ring on her finger to com¬ 

plete the game. Look out for the 

complete solution coming to a future 

issue of Am iga Format. 

MAD ABOUT 
SENSIBLE 

1i European Chmmpkm$ in the tame league » 

Sensible Soccer? ask* a hxrtle mad reads*. 

I read the European Champions 

review in AF52, but the question is, 

is it up to the standards of Sensible 

Soccer 92/93? When will Sensible 

World of Soccer be released? What 

are the game's new qualities? 

Barry Smith, Dunfermline 

European Champions isn't a patch 

on Sensible Soccer. It's nowhere 

near os pbyoble and the graphics 

have a nasty habit of slowing the 

gome down. You'd be better off get¬ 

ting a job as England Manager. If 

you want a footie games that's going 

to really knock your socks off, you'd 

better wail for Sensible World of 

Soccer to be released at Easter, It 

features 1,500 international dubs os 

well as a fully-fledged management 

option. Price to be confirmed, though 

it's likely to be around the £25 mark. 

KNI&HTMARE CITY 
I've been playing Knightmare, which 

I bought as a budget release, but I'm 

stuck on Quest Two - The Cup where 

I'm unable to open the door to the 

Warp Maze, I contacted Mindscope 

for a hints book, but they no longer 

print it. I'd be grateful if you could 

help me out and maybe lodge a 

request for a hint book from any 

reader who's completed the game. 

Nigel Richards, Bristol 
Face away from the door you first 

entered and you'll find another door. 

Open this door ond kill anything that 

moves, then kill the snake in the 

closed room. Pick up the key he 

drops. Now take this key to the 

place where the hob-goblin was 

jumping on the pad and use it in the 

READERS' WRITES 

FORMULA ONE 
CHALLENGE 
In the September Issue of Amiga 
Format, Chris Morris of Tadcaster 

ashed In the Letters section if you 
knew of a game similar to Formula One 

on the Spectrum. 

Alas, you made an error when you 

stated there was no such game on the 

Amiga. l m glad to be able to tell you 

that there Is! The game Is called 

Formula One Challenge and Is avail¬ 

able from; 

Ami vision Software 

1 Cherdngton Drive 

Great Wyiiey 

Walsall 

West Midlands WSS 6NE 

Formula One Challenge costs 

£9.95 which Includes postage and 

package♦ Make your cheques payable 

to S Ren nocks. 

The game is almost identical to 

the Spectrum version, but the graphics 

are loads better. The Williams car even 

has Canon and EH adverts on ft H 
Chris gets this game, I'm sure that he 

won’t be disappointed. 

keyhole, Now go to the Grate Room 

where you'll find the next Help 

Mansion which can be reached by 

climbing the rope of the noose ond 

Oracle. You should now be able to stepping on to the fez to fly there. 
enter the Warp Maze. You can also try entering the follow- 

If anyone 's got a hint book they ing codes 

no longer want\ how about sending First power-up &l#1F 
it into Amigo Format, so we con for¬ Second power-up Z1SIM 
ward it on to Nigel? Pugsley V121& 

Granny V&YKW 
FROM MUNSTERS Wednesday VD2RL 
TO WOLVES Fester Vl#R4 

Third power-up BISRS 

If you're finding (tie AOUams Family* brt of 

handful, then follow our useful tips. 

I'd be very grateful if you could tell 

me the cheats for The Addoms 

Family and Wolfchild. 

Carrie, Birmingham 
Jn the Addoms Family, enter the 

house and you find yourself in the 

Holl of Stairs. Go to the bottom left 

corner and push your joystick up to 

get into a secret door. You're now 

token to a new room. Go to the top 

left corner ond push the joystick up 

again to enter another secret door, 

This takes you to the big bonus room, 

The important rooms here are 

onef two ond three Go to room one 

and collect the trainers, then go to 

room two to get the fez. Fly bock, 

enter room three ond quickly go up 

before the fez runs out. Enter the 

door to get to a big room full of 

extra lives. You can collect another 

four lives by going left at the 

Continue/Exit screen at the end of 

your first game, /flat's not enough, 

there a re another eight lives in the 

chimneys at the top of the Addoms 

For Morticia, use the third power-up 

code, go to the piano room, wait for 

the Addams Family music to ploy 

and open the sealed-off door. 

As for Wolfchild try typing: 

SOULPS YCHEDELICIDE or THE PER* 

FECT KISS on the title screen so that 

you can cheat, 

MISSING MANUAL 
I recently bought a second hand 

Amiga which had Wing Commander 

boxed with it !l was in fine condition 

except that the Instruction booklet 

was missing. I cannot, no matter how 

hard I try, work out how io eject. 

Please help me! 

Graeme Logan, East Kilbride 

Send your Wing Commander disks - 

as proof of purchase - to Electronic 

Arts, Direct Sa/es Department, 90 

Heron Drive, Langley, Berks SL3 &XP 

and enclose a cheque for £2.50 

made payable to "Electronic Arts. “ /n 

return, they'll send you a new set of 

Wing Commander instructions. 

SEND US YOUR STUFF 
if you’re having trouble with a 
particular game or have a solution to a 
letter printed In the magazine, don’t 
keep it to yourself - write it down and 
send It to us, and we ll do our best to 
print It- Send it to: 

HELPING HAND 

Amiga Format, 30 Monmouth 

Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW. 
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top-down racing 

games the world’s 
ever seen!” 
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Codemasters 
LOWER FARM HOUSE, STONEYTHORPE,SOUTHAM, WARWICKSHIRE, CV33 ODL. U K. 



GENERATION 4 

AVAILABLE FOR 

PC & 100% 

COMPATIBLES, 

AMIGA 
MICRO IDS 

Cenesia - a game 
of creation 

and power for 
1 to 3 players. 

The owner of a small land, you 

must expand and develop 

your population to become the 

most significant in the world 

of Cenesia. In 5 worlds, each 

requiring unique strategies, you 

must manage everything, from 

food and water to employment 

and taxes. 

Will you conquer the lands of 

your 2 opponents, or form an 

alliance with them in an 

attempt to recover the seven 

missing jewels? 

Only with a strong economy, 

powerful army and new 

technology will you fulfil 

your ambitions. 

MINDSCAPE 
Mindscape International Ltd., 

Priority House, Charles Avenue, 
Mattings Park, Burgess Hill, 

West Sussex RH15 9PQ 
Tel: 0444 246333 
Fax: 0444 248996 



BRITAIN'S BEST-SELLING AMIGA GAMES MAGAZINE! 

YOURS WITH EVERY ISSUE OF AMIGA POWER 

■ ■ ■ 1 

AMIGA POWER crams more top 
demos and more PD favourites 
onto its coverdisks than any 
other mag - guaranteeing you 

maximum AjMMSi 
playability! 

The best game of the year 
- first ever review inside! 
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JL These pages you're looking at row, 
funnily enough. They act as a sort of 
'menu' for the feast of Amiga games treats 
awaiting you in the following pages. 

4 TRUE STORIES 
1 When it comes to the naked truth, 

there's no-one nakeder or truer than AP’s 

resident newshounds. Each month they 
sniff out the hottest Amiga stories around 
and bring them back, tails a-wagging, in 

their mouths. 

6 PREVIEWS 
1 Registered fortune-tellers constantly 

scan the stars (and release schedules) so 
that we can bring you the most exclusive 
and most up-to-date Game Previews in the 

whole history of computer magazines. This 

issue: Cool Spot and Battle Is/e 2. 

8 REVIEWS 
Of course, these are the bread-and- 

butter, the be-all and end-all, the whizzer- 
and-chips of AMIGA POWER, And we talk 
plenty about them elsewhere on this 

spread, so let’s move straight on to... 

n SUBSCRIPTIONS 
Get AMIGA POWER delivered 

direct to your door every month and save 
money! Save time! Save energy! And, in a 
special offer, get either Desert Strike or 
Body Blows ABSOLUTELY FREE! 

That's what we like to call our tips section, 
and, boy, is it appropriate. Every month 
you (or your younger brother or sister) can 

enjoy four full pages of hints, tips, cheats 
and the like - PLUS detailed play-throughs 
of the games you want to play. 

DO THE WRITE 
THING 

The AP letters page - always a forum for 
the free and uninhibited exchange of facts, 
views, opinions and just plain old verbal 
abuse. This issue we’ve reprinted some of 
the best letters we’ve received over the 
past 12 months, just to give you a flavour 
of what you can expect in the future. 

BUT THAT'S HOT ALL! 
This is just a taste of what AP has to offer. 

A ‘proper* issue would also contain: 

• THE BOTTOM LINE - every game 

of the past year reviewed and rated. The 
essential Amiga games-buyer’s guide. 

• FEATURES - on every fascinating 
games-related topic under the sun. 

And much, much, more - you’ll have to go 
and buy a copy to find out! 

Hi. 

I know what you're 
thinking. You’re thinking 
“What’s this? What’s 

gone wrong with my 

issue of Amiga Format?” 

But nothing’s wrong. In 

fact, we, AMIGA POWER, 

have hijacked it for 16 

pages, to show you just 
what you’re missing if 

you only buy one Amiga 
magazine. You’re 

missing the world’s most 

dedicated Amiga games 

GAMES! GAMES! 
AMIGA POWER is all about games - we realty couldn't care less 
about anything else. If we’re not reviewing them, we're tipping 
them, looking forward to them or collecting them together into 
some sort of round-up feature. Every month our experienced 
team round up the latest releases and give them a jolty good 
going over - whether they're good or bad we think you should 
know. ANYWAY, that’s why we've chosen these two particular 
examples for this special supplement edition - turn to the reviews 
section right now and find out which one is which! 

POLICY OF TRUTH 
We won’t review unfinished games just to claim an 
exclusive. 

We don’t pander to games publishers - we say what we 
really think. 

We only use experienced, professional reviewers. 

We won’t bore you with mountains of technical-jargon- 
hardware tedium. 

We take games seriously, because you do too. 

THE BIT AT THE BOTTOM OF THE PAGE SAYS; ‘Normally this is the place where all the AMIGA POWER ream would think of something witty, intriguing or just plain obscure to say What were the skies like when you were young* 



R IS ABOUT 

magazine, the one with 

the first and most 
definitive reviews of ail 

the games that matter 

for your machine. The 
one with the best and 

most game-packed 
coverdisks experienced 

by humanity today. The 

one that combines 
unrivalled knowledge of 

its subject with top-of- 
the-world writing that’ll 

make you laugh, cry and 

fume by turns. The one 
that’s the best. Get it. 

- Stuart Campbell Acting Editor 

GAMES! 

j- m / . * 
*' ■'r *r-. • 
fMS ' 

CANNON FO°“EnBso much 
‘War has never b page 

fun.’ Or has it? 

racer. Hmmm. 

IVIES 
REVI 
THIS 

IEWED 
ISSUE 

SPECIAL 
EDITION 

FULL 
PRICE 
Cannon Fodder **-—-«8 

Prime Mover---10 

Seeing as this is only 

supposed to be a 

sample issue of what 

AMIGA POWER'S like, 

sadly we've only got 

room for two game 

reviews - Cannon 

Fodder and Prime 

Mover. It goes pretty 

much without saying, 

though, that every 

‘normal* issue is so 

packed with 

entertaining and 

informative game 

reviews that we 

sometimes have trouble 

fitting all the other stuff 

in. And it's not just full- 

pricers either - when it 

comes to coverage of 

budget and public 

domain titles, AMIGA 

POWER prides itself on 

being second-to-none. 

WIN! WIN! 
AMIGA POWER'S competitions 

are something pretty special too. 

Why* in the last few months 

we've given away a CD32, a pool 

table* three Karaoke machines, 

an all-expenses paid trip to Alton 

Towers, and a human skeleton. 

So, who knows what sort of 

zany prizes you'll be able 

to win In the future... 

YOS JOE! 
Quite possibly the lushest Amiga 
platformer we’ve seen this year - 
and we gave away a full spooky 
haunted-house level (complete 
with two-player option) on the 
front of AMIGA POWER 27. 
Running, jumping and crawling 
will never be quite the same again. 

They may just be 3.5-inch squares ^ 
of plastic, but to us at AMIGA ^ 
POWER, every single coverdisk 
we produce is a lovingly hand¬ 
crafted little bundle of fun. Here’s 
just a selection of some of the high- 
powered game-and-demo treats that 
we've brought our readers this year. 

4 
i 

u 

STARDUST 
This is actually a super-charged 
'90s version of Asteroids - all the 
way from Hungary - but when we 
saw the amazing 3D tunnel effect 
on the bonus levels, we knew we 
just had to get a coverdisk demo. 
And we did. These graphics really 
put the consoles to shame. 

BLOB 
This 3D puzzler from Core caught 
a lot of people (including us) by 
surprise when the finished 
product arrived unannounced on 
our desks. We moved heaven and 
earth to get you loads of levels 
and give you a taste of what its 
innovative gameplay is all about. 

CANNON 
FODDER HUS 
The game that everyone's talking 
about - but only AMIGA POWER 
brought you four Interactive- 
Diary-Of-A-Game levels showing 
the development of the game 
AND a special big-prize Sensible 
Software quiz. Incredible. 

DEFENDER 
But it’s not all glossy commercial 
demos round here - oh no. 
AMIGA POWER always keeps an 
eye out for the most playable of 
public domain games - classics 
like Blitz Sasic’s Defender 
(shown here) and, the mother of 
all arcade games, Pong. 
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Look up the phrase ex-demo scrolls at an acceptable 
coder’ in the AMIGA POWER cynicism aside, you ca 
Dictionary Of Received Journo those wackv fore ion as 

Look up the phrase "ex-demo 
coder’ in the AMIGA POWER 
Dictionary Of Received Journo 

Cliches, and you'ff find it defined as a 
"broadly meaningless term used to 
describe the author of any game that 

scrolls at an acceptable speed". Still, 
cynicism aside, you can't deny that 
those wacky foreign assembler junkies 
have come up with some pretty 
impressive treats in the past, and it 
looks like we're headed for more! 

Black Legend Software is a new 
^ tabel devoted to bringing you top 
^ games from all around the world. 

\ Already on their books is last 
month s lumpy coverdisk star, 

Patman, (full game out soon) rapidly 
pursued by another cutesy platformer. 
Fantabulous. and some sort of Wild 
West game that we don’t yet fully 
understand the idea of. It s called 
Gunslingers, anyway. Then, in 
December, we can all look forward to a rvery high-speed 3D adventure - 
provisionally entitled Outsiders - and 
a fully-animated Flashback-style 
arcade adventure. Out Of Time. 

And this sounds like its just the 
tip of the iceberg - the company claim 
that they've currently got over 500 

i programmers working for them, on 
over 100 different projects. Looks like 
1994 s going to be a good year all 
round then, eh? 

tt»e 

OVER EXPOSURE! 

Our daguerreotype-louing hero clearfy 

has a waterproof camera case. 

SNAP PE RAZZ I + LEVEL ONE + BLACK LEGEND 

Wake up and smell the news! This is where we 
track down the hottest leads and vaguest rumours, 

and then turn them all into - TRUE STORIES! 

Oth«T 

computer 

shops rtvaf 

suffer from 

uneven Hoot 

surfaces, but 

HWV have got 

a Level One, 

£100 

0 ; £0 
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This it fsntabufotn. You jump on bobbies to got 

around* Absolutely F*ntebufousf in fact. 

Out soon from Alternative, Snapperazz/is a 
new platform-style title that, as far as we 
know, is the first Amiga game to feature 

three different instances of product placement. As 
you travel around seven worlds of page-three-girl 
photo opportunities, you’ll also be enjoying ads for 
Fizzy Chewits, Domino's Pizza and, of course, The 
Sun newspaper, whose idea this whole thing was in 
the first place. The last we heard, the coders were 
pulling out all the f-stops to get it ready for 
Christmas, so you should be able to snap it up 
around then. AMIGA POWER says: Will it have an 

end-of-level Guardian? 
. “/un0 PaCC (Ho ho. ~ Ed) 

Invaders, see? 

Clever wording, 

we know. ^ 

oooe 

IS IT A 
record? 

Dateline: London. HMV Oxford 
St. already the world s largest record store, has 

just opened the world s largest computer and 
video games department Boasting over 6,000 
square feet of floor space, they reckon 

1 theyII be able to stock over 10.000 different 
titles, all in shiny high-tech futuristic 

^ surroundings with big TVs and stuff. In fact, 
when the AP team were there recently, we 
were quite shocked to find our game¬ 
playing exploits being broadcast on screens 

all over the shop, so don’t say we didn't warn 
you* alright? Anyway, if you re tempted to pop 

in, it's on Oxford St (m London* obviously), just 
along from Oxford Circus and up a bit from 

Regent St There's even a picture (oh, and a 
fantastic £1,000 compo) in the December issue of 
AMIGA POWER if you need any more help finding 
it. I mean, what do we look like* your mother? 

5 = is 
Mmm, Pitta, Wt all love pitta km at 

AT- An you listening, Domino? 
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AMIGA POWER RECOMMENDS + COMING NEXT MONTH NEWS 

Not sure what you’d like for Christmas? Hey, no problem - AMIGA POWER is 
here with our personal pick of the hottest releases from the last six months. 

JULY 
Nippon Safes 
Inc (Komparl) 
In an odd move for point- 

and-click adventure games 

of that classic Monkey 
Island variety, in Nippon 
Safes you’ve gol to 

manoeuvre not one, or 

two, but THREE 

characters through the 
bewildering and sprawling 

(but always spotlessly 

clean) streets ot a modern 

Japanese city. None of 

these hapless adventurers 

are actually Japanese 
however, and neither are 

the programmers (who are 

all Italian, apparently) so it 

all ends up as a bit of a 

cross-cultural mish-mash. 

Fortunately, as cross- 

cultural mish-mashes go. 

this happens to be one of 
the Amiga’s finest. 

AUGUST 
Battle Isle '93 
(Blue Byte) 
While there are plenty of 

wargames knocking 

around, the list of user- 

friendly, playable, fast, 

two-player wargames 
could be very easily written 

on the back of a postage 

stamp, m crayon. And yes. 

the name of Battle Isle 93 
is crudely drawn in red 

wax, simply because it's 

the best, most user-fnendly 
and all-round fabbest 

wargame on the market. 

Itrs more of an update 

rather than a sequel to 

Battle Isle, and the pace is 

a tad pedestrian, but the 
new setting, playing areas, 

units and weapons will 

keep all you wargamers 

glued to your trusty 
Amigas through the winter. 

SEPTEMBER 
Syndicate (EA) 
Yikesl Like a bunch of 

small children in a sweet 

shop we just didn’t know 

which one to choose from 

this month s batch. Would 

rt be MicroPros© s 

obscenely playable 
helicopter sim Gunship 
2000, or would that 

fantastic platformer* with- 

attitude Yof Joe! make the 

grade? Or perhaps the 

real-time wargame 

brilliance of Virgin's Dyne 
2 would prove to be the 

deciding factor, But the 
pick of the bunch is 

Bullfrog s hideously amoral 

god game Syncf/eare. With 

strategy, taxes, research 

AND armoured cyborgs, 

there truly is something for 

everyone here. Buy the lot 
of ’em, that's our advice. 

OCTOBER 
Soccer Kid 
(Krisalis) 
Just to prove to you that 
we only spend vast 

amounts of time slagging 

off platform games simply 

because there's a 
seemingly endless stnng of 

crap ones, here we are 

devoting page space to a 

great one. He s a funny kid 

romping his way through 

levels set all around the 

world, but the twist here is 

that he‘s got a football 

Soccer Kid can do a 

plethora of brilliant moves, 
and can use them against 

baddies to kill them in an 

extra special way. It just 

goes to show that you can 

do something different with 

platform games if you put a 

bit of thought and 

imagination into them. 

NOVEMBER 
Micro 
Machines 
(Codem asters) 
No. not those little toys that 

you can buy in the morning 

and then lose in the 
afternoon, but an excellent 

console conversion 

featuring the same easy* 

to-misplace model 

vehicles. It's an overhead 

racing game where the 

racers are less than an 

inch long. Thrill as you 

swerve around baked 

beans on the breakfast 

table, spill as you fail to 

make it across the ruler 
bridge and tall to your 

doom between school 

desks, and gasp in sheer 

amazement as you break 

free of the plughole 

whirlpool. For once, size 
really doesn t matter. 

DECEMBER 
Cannon 
Fodder 
(Virgin) 

It s got to be admrtted that 

those Sensible boys are 

masters of the intuitive 
control system. I mean, alt 

you have to do is pick up a 

joystick, and within two 

minutes, you've got to 

grips with the controls of 

Senst Soccer. Now they've 

gone and done it again, 

with a tongue-in-cheek 

mouse-controlled wargame 
that puts the "grin' back 

into 'grenade'. Bowl bad 

guys over with small-arms 

fire and gasp in despair as 

you accidentally blow up 

half your platoon for the 

twentieth time. When it 

comes to games, it seems 

Sensi can do no wrong. 

i 

1 58 1 500 
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Arc you ready* 

for Mens! 

Hombat? Full 

review next 

month! 

Aod W* .jfciddU'** to° 

The up-and-coming issue of AMIGA POWER will 
have full reviews of all the big games competing 
for that vital Christmas Number One position: 
Mortal Kombat, Jurassic Park, Skidmarks, 
Stardust, Globdule, Terminator 2: The Arcade 

Game - and more! As if that wasn’t enough, 
-\ it’ll also have three (count ’em!) disks 

-—-1 packed so full of 
dff ■ demos and top- 

^ v2> class complete PD 
games that they’ll 

jir’ probably explode 
^ - or something. 

- Anyway, it’ll hit the 
A shops on 9th 

jR jl December - miss 
W* expert thtl JUT1! from Terminator »; rfce it 3t yOUC p£fi I [ 

Arcade Gam* - Also debuting next issue! Wow, 
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J LT-' ISLE 2 

Game: Battle Isle 2 
Publisher: Kompart 
Authors: Blue Byte 
ETA: Mid 1994 

Briefly: life can sometimes be cruel lo 
wargamers, It's a savage world out there* 
with cute platformers and fast action 
shooKem-ups leaping out from every 
comer, so to anyone interested in targe- 
scale tank warfare, the boys from Blue 
Byte are heaven sent. Time after time, this 
team have sat in their Mulheim offices and 
produced battle sims that play 
extremely well in one* 
and two-player 
mode without 
making you 
plough 
through a 
twelve’ 
btHompage 
manual. 
The 
creators 
speak: After the 
successes of Baffle Isle, 
the mission disks, Baffle Isle 93 and 
the extremely popular History Urm 1914- 
l91Qr it comes as no great surprise to find 
that there aren't any major changes to the 
basic game engine for Battle Isle 2, The 
map is made up of hexagonal units, and 
the actions still broken up into 

move and attack phases, but pretty much 
everything else is bigger, better and 
generally flashier than before. One of the 
authors took me on a whirlwind tour. 

"There are far more different units 
than before, each with their own 
strengths and weaknesses, but this 
time there's the additional problem 
of logistics to deal with, in war, the 
recurrent problem is that of getting 
enough supplies up to the front 
tine, and by adding this element, 
you have to concentrate on 

planning your attack." 
A problem of the Battle Isle 

games is that every time 
a unit goes into battle, 

they become more 
experienced and 
harder to defeat, 
until they’re virtually 
guaranteed victory. 

“Although we felt this 
was a good idea, the 

experienced units were 
far too tough, so weVe now 

evened this out. 
"One of the main changes of the 

game is the terrain, and how it affects the 

game We now have four height levels in 
the game, which makes the use of ptanes 
much more realistic. At the lowest flying 
level, planes can't fly over mountains and 
can come under light ground fire, but are 
at a prime height for ground attack. If they 
fty higher, then they can safely over % 
most enemy units, but are susceptible to 
anti-aircraft missiles. 

'Throughout the game, the seasons 
change from wet springs and autumns to 
dry summers and frozen winters. This 
means that lowlands are often too boggy 
for tracked units, but also that rivers and 
lakes are passable in winter when they're 
iced up," 

The other main change is that the 
two*piayer mode is no longer on a split 
screen. By including radar and AWACS 
early warning planes, this means that you 

have to find your enemy before 
you can engage them, 

which sounds 
brilliant, adding 

another layer of 
realism to what 
is already an 
exceptionally 
detailed game. 
Verdict so 

far: The lack of a 
split screen means 

that you're going to 
have to play the game either 

on two computers linked together, or 
alternately on the same one, hiding your 
movements from your opponent, which is 
both time-consuming and a nuisance as it 
interrupts your thoughts. Hmm 

it's such a big game that it's probably 
going to be A1200 only, and even then will 
probably need be hard dnve installable. 
It's a small price (&, relattvely. - E4) to 
pay for whats set to be one of the best 
wargames ever. 
• CAM WINSTANLEY 



jK “Heybob^tfcisli 
\ just o m of Rif 

\. nuflf uknts/ 

original are 
going to be in this 
version," said John, 

“Although the game's going to look 
the same. I hope that IVe improved it on 
alt playability aspects. The sound’s going 
to be the same as well." 
Verdict so far: IVe played a couple 
of levels of the Amiga version, which seem 

to back up what John told me. As 
you can see from the 

screenshots there's still 
quite a bit of work to be 
done on the 

■■■H backgrounds, but even 
■ now it's a very visually 

impressive game to play 
The thing is. does the 

W Amiga-owning public want 
r another platformer^ U seems 
to me that although theyTe the 

core of the console market, 
computer owners are more discerning and 
favour more in-depth games, IVe no doubt 
that Coot Spot will be a hit. but I'm not 
convinced that rtlt be the smash that it 
was on the console market. 
• CAM WtNSTANLEY 

incarcerated in 
floating metal cages. The -- 
way to bust them out is to dash around 
collecting smalt, mot-af-all-coc* spots, 
which somehow allow him to open the 
cages. The problem is that Spot's only 
about an inch and a half tall, so it’s a bad 
and quite literally big world out there 

As he battles his way across 
beaches and bathrooms, behind skirling 
boards and through people's 
bedrooms, he comes into 
conflict with untold masses 
of cute and lovable bad 
guys. Bang a cast-off of a 
soft drink, he's got BbUB 
astonishing carbonated B 
powers, which enable him ^^BIRII 
to fire of bolts of, err, to. 
These fearsome CO. blasts 
allow him to blast his way to 
freedom for himseff and his 
buddies. Yeah! 

The most impressive thing about the 
original is the number of animation frames 
for the central character , who leaps, struts, 
swings, yawns and yo-yos his way through 
the game in a non-stop blur of amusing 
ways. “All the animations that were in the 

Game: 
Coot Spot 
Publisher; 
Virgin 
Author: 
John Twiddy 
ETA: 
Dec 93 

m \ the green hollies in 
\ the game with Ifttle 

■ \ or no reason to 
\ be there. 

B3" Hand* up and \ Thankfully, no- 
| spread vwnr lets? j| one realty 
I ¥p«V« b**n I noticed or 

B spotted! I cared, because 
BT j everyone 
B /thought the UK 
l / Mega Drive game 
■ jf was quite splendid, 
», " super and lovely, and 
--- went out to buy it in droves. 
Since Virgin aren't silly, they've decided to 
release an Amiga version of this console 
smash hit in time for Christmas, Who says 
capitalism is a bad thing, huh? 
Th© creators speak: John Twiddy 
of Jaguar Software Consultants is working 
night and day on the Amiga conversion 
and told me that the Amiga Coot Spot is 
going to be virtually identical to the Mega 
Drive original, so I suppose I d better 

. explain what that one's like. 
\ In one of those illogical chains of 
\ events that frequently happens in 

I platform games, all of Coo/ Spot's 
I friends have been kidnapped and 

Briefly: Never before \ 
has a small red dot W | * 
gained so much press "■ 
attention as this little guy. He 
started out life as the red blob on 
the side of a can of 7-Up. and was 
released on the Mega Drive in America as 
a tie-in character, but when it came to his 
UK debut there was some kind of horrid 
mix*up. Out went the fizzy drink tie-in. 
which left all 

C* L\ H-dut 

wMC kill 

"I've 
improved it 

on all 
playability 
aspects" A 
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AME REVIEWS CANNON 

The game of the year? War, it 

Publisher: Virgin 
Authors: Sensible 
Price: £29 99 

Release: November 

So, boring game details next. The 

game is made up of 23 missions which are 

spread over 72 different maps. There are 
five different terrains - Jungle, Desert, 

Arctic, Heathland and Underground Base, 

and although iheyre fairly well mixed up, 

there's a definite weighting towards jungle 

levels at the beginning and underground 

levels at the end. 

So why buy it? Well, for a start it s 

massively simple to get into. You start off 

the game with a squad of men, and at the 

end of every mission, you get a further 15 

recruits, which initially seems a tad 

excessive. However, by the time you get to 

Mission Six and your boys are being 

slaughtered like cattle, you start to realise 

why you get SO many troops. Every time a 

Having to whte pages of reviews 
every month. I’m always on the 

look out for some concise and 

snappy quotes to put around 

the page (Known as "Call Outs’, technical 
term fans. - Ed) but this lime those 

Sensible boys have done my job for^ne. 
“War has never been so much funT 

^ they tell me. in a groovetaslic song 

that starts off the game, drums the 

B message home and sets the 
K tongue-in-cheek, boot-in-mouth 

H tone of the 9ama 151hIlian!ily. 

This ycor, the Sensible 

boys won’t be getting 

that Nobel prixe* 

Modem wart are is belt! 

especially when you can t 

swim and ihooi at the 

same time. With rockets 

coming in from oil 

directions, don't expect 

mony of your boys to be 

home for tea. 



CANNON FODDER GAME REVIEWS 

soldier survives a mission, he's promoted, 

and his accuracy, range and rate of fire is 

increased. You get quite attached to 

anyone who survives more than a couple 

of levels, but since everyone in the game 

has an equally tenuous grip on life, there's 

inevitably a horrible moment when a 

rocket with his name on it comes 

whooshing in and he gels his. 

You control your boys with the mouse, 

and dick on the left button to move, the 

nght to fire and both to throw a grenade or 

fire a rocket, depending on what you've 

selected The scrolling system works so 

intuitively that most of the time you re not 

even aware of it. 

Still not convinced yet? Well, the 

missions involve lots and lots of killing, 
with the occasional spot of hostage rescue 

thrown in before masses more killing, 

Complete carnage doesn’t impress you? 

How about four channels of sound that 

completely immerse you In each world? 

What do I mean? Well, if you come out of 

the jungle (squawks, rustling, etc) and get 

lo a river (running water) but hear distant 

rotors (whump, whump, whump), then you 

know there's a helicopter near, and that 

it's time to hide. Muted gunfire tells you 

that enemy soldiers can see you and are 

heading your way, and the flop-sweat fear 

of hearing a rumbling tank engine has to 

be experienced to be 

fully understood 
Thinking that it 

sounds like 72 maps of 

pretty much the same 

thing? Wrong! Although 

you start off the game with 

a fairly simple Turnaround* 
and-shoot-everything 
approach, you quickly cotton 

onto the tact that this tactic 

only works for the first * 

few levels, and that a A 

bit more finesse is 

required for later 

levels. By the time * 

you get to Mission 

Seven, many of the 

levels are puzzles in 
the Lemmings mould, 

and successfully 
completing the level 

depends as much on you 

planning ahead as it does on your 

reactions. How exactly do you gel past the 
helicopter, evade the gun turrets, blow up 

the bunkers and then blast down the 

stockade wall so that a civilian can escape 

to his house7 Well, take it from me, it's 

hugely difficult and involves a tank. 

Yes. tanks! And skidoosand jeeps 
and helicopters finng heat-seeking 

missiles. Whatever fearsome vehicles the 

bad guys have got. then at some point in 

the game you get to drive them as well 

and whenever you find a ramp, then rest 

^ assured there’s lots of Dukes Of 
Hazzard’ tomfoolery to be had. 

Sflr* To cap it all there are civilians 

&V4 too. There are cute little eskimos 

«■ in the arctic, natives in the jungle 
and even moseying gunslingers 

*nv W* *on' 

*** 

*«-H 4rl 

each little guy blowing apart in a hail 

of gunfire, or lying around moaning and 

squirting after a spring-loaded spear has 

shot out of the ground and impaled him. 

And then there’s the... Oh, just go and buy 
the flipping thing. 

• CAM WINSTANLEY 

in the desert, 

but you never know 
how they’re going to 

react to you. 

You want to know more 

before you buy this game? 

Slimey, how much? Okay, how 
about hyper-intelligent baddies in 

helicopters who’ll trash you in the open, 

but can be evaded by hiding in the treeline 

or holes? How about a completely 

interactive terrain, so your troops bounce 

over every bump, slide across every ice 

floe, fall down every cliff and even sink in 

the swamps? It's another incredible game 

feature, since you can blow down fences 

with grenades and destroy huts with 

explosives, but you've got to look out for 

bits of debris as they fly oft in all 

directions. You've also got to keep a look 
out for suspicious lumps in the ground as 

many of the levels are littered with lethal 

booby traps of all descriptions. 

And you want blood? Good, 'cos 

Cannon Fodders got masses of it. with 

Alone in the erctfc, our 

heroes suddenly started 

& feeling nervous. 

UPPERS 
A ) Everything, ® DOWNERS 

Nothing, 

THE BOTTOM LINE 

/\'[ U {I {i Buy It for your A1200. 

_|1|U 5 * — m - - 
CIITV JUST pfDflUCtf 

dead soldiers, left 

hope driving down 

doesn't Iwh the 
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GAME REVIEWS PRIME MOVER 

ea et 

THE BOTTOM LINE 
Get the picture? I said 

^ ^ *a complete waste of 
time and money for all 

concerned"' Like running ft on the 
A1200 s going to make it any better.. 

B.) c*f, brt*hl 

lights Will He 

I could go 
on, but you'd 

depressed 

/T\ UPPERS ft’s another 
(A j motorbike game. And at 

least you can buy it now and 
see how rubbish it is. Oh, I give up, 
that s ail the good points there are. 

® DOWNERS Where are 
the opponents? Where's 
Mount Fuji gone? Why did it 

take so long? 0hl what’s the point? 

THE BOTTOM LINE 
A dismal effort, which doesn't seem 
to have advanced in any meaningful 
way on what it was like two years 
ago. So far behind the current state- 
of-the-art In the genre that it's just 
plain embarrassing, 
and a complete waste A A ^ 
of time and money for I / ^ 
all concerned. LL ^ 

Game: Prime Mover 
Publisher: Psygnosis 
Authors: In house 
Price: £25.99 
Release: Out now. 
No, really. What is it about racing 

games7 After issue 30 s 

fantastic violation of the 

laws of time in F17 
Challenge, Psygnosis have picked up the 

gauntlet of ndiculousness and come up 

with something even more astounding- 

the amazing moving mountain. In Prime 
Mover s Japanese racetrack, the 

hilariously-named Nontendo' course, most 
of the scenery is dominated by a huge 

snow-capped mountain, looking not at all 

untike the legendary Mount Fuji which 

appears in roost Japanese 

racing-track games. As 

you crest the long hill 

coming up to the 
start/finish line, this 

imposing peak lies dead 

in your centre of vision, 

providing a strangely 

stirring backdrop to the 

action. Until your second lap, 

that is, when you notice with 

puzzlement that as you climb towards the 

line, Mount Fuji (or. as it's probably 

actually called in the game. 'Mount Fudgy 
or something equally side-splitting) has 

cunously and almost imperceptibly shifted 

a couple of screen inches to the right, 

leaving it halfway to the edge of the 

screen. Do another lap, and you’ll 

probably be only partly surprised to 

discover that several million tons of earth 

and rock has somehow disappeared from 
view altogether. Oh dear. 

Sadly, that's not the worst flaw in 

Prune Mover, only the tunnies! one. For a 

game that's been about two years in 

development, there's a stunning lack of 

almost anything at all in it. It looks like 
something from 1986 (Super Hang-On, 
which was more or less the Amiga's first 

motorbike racer, leaves this a mile behind 

graphically), there aren’t any new or 

exciting features of any kind, the control is 

rudimentary skidding around, the sound is 
the usual drone combined with 

tuneless music, and the 

now-ubiquitous weather 

effects are simply a 
poor imitation of the 

ones everybody and 

their dog's already 
done. You rarely see 

any opponents after 

the start, there isn't any 

indication of where they 

actually are on the track 

map, when you smash into a 

roadside barrier at I40mph and suddenly 

drop to 50, you don’t actually, visually, 

appear to be going any slower at all, the 

roadside scenery is the same all the way 

round most of the courses so there’s no 

way of really learning the track layouts, 

which is the only way of getting round 

without hitting things (the incredible 

shitting scenery hardly helps), and... I 

could go on, but you'd only gel depressed. 

The Amiga motorbike-racing game 

market has long been dominated by two 

truly excellent irtles 

Super Hang-On is lovely- 

looking, arcade-fast and 

intensely exciting (and eight 

quid}, while No Second Pnze is 

beautiful in a different kind of way, 

equally speedy and thrillingly * 

realistic. Prime Mover 
isn't fit to wax either of V’ 

their leathers, ^ 

• STUART CAMPBELL 

Ah, Mon Plan! Celt la tour d'liffel, 

C«t ires f rand, n'est-cc-pas? 
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DESERT STRIKE AP RATED 92% 
It was a hit on the SNES and the Mega Drive, and now it's even better on the 
Amiga. It's got the best graphics, the best sound, the best explosions and a 
devastating arsenal of weapons to help you complete the wide range of missions. 
If ever a shoot-'em-up deserved the accolade instant classic', it's this one. 

BODY BLOWS AP RATED 89% 
The best Amiga beat- em-up of all time, with the hottest kicking, punching and 
fighting action around. You get three disks, eleven characters, seven locations 
and as many special moves as you can handle. Show this to your puny console- 
owning friends and they just won't know whafs hit them. Trust us. You'll love it. 
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COMPLETE CONTROL THE LAST RESORT 

In which AP’s all-knowing, all-seeing, all-singing (all-dancing!) Richard Pelley 
shares his massive wisdom and helps you out with your game-related problems. 

Hi chums! Rich here* with the answers to 

all the questions you've been sending in * 

apart from a few of the more personal 

ones, obviously. And if you have a query 

about an Amiga game then please send a 

covering note to: The Last Resort, AMIGA 

POWER, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 

2BW, Your statutory rights are not 

affected. And now - ON WITH THE TIPS! 

ANOTHER WORLD 
“My request is a simple and banal 

one. Please could you give me ail 

the level codes. I d be very grateful." 
Simon McCarthy. Suffolk 

A From the stream of Last Resort 

questions received each month that 

could have been avoided by a glance 

through a back issue. I am led to assume 

that once read, people either lock their 

issues of AMIGA POWER in a vacuum to 

preserve their beauty for ever more, or 

they are plain too lazy to look through their 

collection. Either way, if s time for those 

Another World codes. Try EDJl, HICI, 

FLLD, UBC, CCAL, EOIL FADK. KCIJ, 

ICAH, F1EI, LAID and LFEK for size 

CURSE OF ENCHANTIA 
“What must I do after I have got out 
of the well?” 

Allan Andu, Holland 

A By wearing the mask when you 

climb into the bucket (created by 

attaching the mud to the seaweed and the 

mud and seaweed to the twigs), the 

CASES CLOSED 
Of course, from time to time, there are conundrums that even the mighty games-playing brain of 
Rich Pelley cannot solve. In which case he asks you, the readers - and this is how you reply... 

F/A INTERCEPTOR 
Ben Cassie of Cornwall was having 
more than his fair share of problems 

rescuing the pilot and launching the pod, 

A “Fly as low and slow as possible 

towards the drowning pilot. You 

should be aim to drop the pod (Shift and 

F) just before passing over the pilot by 

paying close attention to your rudder and 

external camera views (especially the 

satellite). By the way. does anybody know 
how to destroy the carrier sub? I've been 

trying for five years, having even landed 

on it before trying to blast it to 

smithereens. Any suggestions?” 

Matt 8 a into n, Bristol 

BLACK CRYPT 
You probably didn't think that ft was 
possible to hog The Last Resort in 

any way, but tans may remember that 

13.741598 percent of issue 30's juicy 

pages concerned a rather hefty chunk of 

questions from Jonas lindolmer of 

Sweden. And, unbelievably, someone 
was actually daft enough to reply, (I seem 

to remember some talk of prizes, so i'll 

see what we can do.) 

A “{a) The Soultaker: To destroy ihe 

Soultaker you must have located all 

three crowns. (Cue sound of Jonas’ jaw 
hitting the floor.) Don’t worry - it’s far 

more a matter of time than anything else. 

Put them on the skulls and the blocked 
passage will open. Go in and explore the 

area with haste where you will be 

confronted by the Soultaker. 

(b) Medusa: She can only be killed 
with the mirror shield. Three mirror keys 

must be located in total. To her southeast 

is a door: go into the passageway as fast 

as you can and a wall will vanish. (Repeat 

if this doesn't work first time.) This leads 

to a new area which in turn leads to a key. 

YouK have to scan the walls for the 

switch to disable the teleporter to reach it. 

(c) Ramdemons: Go down the hole. 

Run your eyes over the walls tor a switch. 

One of the pillars will move, and you will 

get to use your J0’ key. Always use the 
Wizard Sight spell for auto-mapping and 

to reveal secret doors on the map. 
The Blackjack armour? That, as you 

probably expected, is just armour," 

Angus Brown. Aberdeen 

CADAVER 
(a) How do you,? (b) What 

does,..? and (c) Where do you,,,? 

enquired Michael Hall of Clywd. 

A *(a),„ pass the two flares? Drop two 

sacks in front of the flares, then 
jump on the sacks. Place dipsticks in front 

of the sack to stop the flares and use the 

potion to get down and up again, 

(b) ,..the lever in the room where you 

blow up the barrel do? Pull the lever for 

the blue casket (you should now have 

three). Insert a holy symbol in each 

casket, put the caskets into a strong box, 
pull the lever and collect the spell. 

(c)...use the friendly slime? It 

collects otherwise unreachable coins and 
pushes objects out from under ledges." 

David Evans, Bridgewater 

CHUCK ROCK 2 
Alex Collier of Maidstone had 

ground to a rocky halt trying to 

overcome Brick Jagger. 

A "When Bnck appears, run to the left. 

He will stop above you, then run 

right and he will come down. Hit him and 

repeat the process until he dies," 
Daniel Jones, Banbury 

THUNDERHAWK 
The first mission of the Alaska 
campaign of Thunderhawk was 

getting on Ben Vowles of Bristol's goat. 

A "Destroy the forces attacking Ice 

Station Omega (there's no need to 

destroy the buildings), then go northeast 

to catch a convoy of trucks making off 

wiib the biologicals* Destroy these and 
return to HQ, It s best to take a radar 

jamming pod for this mission as attacking 

aircraft can really shorten your day." 

Michael S Hoffs, Glasgow 



COMPLETE CONTROL THE LAST RESORT 

monster at the top of the well wilt try to 

kiss you, but jump down in disgust when 

the mask falls. Don't forget the gem 

behind the rock before heading off. 

Q“But having talked to Ultar to gain 
entry through Weregate. how do you 

pass the cave section? I have entered the 
second cavern, but what are the skull 

combinations?" 
Stuart Freest on, Bilston 

A Look at them both, then pull the right 

one. Simple. 

HUNTER 
"On the Mission I can find the first 

man, and then get to the old man 

but he does not elicit any information. Can 

you help? t have also found every vehicle, 

with the exception of the hovercraft. Do 

you have any coordinates?" 
Si Quinn, Bolton 

A Bribery is the answer to your first 

query. Hand over money to the old 

man and continue doing so until he 

refuses more TALK to him and he will 

reveal the whereabouts of the second 

man. And the hovercraft? A rough map 

that 1 once scrawled down reminds me 

that it s on the main island, sort of in the 

centre but over to the left a bit. There 

appear to be plenty of cars, vans and even 

the odd bike or two on the island, so go 

get one of those and scout around. 

FIRST SAMURAI 
"How do you kill the big baddy on 

Level Four? I have played through 

the level so many times I could do it with 

my eyes closed, but every time i reach the 

end I die.” 

Gareth Bright, Oldham 

A I can sympathise with you here 

A because once upon a time, \ found 

myself in a similarly sticky situation. As 

with end-of-ievei-bosses throughout the 
globe it is a question of formulating then 

perfecting a certain strategy of attack. 

Mine was to stand towards the left of the 
screen, face left and let loose with a 

continuous stream of flying slashes which 

the robot should periodically walk into. It 

should be clear if he is going to hit you - in 

which case you can edge back; if you 

reach the edge of the screen then you can 

fire a dagger, leap over him as he blocks it 

and continue from the other side, 

GOBUIKS 2 
"Frustration has reached mouth¬ 

foaming proportions and sanity is at 

risk! fWaftey, These Gobi iins players are 
an excitable bunch. - Ed) How the blazes 

do you get the egg from the chicken on the 
Giant screen? 

I have tried strangling it, stoning it to 

death, even setting it alight, I did actually 

get the egg once before, but I haven't the 
faintest idea how? 

Peter Marsh, Nottingham 

A So let's just re-cap - to make sure 

you haven't missed anything. You've 

tried strangling it. stoning it and setting it 

on fire. But have you tned hitting it with a 

sausage? It's worth a thought. 

INDIANA JONES AND 
THE FATE OF ATLANTIS 

*1 have followed your solution to the 

graphic adventure but have ground 
to something of a halt. Near the end we 

are instructed to find a crescenLshaped 

gear, the bronze-spoked wheel, the 

machine part and a bronze gear, I can find 

the first three, but where is the last? 

Nowhere in the entire solution is this 
information given." 

David Washer, Wembley 

A Wanna bet? Open issue 24, turn to 

page 80f and locate the first T of the 

heading. Scan left a fraction and, in 

arguably small but perfectly legible writing 

you should see the words Bronze gear’ 

and an arrow pointing to the relevant 

room, (It s near the machine room in the 

outer ring}. Mine, I think, is a pint of Pepsi 

and some dry-roasted peanuts. 

HOOK 
"How do you get the Pirate s 

uniform? I've tried pinching it from 

Mrs Sweedles' washing line with the pole? 
Sirish Parekh, Preston 

A I trust you already own the Hat- 

Knock on Mrs Smeedles' wash-room 
door but - and this is the trick - swing 

back on the rope before she opens it. Go 

back all the way round to round about 

where the game started and you should be 

able to snatch the jacket with the pole. If 

you were already doing this, you just need 
to do it faster! 

Q*i have no money to purchase a 
magnet to get Dr Chop s clock? 

Kerem Cetindamar, Leicester 

A Try to pick up the pots next to the 

portcullis on Hook's ship and you will 

find some gold. This should secure you 

the magnet from the Pirate tailors that you 
have been dreaming of. 

ALIEN BREED '92 
Is there a map of Deck 12? Pd tike 

to try and finish this one off before 
going out and getting Alien Breed2.m 
Ellen Ripley. Fiorina 146 

AH mm. Tricky one. Oh. hang on a 

minute - will this do? 
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11 DO THE 

write 
THING 

In the AMIGA POWER letters page, a year is a very 
long time. Exactly 365 days, 52 weeks or 12 
months, to be precise. Anyway, here’s a brief 
selection of some of the post we received during 
1993 - just to give you some idea of what to expect 
when you go out and buy the magazine for real. 
• Address your letters to: AMIGA POWER, 30 Monmouth 
Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW. 

Imim 22 Feb #93 
'SHAMAN I STIC 
LEMMINGS' 
Dear AMIGA POWER, 

I like Shamanjstic lemmings, me. 
Me. I like Shamanistic lemmings. 

I always say rt boosts a lemming s 

credibility no end if he adds a few 

Shamanisbc tendencies to his personality. 
The more the better in most cases 

But i digress. I like Shamantsftc lemmings. 

Me, I like Shaman i s tic lemmings. 

Yours sincerely, 12 Rainbow Trout 

Thanks for sharing that one with us, 12\ 
Seriously, the next person who sends any 
form of poem to 'Do The Write Thing' gets 
shot. We are not kidding. 

admit it, she's a babe. Even though you're 

not a very pretty bunch (in fact, you're all 

damn ugly) you should still ask her out if 
she's still not taken then you lot are a sad 

bunch {apart from Stuart Campbell ’cos 

he's cod). 

I'm yours forever, Lisa 
Andrew, Germany 

This is just one of the many fetters we get 
every month singing the praises of AP's 
lovely Art Assistant and{ coincidentally, 
insulting the rest ot us. Sadly, the only pic 
in this supplement is of 'cool' Stuart 
Campbell (page 2. fact fans), so you'll 
have to go and buy the proper magazine 
to check out the rest of the team in all their 
photogenic glory. Have fun now, 

Issue 23 March '93 
'NOT A VERY 
PRETTY BUNCH' 
Men of AMIGA POWER. 

Don’t any of you fancy Lisa Kellett? Go on. 

'I WISH TO 
PARTICIPATE 
To: AMIGA POWER, 

I have seen your magazine and I wish to 

participate in it. May I have your terms, 

please? 

Your friend, 

Hameed Yousef Mhameed* Kuwait 

Our termst eh? Well, a couple of bunches 
of daffs and a Ptaypeople annual from 
1976 should do it. 

Issue 26 June '93 
'BEING A 
PSYCHIATRIST' 
To all at AMIGA POWER. 

Whilst I'm probably one of the most aged 

readers of your periodical, a young at 

heart 53, l can’t help but find this computer 

games lark just so jolly enjoyable. I've also 

found that it helps many of my patients. 

Being a psychiatrist* I’ve recently noticed 
how playing computer games reduces 

tension and allows patients an outlet for 

their anger and frustration. 

Greg, before his tragic and 

unfortunate death, found computer games 

ELOCUTION LESSONS 

winner 

'WE CAN HANDLE A FEW 
MORE RUDIES' 
Dear Persons at that great magazine called AMIGA 
POWER, 

Crap, crap, crap, crap, crap, crap, crap, crap, crap, 
crap, crap, crap, crap, crap, crap (Snip! - Ed), crap, crap, 
CRAP! Is this the only naughty word you’re allowed to 
print (apart from ‘*6 HI* which I don't understand)? Your 
reader poll discovered that 79% of your readers are 15 and 
over - I think we can handle a few more rudtes. 

As the great Ben Elton once said, “TV is buift on the 
superstition that only a three*year old with a sponge for a 
brain is watching/' I sometimes wonder if this magazine is 
like that, frightened to print a word like (We can't print this 
word: - Ed) just in case a three-year old will read it and 
copy you. 

The frequency of the word "crap" is phenomenal. For 
example, in the Downers section of issue 19's Pool review, 
Stuart says, “maybe it’s just me being crap/1 This could 
have been replaced with “maybe it's just me being crap 
(We can't print this word. - Ed)" to much better effect. Jf 
the word (We can't print this word - Ed) upsets that 
miserable (We cant print this word. - Ed) Editor of yours* 
you could edit key letters like the T In five can t print this 
word. - Ed). You could refer to the controls of Kick Off as 
’The controls are an absolute (We can't print this word - 

Ed), but they're a piece of (We can tprint this word.« Ed) 
when you get used to them/' 

For that very nice letter, can I please have a copy of 
Civilization for my Amiga? 
Yours (We can 'f print this word* - Fdjingly, 

Dale Bird, Cannock 

(We can’t print this word, — Ed) off. But seriously. Dale, 
It's a funny old worldL You can put Die Hard on the tellyt no 
problem, with hundreds and hundreds of people being 
horribly killed, shot in the knees and oozing blood 
everywhere, but every time Bruce Willis says “{We can’t 
print this word* — Ed)’\ it has to get dubbed out so he 
looks like a goldfish, or replaced with "Flip", or something 
equally ridiculous. Of course, swearing for its own sake 
isn 't big or hard or clever. But, personally, l don 't think 
there's any such thing as bad language (except in the 
sense of having a crap command of English), only 
language with different levels of expressiveness. How can 
a word ever possibly be offensive in its own right? ft's a 
word, for God's sakel (Actually, better be careful, the G' 
word's a bit borderline as well). That said, the Moral' 
Majority (in fact a very small minority with ears in high 
places) exert a powerful hold on this country, to the extent 
that a magazine can be removed from shelves for printing 
the most ridiculously wet of phrases - our erstwhile sister 
magazine Your Sinclair was once stopped from using a 
covermounted door hanger bearing the words "Bog Off 
(oh no, we’re in trouble now!), on the grounds that WH 
Smith, purveyors of the printed word to a nation, refused 
to stock the magazine if it went ahead with it We ourselves 
can't even use the word *sod' (taking our careers in our 
hands here), because, seemingly, it's actually short for (It 
Is* and we can’t print this word. - Ed), tt's a sick and 
disgusting state of affairs* but there 'a not really much we 
can do about it If It'll make you feel better, though, feel 
free to ring us up every month and we'll tell you down the 
phone which words we really wanted to say every time we 
actually used ’crap'. Okay? 

as a new way of taking his anger out on 
something, instead of his former way of 

venting his anger on himself. I truly believe 

that if the power cut hadn't taken place, he 

would still be alive today 

So, to conclude, I certainly believe 

that computer games are a good, 
entertaining way of recovering trom mental 

illness, and that parents should be 

encouraged to support their children's 
gameplaying enjoyment. 

Yours, Dr S Buscemi, Croydon 

Yeah. What he said. 

'A FREE POSTER OF 
WINONA RYDER' 
Dear AMIGA POWER. 

I don’t like coverdisks. How about a free 
poster of Winona Ryder instead'* 

Yours, Dave, Herts 

We re trying, Dave. Nnnnggghhh. 

luva 27 July '93 
'PROFESSOR OF 
OBSTETRICS' 
Did you know that the Professor of 

Obsteincs and Gynaecology at Kings 
College Hospital, London is called 
Stuart Campbell? 

Simon de Rivaz. Cheltenham 

No. but if you hum if we ll - no. that 's 
not right. 

Imw* 23 Aim '93 
'OTHER PEOPLE 
MAY HAVE 
CONSIDERED 
COINCIDENCES' 
fve worked it ole! -1 know the solution to 

life* the universe and everything1 Or, to be 

more specific, 1 know what’s happening lo 
the AP team. Every time I open up the 

new issue of AP J tu rn to Just Who Do 

We Think We Are?’ to be greeted by a 
myriad of new faces What’s happening to 

the AP team? Just when J get used to one 

reviewer's style, they're off. Where are 

they an going'* l refuse to beleve that they 

all moved Id different magazines. No. 

[DRAMATIC PAUSE] 1 know What’S 

happening to them - iVe connected a 

number of things which other people may 

have considered coincidences to arrive at 
the obvious conclusion. Firstly, who is the 

only member of the team (apart from good 

old Jonathan Davies, who doesn't count) 

that has been with the mag since the 

begging? Secondly why does said 
person nearly aiways appear in dark 
glasses with a Ian hiding his face? Why is 

this person apparently so good at games? 



PSYCHIATRIC HELP 

winner 

'HUGELY EROTIC' 
Re; Cute Games, 
Please tell me which institute you let 
your Staff Writer Cam Winstanley out 
of, and don't you think the authorities 
will find out where he is after his 
recent articles in your magazine? 
I find both articles biased and twisted 
- it's painfully obvious that Mam only 
likes one type of game and is 

Umm 30 Oct '93 
'A LARGER-THAN 

unwilling to give 
any other type of 
genre a chance, ltTs 
like giving a film 
reviewer who loves 
horror films 
Sommersby to write 
about. 

Another thing that! did find 
strange and rather annoying was the 
fact that I found Mark Winstanley in a 
bunny rabbit suit hugely erotic. 
Please advise me. 
Yours forever, 
James L Carter, Crawley 
PS Any chance of Linda in the bunny 
suit? 

Worse/ 

Yes, Stuart Campbell is a VAMPIRE! He's 

devoured the old AP team members - 

look out Cam, Steve etc! I reckon the only 

reason JD hasn't been noshed is because 

he doesn't taste very nice. 

I will not obey authority1 

The Scarlet Helmet, Derbyshire 

Oh God its going to be one of those 
days, isn't it? - $iu. 

Issue 39 Sep '93 
'THROBBING LOVE 
GUSSETS' 
Congratulations on the new addition to the 

Power Family - The Secret Garden 

(Which is what our Reader Ads gage is 
called, for no very good reason we can 
currently remember - Ed) Particular 

congrats are due for the decision not to 

Include a lonely hearts column, It's a wen- 

known fact that computers are of far more 

interest to males than females, although it 

still baffles me why, A lonely hearts 

column only serves to raise the hopes of 

those sad. sad individuals who have 
neither the right nor the confidence to walk 

upon this grey and unpleasant land. Do 

these people not realise that my stomach 

is strongly offended with every mention of 

throbbing love gussets that seem packed 

into the classified pages of every 

publication? Anyway, you haven't included 
such a section, so I'll get off my soapbox 

and on to the point of my letter. 

What ever happened to the great 

articles that first enticed me to buy 

POWER back in those Matt Bielby goldien 

days? You should make a lot more of the 
good ideas you have - for example, the 

Right Profile in the July issue. Great! I'd 

like to hear about the views Jon Hare has 

with regard to the software industry, or 

even his views on nothing in particular, but 

lay it on thick! The same applies for 
beefing up Diary Of A Game - you could 

drop the coverdisk, as far as I'm 

concerned, but give me something 

substantial to read 

I remember in my infancy as a 
games player picking up Your Sinclair. It 

always had something worth reading, 

even if the feature had bugger all to do do 

with computer games. One month I saw 

an article about the magazine staff having 

a paintball match with a local police team, 

just when paintball was new to the country 

- come to think of it, I think your very own 

Jonathan Davies was involved Regular 

readers know who you are, I think you 

could do articles about what you get up to 

as a team. 

I'm probably in the minority with my 

views, and I understand you have to cater 
for the larger part of your market, but I 

hope you'll consider these views in future 

months. I'll continue to buy POWER 

because it offers an unrivalled reviews, 

tips and previews service better than 

anyone else in the whole world. It s still the 

best mag in the world of computerdom. 

Thanks for letting me sound off! 
Yours faithfully, Phil Heime. Bolton 

YouVe kind of answered your own 
question at the end there, Phil. / used to 
love those ridiculous old YS articles toot 
but from the rest of the mail we get it 
seems as if most readers think we re quite 
self-indulgent enough already, thanks. / 
think maybe those happyt innocent, 
carefree days are gone forever. 

'IN ADDITION TO 
SOME OTHER 
PEOPLE'S' 
I am 25 and have all my own. in addition 

to some other people's, teeth. 

Randolph X, Edinburgh 

LIFE PSYCHOPATH' 
I'd just like to congratulate Mr Cam 

Winstanley, author of that brilliantly over- 
ihe-top review of Walker.: Every mag 

needs a larger-than-life psychopath and 

he fits the bill perfectly, giving your already 

excellent mag an edge over competitors. 

Geoff Noonan, Rudgewick 

Cheers Geoff i expect you're pretty *on 

/he edge yourself - Cam 

luu* 31 Nov '93 
'VERY BORING¬ 
LOOKING LADIES' 
To Ye Olde AMIGA POWER. 
One morning, as I was leafing ihrough the 

pages of The Bristol Evening Post, I 

happened to find the nominees for the 

Miss Bristol1 competition Amongst the 
other very boring*looking ladies, I saw a 

name that jumped out and thought *Oooh. 

that sounds familiar* I sat and thought for 

a while and remembered where I'd heard 

ttt rushed upstairs to get my AMIGA 

POWER and found that it was Lisa Kelfett! 

I phoned up to vote for her nght 

away, and t think she should win, so just 

dial nght now. You'll have to hurry 

because the lines close at 12 today. 

(That's that sketch knackered then. — 

Ed). Why not, if she wins, do a centrefold 

of our lovely Lisa? 

Love, Duane Dibbiy, Clevedon 

Sorry - it's another Usa Ketlett letter. We 
did warn you. But now you realty do have 
to buy the magazme in order to find out 
what she really looks like. Don't you? 

Iww* 33 D«c '93 
'I GET A @ BY 
PRESSING SHIFT 
AND 3' 
1 have had my computer for about six 

months and am having a few problems I 

had an Atari 1040 for about two years 

previously, but when I heard about the 

new Falcon not being compatible and the 

ST being discontinued, I bought an A1200 

with a 64 Meg hard drive 

t print from a Canon BJ10 Ex which 

served me well on the ST I have Pen Pal 

installed on my hard dnve which 1 use to 
do my assignment for University. 

The problems I have are: 

1 When I print, it takes about 5 
minutes for a single page of text, It seems 

fine on DPamt but is far too slow on Pen 

Pal. I bought a new printer driver from PD 

but that doesn't help. How can I get my 

printer to print at the speeds I know it can? 

2. The keymap is set on American, 
meaning I gel a @ from pressing SHIR 

and 2 instead of the desired ". How do I 

change the keymap to UK? 

3,1 used to sample/sequence music 
on my ST Exactly what equipment and 

which is the best value for money, would! 

need for the A1200 to be able to sample 

and sequence? I have a MIDI keyboard. 
Yours, Rodger Wyber, Bickteigh 

Although AMIGA POWER quite clearly 
presents itself as a dedicated Amiga 
games magr some folk still persist in 
asking us technical questions. We decided 
to let Stuart answer these ones 

1. Are you deliberately trying to 
annoy us, Rodger, or are you just the 
stupidest person ever to walk the face of 
the planet, ever? 

2. Try ramming a fork into your 
eyeball, that might do the tnck. 

3. You're at University. Rodger, 
surely you must have at least some kind of 
vague inkling of what the phrase 
dedicated games mag means? Surely? 

SOCIOLOGY DEGREE 

winner 

'A SEVERE BEATING' 
The other day I was on a bus when I heard two young boys 
arguing about which computer mag is best. One thought 
AP was good, while the other thought Amiga Format 
superior. The discussion soon became heated and a fight 
broke out. It was a close contest, but the lad supporting 
AP was definitely ahead on points when I intervened. 

"Boys/11 said, "what do you think you're doing? 
When I was a lad there weren't any computer mags, no 
computers, no TV. and if you wanted music you had to 
sing. You just don't know how lucky you are." 

I think this kind of violence is indicative of today's 
society. In years past, if you had a fight then the local 
bobby would sketp you about the head. You thought twice 
about fighting again, I can tell you. At school, lateness, 
disrespect and speaking out of turn all resulted in a severe 

beating. Yet there was none of the violence which Is so 
common in today's schools. 

All we hear from today's youngsters is that there's 
nothing to do, Put them to work, that's what I say. I fought 
in the war for today's youth; well, the Cold War anyway. 
Once I had a snowball fight with a Russian exchange 
student -1 would've won if he hadn't hidden behind a walk 

The reason I'm telling you all this is to introduce a 
new argument into the 'causes of violence' debate. 
Computer games, television and films are not to blame - 
it's the idiot politicians who keep prattling on about 
“Victorian values'. Every night some politician Is on the 
news wittering on about subjects they know nothing 
about. Your reaction? Td love to smack his face In/1 and 
there we have it - violent thought. There is a direct 
correlation between the increase in viewing time given to 
politicians and the increase in violence. 
Ian flitch, Dundee, Aged 24, single, unemployed, 
hacked off, and making a vain attempt to double 
the AP mailbag 

PS; You still owe me a prize from several months ago. It's 
not fair, but that’s life. Speaking of which, (have a turnip 
whose shape you wouldn't believe. 

tan - it s in the post okay? Just leave us alone, pleasei 
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PUT THE POWER IN YOUR HANDS 

More guts... More power... More fun. 

Get to grips with these new game controllers from 

SAITEK, world leader in intelligent games. Serious stuff! 

4 designs, 14 models. Auto-fire, turbo speed/volume 

control, slow motion, turbo fire buttons, multi-directional 

control pads, and more. 

For the ultimate power in your games get SAITEK. 

Check’em out at your games shop today* 



Meagre Prices 
Games Centre 
tOam—8pm Monday to Friday | 

No credit card surcharges "Tl 10am—4pm Saturday ■ 
Always a persas—never at gjiswerphone! Js_ 2 minutes (ran Did Si. W station, like exit 2 

Educational 
Cave maze 10.95 
FRACTION GOBLINS 10 95 

MATHS DRAGONS 1D.95 

PICTURE FRACTIONS 10.95 

R EASONING WITH TROLLS 10.95 

TIDY THE HOUSE 10,95 

TIME FUES 10,95 

ANSWER BACK Juntoc Qua (6-11) 16.99 

ANSWER BACK Senior Quiz (12-AD) 16,90 

FRENCH MISTRESS 16.90 

GERMAN MASTER 16.00 

ITALIAN TUTOR 16 09 

MATHS ADVENTURE (6-14) 21.95 
SPANISH TUTOR 16.09 

MEGA MATHS {A LEVEL) 19.95 

MICRO ENGLISH (B-GCSE) 19.95 

MICRO FRENCH (Beg^ners-GCSE) 19.95 
MICRO GERMAN |Beg-GCSE-Bu&) 19.95 

MICRO MATHS (11-GGSE) 19,05 

MICRO SCI ENG E (S-GCSE) 19.95 

MICRO SPANISH 1B.75 

PRIMARY MATHS COURSE (3-12) 19.95 

READING WRITING COURSE (3-0) 19.95 

BETTER MATHS (12-16) 18.95 

BETTER SPELLING (8-ADULT) 18.95 
JUNIOR TYPIST (5-10) 13 95 

MAGIC MATHS (4-5) 18,95 

MATHS MANIA (8-12) 10,95 

ROBIN HOOD (LEISURELAND) 10.95 

SCROOGE (A CHRISTMAS CAROL) 10.95 

THE THREE BEARS (5-10) 18.95 

WIND IN THE WILLOWS 10.95 

WIZARD OF OZ 18,05 

ADI ENGLISH (11*12) 18.95 

ADI ENGLISH (1 M3) 18,95 

ADI ENGLISH (13-14) 18,95 

ADI ENGLISH (14-15) 10.95 

ADI FRENCH (11-12) 10,95 

ADI FRENCH (12-13) 18,95 

ADI FRENCH (13-14) 18,95 

ADI FRENCH (14-15) 10 95 

ADI JUNIOR COUNTING (4-5) 1 S.75 

ADI JUNIOR COUNTING (6-7) 15,75 

ADI JUNIOR READING (4-5) 15.75 

ADI JUNIOR READING (6-7) 15.75 

ADI MATHS (11-12) 18.95 

ADI MATHS (12-13) 18.95 

ADI MATHS (13-14) 10.95 

ADI MATHS (14-15) 18.95 

FUN SCHOOL £ (6-8) 6,96 

FUN SCHOOL 2 (OVER 0) 6.96 

FUN SCHOOL 2 (UNDER 0) 6.96 

FUN SCHOOL 3 (5-7) 10.75 

FUN SCHOOL 3 (OVER 7) 18.75 

FUN SCHOOL 3 (UNDER 5) 10,75 

FUN SCHOOL 4 (5-7) 10.75 

FUN SCHOOL4 (Ml) 10.75 

FUN SCHOOL 4 (UNDER 5'S) 10.75 

FUN SCHOOL MATHS (7-11) 10.95 

FUN SCHOOL SPELLING (7-AD) 10.05 

PAINT AND CREATE (OVER 5'S) 10.95 

Hint Books 
EYE OF THE BEHOLDER I 7,99 

EYE OF THE BEHOLDER 11 9.99 

INDIANA JONES 8. FATE ATL (ADV) 9.99 

INDIANA JONES & LCRUSADE (ADV) 5.90 

LOOM 7,99 

MANIAC MANSION 7.99 

SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND 5.99 

SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND II 9.99 

SEE OUR OTHER 
PAGE IN THIS 

ISSUE FOR AMIGA 
GAMES 

CD-32 
ALFRED CHICKEN 21.95 

ALIEN BREED - SPECIAL EDITION 12.95 

BOOT 24.95 

CHAOS ENGINE 21.95 

D-GENERATION 18.95 

FI 7 CHALLENGE 12.95 

JURASSIC PARK 21.95 

LIBERATION - CAPTIVE 2 24.95 

MICROCOSM 29.95 

MORPH 21.95 

OVERKILL 21.95 

PINBALL FANTASIES 24.75 

PROJECT X 12.95 

QWAK 12.95 

ROBOCOD 21.95 

RYDER CUP 21.95 

SENSIBLE SOCCER 92/93 21.95 

SLEEPWALKER 21.95 

TFX 24.95 

URIDIUM 2 24.95 

ZOOL 21.95 

Hardware 
A500 Expansion upgrade with clock 

A50Q Expansion upgrade without clock 

ASOOpius RAM upgrade 

A6QQ Expansion upgrade with clock 

Parallel port extension cable 

Parallel printer caWe (2m) 

Roboshift (Auto mousa/joystick switch) 

Zi-FI Stereo Speakers 

0.5Mb 27.35 

0.5Mb 24,95 

1Mb 56.95 

IMP 51.96 

6.80 

8.60 

14.75 

37.95 

STOP PRESS-It'seetteolate! 
YOU CAN ORDER IIP TO 2380 DECEMBER 
using our next day courier service anil still gel it in 
lime lor Christmas. It only costs £8.00 m / 

3.5" DWM 

ANY QUANTITY SUPPLIEI 

Gty DSDD DSHD 

10 5.30 7.80 
20 10.35 15.35 
25 12.65 18.25 
30 14.75 21.80 
35 16.90 25.20 
40 18.95 28.60 
45 21.10 32.10 
50 22.95 34.40 
80 36.35 52.30 

100 39.95 61.90 
120 49.40 72.40 
150 60.95 90.25 
200 78.75 115.75 
250 97.30 143.30 
300 116.30 170.75 
400 154.50 221.70 
500 184.65 269.65 
600 223.50 320.60 
1000 364.30 524.40 
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Joysticks 
Analogue Adaptor 4.99 

(use any PC analogue an Anvge) 

125+ 9.00 
Competition Pro 3000 13.75 
Cruiser Turbo 12.75 
Freewheel Digital 27.00 
Freewheel Analogue 36.00 
Gravis Game Pro 23.95 
Mach 1 11.75 
Maverick 1 (QS128F) 1375 
Maverick 1M{QS138F) 1375 
Mega Stick II (MX 120} 9.99 

(multi-system) 
Megastar A/F (SV133) 22.00 
Navigator 13.75 
Python 1 (QS130F) 9.25 
Python 1M (QS137F) 9.75 
Quickjoy Turbo 7.95 
Starfighter 1 Pad 7.95 
Speedking Analogue 13.80 
Speeding A/F 11.00 
Star Probe 13.50 
Supercharger 9.00 
The Bug (Green or black) 13,50 
Top Star 21,50 

1 Miscellaneous 1 
4-Player adaptor 6.96 

Head Cleaner (3.5“) 3.75 

Mouse 14.75 
Mouse House 2.95 
Mouse Mat 2.95 
SCART cable 9,49 

Workstation for 500 4 500+ 42.95 

Workstation for 600 37.95 

Workstation for 1200 39.95 
1 (Workstations include mouse mat, 

mouse house and dust cover) 

I Disk Boxes 
10 Slimpack 0.94 

40 ___ 4.95 

50 - 5.60 

60 6.30 

100 J idf-* 6.80 

120 ^ 8.75 
150 10,95 

DataGEM 
has supplied computer 

bardu&rv and software to tens 
of thousands of satisfied 

customers since 198? 

Amiga Atari PC Sega \ 
Trust us fo bone ail\i>u need 

PBStBH 
TeTd St, London N1 6E 

i gtraranfw can? numbers will be 
torwTSe upon oti equo doanmee. 

tive until 22nd fccemberj 

.XlO.V- 



DATELINE: THE NEAR FUTURE 

MISSION BRIEFING: 

Intelligence reports are being received that a 
renegade organisation, SPUDD is massing its 
forces ready to attempt world domination. Only 
an underground task force can save the day. 
Are you ready to become a part of that 
underground taskforce? Which of the 40 aircraft 
will you choose as you fly TOO sorties across the 
world against the forces of SPUDD? The civilised 
world anxiously awaits your decision! 

Available for the Amiga 
PC version coming $oon 

r ^ \ 

HASPUTIN 

36/40 High Street. Green Street Green 
Orpington, Kent BR6 6BJ Tel: Int +44 <0> 689 850770 

© Gosputm Software 1993 Rasputin Software is a trading subsidiary of Power Label Limited 

Noddy's Big Adventure is the sequel to the highly successful Noddy's Playtime it 
fakes children to the North West comer of Toybnd and includes 13 different 
programs to educate and entertain children for hours on end 

This graded creativity and entertainment package is specifica*y designed for 3-7 
year olds and relates to the early requirements of the National Curriculum 

Drive with Noddy In his car, p*efc up passengers along the way and visit many 
exciting locations 

• Kitchen Fun - sequencing, colour and shape matching and vocabulary 
Noddy's Scales - number matching through to addition 

• Tricky Trees - memory, sequencing and the language of colour and shape 
• Con you Find me? * shape and colour recognition 
• Bert s Scrapbook - sequencing and reading skills 
• Beach Sorter - sorting 

Picnic Attack - water fun gome 

Junior Ward Processor - this excellent utility develops story telling skills Its scope Is 
outstanding and features many facilities found In grown up’ ward processors. 
There is also a word game in each level la create an element of fun 

Available for Amiga, Acorn Archimedes, PC and PC Windows 

Noddy's Playtime added a new perspective to educational games, the outstanding 
^value from this extensive package has set new standards of parental 

\ expectofion in this important area of software based on looming 
fy1 \ with fun 

Drtw& <KOvnd *°Y fewn, explore exciting locations and learning 
programs ond a %M Junior Art Package pocked full of creative 

(un Designed for 3-7 year olds. 

Available far Amiga, Atom Archimedes. PC ond ST 

Lsen Gam Union Nottingham NG? 2LX 
Td; 0602 792838 Fax: 0602 780963 

Available from Boots, Currys, Dixons, iscom. Fuiure Zone, Gome Lid, John lewis. John 
Menries, PC World. Rymons, Tandy. The Computer Store. Virgin and many specialist outlets 



e A400Q may be a bit out of 

your price range, but could 

you build your own for less? 

Tech boys Nick Veitch and 

Richard Baguley explore the 

idea of upgrading an existing 

'obsolete' machine. 

Build your own 

MAKE NO MISTAKE, the 
A40QQ is an excellent machine. Yon might 
well wish to buy one - hm could you build 
your own cheaper? 

We're not suggesting that you go out 
and huv a soldering iron and send olT a 
large order for electrical components to 
Maplin, but could you construct a machine 
uf similar performance from third party 
expansions that are readily available? 
Could you upgrade your present machine 
to A4000 performance, without having to 
actually buy a real A4QQ0? 

To start with, you will need some form 
of Amiga, and unfortunately nobody but 
Commodore seems to make them. 

So which of the range would you start 
with? The A500 is a good solid workhorse, 
hut lacks the expansion capability that we 
would need for this project. The A200H 
would he a better choice, hut you can get a 
even belter bargain with the A 15(10, 

For £39<1 Silica will sell you a 1500 with 
a load of software and a PC Rrldgcboard 
thrown in. Second-hand you can easily 
pick up an AI5INI with some form of hard 
drive for about £450. Check through local 
papers, the small ads and classifieds in 
A migti Shopper. 

The A1500 has plenty of room for 
expansion. It boasts a total of seven slots 
for PC and Amiga expansions, plus a CPU 
slot for accelerator cards and a video slot 
to plug custom video cards in. 

You've gm the basis now. but you'll 

need to expand quite heavily to get any- 

where near the specifications of the A4000, 

HITTING THE TARGET - WHY YOU REALLY NEED RETARGETABLE GRAPHICS 
Retargetable graphics (RTG} has been one of the 
most talked about but least understood aspects 
of the Amiga, Commodore have promised sup¬ 
port for it in future versions of Workbench, and 
several graphics card manufacturers already 
have models which boast RTG features. 

RTG has been present on the Apple Mac for 
years, so you can run programs tike Photoshop 
on anything from a black-and-white to a 16-mil- 
lion-colour Macintosh. So what does it all mean? 

The bask idea behind rt is to make pro¬ 
grams independent of the graphics cards they 
run on. So you would be able to run any 24-bit 
paint program on any 24-bit graphics card. 
The program doesn't talk directly to the card* 
but accesses the card through the operating sys¬ 
tem, Every different graphics card has a special 
library which tells the operating system how to 
write to the card. This means that as far as the 

The Retina and Picasso cards are very good alternatives for the 
non-AGA set. A 256 colour Workbench can still be yours. 

program is concerned* all graphics cards look 
the same. All the work of actually producing the 
screen is done by the operating system. 

This all sounds very well, but what's needed 
is a standard, so both the manufacturers of 
graphics cards and programmers can start 
producing hardware and software that complies 
with It. Commodore have promised a standard, 
but ftrs not yet appeared. 

Several manufacturers have RTG features on 
their graphics cards (such as the Picasso II and 
Retina), but the only standard which covers sev¬ 
eral cards is the EGS (Enhanced Graphics 
System), pioneered by manufacturers GVP. 

All manufacturers have indicated their will¬ 
ingness to comply with the official Commodore 
standard once it's defined, so let’s hope that 
Commodore get a move on and help make the 
Amiga a more professional video machine. 



WITH A MASK AND A SWORD, IT'S THE SWASHBUCKLING ZORRO SLOT... 

The G-Force card it much more than just an 

accelerator - It has a SCSI interface too. 

enhanced pixel resolution. 

Speed is the second tiling you have 

to worry’ about. A graphics card will help 

tint here, because i( uses its own graphics 

memory which is incredible fast, hut obvi¬ 

ously you will need a new processor card to 

match the power of the A4000. 

The 4000/030 runs off a 68EC03Q 

clocked at 25MHz. so obviously you are 

going to need something better than that 

to impress your mates. 

There are quite a few accelerator cards 

available for the Amiga, but prohablv the 

fastest and best in terms of compatibility is 

the f i-Forcc accelerator from CAT. 

This comes in many versions, but the 

lop spec model Includes a full (>8040 chip 

running at 33MHz. The card also includes 

an extra serial and parallel port and a SCSI 

interface. 32-bit wide memory can be 

added to die board up to a total of 04Mb, 

using GVT sown 16Mb SIMM modules. 

Also still available, although no Longer 

in production, is the Zeus 040 card from 

Progressive Peripherals. This card is wry 

simitar to the (AT one, bm is slightly faster 

according to our tests (A/749), 

In order to be faster than the 

4000/080 all you really need is an accelera¬ 

tor which has a 08080 clocked at more 

than 25MHz. If you got the 40MH?, '030 

version of the C-Force card, you would 

only have to shell out £699 - not bad 

really, as this gives you a RAM platform 

and a SCSI interlace as well as a Fullv func¬ 

tioning (>8080 chip, clocked at nearlv twice 

the speed of the one in the A4000/G30, 

An FPU, incidentally, is a maths co¬ 

processor which works in tandem with all 

processors from the Ii8(i20 up. and dramat¬ 

ically reduces the lime taken in perform 

many mathematical calculations. 

Memory, and lots of it, is the other 

big advantage that the A4000/030 still has 

Continued overleaf r 

The Zorro slot on the A15DQ Is, indeed, a fox so 
cunning and brave. In fact they all are. There is a 
total of four full Zorro slots In the A15Q0, and 
three PC s lots. 

The PC slots are useful if you have a PC 
Bridgeboard, because you can install PC cards 
such as an AdLib sound card or whatever. In fact 
they are still useful even if you don't have a 
Bridge board - expansion cards for the Amiga 
only use the slot as a power source, and these 
will work just as happily in the PC slots, 

The Zorro slots themselves combine a power 
supply and an Address/Data Bus so the card can 
communicate directly with the CPU, Because 

Zorro slots are so flexible, almost any sort of 
device can be added to the Amiga, from broad¬ 
cast quality video cards to sound samplers. 

The A300O and A4Q00 series machines have a 
Zorro 111 slot which is even more powerful. It 
uses a multiplexed Address/Data Bus to virtually 
double the rate of information transfer. This 
would be very useful if anyone ever produced a 
Zorro III compliant board, but very few such 
boards have actually appeared so far. 

The Zorro slot can house a multitude of add-ons, 

ranging from Hard drives to 16-bit samplers, SCSI 

Interfaces end virtually every device known to man. 

Those AG A chips arc all the rage in 

1993 and are probably the first thing to 

worry about. The A4G00. in case you're not 

aware, uses the completely updated AG A 

{Advanced Graphics Array) chip set which 

has a number of extra graphics inodes. 

The most important of these is HAMK 

mode, which enables suitably equipped 

machines to display hi-res images in up to 

264,144 colours. Not bad, really. The 256- 

colour mode is more useful on an everyday 

basis, though, because it doesn't use up 

any valuable processor time. 

There are no way that you can 

upgrade an older machine to the AGA 

chip set. It isn't just a matter o| pipping in 

a few new chips or anything like that. The 

AGA chip sei involves a complete new 

architecture which affects the way the 

entire motherboard of the computer is 

laid out. 

But if the major difference is just a few 

graphics modes, why boiher? 

There is a number of very cheap dis¬ 

play cards available for the Amiga. These 

don't bother with HAMS and all that cun¬ 

ning kludge business - instead they go 

straight for 24-bit, which gives you a total 

of 16.8 million colours to play with. 

One tempting choice of 21-hit card is 

probably the MacroSystem's Retina, which 

is the original, useful, inexpensive 24-bit 

graphics card. The Retina is much more 

than just a < lisp lav device, though. As well 

as performing framebuffer tasks, such as 

displacing static images, the Retina can 

also handle animations. 

Probably more important is the ability 

ol the Retina card to display normal Amiga 

application screens. This is done by using 

an emulation program and a software 

library to redirect Workbench. 

It is a form of re targe table graphics 

(see panel below left), in that the software 

fools the applications into opening win¬ 

dows on the Retina display rather than the 

usual RGB Out at the back of the Amiga, 

This feature works without the co¬ 

operation of I he particular application in 

question, so it is quite cunning. However, 

it is not always entirely successful, 

Retina does not support screen 

dragging, so you can't look at two tasks 

simultaneously. It therefore has problems 

with programs such as Driuxr Paint, which 

open tool bars and requesters using over¬ 

lay screens on top of die main screen 

(such as the Palette requestor). 

The upshot of this ability to dispiav 

application screens, is that vou can happiiv 

run many applications, including 

Workbench itself, through the Retina. 

While the programs may not he able to 

take advantage of the extra colour resolu¬ 

tion, some of them can take advantage of 

the greatly increased pixel resolution. 

The Retina can display screens at up to 

1440 by^ 566 pixels in a non-interlaced 

screen mode. Many applications, such as 

Dirrrtory Opus. Professional Pagr, Professional 

Draw and Maxi/dan 4 can make use of this 

THE EASY A3000 OPTION 
Another thing to consider is the A30CKK Yes, It is a little out of 
date, yes, it does only come with Workbench 2, yes, you do 
have to boot Kick start from disk. 

On the plus side of things, you can pick up an A3O0O for 
around £700 - a lot less, in fact if you pick it up second-hand. 
It comes with a 25MHz 68030 - a full version with an MMU, an 
FPU and a SC5I interface. It also features four Zorro III slots, 
which means that the latest range of Amiga peripherals can be 
plugged in and used (when someone finally works out what 
the Zorro III standard actually is). 

Slap in a Retina or Picasso board and you're away. Total 
cost just over £1,000. The stock A3000 wil outperform the 
A40CKV030 without too much trouble, as Richard Baguley keeps 
pointing out to anyone who will listen, 

The A3000 - m nice machine, although a bit fussy. Its main advan¬ 

tage as a starting point is that it is cheap and has Zorro 111 slots. 
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over our Frankenstein machine. Even the 

meanest of distributors is supplying the 

4000 with 1Mb of Chip RAM and I Mb of 

Fast RAM on board. 

Matching the Fast RAM capability isn’t 

really a problem. It is usually solved at least 

in pan by your accelerator card. Most 

accelerators, including the G-Force which 

we picked out previously as a good bet, 

have slots for 32-bit wide Fast RAM 

The RAM is usually installed as either a 

ZIP or SIMM package, readily available if 

you search through the small ads of AF. 
32-bit RAM gets over the A moron figure 

memory limit (9Mb with Kicks tan version 

2). 32-bit RAM can be mapped “over the 

top" and be directly accessed by the pro¬ 

cessor oil the card. 

In practise, this 32-bil RAM is faster 

than the 32-bit RAM oil the A4000, 

because it can be accessed in such a direct 

fashion without fiddling around with all 

the messy Bus protocol that slows down 

memory operations on the A4000. 

This doesn't solve the other problem, 

though. In non-AGA machines, the maxi¬ 

mum amount of Chip RAM which can be 

used by the system is 1Mb. This is normally 

enough for most people, but if you use 

applications which make extensive use of 

custom chips, it may 1>e a bit restricting. 

The son of thing affected is samplers, 

graphics programs such as DPamt and any¬ 

thing which uses HAM, This software relies 

heavily on the custom chips, and since the 

custom chips rely on Chip RAM, you may 

find yourself short. Chip RAM may also lx- 

required by other devices which make use 

The Trifecta is a rather useful SCSI expansion 

card for any Zorro-compatible machine. 

of the custom chips. 

The answer to this problem is the 

Power Computing Megachip2. This is a 

small board, complete with a 2Mb Agnus 

and four Zip packages, which simply plugs 

into your existing Agnus socket. The only 

problem with this is that as your original 

Agnus is still in the socket you will have to 

remove it. 

When the board is in place there are 

four crocodile cables to connect to your 

Gary chip, and then you are set. Make sure 

you get the right connections otherwise 

you could do some damage. You will know 

if you got it wrong, because the Amiga will 

probably just display a red screen at boot 

up. Probably the most important thing is 

to get the chip the right way round. 

High Density disks, if you want to get 

really fussy, are probably next up* doubling 

the storage rapacitvr of each floppy you use. 

Commodore plan to do an official HD 

upgrade for the A1200, but there are no 

plans for the older machines: which is a bit 

of a shame, because after Kickstari 2 they 

AND HERE'S ONE WE MADE EARLIER 

It is all very well saying how easy it is to upgrade your machine, but are 

we just saying that, or did we really get our own hands dirty? 

well, actually we borrowed a sad and defunct A1500 from Amiga Shopper 

(which has a great collection of sad and defunct things) and soon had it 

filled up with lots of exciting extras to make it the most powerful 

machine in the office (if you don't count Sue's brain). 

Here is how it all came together... IWhat a lot of kit we've got! Now all w© have to do 

is find some cunning way to shoehorn it all inside 
that horrible, knackered old A1500 box. 

5 Not a saucerful of secrets, but a tSQO full of Zorro 
cards. The cards you need to add are really up to 

you, but a hard drive should be high on the list. 

6 Remove the Agnus (preferably with the correct 

tool) and note the orientation. Then slip In the 

Megachip2 board, pushing home firmly. 

7 Attach the crocodile leads very carefully. They 
must be attached to the correct pins and they 

must not short out the legs of the Gary chip. 



THE PROS AND CONS 
ADVANTAGES 

Faster than stock A4000 - 
Better colour resolution * 

Compatible with existing software * 
Better performance/price ratio * 

DISADVANTAGES 

* Non-AG A software compatible 
* Custom chip operations are slower 
than the 4000 

* Zorro II standard only 

FINAL SPECIFICATION 

Graphics - 24-bit [T61 million colours) 
Processor - 68040 * 33 MHz (20+ MIPS) 
Chip RAM - 2Mb 
Drives: SCSI and High Density floppy 

are all capable of running HD drives. 

Fortunately, Power Computing have now 

released an internal version of their much 

celebrated XL drive. This mechanism 

comes in two versions, one for the 

A500/A1500 and one for the A600/A1200. 

Both versions use a high-quality Sony 

mechanism which actually transfers at 

speeds slightly faster than the A400CTs 

interna] drive. 

The drive can also be used by Crmzlfos 

to access high-density PC disks, just like the 

A4CHKX The final formatted capacity1 of 

your disks under Amiga DOS will be up to 

L8Mb (depending on which filesystem you 

choose). PC formatted disks will be the 

standard PC' capacity, 1.44 Mb. 

On the hard drive side of things, the 

A4000 comes complete with an IDE inter¬ 

face and mechanism. This is a great bone 

of contention between enthusiasts and 

Commodore, because although the drives 

are cheap, they are not as fast as a SCSI 

mechanism. This is an excellent opportu¬ 

nity to go one up on the A4000 owners by 

getting a SCSI card, or even a SOI 2 card 

which is faster still. 

SCSI 2 can give transfer rates of 

around 5.5 Mb/second. Tit is interface is 

included with the G-Foree accelerator, or 

it can be obtained separately in the shape 

of something like an HC8 card or Trifecia, 

What, in the end. do we make of it all' 

Looking at the prices, it becomes apparent 

that, depending on the kind of deal you 

get when getting hold of some of the older 

stufT (the prices of a lot of the older GVP 

equipment have been falling for some 

time) it would probably be slightly more 

expensive to upgrade your A1500 to the 

top specifications. However, these specifi¬ 

cations are far in excess of the A4000, 

If you already have an A1500 or A2000, 

then it would probably be more financially* 

prudent to upgrade than try to finance a 

completely new1 machine. Remember that 

you don't need an ‘040 accelerator to beat 

the A4OOO/O30. 

If you compare the price for an 

A4000/040 (£1,709) against an upgraded 

A1500 (around! £1,599) you’ll see that it is 

possible to create a faster machine for less 

money. Be aware also that these prices are 

simply guidelines. If you shop around, go 

to shows or keep an eye on the local 

papers, you will probably be able to pick 

tip most of this equipment, particularly the 

accelerator cards, lor much less than the 

prices quoted here. 

It is also something which can be more 

easily achieved in stages: starting, say, with 

the A1500 anti a SCSI drive, getting a dis¬ 

play card, then the accelerator and finally 

the Chip RAM expansion - you won’t find 

that you can't run anything without ii, it 

just makes Life a lot easier. 

Adding things in stages not only keeps 

the outlay down, but also means that you 

only buy the things you actually need. You 

may find that after adding a graphics card 

and a bard drive, you don't really need 

anything else to achieve your purpose. 

Ultimately, the changing pace of soft¬ 

ware development will leave your machine 

not exactly redundant, but certainly disad¬ 

vantaged in the years to come. On the 

other hand. Commodore are committed to 

producing a RISC-based super-machine, 

probably very late next year or early ’95. 

It may he worth the wait, but in the 

meantime an upgraded A1500 may be a 

2 We've taken the lid off It now, both literally and 

metaphorically. Look at *11 that dust! Never mind, 

though, tril toon be even better th*n new. 

3 Removing the drive and power assembly is just a 

matter of undoing all the screws at the bade and 

lifting it up. There is only a slot holding it at the front. 

4 Fitting a Zorro card Is easy- Just remove the blank¬ 

ing plate and slot It In. Press firmly on the card to 

make sure it fits properly In the connector. 

8 To fit the XL drive you will need to disassemble the 

drive and power subassembly. Detach the spacers 

from under the old drive and add them to the XL, 

9 The XL drive at home. It may be a little whiter 

than the standard ones, but otherwise it looks just 

the same. Now 1.6 Mb disks are at your command. 

*| A The finished beast. Custom paint Job on the out- 

I Ustde. perhaps, and It'll be lovely. Would you swap 

this for one of those nasty A4OO0 things? Not likely! 
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UleServe of Hampshire Established 8 years 
Amiga Workstation 
/Expansion System 
Monitor stand with shelf for drives etc. 
Strong metal construction made from 
14SWG steel epoxy coated, No Cables 
or mouse are included. 

Special price £27.50 
All Citizen printers have 

a 2 year warranty 

Citizen Printers 
1200+ Spin Mono £115 
Swift 90 9pin Mono £145 
Swift 90 9pin Colour £159 
Swift 200 24pin Mono £ 195 
Swift 200 24pin Colour £209 
Swift 240 24pin Mono £235 
Swift 240C 24pin Colour £249 

Citizen Projet Inkjet 
S*m4ar to Deskjet but Epson 

and DeskJet compatible 

Special Offer £219 Floppy Drives 

Citizen’s Print Manager 
These advanced printer driver* transferm 
colour print out* to laser type quality 
Version 1 (224 & 24ES .......... £5 
Version 2 (Swift senes 21.£10 
Drivers 1 12 price it bought with ■ primer 

Printer Drivers 
Canon BJ 1Qe/ex.*.£5 
Desk/et 500 Colour... £10 

Dust Covers 
For Printers, Monitors, Computers 
most types in stock f,Qm £4.7Q 

Canon BJC600 
£599 

360dpi Inkjet printer. Visit out show¬ 
rooms compair Canon/Epson/HP/Star 

Canon BJ-IOex 
360dpi Inkjet printer p d Q Q 
with cable & paper I* i 

BJ-IOsx £199 
360dpi Inkjet BJlOex replacement 

Canon BJ-200 
Inkjet + Sheet Feeder p O Q Q 

with cable & paper 

Panasonic 
KXP1123 

Probably the best 24pin 
mono primer available, f 1 KU 
With cable & paper I o' 

Printers/Lasers 
KXP4410 Laser 5ppm .. 519 
KXPl 170 Spin. 134 
KXP1124i 24pm. 215 
KXP21 SO Spin Colour.... 169 
KXP2123 24pin Colour... 209 
HP LaserJet 4L 4ppm ... 587 
Epson EPL4000 6ppm ... 582 
Epson LX400 Spin. 119 
Epson L0570+ 24pin .... 265 
Prices include VAT cable & paper 

Mice * 
Golden Image Mouse. 12.90 
Genius Happy Mouse .. 12,90 
True Mouse .. 12.90 

HP DeskJets 
300dpi, mono or colour & mono. 
They produce laser quality print. 

Deskjet Portable mono . ... £199 
DeskJet 310 mono.. £219 
Colour kirfor 310.£35 
Deskjet 510 mono- £249 
Deskjet 500C colour.. £295 
Deskjet 550C colour*....... £499 
#55QC has Colour & black cartridges 
resident at the same time. 

Ail Deskjet prices indude 3 year 
warranty, cable & paper 

New HP %tte. 
Deskjet 31OC 

300dp* optional colour inkjet pmter 

310 Mono £21 9 
3IOC Colour £254 

Sheet feeder for 60 sheets £54 
Prices inc, warranty, cable & paper 

Cumana CAX354 
1M external 

While Stocks last £52.90 

New _ Roctec/Zappo 
All Amiga* A50O A1200 

1 M external drive £56.90 

Printer Packs 
AH printers are supplied with a printer pack 
consisting ot printer paper and a connection 

cat*' Free of charge 
A stand IS £5.00 extra (with a pnnter) 

Ink Refills 
&J10 twin reffll varotus colours 15.90 
Deskjet twin refill various colours 15.90 

IWe stock 200 types of ribbons} 

Auto Sheet Feeders 
Canon BJ 10 series. £52 
Citizen Swift range ......... £79 
Panasonic KXP range. £85 

Stylus 800 
New £*» 
— ink/et 
EpSOn Printer 

£249 
360dpi 

Star SJ-144 
£499 New £ Printer 

360dpi thermal (suitable for transfers! 

Star LC100 
£149 9pin colour with 

cable & paper 

Star with cable 
& paper 

LC20 Mono 9pin. £123 
LC200 Colour Spin. £179 
LC2420 Mono 24pin. £185 
LC24100 Mono 24pin .... £175 
LC24200 Colour 24pin .. £249 
SJ48 360dpi Inkjet. £199 

Auto Sheet Feeds from £59 

Kickstart /Upgrades 
Kickstart ROM only v2.04 .... 41,50 
Kickstart ROM only vl.3 29,00 
Phoenix rom sharer ......._ 24.95 
Kevb’d operated rom sharer 24.95 
Fatter Angus custom chip ,-.,37,50 

•)£■ - Special Prices 

GVP Series 2 
A500 Hard Disks AL 
40Mb Hard Disk n £189 
SOMb Hard Disk £289 
120Mb Hard Oisk £385 
40Mb A530 Combo £369 
SOMb A530 Combo £489 
120Mb A530 Combo £585 

A1500 Hard Disks 
40Mb Hard Disk £189 
SOMb Hard Disk £289 
1 20Mb Hard Disk £385 
Controller (no disk) £119 

GVP ram £55 per 1Mb 

GVP PC Emulator £95 
2S6 1 6MHz Emulator for HD8 + /A530 

Commodore ^ 
Multiscan Monitors 

1940 £269 

1942 £365 14* Stereo Col, 
Dot pitch .28 

Upgrades 
A500 0.5-1 Mram + clock ... 
A5O0 0.5-1 Mram no clock ,, 
A50Q+ IMram + ClOCk 
A600 CBM IMram no clock 
A600 CBM IMram + dock . 
A1200 IGMHr Acc. + FPU 
A4000 32 bit 4M Si mm. 
A4000 1 M CHIP Ram exp 
A40Q0 0-128M Ram exp ... 

. £24.90 
£19.90 

, £44,50 
£29,90 
£39,90 

£128.00 
£249.00 
£157.00 
£269 00 

Commodore 1084 
14*' Stereo Colour Monitor, 

0.42mm Pitch. Medium Res. 

£169 £165 
with cable wtthoui cable 

1084ST with stand add £10 

Philips CM8833 mk2 
14* Stereo Colour Mon, 240V UK. 

0.42mm. Medium Resolution 

£194 £190 
with cable without cable 

Add £3 for Amiga ! ST game 

Accessories 
3M Joystick.'Mouse lead .... 3,75 
A50O Printer cable ..++.. 7.95 
Modulator,'Disk Extension . 10.95 
23wav Plug or socket .. 2.95 
Computer Dust Cover.. 4.70 
Type Through Covers. 1 7.50 
Mouse Mat (thick soft type) .. 4.95 
Mouse House ..2 95 
1M internal 3.5" drive.. 49.00 
A500 replacement PSU.. 39,00 
A590 replacement PSU ,,. 49.00 
Rocgen Plus - Genlock + .. 1 9.00 
Disc Wallet for 32 disks ........ 7.95 
CBM A1011 Floppy drive. 48.00 
A322G Display Enhancer ...... 99.00 

Amiga CD32 
with 2 free games & joy pad 

£269 Special Offer 

Nt’w i/rf/ffe> 

packs A600 _ 
A600 Lemmings pack £179 
A600 Wild Weird & W. pk £189 
A600 Hd 20Mb Epic pack £159 

Zool pack A600/A1200 add £14 

A1200 
5x faster. Workbench v3. 2M ram. 
Custom graphic 256K col. from 16.7M 

Software Pack 
A1200 C, R D 
No Hd £279 £319 
80M Hd £495 £535 
120M Hd £529 £569 

Key to Software packs: 
C - Comic Relief 
ft ■ Race & Chase 
0 ■ Desktop Dynamite NEW 

Ottxt.it Commotion* appmverl 
Hunt Disk w/rh CBM tMi srte 

Amiga A4000 
4000/030 2M 80Mb Hd £895 
4000/030 2M 120Mb Hd £959 
4000/030 6M SOMb Hd £ 1049 
4000/030 6M 120Mb Hd £ 1139 
4000/040 6M 120Mb Hd £ 1919 

360K drive £29 * 
Enables A1 500 s etc to read 

IBM 5.25" 360K floppies 

* Amiga 1500+ 
while stocks last 

% Opal Vision 
while stocks last £449 

SONY 
DISKETTES 
SONY branded 
{lifetime warranty} 

(100% certified error free) 
TGx 3.5" QS/DD I35tp.. 7 50 
5Qx 3.5" DS/DD I35tpi. 32 30 
100x3,5" DS-DD 135ipi   59.93 
250x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi  141.00 

DISKETTES 
SONY /DYSAN bulk 
(rifetime warranty) 

(100% certified error free) 
lOx 3,5’ DS/DD 135tpi. 5,95 
50x 3.5’DS/DD 135tpi.. 21.86 
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi.. 39.60 
250x3.5" DS.DD 135tp<. 94,88 
40 x 3.5" Disk box wtth lock*,.,,- 5,49 
50 x 3.S’Disk box with lock...... 5.99 
100 x 3.5’Disk box with tock... 7.50 

Carnage on 50 + disks £3,53 

Phone for our 70page catalogue Ait prices include 17.5% VAT 
EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 

All products have a 30 day money back & 1 2 month warranty. 
Prices are subject to variation without prior notification, 

Please phone for express clearance of cheques. Credit APR 29.8% 
Established B years 3 minutes from M27 Junction 11 Free parking, 

Open 9 to 5,30 Monday to Friday & 9 to 5 Saturday. Carriage/order. 
Postage 94p or £3.53 Securicor £6.46 Securicor AM £11,75 

Amiga/Format Dept, 
40-42 West Street 
Portchester Hants 
P016 9UW 
Tel: 0705 647000 

UleServe 
3 Larger >terns delivered 

by Securicor 

UleServe Best for service Telephone 0705 647000 
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118a Palmers Road 
New Southgate 

LONDON Nil 1 SL 

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 

081 889 9172 
ENQUIRY/QRDtK LINE 

061 361 5730 
24 HOUR FU LINE 

061 361 2733 

BITMAP BROTHERS VOL 1 only El 6.99 
X*oon, C*4JW.md Specdbali ll 

DREAM TEAM only £ 1 6.99 
TermkWtw U. Stmpaooi W W F 

RAVING MAD only £12.99 
Mega Twins. Rodland, Robocod 

SPACE LEGENDS only £19*99 *mi9-«riv 
^ 1. Elite, Wing dtimmttfer 

SOCCER MANIA only C11.99 
Football Manager N. Gaizai Soc cer 

Fodba» Manager W C Edition. U«erpprot# Soccer 

COMBAT CLASSICS II only £20.99 
Fl 4 small tl Fighter. Silent Service U and Pacific islands 

BIG BOX only £15.99 
CtpW* >WI T,ffti*nihi ll»fl,S*rtt»L 

'-j- Chiiii Mm ivt Pvpi Smv", 0*t«. Kryp^ C m 

TEST DRIVE II COLLECTION only El 5.9S 
Muscle Cars.California Challenge 

European Chalboge. duel. Super Car* 

BIG BOX ll only £19.99 
bn Ta (h* a. ft-fjrea.au. R+ii CM & 

BOARD GENIUS only £17,99 
D*Iuk* MenopoTy. 0*tu» Scr>bb4«- 
CIU9do Matler Ortective and Risk 

4 WHEEL DRIVE only Cl 9.99 
Lofue Eapril, Celrca CT* Rally. Team Sutukl and 

Combo Pace* 

POWER PACK only £14.99 
Xenon 2 TV Sport Football. Blood wye h 

and Lombard Rally 

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION only £16,99 
Roboeop. CNHlbuil#(i II 

indUHUi Jones Batman Ihe Uovi« 

RAINBOW COLLECTION only £13.99 
New Zealand Story. Bubble Bobble, Rainbow fa lands- 

COMBAT CLASSICS only £20.99 
FlS Strike Eagle ll, 6#S Attack Sub and Team Yankee 

TRIPLE PACK 1 (SPORTS) only £12.99 
Mkroprote Soece-r. Pan» Kick Boxing. 30 Pool 

NINJA COLLECTION Only £13.99 
D.Orapon, Shadow Warrior, D.Ninja 

TRIPLE PACK 11 (ACTION } only Cl 2.99 
Slreetflghter, Flick Dangerous It. Last Crusade Ac lion 

THE GREATEST only Cl9,99 
Jimmy White's Whirlwind Snooker. 

Lur* Ol the Temptress and Pune 

AWARD WINNERS only £16.99 
Ktck Off W, Pipemenla. Space Ace and Populous 

2 HOT 2 HANDLE only £12.99 
Golden Ale, Total Recall, Shadow Warrior. 

Super Off Road Racing 

STRATEGY MASTER only C21.99 
□eulfsros, Populous. Hunler. Chessplayer 2150 and 

Spirits ol Excahbui 

SUPER FIGHTER only £16.99 
Pilfighter. W.W F, Final Fight 

MEGA MIX only £12.99 
Le ander. Agony and Ork 

DIZZY S EXCELLENT ADVENTURES only £16.99 
Oltiy Panic, Bubble Difiy, Dlzry Pfince ef Volk Ferik. 

Spellbound OLzzy and Kwlk Soak 

NAPOLEONIC^ only £16.99 
Waierkho Boredme. Auilerkti 

SPORTS COLLECTION only £12.99 
Run Ihe Gaunltel. Pro Tennis Tour and 

World Cup Soccer < Italia 90 )i 

SPORTS MASTERS only C19 S9 
PGA Tpyf Coll. Indy 5W, Advantage TermJaanif 

European Championship 1992 

ANIMATION CLASSICS only £27.99 
Space Ace. Dragon a Lair ll. Wrath of ihe Demon 

ACTION 5 only £19.99 
Rick Danaerouf U. Ghoetbuticrs ll. 

Gunihip. Super Shi and Hard Driving 

TGP TITLES AMIGA 
1969....    ,£19 99 
A50O+ iMeg Upgrade.£36 99 
A600 1 Meg Update + dock,£49.99 
0 5 Meg Upgrade + clock £25.99 
A320 Airbus ... £23 99 
A320 Airbus USA.E23 99 
A Trim..£23.99 
A Tram Con Set ... £13 99 
Addams Family..,.,.£7.99 
Airbucks 1.2 f 5/6 or 12QQ| £19 99 
Air Combat Palrtf £19 99 
Air Force Commander .£19 99 
Alfred Chicken .,£16 99 
Alien Breed 2. .£17 99 
Alien Breed Special Edition £9 99 
Aliens III'....£16 99 
American Gladiators.E16 99 
Amos (Easy}.£23 99 
Amos 3D...£23 99 
Amos Compiler .El9 99 
Amos Professional.£54.99 
Amos Professional Compiler£23 99 
Amos The Creator.£36 99 
Apocalypse .........£19 99 
Arabian Knights 600,11200 Cl 9 99 
Armourgedoon.£15 99 
AnrtiourgeddOfl W..£19.99 
Assassin ..... ,£16,99 
A TAG*.£23.99 
017 Flying Fortress...£23.99 
Bane Ol The Cosmic Forge .£24.99 
BARBARIAN II (Psyg)... ...£10.99 
Bart vs the World*.....,£16.99 
Batman Returns"..£16.99 
Battle Chess tl.£16.99 
Battle Isle '93.,.,. .£20.99 
Battle Isle II...£22.99 
Battle Toads .............,-..£16.99 
Beavers ..  £16 99 
Beneath the Steel Sky.El 9-99 
Birds Of Prey _ £9 99 
Black Crypl...£16 99 
Blade Of Des1«iy„ .£30 99 
Blaster ..£16 99 
Blob.....................£16 69 
Blue Max ..  £1199 
Body Blows.............£16 99 
Boo<. £19.99 
Brutal Sports Football .£16 99 
Bubba N Sbx ..£1699 
Bock Rogers ....£19.99 
Buck Rogers IT. £20 99 
Bully's Sporting Darts ......£7 99 
Burning Rubber .,.,..£10 99 
Bum Up ..£16 99 
Cadaver- the pay otl .... Cl 0 99 
Caesar .,,£16.99 
Caesar deluxe .......£19 99 
Campaign.£22.99 
Campaign Mission Disk .£10.99 
Campaign If... £23 99 
Captive . ..£11.99 
Capdve II .*..£17.99 
Car and Driver*,............£23.99 
Car! Lewis Challenge.£12.99 
Caslles.£16.99 
Castles Data Disc.£11 99 
Castles II*.£23.99 
Castle ol Dr Brain.£16.99 
Chaos Engine.£16,99 
Championship Manager ’S3 £16 99 
Chase HQ !l.. £6-99 
Chuck Rock It... £0 99 
Civilisation...£23 99 
Civilisation A1200.£27 99 
C-V's Air Combat ..£20 99 
Cohort II...  £19.99 
Combat Air Patrol......£18 99 
Cover Girt Poker.£12.99 

TOP TITLES AMIGA 
Crazy Cars III £9 99 
Crystal Kingdom Dizzy £13 99 
Cyberspace^ £23 99 
Dale* Attack . £12 99 
Darkmere £16 99 
Das Bool.. £11 99 
D-Day £1699 
Deluxe Music Con Set £74 99 
Deep Core* £16 99 
Dennis 5001200 £17 99 
Desert Slnke £19 99 
Desert Smke II' i Stri £20 99 
Deirort .. £1699 
Diggers (CD) £23 99 
Disney Animation Studio £74 99 
Disposable Hero £16 99 
Dogfight. £23 99 
Dracuta £19 99 
Dreadnought £22 99 
Dreamlands £19 99 
Dream Web- £27 99 
Dune.,.,£19 99 
Dune II... £19 99 
DungebrVChaos £19 99 
Elvira II - Cerberus . .£23.99 
Epic. £19.99 
Europeen Champion e> £16 99 
Eye o! I he BehoWe r £ 19 99 
Eye of (he Beholder II.£23 99 
Fisstnke Eeplo II £12 99 
FI 17ASleallh Fighter ,£23 99 
FI9 Stoailh Fighfer £12 99 
F29 RetaPialor.£7 99 
Falcon,... £9 99 
Falcon Mission Disk 1 £6 99 
Falcon Mission Disk II £6 99 
FateOf Allan!is ladv) £25 99 
Fate Ol Atlantis iarc} £16 99 
Fatman 50G1200 £16 99 
Final Fight... €7.99 
Frreandlce.. £15 99 
Fire Stone HD Scenery 113 99 
Flashback £20.99 
Football Manager III* £15 99 
Free DC.. , £10 99 
Fronleer fEMe 2).  £19 99 
Global EMed H6 99 
Global Gladiators £19 99 
Goal/Kick Olf 1H £19 99 
Goblins II...ri999 
G Gooch Cricket £19 99 
GrahamTaytof £9 99 
Grand Pnx iFomnuia} £23 99 
Gunship 2000  £23 99 
Harlequin.  £14 99 
Harpoon (1 Megj £19 99 
Hamer Assault A V0B ,.. - £23 99 
Hero's Quest II £16 99 
Hill Sueel Blues £7 99 
Hired Guns £23 99 
History line 1914-16 .£2199 
Hook...  £6 99 
Inle mat iona1 Open Goll £ 16 99 
tnlematrcMial Sports Chall £15 99 
Ishar II 500,1200 £19 99 
Jaguar XJ220 .£16 99 
James Pond III (Op Starfish) £16.99 
J.Whiles Whirlwind . £16 99 
J ,Ba mes (1 Mag) .£ 15.99 
J,Madden's Fool ball. . £16.99 
Jurassic Park. £16 99 
K240  £16 99 
KGB.   £16.99 
Kick OH 11(1 Meg) £ 15 99 
Kick Ofi II (5 Meg} . . £14 99 
Killing Game Show ..... £11.99 
Kingdom Of Germany" £19.99 
Kingmaker. £19 99 
King s Quest VI'JAI 200} £37 99 

TOP TITLES AMIGA 
Knight Mare . £11.99 

Knights ol the Sky £12 99 
Lambourghini iSI Challenge £16 99 
Lawn Mower Man* £16 99 
Loander £10 99 
Leeds Utd £16 99 
Legacy* ...£23 99 
Legacy of Srvasil £16 99 
Legend ..£1199 
Legend II fWorids o* Legends; £16 99 
Legend ol Kryandia £19.99 
Lemmings £15 99 
Lemmings and Dala Dis* £ 19 99 
Lemmings II .£19.99 
Lemmings Dala Disk £10 99 
Lemmmgs-Sfand Alone £15 99 
Lillie Drvit. £16.99 
Links Cl 2.99 
Liquid Kids" £16 99 
Loom.£10.99 
Lost Vikings, .£16 99 
Lost Treasures of Inf worm £23,99 
Lotus Turbo Challenge III ..£16.99 
Ml Tank Platoon...£11.99 
MacDonald Land . £9.99 
Maelsl rom (1 Meg) . .£23,99 
Magic Boy*..£ 16.99 
Man Utd Premier* ,£19,99 
Mario Is Missing.£16.99 
Mean Arenas' .£16.99 
Micro Machines .£16 99 
Microprose Goll £16.99 
Midwinter II .£12 99 
Might of Magic III £23.99 
Moon stone JE1099 
Monkey Island £15 99 
Monkey Island I! £25 99 
Mortal Kombat £18 99 
Mouse (switehabte)..*.£9 99 
Morph. £15 99 
Mr Nutz . £16.99 
Myth .   £8 99 
Nick Faldo GoH £23 99 
Nicky 31. £16 99 
N Mansell Wortd Champ £20 99 
Network O Rally £16 99 
Noddy s Big Adventure £16.99 
Nolly Qtm&s (CD3£) £16 99 
One Step Beyond £13.99 
Outtanddrs*... £16.99 
Qverdnve £17.99 
Overkill .£14.99 
Pacilic Islands-T Yankee II £20.99 
Pacific Islands II*. .£21,99 
Parasol Stars £15 99 
Patrician..£19.99 
PGA Golf Tour + . ,£20 99 
PGA Courses Disk......,.£10 99 
Pinball Dreams..Cl 5 99 
Pinball Dreams II...£16.99 
Pinball Fantasies (CD321.£19-99 
Populous It The Challenge „£11,99 
Populous II + (1 Meg}.£23 99 
Power and Gtory....£19 99 
Power Up Compilation 12-99 

TOP TITLES AMtGA 
Premier Manager £16 99 
Fnermer Manager II ... £16 99 
Push Over £0 99 
Putty £12 99 
Railroad Tycoon £23 99 
Reach For The Skies £19 99 
Red Baron —  £16.99 
Road Rash £16 99 
Robrn Hood iMiitemim} £9 99 
Robocod £15 99 
RdbOCOd A1200 £16 99 
Robocop lit £8 99 
Robo Sports .. £16 99 
Rookies* .  £17.99 
Ryder Cup .£16 99 
Sabre Team £16 99 
Sabre learn 1200 ,£19.99 
Scrabble (US Gold) £10 99 
Second Samurai...£17 99 
Secret Silver Blades £16 99 
Sensible Soccer 92-93 £16 99 
Settlers.. . ..£21 99 
SHADOW BEAST II £1199 
Shadow of the Beast III £i 1 99 
Shadow Worlds .£16 99 
Silent Service II..£23 99 
Sim Ani.. £22 99 
Sm Earth. £16 99 
Sim LFfe A1200 500 £19 99 
Simon Ihe Sorcerer .£23 99 
Sleepwalker 500'' 1200 . . £14 99 
Snow Brel.£16 99 
Soccer Kid 5CK>T200 £16 99 
Soup Trek' .£16 99 
Space 1889 £16 99 
Space Gun £12 99 

TOP TITLES 
Space Hulk 
Space Crusade * Upgrade 
Space Quest IV 
Special Forces 
Startlighi II.... 
Star Trek 25th Anniversary 
Steel Empire 
Stereo Master 
Street Fighter tl. 
Sinker .-.,,,- 
Sub . 
Super Cauldron . 
Superlrog ... 
Super Mario Brothers 
Super Space Invaders 
Super SWIV 
Syndicate. 
Syndicate Dale Disc* . 
Teal Drive III*..... 
TFX" A1200.. 
Theatre of Death.. 
The Games 92 Espana 
Their Finest Hour.. 
Thundeitiawk AH-73M. 
Tip Olf... 
Toki...*.. 
Toon World* J 
Tornado*..,....~ 

AMIGA 
£23 99 
£1699 
£23 99 
£23 99 
£1099 
£23 99 
£20 99 
£26 99 
£1799 
£1699 
£21 99 
£1699 
£16 99 
£18 99 

£799 
£1699 
£23.99 
£14 99 

..£1599 
£2399 

..£16 99 
£2099 
£1999 
£21 99 

..£1699 
£7 99 

£1699 
£2399 

TOP TITLES AMIGA 

Total Carnage.......£10.99 
Troddlers.. ,£16-99 
Trotls50G1200.. £16 99 
TV Sports BasebaL £11 99 
TV Sports Boxing.. £l 1 99 
Tumcan 3.   £10-99 
Turtles II.......£11 99 
T wihght 2000.  £23 99 
Uftma V...£19 99 
Ultima VI .£12 99 
Universal Masters..ElG 99 
Undiumd.  £17 99 
Utopia.....£16 99 
Utopia New Vrtxld .£1199 
Utopia II'...- .,£17 99 
Video Kid.£15.99 
Vikings Fields d Conquest £1599 
Voyage Beyond Dala Disc...£9.99 
Walker. .   ri8 99 
Warm the Gulf.. £19 99 
Waxworks .  ..,..£21 99 
Whales Voyage.£19 99 
While Death fl Meg).£12 99 

Wing Commander .£11.99 
Wjz Kid....£15.99 
Wowtys World.. £1599 
W W F.„.  £7.99 
W.W.F II.£0,99 
Vol Joel...  £16 99 
Zool 50071200.£16.99 
Zoolll...£16.99 

EDUCATIONAL 
AQI English All ages eacn£l6 99 
ADI French All ages each£16.99 
ADI Maths AH ages.eacti£ 16.99 
Fun School 2 Ail ages each£€ 99 
Fun School 3 All ages .«acti£ 13.99 
Fun School 4 Alt ages «di£16 99 
Noddy s Playtime . £16 99 

3.5 DS DO discs 
with labets boxed in 10'b 

10x35 OS SR ^£5 99 
20X3.5 DS DD.£1199 
30X3.5 DS DD.El 5 99 
50X3.5 DS 00 £2199 
100X3,5 DS DD £39.99 

Please add 50p per 10 dtscs 
when ordering to cover P6P 

AMIGA BUDGET TITLES UNDER CIO 
£9 99 
f- -'j 
£6 99 
£6 99 
£8 99 
£5 hn 
£6.99 
E6 99 
£9 99 
£6 99 
£9 99 
i f - 9'- 
£6 99 
£6 99 

680 Attack Sub 
Afterburner 
Altered Beast 
Airkanoid SI 
ATOM! NO 
Barbarian 
Barbarian II . 
Batman The Movie 
Bamehawhs 1942 
Blood Money 
Blue$ Brothers 
Cabal 
Caiilomia Games 
garner Command. . 
Ceirca GTJ Rally £6 99 
Cenuelold Squares £6 99 
Chase HQ £6 99 
Cloud Kingdom.£6 
Colossus Chess . £6 
Combo Racer £6 _ _ 
Conflict in Europe.€799 
Deluxe Strip Pokei (not 6001 £6 99 
Double Dragon I or ll.£699 
Dragon Ninja £6 99 
Duet.£6 99 
Face 0)1 - Ice Hockey £7 99 
fantasy Wortd Dizzy £599 
F16 Combal Pilot . ..£7 99 
Fligh! ol the InUuder . . .£0 99 
f.OF T £6 99 
Future Wars £8 99 
Gauntlet ll £6 99 
Gem X £6 99 
Ghoslbusters It £6 99 
Ghouls'bGhosts £6 99 
Hardball.£0 99 
Head over Heels.£0 99 

£6 99 
£7 99 
£6 99 
£6 99 
£7 99 
£6 99 
£6 99 
i i 
£8 99 
€7 99 
€7 99 

Hudson Hawk £6 99 
IK*  €6.99 
Indy Last Crusade Graphic £9 99 
James Pond . ** 
Jet Set Willy 
j Khan Squash 
Last Nmja 11 
Last Nmja III 
Lombard FI AC Rally 
Lotus Espmt 
Lotus T urbo I! 
Maniac Mansions 
Manic Miner. 
Man United Europe 
M Jackson Moon walker £6 99 
Midwinter.£9.99 
Mig 29 Fulcrum €9 99 
Moonshine Racers £699 
Murder ...£7,99 
Narc..A.£6.99 
New Zealand Story £699 
Ninig Remix ..£7 99 
North 8 South £6 99 
Qul Run.  £6.99 
Operation Harrier .. £7 99 
Operation Stealth .£9 99 
Operation Thunderbolt £6 99 
Operation Well ...£6 99 
Outrun Europe . £7.99 
Pang ...,,.,£6.99 
PanFa Kick Boxing £3 99 
Pinball Magic . €7 99 
Pirates £8 99 
Prlfighter  £6.99 
Predator .£0.99 
Ponco of Persia.£6.99 
Project X.... £9 99 

Pro Tennts Tour . £6 99 
Puzznic ... £6 99 
Rainbow islands. £6.99 
Ram bo III.£6 99 
RBI 2 Basebai!.£6 99 
Resolution 101.£6 99 
RiCk Dangerous I!... £7 99 
RobOCop.£6 99 
Robocopll.£6 99 
R-Type . €6 99 
Run the Gauntlet.€6 99 
R VF Honda £6.99 
Shadowtands ..£8.99 
Shadow of the Beast £6 99 
Shadow Warrior.. ,£6 99 
Sherman M4..   £6.99 
Shmobi...£699 
S^mp^ons.....£6 99 
Smash TV...£6 99 
Starghderll...£6 99 
Stnke Fleet..£9 99 
Stunt Car Racer.,.£6 99 
Supaplex.. £5 99 
Super Cars II. ... £6 99 
Super Hang On.. £6 99 
Switch Blade.. £6 99 
Switch Blade II..£8 99 
Swiv.. €6.99 
Terminator II.£6 99 
Titus The Fox.€9.99 
Turrican II..  £7.99 
Untouchables ,.£6.99 
Vigilante,... . .£6,99 
WC Leaderboard. .. .£6.99 
World Championship Boxing£6.99 
Zak McKracken.£8 99 

VISIT OUR 
SHOP 

AT 

120a 
MYDOLETON ROAO 

WOOD GREEN 
LONDON 
N22 4NO 

081 
889 9172 

SHOP PRICES 
MAY VARY. 

If PsIP IS Cl OOPfrA ITEM IN THE ux 
- ” WILL B£ SENT AS RELEASED AND 

ARE SUBJECT TO'MAriUPAdTuflf PfllCE REVIEWS E *0 E Pi EASE SENb M£ MY FftEE COPY Of 
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Could this new hardware and software 

combination really be the solution to all that 

searching through videos for the right bit? 

Nick veitch sits in the director's chair... 

IF YOU'RE ONE of those people 

who have a lot of video tapes, you're prob¬ 

ably also one of those people who have a 

lot of things on several different tapes 

which von know would be just that bit 

more wonderful if they were all on one 

tape, all edited together nicely. 

You can, of course, if you really enjoy 

doing things the hard way. manually edit 

everything together - lining up the tapes, 

pressing the right buttons at the right time 

and all that nonsense. 

You ran do it, and if you have a lot of 

tapes, you pmbablv even km# done it - just 

the once. It is a tedious task and one 

which, in this age of enlightenment and 

computer automation, should be done for 

you by some technical wizardry'. And, of 

course, it can be. 

This interface plugs In 

to the Amiga and 

controls the video 

recorder: either vie a 

LANC socket or the 
'magic wand4 remote 

control gadget. 

However, video recorders being rather 

strange things, and video tape' editing in 

particular being a highly specialised occu¬ 

pation, such a piece of technical wizardry 
has never quite been created to everyone's 

satisfaction. Various combinations of hard¬ 

ware and software have been tried and 

some have worked pretty well, considering 

that it’s a difficult job. Bul mass consumer 

appeal, either among video enthusiasts or 

with Amiga fans, remains elusive, 

So it is that from time to time some 

bright spark thinks he's cracked it and a 

new solution appears. One solution is the 

Edit Mate system from GamLink, a system 

converted from the PC package of the 

same name, and that remains essentially 

the same, except for the software. 

EDIT MATE 
You will, of course, 

meed two video 
recorders: one to play 

your master tapes 

and the other to 

record them on to the 

finished tape. This 

screen is used to tell 
the system what 

types you are using. 

rt-AVtR 

St I PlflYFK Ml C ONDI 
* FlAYCR « 

H CDNF IGlJRflT 1 OH 
* RECORDER «t 

IflHC CAHCORDCR LANC VTA 

UWt VIR INFRA RCD Rj B 

PANASONIC VI* n PANASONIC VTR A 

PANASONIC VT* t PANASONIC VTR B 

CONf IIOT 5M.lt MOM 

O NJJH | Ka *1tm EZ3 

The system consists of cables to link 

your Amiga to your video decks, a ‘wandT 

for controlling infra-red video recorders, 

and a sound mixer. 

There are two versions of the software, 

one of which is designed, according to the 

manufacturer, for a ‘normar .Amiga (we 

can only assume rhev mean an older 

68000-based machine; an A500 or A600) 

and one curiously labelled Edit Mate 

A1200 which, turns out to be an optimised 

version suitable for any Amiga which uses a 

68020 or better processor. 

TIMECODING 
You must b«vt seen those rough cut music videos they are 
forever showing on TV that display timings in the top left 
comer of the picture- These numbers are actually timecodes, 
and are very useful for deciding the edit points in a clip. 

What happens is that the original tape is duplicated, 
with the numbers overlaid on to the image. This tape can 
then be viewed to make edit decisions and the timet ode 
data noted. The timecodes should match up exactly (or near 
enough so as to make little difference) with the original 
tape, so all you have to do is take a note of the numbers and 
type them straight into your Edit Decision List, 

This is all very well, but how do you get the timecode 
numbers on the tape in the first place? Well, all you need is 
Edit Mate and a genlock. The package includes a program 
which will generate numbers for you at the right speed. 
Then it Is just a simple matter of duplicating the tape with 
the Edit Mate-generated numbers genlocked over the top. 

The Edit Mate package includes a program that 

enables you to show timecode numbers on a tape. 

The installer program supplied with 

the software is not exactly a prime example 

of slale-of-th e-art coding. For a start it 

assumes that if you have a hard disk then 

Workbench is installed on a ‘DHOf parti¬ 

tion. This wouldn’t be so bad were it not 

for the fact that since about two years ago 

the first hard drive on an Amiga system has 

been called HDG: as default. Strange. 

Needless to sav, the installer is a custom 

script and not one that uses the 

Commodore Installer program. 

Once the software is actually miming 

all you have to do is set up the edits. 

Clicking on an edit number will switch the 

software into edit inode.. From here you 

can control the video player with the 



EDIT MATE MAGIC WAND 
The Edit Mate comes complete with an Infra-red wand which 
can control any infra-red deck. The wand unit plugs into the 
controller system, which Is connected to the parallel port. 

There is nothing inherently magic about it actually, it Is 
just a combined infra-red receiver and transmitter. With the 
software provided, the wand receives and analyses signals 
from the VCR's remote control unit. These are then stored and 
can be played back through the transmitter to control the deck. 

Looks more like a 

mouse made some¬ 
where in Eastern 

Europe, but this is the 

'magic wand' which, 

despite the fancy 

name. Is really a glori¬ 

fied remote control. 

These wands are becoming quite commonplace now. Their 
first use on the Amiga was with Edit Mate's rival. Gold Disk's 
Video Director, but they were also used with the IFR system on 
MacroSystems* V-Lab video digitiser, 

mouse to get to the siari of live dip you 

want lo record. 

Next step is to mark this |xisiiiou and 

once again use the mouse to get to the edit 

on I point, You have now successfully com¬ 

pleted your first edit. ll‘s certainly not 

going to cause any great mental strain to 

anyone with an IQ higher titan that of the 

average monocellular life form, Simple and 

easy-to-use is the order of the day. 

You can repeat this process as many 

times as yon like. The edit points will be 

stored in memory. Once you have all the 

edits you want all lined up and ready to go, 

you can then progress to compile an Edit 

Decision List, or EDL. This is the rough 

equivalent of a music sequencer, but 

instead of music it plays video dips. 

REQUIRED EQUIPMENT 
To u» Edit Mate you will need at least one tape device capable 
of playback which supports either the Sony or Panasonic 
remote editing protocols, 

if your video set up doesn't feature at least one machine 
that supports either of these protocols, you can forget about 
Edit Mate, 

Almost every Sony and Panasonic model made in the Last 
two years supports these standards, but it is worth checking. 

The Sony equipment should have a 3.5mm jack socket marked 
LANC (which apparently stands for L Ancillary Control) and the 
Panasonic machine will have a strange 5-pin DIN-type socket 
usually marked "Remote”. 

It is worth remembering that only the play unit need sup¬ 
port one of these protocols* as long as the record unit can be 
controlled by an infra-red device. If you are using a camera 
with playback capability and a VCR as your tape units, the 
camera must support one of these protocols. 

Comments can be added to the clips, and 

if you are feeling confident you can even 

edit the timing points as well. 

Edits can be entered manually, which 

can save a lot of time if your video decks 

are not too hot at rewinding. Used in con¬ 

* you can manually edit things together - lining up 

the tapes, pressing the right buttons at the right time 

and all that nonsense. You can. and If you have a lot of 

tapes, you probably have - once. It is a tedious task. ** 

junction with the limecode feature, you 

could enter all the edits manually if you 

wanted. In fact, from the main control 

screen you could set up and perform all 

the edits yourself, without using the EDL 

at all. This may not sound too sensible, but 

it is still a lot easier than pressing all the 

buttons yourself, believe me. 

On the whole the system works well, 

although perhaps a bit more time could 

have been spent developing the software 

for the Amiga version. The sound mixer is 

a very useful addition to the set-up, 

although it was probably a little unwise to 

include it in this pack. Such devices are 

widely available in photographic/video 

shops and people heavily involved in video 

will almost certainly already have one. The 

audio mixer must be controlled manually, 

which rather detracts from the automatic 

ideal of the whole thing. All in ail this is 

not a bad effort, though, O 

DESCRIPTION 
Video editing system 

MANUFACTURER 
Cam Link 

DISTRIBUTOR 
Meridian oai 543 3500 

PRICE 
£199 

RELEASE 
Out now 

SPEED ••§ 
Editing is only as fast as the tapes 
run, so this is not really applicable, 
but the program is speedy enough. 

MANUAL • •• 
A very simple and well laid-out 
manual, is this. Lacking in a trouble¬ 
shooting guide though, 

ACCESSIBILITY 
Incredibly easy-to-use, once you've 
set it up. Easier than trying to find a 
20-second clip on a three-hour tape, 

FEATURES ••§ 
Does everything you could expect. 
Support for both Panasonic and LANC 
machines is a good idea. 

VALUE • • 
Doesn't compete with the cheaper 
Video Director from Gold Disk, 
though it does have the sound mixer,. 

VERDICT 

“ A nice effort, but 
there is still room in 

the market for a rea¬ 

sonably priced editing 
system which can con¬ 

trol VCRs and also 

insert Amiga graphics 

into the live footage. 

However, Edit Mate is 

a useful stopgap. ** 

72% 
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REDUCTIONS 
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KEYBOARD 
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DESKTOP VIDEO DEPT 

GVP G-LOCK £209.99 rt 

ROCGEN PLUS 

ROC KEY 

£137.99 

****** 

£129.99 

nv - ' EDinUTK " * 1189.99 
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MOD INSIDER CDIDt -.... (14.93 
A1200 INllDfR GUIDE ........ 114.13 

DUE JNCUIMD rut WITH: THE SB 
AMIGA BASIC iHSlBl i OUT ...(21.14 
AMIGA GRAPHIC* .............. 121,94 

FOR BEG1RNERS.UT.13 
H*(Tti* VIDEO...tie.15 
GRAPHICS 3 MS EDS S OUT (J(.*3 
HAiING MUSIC OH THE AMIGA ..I2T.19 
BEST or AMIGA TUCKS * TIPS U3.0D 

HiOKE PAINT i VIDEO O 
ADVANCED BtLUEl PAINT * 0 

(12.9* 
(12-11 

ICO 32 TITLES I 
rcviHfOT a HHtPCONieg Unix* | 

I non FOB latest LOW rmicB | 
I ALICM tMD AM TO HRM 

U/ffD CNICKEB 
U( *■ RJI*M 
>S KHOZMF 
kjsrM ot*RT 
EWIIR* &P Th* CirOWif j 

■LITE 2 
MHWKAN OAJO'JOMSR1P FOOTS Ai. 
ntt.p 
¥17 CULLKra 
dtnati* 

, ~rii«sK oxbc or accor&c 
WAP 

BLUrt 1*2 

JUKANSTC PAR* 
LIRERAtlOfl 
UOTUN TURBO T HI LOOT 
LITTLE DEVIL 

I NlCWKQM 

RIL 
rwtAita 

■ WAR 
‘f I 4»>l ieiEt* too 

■-■EFWALRER 
BURF m mu 

I TtI 
TOTAL cunw 
URtlLIUN 2 
wopu 

SO 

| TflII XB HPT A EXWLtTt LIST 

a train t^s.** 

All PORCH CCWAHDEK ....(21-4* 
ALFRED CUCEEh ..  (32.49 
ABANDONED PLACES J .........( 26,4* 
ALIEN BREED 2 122.4* 
KLAM OP Dff STINT - (JO .49 
SLASTAi .    (31-41 
BIRDS or PUT . ...127.91 

,, IH ,M 

„ 111.41 
(11.11 

.. (JO,19 
... t(4.*1 

. IJ4.91 

. (22.11 
. m.ti 

Mfi2 Mmnchee tar 

ei it tt w 
tt, iracmu *»bit;its I 

ITDII Wl njuXtai.JfO I 

AS* Leads ivgiDDItiPK-'iimtrvT, [ 
null fmMY T> n»Ti | 
Wklu-iiiljft airrwi | 
ICTTim «#. 

H04S SAD DAT ...... 
chao* leciat 
CHAMPIDRSMIP MANAGER *J/1 
CRESSUSTtt JITS ... 
CIVILISATION ...... 
COTRAT AER PATROL . 
XSfiT 1TESAR . 

Petr cqu ...tia.fi 
D»* ..  (Jl.tl 
DOPE 2 ..  ,.m,t* 
tUTt 2 fROOTttR ..IJJ.t* 
lUROFSAH CHAMP! oat _.....tit ,11 
PLASNSACk m.i* 
PLIGHT COtetAMD . (2D .41 
PLlcartsiH J...,.,l2l,tl 
PIT SIM HR IT SCfcNERT .U2,41 
GEAR MOiRS.. (IS.49 
CtLAEAH GOOCH* WORLD CRICKET (2J.19 

GOAL SPECIAL PKICt .... 03.14 
CtfflSHlP 2BBD .  (23.41 
HIKED CUBS.(Jl.91 

HOME & OFFICEf 
uamt price* xv red 

AMO* .    (11,19 
RUB* - tAff UJ.W 
AMOS JB 12J ,94 
AMOS COMPILER HI .4* 
AMDS PROPELS I ON A I. - ........ (Jl.ft 
AMO* PRO COTP3LEH..(21.14 
ART DEPT PRO 2 AGA ..U39.?9 I 

ART 8IPR4UE0ES , ... . (Wl.11 | 

BAR* « Pins PRO.. U25.;- I 

■RI LL I AMCI -- (144,TJ I 

|CAR Do VJ ..7.....113.54 
CROSS DOS V3 ... (Jd .tl 

DRlLiEI PA-ar 4AGA.. Hi i; 

n;gi» music i ..(M,i* 
arvpAc J ...  (di.ff 

hicto*} we* v( ...... let.ft 
blit MASTfE i ..tH.tl 

HUT AMOR  .UJ.l 

EBITMATt  .. (IIS.44 I 

PURL COPT l f 2 MW VTRilCH (*1,99 

G» ROUTE P3J3S - ..(13,11 
ODLD DISK OFFlCl 1 .,.,m.M 

HTPERCACHB ... (J1.99 
HlSPliD PASCAL ..(72.14 
HI SOFT BASIC (Jft.H 
HOTS ACCWm J (J| . 34 

IRAr^MASTft -.. U 39.19 I 

mACRMASTER *T VI.J ........ (117.41 

■ 3EDMHM 1 124.94 

LATTICE/SAf C Vt ,....****,, (231.94 

«CAMII MASTER , 
WIR3 OTP id .... 

PR PLOft ..... 

......... EJG.49 .. 
-- (131.19 I 

PACEttTTfl |.. 
PC TASK ... 
fTRPAl ... 
PERSONA! PA!RT 

PtRSOTAL PlRABCI MARC- 

PIXEL in FRO.. 
PRO DRAM l,g .......... 
PROFlBftiOMAL PAGE 4 

..... HI.' 

..... U1.11 

..... 131-91 
. .... (4t,H 

. (Jt-14 

..... (1*4.49 | 

..... I PDA 

.ues.n 

OOARTfRSACK 3 
O-JARTRABAC* TOOLS DELUXE 

OUABTtr ... 

.(37.99 
. (11,19 
■ (IF, 99 

UAL ID PROFIft*I ORAL V? ■ (IU.19 

UAU ..... 
tCALA PtOPISftiOTAL .... 
SCIHfRT ANIMATOR V4 ... 
SOUR DMAST1R • .......... 
STtRCOMASTtk SAMPLER 
S.PIRJAPt k.l ... 
t-PtRBAtK PtASONAL * 

| S'lPERBASE PROFESS IdNAl 
iTfCwSOTOUhS TVitQ I ... 

. (61,11 
. (174.41 I 
- (39.11 
.141-14 
. (11.49 
. (19.14 
- tUt.ft I 
. UJ4.11 | 
- IH ,19 

■ rw! pA-cPHtism „ 
I Ml PVHUSNEB. 

IrrpiOTmr. 
uhudprivt pro vj 

... iJS.H 

... 167,51 

... U7.fi 

... U04.ll | 
■17 114.11 

|v;s;otm7 ..  134-44 
■ vista pro J ..  (49,11 

■vista SCAPEMAKER (51.49 
Ivioto D 3 * ACTOR  __(109,94 I 

J ega few OHir 

STOCKIHQ FILLBftil 
I innt ornw , *.w i twu a-jw 

I CPA BASIC PROGRAMM] HC LA PC . (9.*1 
I CALUHT - EAST DATABASE ... ( 5 9 .99 I 
I ML'SSC X 1 .1 StOOEKER ...... (Jl-It 

I SdURDfWSTKA SAMPLER ........ (44,19 
I SUPER JAM MV I-SC COTPHITIOT . (44 .« 
I STRTH1A PRO Si BIT STOTOTS1S (34.14 
I I00L 4 GAMS Pf EM A600* ( 54-11 

I TtILOCIC STEREO SAHPLtR .... 
I PXPERT DRAW CAD PROGRAM ... (Jf.tt 
I AMIGA *00 1MBG RAM CARD Win 
1 | U* POPULATE D>  _ 134-II I 
I BtLTA 3A ANALOOrr JOT STICK . (1.49 

IHTPRJATL OPEN 00LT (AlJOth 120.11 
JIMMI white i UDOKER ,..,.,121.91 
JURASSIC PARE f,............. i 

[.IMS til.4* 
LINES COORSeS.. tlJ.94 
MOiPM (NOT A1J0QI ........ (It.tt 
NIC! FALDO S CHAMPSHP Golf .(26.99 

NASCAR CKAMLUNGC _...... til,99 
CM* STtP HETORD tu.9* 
OTIRMIV1 ....{11.19 
PRENSttE MANAGER 2 ......... ill.91 

<*AI ... {*.41 
REACH FOR THE SKIES ........ 121.14 
rules of engagement ........ 124.99 
UlSIBU SOCCER 42/41 ...... til. 14 
ftlw ART ... 123.94 
SEM SAOTN ... 123.94 

SIM Lift ....lift.*t 
1CANLI ... ■[ 
SPACE LE<ZHD» ............... UJ.H 
SPOrrSMASTERS *1200 ........ I2l.it 
STREET PSCOTER 11 ..Ill .» 
SLREPWALE1R U5.94 
UPERPROG..ill-99 
STHDICATT ... UT .99 
S*4RD or MOrbaR.. ill.94 

THEATER OP «RtH 21 .91 
THU PATH SC3 AN.. 125.99 
TRAC0N.....i(K99 
WAR IN TH1 GULP ..{JJ ,19 

TOJ JOl ..til. 99 



MANSELL'S GRAND PRIX only EPHONE 

HARD DRIVE I200S 

6 4 MEG £ phone 

85MEG £ phone 

127MEG £ phone 

209MEG £ phone 

RACE N CHASE or 

DESKTOP DYNAMITE 

KZTIilMJU, BARD DRIVE VERSIONS 
PROM ONLY £479.99 FOR 120NNG 

V ftjtlGA 1 

1 CD32 t 

AMIGA 4OOP | 
ALL CONFIGURATIONS AVAILABLE PROH £959.99 

FIT A HARD DRIVE TO YOUR 

AMIGA 600 OR 1200- its 

OUR ILLUSTRATED 

O 
EASY WITH 
GUIDE 

price 

L-nCfiJJJ cis* * 

64MEG only £159.99*1 
85MEG only £199.99 
127MEG only £269.99 
210MEG only £339,99 

* special offer 

ADD A SECOND 

I IDE HARD DRIVE: 

30MEG £119.99 

120MEG £159.99 

L70MEG £189.99 

250MEG £229.99 

340MEG £299.99 

A4000/3000/1500 

SCSI INTERFACES 
A4091 SCSI interpace £214.99] 

DATAFLT8R SCSI IITTSIVACS CT9.99 
S.S" ICC1 DRIVES AVAILABLE AT LOW PRICES 
ITQHCG 1219.99 
212HEG 1339.99 

140MXG 1349.99 

S4DHZQ 1329.99 
IQ f9*9.99 

\rxvn"0 ro»^T 

MAXLOADER 0VERBX01T COLLECTION, 

OR MS MILL FIT rttSM while U wait 

if you take out an extended 

warranty at the »sne tin otherwise | 

£15*00 format & fit charge* 
All drive Inti i^prsiiuts Ufi^ruttsd | 

PITTING 4 PELIVXNT SERVICE JUST £19.99 

ALSO ■ UITABLE FOR Q 

t A590 UPQPJUJES 

.C38f 
>C4861 

2.5' IDS DRIVE CABLE FOR INTERNAL 2*5"DRIVES 

3,5" - 2,5" ADAPTOR CABLE WlTfi POWER CONNECTOR 

A1200 EXTERNAL 3.5 
TT 

£9,99 

£21.99 

HARD DRIVES 

4000 

FROM 

prom£ 

£1269-99 
P1 

FOW 

80MEG 

120MEG 

170MEG 

250MEG 

340MEG 

£189.99 

£209.99 

£229.99 

£279.99 

£349.99 

COLOUR MATCHED 

ALLOT CASH 

SOFTWARE INCLUDED 

IDE CABLE INCLUDED 

SUITABLE FOR R4000 TOO 

)D PC COMPATIBILITY TO 

YOUR AMIGA 4000 
FLUG-IN A 3B&bx25 card for juet £299.99 

PLUG-IN A 4B6ex25 card for juat £599,99 <»*h **-!«• 

■IJtHilnMita. 

-.tS*-3** . 

n *** 
NTSPD ** 

iinn »•* ~r 

assi’rsS-5* DCSX/CT 
gnun 

CANON PRINTER RANGE 

tAlf.TR 
UILM 
tm.ti 
f4RR.TR 
CSTtiff 

BJlOSX 
■J2Q-Q 
RJ2 30 
BJT300 
RJ 330 

UC600 COLOUR 

PRINTER ACCESSORIES 

AMIGA PtlSTEB CABLE l ift 19.14] in 113,99 
Mtt PB3S11B UIU S* 114,fR| I0s(l»*t4 
n«H| h>m Of n-f PmiiOH CMH ?e(3D.94 
GlIVflLIAt n 3HTB1 17AHDI 15,99) 4 (10-99 
COPT SOLDI* Ire* lirnding .* 111,99 
CWT INK.OfH Hi ..... (11.99 
l! BftOS Bt t BBiK 5PBAT - SLACK Ill.99 
WEFT U03/9/90/200/240 BLI RIUOH [<-99 
ihef; i/vo/ioomo coloos *3 suss 111.99 
Ffeurr in ca*tiikb ***,*.. lil.M 
IKS JIT BEFELL flHlHGtt StJtt, J tm (14,99 
CWTIKDOOI Ulflt, |0W*i.3«l3.J’ tf.fi 
caPTtNDOUt Tapir ioobm 2000 Uit:t (31,99 
WAT rtIBTfi IRAK IB ........ 124.99 
WAT Ft ENT IB I HAS IB .. 1 JR. 99 
4WAT FBIKTIB J HAS IS Ul,»9 
For sftsnruj on* print*r wish Hnill mpuUn 
mtN nit* 14s*f isekstH Pticoa include 3* 
16w*f Printer la Mitdb CBbta, 

These External Herd Unit* mb* feet is;an (<|hna) ide hard driraiH and just 
connect straight t* the 1100'a Id* c^nnsctor * tXlfTDtO INTERNAL HARD DRIVES 
SIHAI1 IN PLACt AND ARE UNAFFECTED. 

^EXTeSTaL Ali6o 3.5" HOUsSigT— 
3.5" HARD DRIVE HOUSING - E69.99 

BUILD YOUR OWN EXTERNAL DRIVE 
|The Datafljer XOR comprises colour notched Alloy eti* for west 1* High 3,5* ids 
lor seal drive*. complete with id* 2 . 5 to 3 .5" adaptor 1 cable (inc power 
Iconoactor) to connect to 1200'a IDE socket + ferutting 4 portioning software- 
|a1so euitnfele for ftcei drive*- introductory pnjc* 169,99 rap 179.99 

GVP AJ230 TURBO MEMORY BOARDS 
include* 11434 running ■; 4:eii; eeeag ikwi Tor 
m. les twa JJfblt liSM •octets for upLo cw5. 
vitb n us x m ......... mi,41 

1 Mi * rm .* cjTt,if 
I IWfl * Mill ........... (IT*.99 

1AMIGA 1200 UPGRADESr 

A1200 INTERNAL CLOCK 

O MODULE - £15.99 
Plugs into internal aocket (not fitted 
to all 1200*)* fitting invalidate* 
warranty» IATTCKT lACKED 

XI2DO 32»XT 4weg OAK CARD with TPU *kt no ran or tpu installed - £14-99 
Ha one 12fan »mih vocNet 4 societlor ABA41 ffAi Mwtory prase FQA 

All 00 32UT 4-OWeq RAM CAM with 4IB1 PPU, no IM metalled - fill. 99 
Ha tec 32M Saw hc]«i 4 rtCki)e iftMHt ABUl U«« ffy PGA 

i»it iiae sea ei i mw i m«oq w 

A1CON LP1200 LAflBI PK INTER 
Ti*,R 

[AMIGA 500 HARD DRIVBSf 

GVF KD4 FOB AlOD l 500* - SO DS]V| (129.99 
CVF It HpS * O H*q (or I6DB - FBI Cl frCW - 1113 >99 
GVF 1BR1EI II H&fl + IQ Heq tor A5DD - PftICt D0MM - (JfJ.99 
GVF Stmt* It »04* P0W9 bf*ci«. wtes (iii.99 
GVF EBRTIi (9 HOB* JlOmc SPaciAL NIKS (399.99 

GVF IBS IBB It bet (or AL9DD/3D44 - NO RIEVB (U9.99 
CVF IIR1IS II JKI t (or A14DQ/J0aD A (I9l.it 
GVP SSBEfS II HCfl * BDseg tor A150Q/J0D0 « (J92.9? 
cvr SERIES II KCB 4 17tawq: INCISL SB1CI V (1(9.99 
CVP SBSlKS II KCB 4 J]0«*q SSSCtAL Film (199.99 
me AC 9 Smrimm IT Can *C¥*pt wptn Jerfl ip rises j'n J aeq 
eteju. 
CVP A53D/40 ACCtLIAATOB 4JKb drive (1BI.99 
Oft SJ10/4C ACCVLEIATOIR eitn fifiib driwe (479,99 
CVF S5J9/40 ACCfLtBATOR with 17(Wb drive V (*49.99 
fiVP AiJO/40 ACClLBRATOa <*ith JlflKb drive (599.99 

Please l»t*( dye to % shortag* at tweoiy chips B nni, 
price* ere rising daily - plesss pftgfn bstoti ordTinq. 

"trilogic" 
I OPTIMISED BY US | 
I . — FOR ILL MtIGAS I 

MULTISCAN 14 in ill modes 
H IGB-WTsOLUT-n"colour”MONITOR 

* Dot pitch of 0.20mm for sharp picture 
* Antiglare 14" hi-brightneBa screen, 
* Digital memory sizing - for automatic 

borderless display in all Amiga modes. 
* All controls at front for ease of use 
* PC SVGA compatible- 
* TRUE MULTISCAM - 15-40KHz horizontal 
* TRUE MULTISCAN - 45-90HZ vertical 
* Tilt-swivel base included. 
ONLY £399s99 INC AMIGA LEAD 
20" MICROVITEC CUBSCAN MONITOR 

£949 *-990 

ICOLOUR MONITORS I 

FBILIPS CMQSJ 3mk2 

ONLY £189,99^ 

> 14* BCBBCK 
• ITCHRO VW«D 

• IG4 I C<MF0i 3 Tt I Bl 
> OH ill* NAB MATT 
> OFFICIAL Ul MOO*- 
• CDJJ CONFATULB 

{eirba inpotl 

COMMODORE 

10345 
£189.99 

► H* *e*EES 
• tTfUO IOUKD 
S HC9 I CVBt (OUT* 
• i.vss (t/ci iirari | 
» BvFlKS PldVBe 
• COJJ MnmiwLE 

(f/* input} 

2 Cnsputara 
end only pqs 
monitor? 
we stock 2 A 
4v*y oonitor 
switch**. 

COMMODORE 1942 
14" DUOSYNC COLOUR 

MONITOR 

WITH STEREO SOUND 

£377.99 

special offer 
HDXITGH LCADI A UCCCSSDkiES LUOt Bjuiax miLAILt 

EMULATORS h ACCELERATORS 

70S TEX AT (met KM JM K IndLATO* FoS A5BS3 (111,99 
CVF PC JIB FC IW1AT0B CAB? FOB lERIBf. 13 HAM DHlVBl i«.« 
StSLEMX CATE JtfSE K CABS Fti* A11QS/7CDD /4CC-D |J99.1« 0 
Got DBF CATC 4B6S1 PC CA*D FQ* Al500/J0«(k <■ 4 0 0 C (599.99 0 
OPTIONAL DRIVE COSTEOLLtt CltTF FOB OOLDEP GATE t)4*l» 
I IT milllll CO- FBOCISBOB FOB GOtOtP CAR ($131 

f c-rcecs 630/JSMr rm AISQQ/JOOD Othora ••eiUbie 1479.99 

AL1 - non TVs SITU *C*BT »Cr£t TO ALL AXIOM ins m-4 )*tli 
AL7F CMflIJ/lteiS HOVITOS TO ALL AH'CAl *nc aovt4 Isid 
ALii IFII HALE NOLTJtTBCJ LEAD TO ALL AHICA* 
ALU 15F1E rtHALfe IRON lee* ailis^K Hniters To ALL ANLCAl 
ALU 11P1P HALE JAW Sea Nltii;* moniXora TO ALL AMtGAt 
FiWOCTIVIff LEAD rm KQLTIMSC NOBJTOB* 

HOOBLATOE IXTTirtiOS LEAD - *5imiUi teK*ui«tcr *««Vn*n4 
H0OULAT0B SPLITTER - COSSECf NOXLATC* 4 MOBlTOB AT SAW T3*C 
WN3TOB SlriVEL BALE FOB 14* MONITOR! 4 TVs (10.91 HEAVY CKJTT 

4*3C* CDIJ M0FJT«, TV A VC* LEASf AVAllABU 
mini ujuii UK to ow»a - fluu f»» ph 

111.91 
(14.99 
111.91 
1(4.M 
(14.91 
111-41 
(10,91 
(M .91 
UJ.41 

nia 

EXTERNAL DISK DRIVES 

w ROCLITE RF382av 3*5" 

EXTERNAL DRIVE £57*99 
WITH ANTMAUS 5 AWTI CLICK FEATURES FtRP £7* » 

OR KITH NEW XCOPY PRO £82.99 

EXTERNAL DRIVES FROM £49,99 



DEDICATED TO PRINTING TECHNOLOGY 

Amiga Driver Support 
1. Amiga Driver based on 'Studio'is available free 3. Amiga drivers for Canon and HP printers are 

of cha rge with a Colourjet Series 2 or Beta je t. ava iia b I e on r eque st when purcha s i ng a pr i nte r 
2. Panasonic drivers are available lor Ihe Quiet only. Some drivers may be chargeable* 

range of printers on request 0800 number, 4, 'Studio* printer utility which supports most 
printers £41, 

COLOURJET Series 2 
■y' 300dpi Laser Quality 

Colour/Mono Inkjet Printer 

v'' Virtually Silent Operation 

v/ HP Desk Jet 500C Printer 
Compatible 

v/ FREE Driver for Windows 3.1 or 
RISC OS 3.1 or RISC OS 2 

Optional 70 Page Automatic A4 
Sheet Feeder - 247 

■y Prints on Plain or Coated Paper 

y Compatible with IBM pc’s, 
Archimedes, RM Nimbus, 
Commodore Amiga 

y Small Footprint 

ONLY £257.00 » 

BETH JET (Mono) Inkjet 
y 300dpi Laser Quality Mono Inkjet 

Printer 

\f Virtually Silent Operation 

Small Footprint 

Optional 70 Page Automatic A4 
Sheet Feeder - £47 

y Prints on Plain Paper 

y Compatible with IBM pc’s, 
Archimedes, RM Nimbus, 
Commodore Amiga 

y Emulates HP Desk Jet +, Epson 
FX850 and IBM ProPrinters 
(optional extra) 

ONLY £175.00 » 

MANUFACTURED 
& GUARANTEED 

BY INTEGREX 

INTEGREX SYSTEMS LTD, 
Church Gresley, Swadlincote 
Derbyshire DE11 9PT 
Fax: (0283) 550325 

SUnO*AQE WrtE 

0 Call now for instant response 

(0283) 550880 
Sales lines open 9am-5.30 pm Mon - Fri 

Subject to availability despatch is normally 
©traded wiitim 2 days from receipt of cleared 
payment Pleas© allow 7 working days for 
Cheque clearance AH orders will be lullilled 
wilhin 20 days unless otherwise nolifted 

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE CARRIAGE 
18 00 NEXT DAY (LASERJETS 112) 

Laserjet 4L £551 
Laserjet 4ML Postscript £927 
Laserjet 4P £905 
Laserjet 4MP Postscript £1269 
Laserjet 4 £1233* 
Laserjet 4M Postscript £1609* 
Laserjet 4SI £2689 
Laserjet 4SI MX Postscript £3995 

Deskjet 310 £210 
DeskJet 310 and Sheetfeeder £257 
Deskjet 510 £241 
Deskjet 500C £286 
Deskjet 550C £483 
Deskjet 1200C £1199 
Deskjet 1200 OPS £1675 

PaintJet XL300 A4 £2019 

* Special Offer for Limited Period 

3 Years On-site Warranty 
from £65 

Ask for details on HP SupportPack, 

Prices include VAT. 

Panasonic 
PRINTERS 
KXP1170 £112 
KXP1123 £151 
KXP1695 £316 
KXP 1624 £245* 

QUIET RANGE 
KXP 2023 and Sheetfeeder £169 
KXP 21 BOM £142 
KXP2180C £167 
KXP2123M £163 
KXP2123C £198 
KXP 2124 £233 
KXP 2624 £311 

LASER 
KXP 4410 £479 
KXP 4430 £609 
KXP 4400 POA 
KXP 4440 £936 

* Special Otter for Limited Period 

Canon 
BJC 600 £586 
BJC 800 £1540 

PRICES ARE CORRECT AT THE TIME OF GOING 
TO PRINT BUT MAY BE SUBJECT TO CHANGE 



Money 
MATTERS 3 
When it comes to cash, keeping a check on where it's all going is not always easy. 

Richard Baguley finds out if this budgeting program is worth its weight... 

SOME PEOPLE'S IDEA of 

budgeting is two streetwise dudes sitting on 

a sofa in the high street, with one saying 

"J love money" and the other saving “l hate 

money*. Suffice to say that this sort of atti¬ 

tude is hardly likely to make you the bank's 

favourite customer. What banks like to see 

is people in control of their finances, with a 

good idea of where all the money goes. 

Tile obvious question that springs to 

mind is what happened to versions 1 and 

2, but this is actually version 3 of Home 

Accounts. Much of’ the functionality of the 

program is the same, but Digita have 

added some new features, speeded up the 

program and added AG A support, 

Tlie basic idea of the program is sim¬ 

ple. You enter a series of figures which 

describe your financial behaviour, such as 

how much you spend on rein, food, and so 

on. The program takes this data and pro¬ 

vides a projection of your financial 

situation, which can be presented either as 

a table or a graph. When you actually 

spend the money* you enter this data, and 

die program provides an analysts of bow 

far f rom the truth your estimates art*. 

The program is certainly easy to use. 

There's an excellent manual and an 

equally good on-line help facility which 

means it’s easy to find any information you 

need quickly. Entering great wodgpft of 

figures and setting up the account det.uh 

is a bit tiresome, but that’s liar 

program's fault, U allows you to 

many different types of trance dons <surli 

as cash withdrawals. pep^d/Tood) as you 

like, pending enough luemnn and d^sk 
1 . , «r a . i i • 

space* New accounts or transaction types 

can be added liter if needed, so yon don’t 

need to wKfrry a both gelling it com pi end v 

righ t flrft time, Each of the varionri aspe'm 

.j I J ^ ^ 
frintw If 0 C« foil tier Itw Mirktri Rtfuitr 

jd M S ^1 
hifftt timtfiwat lire lift Lttit 

^ 
LeUch*fH Kidwit tl Itriltf** it 

E ^ 

icon* and EHptndLture Graph Fro* 11/13/1993 To 85/11/Itt 

hQ P.fiOF! !1 [?■ ?? pl'igg P-JMi1 

□Expenditure 
Ol 'Vint we 

Budget Progress Graph Fron 11/83/1993 To 85/11/18 

Budget flctull 

The results produced 

by Money Matters 
can lie displayed on 

a variety of different 

kinds of graph. 

iti i t ii i 

of your data can be assigned to an icon on 

the program desktop, so you can access it 

by jusi clicking on ii. 

There are also some extras, including 

an option to determine your net worth, 

keep track of any shares or bonds and per¬ 

form a "YVhai if?" calculation. You can also 

set the program to automatically save the 

data at specific intervals. If the facts and 

figures are lot) depressing, you can always 

have a quick go at the sliding block puzzle 

which seems to pop up in all of DigtuTs 

products. This even gives you die choice of 

four different designs for the blocks. 

Money Matters is a very flexible pro¬ 

gram. and it s also very fast. It certainly 

slows down when you're dealing with a 

complex set-up, but this is only to be 

expected. It gives you plenty of control 

over structuring your data, and the possi¬ 

bility of comparing two different budgets 

could be extremely useful for determining 

exactly where your predictions departed 

from reality. ^ 

J v| j *H A A 
fnSfc ___ 

11 
laTTlurw Hi 

jjw vifEbtm tivw art m 

Hwfrtr 1 1 
kcifat (Mf H 
Bfnifef lalfeKt r 

Hw>iM Llnil Hi# r -mm y| 

UiffciH Li*<t lUx i_^ 
l*f Q irHii CW 1 

Itm til IP WddtfUt | vl 

Btftmci Umber i—n 

fTjCJ -faggiJ 

Money Matters makes much use of Digit*'* Human Interface 

Protocol (HIP), which simply means it’s easy to use. 

Altering details once they've been entered is easy. Just dou¬ 
ble dick on the entry, and use the requester. 

*• This home accounts 

package is easy to use, 
powerful and quick. 

If you need to get a 
grasp of your 

financial fortunes, it's 

an excellent program 
for dealing with the 
various facts and 
figures in a quick 

and efficient way. 99 

DESCRIPTION 
Home accounts program 

PROGRAMMER 
D J Merrifield 

DISTRIBUTOR 
Digita International 0195 270273 

PRICE 
£49*99 (£19,99 upgrade from 
Home Accounts t or 2) 

I :l q j =f'Vi : 

Out now 

SPEED • • • • 
Calculation and graph drawing is 
very fast, even with a complex 
accounts set up, 

manual mm m m 
A well written manual with an excel¬ 
lent tutorial to show you how to set 
up your details. 

ACCESSIBILITY •••§ 
Entering all of the data is a bit 
tedious, but it's easy to alter once it's 
all been input. 

FEATURES • • • • 
A large number of ways of present¬ 
ing and interpreting the data, with 
lots of graphs and reports* 

value mm mm 
For fifty quid, this program is an 
extremely good way to get to grips 
with your finances. 

VERDICT 

85% 
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If a picture tells a thousand words, an anima¬ 

tion does it at 25 frames a second. Nick veitch 

gets up to speed with Terranova's latest utility. 

Retina animation* can be dt* 

played in any of the different 

cotour resolutions Playback 
from hard disk is possible, 

but it is slow unless you have 

a very fast SCSI mechanism. 

necessarily the size of all the initial images 
combined. This compression can be opti¬ 
mised for playback speed or for size. 

The potential use of this software is 
further extended bv its suppjrt for 24-bit 
enhanced graphics cards. The Retina card 
is supported in H, 16 and 2+bil modes - 
which just about covers any replay options 
you may have. Also covered is the rather 
obscure GDA card. 

The control of the Retina also allows 
you to select which screen mode the 
Retina will use, out of the dozens of differ¬ 
ent resolutions it can handle for all the 
different colour modes. 

THE ABILITY TO display static 
images is all very well. They look particu¬ 
larly nice In the new AGA modes loo. But 
in the real world, things aren't static. They 
move. Magic Lantern attempts to bridge the 
gap with reality by enabling the user to 
combine static IFF images into an anima¬ 
tion file, which can then be played back on 
the Amiga. 

Thousands of you are probably won¬ 
dering why 1 am bothering to go on, Yes, 
of course you could just load the images 
into DPaint, string them together in A run? 5 
format and replav them. But Magic Ijintrm 
has a few tricks of its own. 

Possibly the most important of these is 
the choice of animation compression 
modes. You can select the type of compres¬ 
sion used to store the initial frame - 
norm alls a form of Run Length 
Compression (RIG). This is the same way 
in which DPaint would store an animation, 
but Magic Lantern gives you a choice of dif¬ 
ferent RLC modes. 

It is also possible to select delta prefer¬ 
ences for the rest of the a nun. Animations 
are often stored as delta files, where only 
the differences between successive frames 
are stored. These can then be compressed 
and the result is an animation which is not 

& 

Magic Lantern is supported by iwo 
player utilities. The first is a play from 
RAM utility'. There is no real difference 
between this and playing the DIFF files 
from within the editing software except, of 
course, that the memory overhead is less if 
you are disadvantaged in that area. 

The other is a ptav from hard disk rou¬ 
tine. Obviously this is a Jess than ideal 
solution, but if you have a huge animation 
ihere is no other option. The replay speed 
b reasonable. If you are the lucky owner of 
a SCSI 2 interface with a really fast media* 
nism attached, von will probably not notice 
the difference. But on a normal hard 
drive, things are less than perfect. 

You should be able to manage about 
10 frames per second, but if you have 
saved the animation at a higher frame rate, 
you will encounter some tedious difficul¬ 
ties, The plav routine will attempt to match 
the selected speed and fail. That isn't a 
problem. The problem is that it doesn’t 
fail regularly. If the entire anim was slowed 
by the same amount it wouldn't be that 
noticeable, but varying display speeds will 
produce a jerky result and completely ruin 
any cunning timing you have embedded 
into the anim structure. 

Still, this is a very useful piece of soft¬ 
ware, It is a lot more effective than the 
Maker me animation system supplied with 
the Retina, and a lot easier to understand. 
If you have a Retina, this software is 
heartily recommended, but for other 
users, vou may as well stick to DPaint. O 

The Magic Lantern ioftwar* is entirely con trot led from this screen via 

various buttons and menus. 

MAGIC LANTERN 

DESCRIPTION 
Animation system 

MANUFACTURER 
Terranova Development 
PO Box 2202, Ventura. 
California 93002-2202, USA 

DISTRIBUTOR 
Meridian 081-543 3500 

PRICE 
£99.95 

RELEASE 
Out now 

SPEED 
Magic Lantern operates pretty fast - 

it certainly gives Deluxe Paint a run 

for its money, 

MANUAL ••• 
A bit short but well written with 

useful notes on how best to 

construct your animations. 

ACCESSIBILITY itl 
With a single screen gadget driven 

interface, you should be able to use 

ft without instructions, 

FEATURES • • 
It has every animation type you 

could ask for, but it could have sup¬ 

ported more cards. 

VALUE ft# 
If you have Retina, you have 

Makerace anyway. This isn't signifi¬ 

cantly better. 

I VERDICT 

** In spite of its many 

options, this software 

is limited in application 
because it is directed 
mainly at users of a 

few 24-bit cards. It is 
really only worth buy¬ 

ing if you have a Retina 

or ODA card - then it is 

an excellent purchase.4* 

76% 



NEW! AMIGA 1200 PACKS 
AMIGA CD32 CONSOLE 

FROM SILICA - THE UK s Nol AMIGA SPECIALISTS 

ff FROM 
! SILICA 

Rorn December tsl 1993. wteh 
yog buy ytwr Amiga from 5N«a, al 

our adwerxtsed prices. m win gtw yog 
one w iron PREE GIFTS. The gifts 

incluete ilia new Chaos Pack, GFA fta$»c 
end P+ioion Punt li a total value ol over 
£265 Check the panels on this art to see 
Which gifts come wttti each Amiga from 
Sil»ca CHAOS i$ fie software pack of 
!tw year and s an Amiga Format &JW 
winner It includes Chaos Engine, Nick 
Faldo's ChvnploApNp God. Syndics 

and Pintail Fantasies 
ALL FOUR titles nave 
been rated over 90% 
and won the coveted 
Auto* Format 

GOLD AWARD! 

p God. Syndicate 

# 
CHAOS ENGINE ..*.. 

SYNDICATE ... 

PINBALL FANTASIES . 
NICK FALDOS CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF 

CHAOS PACK 
GFA BASIC v3 5 ■ PmwiM Banc f^rogriitiffrinj Language, 

PHOTON PAINT II ■ tawM Graphs Pairrtirg PKteje . 

£2599 

£34,99 

£29.99 

£34.99 

£125.96 

£50.00 

£89.95 

TOTAL VALUE: £265.91 

WORTH OVER £265 

AMIGA 600 
LEMMINGS PACK 

AMIGA 600 
WILD. WEIRD & WICKED 

r>J2 ***** v 

BL«* 
INCLUDES 

)SCAR & DIGGERS 
CD TITLES 

FREE DEUVERY 
PACK INCLUDES 
• 1* AMKT.A *00 £l»» 

• BUILT-IN It* DRIVE 
• BUILT-IN TV MQDULATQPI 

• DELUXE PAINT Ml CT&W 

• LEMMINGS G»-W 

Wl MX* MTgtM! E125W 

TOTAL PACK VALVE. C*JUfl 
LESS PACK SAVING P?#Z93 

$juc* price- rtw.Qo 

1 Mb 

RAM 

m 
■ RAM 

£189 
•c v*t , uc 

1^9SSL 

£219 

FREE DELIVERY 
PACK INCLUDES 
• AMIGA WO C1» 99 
• BAT* 1.WWE 1 TV WOUATQH 

• DELUXE PANT M EltM 

■ MCnOPnCQEGlUNDPRIK CM M 
• SCLYPUTTf.. C2S» 
• PUSHOVER ..... £»» 
wt mMwxAiSmtivimi 

TOTAL PACK VALUE: MK.tl 
LESS PACK SAVING tEW 91 

SILICA PRICE tm u 

1 Mb 

RAM 

| Mb 
■RAM 

WEVKJUSUr 3^951 

£199 
«C VAt AMC DMB 

PsevouSLT 

AMIGA 600hd 
EPIC 4 HARD DRIVE 

AMIGA 

FREE DEL!VERY 
PACK INCLUDES 
tU UI>W £199 99 
• BILT4I»« Offof I Hr UQGJUTlQfi 
• E4t* HlRD OS* 
• £PC ■ * SCWNMYTU* 
• ROME ROUEfunttitWMlM 
• tfwTH-STOi'T^SPfiEAPOffVL 
• lwuLRjflsr-pgRiiuwow 

1mi rw* au;*iSiiT»um 

PACK VALUE iTMM 
PACK SA VING E*(M *0 

~ I SILICA PRICE: CW9O0 

£170,P0 
£2999 
125 99 
£19 99 
t?9 W 

E2S59! 

1& 

64 

15. 

85 

£349 
£399 

CONSOLE 
32-BIT CD-ROM 

HllVil 

PLUS! 
LEMMINGS CO 

FREE DELIVERY 

>3- 

StoCBUWtO^foBi 2S60Q0 
fuu-5t»e» 
VnroCP 

CO OwyE 
i Vdftj Soum 

Mu-n-StiW 

Utewu Rraamcw ItfiW 

£289 
mg CM *9 

OT«i 

'The Mega CD {£289} *iR only 
work when plugged inlo trui 
Mega Drive (£129|, Therefore the 
pnce shown IS the total 
Wiibined pnce f both modelt 
The Amiga C032 however w ft 
standalone system which work# 

• 32-BIT POWER 
* w «w C&AQM Rnw » um 32 

' Wdviscgjp 4 ■ ttw #W i HQ0Q- CFL' 
• CD DUALITY STEREO SOUND 
• rfl fl MILLION COLOUR PALETTE 
• 25*K MAX COLOURS ON SCREEN 
• GAMES FROM eaOW E20 
• PLUGS INTO A TV OR MONITOR 
• PLAYS MUSIC CO* 
• DUAL SPEED 

liWwyC&flOM ijlVH 
• MULTI SESSION 

KHQftllH *U <WU IW f PW 
, ..rr,j|' . ... HH l-MHK? «H*I nftll HHEyna 

• FULL SCREEN VlDEOCD 
V* m O&anat mtl'm ropfe* «Rhn 
you to inn* c*i fit C0|2 - eo^faUMp 
*** *M UOMI vnjM CO vunove, •t¥knt« 
by JVC UimW nwunfsay 

• 7vi RAW 
1 BUTTON CONTROL PAD 

• 2 FREE CD TITLES 
• OSCAR • DIGGERS 
PLUS FACE FROM SWJCA 

1 EMMINGS CO WORTH f9 » 
• COUPATILE VPTH 2$ COTV TITLES 
cvia «Titui drew mtm tm&ws’n 

Amiga 

COM 
* 3 mi 
co hues 

£289 
«*»=«■ 

AMIGA 1200 PACKS * "URS?™ 
RACE -n’ CHASE 
[p'kilAJIWEA 1 

DESKTOP DYNAMITE 
AMIGA 1500 
HOME ACCOUNTS 

AMIGA 4000 
SPECIFICATIONS 

AMIGA 4000 
CONFIGURATIONS 

CDTV ADD-ON 
FOR A500 or ASOOnus 

CDTV SOFTWARE 

L__ 

ucsst5/i 
1 rUA (m mikTMM, wiWUWfr'l 

QW *U CQAiFlQuWTtfWS 

FREE DELIVERY 

* *mt rma* no |mt« lmu 

RACE N CHASE 

2**w 0* 

fc- 64= £449 
2r “-£499 
2;-127£529 
%??F-£599 

Th* AflttQft 4000 w and TMO are 
several RAM/Hard 

Dnve optorw from S*ca {pMaae see 
below; Ah art My con^jred and 

FREE DELIVERY 
t>4C« INCLUDES 
•ZwAMWia* * MxMlVibl 
* r:w * wartwoiwvi: 

•JCA ($M T» L*( 
DESKTOP PYNAWITE 

2 0 

2' 64 £499 
2 85 £549 

2:. 127" £579 «gt' ua a,-i ■ W 

2 209 £649 
AMIGA 12«0 SPICIFlCAtlONa • U limn*Of iMflrwDpesn 

» E-W IMiHhii£»CIwRAW 
" *imjiD044G'lu*l« TVNWJueW 
t U Chf SWIi'lS 1 M*« Cdwn 
► 1 iJ7-M CP.i UWEisvma&uI 

* i V«i Gh'iw Wir.-ww 
HARD DRIVE OPTrONS 

i i «, . : # 
* b>VTry^tUt 1 tlfltrtl' ^ir OM* * 
• low m %mm DHui ttwaar mum 

FREE DELIVERY 
1 YEAR RETURN T-Q MA RANfUITPr 
PACK iWCLUOCf 
•1- AMIGA ISM . (MH 
• 11 fc- MJ* iw I»*S 
• EXPANSION SLOTS 
• PCCOMParsurr 
• VIDEO SLOT 

• MTWUU WOAtS SOTTWAPi C t«9 95 

• PUZZMC 
* 
• ELF 
• HOME ACCOUNTS 
• DELUXE PAIWT HI 
fRM *R0S MJCA [$w t<* l*k; 

TOTAL PACK VALUE: 
LESS PACK SAVING 

SILICA PRICE: 

C34 99 
C?4 « 

C79 99 
m<n 

CMS 91 

C1420.H 
eiwiw 

raw m 

1 Mb 
RAM 

rrp 

wnvAT AMP 1 MB 

RAM 
from SAca. Du# to current 
hudualnna «n die mahiel. p^eaxe 
call lor upgrade prtc#i A570 UPGRADE 

FREE DELIVERY 
snuriac 

ra u&GvjQ untw 
the a4000 nm* * up to II urn** the 
»PM4 o< ffw AtfO 
GRAPHICS : 
• ■i'MUJWOaiXIRS 
• aeKWIWlATC 

l39tkSlIno«W» 
OPEN ARCHITECTURE: 
Ttw A*M0 fwt iseen 0«-jr*d t, 
fl*OHi4y [S'PVrtJrKJ Verify ol room 

• 4,IKP*T2M» M SLOTS 
• kPCAiaOTS 
• i^voeosiot 

2 . 80 £899 

2-«o=-£949 
< 80 £999 

4 130 £1049 
4b. 214 : J 

14#. u . 1 £1149 
4a. 340*.! KV- WH 1 £1249 
4s-, 540;~ «cmi -mmmm 1 £1499 

25h«, 68040 

6 130 
«c*n •—<*m i £1899 

6- 214 £1999 
6x340 

m hT Him 4MC 1 £2149 
6, 525'~ £2399 

FREE FROM SILICA: 
* Hytchlntom 

Entyclupedia CD RBP C29.99 
A faMmating and vn»que 
relerence tool comprramg to# 

Encyclopedia 

* CDPO ■ 600 Public 
Domain Title* nap El 9 99 
Om 60QM& ol Pubic Dornatn 
aoftware and shareware 
includes word prawer*, data 

WORTH OVfJl £49 

LEMMINGS 
Thau hkw p*m 
#V»1 *ht (O Oht uf 

SSSTSf 
■MMK mm Hinm n wl 

£9.99 INC 

SIM CITY 
Aa IM item- & s«fi c#v 
you Wl EDfltlOl sr Itu 

duUMi crNm# liriM 
Jrwdtj WtMr tM 
Arena-diuMfn 

£9.99 5 
SUPER GAMES 

PACK 
TM All Vjl triwi 
«•«» **•*!# 

£9.99ff- 

Tra* Comped Dae*p»eyto9 edbon 
umpry Chp# Id to# sdt #HMnwn pod 
df yd«r Arn^e 500 end A awneOuely 
ready so deliver «s power 
• EmUH. pen NvsjB 5GQ i& n* COTi1 ttfimR 

• nmnomMeufeCDdtea 
• Sang* apeexy aquil W «0 Hum diski 
• Tr«*w tam 153KbT«an(| 
•Wr«*atoC0*Gind-C0rllO1wwi 
•Cc^HWaiisoraoiHM 
• Son* dd ASOOs *m& mtitaUP - m # mm 

FOR OUR COMPUTE AufiE UF 
C0TV TITLE* PLEASE CALL OUR 

IMA ORDER HOTLINE OR Wit DVt 
of our wwmaam utTio klow 

D APPROVED 

WINNER OF THE 
AMIGA GOLD AWARD 91% 

dealer We can upgrade Arnige 600 
Or 1 ?W* *Tlh fieri? dnves. tor new gr 
eKiKtmg owneri-. witfiout aRedrig; 
CorrwnOdOre'e ofllcsel on sd# 
werrenty W* ofl#f Otoer Upgrades 
and POpaii eefvtoi NW A500 end 
ASOOHm compulert 

UPGRADES 4 REPAIRS 

* i ttOfflPPrpMK 

RAM UPGRADES 
CALL FOR PRICES 

NEW LOW 
PRICE 

VCBTV 

RRP 

_HC.VAT-Cg.ttB. 

* tmmrns iPCRncmnt 
* i.OOOt nAppftt m atocA 
* FAST. At hour 
* Wm caP*eUC?>+VAr} 
* FREE nNwn iwer 

CALL WQR A PRICE UST 

SILICA - THE AMIGA SPECIALISTS 
Betor* you deed# when to buy itour 

ffwW vwy eatefutv ebogt WH£R£ you 
buy A Cv+a# whet a art be Ml# t s«* 
memtoi after buying year Amiga. wN«n 

you may regi#re edtjiConal penprwwjs or 
■odwer*. o' hup end advice And. ## me 

company yog buy from contact you Wlti detArt* 
o< new pmductii At SPce. w emure mat you «• n*ve ngdung to 
worry eftoul Wlm our unn*a*ad nupafianc® md esparto*, we can mew 
our customer# requiwnenti with an understanding wnen « second >g 
none CodtpMe and return to# coupon now Ibr our latosi FREE 
hlaratgre and begin U espertaftoe toe 'SiliCa Service' 

• COMMODORE APPROVED UPGRADES 
Qffitn.1 Hard Drive gpgradR'S wfltt ICL on-sile warranty 

• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: 
On ill iwdwan onhrs shipped m me UK mainlarKl 

• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: 
A learn of Amiga technical expahs will be at you! serwe 

• PRICE MATCH: 
We tompetit^s w i "Same praduci - Same pnoe' bays 

• ESTABLISHED 15 YEARS: 
We tiM i mw track news n pr^essionii oomoi/ler sate 

• PART OF A CSCM A YEAR COMPANY: 
Wffli owr 208 v*rr ■ We m ma, tasawe and prorhtawe 

• BUSINESS * EDUCATION * GOVERNMENT; 
life 

• SHOWROOMS, 
We have dwonstntioi and tfiewig taeftoes R tf our dons 

• THE FULL STOCK RANGE, 
Al ef jiDtif Aifwo* rtQtertiWfies are avaitaMi from one sucKkar 

• FREE CATALOGUES: 
Win be mjrifil |p you. with speca* redvted pnee Amtg» 0Rfr5. as 
well as details on all Ami«i software art senpfwrals 

• PAYMENT: 
We nepir most mj(tN credit cands. cash, chegui pr mprtiM/ terms 
(APR n 1% - wittefl quotes wt request I 

^licA 

miS 081-309 1111 

MAIL ORDER 

CROYDON SHOP 
Opymg Wwi 

1-4 The Atews. Hatfiertey Rd. SeJcup Kfot. DAI 4 40X 
aOQaav7Q^f5ir»oawfra3(lp»»ti No U# N#f Qcwng 

W OH-309 1111 
!u No OB1-3QB (MM 

Debenftams m11-31 Monti End. Cfovdw. Surrey. CR9 IRQ 
a pawn* atom_LA N.J1X Viunar, ■ tyr- 

M m m 445 5 
fn m 4W 

LONDON SHOP: 

LONDON SHOP: 

if IXm4Mto» 
52 Totten^ Court Road London. W1P 06A 

to tofft opuvng 
Ttl 071-580 4000 
fm to an -3W 47jT 

STOCUP SHOP: 

Seilridoes LBwfTMAm^ Oxford Stf«t London. W1A JAB 
—' LtolftN# Ttoeew ■ * 

Tel: 071 629 1234 
»I4 

ESSEX SHOP: 

M The Mews. Hattiertey Rd Satfcup fem. DA14 4QX 
La*a Fmtoy - Ipt* 

Ttl: 081 302 6611 
'v‘- >" W >:-■ 

IPSWICH SHOP: 
Qpwwig Hpun Mari Fn 

KecWtes fed Hiori Street, Southend-on Sea. Essex. SS11 LA 
1 9 3tHm-S Mem I Set > L^Ji ffrjw ■ rp*r. 

Tel- 0702 468039 
fu to totH. 

Debennams w RwK Waterloo House. West-gate Si. Ipswich. IP1 3EH 
a »pm (S*t aottorrHe-POnmr_Ito togN thurway ■ 9t»n 

Tat: 0473 207092 
fu to P4H 

To: Silica, AMFQR-1293-1Q4, 1-4 The Mews1 Hatherloy Rdf Sideup, Kent, DAI A 4DX 

PLEASE SEND A 64 PAGE AMIGA COLOUR CATALOGUE 

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms Initial^: ... Surname: 

Company Name (if applicable); 

Address: ............ 

Tsi (Home): 

Postcode 

Tel (Work:); 

| Which computeris), rl any, do you own? ________1Q4S J 
eiOtf AAMWd iKW Bfto lesBcVt-Scmi roJrv ■rofuTn #» mcOfi k» #w bi 
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FROM ALL THE STAFF AT DIRECT COMPUTERS 
o 

SOCIAL UffZli51! 
2.5" Hard Drives for A600/A1200 

40 MEG Jfc * £119 
80 MEG * £189 
120 MEG £209 
250 MEG £349 

Including lead, filing screws & instructions 

External A1200 Hard Drives 
(These do net void your warranty) 

210 MED £299 

340 MEG £419 

A500/A500+ Hard Drives 
80 MEG ,g. £199 
170 MEG ? £269 

254 MEG : ) £299 

By the time you read this, Hard Drive prices may 
have fallen. Please phone tor Latest prices 

PRINTERS & RIBBONS 
star LC20 . ..£133 00 

Star LC100 Colour. ..£159 00 
Star LC200 Colour. ..£194 00 
Seikosha SP1900 9 Pin Mono £109,95 
Seikosha SL95 24 Pin Col. ..£189 95 
Star LC24-30 + Auto Sheet Feeder £229,95 

Star LC24-200 Colour. ..£274.00 
LC20/LC100 mono ribbon .£450 
LC100 colour ribbon . .£6 75 
LC24 200 mono ribbon. .£5.50 
LC24 200 colour ribbon .... £1350 
LC200 mono ribbon .£4 50 
LC200 colour ribbon. 

ha. 
.£9 75 

ft LEADS & CABLES • 

Printer. £3.99 
Serial.. £3 99 
Null Modem .£5 99 
Joystick Extender 3 metre .£399 
Joystick/Mouse Extender. .£3.99 
Amiga to SCART .£7.99 
Amiga to 1084S/8833 .£7.99 
Analog Joystick Adapter... .£4.99 
4 Player Adapter. .£5.99 

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK! 
TRACTORFEED DISK 

LABELS 
Now you can print your own professional disk Babels! 

| 500 Plain white disk labels an tractor feed, com¬ 

plete with FOUR disks of software and artwork. 

Yours for ONLY 
£9.95 

1000 Labels with software 

ONLY £13.50 

AMIGA HARDWARE 

A1200 Race & Chase pack.£269.95 
A1200 Desktop Dynamite_£329.95 
CD32 + Oscar/Diggers.£289.95 
A4000-030 2Mb Ram 170Mb 

Hard drive. £999.95 
1084 S Monitor.£174.95 
Cubscan 1440 Multisync.£399.95 
External Amiga Floppy Drive.£49.95 
A500 Internal Floppy Drive.£48.95 
A500 512k Ram exp + Clock.£23.50 
A500 1 5 Meg Ram exp.£76.95 
A500+ 1 Meg Ram exp. £33.95 
A1200 2 Meg Ram exp.£109.95 
A500 Power Supply.£29.95 

DISKS & LABELS 
All disks are supplied with labels. 
UNBRANDED DISKS are 100% error tree. 
In the unlikely event that any of our 
disks are faulty, then we will replace 
the disks AND reimburse your return 
postage' 

3.5' DSDD Grade A..£0.37 each 
3.5' DSDD Grade B.£0.29 each 
3.5' Rainbow.£0.44 each 
3.5' DSHD.£0.58 each 

3.5” DSDD Fuji (box of 10).£4 90 
3.5' DSHD Fuji (box of 10).£8.90 
5.25* DSDD Fuji (box of 10).£2.50 
5.25* DSHD Fuji (box of 10) ,..£4.90 

1000 3.5' labels. £6.50 
1000 3.5' tractorfeed.£8 50 

STORAGE BOXES 
Most types are available tor 3.5' or 
5.25' disks. 
10 capacity.£0.95 
20 capacity..£1.95 
40 capacity..£3.49 
50 capacity. £3.95 
100 capacity.......£4.50 
80 capacity Banx drawer...£8.49 
150 capacity Posso drawer...£15.95 
200 capacity drawer ..£14.95^ 

VISIT OUR NEW 
Sam * 1pm Thursdays 

WEN ill HOURS 
WELL. NEARLY! 

9am-1Qpm Mon-Sal. 10am-6pm Sunday 

MISCELLANEOUS Lj 
Mousehouse _ Cl .80 
Mousemar 9mm thick... __£2.50 
Diskdrive cleaner...............Cl 80 
A500 Dustcover...  .„,.C3 SO 
A60G Dustcover ..£3 50 
At200 Dustcover .  £3.50 
Monitor Dustcover....,.£3.50 
LC20 Dustcover.. £3 50 
LC100 Dustcover .....£3 50 
LC200 Dustcover...„.„.,£3.50 
LC24-200 Dustcover .£3 50 
Roboshitt....£13 95 
Amiga Lightpen.*.£29 95 
Optical Mouse £32 00 
Megamouse .    ....£11,95 
Megamouse 14 400 DPI £12 95 
Point Mouse . £12 95 
Altadata Trackball . .£26,95 
Crystal Trackball.£32 00 
Zydek Trackball. £25 95 
Zyfi Amp/Speakers 
Screenbeat Speakers 
Action Replay Mk III. 
Midi Master .... 
Tilt/Turn Monitor Stand... 
2-pieee Printer Stand ... 
Metal Printer Stand .. 
A4 Copyholder _..... 
Metal Angle Poise Copy Holder 
A5OO/A60O ROM Sharer 

£37 50 
£24 95 
£56 95 
£26 00 

£9 95 
£349 
£8 99 
£5 99 

£14 95 
£1495 

FESTIVAL PARK 

VI 3 ROM..    £25 95 
Microperf Tractorfeed Paper 500 sheets £4 50 

2000 sheets £13 00 

JOYSTICKS 
All joysticks have autofire feature 
except those marked * 
Trigger Grip Models 
Quickshot turbo.£6 95 
Python 1M.£7 99 
Jetfighter .£12 00 
Topstar.£19 50 
Intruder.£21 50 
Base Fire Button Models 
Maverick 1M .£12 95 
ZipStick .£12 95 
Comp Pro 5000* .£10 95 
Comp Pro Extra . £12 95 
Comp Pro Star.£12 95 
Cruiser Multicolour*...  £9 95 
AdvancedGravis Black.£24 99 
Advanced Gravis Clear...., £27 99 
Comp Pro Star MINI .£14 95 
Aviator 1 Flightyoke . £23 50 
Handheld Models 
Speedking.£10 50 
Navigator .£13.95 
Bug .£12 00 

ANALOG JOYSTICKS 
These Joysticks will fit any Amiga 

Warrior 5....,£14.95 
Saitek Megagrip 3...£19,50 
Speedking Analog.£13 95 
Intruder 5.,,,......£25.50 
Aviator 5 Flightyoke ..£27.50 
Adapter to use any PC analog joystick 
on an Amiga ......ONLY £4.99 

COMPUTER SUPPLIES i 

07B2 206808 - *"**«• 
0782 842497 * 9,00am-5.30pm Workdays \ 

0630 6S3193/0782 320111 - iwaning* A Weekends 

BUSINESS HOURS 
9am to 10pm Mon-Sat, 10am to 6pm Sun 

i All items and offers subject to availability. E&OE j 

, Postage E3.30: Next Day £3.75 
We accept POs, cheques & credit cards 1 

Please write Cheque Card Number on cheque for Instant clearance 

BUSINESS AND EDUCATION ORDERS WELCOME All Price* me WAT 

36 HOPE ST, HANLEY, STOKE ON TRENT ST1 5BS 

VISA 
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HARD DRIVES 

£249«99^i 
22 The Forum 

Stevenage, Herts 
(0438)354449 

5 Wynton Parade 
Cheshunt, Herts 
(0992) 625323 

Unit 6 Midgate 
Peterborough, Cambs 

(0733)349696 

19 The Broadway 
The Bourne, Southgate, 
London, 081 882 4942 

The Specialist Computer Shop 

• 17 99 8.99 fi 
D-GtNERATlON CO 32 17 99 FLASHBACK 21 99 1 
MORPH CO 32 17.99 ♦fQftHUA ONE GRAND PftlX 12 99 I 
PINUILFWTASESCDJB 19.99 FRONTIER ELITE (I 19.99 1 
R060C0D CO 32 17 99 ♦GAUNTLET 3 7.99 1 
SLEEPWALKERC032 1999 goal 19 99 

•TFX CO 32 23-99 ♦G0L0 OF THE AZTECS 7.99 I 
•Z00L CO 32! 17.99 GRAHAM GOOCH CRICKET 17.99 • 

ALIEN 3 18.99 • MAM G50CH SECOND'HiNS 14,99 
AIR BUCKS 1 ?(A1200) 23 99 GUNSHIP20QQ 19 99 5 

♦AIR SUPPORT 10.99 ♦HARLEQUIN 7.99 1 
ALFRED CHICKEN 16 99 •HERO QUEST 2 16 99 
ALIEN BREED ? (A1200) 19 99 HIRED GUNS 13.99 1 
AMOS PROFESSIONAL 32.99 ♦HISTORYLINE 21.99 * 

kAPOCALYPSE 16.99 ♦HUMANS 16 99 
♦A0UATIC GAMES 7.99 ♦HUMANS DATA DISK 9.99 ii 
♦ARCHER MACLEANS TOOL 15.99 •HUMANS 2 16 99 
•AT AC 22.99' INDY JONES FATtOF ATLANTIS 24.99 

AV8B HARRIER 19.99; ♦INDY HEAT 5.99 
•BATMAN RETURNS 16.99 SHAR (At200) 16.99 

BATTLE ISLE 93 15.99 ISHAR 2 17,99 
BLADE OF DESTINY 25.99 ♦JIMMY WHITES SNOOKER 16.99 
BLASTAR 15.99 •JURASSIC PARK 16 99 

•BLOB 15.99 •K-240 CALL 
BODY BLOWS 15.99 •KINGS QUEST 6 28.99 

•BODY BLOWS GALACTIC 17.99 LEMMINGS 2 17 99 
BOBS BAD DAY 16.99 •LEGACY OF S0RA5IL 16 99 

•BRUTAL FOOTBALL 16.99 LINKS-tne challenge 12.99 
•CASTLES 2 (A1200) 23,99 LOOM 10 99 

CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGER 93 16,99 • LORO OF THE RINGS 2! 19 99 
CHAOS ENGINE 16,99 lostvikings 20.99 

♦CHUCK ROCK 5J9 ♦LOTUS THE FINAL CHALLENGE 11 99 
♦CHUCK ROCK 2 9.99 •MAELSTROM 25 99 

CIVILIZATION 22.99 •MAGIC BOY 16 99 
CIVILIZATION (A1200) 23.99 MANIAC MANSIONS 9 99 

•COMBAT CLASSICS 2 19.99 17.99 
COMBAT AIR PATROL 18 99 • MARIO IS MISSING 19 99 

♦CONFUCT IN MIDDLE EAST 11.99 •MEAN ARENAS 16 99 
♦CREATURES 13,99 •MICRO MACHINES 16.99 

CREEPERS IS 99 ♦MICR0PR0SE GOLF 12,99 
•CYBERPUNK CAU MONKEY ISLAND 1 12 99 
•CYBERSPACE 22 99 •MONOPOLY 17,99 

DARKSEED 13.99 MORPH 15 99 
• DARKMERE 23.99 • MORTAL K0MBAT 16,99 

DESERT STRIKI 18.99 NICKY 2 16.99 
•DIGGERS (A1200) 17.99 NODDY'S BIG ADVENTURE 16 99 
•DISPOSABLE HERO 1699 1 OVERDRIVE 15.99 

DOGFIGHT 22.99 OVERKILL (A1200) 14.99 
♦000DLE6UG 7,99 ♦PACIFIC ISLANDS 9.99 

DRACULA 18.99 •PERM! LION 20,99 
DUNE 2 I B 99 21 99 
DUNGEON MASTER CHAOS 17.99 pinball fantasies mm 17,99' 
EUROPEAN CHAMPIONS 16.99 ♦PREMIER MANAGER 12.99 

•F117A NIGHTHAWK 21.99 •PREMIER MANAGER 2 15,99 

PRIME MOVER iTTin 
PROJECT X 9,99 

♦PUSHOVER 8.99 
REACH FOR THE SKIES 19,99 
R0B0CQD 8.99 

♦ROB0SP0RTS ID 99 
RULES Of ENGAGEMENT 2 20,99 

•SECOND SAMURAI 20 99 
♦SENSIBLE SOCCER 92-93 12.99 
•SIMON THE SORCERER 29 99 

SHAD0W0RLDS 12 99 
♦S3LENT SERVICE 2 1399 

SIM LIF- (A1200) 22 99 
♦SINK OR SWIM 799 

SOCCER KID 17.99 
SPACE HULK 22 99 
SPACE LEGENDS 19 99 

♦SPECIAL FORCES 9.99 
STARDUST 10.99 

•STAR TREK-NEXT GENERAT.ON 22.99 
♦SUPER TETRIS 8.99 
♦SUSP3C0US CARGO 699 

SYNDICATE 21 99 
THEATRE OF DEATH 18,99 

♦TITUS THE FOX 7 39 
1 •IHE BLUE AMD THE GREY 22 99 
♦THEIR FINEST HOUR 12 99 

1 THE PATRICIAN 19 99 
THE RYDER CUP (MW) 16.99 

•TORNADO 23.99 
•TRACKSUIT MANAGER 94 17.99 
♦TR0DDLERS 8.99 
•TWILIGHT 2000 24.99 
•UNIVERSAL MONSTERS 15 99 
•ULTIMATE PINBALL QUEST 2D.99 

‘i ♦ULTIMA V 7.99 
•UMS COMPILATION 32.99 

1 URI0IUM2 16.99 
♦VOLOIFtEO 6.99 

WALKER 17.99 
WAR IN THE GULF 19.99 

♦WIZKIO 7.99 
•wizmiz 20,99 
•WHEN 2 WORLDS WAR 22 99 
♦W0LFCHIL0 7.99 
I WORLDS OF LEGEND 16.99 

Y0U0E1 15,99 
•XMAS LEMMINGS 14.99 
♦Z00L 12.99 
•Z00L 2 18.99 

JOYSTICKS 
CHEETAH BUG 10.99 
MAVERICK 10 99 

; ZIPSTICK 10,99 
All ftcffli art tubjKt to availability 

Port and packing: UK = 7S| 

Prfe« tan bt subject to change. I b 0E, 

item 2nd Clasa; £1 SO per item bt Class; £Z00 per item 1 it O&ss Recorded. 
= £1.00 per Hem; NtwvE.EC - £6 00 per Hem; 

£5.75 per item; Swift Air Non £1,C = £9,00 per item 

V/SA 

Swift Air E£C 
| Next Day Courier = £5,00 pwforiHgnrrierit (Up to Stog. Defrverks Mcrn-Ffi Onl>‘) 

Titles marked with a*may not be released at time of going to press 
Please telephone for avalabCty and a ful copy of our terms and condition! 

Titles marked with j+ are available at the prke shown while stocks last. 

OPEN AMPKMM-SATURDAY 
NAME 

ADDRESS u 

POSTCODE 
ITEM 
ITEM 
ITEM 

PHONE 

(Please imScate whether you require Disk or CD-ROM) 

Visa / Mastercard / Switch Number: 

PRICE 
PRICE 
PRICE 

POSTAGE 

TOTAL 

Switch Iwue No: Card Expiry Date: 

SIGNATURE: 

Make cheques payable to: 
European Computer User 
& send to: 
Units A2/A3 Edison Road 
St- Ives, Huntingdon 
CAMBS PE 17 40= 
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It 'catapults you into the world of professional, CD-quality stereo audio.’ 

At least, that's what Blue Ribbon would have you believe. Andy Nuttall 

finds out what The One-Stop’s really got to offer. 

THE AMIGA HAS long been cry¬ 

ing out for 16-bii sound capability. At its 

launch, 8-bit sound with sampling was 

unheard of in home computers. And in 

the last couple of years pressure has been 

put on Commodore to introduce 16-bit 

sound as standard on Amiga*, to keep 

them one step ahead of the competition. 

Even with the new AGA machines 

Commodore have remained with the 

proven 8-bit engine, so it's up to third-parry 

manufacturers to come up with the goods. 

Based around E-Mu Systems' Proteus 1 

MIDI sound module. Blue Ribbon's One- 

Stop Music Shop promises to be the 

Messiah for the Amiga faithful. Certainly, 

it's got the technical spec to make it a win¬ 

ner * 4Mb of 16-bit sampled sounds in 

ROM, MIDI compatibility, link for MIDI 

sequencers and a built-in MIDI interface. 

The 4Mb of ROM on the One-Stop 

card contains over 210 sampled sounds 

and waveforms, from which you build up 

and synthesise your own sounds. When you 

first load up the On#Stop Editor* the sounds 

are arranged into 128 different presets, 

and 64 drum maps - effectively 64 separate 

drum kits. 

One-Stop is obviously aimed at the 

novice synthesist, because the layout of the 

editor is simple and intuitive. It Jays all the 

Now the Amiga can 

compete with top 
professional record¬ 

ing equipment thanks 

to the One-Stop 

Music Shop peck age. 

elements of each sound out as a simple 

schematic diagram, with boxes represent¬ 

ing operators such as LFOs and 

modulators, and arrows linking them all 

together. Of course, many recent synths 

use similar graphics, but One-Stop has the 

advantage of a hill Amiga screen to display 

everything clearly. 

Each sound can be made from up to 

two separate samples, arranged as Primary 

and Secondary instruments, chosen from 

the list of 210, When you play this sound, 

both instruments will be heard simultane¬ 

ously* the volume of each depending on 

the position of a slider called a Cross 

Fader, For example; if you warn to create a 

harsh bass sound, you might select a Slap 

Bass preset as vour Primary Instrument. To 

make it more punchv you could select a 

tight Kick Drum sound as your Secondary, 

and make it. say, half the volume of the 

Primary. When played, the Rick Drum and 

Slap Bass will be played simultaneously, 

hopefully creating the sound you require. 

As you might expect, there are plenty 

of functions provided to alter your sound- 

A separate ADSR function for each instru¬ 

ment enables you to alter the Attack, 

Decay. Sustain and Release comp men is of 

your sounds; while three modulation 

sources control howr the sound is played. 

Two LFOs (Low-Frequency' Oscillators) 

provide familiar effects such as vibrato and 

tremolo, while an Auxiliary Envelope func¬ 

tion means you can add cross-fade, pitch 

bend and other effects to your sound. 

Also, if you're controlling One-Stop 

from an external MIDI keyboard, you can 

set up each sound to play differently 

depending on how hard you strike the key¬ 

board, and the position of the pilch and 

modulation wheels. One-Slop also enables 

you to control elements of your sound 

using up to three foo twitches, Phew! 

When you plug One-Stop into your 

MIDI setup, you get a fully-functional 

sound module, with 32-voice multi-timbraL 

ity. That means you can assign a different 

sound to each of the 16 MIDI channels 

supported by One-Slop, and play them all 

simultaneously - in stereo, 

*Ah, but whal if I use my Amiga as a 

MIDI sequencer?" you say. Fortunately that 

doesn't stop you from using One-Slop's 

ONE-STOP NEPOTISM 
Understandably, Blue Ribbon have made 
The One-Stop Music Shop compatible 
with all their musk software and hard¬ 
ware. Given that their other products 
are among the best on the Amiga any¬ 
way, this isn’t really a problem. On the 
contrary, it makes Amiga composition a 
lot simpler to leam and do. 

On the One-Stop disk are several 
tools and accessories which can be 
dragged into the relevant drawers on 
your Bars & Pipes Profession*! 2 disk. 
Then you can simply use the 
SoundEnglne In and Out tools instead of 
the MIDI In and Out tools on the main 
sequencing screen. All MIDI information 
coming from the SoundEngine tracks is 
directed to the One-Stop card using 
System Exclusive (SysEx) data. 

Similarly, accessories are provided 
for connection to Blue Ribbon's 
Super JAM! auto-composition package 
(which you'll find on a disk stuck to the 
front of this very magazine). Super JAM! 
composes music for you, following 
certain musical guidelines you give it 
for different styles - Jazz, Soul Rod, 
and so on, Instead of using Amiga inter¬ 
nal sounds, it plays the One-Stop's 
16-blt samples instead - with some 
amazing results. 

One-Stop sounds can be sequenced directly 
from Iters A Pipes Professionst 2, avoiding 

the need for a separate sequencer. 

You can even edit sounds from within BAP 
Pro 2 ns welll 

Horkitirstfipts Profmionii/ExawU^nsiflfwiEV sang.sonq 
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sounds. If you happen to he using Ban & 

i Professional 2* Blue Ribbon's MIDI 

sequencer (reviewed ARfk FG90%), then 

using One-Stop sounds alongside MIDI 

notes is simple (see box below), if you're 

using another sequencer, then you can 

simply connect the MIDI Out from your 

MIDI interface to the MIDI In pon of One- 

Stop* and bingo! You can play your 

synthesised sounds. There’s a program 

called Lo&pBack on the One-Stop disk 

which you run before loading your 

sequencer - this tells One-Stop to expect 

MIDI information from your interface. 

H seems as though Blue Ribbon have 

thought of everything. Their programs 

have always used similar interfaces, and 

they are designed to be compatible with 

each other - but One-Stop is possibly their 

most important package yet. 

The sound capabilities answer the 

prayers of all Amiga musicians; clean, crisp 

samples, which are easily configurable into 

the sounds you want; software winch is 

simple to use for the novice, Hm has 

enough features for the hardened mu so. 

Then, a built-in MIDI interface, giving you 

16 MIDI channels. 

Each button calls up 

an editing window. 

These will be familiar 

to synth veterans, 

but newcomers may 

take a short while to 

understand them - 

the manual doesn't 

provide much basic 

information.. 

As well as controlling 

the One-Stop card, 

the Editor enables 

you to set the system 

to be controlled from 

external MIDI equip¬ 

ment - keyboards and 

foot pedals. 

Incidentally, Blue Ribbon also manu¬ 

facture a MIDI interface called Triple Flay 

Fhis. which gives you 48 MIDI channels, so 

combined with One-Stop you get 64 chan- 

riels - incredibly powerful stuff. 

The One-Stop Music Shop brings the 

Amiga into coni petition with top profes¬ 

sional recording equipment; equalling or 

improving anything other machines have to 

offer. With Blue Ribbon promising further 

Music Shops, including one based on the 

amazing Kurzweil sampling keyboards, the 

Amiga's sound actually matches the excel¬ 

lence of Amiga video. AH we need now is 

for Commodore to include it as standard in 

their next generation of machines. 

li^juLa OtMIflA. 
mmm, 
■flltllMI 

vuj Eiij 
£•:!■, m 
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Blue Ribbon * Super JAM? 

can uf* On#-Stop's voices 

instead of th# Amiga's 

internal sounds. You know 

what Super JAM? does - It's 

on this Issue's Coverdiskf 

92% 

VERDICT 

“ Stunning 16-bit 

hardware, based on 

proven professional 

technology, with good 

software. A combina¬ 

tion which Amiga users 

Have, until now, only 

dreamed of - and now 

they're one step ahead 

of the competition. m 

ONE STOP 
MUSIC SHOP 

a. 

DESCRIPTION 
16-bit sound card 

MANUFACTURER 
Blue Ribbon Soundworks Ltd 

DISTRIBUTOR 
Meridian Distribution 
081-543 3500 

PRICE 
£ 499,95 

RELEASE 
Available now 

SPEED • • • • 
The patches take 30 seconds to down¬ 
load when you switch one. but after 
that it‘s alt speedy. 

MANUAL ••• 
A bit thin on the page count* but it 
serves its purpose. Could do with 

more synthesis theory- 

ACCESSIBILITY tttti 
Easy to install and get going, highly 
configurable and compatible with all 
software tested, 

FEATURES 
Selected sounds from all four Proteus 
sound modules, and software is pow¬ 
erful enough to drive if all. 

VALUE •••• 
Less than the price of one Proteus 
module. Doesn’t have all the sounds, 
but incredible value anyway. 



■HlSe Work Centres 

MANUFACTURERS, SUPPLIERS 
OF COMPUTER CABLES, 
PERIPHERALS AND ACCESSORIES 

DUST COVI 
MOUSE HO0 

MOUSE PA BRITISH 
MADE 

JOYSTICK/MOUSE " 
CABLE SET 

A500 & A1200 ONLY THESE WORK CENTRES ARE AVAILABLE 
FROM THE FOLLOWING INDEPENDENT DEALERS 

CONNECTIONS 
LTD 

AMIGA 

ABgPDFFh HfkBURN SOFTWARE C??4?nB66 GREAT YARMOUTH THE MICRO SHOP 4N91H2W7 
ACCflllWTM PV COMPUTERS KS4 2353*5 Halifax M COMPUTER STORE Wi 36947? 
ALFRfTON CORDON HARWOOCS 0773 8367(1 HERTFOflO COMPUTER MALL 0997 M3606 
ALffl'iVJHAM micro rm 06i mvm HUDOERSWU The COMPUTER STORE 046*51*405 
SAftSSLfv MICRO FUN 0326 »7«3 HULL THE COMPUTER STORf 0*62 25536 
BARNS the computer sn»i omnmt HULL i£*AMDRflOWS WORLD '3482 24*8: 
WOW® COMPUTER WALL 'rs?n IPSWICH MTS «M0 BYTES 64?3 2TIW! 
BRADFORD M COMPUTER STOW ©7*7320** NWH COMPUTER W73 21 ASM 

knowledge non »i 796 XMO ltm THE COMPUTER STORE 053? 
BIRMINGHAM MR DISK 021 H3 6222 wcssm SMArS 0531 Miras 
BRIGHT DU ECS van M63«3 L£WH3N-GEA PLATINUM PC 0702 47106? 
BRISTOL PfRSWC COMPUTERS LONDON IHOKTOty 0A1AGEM 071 60« 062* 
CANTERBURY COMPUTER WORLD ©?7 T«7fl( LOROON (SOUTHGATEj the logcshop 061 U21553 
CARDIFF COMPUTER SUPER CENTRE 4273 390736 LDUCWBOROUGH computabase 0509210056 
CHISHUNT THE LOGIC SHOP ■HSZ&JJ&M LOWESTOfT FI RETURN 0502 512416 
CHCSTEKICLD MICRO Fun OM* 550202 MAlBSTDNE compute ft world 0623*77115 
dMNTRn K-SOP 0203 S5522S MAIL ORDER SPECIAL RFSER^ 0279MO7O* 

THE COMPUTER STORE 03253*^0*6 W&4l0 MMfiftLD COMPUTERS 0623 6&35I2 
DC Rif THE COMPUTER S!0*E 4332202460 IMMSFCLO T* COMPUTER STORE 0623 66171« 
OONCASTtK ThJ COMPUTER STORE 0302326260 

*
 MOTOfUiURE 066* 

OUNSlABLi computer Mall DM2 *7STJr WDDLES80IROU&H t« computer sick 06*2 262509 

V.IL5DN KEYNES SOFT-LY IW* ftTl'ftlll STEVENAGE THE LOGIC SHOP £438 354449 
NEWCASTLE UNDER'LYMt COMPUTER HOUSE STNfQTS COMPUTER MALL 04M4711T7 
NORTHAMPTON RQRTihAMTS COMPUTERS rmtm m«* STOCKTON TH| COMPUTER STORE G94?«TKSfl 
NCRWFCH ONE StEP BEtOkD iHHllftlH STOCKTON T0R40FT 46*2870503 
NCRWC* SOFTWARE EMPORIUM <«fllil)W STQWMAHKET fi mwm W*4 77QI11 
Norwich VtfUIG COMPUTERS SWANSEA MiTAON COMPUTERS O'97 £4(66* 
NCTtMGhAU LONG EATON: SOFTWARE lUtT2t7i| SWANSEA MERTEC COMPUTERS p*C 07*24679*0 
NCT":Whav the computer store (*»-: UCKFCLO BYTES N PCS 0825 769103 
O.DHAM HOME AND BUSINESS fM in ikw WAKEFIELD MICRO FUN 092* 20tt2tt 
PtlERBDRQUGH THE LOGIC SHOP if? p i uim WAKEFIELD TH| COMPUTER STCfflE 092* 293159 
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Crazy Christmas Offers from BCS 
DISKS! DISKS! DISKS! 

100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 
PiUS FREE DISK LABELS 

50 3.5* DS/DD. ..£21.99 
100 3.5* DS/DD. .£35.99 
150 3.5* DS/DD. .£55.99 
200 3.5* DS/DD. .£66.99 
300 3.5" DS/DD. .£99.99 
400 3.5* DS/DD. .£132.99 
500 3.5" DS/DD. .£159.99 

All prices include VAT/free labels 

REMEMBER, THESE PRICES INCLUDE FREE DELIVERY 

★ PACK 1 * 
NEW Amiga CD32 
Oscar & Diggers 

ONLY 
„£278,99 

★ PACK 4 * 
NEW At 200 Desktop Dynamite Pack + 85Mb 

Hard Drive Microswitch Joystick & Dust Cover 

ONLY £515,99 

COMMODORE 1084S COLOUR 
MONITOR + LEAD + DUST COVER 

£179.99 
s- ^ 

( PANASONIC 2123 COLOUR 

PRINTER + WORDWORTH S/W 

£215.99 
_4 

PRINTER RIBBONS 
PRINTER BLACK COLOUR 

BRANDED COMP BRANDED 

Citizen 120D £3.40 £2.70 M/A 

Citizen Swift 9 £3,40 £2 70 £15.30 
Citizen Swift 24/24E/224 £4 7C £2 70 £15.30 

Panasonic 1124 £8 50 £3 58 N/A 

Star LC-10 £4 47 £3 06 £6.70 

Star LC-20 £4 47 £3 06 N/A 

8ar LC200 £611 £4 70 £12.30 

Star LC24 10/15 £5 58 £3.53 N/A 

Star LC24-2O0 £5.58 £3,53 £13.25 

Call for prices on any ribbon 

ADD £1.50 P+P 

DUST COVERS 
A5Q0.. ..£3.50 
A600 . . £3 50 
STAR LC200. .£3.50 
STAR IC-24 200. ... ...£3.50 
CITIZEN 9.. ... .£3.50 
CITIZEN 24. .£3.50 
PHILIPS MKl/ll. ..£3.50 
ATARI. ..£350 

ADD £1.50 P+P 

DISKS + 100 CAP BOXES 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 

PLUS FREE DISK LABELS 
50 3.5* DS/DD + 100 cap box.£25.99 

100 3.5* DS/DD + 100 cap box..£39 99 
150 3.5* DS/DD + 100 cap box.£58 99 
200 3.5* DS/DD + 2 x 100 cap boxes.£75.99 
300 3.5* DS/DD + 3 x 100 cap boxes.£110.99 
400 3.5'DS/DD+ 4x100 cap boxes.£147 99 
500 3.5" DS/DD+ 5x100 cap boxes.£179.99 

Alt prices include VAT/free labels 
REMEMBER THESE PRICES INCLUDE 

FREE DELIVERY 

* PACK 2 ★ 
NEW A120G Desktop Dynamite Pack, Includes 

A1200, Deluxe Paint IV AGA, Dennis, Wordworth 

AG A, Oscar, Digita Print Manager+ FREE Micros witch 

Joystick and Dust Cover 

_£325.99_x 

' NEW! NEW! NEW! 

A1200 4Mb Blizzard Board £179.95 
Blizzard 1230 Turbo Board £QAA OjE 

68030 40 Mhz 
4Mb RAM for 1230 Turbo £179,95 

' A1200 EXTERNAL 
HARD DRIVES 

OVERDRIVE 130Mb HD £239.99 

OVERDRIVE 170Mb HD £284.99 

' MICROVITEC14" ' 
Colour Multisync monitor. 

ONLY £399.99 

' WORD PROCESSING 
SOFTWARE 

PENPAL £29.95 
FINAL COPY II £57.95 

NEW FINAL WRITER £94.95 
"n_t 

" INKJET CARTRIDGES 
& REFILLS 

HP Deskjet Black Ink Cartridge..  .£17 50 
HP DeskJet BJack Dual Capacity Ink Cartridge.. .£27 47 

HP DeskJet 500C Colour Ink Cartridge.£29.37 
Canon BJ1 De/ex Black InkCartndge . £16 99 
Black Twin Refill Kit....    ____£14.98 

Colour Twin Refill Kit(3 cote)       £29 85 

500C Colour Refill Kit......£14,98 
Amiga Colour Separation Software... ..£39,95 

Canon BJ00 Cart (BJ02)...,.. £19 99 

APP £1JO P^P 

( HIGH DENSITY 3.5" DISKS 
60p each, 100 for £61 

inc labels and postage 

DISKS + 80 CAP BANX BOXES 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 

PLUS FREE LABELS 
50 3 5* DS/DD + 80 Cap Banx Box.£32 99 

100 3.5‘ DS/DD + 80 Cap Banx Box. .£45.99 
150 3.5* DS/DD + 2 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes. ..£74 99 

200 3 S* DS/DD + 2 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes. £89.99 

300 3.5' DS/DD + 4 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes £110.99 
400 3,5" DS/DD + 5 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes. ,£145.49 

500 3.5" DS/DD + 6 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes £235.99 

At!prices include VAT/free labels 
REMEMBER, THESE PRICES INCLUDE 

^_ FREE DELIVERY 

★ PACK 3 * 
NEW A1200 8tS PACK 

Includes At200 + Nigel Mansells Grand Frix AGA 

Trolls AGA + FREE Microswitch and Dust Cover 

£279.99 

BCS EXTRAS PACK 
includes Microswitehed joystick, dust cover, mouse 

mat 10 3.5" DS/DD Disks, Disk Box. Cleaning Kit. 

ONLY £20.00 
Available only when purchasing Amiga machines j 

LIMITED OFFER 
Nigel Mansell’s Grand Frix AGA version + Trolls 

AGA version 

Only £24.99 (incl P+P) 

( ACCESSORIES/JOYSTICKS 
1000 Coloured Labels. £8 00 
1000 Tractor Labels (White).  £10.00 
Mouse Mai . £2.75 
Mouse Holder.  £2,50 
14M Monitor Stand.   £10.00 
Printer Stand.£6.00 
3,5“ Cleaning Kit.,....,.  .,.£2,75 
Printer Ribbons. £CALL 

Parallel Lead ..£8 00 
lipstick...      £11.50 
QS Python HIM.£9 50 
Amiga Mouse.     £15-95 
Joystick Extension Lead...  £6.95 

DISK BOXES 
3 5- locap £1 DO 
3.5* 40 Cap.......£410 
3 y 100 Cap. £4 50 
3,5* 150 Cap Posso Box  ...£16.50 
3.5* 80 Cap Banx Box.....,...£1099 
5 25* 10 Cap Box..   ,...£110 
5 25* 50 Cap Box. ..    £5.10 
5 25- 100 Cap Box.....    ...,£S,90 

^5 £5* 70 Cap Posso Box  ...£16 50 

INKJET PRINTERS 
Canon BJ10SX..£219.99 
Canon BJ900 Mono .,....£399 95 
Canon 8J230 Mono. £374.99 
Canon 8JC 600.£57599 
HP 510 Mono ...£284 95 
HP 550 Colour.£53999 

Established new for ever 4 years BCS has thousands of satisfied customers throughout the UK, Cumc and sec our new showroom in Brighton. We 
also stock Amiga, Atari, PC, Sega A Nintendo hardware and software. We also operate a Sega game rental scheme. Don't delay, Call BCS today 

ORDER HOTLINE: Tel:0973 506969 Fax:0973 551477 
Send cheques /postal orders to: 

BCS Ltd., 995 Ditchlfng Road, Brighton, East Sussex BN1 6JH 
_ Add £4 p&p unless stated. Add £10 next day. All prices include VAT. 

All often subject to availability. EAOI. Cheques will be held for clearance. 

if Accost Licensed credit brokers for Lombard Tricity Finance Ltd. L_ 
I A. m SHOP PRICES AND PACKS MAY VARY F’Lk 



COMPUTERS UPGRADES SOFTWARE 
AMIGA A400/040 

The flagship of the Commodore 
Amiga range. Based around the 

68040 processor. Comes with Hard 
Drive, 2+4 BAM and UJB3. 

85Mb version £1899 

120Mb version £ 1919 

170Mb version £1939 

250Mb version £1979 

340Mb version £2069 

426 Mb version £2149 

AMIGA A4000/030 
The same specifications as it's big 
brother but designed around the 

EC68030 processor. Comes with a 

Hard Drive, 1 +1 RAM ond UI83. 

(FOR 2+2 ADD £69) 

85Mb version £899 

120Mb version £969 

170Mb version £999 

220Mb version £1015 

256Mb version £1039 

340Mb version £1099 

426 Mb version £1199 

HAVE A SECONDARY HARD 
DRIVE FITTED RT THE SAM€ TIME 

AS PURCHASING YOUR A4000 

Finding that your 04000/030 isn't quite 
man enough for your present projects? 

Never Fear Software Demon is here. 

68040 CPU, MMU, 
40MHz FPU, 040 PANEL 

PHOTON £699 

50MHz CLOCK SPEED, 

50MHz FPU, MMU 

H€LIFIR€ £299 

MATHS CO-PftO (PtCC) 

33MHz 68882 (1DJQI CftVSTflL) L99 
40MHz 68882 - £129 

** \ 

M6MORV 
4 

single sided SIMMS module for R4000 

1Mb ARM | £39 

4Mb RAM £149 

Our accelerators ore produced for the 

Rl&O^by GVP, o watch word in quality 

and r&fdbility. Soth boords are user 
Fittable via the trapdoor so as to 

maintain your warranty. 

GVP SCSI/RRM BOARD 

This board hos slots for up to 8Mb of 

Rom, a moths co-pro (f PU) and hos ond 

includes an SCSI interface as standard. 

GRAPHICS 

REAL 3D 2 £378.50 
ART DGPTH PRO £134.99 
MORPH PLUS £136.99 
DPAINT AGA £66.00 
DPAINT IV £59.99 
SCGNGRV ANIMRTOA 4 £54.99 
VISTAPRO 3 £44.99 
MRKG PATH £23.99 
TGRRRFORM £23.99 
SC ALA MM210 £ POA 
SCALP MM300 £ POA 

UTILITIES 

I COPV PAO £31.99 
GB ROUTG PLUS £32.99 
LRTTICG C v6.1 £259.00 
DIRGCTORV OPUS £46.50 
VIDEO BACKUP £49.95 
OUATGRBACK £47.50 
DEV PACK 3 £53.99 
VIDI AMIGA 12 £81.95 
DISTANT SUNS v4.2 £39.99 

MUSIC 

STEREO MASTER £29.99 
BARS Gt PIPES PRO £215.99 
TECHNOSOUND 2 £58.50 

UUP & DTP 

ACCELERATORS 

85Mb £899 

120Mb £129 

170Mb £149 

212Mb £189 

250Mb £229 

330Mb £299 

CD32 CONSOIC 
This machine represents the future 

of home entertainment and video 
game play. A self contained CD 
console which you can expand to a 
full CD based home computer. 

• All FOR JUST £279 • 

OMb/NOFPU £179 

4Mb/33MHz FPU £349 

SCSI CABLE KIT £44 

GVP A1230 BOARD 

This board features a 68030 processor 

os standard ond also has slots for up to 

8Mb of RAM ond o moths co-pro. 

OMb/NO FPU £269 
4Mb/40MHz FPU £439 

GVP ACCESSORIES 

33MHz 68882 FPU £69 

40MHz 68882 FPU £129 

32bit 1Mb RAM £64 

32bit 4Mb RAM £153 

UJORDUJORTH 2 £78.99 
FINAL COPV 2 £74.99 

PEN PAL £28.95 
PAGESETTGR 3 £43.99 

PRO DRAUU v3.0 £64.99 
PRO PAGE v4.0 £89.99 

GAMES 

CIVILAZATION AGA £39.00 

CIV AGA UPGHADGS £19.00 
(SGND VOUR DISK AND DETAILS) 

'ji'Dlji}}(j/jcj uyJ 
-fSZri. lzj-s. 'jjyyjx: j-.\ rj-j. (ym,j h&sj 
PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES AND P.0 PAYABLE TO “SOFTWARE DEMON Ltd.” 
PLEASE QUOTE YOUR CREDIT CARD NUMBER AND EXPIRY DATE 
ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. E&OE ALL TRADEMARKS ACKNOWLEDGED. L 



Creating stylish titles for you 

videos can really give them a 

professional touch. 

And a new program from 

innovision is designed to do 

just that, so Richard Baguley 

finds out how much of a 

starring role it can play... 

Mont ago if control I through a of 
minus at th* bottom of Hi# fcrwn, 

Montage 24 
IF YOU WANT people1 to ac tually 

watch your videos, the first thing lo do is to 

get ihem interested. This means providing 

titles that leap out of the screen and Wat 

them around the head. After all, the titles 

will probably be the first bit of your latest 

mega epic they see... 

With plenty of programs such as 

TvTtxl {AMO Covcrdisk), Sr a hi or Adamge, 

the Amiga has never been short of wavs of 

producing titles. You could even use a 

drawing program like DPainU although 

this is less flexible than a dedicated pro¬ 

gram, But there’s been one thing missing 

from all of these programs - the ability to 

produce 16-million<olour titles using the 

numerous 24-hit graphics cards available 

for the Amiga, 

Montage is designed to do exactly 

this. Although it's based around creating 

24-bit files, it can also be used on an AGA 

machine without a graphics card. But be 

warned: this program requires at least 8Mb 

of memory, and when you start creating 

large titles with complex ani¬ 

mations, you will need more. 

Montage < j n I v wc>rks 

directly with two 24-bit cards: 

the Opal Vision and the GVF 

IV-24 If you have either of 

these, you can display files 

directly from within the pro¬ 

gram, and run most of the 

various animation effects that 

come with it If you have any 

other 24-bit card (such as the 

Retina or Piccolo II), you 

have to save the tides out as 

24-bit IFF files and display them using soft¬ 

ware that comes with the card. Montage also 

works in HAM8 mode cm AGA machines, 

and the quality is nearly as giwKi as 24-bit. 

Montage only has eight fonts and it uses 

a proprietary format which means you 

can't use the Compugraphic or bitmap 

fonts which abound in the PD. Given that 

this program is designed for creating titles 

eight fonts just aren’t enough for serious or 

Tti* main image is not 

a true representation 

of the final image, 

but only a quick 

preview. 

SPACE TRAVEL 

4 {% 

Til 3 " 
m=icitns Wew 

Montage is certainly 

easy to get the hang 

of. Using the program 

for the first time, this 

title page tooit about 

10 minutes to create. 

professional use. Additional ion is are avail¬ 

able from the programmers, and a 

program which allows you to use PostScript 

fonts will txj available shortly . 

One you've created your tides. 

Montage can animate them. It's got 

nowhere near as many effects as Adoragc, 

with 13 for AGA users, 20 for Opal Vision 

cards and two for FV24 cards. The pi ay back 

is very smooth, even in super hi-res mode. 

There is also one serious hug in this ver¬ 

sion (V LO) of the program. Montage 

defaults to certain directories 

when you try u» load a new 

file. If you want a file from 

another director), it brings up 

a requester which reboots the 

machine. So, von hav e to copy 

all the files you need to the 

correct directories before 

starting die program. Tins 

brings up another irritating 

aspect of the program - 

Xfoutage turns oil multitask¬ 

ing. thiLs von can't run other 

programs at ihc same tune. 

This program occupies a curio its mid¬ 

dle ground. It has fewer animation effects 

than Adorage (which will soon support AGA 

modes), but it can work in lb million 

colours. You can't do any more with it than 

you can with AdPro, ImageFX and some 

ARexx scripts, both of which support 

Compugraphic Fonts. But it’s faster to pro¬ 

duce titles using Montage, so if speed is vital 

to you it may be worth the high price. O 

W 

Titling and graphics software 

MANUFACTURER 
InnoVision Technology 

DISTRIBUTOR 
Meridian 081-543 3500 

PRICE 
£329.95 

RELEASE 
Out now 

SPEED ••• 
Even on a fast machine, it takes a 
long time to render both the images 
and the fonts. 

MANUAL 
Extremely good, with plenty of 
examples to work through, and all of 
the technical Info on the program. 

ACCESSIBILITY • • * 
It's certainly easy to use, despite Its 
quirks. Support for more graphics 
cards would have been good. 

FEATURES • I 
Lack of support for Compugraphic 
fonts is unacceptable. PostScript 
fonts require an extra program. 

VALUE • • 
For this price, you could get hold of a 
copy of AdPro and ProControt and 
Still have some change, 

VERDICT 

** Useful for producing 

large numbers of 

24-bit titles quickly, 

but the lack of sup¬ 

port for Compugraphic 

fonts and the way 

Montage turns off 

multitasking make it 

less of a realistic 

option. Perhaps the 

next version... m 

68% 



...And Nick veitch gives 

you the lowdown on 

CVP's new runner in the 

A1200 ram and SCSI 

expansion stakes. 

IF THERE IS urn- thing I hat 

A1200 owners leam early it is that 

there is only one trapdoor slot. This 

means that whatever you decide to 

add to your A1200, von arc stuck 

with it. There may be wacky 

American companies working on a 

trapdoor doubling board, but even if 

one docs appear it will require some 

inventive expansion through your 

desk to use more than one card. 

The Miliitton is to get everything 

on one card, and that is what GVP 

are attempting 10 do in the shape of 

the SCSI 4 RAM board. As well as a 

fairly hefty RAM expansion, it also 

features a through port of sorts 

which is actually a SCSI interface. 

There are many SCSI devices avail¬ 

able, although the most common use 

for SCSI is ns a hard disk controller. 

The port is controlled by a cus¬ 

tom VLSI (Very Large Scale 

Integration) chip, designed and pro¬ 

duced by GVP. Manufacturing 

custom chips of this complexity is 

want a quicker 

Amiga, then adding Fast 

memory could speed 

things up, as Richard 

Baguley explains... 

ALTHOUGH THE A1200 
is by no means a slow machine, there 

are times when some people need, 

nr ev en crave, more speed. If you are 

one of these speed-hungry users, 

then you could welt be interested in 

Lhe latest RAM expansion offering 

from Power Computing - the 

PCH208 which can hold up to 8Mb of 

memory and an FPU running at up 

to 50MHz. 

Adding this son of Fast memory 

to your A1200 will certainly speed 

things up, because the Central 

Processing Unit and custom chips 

won’t have to fight For access to the 

Chip memory. 

.All of the memory on the 

PCI208 is 32-bit Fast memory, which 

increases the speed more than twice 

(by 2.19 limes to be precise). 

Whether this will double the speed 

of your programs is another ques¬ 

tion, but if a program is written to 

use Fast memory, it will certainly run 

faster with this card fitted. 

PCI208 Memory 
EXPANSION 

Th* PC 1208 give* 

you mere Fast 

memory and an 

FPU running a tup 

to 50MW*. 

Power Computing 

0234 843383 

PRICE 
£264.95 (4Mb, 20 MHz FPU) 
£465.95 (8Mb, 20 MHz FPU) 

The PC 1208 lakes its memory in 

a single SIMM slot on lhe bottom of 

the card, so if you warn to upgrade 

your card from 2Mb. or 4Mb. to 8Mb 

you’ll need to replace the existing 

SIMM. Fortunately there is an easy 

solution to replacing the existing 

SIMM because Power are planning 

to part-exchange SIMMs, although 

prices have not yet been fixed. Other 

companies offer similar schemes. 

The card can also hold a maths 

coprocessor (either a PGA or PLCC 

type) so there shouldn’t be any prob¬ 

lem getting hold of an Floating Point 

Unit, but if the FPU is running at a 

diHerein speed to the CPU, you'll 

need a crystal, which plugs into the 

other socket. 

The PC 1208 Memory Expansion 

is a very well-constructed card, with a 

clean design and at a good price, 1 

would have liked to have seen 

another SIMM socket, but this isn’t a 

real problem, because most dealers 

offer part exchange deals on SIMMs, 

so upgrading should not present you 

with loti many difficulties. C? 

RELEASE 
Out now 

VERDICT 

* A well-designed RAM 

card at a good price. 

Two SIMM slots would 

have been better. ** 

SCSI + RAM 

Th# SCSI + RAM can incxeax* the speed of a standard A1200 substantially. But If you 

want to get the most out of th* SCSI port you'll need to buy in adaptor. 

not a simple task, ami it is also 

expensive, therefore the develop¬ 

ment of such components by GVP 

would imply that they will continue 

to develop hardware expansions for 

the Al2tK). 

The Fasi RAM installed on the 

card will speed up your Amiga on its 

own, simply because all sorts of data 

caches can be set up in areas of 

menu>rv which are exclusively 

accessed by the CPU. Coupled with 

the optional 6KK82 FPU tins gives a 

speed increase of 2.19 times that of 

..lard Al’JtMi. Nm bad. 

Memory expansion can run up 

to 32Mb on the card, using GVP’s 

own 16Mb SIMM modules. SIMMs 

ran even l>e mixed, as long as the 

16Mb one occupies the first slot (and 

you make sure you have set up she 

jumpers correctly). 

The SCSI + RAM is impressive, 

but expensive, especially because you 

have to huy an adaptor to make the 

SCSI port in any way usef ul. © 

VERDICT 

** Impressive, but the 

SCSI interface really 
should have a more 

standard connector. ** 



WORLD 
HGVP CLASS 

PERIPHERALS 
VIDEO GENLOCK 

FOR ALL AMICAS 

1 i - N 

i r i 1 i} I i | 
1 f Cior* 

Iris 
i 

NEW! - 50mhz A1200 
ACCELERATOR + FEATURE CONNECTOR 

24-BIT GRAPHICS CARD ACCELERATORS 
FOR AMIGA 1200 

68030ec - 40whi 

RAM/FPU UPGRADE 

quality Amiga 
genlock, from 
GVP, has an 
intuition-based software control panel 
with full ARexx and command line 
interfaces. Easy to use the G-Lock 
genlock features many sophisticated 
attributes among which are: 
• Two Composite Video inputs or 

S-Video (Y/C) input 

m Simultaneous Composite & 

S-Video and RGB Output 

m Video Processor ' Heat Time 

Software Controt of Video 

Attributes (Sharpness. Gain. 

Brightness etc) 

• ARexx Compatible 

• Works with Flicker 

m Multiple Keyer Modes I £299 
» Full Audio Support 1 ~ w ““ 

ACCELERATOR - Th* &BG3GEC processor Of! A1230 
Turbo upgrades IHfl normal Amiga 1200 processor <CPU| 
Tlw ns# version It nearly nme lanes (he speed of Iho 
G80?0 id Mfmrlnnj A12006 

32-0IT RAM - Tlw A1230 Turbo un have up to 32Mb d 
high »peetj M-bn 3AM 

MATHS CO-RROCESSOft ■ Tbi A1230 Turbo can be 
Hied wtfh ■ maths co-processor 

• WMtf prmmefir rumnJhp 

* £uy Fmrng Tttpdcof Ejtpmmon ■ 
Doaan'JY^tYmjr Warranty 

* Up to 12tte at JJ'ftrt AAM 

- ' --- MB' 

h. ruw no TnT 
; ACCELERATOR * ALII CAW I OPTIONAL FPU 

£249 
i«* HAM 90 i RPr S^~ RAM (hi 

£379 €499 

68030 - 50mhi 

RAM/FPU + FEATURE CONNECTOR 
The new GVP AJ23Q-II is m most wtvancea 
accelerator for the AT 200 yel 

• SQMHtmZO 

• Built-in Memory Management 

• Optional SOmhz FPU 

• Up to 32Mb 32-bit RAM 

• Unique Feature Connector 
The new AT230-11 has a custom feature 

connector which allows a whole rang® of stale- 
of-the-ari Amiga peripherals lo bo attached 

The first of these is a SCSI interface called ihe 
A1291. and is GVP s faslesl SCSI controller yet 
It features: 

• DMA SCSI Design 

• Faaast ROM Controller 

• High Speed. Unique DPRC 
Technology for Direct HD to 
Memory Transfer 

*m HAM T*m* KU l&jATQif 

£379 £579 £79 

FOR A1M0/A2000/A3000/A4000 
EGS Spectrum is the 
answer to art your 24- 
h* graphes card 
requrements It is a 
high performance, 
hsgh resolution 24 on 
board that wib ta*e 
any Attwi 1500. 

2000. 3000 or 4000 beyond AGA‘ Bui toe hardware 
s ontfy hall of the fNCture Without quality software 
wor investment wii be wasted Not only does 
GVF$ own award Winning graphics appheabon 
imageFx My sW EGS Spectrum, but also, 
using a Worfcench dnver. nearly an existing Amiga 
Workbench compabbte applications wilt abso work 
on and support the EGS Spectrum system 

• iW or 2m, of On-board Memory 
• On board Hardware BUTTER 
• Future Re-t&rgetabie Graphics Support 
• Zorro ft or Zorro tit Aulosensiog 
• Scan Rates up to AW 
• 80.000.000 Pixels/sec Pixel Display 

Speed (6-bit) 
• Programmable Display Resolution 

3?0i20O to l&Xtx 1280 
a Supports Data Transfer Rates up to 

IZmVsec on Zorro Iff Systems 

EGS SPECTRUM 
litoRAM 

NEW! 
£349 

2u» RAM 

NEW! 
£399 

HARD DRIVE CARD 
FOR A1500 /A2000 /A3000 /A4000 

MkJLi 

A FULLY 

FEATURED 

SCSI 
tmStFACi 

FOR 44000s 

The HC8+ Is a high speed 
hard drive & RAM card 
which can also be used to 
increase your Amiga's RAM 
by up to 8Mb RAM. 

• High Speed DMA SCSI Controller Can 

Handle upto ? Devices 

• Ultra Fast Access SCSI Hard Drive 

Option - See Below 

• Supplied Unpopulated the HC8+ can 

be Upgrade to Give You up to 8m of 

FAST RAM - See Below for Details 

• Direct Memory Access Style Design 

for Top Speed Transfer 

HC8+ HARO DRIVE CARD 

0»b HD 42ut> HD 1 SOucHD 120 mb HD 

£129 
sws 

£199 
*cv*i w*'* J 

£299 
rC MT ■ VF'B 

s»a 

£399 
KM'MW 

RAM UPGRADE CARDS 
GVP HC0+ INCLUDES 0 SIMM SOCKETS FOR EAST 

INSTALLATION OF FAST RAM THE HC0+ WILL 
ACCEPT 2,4. 6 or 0w* USING 2. A. 6 or 0 SIMMS 

1Mb SIMM £35 PER SIMM 
INC VAT . MEMmt 

8-BIT SOUND SAMPLER 
FOR ALL AMIGAS 

I — 

I 

NEW! 
Capture sound from an external 
source and play it back in 
stereo or mono on your Amiga 
The latest version of GVP s 

- Digital Sound Studio 
l t (DSS8+) enables you to 
j,* ^ create audio effects far use 
** ^ in games or jingles 

• He* Style High impitt. Ow FWr-Cirfojiwte Cttlifj 
• Sfmttmmtttty Holds op to 31 Sound Simplej m Memory 
m R*»l-timt Ousttoicoftt. 

Sptdntm AttaSytn, itfw 4 
RevifterwUon 

e AFtXX CompMUttr 
• Microphone Input 
• MOD hie & MID! CompiUblt 

a fftrr Simple* Dirt 

SCSI/RAM EXPANSION 
FOR THE AMIGA 1200 

I 

DSS8+ 

WC VAT - UUS t. 

ACCELERATORS 
FOR AMIGA 1500 4 2000 
ErAcrrl gvp at » ^ * 
|rwjlJ| A1SOOA2000 

32bft 

030 40MHf 030 33 mhz 

Spawd MIPS.- 12.1 90 
PrDi:ni.nr E5555F7T fcaoZo 

CfrPnj. 686S2 
uwiurted 

In 66040 
processor 

&d Mam 4Mb 
Mai jj-bit RAJM 1 6mi Mm 

Exuni 5C5« SCSI S-or/Por 

PRICE £699 £1299 
INC VAT - , 

Adding 
RAM or a hard drive 
to your Amiga 1200 
will have a consider¬ 
able impact on its 
speed, The GVP SCSI/ 
RAM allows you to enhance your Amiga 
1200 with both Its SCSI hard drive 
interface is one of the fastest whilst its 
32-brt RAM upgrade is based on the 
same technology featured in the best- 
selling A1230. 

• Built-in. SCSI Hard Drive Interface - 

Enables 2.5" SCSI Hard Drives to be 

Connected inside the A1200 Casing 

• Optional 8u* of 32-bit RAM 

• Optional 68882 Maths Co-processor 

SCSI/RAM BOARD 
HOW INCLUDES SCSI KIT FNEE OF CHANCE 

to RAM 

NEW! 

£149 
VC VAT hap i;KI0 

ta, MM-no FPU tanu.33*tii«:<*jt 

NEW! 

£349 
tHC VAT hah IJO* 

NEW! 

£399 
HC VAT MAN ITU 

MULTI-MEDIA AUTHORING 
FOR A1500/A2000/A3000/A4000 

ALUN^DNE GRAPHICS CARO 
impact Vision 24 is a tdty iHiuw] vxjao 

card umfe* otoer yrcwds 
wtorn Wjimi yov ip buy 
_ etva latar A * IV24 nn evary 

twig you cartel 
wantfrcrria Mm 
board huA-m1 

ndudad win 
JV24 ti GVP'i 

CUrtom Vrfeo Irdgf^ca Una 1VUJ>. Trw gives you more 
ctksom tot in and omxrtSng video signals than any erttw 

1— panphenirt on to* mari*t VIU-CT iprtflar provides 
”*t rgs t a-y and B# ouipur 

FREE SOFTWARE WITH IV24 
CiMle cfuming 30 rendered ratoon 04^^ 
eneges ano eupe between 2 vdn wan 50 
packaged video trarartbons lor pnxkjobon stuebo affects 
Aikto rtCMted IS UacToPaaK 1. a powerful 24-cm graphea 
pachaga wUch can pars r 16 a mmm ootojtt 

• T 5Ub 24-btt 16 S mHtton Cotour Buffet 

• R*si dn*a Frame Grmbdor/Digitimmr 

■ Oe-mfartecW, Video Flicker Fixer 

m Moveabie/SaMie PtP (fHcture^Pictufmi 

• 2 Video Genlock fRG8 A Compovtol 

eTSBxSSO Rmmofution 

m Captured Image Retouching/Processing 

m Animation/3D Rendering 

• free’ * ,dr 
Cattgari 24. MacroPatnl 2. ^ “ 
My Lad and Desktop 
Darkroom Software 

A1 M»A?0O0 ADAPTOR rJ9« -GVA52JA 

IV24 ik VIU-S 

E3-P9S 

£999 

IV24 -c VIU-CT 

ET0S9 

£1299 

3 & 

THE SILICA SERVICE 
Before you decide -wiwn to 
buy your w* Amiga pcoducT*. 

, ^ o/ we suggest you think very 
carefully aboul WHERE you 

TO buy toem ConsKter ivhal n wni 
be like a few months after you have 

r-ehase. when you may require 
addrtMHTal penpherals or soffwate or help and advice 
And wi* toe company you buy from contact you wih 
detarts of new products? At Srtca. we ensure thal you 
vnfl have nciheiig to worry about We car meet our 
Customers requirements Wflh an understanding Mrfuch 
» second io none Complete and return tne coupon 
now tor our talesi FREE (Meraiure and begm to 
experience me "Smca Service" 

• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY 
do |tl rurdwHT orpdfs shaped flftiJK mattint! 

• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE; 
A learn o' iKhmui uinKTts will be it your servet 

• PRICE MATCH; 
Wt mncfi cpNVMlon w a 'Sinn* isitducl - Sima ptiM-' Daw 

« ESTABLISHED 15 YEARS: 
Wn hive a proven track record in pnriraiDMi Hrnputer wki 

« PART OF A ISOM A YEAR COMPANY 
With over 2<oq sun • we art $*nt. rekahie and profitable 

• BUSINESS * EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT; 
volgmt MCOeMt UV AvliUNn T»t <Ul 30I08AB 

• SHOWROOMS: 
Wt MW Ofmqns^atiori arvj tra»vnQ IjcrtrlitS it H (XX SOrtt 

» THE FULL STOCK RANGE 
Al Of yw rnjutrtrttnH V( IM-UW from one Sdppfaer 

• FREE CATALOGUES 
W« be roartKi tc you am ipcoai odm iMHui deorts cH 
luipurm pnOvikt and Krttwite 

• PAYMENT 
m acted nynJ rap oedI earth cash tf*oot ar mtrtkh 
terms wart --r**r ^ 

-S^CA, 

lSe 081-309 1111 

MAIL OflOER; H The Halfwtey Rfl. Sidcup Kent DA14 4DX 
Q*e»t Untj. Q&an Mon-Si 00pn* i£u 9 acarn-* Na Low Htfl Qpmng_ 

Til: 081m 1111 
f*» % QB1-3CB OW 

CROYDON SHOP: Ditwnluiiii fas flew), 1141 HortfcEml 
Oewnng Wgri Man-saa tKWma QQlVTt 

Uar+tn tXWKlXK** 
Wl. High 

i Crogon. Surrey CR9 IRQ Til: 001-000 MSS 
Fa. m W14B *W 

Lffi THind^i ■ 7pm 
Tel: 0702 
Fi rag flTog 

IPSWICH SHOP: Deteniums . Witero= ftocse West^'e S’ iPi 3EH 
Cmteg M0tf» ujrvFn > jgaw-s jopm i $<t s edwea _lb - 

Tel: 0473 J 
Pm Ha oeTSapw 

LON00N SHOP: 
Qwfftj tfan aaav^AN tjovMQan 

52 Tflflpmato'Court Road lctiOon WiP 08A Tei 171-500 4000 
Fft Ne g7t-3g? 47?r 

LONDON SHOP: S*ifndg«$ • - Ottcrd Street London WA TAB 
Opefwig raws tAewStf 9 30w^2^l^ iaa- teqe - atv> 

Tel 071-629 1234 
)*14 

SI0CUP SHOP 14 The MeffS HTw** Rd. Satuf Kent DA14 40X 
Op«n«%. wgmwi tajrvs^ foowti^de^ lm *yr r*aw -  

M M1352 S011 
t». Kc 30* oor- 

To Silica. AMFOR-1293-68. 1-4 The Mews Hatfrertey Rd, Stricup. Kent DA14 40X 

PLEASE SEND ME A 64 PAGE AMIGA COLOUR CATALOGUE 

| Mr'Mrs'Mtss.Ms . initials 

Company Name {il applicable > 

| Acfdress. 

I.. 

| Tel (Home}: .... 

Which compuler(s) it any. do you own7 

Surname 

Posiccde 

Tei (WorfO 

63Xj 



SOFTWARE 
Some of Eh* following games 
til** if* limited oiler* it the 
Imi of going to pint, Order 

early to avoid 
disappointment We stock atl the 

111 lit titbit which we offer it 

30% OFF 
R.fi.P, 

EDUCATIONAL 
ADIErgllth(ltmorlim) 16 99 
AOlEngMi*i(13mor14/l5) 16 99 
AD I French (11/120r12/t3) ]6 99 
ADIF«ndh(13/UorU/l6) 16 99 
ADlMathsd 1/120M2/13) J6 99 
ADIMalft|(13/14or14/l6) 16 99 
AO IJun lor Co uni I n Q (4/5) 13 99 
AD I Junior Countings F7) 13 99 
AD I Junior Reading (4ft | 13 99 
AD 1 Junior Reading (ft/7) 13 99 
Answerback Junior 11 99 
Answerback S*nior 11.99 
Arithmetic (Answrbik data) 7 4 9 
Spilling (Anewrbicfc data) 7 49 
Better Maths (IMftj 
Bitter Spelling (over 6) 
Cave Maze 
Count and Add 
Rrct Letiif* 
Friction Goblin* 
FunSthool2(2 ^a.orM 

11 49 
13 49 
10 99 
16 99 
6 99 

10 99 
6.99 

FunSchQOO^ft.S-T.or?*) 16 99 
Fun Sc ho o!4 (2 1,6-71 L6 99 
fUN SCHOOL 4 17 +)Only 9 99 
FunSchod Math* 711 16 99 
Fun School Pilot+C re ill |6 99 
FunSchooJ Spilling 7* 16 99 
Henriettas Book of Spall! 7 99 
hooray lor Henrietta 7 99 
Kid PI* (Flint Package) 16 99 
Kid*AcademyWWW4-ft 13 99 
KldsActdamyShop'n (-8 LJ 99 
KidaAcademyPuzzle ft ft n 99 
Let* Spell at Horn • 1399 

WELL A£im 

Titus ttie Fox 
Ghostbusters 2 

TarQtian 

£9.99 
Lets Span at the Shop* 
Lilt Spell Cut and About 
Magic Miltrt (4 ft) 
Math* Adventure 
Math* Dragons 
Maths Mania (over ft) 
Mavis Beaton Typing 2 
Mega Maths 
Micro English 
Micro French 
Micro German 
Micro Maths 
Micro Science 
Micro Spanleh 
Mickey Mouse ABC 
Mickey Mouse Jigsaw 
Mickey Mouae Memory 
Mickey Mouse 123 
Mix & Match 
Noddy's Playtime 
Noddy's Big Adventure 
Paint Mea Story 
Picture Frictions 
Rationing With Trot la 
Shapes and Colours 
Shoe People 

POST HOSTS 
i]fl30 ©gjggiio SQia&QjIsxairyo Koai8o (STH 23GiiO 

TRY US.. WE LIVE UP TO OUR NAME.. RING NOWI1I 
TEL.0227-764204 9.30am to 7.00pm 

(Afttwcrphone outside normal hours] 

Select any 3 titles £7.99 or less for only £20. 

GAMES 
04ft Attack Sub 
Action Station* 
Ad dam* Family 
Agony 
Allen Breed 92 
Armilyte 
Ashes of the Empire 
Bird’s Tall III 
Batman the Movie 
Bittlectim 
Battle Squadron 
BHtftretg 
Bloodwych 
Boston Bomb Club 
Bubble Bobble 
Bubble Dizzy 
Budukhan 
Bully Sporting Dart* 
Card! Ill 
Carrier Command 
Centurion Del of Rome 
Dump Manager 94 Data 

11 99 
11 99 
13 49 
16 99 
10 99 
13 49 
19 99 
16 99 
16 99 
16 99 
16 99 
16 99 
16.99 
16 99 
16 99 
16 99 
16 99 
16 99 
16 99 
16 99 
16 99 
14 99 
10 99 
10 99 
6 99 
7 99 

Sooty'* lun with number* n 99 
Spellbound 7 99 
Telling The Tim i 10 99 
Thing* 10 do Number* 1199 
Thing* to do Word* 13 99 
Thomas Tank tun words 13 99 
Three Bears 13 49 
ndyTti* House 10 99 
Timei file* 10 99 
Distant Suns 4 ,2 42 99 

Chase HD 2 
Chrlitme* Lemming* 
Chuck Rock 
Chuck Rock 2 
Pattic 4 (ok kick 1.3) 
Colony s Cheat X 
Count DuckiHl 2 
Deluxe Strip Poker 2 
Duty Prince of Volkfofk 
Double Dragon 2 
Edd Ihe Duck 2 
FIS Strike Eagle 2 
Flft Combat Pllol 
FIT Chiliangc 
Fig Stealth fighter 
F29 RtlaI utor 
Falcon 
Fanlaay World Dizzy 
Face Off Hockey 
Final FlgM 
Flight of the intruder 
filmbo* Quesl 
Future Win 
Gem X 
Ghoul a ’o' Ghosts 
Bolt (Microprose) 
Gun boil 
Hero Duett 
Hook 
Indlanipolls 500 
Indy Jonea+L.C.Gr Adv 
Jack Nlckiiui Golf 
Jaguar XJ22Q 
John Barnes Foolball 
Keef The Thief 
Kick Off 2 
Killing Gam# Show 
Knighia of (he Sky 
L**l Nlnfi 3 
Leendar 
Urn Golf (2 drives) 
Little Puff 
Lombard RAC Rally 
Loom 
Lord* of time 
Lotus 2 
Lotu* 3 
Ml Tank Platoon 
Mac Don el dl and 
Magicland Dizzy 

CHAMP IQHS 
Manchester United, 

World Champ Boxing 
Manager, 

J.Khan Squash. 

£9.99 
k and A600 OKAS) 

7 99 
12 99 

9 99 
9 99 
6 99 
6 99 
6 99 
9 99 
6.99 
7 99 
6 99 

11 99 
7 99 
ft 99 

10 99 
9 99 
9 99 
6 99 
7 99 
7 99 
9 99 
799 
9 99 
6 99 
6 99 

Man. Uniied Europe 7.99 Robin Hood Adv. 9 99 
Maniac Mini Ion 9 99 Rod (and 799 
Mega Twins 7 99 Secret of Silver Blade 14 99 
Mercs 7 99 Shadow Dancer 7 99 
Mtcroproae Soccer 0 99 ShaOew Of the Bent 3 9 99 
Midwinter 9 99 Shadow land* 7 99 
Midwinter 2 11 99 Silent Service 2 |J 99 
Myth 7 99 Simpsons 7 99 
Narco Police 6 99 Slightly Migic 6 99 
Navy Seal* 7 99 Smash TV 0 99 
New Zealand Story 6 99 Spellbound DUzy 6 99 
North & South 6 99 Streetllghter 7 *9 
Oh No More Lemming* 9 99 Stfikeheet 9 99 
Operation Stealth 9 99 Skirl Car Racer 6 99 
Qrk 9 99 Supercirs 2 7 99 
Outrun Europa 7 99 Super Monaco GP 7 99 
Pacific laianda 9 99 Switchblade 2 7 99 
PacJand 7 99 Swlv 7 99 
Pk mania 7 99 Team Yankee 7 99 
Pang 6 99 Tennis Cup 2 7 99 
Paritol Stare 7 99 Terminator 2 6 99 

TOP TITLES SPECIALS 
Putty. J Madden*® Ftoilf. Sens! Sac cor 92/93, Prem 
Managftr2. Chaos Engine, .Worlds of Legend, Baffle Isle 93, 
Curse of Enchmti a Alfred Chicken .YoMoUuressic Park, Zool2, 

Allan®, Premier Managers, Lfridium?, Goell....-JM99 EACH 

Bod yBlo w s .Super! ro g .Scr abble .S t reetfig hte t2£17-99 EACH 

1869, 2nd Samurai, AlienBreod?, Caesar Deluxe, Castles. 
Combat Air Patrol, Canon Fodder, Desert Strike, Dune?, 
Ellt«2 flashback. G.Gooches Cricket, tshar?, Ltonheart, 
Mortal Kombtt, Pinball Fantasies. Populous?, Rally, Soccer 
Kid, Space Legends, Sports Masters, War in Gulf. Whales 
Voyage, Theatre ot Death........EACH 

Civilisation. Campaign, Nick Faldo Gofl. Guns hip 2000. 
History Lines, Sim firth. Legend of Kyrandia, A-Trim, B17 
Fortress, Syndicate, Sim Life, Ft 17 Nlg.ithawk(rino). 
Patrician, Dogfight Ancient Art ol War, Space Hulk, 

Tornado .Rules of Engsgemenl?.....tZZJ&JZACH 

Monkey Island 2, Indiana Jones Fate Atlantis.. 
Legends of Valour, Blade of Destiny.. 

.£33.99 EACH 
I25J9 EACH 

11 99 PVttlOrlry 6 99 Tell Drtv* II 6 99 
9 99 ptnbtil Magic 7 99 Tnomai Tank 8 Friends 6 99 
7 99 Pirate* 9 99 Thunderbid*(Ok kick 1.3) 7 99 
7 99 PHlighter 6 99 Thundertiawk 7 99 
9 99 Poolt Of Darkness 14 99 TQKI 7 99 
9 99 Popeye2 6 99 Trivial Purauil 6 99 
6 99 Populous + Lands 9 99 Turbo Outrun 6 99 
9 99 Postman Pat 3 6 99 Turrtcm 6 99 
7 99 PP Hammer 6 99 Turrkih 11 7 99 
7 99 Pr*hiitoflk 7 99 Ultimele Golf 7 99 
7 99 Premier 9 99 Utopia + New Worlds 9 99 
7 99 Premier Manager 9 99 video Kid 7 99 

11 99 Prince of Per*H 6 99 Voodoo Nightmare 6 99 
7 09 Pro lenni* Tour 6 99 White Death 7 99 
9 99 Project X 0 99 Winning 5 Compilation 7 99; 

11 99 Qwkk ft 99 World Leaderboird Golf 7 00 
6 99 Railroad Tycoon 11 99 WWF Wr Bittern ant a 7 00 
6 99 Rainbow Island* 6 99 ZOut 6 99 
9 99 RFl Baseball 2 6 99 Zak McKriken 9 99 
6 99 Rick Dangerous 2 7 99 ZQOL 9 99 
7 99 Robin Hood (Codamillert) 6 99 
9 99 
9 99 
999 
6 99 

SERIOUS 
VIDEO A MULTIMEDIA 
Adorage 54 99 
Big AMem ScroM*r 2 54 99 
Broadcatl Tiller 2 174 99 
Hyper book 49 99 
Scale 174 99 
Seal* SOD 74 99 
TVTett Professional 7499 
TV Show 2 49 99 
Video t It ler 1.5 3D 69 99 
Video Direclor 94 99 
Video Fonts (Gold Disk) 19.99 
wohO^nocEfliRG 
final Copy IIV2 74 99 
So ft Fk is 1,2,3 0' 4(Fon1i]64 99 
Soil Clip* 
Penpal 
Excellence 3 
Patent 4.3 
Pioteit 5 5 
Transwril* 
Wordwoflh 2 
Type-smith 
SPREAD SHin 
ProCilC 
Advantage 
DG Calc 
Mailplan 4 
DATA IAI E| 
infollle (Fisl Ram Only) 
Superbase Personal 2 
Superbase 4 
SuperbateProA vl 3 1 
INTEGRATED (WPUIJDI) 
InlerGffsce 
Mini Office 
Gold Disk Dll ice 
DESKTOP PUBLISHING 
Pageseiiar 3 
PageStream 
Publisher 
Pro Page 4 
Pro Draw 3 
Out! In* font* 
Gold Disk Fonli 1-4 
Expert Draw 
GAO 
X- CAD 2000 
K-CAO 3D 
X- CAD Professional 
ACCOUNTS 
Arena Accounts 
Home Accounts 
Home Account* 2 

ADVANCE BOOKINGS 

We accept advance orders 
lor new releases* You can 

order with piece of mind as 
we will despatch on day of 
release. Your account will 

not be debiiecf until data of 
release. 

Superjim VI . f 
_ dub 

79 99 
74 99 

9 99 
19 99 
29 99 
59 99 

TtgarCub 
Music Mouse 
Quartet 
Stereo Mastei 
Deluxe Music C Set 2 
Techno sound Sample* V2 34 99 
Midi Interface + Lead 19 99 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Cross Do* 5 14 99 
PC Task 34 99 
Directory Opus 4 S4 99 
Ami-Back 3 4 99 
Ami Back Tool* 3 4 99 
GB Route Plus (New Vew.Jli 99 
Quarterback 5 H/D Backup 47 99 
Quarterback Tools Deluxe 89 99 
tcon Paint 7 99 

17 99 
29 99 
54 99 
19 99 
99 99 

9 99 
49 99 

109 99 

124 99 
39 99 
28 99 
39 99 

19 99 
19 99 
99 99 

109 99 
\ 

37 99 
37 99 
49 99 

49 99 
129 99 

14 99 
99 99 
89 99 
99 99 

HARDWARE 
Aft DO Wild Weird & Wicked 199 
A1200 Baste Pack 2T9 
A12QD + 15MB HD 478 
A12D0 Desktop Dynamite 339 
A12DQ Desk Dyn+BSmbHD 539 
A40QEVQ30E 120M&) ring 
GVP A500 4 2Mbt8M b(0k) 199 
GVP A500 ftDMb.ftMb(Ok) 299 
GVP A500 l20Mh*8Mb(Ok) 399 
GVP SCSI Control+ftMb(Qk) 119 
GVP SCSI SOMb+ftMb(Qfc} 299 
GVP SCSI 120Mb*4Mb{0k) 399 
120Mb lor A500/A1200 1B9 
Cu man a 3,5" E* I emit Qrt v« 55 
Zippo 3 5* External Drive 55 
Zydec 3 5* External Drive 53 
A50D 3 5* Internal Drive 49 
A600 512k Upgrade 15 

34 99 
49 99 

89 99 
299 99 

ft9 99 

All Prices Include Delivery To Your Door. 

69 99 
22 99 
5 4 99 

Cash book'final Account! 49 99 
Perse* finance Manager* 27 99 
GRAPHICS 
Deluxe Paint IV ACA 
Deluxe Flint 3 
Bnllnnce 
Spec l race lor 
ProRBi 
Tu rbo pr Int Prole tuonai 14 99 
Art Department Pro 2.15 129 99 
Morph Plus 119 99 
IQ MODELLING ft RIND BIIHG 

64 99 
14 99 

129 99 
54 99 

AMIGA AI200 
RaeeVChase 

Nigel MaruKlI Gnind Fkii 

Titrllnand DPeiirt 1 

£289.99 

VISA. MASTERCARD. 
EUR0CARD and P.OftOERS 
are despatched seme day! 
Please allow 4 working days 
for cheques to clear, 
CHEQUE S/P.ORDERS 
ptytble to MfBT soazva. 
11a, Burg are Lane, 
Canterbury, Kent CT1 2HH 
Overseas Orders add f?.00 
postage lor Software. 
Hardware overseas pottage 
charged it cost. Prices are 
subject 10 alteration. 

DECEMBER ORDER FORM 

Name 

Address., 

XflLHlU 

Exmry Date, 

Gusto mftrJBeLNsL. 
TiUet 

.Description g I 

40 PfDtei*iOfi*l 
Experl Draw 4Q Jnr 
Sculpl 3DXL 
Sculpt Anlmile 40 
Vista Professional V3 
Makepith{Vitia Prof 
imagine 2 
Real 30 Pro/Tgrtrp V2 
Real 3D Qtttic 
Scenery Animator V4 
PROGRAMMING 
EatyAMOS 
AMOS Frofeiiionil 
AMOS Fro Compiler 
Devpic 3 
Ht*oll Pascal 
GFA Bine 3.5 
MUSIC 
Bars 8 Pipes Pro? 

A6QO 1Mb Upgrade 3ft 
ASOO Piu 1 1Mb upgrade 35 
AS00 517k Rim (no clock) 20 
AS00 612k Ram + clock 26 
VS Mb Ram Expansion 79 
A500RX 8Mb RAM (2Mb) 129 
A60CRX flMb RAM (4M0) 219 
A500AX ftMb RAM (ftMb) 339 
1 Mbyle Simms 42 
AT One* PC 284 Emulator Ift9 
Rom bo Vtdl 12 Pick 49 
Sharp JX100 A8 Col Scanner399 
Zyd« Hand Scanner 99 
Power Scanner 99 
Gent trier Graphic* Tablet 129 
Zydoc Moute(Mlcroswitched) 12 

dJ MegiMou** (Micro*wiichedj 12 
Mouse Mat 3 
50 Blank Disk! 25 
MONITORS 
PtiHlpa 4833-11 (UK Model) 149 
Commodore tQft4/K45$ 169 
Commodore 1940 Multisync 239 
Commodore 1042 Multisync 379 
PRINTERS 
{Inc lead+Amigi Prinier Driver) 

199 99 
47 99 
44 99 

199 99 
44 99 
24 99 

149 99 
5 19 99 
67 99 
54.99 

22 99 
32.99 
22 99 
49 99 
74 99 

7 99 

209 99 

You name itL.We do ill.. 
Just phone and we ll quota! 
WE STOCK ATARI ST S/W 
WE STOCK IBM/PC S/W 
WE STOCK SNES CARTS. 
WE STOCK SEGA CARTS. 
WE STOCK LYNX CARTS. 
WE STOCK C64 CARTS. 
WE STOCK C032 
MAIL 1 TELEPHONE 
ORDERS ONLY*. 

NO PERSONAL CALLERS! 

Star LCl00 Colour 109 
Stir LC20Q Colour 199 
Stir LC24 200 Colour 209 
Star pi (Bubbltiel) 219 
Citizen Swift BO Colour 179 
Qtiferi Swift 240 Colour 270 
Citizen Swift 200 Colour 220 
Canon Bubblejet Pori able 210 
HP DeskJet 550C Colour 67S 
HP Desk]e15G0C 319 
HP De*k)etSiQ Mono 279 

A120PAGA SOFTWARE 
Crv ilis at ton.. ,.,£26.99 
Robocod.*.E1B.99 
Nigel Minn1Lm.„....E14,fl9 
Trolls ,..,  ..,,£14 99 
Sim Life.. £22,99 
Open Golf...£16 99 
Zool............£16.99 
Air Bucks 1.2...,.,£2?.99 
Juressic Park....£17.99 
Allred Chicken ..£18,99 
Overkill..,....,..,...£13.99 
Diggere ......£22.09 
AlienBreed2...£19.99 
Kings Quest B.+,.£fling 



%&&&*&■ U'sJs'j 2 

ADVANCED SOUND SAMPUNO SYSTEM 

DIRECT TO HARD DISK RECORDING 

BUILT IN TRACKER 

IB FUNTIMf EFFECTS 

PULL DOWN MENUS 

* CONTROLLABLE EFFECTS 

* SEQUENCER 

DIGITISER 

£49.99 RRP 
IS REALTIME NOVELTY EFFECTS are available on ttie FUNTIME MENU including PINKY and 

PUNKY, sex CHANGE, DEEP SEA DIVER, ALIEN, TOP GUN, CHOPPER, DARK VADER, BRUNO, 

AWFUL the DUCK, NIGHTMARE on OAK STREET Etc, AH great fun to use wrth a microphone, 

"The quality is outstandingly good 

FUTURE MUSIC 

"For this price you can't realty 
do much better11 

AMIGA FORMAT 

Also Britain's favourite entry level sampler * Teehnosound Turbo 

£39.99 RRP 
TT2 upgrade kit available to 
existing technosound users. 

PHONE FOR DETAILS 

Orders/Enquiries to:- 
New Dimensions, Brooklands House, Brvngwyn, Raglan, 

Gwent NP5 2AA Cheques/PO's payable to New Dimensions 
POSTAGE FREE 
Tel: 0291 690913 

c(i!.u:mv[Ao o i.’ i:’.r\ ! \ (I month only) 

The Tipsterc 
The world’s best selling Horse Racing software 

Uses Information from daily newspapers 

National Hunt, Flat and Dirt 

Includes course editor 

nAt the price, no self respecting punter can 

afford to be without if* (Amiga Forma/) 

nA nice little earner11. (Amiga Computing) 

Tipster is available in two versions, costing £19*95 

each* The International version is for use with daily 

newspapers while the Professional is for use with The 

Racing Post. Please phone for a demo disk (£9*95 
refundable against purchase) which also contains The 

Punter (Pools), The Dogs (Greyhounds) and The 

Bookie (Odds Calculator)* 

inc VAT 

Access 

B £19.95 
All orders are despatched overnight. Orders for Christmas, 

please place before 20th to ensure Christmas delivery 

Sidmouth Software 
PO BOX 7, SIDMOUTH, DEVON EX10 OTD 

0 24 HOURS 0395 67073 

STREET SELF DEFENCE 
The most effective street fighting techniques revealed by 

a top professional ’bouncer' 
Top professional bouncer Paul Wellard has been attacked by fists, boots, pool cues 
and knives. He has learned a thing or two about what goes down in a real fight. As 
a 2nd Dan Karate Black Belt he has also learned that martial arts training is useful 
in a brawl, but it is no substitute for real street fighting "know bow" An active 
participant in dozens of fights where brawling is quick, dirty and very violent, 
Wellard has compiled a unique guide to self defence 

Tiie Secrets of Street Self Defence I volume i 
Reveals: • 18 facts you should know about street fighting • The ’rules" tor street survival 
• Inside the mind of a thug • The martial arts and their relevance to real life street 
fighting • How and why fights occur • Dealing with confrontational situations 

• How to psyche out an opponent. • Essential principles of street lighting • Some 
commonly taught nonsense. ♦ Using surprise to your advantage • The importance of 
correct targeting. • Blocking techniques. • How elbows and knees are used in a street 

fight. • Vital tips. and much, much more. Price £12,95 postpaid 

The Secrets of Street Self Defence (Advanced) i vote 2 
flsvsafe: • The warrior mentality. • The most effective street fighting techniques and how 

to use them. • Defence against knife botfle attacks t Defence against more than one 
attacker. • Using your fists and legs to maximum effect. • Headbutts, • Physical 
conditioning for peak performance and much, much more. Price E12.95 postpaid 

In his highly detailed books, Wellard draws on his experiences to reveal the psychology, 
strengths and weaknesses of a street fighter, the characteristics of a real fight (you might be 
surprised): ways of dealing with aggressive people and lots of tips and tricks. He presents 
the basic defence moves that can be applied to most types of attack, the most effective 
methods that he has used dozens of times to defeat stronger and larger opponents. Wellard 
uses accounts of his own fights to illustrate key points and offers straight forward training 
programmes to improve individual techniques. He supplies the critical information no one 
else talks about • that will keep you unhurt and intact. 

CASUTI LTD , PO BOX 115, 
St. HELIER, JE4 8QZ 

24 HR CREDIT CARD 
HOTLINE 

I0534 61 71 81 

SPECIAL 
Order both tanta pgi(j 

for only1 _- 

Fust despatch under plain cover 

30 DAY MONEY 
BACK GUARANTEE 
H lor any reason you are 
not delighted with either 
book simply return within 
30 days lor a lull refund 

NO QUESTIONS 
ASKED 

I-^4"i 
1 To: CASUTI LTD. PO BOX 115, St HELIER. JE4 SQZ 1 

YES^ l want to learn the techniques for real self defence. Please rush me the following (tick 
appropriate boxes). I understand that if I’m unhappy with either book l may return it within 30 
days for a full refund NO QUESTIONS ASKED 

[ 1 THE SECRETS OF STREET SELF DEFENCE - VOLUME 1 Price £12 95 Postpaid 

VOLUME 2 (ADVANCED) Price £12.95 Postpaid 

_ I am ordering both books at the reduced price of £19,95 postpaid 

SWORN DECLARATION: I hereby promise to use the knowledge I will gain from these 
books for defensive purposes only. ^ p 

(Sign),,...,,......,,........... 

I enclose a Cheque P 0 (payable to CASUTI LTD.) for £.(Foreign add £3) 

Or debt my Access Visa Account Mo:............ 

Signature.........ExpiryDate.. 

Name........,....block 
Address.......................capitals 
.................PLEASE. 

..............Postcode....... 
AiSVytfi we umilh ddnet Hurt !x4ri j ituxrtMti 

like W 3. 30 fciunmi Plate. 5a Hrfxrt. JE2 ilM jin* u*(he ifewc vfct p, i^cm f.0 &>* wa mm fa(Mftrci !| 



The A120Q simply isn’t fast 

enough for some speed 

freaks. But GVP have come up 

with a solution for even the 

most processor power-hungry 

users. Nick veitch does a 

standing quarter with the 

best-value accelerator the 

A1200 has ever seen. 

WE ALL HAVE a need for speed. 

Whether it is tearing up Tarmac on your 

GPz550 motorbike (on private roads of 

course), waiting for the tube lo arrive, or 

those tedious minutes spent watching the 

video rewind, there is an urgency to fife. 

You haven't got long and you need to 

cram as much into your allotted year* as 

possible. Nowhere does this become more 

evident than when you are waiting for your 

Amiga to do something. 

To a certain extent, multitasking helps 

relieve the problem. You can always be 

working on your accounts or formatting a 

disk, or writing the next Booker Prize win¬ 

ner while that huge Imagine file is 

rendering. But when you multitask, what¬ 

ever you are wailing for takes even longer. 

You don't get something For nothing. 

Time spent OH other tasks is time not spent 

doing the big thing you are working on. 

The only wav to resolve this is to buy in 

some extra power. There are several ways 

of increasing the speed of the basic A1200, 

and the simplest is id install some Fast 

RAM. This doesn't actually increase the 

processing speed, but it does decrease the 

time it takes to perform certain operations. 

If data is cached in Fast RAM (which is 

only accessed by the CPI1) instead of Chip 

RAM. it means the CPI" does not have to 

wait around for the custom chips to stop 

playing with the data bus. 

The next best solution is to install a 

Floating Point Unit (FPU), or better still. 

r*'5 t)EV!CE COMPLIES WITH PART i$ Of THE 
FCC RULES OPERA OGW i£ SUBJECT TO T^E 
* OUOW tNQ rwo CQ*»0I TlONS 
■' * WI5 DE VICE MAY NOT CAUSE HARMFUL 

iNTERK-RfcHCe AND 
ii fwi$ device most accept any 

INTERFERENCE RECEIVED (MCluDmvG 
INTERFERENCE T HAT May CAUSE 
JNDESIRED OiJLHA f lO* 

1,1") MM I) Hit 

A123Q Turbo+ 

install an KPU and some Fast RAM, There 

are many FPL" and RAM car ds available for 

the A1200 and most of them give an aver¬ 

age increase in speed of about 2.5 times 

that of a standard A ! 200. 

The best solution of all 11 tough is to 

get an entirely new CPU. The processor 

family of the Motorola GWCHMI series goes 

from the original fiHOIM) through tin' 010, 

MEMORY MANAGEMENT UNIT 
The 6SQ3G chip which is installed in the A1230 is not 
really a 63030 chip at all. In fact it is a 68ECG30 chip. 
What does the EC mean? Basically, the EC chips (and 
you can get ECO20s, ECOlQs and EOD40S now too) 
have one part of the full package missing. This part is 
called the MMU. 

An MMU is a Memory Management Unit This if a 
component of the Central Processing Unit which allo¬ 
cates memory for different uses when required. This 
is not a terribly useful part of the processor from the 
Amiga's point of view, because AmigaDOS dynami¬ 
cally allocates memory as and when the system 
needs it anyway. 

However, there are some functions for which it 
would be useful to have an MMU, such as for using 
the development tool called Enforcer, which acts as a 
sentry to find out what AmigaDOS is up to, and uses 

the MMU unit to take a look at what's going on with¬ 
out disturbing the normal flow of processes* 

Another use for the Memory Management Unit is 
in running Unix. Because of the nature of the operat¬ 
ing system, Unix requires an MMU unit to run. 
Fortunately most Amiga owners are too clever to 
want to run Unix. 

The only thing it is very useful for, is to run 
GigaMem, the virtual memory system which makes 
your Amiga think it has more memory than it actu¬ 
ally has, 

There is no common use for the MMU, so most 
manufacturers decide to go for the (slightly) cheaper 
versions of the 63000 series processors which don't 
have one. tf you did have an MMU, it would probably 
just sit around most of the time being a bit of a lazy 
thing anyway. 

the 02(1 (installed as standard in the 

A1200), the tm (found in the AS000 and 

A4OO0/O3O). the 040 (found in the 

A4OQO/Q40) and the ObO (not currently 

available for the Amiga, and ill all likeli¬ 

hood it never will be). 

As you progress through the series, 

the processors get faster. So obviously an 

030 is a better processor to have in your 

machine than an 020. GVP thought so loo, 

which is why they brought out the A12S0. 

The A1230 has now been upgraded to 

the A1230 Turbo* (although the older ver¬ 

sions are still available) which si ill features 

a 68030 chip, but this one is clocked at a 

massive 40MHz. A faster clock speed 

means a faster machine. II you don't 

believe us. take a look at the speed com¬ 

parison table * the A]230 is the Benn to 

the A4000/030s Ilrtmo. 

Installing the A1230 Turbo* is a sim¬ 

ple matter of popping out the trapdoor 

panel and slotting the beast home. No* 

really it is that easy. The A1230 Turbo* is 

the easiest expansion to lit into an A1200 

ever. You won t have to resort to unscrew¬ 

ing everything anti trying a top down 

approach. Once installed, you can simply 

* T # 
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DO I WANT FLOATING POINTS? 
There is a socket on the 
A1230 to permit the addi¬ 
tion of a 68881 or 68882 
chip. These chips are what 
are known as Floating Point 
Units, or FPUs. 

No, they do not make 

your Dpaint pictures go all 
funny. Floating Point refers 
to mathematical routines 
which deal with numbers 
which have both a mantissa 
and an exponent. In fad 
this is the same way in 

which most modern calculators work. They have a number 
which contains the significant part of the number (say the first 
TO digits} and an exponent which is the power of ten to which 
the number should be raised. 

As you can imagine, calculating with these numbers is a fair 
bit more involved than dealing with just integers, so it takes a 
bit more processing time to come up with the answer. Unless 
you have an FPU that is. 

The FPU spies on the instructions which are being fed to the 
main processor, the CPU, When a floating point operation comes 
along, the FPU steals it, works out the answer and then feeds 
that to the CPU. Because the FPU is optimised for this sort of 
work, in fact that is its whole raison d'etre, it is able to carry 
out the operation much faster, usually in one clock cycle instead 
of the CPU's three or four cycles. 

forget lhat the accelerator is there. Or 

rather you won’t, because your life will be 

much more pleasant indeed. 

The software supplied with the 
A1230 Turbo+ is a mix of utilities for 

checking RAM and altering the processor 
options. Or it is supposed to be. The RAM 

test works fine, but the processor control 
software seems to expect to find a OForce 
accelerator (the Zorro card version) and 

See how quickly your 

A1200 works with the 

A1230 Turbo+ by 

checking out the pro¬ 

cessing speed with 

the PD utility Sysinfo, 
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won’t run. This ls a shame, because it con¬ 

tains the patch for enabling Shadow ROM. 

Shadow ROM is a technique which 

involves copying all of the Amiga's 5I2K 

ROM into Fast memory* This gives a 

marginal speed increase* but it's not really 

worth it. Most people would rather have 

the extra RAM. 

The A1230 Turbo+ can accept up to 

32Mb of Fast memory, via SIMM modules 

in either 4Mb, 8Mb or IfiMb chunks, and 

it really is advisable to get at least 4Mb of 

RAM when you buy the unit Amusingly 

enough, if you have no Fast RAM at all. the 

A1230 Turbot is only 98 per cent as fast as 

a plain A12(Mh.. 

HOW AN A1200 WITH A GVP A1230 TURBO+ 
COMPARES WITH THE COMPETITION 

□Paint Fill 

Machine units benchmark seconds benchmark seconds benchmark 

A1200 1264 1 640 1 218 1 

A1200 &FPU1 2614 2,13 451 1.41 34 2.60 

A1200 Turbo 6227 4.65 166 3.80 47 3.46 

A 4000/0 30 4232 3.30 355 T80 63 4.64 

Notes: 
1. These figures are for an A120Q with FPU and 4Mb Fast RAM, 

since It is virtually impossible to get an FPU without a RAM option. 
2. This is a quick render from fmagine INI, not the FPU versions. 

if the FPU version had been used, the figures foe the A1200 with FPU would obviously be a lot better. 
J. A graduated line fill on a complicated image. 

The speed up with FPU is actually more due to the addition of Fast RAM. 

VERDICT 

** Turbo, is a silly 

name - Turbonutter 

would have been much 

more apt. Mow you can 

show up all those 

people who went out 

and bought an 

A4000/030, but on the 

other hand, it's so 

quick there'll be less 

time for cups of tea. ” 

At230 TURBO+ 

DESCRIPTION 
A1200 Processor Cord 

MANUFACTURER 
Great Valley Products 

DISTRIBUTOR 
Silica Systems 081-309 1111 

PRICE 
From £379 (with 4Mb of RAM) 

RELEASE 
Available now 

SPEED ••••• 
As fast as an A1200 gets. The 
unofficial speed trials yielded a 
performance of 6.5 MIPS. 

MANUAL •••• 
A well-written guide, keep it around, 
you’ll need to know the juniper set¬ 
tings if you install more RAM, 

ACCESSIBILITY •••• 
Incredibly easy to use, just bung it in 
the slot and off you go. You don’t 
really need to install the software, 

FEATURES # • • 
Decent RAM support, FPU option, 
very fast - If only the CPU software 
worked it would be perfect. 

VALUE •••• 
It does seem expensive, but you have 
made your A12Q0 faster than the 
A4000/030 for a fraction of the price. 

86% 



When you get 
Amiga Shopper, 
you get all this: 

• No-holds-barred comparisons between competing products, 
like the December issue's cover feature on colour scanners, 
to ensure you get the very best for your money 

•A cover disk packed with the latest utilities and applications 
to help you use your Amiga for maxmimum productivity, and 
not fust as a games machine 

• Amiga Answers - your real-life Amiga questions - whether 
they be trivial or complex - answered by our panel of 
experts, in the biggest and most comprehensive problem¬ 
solving forum of its type in any Amiga magazine 

• Regular tutorials on programming - AMOS, ARexx and € - to 
show you how to create great applications for yourself 

•Tutorials on video, telecommunications, graphics, AmigaDOS 
and more, every month 

•Hard-hitting, in-depth reviews that tell you what software 
and hardware products really have to offer 

• A news section that not only informs you about forthcoming 
releases and industry moves, but also analyses their 
implications for the Amiga market as a whole 

•Tips for the advanced programmer. We won't leave you high 
and dry once you've learnt the basics - we'll show you the 
little-known techniques that the pros use 

• Reviews of the latest public domain software, helping you to 
get the most for the least 



It makes serious sense 
✓ 



’’THE DEMO II CD 

Multimedia TOOLKIT 

one of ihe many versions of 

SoundTtaeher included on the disc. 

The disc also contains hundreds of 

clipart images, more than 100 1*1) 

games and over 6*000 samples. Not 

everything is of a high standard* but 

there are enough pearls among the 

swine to make this a worthwhile col¬ 

lection, Among the high points are 

the excellent Insrcloids 2 game and a 

number of scanned photos of flow¬ 

ers. All of the tliparl is held in 11AM* 

AGA and 24-bit format. 

With so many files, finding a par¬ 

ticular image, song or sample can In 

a real struggle and finding pictures is 

even worse. All hough this is undeni¬ 

ably a great source disc, it is let down 

by die fact that it s so difficult to find 

your way around it, G? 

...And the second is full of 

graphics, ranging from 

Old Masters to the Signs 

of the Zodiac. 

LIKE THE ALMATHERA 
disc reviewed above* this CD-ROM is 

designed to act as a source disc for 

people who want to create their own 

multimedia programs, or simply for 

those who just want easy access to a 

few1 graphics. 

The disc contains a wide selec¬ 

tion of images (in HAM. HAMS and 

24-bit format), a large collection of 

songs (mostly SoundTracker ones). as 

well as about 2,000 samples of sub¬ 

jects ranging from animals to 

weapons, examples of black and 

white, colour and HI'S clipart on sub¬ 

jects ranging from aircraft to Signs of 

the Zodiac and many utilities. 

Also included on the disc is the 

Multimedia Toolkit program, which 

enables you to examine the various 

types of file on the disc with only a 

few mouse clicks. There is a gm>d 

range of useful files, but there are 

Richard Baguley checks 

out two new CDs. The first 

is packed with games, 

demos and utilities... 

THIS MIXED BAG <>f 

denim, games, clipart images and 

samples contains thousands of pro¬ 

grams. utilities and pieces of artwork, 

so as you would expect, the quality 

varies immensely. 

There are more than 70 demos, 

on the disc, but unfortunately all of 

the classic ones are missing. None of 

this year's top 10 demos are present 

(see Demo Zone* page 218), and 

many of the ones that are included 

are not overly inspiring. This may 

have something to do with 

Almathera's decision not to feature 

any demo that contains bad lan¬ 

guage, which instantly eliminates 

well over half of those released. 

Fortunately, there is far more to 

the disc than just demos, There are 

more than 2*000 SoundThachr songs 

which you can load and edit using 

One of the many anima¬ 
tions featured on the disc 

is Don't Drink and Morph 

by two Italian animators. 

The Multimedia Toolkit contains a wide selection of images in HAM, HAMS and 24 hit 

mode. This one is Venus Rising by Italian Renaissance artist Botticelli. 

two serious omissions: ParNet and 

Workbench. If ParNet had been 

included you could access the disc 

from another machine via a special 

lead in the parallel port. It is still pos¬ 

sible to run ParNet* but you will need 

an external floppy drive connected 

to your CDTV, 

The absence of Workbench 

means that you're restricted to using 

the Toolbox program to access the 

data on the disc, and you can’t get to 

Workbench at all without using an 

external floppy drive or an existing 

ParNet link. 

There are some good files on the 

disc, but it's not as well put together 

as the Almathera CD titles, which 

makes getting to the good hits an 

unnecessarily complex process. O 

VERDICT 

* Although there's a huge 
collection of files* finding 

the ones you want can be 

a real struggle. w 

MULTIMEDIA TOOLKIT 

Public Domain Compact Disc 

Weird Science 

DISTRIBUTOR 
Weird Science, 
I Rowlandson Close* 
Brockenfield Chose* 

Leicestershire LE4 2Sf 

PRICE 
£19.95 

VERDICT 

“ A wide selection of 

images, but it's a shame 

that Workbench and 

ParNet are not included. * 



^ WIN! ^ 
AN EPSON 
GT6500 
SCANNER 

Welcome to Port One! 

Pow*r have kindly given us a beautiful Epson 
GT65DO colour scanner to give away, but it's 
ever so expensive, so we're going to make 
you work for It* This is a three-part compos 
three more questions next month and more, 
plus full rules of entry, with part three! 

The Questions 

IWfiat are the three additive primary 
colours which produce white when mixed 
in lOO per cent proportions of each? 

a) Red, green, blue 
bf Cyan, magenta, yellow 
<) Red, blue, yellow 

The Epson GT6500 is a 24-bit scanner. 
The computer term "bit11 was farmed by 
ioining and shortening two other words. 
Which two? 

a) Binary two 
h) Binary time 
cl Binary digit 

3 What unit of measurement Is used to 
determine scanning resolution? 

a) DIP 
b) DPI 
f) CPI 

A reminder 
Remember, save those answers carefully and 
look out for Part Two noxt month! 

"IT IS WITHOUT DOUBT 
THE MOST POWERFUL CAD 
PACKAGE FOR THE AMIGA 

BAR NONE. NO OTHER 
PACKAGE COMES CLOSE" 

AMIGA FORMAT 

XCad 
SPEED - An Amiga 1200 is 12 
times faster on zoom and 
redraw than AutoCAD running 
on a fast '386. 

PRACTICALITY - Ideal for 
design in architecture, electronic 
and/or mechanical engineering. 

COMPATIBILITY - AutoCAD 
DXF import/export comes 
complete across the XCad 
range. Print to plotters, laser or 
dot-matrix printers. 

MODULAR - Simple upgrade 
from XCad 2000 to XCad 3000 
and PC/UNIX versions. 

imagine 
The 24 bit image below was 
completely originated on an 
Amiga computer. The drawings 
were designed with XCad. the 
3D model was created from the 
2D drawings and the 24 bit 
image (1280 x 1024 resolution) 
was rendered with Imagine! 
Compare this to AutoCAD, and 
3D Studio which will cost £4550 
- and that’s just for the software! 

Never before has the Amiga 
been so well complemented. 
Never before has the Designer 
been given so much power, 
speed and f lexibility at such an 
affordable price. 

XCad harnesses the incredible 
power of the Amiga to deliver a 
draughting tool to beat all 
others. Processing times are cut 
to a fraction of most PC based 
systems. Plans, designs and 
blueprints can easily be 
produced using simple, flexible 
menus or commands. 

The XCad range starts from as 
little as £79* for XCad 2000 
(1Mb FAST RAM minimum) 
which includes both 2D Detailing 
and 3D Modeling plus automatic 
perspective views. 

The above building was 
designed by Architect David 

Bishop, modelled by XCad 
and rendered with Imagine. 

To order the Amiga’s No. 1 CAD 
package, contact your local 
dealer or call: 

HOBBYTE COMPUTING 
Tel: (0727) 856005 

AMIGA WAREHOUSE 
Tel: (0753) 554338 

* Christmas Special Promotion, 
price reduced from £129 to £79 
+ delivery and VAT for full 3D 
XCad 2000 • while stocks last. 

All trademarks acknowledged 



ACS Electronics is an established centre for AMIGA equipment. We specialist in the repair, 

maintenance: and supply of computer hardware. Dedicated to a programme of quality customer care, 

our established posiiitm in the industry enables us to offer you, our customer, a service that we 

believe lo be second to none. 

NEW HARDWARE SALES 
Amiga A5W0+ £179.99 
AMYl IMb ALONE £185.99 
A600 IMS 20 HD £299.99 

AtiOO IMb 40HD £329,99 
AMHI IMb 85HD £429.00 
A1200 2 Mb ALONE £364.00 
A1200 2Mb 20HD £495.00 
A1200 2Mb 6UHD 029.00 
AI200 2Mb ttOHD £575 on 
A1200 2 Mb I20HD tmm 
A3000 IMb VID/IMb FAST/52 Mh £999.00 
A 3000 IMb VITVI Mb FAST/120 Mb £1149,00 

A3000 2MB VI DM Mb FAST/32 Mb £1149.tX) 
AJflOO 2MB VI DM Mb FAST/120Mb £1299.01 
A MIG A 40 K1/30 /-WI £P O. A 
CALL FOR SPECIAL AMIGA PACK PRICES 
COM MO DO RE CI>TV £249.00 
AhOO CONTROL CENTRE £P.O. A 

MON miRS/PKiNTtR S/PERIPIIERALS/CHEP5 ! 
CALL FOR BEST PRICES. REVIEWED WEEKLY. 

PRICES INCLUDE VAX 
CARRIAGE FREE TO UK MAINLAND 

REPAIR SERVICE 
FAST EFFICIENT SERVICE 

mosi repairs are carried oul with in ONE DAY 
QUOTATIONS RATHER THAN FIXED PRICES 

fairer to you. and in practice faster to process. Each repair is quoied separately, 
no fixed churges loll of exclusions, or hidden cxirus 

REPAIRS FROM £23 
FREE CARRIER SERVICE with insurance 

FREE 90 day warranty, FREE wak test. 
No hidden charges. 

FREE diagnostic inspection, FREE softw arc. 
OPTIONAL EXTENDED WARRANTY 

at competitive rates. 
Experienced and qualified engineering and support staff 

5* DISCOUNT 
available lo students and OAFs. 

UNBELIEVABLE l PCRADE FITTED PRICE OF £1$ INCLUSIVE 
Trade and Education welcome, Dealer pack available on request. 

ACS DESIGN WORKS. WILLIAM STREET, FELLING* GATESHEAD NEKHUP 
TF.I 1090 493 0300 110 Lines) FAN: itr»h 4930440 

"PieMtien, 'Tttaii Olden 
E&OE 

Firttf marked * are not yet available and wilt be sent on day of release. Mieit send <heqve/PO (made out to Premier Mail Order) /Acress/Visa no. & expiry dote to: 

Dept AF54, 10 Tinkler Side. Basildon. Essex SSI4 1LE Tel: 0268*271172 fax; 0268-271173 
Telephone orders: Mon-Fri 9am-7pm and Sot & Sun 10am-4pm. We are open 364 days a year. 

P&P and VAT is included for all UK orders. Please add £2 P&P for Europe, elsewhere please odd £3,50 per Hero for Airmail. Next day service available UK only at £4.00 per Hero. 
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and 
with ALL 

Classic Bitmapped Clip Art 
Sorted and saved as brushes. ready tor import directly into your programs. 

EMC Vol 1 5 Disks - £14.00 - Various IFF Clipart 
EMC Vol. 115 Disks - £14,00 Various IFF Clipart 
EMC VoL 15 -8 Disks - £22.00 - Various IFF Clipart 
EMC Vol 22 - 5 Disks - £14,00 * Various IFF Clipart 
EMC Vol. 28 5 Disks ■ £14,00 Various IFF Clipart 

Very High Qualify Bitmapped Clip Art 
SOU ■ GOO dpt scans that when reduced la a asafcte site to ydur OTP 
packages they will produce printouts of amazing quality. Putty sorted 
savedss brushes, Standard iff format citpad and compatahte with 4 
major Amiga applications. 
Pt&aM' Nett^Ve-rBcanmvnd ifiarjjfflj hjvfl attoiwr?m&f*rTwrwy K> wjw rtv& muf/tt 

EMC Vol 34 5 Disks - £14,00 IFF Animals 1 
EMC vol 35 5 Disks - £14.00 IFF Animals 2 
EMC Vol 36 8 Disks - £22.00 IFF Transport 
EMC Vol 37 5 Disks - £14 00 - iff Business 
EMC Vol 38 - 5 Disks - £14.00 IFF Fantasy 1 
EMC Vol 39 5 Disks - £14,00 IFF Fantasy 2 
EMC Vol 40 - 5 Disks - £14.00 IFF Borders 
EMC Vol 41 - 6 Disks - £16.50 IFF People 1 
EMC Vol 42 - 5 Disks - £14.00 IFF Natural 
EMC Vol 43 - 5 Disks * £14,00 IFF Sports 
EMC Vol. 44 - 6 Disks - £16,50 IFF Education 1 
EMC Vol. 45 - 5 Disks - £14.00 IFF Various f 
EMC Vol. 46 5 Disks - £14.00 IFF Various 2 
EMC Vol 47 - S Disks ■ £14,00 IFF Humour 
EMC Vol 50 - 6 Disks £16,50 IFF Dogs a Cats 
EMC Vol. 51 - 5 Disks £14.00 IFF Birds & Insects 
EMC Vol. 52 ■ 5 Disks - £14,00 IFF Animals 3 
EMC Vol. 53 5 Disks £14.00 IFF Animals 4 
EMC Vol 54 - 5 Disks * £14.00 IFF Animats 5 
EMC Vol. 55 ■ 6 Disks ■ £16.50 IFF Flowers f 
EMC Vol 56 ■ 6 Disks - £16.50 IFF Flowers 2 
EMC Vol, 57 - 6 Disks - £16.50 IFF Flowers 3 
EMC Vol 58 6 Disks - £16.50 IFF Trees 
EMC Vol 59 ■ 6 Disks - £16.50 IFF Plants'! 
EMC Vol 60 6 Disks - £16.50 - IFF Plants 2 
EMC Vol 61 - 6 Disks - £16.50 IFF Military 
EMC Vol. 62 - 5 Disks * £14.00 IFF Fruit 
EMC Vol. 63 ■ 5 Disks - £14,00 IFF People 2 
EMC Vol, 64 - 5 Disks - £14.00 IFF People 3 
EMC Vol. 65 - 6 Disks - £16.50 IFF Events 
EMC Vol, 66 - 6 Disks - £16.50 IFF Work 
EMC Vol 67 - 6 Disks - £16,50 IFF Food I 
EMC Vol. 68 - 6 Disks £16,50 IFF Food 2 
EMC Vol. 69 - 5 Disks - £14.00 IFF Science 
EMC Vol, 70 - 5 Disks - £14.00 IFF Education 2 
EMC Vol 71 - 6 Disks - £16.50 ■ IFF Geography 
EMC Vol. 72 - 5 Disks £14,00 IFF Various 3 
EMC Vol. 73 - 5 Disks - £14.00 IFF Various 4 
EMCVol. 74 - 5 Disks - £14.00 IFF Various 5 
EMC Vol. 75 ■ 5 Disks £14,00 IFF Various 6 
EMC Vol 76 - 5 Disks - £14.00 IFF Various ? 

Type 1 Fonts 
For Page stream, Publisher and Final Copy2 release 2 
EMC Vol. 4 - 5 Disks - £14.00 - 67 Type 1 Fonts 
EMC Vol. 5 - 5 Disks - £14.00 - 63 Type 1 Fonts 
EMC Vol. 6 - 5 Disks - £14,00 - 83 Typel Fonts 
EMC Vol. 7 - 5 Disks £14,00 - 68 Type 1 Fonts 
EMC Vol 16-5 Disks - £14,00 - 76 Type? Fonts 
EMC Vol 17 -5 Disks - £14.00 - 79 Typel Fonts 
EMC Vol 27 - 5 Disks - £14.00 - 56 Typel s & Utils. 
EMC Vol. 29 - 5 Disks - £14.00 - 80 Typel Fonts 

New Typel Font Volumes 
Converted from MAC PO and Shareware Truetype format to 
Adobe Type 1 Format. These fonts are fully compatible with 
Page stream, The Publisher and Final CopyS release 2. 
EMC Vol. 77 ■ 5 Disks ■ El 6.50 ■ 78 Type 1 Fonts 
EMCV ol. 78 - 5 Disks ■ El 6.50 • 69 Type 1 Fonts 
EMC Vol. 79 - 5 Disks - £16.50 - 84 Typel Fonts 
EMC Vol. 80 - 5 Disks El 6.50 - 71 Typel Fonts 
EMC Vol. 81 - 5 Disks - £16.50 • 106 Typel Fonts 

CG Scalable Fonts 
Compatible with all versions of PPage. PSetter2/3, WWorth. 
WB2/3. Scala Opalvtsion and DPamt 4.1 etc. 
EMC Vol. 8 - 5 Disks ■ El 6.50 • 61 Scalable Fonts 
EMC Vol. 9 - 5 Disks ■ El 6.50 • 64 Scalable Fonts 
EMC Vol. 10 -5 Disks El 6.50 - 57 Scalable Fonts 
EMC Vol. 23 - 5 Disks - El 6.50 - 58 Scalable Fonts 
EMC Vol. 24 - 5 Disks El 6.50 - 64 Scalable Fonts 
EMC Vol. 25 - 5 Disks - E16.50 - 66 Scalable Fonts 
EMC Vol. 26 - 5 Disks - £16.50 - 7t Scalable Fonts 
EMC Vol. 30 5 Disks ■ E16.50 ■ 59 Scalable Fonts 
EMC Vol. 31 - 5 Disks - E16.50 - 60 Scalable Fonts 

New CG Scalable Fonts 
Converted from Truetype formal: Fully compatible with... 
all versions of PPage. PSetter2/3. Page. WB2/3. Scala 
WordWorth. Opaivision and DPaint 4.1+ etc. 

These volumes are now supplied, due to popular 
demand, with Postscript downloadable fonts! 

EMC Vol 82 - 5 Disks - £16,56 - 53 Scalable Fonts 
£16.50 - 46 Scalable Fonts 
£16.50 - 46 Scalable Fonts 
£16.50 - 46 Scalable Fonts 
£16,50 - 34 Scalable Fonts 

EMC Vol. S3 
EMC Vol. 84 
EMC Vol 85 
EMC Vol 86 
EMC Vol 87 

5 Disks - 
5 Disks 
5 Disks - 
5 Disks 
5 Disks - £16,50 3$ Scalable Fonts 

Amiga Computing m issue 52said.. 
",E.M.C. are the FIRST and FOREMOST Font distributors In the UK" 

they then placed us at.„No.1 in the TOP ID of the Amiga hardware and software charts! 

Ian Wrigley from Amiga Shopper in issue 16 aakL. 
must say that Vm quite impressed..,* 

Amiga Format in issue 36 said, . 
.E.M.C, have an enormous amount of expertise in the tricky area of fonts and can provide professional help and 

advice to customers’* 

Amiga Format Special Edition said... 
*\+Ahe best value rescalabte fonts available anywhere...there's no cheaper way of getting quality fonts" 

CUAmiga In the issue of September '92 said... 
"...you couldn't do much better than taking a look through the sets offered by EM C." 

Amiga Shopper January 1992 gave Safari Fonts and EMG ,. 
"The Top Desktop Publishing Typeface Award For 1992" 

Pet McDonald From Amiga Format m issue January 1992 said.,. 
"The best person to tatk to about fontst in the UK at any rate fe Errol at E.M.C" 

Amiga Mart November 1992 said 
"EMC $ emergence into the cut-throat retail area has come none too soon, their service and technical backup is 

second to none." 

Photo Realistic 254 Pkferts far AGAend 24 Bit Amlgoi 
EMC Vol 88 - 6 Disks - £16.50 - 256 Cars 1 
EMC Vol, 39 - 6 Disks - £16,50 - 256 Cars 2 
EMC Vol. 90 - 6 Disks - £16,50 - 256 Planes 1 
EMC Vol. 91 - 6 Disks - £16,50 * 256 Planes 2 
EMC Vol. 92 - 5 Disks - £14.00 ■ 256 Space 1 
EMC Vol. 93 - 5 Disks - £14,00 - 256 Space 2 
EMC Vol. 94 - 5 Disks - £14.00 - 256 Women 
EMC Vol, 95 - 5 Disks ■ £14,00 * 256 WitdCatS 
EMC Vol. 96 - 6 Disks £16.50 - 256 Horses T 
EMC Vol. 97 - 6 Disks ■ £16.50 - 256 Horses 2 
EMC Vol, 98 - 5 Disks - £14,00 - 256 Dogs 1 
EMCV ol, 99 - 5 Disks £14,00 - 256 Dogs 2 
EMC Vol. 100-6 Disks - £16.50 - 256 Cats 1 
EMCVoI. 101 6 Disks - £16.50 - 256 Cats 2 
EMC Vol 102-6 Disks - £16.50 - 256 WaterLife 
EMC VoL 103 6 Disks - £16.50 - 256 Sun <£ Sea 
EMC Vol, 104 6 Disks - £16.50 - 256 Animals 1 
EMC Vol 105 6 Disks - £16.50 - 256 Animats 2 
EMC Vol 106 6 Disks - £16.50 - 256 Animals 3 
EMC Vol 107 6 Disks - £16.50 - 256 Animats 4 
EMC Vol. 108 -6 Disks - £16,50 - 256 Panorama 1 
EMC Vol. 109 6 Disks ■ £16,50 * 256 Panorama 2 
EMC Vol, 110 6 Disks - £16.50 - 256 Panorama 3 
EMC Vol. 111 - 6 Disks £16,50 - 256 The Sun 
EMC Vol. 112 - 5 Disks - £14.00 256 World People 
EMC Vol. 113 6 Disks ■ £16.50 256 America 
EMC Vol. 114 - 6 Disks - £16,50 ■ 256 Castles 
EMC Vol. 115 6 Disks ■ £16.50 256 The World 
EMCVo1.116 -5 Disks - £14.00 ■ 256Birds 1 
EMCVo1.117 -5 Disks - £14,00 - 256Birds 2 
EMC Vol. 118 5 Disks - £14.00 - 256 Birds 3 
EMCV ol. 119 6 Disks - £16.50 - 256 Fantasy 1 
EMCV ol. 120 6 Disks - £16.50 - 256 Fantasy 2 
EMC Vol, 121-6 Disks - £16 50 - 256 The Movies 
EMC Vol 122-5 Disks £14.00 - 256 Renders 1 
EMC Vol. 123 5 Disks - £14.00 - 256 Renders 2 
EMC Vol 124 5 Disks - £14.00 - 256 Renders 3 
EMC Vol 125 5 Disks - £14,00 - 256 Girls 1 
EMC Vol. 126 5 Disks - £14.00 - 256 Girls 2 
EMC Vol. 127 5 Disks - £14.00 - 256 Girts 3 
EMC Vol. 128 -6 Disks - £16.50 - 256 Water Girts 
EMC Vol, 129 5 Disks - £14.00 - 256 Swim Suits 
EMC Vol. 130 5 Disks £14,00 256 Bikinis 
EMC Vol. 131 - 5 Disks - £14.00 256 Beach Girts 
EMC Vol. 132 5 Disks - £14.00 - 256 Lingerie 
EMC Vol. 133 - 5 Disks - £14.00 - 256 Star Trek 
EMC Vol. 134 5 Disks £14,00 256 Various 1 
EMC Vol. 135 5 Disks - £14.00 - 256 Reptiles 

Other Fait*, Clipart end 

EMC Vol. 12 -6 Disks £16.50 
6 Disks 
6 Disks 
5 Disks 
5 Disks 
5 Disks 
5 Disks 
5 Disks 

EMC Vol. 13 
EMC Vol. 14 
EMC Vol, 18 
EMC Vol. 19 
EMC Vol. 20 
EMC Vol 48 
EMCV ol. 49 

£16.50 
£16.50 
£16.50 
£16.50 
£16.50 
£14,00 
£14.00 

Pagestream Demo Disks 
Typesmith Demo Disk 
Opaivision Update Disks 

Additional foots end Clipart For PagettrHflt Users 
EMC Vol 2 * 6 Disks - £16.50 - Structured ClipArt 
EMC Vol. 3 - 2 Disks - £ 6.00 - 34 P'stream Fonts 
EMC Vol 21 ■ 6 Disks - £16.50 PCX Clipart 
EMC Vol 32 6 Disks - £16.50 (MG CtipArt 
EMC VoL 33 6 Disks - £16.50 IMG ClipArt 

liH and Bobs 
EPS Clipart 
EPS Clipart 

- EPS Clipart 
60 PDraw Fonts 

- 63 PDraw Fonts 
- 50 PDraw Fonts 
- 54 Color Fonts 

6SCohrFonts 
£6.99 
£3.50 
£6.99 

E.M.C, also stock and are the exclusive UK and 
European distributors for the HIGHLY ACCLAIMED. 

COMPUTES SAFARI 
Desktop Publishing Typefaces 

EMC has no need to offer you any sort ot font guarantees, 
...OUR FONTS WORK! 

Our competitors claim to have the largest font collections in the UK.., 
... YEAH RIGHT! (Maybe they should check their facts before making such claims!} 

AND...BELIEVE IT OR NOT WE PONT HAVE TO WAIT FOR EMC TO 
RELEASE MORE VOLUMES BEFORE WE CAN EXPAND OUR LIBRARY! 

--E. M. COMPUTERGRA PHIC - 
Font, Clipart and Software suppliers to over 4r500 happy customers! 

including : MICRO PACE UK, MERIDIAN DISTRIBUTION, CENTRAL TELE VISION, MERIDIAN 
SOFTWARE. FIRST COMPUTERS, BUTTERSQFT, OMEGA PROJECTS. THE INSTITUTE OF 

MATERIALS, THE UNIVERSITY OF LONDON. ALPHABET PUBLISHING. DIGITAL MULTIMEDIA 
SERVICES UK. THE IMPERIAL WAR MUSEUM AND MAJOR VISION INTERNATIONAL. 

-- WE ASK YOU...CAN ALL THESE CUSTOMERS BE WRONG? -- 
EMC HAS RECEIVED MORE EDITORIALS, REVIEWS AND PROMOTION IN THE UK AMIGA PRESS 

THAN ALL IT'S COMPETITORS PUT TOGETHER...HAVE THEY EVER HAD ANY? 

...DON'T THESE FACTS TELL YOU SOMETHING? 

, Motr jfuth. , 4(obe (/ytatf, and antira/fw/ 2fec& l/'rrfifarf 

AWARD CONSTRUCTION KIT 
\ Computing - August 1993 "...thepackage is excellent.. " Ami 

and ACK received an 85% rating 
ACK offers Amiga- users me ab&y to 
■ mmrfo Gneattof# forts, 4 oocy taif 'ey® S seals and 1 ? borders 

rt 
CUAmiga"- August 1993 

creste cusitsnustfrt awams cendtorm aCk comes 
along wQh 50 predefined award 
ACX* “ - tjtteoftretrifrflNMyn} 

rwadfer* .torts, a tuxty j 
styes AH ot t^-ese ca" oe kXM anti antes to stAt you* mdhrtduai needs 
iavi9 frepwertsy used usar styles 
ACK w*tf w* on ary Aandi*esar1 excvfenf and cfcfc* user which Has irtramtortatfy- 
beer- to be smtye so use ACX t$ a mMAat programme, ***& pwes users m* ab&ty to ado 
nee tones and styles easty fwm aootbonei AO< data dfcste. mtveh w* f» evataut soon 
ACX is avariatoe artius/vety from EM C, and tor » $peo& mhoduOOty fumed (fte pny«r cs available 
tor- 

inctocfrD vat and UK posEaptpaefenQ 
European add £* 50 lor reg airmail per stags 
R«totWorsd- ptaa$e add ££ 56 fef **g airm*ii postage 

The FREE EMC rnformaffOrt pdOc includes full information on our PD Shareware font 
and chpart library Computer Safari Fonts and the Award Construction Kit... 

TO GET VGUR COPY...„ 
JUST SEND US AN AS SAE WITH 25P POSTAGE 

The information pack details ALL the fonts we have on offer along with fult printouts, a 
font chpa/1 compataPiitty gude. and many example printouts from our ej»ft collections. 

EURGCABD 
UiflwCfrd VISA 

E&OE 
E. M. COMPUTERGRAPHIC 
Tel 

8 Edith Road, Clacton, Essex. C015 1JU 
; 0255 431389 Fax: 0255 428666 



We Put Your 
Pieces Together 

Puzzled about music and the Amiga? 
Look to us for the answers! 

At The Blue Ribbon Sound Works, 
we’ve developed a strong lineup of 
talent. Each of our products receives 
the special care it takes to produce a 
winner. That’s why you’ll find a Blue 
Ribbon on every box! 

Take Super)AM! With this 
__ automatic 

free com¬ 
poser. VO u’ll 

be writing the 
next hit song-or creating the perfect 

soundtrack for your video production 
in no time. Super]AM! comes with over 
30 different musical styles and a backup 
band that performs beautifully, whether 
it's Mozart or Motown. And with the 
Extras Disks for Super JAM!, you can 
instantly increase your repertoire 
with styles like Fusionist, Funklungle, 
Rachmaninoff and Rockapeggio. £99.95 

Our One-Stop Music Shop turns 
your Amiga into a powerful music 
machine! This hardware-soft ware 
combination includes all you need to 
get 16-hit stereo multi-timbral audio 
tor an incredible price! £569.95 

When you’re ready for multi-track 
recording, automated mixing, notation 
printing and 
state-of-the- 
art MIDI 
sequencing, 
you’re ready 
for Bars&Pipes Professional. Special 
effects, multi-media sync, sophisticated 

Please send me details of the Blue Ribbon Range: 

Name. 
Address.......... 

Town..Postcode....... 
Return to: Emerald Creative Technology Ltd 
Rapid House, 54 Wandlc Bank, Wimbledon 
London SW19 IDW 

harmonies, non-destructive editing, 
and an unlimited number of tracks for 
recording only begin to describe it. 
Plus, you can integrate it seamlessly 
with Super)AM! £299.95 

If you’re into MIDI but don’t need 
full power, check out Baks&Pipes, music 
software made simple. Bars&Pipes 

features multi-track recording, graphic 
cal editing, tempo mapping and more. 
Bars&Pipes is expandable, so it grows 

as you do. 
Once the music is flow¬ 

ing, pick and choose from the 
Bars&Pipes Ae>i>-on Series. 

These packages make 
Bars&Pipes or Bars&Pipes 

Professional even more fun to own. 
Use the Creativity Kit to invent 

fresh musical ideas, or the Pro Studio 
Kit for complete control of your MIDI 
studio. The Internal Sounds Kit elimi¬ 
nates the need for MIDI altogether. 
Imagine, multi-track recording inside 
your computer! To round it off, w-e pre¬ 
sent Rules for Tools, documentation 
and C source code for writing your 
own musical features. 

To get organized, grab The 
PatchMeister, our graphical, uni¬ 
versal ly-configurable MIDI 
patch librarian, it 
comes with r 
dozens of MIDI 

drivers and 
templates. Don’t 
see what you want? 
Make it yourself with the special driver 
creation feature. And, The PatchMeister 
integrates easily into Bars&Pipes 

Professional for the ultimate compo¬ 
sition environment. £79.95 

Want to triple the capacity of your 
MIDI studio? Use Triple Play Plus, our 
MIDI interface that 
includes 3 sepa- 
rately-addressable 
MIDI outs for 48 
simultaneous MIDI 
channels. Of course, p- 
we designed it especial- “ £ U ^ 
ly for our software. No compatibility 
problems here. £169.95 

Synchronizing with video and 
audio tape is simple with SyncPro. our 
universal SMPTE 
synchronization 
box for audio, 
video and multi- 
media production. 

5Srwi,h SyncPro 
Ribbon software and works with any 
Amiga application that supports MIDI 
Time Code. £189 95 

The Blue Ribbon SoundWorks. 
When it comes to (futility, we don't 
miss a beat! 

THE 
BLUE RIBBON 

SOUNDWORKS 
LTD 

Venture Centre 
1604 Chantilly Drive NE 

Suite 200, 
Atlanta GA USA 

The Blue Ribbon Sound Works;, Bars&Pipes, Itars&Bipes Professional, Ban&Pipe* Add-on Series, Creativity Ku. Internal Sounds Kit. (Tne-Stop Musk Shop, Pro Studio Kil, Rule* for Tools, Multi Media Kit, MtuicBox A. Mu sic Box B, 
Super)AM!. The PatchMeister. Triple Play Plus and SyncPro are irademirkiof The Blue Ribbon SoundWorks Lid, All other product and brand names arc trademarks and/or s-micemarks ot then respective holders 



/ 
AMITEK 

Designed to bring you high performance at 
affordable prices AmjTek peripherals offer 
outstanding value-for-money. They are 
also designed and built to ensure easy 
fitting, and trouble free operation - 
making them a pleasure to use AmiTek 
products are also thoroughly tested and 
are very reliable. So reliable that they 
are pleased to offer a full two year 
warranty on the full AmiTek range 

AMITEK - ‘FRIENDLY TECHNOLOGY’ 

PERIPHERALS 
FOR 

A500, A600 & A1200 

i V EXTERNAL FLOPPY 

DRIVE 
FOR ALL AMIGA COMPUTERS 

• High quality 3)4“ Sony mechanism 

Formats to 880K 
Anti Click as standard 

* Switchable hardware 
anti-virus technology 

, ■ On/off switch 

2 
YEAR 

Through connector for 
extra drives 

• Compatible with all Amigas 
• Robust metal casing and 

small footprint design 

Power taken from Amiga - no exiemal PSU 

AMITEK EXTERNAL DRIVE 
Vrnitfm MTl 

CLPCH 
jwn- 
vnirs 

ST*0HG 
metal 
CASE 

otMurr 
son 

KCNMMM 

IBflUTHW 
SWITCH 

1 
rm 

WWHMHHT 
AMITEK / / / / / 
ZAPPQ - - / - / - 

CUMANA - - “ - / - INC VAT ■ DR11155 

11. INTERNALS 
FOR AMIGA 500/500PLUS 

The AmiTek 
replacement 
drive is ideal 
for users who wish 
to replace their existing 
faulty internal drive. Every ‘ 
thing needed to fit the drive is 
included along with fully compre¬ 
hensive fitting instructions and 24 
months replacement guarantee. The 
AmiTek kit features a high quality 3.5H 
mechanism drive offering uncompromising 
performance at a fantastic price 

2 
YEAR 

V WAMiXTV 

AMITEK INTERNAL DRIVE 

PCMCIA CARDS 
mm FOR AMIGA 600 

For sheer easy of use 
and U&xjbilrty you can't beat 
AMITEK s PCMCIA RAM upgrades These 
compact Credit card sized upgrades skit 
into the PCMCIA port on your AfiOO or 
A1200, increasing me RAM by 3m. or 4m. 

CARD 

£119 
INC VAT . HAM 6 

CARO 

INC VAT - RAM SOAP 

RAM UPGRADES 
mm FOR AMIGA 500/600 

The loikMing RAM upgrades are 
an trapdoor cards and do not 
ailed year Amiga $ warranty 

A500 * Low cosi 512K upgrades, with 
or without 
a battery 
backed 
clock 

asooplus - The A50Qplljs has a battery 
backed clock built-in so 
these Imb RAM upgrades 
do not need this feature 

iHr t 

£30 

A600 - Imb RAM 
increase with battery 
backed clock. 

£40 
n*r. vai riiuui iK.iri 

RAM UPGRADE 
& MATHS ACCELERATOR 

FOR THE AMIGA 1200 

Maximise the processing power of 
your standard A1200. Be ready for a 
new software which makes more 
demands on Amiga memory and 
technology. The AmiTek Hawk RAM 
expansion includes up to 8Mb fast 32 
bit RAM, the ability to support a 
sophisticated 68882 FPU and a 
battery backed up clock. Built to a high 
standard, this board can be easily 
installed and comes with a 2 year 
warranty. The Hawk RAM board is 
available in 8 pre-configured factory 
installed versions enabling you to 
select the model which best suits 
your requirements. 

• Plugs straight into A1200 trap door • 
No soldering required 

• Upgradeable FAST RAM board to 
1,2, 4 or 8Mb 

• Uses industry standard SIMMs 
• Socketed SIMM for easy RAM upgrades 
• Three types of optional floating point unit 

• 20mhz, 33mhz or 40mh? PLCC 68882 
co-processor 

• Comprehensive easy to follow manual 
with illustrations 

• Works with all A1200 and A1200HD 
computers 

• Does not invalidate your At 200 warranty 

X MODULATOR 
AMITEK FOR ALL AMIGA'S 

This modulator i$ recom¬ 
mended lor users who 
wish to replace a faulty 
external modulator. Everything 
needed is supplied. Like all AmiTek 
peripherals ri comes wih an easy eq 
follow manual. 
■ High quality design 
* Full manual included 
* FREE RF 

cable supplied WC YiT - UQAiUPt 

HAWK RAM/ACCELERATOR 0 PTIONS 
" NO FPU 20^ qi MHl 

OO mi 40 rw 
4 Mb 

1 RAM £99 ■* »*T w»d* £149 | *c VAT AAU ‘J‘-’ 1 
- - 

O Mb 
L RAM £129 

M Vi’ IU* ■ fir | 
- £199 | AC VAT - eaaj *223 

- 

A Mb 
RAM £199 

nc VAT PMM 
- - £299 

•C VAT AAV 1M4 

Q Mb 
. O RAM £399 

0C VAT <UM in 
- - £499 

INC VAT RAM I2IW 

THE SILICA SERVICE 
Before you decade whan to pgy your 
n*w Amiga products, we suggest you 
think vary uwlufty about WHERE 

_ you txry iriflfn Consider when <1 wei tw 
I*** a tew months after you have 

made your purchase, when you may 
(equee edcftonsi penphwb ot 

or halo and advice And wi the company you 
buy from contact you vwth deled* o! ne* product At w* 
ensure Eh*1 you wt(i ri*v* W.nmg So worry about We can meet Our 
customers requirements waft an undawanding when 4 second to 
none Complete and return the coupon- now i« our latecf FREE 
vteratute and begin to e tpenance me "S&ea Semce' 

• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY; 
Oft all hardware aftiers shipp*6 in the UK imrtidtfl 

• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE 
A Team si tttftftol experts *4 be ft your senna 

PRICE MATCH; 
We natch competitors <*i i ‘Same product - Same suet' mss 

ESTABLISHED If YEARS 
We have t prove* track record in pratesatuus computer sales 

PART OF A C5M A YEAR COMPANY; 
Wilh Mr 200 stiff ■ We are soM. reliable and prOErttbl# 
BUSINESS * EDUCATION* GOVERNMENT 
VaauitM discounts are available Tel: 081308 oass 

o StfOWROOtfS 
We hm demonstration and putting teaiflia ai an our $iwe$ 

* THE FULL STOCK RANGE: 
Ak tfl your requutments- ire raiUM from one supplier 

FREE CATALOGUES 
Wifi m mimed id you , wrtft spec# ortt* and tyii oeu»is of hardware 

and software 

Wt accept most mjgof ensda c*nft .eatf cthwnae or moanti^r ^tmsL 
tAPR 29 6% - written quotes cm request i 

081-309 1111 

MAIL ORDER: M The Newt Hattwriey Rd StfCtfi. Kenl, DA14 4DX 
Qrae Una* Open Ugr^bm a OPy* 7 QQ|* IS* f OOe^V Xfrni No im Ofeerwg  

Tel: 081 309 1111 
Fa* wc oa>-3M woe 

CROYDON SHOP; _ Defoentants anahjeii 11-31 North End froydon. Surrey. CP9 IRQ 
jpiftinp hfan McVWSel I 00*r*^ Qfof- -spi- 

LONDON SHOP; 
Qpe**np i* Manual 

LONDON SHOP; Sefinogts 
Qpanng rtart WeSaiaerM** 

52 T-otter+um Ccwt Rm London. WiP 00A 
Na Ntft Qparwig 

Tel 001-688 4455 
fa. m Mt-w mt 
Tel; 171-SM 4000 

pn-aaa ary 
Mrsi Otfcwd Street London. WiA IAS 

lm kyt rum ■ 
071-629 1234 

SIOCUP SHOP 1-4 The Mews Htfhertey Sufcup Kem DA14 m 
0b*»v»9 wart WfrvSa t 30am 1 Xtr L— Nyr ^gt, ■  

Tel 001-302 8811 
fa No «■ *» 0017 

ESSEX SHOP keddief -z* r*y H»gf» Strm Souttwid-on-Sea Esse*. SSI 1LA 
- • am*4aa*m IW ^ T\na, - 1pm 

Tel 0702 46-8039 
ftm hu dAatHoa 

IPSWICH SHOP Oeoencjms ,v^?o House WestGiie St Ipswich. !Pi 
Hgn Tiu,;  

Tel: 11*73 2I7MZ 
ftrn hu SaT>»?«tf 

T^Sitic^AMFOR^92^2S_1^4Tri£MewfHairT«rieyRdSidcyphK£nLDAl44DX ’ 

| Mr Mrs Miss Ms initials SijmarTie 

Comparry Name (rf applicator ........... 

| Address ........ 

| Tel (Home); ... . 

1 Which compui*f($), rf anry do you own^ 

Postccxte 

Tel (Wo*K) 

I 

12SA j 



PREMIUM BULK 3.5"DS/DD DISKS 

15 
50 
100 
ZOO 
250 
500 

ALL DISKS APE FULLY GUARANTEED 
AND ARE COMPLETE WITH LABELS 

3.5” SUPERIOR LOCKABLE DISK BOXES r\ 
Uty 100 Cap 1 tjOCap 200 Cap Drawer. 

1 M9eat.H9ea1 
2 

9.19eaU9ea1l 

SUPPLIES LTD 

RI8B0NS-P0ST FREE 

Full Mark Brand Z off 1 off 
PRICE EACH 

Citizen 120V/1ZHV Swift 21 
Citizen Swift 21 Colour 

Panasonic KXP 1010/1125/1111 
Panasonic KXP Z1Z3 
Pcnosonie KXP 2123 Colour 
Star LC10/LC20 
Star LCI0-1 Colour 
Star LC21T0/21-2OQ 
Star LC21‘I0 Colour 
Stor LC2Q0 
Star LC20Q Colour 

Stor LC21-20C Colour 

HP DeskJet 500 Double Refill 
Canon BJI0E Double Refill 

9' 

995’ 

Minimum order - 1 ribbons, eicept fhase 

flioflssd wftfr sn asterisk' 

3.5” PREMIUM DISKS WITH OUR BOXES 

100 Cap box * 50 3,5’ DS/DD 

100 Cap box * 100 3.5' DS/DD 

110 Cap box * 100 3.5* DS/DD 

ZOO Cap drawer ♦ 100 3.5 DS/DD 

1219 

3 619 

37.99 

1299 

HOT LINE 

0703 

457 111 

fMMM-fk 
_ 

Quickshot Apache Joystick 
Quickshot Python /M Joystick 
Quickshot Mdverfefc 1M Joystick 
Arouse Mot 
Mows* Holder 
Pali 1000 5 5 Pisk Labels 
Amiga A500f AiQO/AIZOO Cover 
Phipps monitor cover 
Star ! Citizen f Panasonic 
40 do/, Printer cover 

6 95 
i.95 

1195 
199 
7 

3 9? 

3 9? 

AH products arm subjmct to avosfabllity - Ail oHcms Include VAT 
Plmttsm odd £350 pro for disks and box*? or £599 if goods required 

overnight E&06. 

SNAP COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD Fax: 0703 457222 
Unit 16. The Sidings, Hound Rd, Netley Abbey, Southampton SOS 5QA 

AMig 
A 

Repairs undertaken to Amiga 500 computers at 144.95 Inclusive 

of parts, labour, VAT and return postage/packing 

Commodore registered for full technical support 

Computers repaired in the quickest possible time 

All machines will be overhauled with a full soak-test to ensure optimum reliability 

Entrust your machine to the experts, full 90 day warranty 

Repairs to disk drive and keyboard also included 

(extra charge possible if found to need complete replacement) 

Repairs to other Commodore systems undertaken - phone for details 

Upgrades and expansions supplied and fitted - phone for details 

£44.95 
To take Advantage of this exceptional offer, simply send or hand deliver your computer to our workshop complex, 

address details below, enclosing this advertisement voucher, payment, fault description, return address, 
along with your daytime and evening telephone number and we will do the rest. 

Should you require Croup 4 Security return delivery, simply add i 5.00 to the repair charge. 

WTS Electronics Ltd Chaul End Lane Luton Bedfordshire LU4 8EZ Tel 0582 491949 (6 lines) 

(We innv. the right to telett maghlnei which, In our opinion, ire beyond repair- Normal charge appUei) 



ATTENTION! 
COMMODORE & AMIGA 
END USERS & DEALERS 
TOP SELLER ADVANCED AMIGA ANALYSER 

AN INEXPENSIVE DIAGNOSTIC ANALYSER THAT WORKS ON ALL AM1GAS 
Amiga Shopper UK magazine say's "Without doubt, this is the finest 

diagnostic equipment l hate ever seen, and / address all Amiga repairers 
and practical-minded users when f say this is really something uxirtb bating." 

A complete diagnostic hardware and software analyser (uses point 
and dick software interface). The analyser plugs into all Amiga 
ports simultaneously and tlirough sophisticated software displays 
eight screens to work from. Shows status of data 
trammission/signals; tests game port function, parallel port, serial 
port* disk drive* video ports, memory (buffer) checker, system 
configuration and auto test. Reads diagnostic status of any 
read/write errors from track 0 to track 79. Software automatically 
tells what errors are found and chips responsible. 85% to 90% of the 
problems presented to service centres are found with this analyser 
Saves you lots of money on repairs and no end user or repair shop 
can afford to be without one. Dortrt be fooled by its low' cost. 
Simply plug in cables from the analyser box. This sophisticated tool 
is used by end users and Amiga repair centres 
worldwide............  (shipping to UK add £10.00).£47.00 
WE CARRY ALL COMMODORE CUSTOM CHIPS AND ACCESSORIES 

AT LOW DISCOUNTED PRICES, 
W RITE FOR FULL LISTING OF ALL COMMODORE/AMIGA 

SURPLUS PRODUCTS, DEALERS: WRITE TO US ON YOUR 
LETTERHEAD 

Phone hours (British time) 2-11pm Mon-Fri 

THE GRAPEVINE GROUP INC. 
3 CHESTNUT STREET. SUFFERN, 

NEW YORK 10901 U.S.A. 
INTERNATIONAL ORDER LINE: 0101-914-357-2424 

3S £3FAX LIME: 0101-914-357-6243 2E HI 

MAIL ORDER DISK SUPPLIERS 
WHOLESALE t RETAIL 

GRADE 'A' FULLY GUARANTEED 
PLANET DATA BRANDED DSDD 3.5" DISKS 

20 £8 + £2 p&p 
50 £17 + £3 p&p 
100 £30 + £3 p&p 
250 £70 + £3 p&p 

INCLUDES FREE LABELS SAME DAY DESPATCH 

AMIGA TITLES 
Soccer Kid Cl 9.99 Castles 2 £29.99 
Space Hulk Cl 8.99 Mean Aliens £16.99 
F117A Stealth £23.99 Micky 2 £16.99 

Hired Guns C21.99 Overkill £16.99 
International Open Golf Championship £16.99 

Loads of other titles available, please call. 

Please add £2 PAP per order. 

Please make cheques payable to 
PLANET DATA 

9 HIGH STREET SOUTH, OLNEY, BUCKS 
MK46 4AA (REF AFN1) 

Tel (0234) 240954 Fax (0234) 240272 

delphi MAILORDER 
This is just a small selection of the 
software we offer. Please call our 
telephone hotline for other prices 

AMIGA 600/1200 
Aliens 3 29.99 21.99 
Apocalypse 25.99 18.79 
Arsenal 25.99 18.79 
Air Force Commander 29,99 21.99 
Air Bucks 1.2 29.99 21.99 
Air Bucks 1.2 (1200) 34.99 26.29 
Arabian Knights 25.99 18,79 
Addicted to Fun 19.99 14.99 
Batman the Movie 7.99 6.96 
Burning Rubber 25.99 18,79 
Burning Rubber (1200) 
Brutal Sports Football 

25,99 18.79 
25.99 18.79 

Body Blows Galactic 26.99 19.89 
Blaster 25.99 18.79 
Beavers 25.99 18 79 
Caesar 29,99 21.99 
Championship Manager '93 25,99 18.79 
Civilisation (1200) 39 00 29.99 
Castles 2 34.99 26.99 
Combat Air Patrol 29.99 21,99 
Combat Classics 2 29,99 21.99 
Creepers 29,99 21.99 
D-Day 29.99 21.99 
Dark Seed 34,99 26.29 
Dark me re 3099 23.24 
Deluxe Music 5 89.99 67,49 
Diggers 29.99 21,99 
Dino Worlds 29.99 21.99 
Dog Fight 34.99 26.29 
Dream web 34.99 26,29 
Dune 2 30.99 23,24 
European Champions 25.99 18.79 
European Champions (1200) 25.99 18.79 
FI 25.99 18.79 
F117A Nighthawk 34.99 26.29 
Flashback 30,99 23,24 
Fatal Strokes 29.99 21.99 

Genesia 29.99 21.99 
Global Gladiators 25.99 18.79 
Goal! 30.99 23,24 
Gulp 29.99 21.99 
Hook 25.99 18.79 
Hired Guns 29.99 21.99 
James Pond 3 29.99 21.99 
Jurassic Park 25.99 18.79 
Jurassic Park (1200} 27,99 20,59 
Mar Utd Prem Champ 29.99 21.99 

AMIGA CD 32 
4D Sports 29.99 21.99 
Chaos Engine 29.99 21.99 
Genesis 29,99 21.99 
Golden Collection 29.99 21.99 
James Pond 2 29.99 21.99 
Liberation 34.99 26,99 
Oscar 25,99 18,99 
Sensible Soccer 34,99 26.99 
Surf Ninjas 29.99 21.99 
Winter Supersports 29.99 21.99 

AMIGA HARDWARE 
OFFERS!!! 

RRP OUR 

PRICE 
Amiga CD32 299.99 279.99 

A600 199.99 184.99 

A1200 pack 349.99 334.99 

A1200 299.99 284.99 

If you require any Amiga Hardware not 

listed here don't hesitate to give us a call!!! 

J delphi mail order 
Premier House 

2 Gaytan Road 

Harrow 

Middlesex HA1 2XV 

Tel: 081 863 9001 

Fax: 081 424 8277 

For telephone orders opening hours are: 
Mon - Fri 9am - 5.30pm 

Sat 10am - 4pm 
Please make cheques/POs payable to: 

Adelphi Mail Order 
For hardware orders add £5 p&p. 

software add 75p. 



oo seconds! With the recent launch of Blitz Basic 2, AMOS 

has been taking more than a few knocks but 

it's not out for the count quite yet Jason 

Holborn takes a look at a new extension that 

could put AMOS back on to its feet. 

FOR MANY YEARS AMOS ha* 
ruled the BASIC programming language 
market with the sort of monopoly that 
British Rail would 1m* proud of. But now 
with the release of Arid Software’s brilliant 
Hiilz Basic 2 their leadership has been chal¬ 
lenged, In the battle for supremacy, AMOS 
has certainly taken more than its fail share 
of blows to the chin - Sack of intuition and 
AGA support have both been contributing 
factors to its poor performance. But just 
when it seemed that AMOS was out tor the 
count, it has received a much-needed 
boost in the form of Craft, from Black 
Legend Software. 

Craft is an extension for AMOS that 
adds more than 160 new commands to the 
existing AMOS instruction set. Unlike most 
AMDS extensions, (raft works with both 
AMOS Classic (the original AMDS) arid 
AMDS ProffssnmuL Many AMOS extensions 
don't work with AMOS frofessiotitil so ii's 
good to see that Black legend have made 
sure that all AMOS users can benefit. Ii slill 
won't work with Easy AMOS, but then 
that’s more a failing of Easy AMOS than a 
lack of vision from Black Legend, 

With both AMOS Classic atid AMOS 
Professional being sold so cheaply these 
days. Easy AMDS owners should take advan¬ 
tage of these price cuts while they can. 

If you would like to 

know just how 

quickly Craft can gen¬ 

erate a Mandelbrot, 

then check out that 

timing! 

So what is Craft capable of? Short for 
Colours, Requester, Audio, Fractals and 
Turtle, Craft is a multipurpose extension. 
Thai is. its command set addresses more 
than one area of program development, 
unlike some extensions which tend to con¬ 
centrate on one aspect of coding. 

Solaris I the Finnish, and original, 
developers of (.raft) have attempted to pro¬ 
vide AMDS' programmers with a wide 
selection of new and improved commands 
which cover areas that are either not 
addressed by the basir AMDS' command 
set. or are simply ignored. 

The Craft system consists of two .lib 
extension files that need to be installed on 
to vour AMDS program disk in order for 
(-----—-“—I 

| Because we know many of our readers will be keen to 
| get their hands on Craft we've arranged a special deal 
| with Black legend to save you a huge 

£6 
If you want Craft for a mere £19,99 (+£1 p&p) 

| instead of the normal £25.99 retail price, just send 
i this coupon and a Cheque, Postal Order or Credit Card 
i order for £20,99 made payable to Black legend 
e Software, to: 
| Amiga Format Craft Offer, Black Legend Software, 
t 25 Hart Road, St Albans, Herts AL1 INF, 

This leaf effect would 

take mount* ini of 

code to produce 

using normal AMOS 

commands but it's a 

doddle with Turtle 

graphics. 

Took 2Tb 

■ ’ W 

'** V i * > 
i' 

f. 
f, 
*» 

, ,-v: 
*-v * 

AMOS to access them. Thankfully this is 
handled automatically using a well-pre¬ 
sented Install menu which not only copies 
across the two files, hut also automatically 
changes your AMOS Interpreter.Con fig* 
file and even manages to create a disk 
packed lull of demonstration programs for 
you to play around with. 

When attempting to install Cruft on to 
an A11200. I encountered a few copy pro¬ 
tection problems with the review samples 
we were sent. However, Black Legend 
assure me that these problems have now 
been rectified, thus you should be spared 
the heartache that I had to suffer. 

Once installed, you can start using the 
extra commands which Craft supplies sim¬ 
ply by loading up your copy of AMOS. If 
everything runs smoothly, AMOS should 
inform you that two extra extensions have 
been loaded. Before you start placing 
around with the commands, it is worth 
taking the time to load up the demonstra- 
lion programs bundled with the package ~ 
they adequately illustrate what Craft is 
capable of. 

Particularly noteworthy is Craft* s 
Mandelbrot and Julia fractal set demon- 
si rations which use the Fractal commands 
built in to ilie extension to produce some 



Craft even includes a Mandelbrot Zoom command that enables you 

explore the Mandelbrot set at your leisure. 

Need a fancy colour selector in your programs? 

Incorporating this little beauty into your own 

AMOS programs is child’s play 

control drawing operations by issuing com¬ 

mands such as Turn 50 {degrees) or Move 

90 {units) to an invisible pen, known as a 

Turtle* Essentially this gives you simple 

control over a polar co-ordinate system of 

drawing graphics. 

'Hie Craft commands are virtually iden¬ 

tical to the Turtle graphics built in to most 

modern dialects of Logo {including 

Commodore’s version), although the syn¬ 

tax is somewhat different, so don’t expect 

lo be able to port code straight across into 

AMO$. However, Logo itself was used pri¬ 

marily as an education tool, so there is no 

reason w hy the Craft extension can not ixj 

used in exactly the same way. 

Craft includes a number of facilities 

which have alreads made their way into 

the haste AMOS instruction set, such as 

basing the ability to play SoundTrackrr mod 

format songs. Although the original AMOS 
stunning images. Developers Solaris also 

include the same programs written in 

native AAfOScode just to demonstrate how 

fast its own fractal routines really are - 

believe me, they're fast. The range of (rac¬ 

ial commands on offer is impressive, but if 

Solaris were going to support this area at 

all it would have been better if Craft cov¬ 

ered the full range of fractal graphic 

generation - in particular, a fractal land¬ 

scape generator would have been useful, 

A major addition to Crafts graphic 

drawing arsenal is its Turtle graphics com¬ 

mands, These work by enabling you to 

* With Craft Black Legend have definitely made 

a step in the right direction. A very powerful exten¬ 

sion for A/WOS, it makes writing any application in 

A/WOS considerably easier. * 

This familiar spiral 

effect demonstrate! 

what you tan do 

with CrafTt Turtle 

graphics. 

did not support mod formal. Europress 

corrected this with the release of AMOS 
i miott 1.34, 

Cmft adds two new forms of requester 

Ut AMOS- the good old Recoverable Alert 

{a bit like a Gum message but without the 

fatal consequences) and - best of all - a 

highly configurable OK/Cancel-style 

requester, which should have been built 

into AMOS years ago. This makes writing 

applications a w hole lot easier, 

A DPaint-\ikc colour requester acces* 

sory is also included wiih Cm ft which 

demonstrates its powerful colour handling 

commands although, surprisingly, this is 

not built into the command set. 

Craft is a very powerful extension for 

AMOS that makes the task of writing appli¬ 

cations in AMOS considerably easier. 

However, its downfall is that it doesn't 

include proper intuition support, support 

for the new AGA screen types or faster bob 

and icon drawing commands. Hut, these 

gripes aside. Craft makes a del mite step in 

the right direction. It may not be the one- 

stop solution dial Black Legend were 

hoping to produce, but it is definitely the 

closest thing so far. 

If OUT Caiverdisk version of Hhti Basic 2 
on Amiga Formal 52 hasn't yet tempted 

you away from working with AMOS, then 

Craft could be the product to reward your 

allegiance! • 

AMOS Language Extension 

MANUFACTURER 
Solaris 

DISTRIBUTOR 
Black Legend Software 0727 868005 

PRICE 
£25.99 

Available now 

All of Craft's commands are written 
in Assembler and so they rattle along 
much faster than equivalents written 
in conventional AMOS code. 

MANUAL t • t • 
All the information you need is there 
and what’s more it's very easy to 
find. What more could you ask for? 

ACCESSIBILITY •••• 
If you find the commands hard 
going. Graft includes a massive selec¬ 
tion of demonstration programs. 

Craft is comprehensive, although 
some of the commands are rather 
too specialised. 

VALUE • 
A powerful piece of software 
at a very reasonable price for 
most AMOS admirers. 



DEMOS 

4 Harmonising made easy with our how-to guide 4 Write music for film 4 

Every month, 
Fli/I carries a 

1-hour-plus CD! 

♦ On test: Korg i3, Roland E-86, Fostex 380S, 

Make sure to reserve a 
copy of FM with your i 
newsagent. Use this form. 

Simmons HexaHead, SeqWin for PC, 

Name ...,...Address 

Postcode ..Telephone... 
Dear Newsagent pfcasc reseat? rrar a copy of 
Futtm* Music iiuniih, darting with issue H, 
on sale Tuesday Hi November. 
FMiH fHjlHisJhcU Oil the ihJfd Tuesday iif the rmxiih antf Is 

avaihfofcr tully SOR from your local whciraalcr 

MAG* SAVE 

Otari DTR-7, Roland P-55 and more 4 

FM 14 IS ON SALE NOW! 
on’t miss your copy 

We put five top synth expanders on the rack and roll ’em 

Making Music With Modern Technology 

♦ RECORDING ♦ SEQUENCING ♦ GIGGING ♦ MUCH MORE 

FUTURE 
MUSIC 

SUPERB CDWVIHTMS 70 MINS OF GREAT 

i 



It Xi LP1200 PCL5 LASER PRINTER 
400dpi 2ram 6 PPM 

A4 TEXT AS GRAPHICS 9 400dpi ■ M GRAPHICS 9 JQQdpt A 2Mb RAM UPGRADE IS REflll-BED TO PRINT A FULL A4 PAGE OF GRAPHICS AT 400dm 

HP LASERJET III™ COMPATIBLE • FLASH ROM UPGRADEABLE! 
Ricoh, have used their expertise fo produce a 1 first' in laser printers, the 
LP1200 with FLASH ROM. HP LaserJet tH™ compatible, the LP1200 
employs industry proven laser technology which, unlike LED printers, 
uses a laser light source to produce the most accurate and intense 
printed images ar a range of print resolutions up to 400dpi A fast 
efficient processor and engine, plus a straight paper path design 
allows printing at a full 6 pages per minute. The 2Mb RAM version 
pnnts a full A4 page of tent or graphics at 300dpi. Using standard 
resident fonts and the alternate controller firmware supplied, it 
can also prim an A4 page of text or AS page of graphics at 
400dpi and, using the Windows driver supplied, an 
A4 page of fexf 
af 400dpi from 
Windows 3.1. 

£599 
y 

I 11/ EDITOR'S 

UKchoice 
OCTOBER 92 

BESTBUY 
AUGUST %2 

SHOWN WITH | 
universal feeder 
TOP tray [OPTIONAL EXTRA! 

The 4Mb RAM version can print a 
fuff A4 page of graphics at 400 dpi and makes 
tuff use of the LP120Q’$ 400 dpi printing capabilities, such 
as using Microsoft Windows toms. Unique additional standard 
features include FLASH ROM 'future proof technology and LAYOUT - a 
powerful document descnption language. The LP1200S unique internal 
FLASH ROM. which holds the printer controller firmware. can easily be 
updated as new developments in technology occur, This protects the 
investment you make in buying a Ricoh LPi200, Other manufacturers 
would require you to buy a new printed Internal FLASH ROM and 
industry standard FLASH ROM PCMCIA cards can also be used to 
permanently store fonts, macros, graphics and extra emulations. Again. 
unlike the competition, the LP12W includes LAYOUT, a powerful and 
intuitive document description language as 
standard. This offers unique opportunities to 
develop custom made printing systems. 
Forms and document templates can be 
designed complete with logos and stored 
electronically in the LP12QQ*s FLASH ROM, 
alfeviattng the need for pre-pnnted forms! 

The LP120G comes with a 100 sheet A4 
paper tray as standard. An optional universal 
feeder automatically feeds up to 150 sheets 
of paper (up fo 169gsm}. 15 envelopes, 
transparencies and labels 

CONSUMABLES + ACCESSORIES 

I 

PLAIN PAPER 
FAX OPTION 
W ONLY 

The LP12O0 is (he WcrW s First Laser Pnrrter la have the 
oflhaii of being upgraded to a PC independent plain paper 
fax Just download the software (E1W-vat) into the 
LPIZDO's. Rash ROM and connect any faxmodem to the 
Serial Port (we recommend the Pace Microlir FX • 
£180.vat) using the Windows and DOS software supplied 
you can send and receive Laser quality taxes all over lire 
world I 

f AX MODEM SOFTWARE FEATURES £1Z9.mt 
* C-omfcw 2 at 4 wilo one pjgt tU'> 
■ Greyseaies. 3 iype oi 

PhtMogrwftc. lmwAh. Neon Scanned 
■ Phone wnw Directory (irimg Wn*im tom) 
* Brwbeasl | using Window* flrwtr) 
■ Widows and DOS version 
* Receive faiea wnen PC a ivniched off 
■ Use primer for printing wfrili receiving tans tn nachgroiiiMj mode 
* Use LaserJet or Layout protocol documents 
* Send faxes from airy Windows application 

MODEM/H A jtDWARE FEATURES ntW-vn - 
* COTT Group 3 ftntfvHfti 
■ User quairty output 
■ Auicwhik mry an busy (n3j 
* Memory jww - ?w rupgradeabN id 4*i 
* Document macros, 
■ PCMClAlnW Ilash aid firmware module available 
* A4 paper ■ out can racer* A3 paon scaieo owm to A* - 300 dp. 

Can send W pages scaled uplo A3 ■ 300 do* 
* Out oi paper receive 
* 9&DQ baw] Fa* madam 
* 2400 baud Gila modem 
* Hayes compatible - UK nunutattur* 
■ 5 vei< warranty on modem 
* inchmas tnfmnfem. wffwan mautt *Oi0tor. senai cartes, 

PSTN tomecuon lead nv> mmuiH 
for pc* * CCu^aTA.C s CNlt 

WINDOWS 3.1 
DRIVER 

SUPPORTS M0 4 iOfty 

AMIGA DRIVER 
SgpP0flT53flO4«O^ 

CORPORATE 
SALES TEAM 
Tel: 081 -3GB DB88 
Fax 081 308 0608 

CAB 750Q 

KITK00 
LAA W3B 

LAA 5262 

LAASS10 

LAA 522i 

LAA 5312 

FAX 1.200 

U0G71BS 
LAA 5279 

LAA 5288 

ULA 5290 

Ccbteto'PCtfftM* 
Lasar Starter Kit me Cable 
Universal Fsector (2nd Trmyj 
2m RAM Modulo 
DsvoioporiToner Canrujgn 
OPC CaJirido# (Drum) 
Ae Paper Tr*y (i00 £*wt*) 
Rtfflh RUt/Modem SoftwwTinWwirt 
Pace Mcroim FX F*juD»u Modem 
HiCdh Fl*$h ROM Cem (05-| 
Ricoh Flash RAM Card it »i 
Ricoh Flash RAM Cert) [**S 

ISC VAT 

CS47 
£12 50 
£85 00 
£85.00 
£65 00 
£89 00 
£35 00 

£120 00 
£180 00 

£49 00 
£799 00 
£599 00 

AN Pma* *i* Eac YAT - CALL FOR A FULL PPuCE LIST 

■f*7W X* tmp*rl!Mf ,i *r»iJy inrlLrfwJ Vi BW (WTIIW pm* WfW M 
MW Ctrl k> Ift*d OTtafonl r.WJwi^iJ flalKj'itfV 

«V i 
w 

STAR 
r---—■ 4B2f0?fl m 
A«waqf Sanwl Pro’ ind VAR tm cm 

iwoMer ,f date pw w? kOi)Oo : Mr300 SQiWO S30»)oo 
Wnoowtl D»w fl «d 4P 
PWlt SpMtf dppffl _ 6pp 4p0^ 9m 
SsmoH Pipw P«h 90 "J|rF*ai?i ns 
PCL 5 Printer vts vis 
HP-&L7 Vector Gmpnin irttXittod n$ TES VIS 
RutfiHilMP lm|yifr*TOiTt.trt,eiicerTiert| VES VIS vfS vf$ 
Standard lw Ini 5I2X fw 
M A*O00 dpi fl’iP'ift wilti tbndirti RAM 
Wirni UuTun* Uwt ft W-% Khea 

j tsiett 3t»« llMCt 
0ad*rwe DMuvbon Larwm nc^tosa 
fwftOu 
fiam TOH UpqriONtW fmn 
PQUOA Card SW 
Suvlkib Record font! n#UBI Emudjion 0 s 0 | 
ReiiOifll U MappKl f-o^h to 14 7 
A0FA InWWtyrt Syi*ibV Font lephnotow v£S ns 
Kf LlUlJVl l|l LliylWOn IflChlSfrl ns . VfS 
EPSON FTt tmirtibon lw\)6#o Vis VfS VES 
mu FhoFrimn FrnuWnn IncluOtrJ VfS m rii 
SUr'itfA-C f r*j CjptUty m 150 70 TOO 
PrcMwf ar. UkndjriHray m VfS V^s 
CNdwooft1* 19P ?lp 
Wr PiKW WMm * B»r. «MS? 
AMtoSmenONfilwn VIS vt$ 
AO* topfie on ’Mdvn urfl tabrnui Netfi 
Sumoy Note Lntf 3»».AJ ■UBft.Aj 
Prn4nifl - hwi« LwH todfr/i *5cS;A) ^.Aj dMM] 
.PC «it0Wft*irr Pi AIN PAPtB FAX OPTION 

f: i> 
UP1200 

6ppm 

US 
1 

• 6 PAGES PER MINUTE 
• 2Mt> RAM AS STANDARD 

Upgrade to 4«t» RAM only €85* vat - see below 

• PCL5 - « HP-GL/2 
With scalable fonts and vector graphics 

• SHARP EDGED PRINTING 
Ricoh HAL (Fine image ALgorithm) enhances resolution 

• 400dpi RESOLUTION 
(Default ms. - 3O0dp* Will address 200, 240 & 400dpi) 

• UNIQUE FLASH ROM 
For controller upgrade and storage 

• PCMCIA CARD SLOT iPCUOAVfiOM ftfttvki 
For programmable FLASH ROM cards 

• EXPANSION BOARD SLOT 
For improved connectivity eg. Goax/Twtn&x* PC-LAN etc 

• LAYOUT Document Descnption Language 
• SERIAL + PARALLEL PORTS 
• 1 YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTY 

Next working day response 

LP1200 WITH 
SINGLE BIN & Apaa 
OMb 
^ RAM £599,. LAS 5200 

RAM UPGRADE - 2Mb to 4Mb ILAA 5262) £85 . VAT 

UNIVERSAL FEEDER <uuszst £85 -v*t 

FAX OPTION nw« a modem (FAX 1200) £120 ♦VAT 

MODEM PfliM MoCrtAm FX for Fin OpItQn I MOD 7199) £l 80 ♦ VAT 

SILICA OFFER YOU 
u ttocto* when lo buy 

your new laser p«r«*r. we 
1.^0/ SuMMl very urefuBy 

uddut WHERE you buy n 
A Conedw what rt w« be i** a few 

E 1 mourns aher you Itove made your 
purchase, when yoc may require additionaf penpheralai 
w coraurnabiM, or help and advice And. wll me 
oompany you buy from cootaci you wnh dDlatls of now 
products'? At Silica, we ensure tbai you wllf Imve norirtnig 
to worry about WitN ou< urvnvalbd anpenonce arvd 
expellee, we can mwl DuelOmers’ reourrements Wrth an 
understanding which is second to none. Compieie and 
itrtUfi the coupon now lor our latest FftEC werature and 
begin to euptnow th# ~Stea Sew* 

On to iwthnrt wflen tixppri n tht us rr 
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: 
A team of tfltiiec# mpens #4 beat your 

PRICE MATCH: 
Wi imtcO ccmpBMors an a ‘Sime grooud - San* price' bm 
ESTABLISHED IS YEARS: 
W* hurt i pie*n track rewid in pratamnnti compiiiBr Mies 

PART OF A £m COMPANY 
we ir* sold, reliable and prstiuwe 

BUSINESS + EDUCA TION t GOVERNMENT: 
Volume PSCWI4I re |k«iUNe 1*1 W1-5NUN 

• SHOWROOMS: 
We run Opmonttrasian and lr*n**g tubtH * m Par Horn 

9 771E FULL STOCK RANGE: 
M oi your requirements from one supply 

• FREE CATALOGUES: 
Will be mi#d to you with oifffs * soif*jii and t»ri*ftefH 
dmaii 

• PAYMENT: 
Wb accspl rnc.s.1 imior cretin ^rci mil t iw-uub or monthly 
lemn -awi 21 h w. rrvme 

3jiicAl 

Eo Silica Syslams AMFDR-1293-75, 1-4 The Mews. Hatheriey Rd Sidcup Kent DAI4 

PLEASE SEND INFORMATION ON RICOH LPI200 

| Mr "Mrs. Miss.Ms Initials.. Surname 

CompARy Nama [if applicable): ..*...... 

| Address .............. 

... . ..—...... Postcode: . 

| Tel (Home):...... Tel (Work):. 

j^Whicb computer(s). rf any, do you own?..... .7SW j 



L i* o t 

United Public Do 
The i n n o v a t o r s 

THE BEST SELECTION OF PD IN THE UK ! 
ASSASSINS GAMES PACKS! 

Tfrs best section of PQ ^sembteo 
Anywtofs raw wi At200* itfiougrt not 
,V< games wit runfSOnWhtng t0r i*wfy(HW' 
ASK T«mt RftflrpftM Arat", AflYgOitli «t'- 
AS! 2 *1*90** Baliv : M«!* eommfttB ilS'*Y 
AS; 3 Ut^ahiff A Orp ft map**,' ,y 
AS* * Go Mftn Cr«Ar Ajnp* ftcte 
A5th *Lwf OeLafty A Bt«Kft**¥ 
AS* 6 Pacnw Domrf-^^r^ *fc - 
aSi ? uw«b« t Otia*vw< 
A5* 6 5^mrt A 
AS) i f wffjrrt &inN A * V 
AS) 'Cinpf Rft-ft* *N*wr6$f* , 
AS) ■ i Dag Oawy. f* oi■», Tsm A Twn 
A0S II LJPiriv Car Plj*» fifty rfl Iftt-te 
AS 1> T*ntn» fl Rat •%". 
ASl 14 ChiTaiGribf*™; * Amflll CdUmm'tY 
ASi 15 BantetW* L*Wti 1 IA»i*itmFrf.r.V' 
ASl U Waa-n* andq MlpfeiVi * UiMKfnmtPwwuW *Y 
AS l7!pnx»t SWfngi Jabiw, frflftailar, V 
ASl 1B Hortrry -fi P*nic 5Lf«Y*1 Otrwg* raw"* V 
ASl i* Gfdwti- FraniiLFiwWp Hplrvni- A rwikUNOfSOG 
AS 20 Mef-odps Hfttewowl tnrtt Cftn Urnf. t Y 
ASl ?s zV-r, "■•■!■ ■ f1'- i'-"",,i A (BapaMMUtY 
ASl Zi lifnrnnftKjF.WlrW qua*.' DuH MauthflUiA*Y 
AS 23 CucW metteyfllP InteHftBn Anci0#» 
ASl 24 Ftertrtft fttianteli Du) Ocn* Knot WC'tY 
AS n Mr BndTCdBW H*iWrtB l T,p#,¥ 
AS 29 Superftcmfti 9S S-i*pifV ARhOe Syrlftn Mt* 
AS 27 Adder™, n«l gmfrm ««W¥ 0&w -V 
AS ZB Draft ii-*adft*a M**»m**r2 + 
AS 29 DOG Bert Nava BBM *t). Oyfld ^V 
AS! JO 9?hWf A BUM Tot* f*w 7«rA ***-. v 
A& 31 WafmM.C'try H« 'frfi4M» Aft T_ 
AS K Sac F*<3ft ft* 4 ■ 
*5> 33 tWert** 4 W 3 p 
AS 34 7-- ^ 
as 34 p_ 
AS » Mss*** Wi Wg^ffwa 1*2 
AS 37 nHa &he*tftr*> Pnvo^t 
ASl 30 Of* nr Ort* B»k>, .9bfBvft?.1 nMUtaMW 
ASl 39 Lott of card pin»» ooiTiti. (in# »v 
ASl 40 Ml, M ft ilidrtp pull* garr**teY 
ASl 11 Pnctn*n iJHutf Hpllffona L«P li*K,< 
ASl 42 GaJAft IrtludP Min l>*flH in tpK41> 
AS! 43 intarto* RnwiaTip O0tfl4fi*#0 fltUY 
ASl 44 MtsbtafJMauH nnpo*NWiFP|[H oti irtctY 
ASl 45 0»is P^cd-apm B i.7axilu TaiPiAr. flttiY 
Afil 46 Amqji 0 Cit> pQueli air' f Y 
AS47 EUftAftOrt Fuf'rtp# C'(d Aroni' i Y 
ASl AaP^lrjjfeW.Ptrcfta *Y 
AS 49 OwDl^nirtMr -n «DHt Gw !.? 4v'i'' 
ASl 50 Edp*3rtrt Rddcn Wo**! gnW *¥ 
AS |! Af*"P- ■ Y 
AS 52 fliXMiO# MfWttunirt A Nu * 
AS^« Vprry* ***** . a 
AS* s« Vn SPm DAC* A«i . r 
A5*5at>tT» P«C4C«: i - Y 
ASKSlO^M IrtP--A T#P» 
AS) 57 p» tMOmn Din Pmwi* StwnuT 
ASl M 5*>r -Ad 4 IAk(r<^ t Vmhh1. Y 
AS4 » T.tfto tftVf! G.n>3e 11 
AS* K Pw* miH6f2 Ata**' Nui^ i Lrt*c**ri ,* 
AS) il R»nn-*» SthK* taHlW * Y 
*5) S? PipPtnpF Uairwar. A Up am De*p I «Y 
AS) 63 Maufchd B D*iv# * ■ T 
AS) &4 Odl^ifib1', ecm hi mc>.v 
AS) 65 Purinwdt cn«* Wcm) Pu?iK* WYp»d ippnJi^Y 
AS* 60 Ca* nun ABrtiaMpiniind A AwK&bin' *Y 
ASl 07 glpp 61 ID* flu .inl £ t^pti II A VV- Ir-H'. V 
AS) SB D^pnolwi M.Wid'1 fK>,l'irtfli II Alni-I|i'< ¥ 
AS* 69 Aloud** Crl^rl'41 AikAP Bf4AQ« ilCi*Y 
AS* 7Q. DfliM* telria YMngl* 4 rrtn» pinN Y 
ASl 71 MufW.! Bqwm* A V» Tanka' ,Y 
ASl 72 Etea» 0*p. ekwld«inlttrHn« I JCCi CarlUY 
40mu*ni Can»*ilr»1«n A t*inApop*f'.Y 
AS* 74 C-44> I* Botf44«»v 1 OhuMi1 fY 
ASl 7f OagWvMrf* OWJWfl A DwnM PHI* 7 
A&Tfr-s^CTMt CubutAG-^.V 
AM Tt B—o a 'pry omrm^m t ftManay *y 
A$l 7A4..1B* Bov*0#' “SMdO*#H* P*U1 PWK* - 7 
AS* T1 3?Sf Aa^AeiAMMK rqUrrirr f* | fiWi'ii' *Y 
*51K fc-rt Th* OaiOMi *tt »y 
AS) Si Amen 0*«I ti TrtuftlP' 1<#1 A lirtjn**U‘ #Y 
AV 3i’ Art(H*^S S*vftw "y" i *«Hft *'o*«r&«t^Y 
*5! 03 L®W1t4fn&JUpr Pong ASpHPltJitfi-'-Y 
*51 04 E^-na AMrtoe a I . Y 
ASl es Pfradoi EM M*irrtc»rtSfc Hu** * BHamnwi' * 
*£! 86 S*rtjfthjm LBtdt 0* M»IJ fl* UoPHin *Y 
ASl S7 Arire C.hal‘i*^5rti Jflrti/4 r Jlp|f*ud I L*-4<TkrtH* 
ASl 00 Dule-ndor Hrtay-' * Mrhuic1 *¥ 
ASl 69 MmiH ? * K ftp *«d CluodoU V 
ASl 90 Fls»itMr. SSurtAnu A MlMlMf *Y 
ASlfl! Rolpn MIbHf 6 Spfclrjm' . Y 
ASl 9? &n On^f- A Sd*f4(!i SanpHC tY 
ASl 93 SHJH0 tMrtij rtploc Mr Mur* * AJip, takf>'+ 
A51 94 Sjpt.r tHoda tnail^-ig, Ukrc>*mc*d 4 1 * 
AS! M P-nmar pm TAngH.ldP 1 Y*ip A Sudvr imQih m*fi. 
ASl 96 OurtOPOn FldO#* &*e*H&4mi-Nsn Tur**ip W* d*ftSM- 
451 97 MiSjrri *■** Wa "H* WkMi Oh"*Y 
AS) M Shf^Mw Tn# P»mw .jy^D«TT t *hwk u*1 ,Y 
A5i»0*fl Par«n**^ne* SfM» Man 1 Ogr * Y 
A& iDJ Bidatr^w pjohc* I Monaco- *Y 
ASl 1st Ilf Ad: nr Panoen icM^wang 4 <%jr ■**> »¥ 
AM toz Frtjs SHU 6 'PlCiini * V 
ASi 103 tt, Una Own Mhaf «h*i > M«nd -Y 
ASH 04 Ktewr £:«{ i Ppm 
AS* «S PftWft r*H*. hw* A Phhi dPlrrtOp- -Y 
A5f"56 S*mor. Osvnro-h li wa» h*. a U<m *Af*m^* 
AS* lfl? S*n-*rvt Ell 4 ij# Jg EquAeg 6 Y«fr| C ' .V 
ASl T06 SlrtMioM n>ngwP lDi*n*’iwi Odferti *Y 
ASl 109 fHyco biiit -ttinB rtoh D**g»k nfc'ntocng 1 hroflbpuwJ■ ' 
ASt 110 Sufltn i-44Mi* TTWrt l* 10 1 HtiaMruh1 »Y 
AS* 111 Kflr.wn Warm >1! SLi* A D"> Dlapfirt' * V 
AS* 11J Thimarsn il Amm» \ ran A Si-p ?' * y 
AS! 113 Mlvw ijifiCMlApiaviiw T*«ih ir.y.u A Room*' 
Agl 1 U InlyiH.alujn.V CrickFi pfh |iVhr£lu-dk II 6 Yun 
ASH 16 Slsf tnti kiwi upfgyplivi ivn Skm« 
ASM 16 5*J» Diurnard** T«H A Sjh, i ty 
ASI 11 7 **WtfTV Tre*. VMtom * Yft#*' *Y 
AM TIB rsmtM* Artnrm>i*t 14 A Tfrl toll Twi*1 tY 
ASH 19 Hc«dgA»> SjMiwiltt AT-* IrAk.JtathgArrtmir.,I.Y 
AS* 12t FiDAMF 5dp«r WW*«Mt | Tf*!' .7 
AS* us Cnas*H4« Bfamba* 1 Warn' *v 
AM *22 5dMM«W wtaCto*. Prcwcl Su'Jtml AHMrtttuY 
AS* 173 A*a*t5* 11 Lanwtmg i Y 
ASI p2# M 4 MM EHvSKY' A * m 
AS* ?6 * Man# , 
AS) 12C 504*1 OX ««n*POr •< A CkJdp* r-m ** 
AS) 1?7 Sftfrt^o 4*}H ZmiOK .1 
AM 120 SpK* i^nwn OfAr** pmcmapi *6 SHarift *at»+i 
AS) 121 BotfftrtMift Bk&*4' T<*t A Y-*i M*> *¥ 
AS 130 Cft!#n Atari>4" tain** * ljott *Y 
AM 131 tfAkippli TW0|< t £k**1 fABOMip1 tV 
ASl i» rtity On-rrtum A P« mtc' *Y 
AlllttanfH.MMrinaS»fim *Y 
A51 134 Cna*I tycj'l Ftn/1 4 CwCufl w*Mf' tY 
ASl 135 Gaitw^ * 3.Ai* At*. P«Hn*3 A W’ *V 
A5H30HOI 1*61. Sup*i pOrtfli S*iilbU*i< »Y 
AS) 5J7 Blp>.n«* EAtaihrft K lk,u,Q4' tV 
AS) 130 Gakadwl. SOTcrmfl Tinni I Air hao#y .¥ 

rt#nti( V^M M- «HK hIk Mr r*r'" 
M 17vi I iKimil I.KtUt HPNrW " 

[ " GAMES 
P00« AAITIP A SCOT CAPS row pWfng o-r»t Y 
■HtjOJ-: AT< ATAC P##ln pavkM* 0*n-# ,y 
PESO® BA!TL£KJPCE PH«I wtr am* 
PEJ024 S4ACKJACK a gw) can) pan*. * 
p*»» CXSTLE OF DtiOMf^ppr o# 4 . ¥ 
PG029OEXOSSMS A WQ«LD fpahHftw . ¥ 
PGaai DAAkSTaTT Smk amuHOPd MwAnc 

furrt ryfftl fY 
m 6 sSiitUY 

PG33Z DRAGONS CAVt DAD k!Y« gAB*. MrSl - ¥ 
P&334 eTENHAL ROME EPalpn A DEiWtNOE&+ Y 
PG04* MACK G1#*! WtC MlVUlYXA tfiKxCfti I*/* -fY 
PG047 HOH Ywogo 1S4WIA p*cb Tfwik Ganw' . 
PCV5*B hOly DfiAiL Ow u1 rw dmi T#n «tw(^hK«+ r 
PG053 LARN A 4uiftr41t>1 Kdv«rtLrr# ur« *-Y 
POOSfr LORE Of ZoNLWEST kpdea l-ad-lp PSD gam Y 
i>GS*2 UtN'Ai IMAGE r GnPumnw HMn 6 -rtcy(¥3- 
PG061 MQRJA Qa»M kEftonitnt "04 rt*Mr. S *' ■ ¥ 
R3CM NAPCA [ C*fO WAR SIMULATOR A tit?*?, 
PEiOSi NO MANS LAW N» 1»cn *4* aAnw-YlidCl frm up *¥ 
PO070 PETER * Qutsf lha tiMuMn pyftrn-, . 
P&37I POM POM GUM«R L*t ba*:^-rt*ad flnr* &uv 
PQ072 PROPERTY IM»r.Tb»niiM4w« 
POOTD RAPHAttS Rf ‘ft NGE T PY* e*-W r 5tU>-. 
PSf ■* RETWM* TO EARTH C r wa nrrw -¥ 

TuF£Sp#HX»T iffu. cam* MEGA 
PGO’aSCAlAftCt * Ml**/* IY4W4* «•«* tY 
PQt{M THE *ilLCif RS OlMB 5kicta A Hiarts btfrw 
POT21 *60t't QMM& PACA 21 Tpinat tannoni pw-T 
patar AIRMawA Hrnr-m gama nwr AKftrai# - r 
PfiT jfl CHEAT WORKS S14CA4 4* >»w<3wins 
P0p29 PD0tH.ES &11MH Q-BhkI gam#' 
PG131 ATLAHT15 A rh£* looking fii n^vgr gsw', 
PO?30 BATTLE Of fWllAiN A WAP tTuHidr Wiig*riwti 
1*3*39 DUNGiONSOF MADFK3J Ei-oHlBrtffiiO Wnw*Y 
PG140 MIND QAMI;5 &KAI Qilurfl wAT ms' 
POI-49 A NIGHT AT THE TOWN Wflly Ifril HftwiTiJTi-t 
PG*53 WAP w aood ilrultgj imad# V 
PG'54. NUMr»T¥ A AL itN INVADERS wnc mnw* nrpA g**n* 
P'3 '59 MR 0RHLK G*pM mama lp* CpHa mf* B»7n*' 
PQ 10* GAME TAMER 2 3 iWMck rt -“■ ' 
PG '64 SOL ID SQUAD N*.n (*M* 
PGTSPWMAT&T'VNAAlf Gf.al m 
PCI74 AMOS CRCAET SfWiHA_ 
POUTS SPACETHAX 2 wapf mm AmtfyiAB^hmY 
POiTgmCMal «aAG<2Yhn*EtcMan'waakrwi * 
PG'*> SECTOR ■ Artragam# L^^tD tor Sfc* 
Pfi!JE CTiOS ftw 7«fH# HkwAk SrftM 
PGliaCATAOOOtJBS g<t« DAD t*d# 04mt VCkG^> *¥ 
PG 'A# TAT *1 UIS5HJW Yirir «tM StoMrrtt* ga-r» . 
P&lpS TOP KORE T A* aialianl tajai'r IWT1" ■ 
pfl 191 ACT OP WAR Naw Kac* lYrinot oa'V <» 
PG’PA INTRUDER ALtftT V(t» gdad maiagr 
PQ19B CA5HTRUIT H<m liyrl mar fur* 03 my -V 
PG2M AU BOUNDER C-RCAtT Ntw OCU ga«W -T 
*G2W3 IRON CL ADS (P»d HMW htt gam^i^Y 
PD2D5' SOOCtR CARDS PdoOmD flA'7KI,*Y 

9 CLASH Of T HI C MP1RE5 Supor dfatogy- Y 
P0255 KINGDOM *1 WAR Aky slraftor »v PBmy'tY 
PG256 LCD Dm AMS 4 unaii LCD gimyt'tV 
PQ4S7 T* PUNHOUK TlainJ-Hlpn 6 a M0*4¥ 
PG250 AGA Tf f RlS 1 TOO ftfr'l girmi I more’ Y 
PG3W PIC Tunc PUJ/LE Sowaan nain'tf 
PG20O1 liTHHOLt A«B*QBl?«nwlc5r.Y 
PQ2S2AGA CMfSSkftpdi 4mg sfiai*. SO 4LtjJ AGA CWLY 
PGiW EOK AOvf NTuRf them stvrwmvw ^uyni^a.v 
RG267 a,aurali Vi i Fufcjftftc llnonwi *TY *Y 
PO37aUAYHfU2MU«0Hw mm ^iartr' .V 
HSTHaUQH Uorwj tY 
PGJ74 ROMLf ttt A PUNlO 2 rtd »i-«i rw t 3ft¥ 
PGjTSfciT; CMAAEB AjnftEHH- HtOMPt 
*4&r 70 M.L Y EKif*. « Ah Jud ¥r » nc*pr Pa weNpH, r 
PG279B0 OL YMPIAD 2 M* L*wu»W Hi»n6|»itY 
Klftl' CjAvLPj MHT 5ryt detapn Trt* obMArWl gam*-¥ 
*32U4 EKOnClSM Otiud J Mk ahtrnn^aftciFlr 
PG2« MYSTERY 214AAD Nc* ft.l Hftkrttxy' . Y 
PGrtSKO kfl CFSSARv ROUGHNESS kftftai tamat-v 
PGaif IrTANiC CHEATS hufh*'** d uiwhf cNhU1 «Y 
PO»3 MR BRQWNbi 10NE. Lott tfi !>44YH DOdd" -V 
PG294 INllNSf. Aitplfiy. .tea WM am «/, Y 
PGjgS THRU&T DUEL Gonimi tftp aoiinki gr*t»SYt¥ 
P62®6 REVER8I |l TDM uhimM* vatbii. BOOd!' *Y 

EDUCATION 
PtPOT 5 EOUCATIOM SET K»nta prtSKartm lift 111 -Y 
PtK» KJD5P*#|T fib IWt t*Amg oomumg BeoktY 
Pf DO7 1 LF ARM A PLAY Mami, apaflag tie 5 I'D yff tY 
Pf Q0» STOPYcAMO 2 4.*. ^*4 ApiraUflY-T 
PfClD ’OTAL CONCEPTS as^ROMQMy Bwa an ftfk *Y 
PEDI" 'OTAL CONCEPTS DINOSAURS Bod* ft- A da# -Y 
PED13 SUON A SPACF MATHS TlM mat* pi^r 
pediaspawsh ffiticM 5E4WAN fVrroRtfe ettj( 
PE-516 CCAOUB TNE AiPHAflElf HantR 
Pf &<6-YP#(C. TUTOR Stiwn ' “ ' 
P(S*»MW(5DT*A*ortipO 

•WUOOM'M 
___ _ E Van goadHc 

Plats TRACTIONS A knOUETTls Owl mufti Uy. Y 
PE026 WW II PACTS (to ttifcn^ Rny am'. T 
PEP?,* AMIGA 1SIQUMTER 1 aim 14 ^a# flmr mjtphYw, Y 
P£0ii MATh£ AjJYf N1 URf SfJ'ta LftYRiftif te JPCQ-atf* Y 
PE0V2I DESKTOP GUIDE TO LLtCrRONit MU&ic1 *y 
P£0M MATCH WITH HUMPTY Malt*. 1H exacts-' - if 
PE01* WORLD ftfOGHAPHY Qufly umNH 0+*' -Y 
PE0J4 KIDS DiSKl Supai to l*ftn -aading' i* 
PE03B WE W04TKS ALPHABET Go«r1ftlw)ti,Y 
PE&37 HOORAY FDR HENRlCTTA SuparfipwwWtY 
PE050 HCNRIE TTA5 BOOK of SPELLS tab W*y*.UY 
PE031 COLOUR IT £1*11*11 Iim* HWHif ng pad'tY 
PE040 HOW THE LAR’H BEGAN Th* M HftY' t¥ 
Pfgil SlNOALONT> N'JR«RY RHYMES &KM K/n^ »Y 
P£D4J CH«LCRtN5 FAYLXIH' Tt S Mv* Eil' *Y 
Pf0*3 PtClURES A 1ITTEB3 fft i¥r rftatlj ’mg eh*-Y 
PfOA*6 AMERICAN FOOTBALL Lnarr ftwry? tYr 
Pf D4? TOTAL CONCEPTf, CMOS. 3 PR£ Virw SajftB .¥ 
PEs*r as: BACH TO SNOOti Sft*. Oah# A Wftfl* tY 
Pf 04« A5i BACH TOSKOCA2 S>w5f nA nnC>i 
Pf &» BACK TO WOOL! thMav* **ftth fMW* At-* 
Pf0&&THtl«nL( TIUvtilfnLa«miOiwt«Nn»iy*tY 
PfOSl BOOYPAttl S 54Hrt PYMdM'PWtn * Y 
Pf 34? 00MMUN1CATC &4#t yr -Y 

BUSINESS 
PB001 AMCAS*r QtN, mftugftiiaKi ft4ftAm-Y 
PB0CU3 ANALYTCALt Wt. KyaaftfW't IfW 
PftSCi ASl l AML W41NT-E As 3 em* Mt V 
P&-3Q5 BANKiN eoMift vtHii liyusl* bon*'t Y 
P&0«L BUSlNfriS CARD MAKER Nft pp^ain* 
P&ffiT CLERK CftlKM* 94C0UIH1 CALHiO'* ' T 
PB0» DESKTOP PUBLISHER StaNPa »u**tY 
PfOW FLKXYBAfit DATABASE Adftr.u Micwif 
PS0H Misc BUSINESS Gadurna Gneeaty Wz CNC 
Pfio 13 OE & Vn-tV* 1 4»lKliyt Nil KI* V 
P0O-4 RIM DATABASE Fu*f 'HahOrt*! H*Y 
P«i» TfATPiU^ Y3« ThaKST WftftW#4«ft tY 
Pfcif vr&CALC SPREADSMIT Spin tg .j**t¥ 
P0C19 BUSINESS LITTERS unYacB MPftl * mon-Y 
PfC» Tf KT f NG44E *d THE lATTST Vymi. - -Y 
PAS27 BSASE Ra f 1L M*«r HHW* pf h»r d 

_ ._■ UTOJ OFFICE udftaurNd wvi &*: Dp«* G'.i Y 
PflflSD AP06W- 55 PWINT GaftT Lida fti*iirtg ftdgiam .¥ 
PftUOTM MOM' Y PROGRAM fijm* i(g0(WTllmfl■ t¥ 
PBDJi MSYCALC AD4"¥ti «aw fin arwURiuP tY 
PBC33 A &Af.t A Diarmaip aila&ak* pnpfl>4m' tY 
PfiCU* ILL IN&S LABELS Sul# Ifl&H ftftrjmitY 
P8D3S QUPQET VI J4 mahk« MikftiAi ftxrtraai. 
Mm .n, CHECKBOOK ACCOUNTANT VJ Or watiL’t Y 
PBD37 AMiBASC PRO ' L m-tl vft*en a«n£UHii tY 
P*0» BUDMJASE VI 2 Vary mi* u|f » ft* Y 
PBD39 BANK VI Q A i-ic* NMli 

PU0M CORStft BASIC COMPILER Jutt Whit ydu AaftT. 
Rw»7 0 COPY Tn*u*sf PU mw Lwi-f 
PUOM OflW 1 hplftauiwv 1e S*.i4hI 3D 1,11 v 
PUCHfl DYNAMITE FONTS II CxftP*d« Y 
PUM-j DYNAMITE FONTS Mow CMWPhI# f-sm* Y 
PUD56 ELtetROCAD DEMO ft&ri dYteffta. . 
PJOMI FONTS AND R4« MANAGER Bi<S wcftp Fprftt 
PUDM FONTS A S9^!FACES &K*ftpp4 A ^4*. ¥ 
PUMJ GRAPHICS UTILITIES YRna mne 
PU0M tlAMLAH PRO V? a9Cft-*fti VGA PC tJf F HAW t Y 
PU064 HAAOORl'Vf UTtS MR&A^- td 6 F.rtH* 4 n*fti*V 
Puoea CONMANA P-dgram <m A fhftY't v 
CUM CONS Cramm M;t« «*. on -* v 
PHJ»T AIPLCOER V* f LMgKftFTTrttig UH. t 
PULA') oAZ/MftCH ARerrof*« ffi^l 21 jWrt 
PSJC71 JR COMM I O? Uqftm. .jp, domma hhUv* t 
PW7J ME TALI ON UTK.S FftH EMon 4 nary i*Hi T 
PUD 7.J ’? HH+J JAHAES BtiEE OIMNni ftnanymi* fiit ¥ 
PUQ-4M CAD I4(«n dtfcqr,paou™ Etftdlfm , ¥ 
PUMN? MESSY m ? Raid WmfiZ (T-ihaiPi Y 
PiJOHli MORSE PROGRAMS Hh th, imn, h*mk y 
PU0M 7 NORTH C * 3 L?| Cgrtrpnala C nrfta !««•.¥ 
PU0» NOfllM C 1 3 Trwt * n* l*ka«3 i dft. **ni.T 
PLIW5 PAINTER DRIVER GENERATOR 4 ha* d«wi« V 
POM7 PltilVT STUDIO VI 25 Ptytli )*« 0 lari m ■ Y 
PU106 ROT A timpi* 3D ddft-Aga Vftj pspui*i *Y 
PUIDIHQ I? dak. Suut-dir-ftT UrCAd 'ft Pp*e« - Y 
PUi 12 3 SOMCTHIVG FOR NOTHIN V<kid Ulifclf ftifit Y 
puni st emulator RftiJtai st i. .. . 
PUI 17 &LPf PKILLtHS VHUi Kl^*n, Y4u raws ft*' - 
PUU1 2 TV GRAPHICS Down Ci*ftdr«**Kft4»trJi Y 
PU134 ULTIMATE CONS kam'-BSSft IfiftHftl * Y 
PU126 ULTEUPAKT *3 A rtca MM eacMO#' 
61,17V 30 VlOCO APPLICATIONS VM» Y 
PUI » &AAPH4C5 CONVERTERS PC AMg# ft CftltaO* 
Pyi At l ITTLf BtFCM Fi, spa « uHt.D»2 ftW 
Ki'OOPTWTlS i DvnriW-Oitlr V 
PU'4* OPTATTAS 3 Gal Iho, dRH too . V 
PV'4M.fC»SCP4C P«OTCTtP£R Va-st»*dfttg* y 
PL*152« CLIPART SET ‘5 0-S».» ft Ya BEST t***n ■ Y 
PU‘67 IAJL Tl Rlqt dx# jKshrig ft4ftam 1 - 
PL. PM GE L CtNiTf TOMTS CftNPWHf •* 
PVJlJl ASTRO 72IPCAnwniJ iDnMSp rtft* VI S' «Y 
WJ17$GELI*1NITI FCftiTS H-EaaHftrfl IfT IftrtktY 
PU* *6 GE l KMTF FONTS ID Uvasl HxhY % 
PUIT7 S BLNCHMASTER W#TdowF.bnnr.t 4 Mau.yihd- 
PUi« WOHARD SMEOLE Y COUP yjiI tr*MMH 4 n** 
PLJW STOCK ANALYST TacftwH ari«Y*it ft44iAn.iY 
PU1|3 AMVGE'N EidallaTt mmafttigy ftP-prami Y 
PUTH0 OOSUQPtAiTAN^ONTS ;*| P«0xd *tft fwitttV 
Pu 80® iron if; virus killers 21 w-j» wi*n 4 dptiY 
PU8|1 lANCiRIJILDER Itagsw Lrn3 0yrtyr*|5t#Y 
PLI147 SIQ Z GH Irtil ' Bnacioiv jN *" MEGA'.Y 
pgt47 HOSED 2 opftrn ter 4 6ofa»t¥ 
PU r M Vi0€0 WIPES 4 r«jyt t*** I 4 .V 
PU700 LITTLLBENCH 1 3 New ter 3 3 hpwi- 
PUMi MAiPCC FONTS E-PPK ftifift^lft DptenitY 
PU702 CYCLOPS W*rt fnakma»*aal ntnae* Ur 
PUJB3 SCOPE TM ftp* A dto br Rs-g* ¥ 
PUSO* GATOR C.RAPhpCS ft- . 
HUGOS PC. TASK PC EnuMfca ffcw V*W ? YG* .T 
PVtO- AM TlS* CftMR* S« 4 NMMsa PC WMP4A.t¥ 
RAM *Sp MAirfCsyf OOL& 3 -WI anpmn y 4*1 y 
PUJW FRED FISH CATALOGUEcftW* FISH 1 M« H 
PUJia PCG PASCAL ia**: v*w ft rv* «KP eamMPt 
Puju AUfGA PtiNT kteutm em&cMia ftegipn1 ■ y 
PLHli PERM CHELA PLUS a ps»*t ft*fte&it> ftog Y 
PUJ73 RACE RATf fl AncTftF hqrn* »icmg Drogrurt." *Y 
PiJUlf CART 10*6*1 Oft Ste*iB iJ*i**ai* v>o«,tR#ifl.it¥ 
PW'I WBHACKS. toHoQifti ft haft, ten t fttnai,, V 
PU221 m 0 COLOR CONS Hundred, ft m* <»r.f ■ V 
PUJ?fl T t EYE 5 FONTS fW a*a m Dpfctm WH nit 1 ?l«Y 
PU32tl JPff. ?4Mguipncs sr^n-eiyiv, uH'd*t' iY 

' ' ■■ V-EPS "** EKYMf dHMflNV 
PU2H 5 PAGE STREAM FCWTS 5 ft,k, *wft |5W 
PLrzD(t 7 SCOPE 137 0 FMH 3«a Iftrti Z fttkjtex * Y 
P1J7M UOfltV.’ CjAtUHatm 1 u>ih rwtepn'tV 
PUL'M f PEECOPV vi 4 waartel ft** tannngp«W>T 
Pj2*i CAlORiC BASE uarhjp ter p*w« an * ftft't* 
Pl»A] ASftCt tn.ui| *rt*Tk« pumiw.r 
PUS44 BON APPf TIT Th* 1, , k« fttHw ftwpn tY 
PU»*H»C MANUAL LateM on iTyi ,Y 
PUZ570- hAGl 57REAM FONTS SHe**r ft ten?| .y 
PUUt2 RICHARD affPifY COMP n MftfHgai #N11V 
PIJUW L' APVKPV FahAPwa 4 grvtfta^»'.k 
IM2M0WTLB* 60Nl&Fft R-f pasrdfVf .¥ 
PLU77GGLI RECORDER CrttfiAta 4ft 46* neftai't Y 
PU??3iK>tAfcMl^SrTtiA*te«M,rha .to'.V 
PU7?J TRCPfCAD vi 0 Eteerartt erw. 
l«U27f ElillGHlTE FOWT$ )V Yyi rtgaa rl tern, ■ 
PU?T* V MORPH V230 Yw ■ PD'mnPuip prog". ¥ 
PU2JK. pools wizard p&ftt 4*dci«y ur* a*iw*d-* 
PU8W AS* ML4, TTV<5*ON ; trwft|M.fc.W,rt A nTfta K*W.Y 
PU»5 WORKBf NCH 3 BACKGROUNDS 1 ?K> ONlV7 
PU»6 RESCRIPT Pie*, in i&. V^Jw Em^e' tY 
PUM7 NUMPAD Njmanc anVaiiftiVMO ONLVl 
PUS«a ENGINEERS KiT T»! tOch Lmgi 6rt(4n' *y 
PUM4 AUDK3 AkPMATlQN S?UDC CfMS* IW cw-' tY 
PUH> 1200 WORKBENCH HACKS IMHU ft#,' V 
P14242 T2» UTtSl CM l PCK &rt*Trt»i. *ttA mr*|iv 
PU29J317 ZSftah, ft hwn w Wf»a-* mnY 
Pull I POWER UT ILS Utm W«Birt avCfti Do' *Y 
putt #n outlwe fonts, tv *>- p*p* ? i ft 3-,n t y 
PU32A wiNCMAKf r Dr - 
P.J3J5 Ej?AS*) L*2. 4 *_ 
P43J* PLOTTER PteUti . . 
PUW r6 * BENCH M 
»V124 BCfORTHA«7T lAsa-j 
PU3J0 SLf IPLCSS Ni&htI LM aMAytft'tJOORr 
Pu33i *3cotoutt fontscassiqhablEj''j .v 
PJM4. t A01C R#P|ft V2 10 S4IW4ft#- r«4W tY 
PU34S fiAvf lifW RATOR PVg- * * »m*' 1 no ftfpHY 
P.JM4 SPEED uHS P>td4* HaadftMh ^wfiryp'.i 
p j:MV HCOMM VT SO Tc* laimi fifranm fl-U . Y 
PU350 KWOFISHEH ftftp diUtss* i iiO .>a>*d< .1 
F'JJ51 A&1 f IK &I5K GW 41s rftinrhfl ft> ddtZltY 
PJ352 tel* 550C 4 CkrthOl> Buoeaift pnrrtjft tftiuar,1 ,Y 
P.Jm TAB MASTER Mlytic te<hAMP*n|lp.lft mg -1Y 
P.J3M astronomy vrLatejteduflteCin «(*■ irtiafn' t¥ 
PJ3W SUPERDARK Suftn? 6 otetaai vc*#*-. .v 
PJU6 FONT FARM Congam 55 terg« 6 SnaL ion*' *¥ 
PU»7 C AND1, PRINT STuDHD A rtnuri ter 0J campn* .Y 
P JlSd PPAOE TIUPlATES.GCfKIS an y#f,y,ftft'tY 

NuMMMdtV 
TSiryf 

nic* tiarAing pftMHini ■ V 
UTILITIES 

N 2 0 !2> 

*44 AdAlMUFJ 
_€«- ft,,,|-'4 ,fc *iu f 

P-J005 AMATEUR RADIO 1 mwrMuan 
WfB ARP ! 3 Amgadca lyitam-. 
PlXHI AS) GMiAfiJ UlAtftHM* ate-v 
M13#5) BOOT UTBPT*S D4«l4ft XMPM . Y 
PU&I4 BB3RvT*«es STARCHAflT j GcBdmftanat Y 
PMGEl C LIGHT HAY TRACE R G640 frovar- T 
PUCfl? CwfUC STK TCS trtftactia ftaftarP * V 

PJKS42 STAftYlEWGnpai v** ft|L . 
PJJta FOHCA5 Tf B Ptora r^ang C¥p*c»> Ptegram- . V 
KJ¥H COURSE FOAM Swift* hft*» wng ftvdKkftt *Y 
RUMS Attic 4 fit ITT UWj u c flPMrftHn*,*' tY 
PU360 WB? UTi.4 FdddACirtteiiMMAR--T 
P.J14 ! RE PWftfT MTB.SUB.ftli^dM DBiBngjwaA.Y 
PM346 WAGIBASt HyNTWC f*-rik-ft»1lftaoFTtY 
PU3W Tv IrtifS MHO &WWM Tauio ft owin' *y 
PUI 76 SA BIT UHS ftortfl 24 A <Tn>, ^>ftv AM'.V 
PU071 AMOS MUNTf fl ROirtWE Fftfl*n Arm w*f 
PJS72 3 PAflNET SOFTWARE L»A J Am^ak' I2..Y 
PU174 1206 UU 9 3 Mfty a* 1 Mfl VMfl**'. Y 
PU176 POOLS IDOLS? 3 pc*n .«iai«d urdgraim'tY 
PUI 77 MING 5*4D SAlpto MPftOfttft ftOd'an' *Y 
PU37* CiflAPHPRU VI 1 ShMeVrir, pr»rin'.T 
PU381 bpictirjm Emulator vi TWfti ft. *31 ■ .v 
PU30? SVPf RVIE Wf R vs 4 iHiamtHa aw 
IDM3 WORD UT IL IT if 5 Sub*- aow buifte u 
PUM*THF Of NfOLOCBSl <^1) Fim*, 01 

animations 
PA03J ERIC 6 AW>- vs WALKS A CU»kt*i, < *M Y 
PACnio ERIC S BAlmuy ^ jCRffl V**) IipY"iY 
PAM2 £H<; 5 CCrrGTf STRIKES BACK Tng U6 t 
PAC4J ERIC 5 uewe AEH5TOONS Van, *»T ¥ 
PA045 CRlC S STEAL THY u lAg-af rt SiH«n, •.¥ 
PAMklA LIGHT CYCLES Tw - 
PAW.5M REAL 30 -11 St#P6 ft M ftOftfln ■ 
PAD72 THE JUtAkER A (Kite Ptei arte1, 
PA557* THE WALKER T**H 

PA075 TH£ WALKFfl ^ A2000 A DtejTC tY 
PADB6 fflACTAL ANIMATI&) Ml ittafti YM* rttYSfi aNrtl-V 
PA0D11 GAS TllflBINE S3 LAM 4 Pf I HOI. ENGINE r;3MY 
PAOU AMV JCO&- WALKS 4 SNE WE 5 by t Sehwwtti - Y 
pAtOS HOW Id HUN INTO A wall bv Cue SdKwani" tY 
PA099 Atr AGIL5TV niaESinm. **r> -H1V «■ v*Uft.Y 
P*!« VIOL CONTEST CI*CA our il* mil Mm" tY 
PAigi DOLPHIN DREAMS frail D«rtn arwT.' . Y 
PA 8S1 * KINCrF >5HE R ? Cftd ■n.nft4T4'. ¥ 
PA'UIST T«E jOuRNfcT FlTlracw ftX 4 an-KrZltV 
PA 31 fl 3 SCHWART? Sk|ftH Sftl terong 4 tKW6*r t¥ 
PA 1 T9 s TEAM ANIMAT lew V2 & a» JSh Hurw< *v 
PA1 zg TWO STROKE Pf YROL ENGINE Sjftft ftWHtY 
PA! 23 7 THLWDtfie*RK WU Hd* iVW I Jit Y 
PA.141 5^445 4 EMGNt fK ftiftn* ftten'tV 
PAi*2 NlGM'T6RE£D AG* FRACTAL FL0«f CftOftter V 
PAlil HAAS AWtAThOl i-y,™ W»rift.' -¥ 
PA’*1 SLPtJf-5v AN V Var *n#f ft ft Aitet .t 
PA146FLV AN44 Brftr* «c|M m* «*> ft» 1 3 .¥ 
PAi *7 LARTh ahv r« *a«ta m ft Cftm/tei i 3).Y 

AGATRONiOl 1200') 
MHI RED LOTuSSwwteig do*'i ft* mad Fwwm 
ACi*M JET FIGHTER frntogftl * rftMr amn* - 
A&AFS3 STAR THEK S'tete* fy p«*J fr#,.' In » 
Afi.A- J At iNGON CPU'St R I ■‘r'lg ftiltfttl viD 1 
AtlAOS SMR Tflf K KLINGCW l« ' ' - 

AfUOT SFAfl WARS ifiGHTER OL . , __ 
AGAOT STAR WAPS Fgr*. t, w ngrmny t. 
AGAP0 STAR TR£* ErtKUte Klte dKI ftdtedbtet 
AOAll TR0N ' Tara * Ditehttr Gdl acfti t 
WMSmONI’llttiOl Nelgp*gPi*b*ir - 
AOAll ROBO fA(Vt(tr VMM tftBP HFrg 1m - 
AOA U ST A#) wet WteH 4 fteayri 3 mote t 
AOA15 LOTUS CJM1 6aft* iJKldTte WNMN'r 
AGa<« STAR T=E.K. Vma vwrm ’»** ft* Hr SNa. pP*ft * 
AQAiTSTAR TR£R TWO* ftvmjNY. DvtbWftJv - 
AOA14 STAR TWER - E-ftftrt* > by Shftl Crwn , 
AGAIt BOND AWM CtWAii car noltoo inane, 
AGAJ6 ha»2 Ateitvv »*r4ngfi*3 . 
AOAJr EUrfeRPRisOdCKWpjlViTH tPAOBTATiONt 
AOA22 EHTtRPRiSE approchwG rtaterng ir# 'll*, 
AGA73 FLEET MANQE VRE Stennng *r-naton' Urn t 
AGAJ* kuu PEN irwnaten ft PHWpftig frait' im . 
AGAJ5 THE RUN s 'UC-.rt> rj, 0iflM ■ n« - 
*G*Z6 &HiP ROCKING Al ha 'ftilar|ft«a ,avn gacht 
AGAJ7 BOOK OPENING Nk* ftunn gr n UOO* C**n#n9 - 
AGAJ4 SHUTTLE 4 ENTERPRISE Fib mm h AcMar. 
AG I*. 27 MILLENIUM FALCON Th, nb,p Miirg <kaa*rt IM. 
AGA» HYPEPSPACE #r»m)f)ion 4 Landing irwnftion Up * 
AOAJ r PORSCHE an-n riling Oft ft lib* t mg . 
AGAJZ StACi ' Spaca urtfta l^wig anv THi * 
AG AX1 PROSE BrtftftjM* iltnihft. t krtgeriM' trp* 
AOA3A SPACE office 5far hak. amn. a hi* uwi p 
AGA35 SPACE PROBE ftaft ftim ft pte&te ittftwig 4*. 
ACUl* laHD Of PREY *g« w* m amnaiKi*' Up - 
AOAJ7 TOBIAS GOES KNACKERS Chad hi W* > rm , 
*G«« TOTALLY WICKED Sh#w* 4 lr¥ftv<i* Z MEG 
A&A3Y51 AGAlRCW SPEC Aj.' Vat A ISd*k ftteWt-Y 
AOA5AB2 AGATYT0N SPEC A) a » #*, *w. 'tritr*,* 

POWERANIMS 
ftp*! 2 ANtl LEMMINGS, i? Th* * Bnlkanr Jv 
KP0Q3 AT THE tAQWES Cvte ft-n ft An* adanft 1 SU-T 
PPQ04 7 AUlOMAttD LKIHt ,i, *am*H#i g*aLMa‘ HI 
PPOW 15 BUZZED . !■' Grpal anrrp. ft tatj. trpftteW' 2« 
PPQ11 | j DATING GAME (li Vfti *mT' G#1 H 3 W' 
PPe '■€ Gulf WAR Afifthtr C & pahCM*' Good ZM- Y 
PPOZl .A LANDING riiloM, poanpftWB *M- 
PPt)Z&27 STAUON AT KHAW4 ill luftadcd, 2kAd*nv& Y 
^1367 WALKER 0EIAQ 12' A ?mn vari*n ft AOHaac1 
W04MJ at the MOVIE 6 " 14. HJroi* ingtJng 
PP04445 AMV V WALKER ' i* i A'tetr*. *my 1$ d*nw 3M 
PP046 SWEET REVi:NGi Cftffty v*Rg«ftyrri*. * 1 Vng*¥ 
PP05C UNSPORTftid Wdud Hrmixyi by W>*irti ■ 2M V 
PP051 2 CHARLY cat Supy. S(*»anm* (arteft"1’ ?Tnfl Y 
PPMla CHARL V CAT AT THE BEACH 2nd ftvm JnftY 
PPOJ1S ChaRly cat CATCHES a CANARY ,'a& liJr, 
PPObC-T CHANLV CAT MOUSTf flMWO fraaf I BUG 
PP064 DUNCAN DUWC KETLE Urutuft 2ng ,-.naw V 
pp»4< CnAflL* catSMOWjOKf La*a iw.Mg,F 
pft»7» SPEED Lijrr rtca t V fj. 
PPC7S , LEMMWOS PEvfNOt Vftr #K#n} ftn' Jng V 
PP'T'ig.Gl SfY >w warn *oai dNlM tM kW |3. 
PPG 7514 TMf HAUNTED Tr^-^hdWa ft-niftfti 3rPg^0j 
PW5M5 5POR TWIG DOO DOO IftE* a*dt" Zn^j. 
ftftOW 1 ROACYOG AN*I van Jng *n-n*»^7iY 
muni DO At The FLU Chart* car .2. >hg 
pptoi.AQuality tail 5^*6 Sfwfttr ing am 
PP’&St SATEUTTfS Rt vEwflE frMfl ftwnsz, ZV 
PPl 0? DAJrtUSTi RS L ^4M*i damp,* ten ZM 
PPtE*tg CHARLY CAT IN 5lCK»lESS t Hi Al TH '3;,3mg' 
PPM 12 BHGSeUFMVtSPACEUEN A:W1 p#vln«lfi,?mgV 
ftPiiS*TULvmiH0BBEBSvH4 4R*iimirt'i2} >fls 
PP1154 SflAfl IREK3 BA T Tl E9IATlONS Fun' Jrng (2. 
PPi 17B prank Ckk FuFcball Car -aa a puia' 2n« (Zi 
RPH$ BAITMASKING Aio#*r ten &r*)rt{ #*«n 2Tlyjf2|Y 

DEMOS 
PDMS AUG5 W CEM0 frv~v ftift *fl*c»'.Y 
P001S CHAOS ROCK F*ifflh( *i— T- --- 
PCK00 RhENOIAENA ENIGMA AL-„._. 
P£» hi PLASMVT E A fr»d Mini 4 f 
PCc*)3 SCOOfti CNNOWaja* teupt-t _ , 
P0»j SCOOPfA UfNTAL -.ANGOVER A 0 .. 
POW' SAEteTS GLOBAL TRASH Yxiadb*"- 
«■! 10.14 ALtAtFWZOpOiSSY Amw*'- O w. m>> 
POi54 DECAY GET 6BOGGED itxtrt ayftw «¥ 
poi n.-* stents EAPoserz. w**d(H g*t ««,v 
P01224WMZDNE N** ton* flftW -Hafta-tY 
Polls' SPACE BALL A(*c»teftj« bol r+Ma Unto ftft)t¥ 
POI t3 Digital lETmal Ekit Gooo netftt dfAte- -y y 
PD1146 ANC.BQMEQA MlRROfl Fab Uvtt. * Griphax'.Y 
P0H7 rtOYAGA DEMO 1 ft 12OTd*m04 rpuftl UCO ONLY 
PDl H SANITY WORLD OF COMMODORE Sup* owm-V 
PD105-90 SILENT 5 Of MQAt DOWNLOAD Fib flamij' ij( .Y 
RD107 MOBIL OESTiWAiiON UNKNOWN 17, SomMa* * 
PD?Qfr PHOfiNiK DEMO be riHin^ lava dwivi' tY 
PDiDI 1203 INTROS Virt. Mjm* ADA MH M la*H ¥ 
POM! TECHNOLOGICAL DEATH Frcfthy laclYiorava *Y 
PCW04 FAIRLIGHT ILLUSION frlM darrtD iihflctep' t¥ 
PD206 MELON HOW TO SKft) A CAT N«* tflmHV .V 
PDZ0T NEMAL BOUNDLESS VOID good alteOa 4 ni^qt 
PD2M HO* AGA DEMO 2 2rtfl Mb Pm*) ter 1M0 ftW' Y 
TOO TROJAN TEGMd TRACKS Analog ■rteefl1' t¥ 
P021A TALENT PANT*HHE*T,i*i, M KACUH r30B CH)y 
TO 15 FAJHLIOHT ?4J Unm4l A vtirtnHv *V 

MUSIC DISKS 
PW9Q1 igo GREATEST £4 TUNES 1«MRUW. 
PU5' 9 WC0* PARTY wftftiERS Feft WOcfO terft. Y 
PMC<6 BEATLES SOkfA Hft H*, »V 
PU&10 Bf ATVASTtfi i LOVE TECHNOLOGY Dm *Y 
2*019 BRWNQ * MUSC BOA K Stvftb )iAI M* Avk4 »Y 
pwe?g?i brlwqs music m iAiwm fra a ■ -y 
PM036 DEPECHE MODE MUSrt too*»hOmM iftiat1 -y 
Pl*M’ D MOB 1AUS.C 3 HpuMMrtdftgrft*. . 
PMC&0MAG FIELDS CHIP ft SUVA! Fjb ft dh»mulC'.V 
PM0» MANIACS OF NOiSf Th* rk Rita.ante 
PMP74 SQUMJ OF 5K FNT & J„PM Bfl M At m*g*' 
■PMOVZ PIANO TUHES Nvi* jwv u.™ good . ¥ 
PMCW STAIRWAY TO Hf AVF U Flyotftprt ft |hy v 
PM 114 wo THINGS COME BACK 4 ft*kj tart lyp* p«*e- 
PU) 12 TtCHOMANl* B ■ *»«rt*al r.t'fltor* iur»i, 
PMS27 4 PLAYS4D 2 111 Yfrj rarfl Oft ft*.. 
PM 126 PLAV$® re MahUKiCiNp-sa . ¥ 
PM’5* PAS Y«.nMiE <irt nvH6 «**'• *¥ 
PM 155 VWE GRAVE 5 mot# gopd tet* taAk-' .¥ 
PMlftl CYBEPHETIX ItWHpIlMft’Wt 
PMi« MORE Mt& TUNES ?*V* By A*. V^, .l 
PU1« OCYASTUftF Sftn*ft6d 1 YKA UW . V 
PM 1*4 CCTMOC4 3D Mft« I Wi * 3d Whn*.V 
PM 167 0 JESUS0M ES Cuy it kk damft-U. 
PMI79 PLAYSO VI 2 Uftabb 64*M* #y*iC t¥ 
Fly 166 AS) MUSIC VOL ■ * terga ift^ ftb rt* 
PUiBG ASl Muse you 7 i*M ?VKt ,l 
PV'HOMhlWKdtertwCIrtltKte. ■¥ 

PM1« » DANCE TRASH Z n aa aft ft lava nunc:(Zl .v 
PUiH HQBBIT& I SPACE Sh»PS rum Gy Dv 4**ama*Y 
PM194 5 ULTIMATE ACTION MtGA MUSIC FAb i?NY 
PMi » MUSIC Of ROMEO KFROHT SubyHrmuK nodi -¥ 
iNAigftgMiflAQt SUBLIMINAL ATC Fab rrrt.IZWJftW' 
PMZ0C'DAT* K IRKDGY 3 litae ^ .Y 
P4W1 BATA H THF VK TAl 4 mg** <NK V«Kl' *Y 
PMMt 4E.NO dft WHY Good tKftb ten,. HftTrteM 3, 
PM203 BIO MICHANOID SYMPHONY NO’ 
PMS04 PE MUS« MADNESS rrvK ter**' *7 
PM2D5 DESERT |KMpnU««r««IAlM 
punsTHfMonocs ewless ueloks ** 
krw2>Y 

CLASSICAL MUSIC 
PMpt? AbbGADtUS C4A5SCA. fa* c*ak W - ¥ 
PU32ZZ3 classical vuSC bet. Ky«ew tY 
PM?35 DIGITAL DEBUSSY Fa fa& BA-ter dftw*W*tev 
PM*-** CtfrT AL W BOSSY.| ftftK DftMMy HHK', ¥ 
PMOreWHAPSOCFY in Blue i'*artN,'«W' 1M¥ 
«A30j4Mb V'VAiDI FtXrft SEASONS ?| V Gtpft * ¥ 
PMMO Si MOZAR T ilQflNCQNC I R 'OS r*ad Unofte, Y 
PM:>57 BACH (IRiAhOf NBLiflG CONCERTOS 1 te* *Y 3 
PMiKl&ESKiaft iiaRPSiChOAD RECTAL gidHtew-tY 
PM'65 0 NUTCRACKER SUITE te^*r yrtjto- . 
PM' 74 CLASSIC WORKS CU*« 4 ftiert cLii**,' ■¥ 
PV f5 SON'K MUSIC Son* !«■ Mftrt Nrt'.«iWli 
PM’S3 CLASSiA OOLO Baft. rwCAM A F oQO* l Tng ehg.1 
PMlft MOZAftT 6LUT€ COHCEPT&S irr« cr-fl- .% 

CLASSICAL LITERATURE 
Si*ar AWJ ft 4 dteA RaftKf ter fngtft LiftftLr* 
- ^TftMdrRK W; 

ST<1 51 !0Sft«*4 Rnift# 
souwmiCHEiiTiiidU & 

SLIDESHOWS 
PSO03 ADVANCE RAM NhW ftHTiftifl H v 
P9TO0 AiHcRAFt SLIDE F'iC o' bgiw airtrib'-Y 
psoog astronomy supg ^ hwmtr^*r 
PSD 13 BOHN 10 Hi FREE **l jiwtiai* *y 
flscra oehman Ray trace Sl^b s 
PS043 KELLY S 9- Son* otaftnb* HAM SH . .. 
PS056 NEWTEK DYNAMIC HAM 64Cr51 Z A£$6 ogLjr ftn* 
PSOH NW DYNAMIC «AM Mb WJM*-r, Svftrt guatey * 
PS07E SUPER MAM CARS Th* « a nv« Wtega'. t 
RS»0 Sonic 5 5*»* u ham *:«=w m, 
PS1RJ DvNAMC H.R1S Z 4 MrfeMc qoiMr MftM'- 
PS’ &T Ai.CA.TPJL? MLtSEtJM Sft! bdU**' - 
Pfii IS THE GATttMUQ » Sim* -*** . Y 
P£l 1TI N@HTBfl££ D AGA &jOE £mOW St«ft 2^209 
PSi 12Cv»*£»TiCSlffltS*OW 
PSi-jt. KERH RHODES SHOE 3 MfWir ony ¥ 
PS177 Ff flflAR. AQA a*ft 256 mv PftJitet 1 ZXft*, 
pstsi ic visiA Landscapes emmiim i 3it¥ 
PS425 RE VELA DOME SlIDE itaoifrvj otfM, ftteY 

MUSIC UTILS 
FT06I AUVJRYTHM5 O**'* *m<t ->0 terftt 
PT003 ART C* MED u ¥ 
PT0OT CASK? CZEDirOH ?W> p*X**A ' , 
PT009 K ’ «F F SAMP! £ 5 f ACnAirt Hite* » 
PTQei KAWAi Ki aJ-‘ftf- 
PTOI? KAWAI K4 • 
PT9-3 MED 32€*l. __- 
PTQ'5 Ml& CKSK Vanbut Bd s-ten . 
PT0?C ST *1 9T 19 * 
PTWi -- 
PT3fZS_ _____ 
PTW» YAMAHA Q _ _ _ _ 
ptxk tAuaha Dk* VOICE SORTER te 
PTM1J3ST*; MlMUM -i 
PTBH5 9Y 974 06 Up* Hnca«i .¥ 
PTXM TAMAHA CAt.» TKiifDAJ? DK11 A F0O1 
PT0» 54#tRSClUND B kfttftrtQ aftNtr, ,v 
RTWC OCTAMI& V? 0 ftft¥*l MED Wdwftteft-. 
PTJ4' NOStPlayer O IMwug nedv* ftiw't 
PT242 START (FFSAMREESSiMnT^prt^..* 
PTS4SS MOUSE SAMPLES 3 iMH UdlMt irixl**' 
PT0#6 AUEKJ- UAC.K.I Suf*r d*a. ft on TjfotV 
PTftT A4JD40 UAGC4 Mfti SwiftX rhutc imgram* ,T 
RTB445J MODULES ?Jfti ft wgt teK modotet'-Y 
PT3535T Art! Ac MOOU ESS lAau r*«w wuwr * v 
PT-56AM BREAK BEATS 3<Hteift ftkjd ftftn tadyAntY 
PfdM.fl.7 VOCALS 5ftM.A(i«BLftrf yKwaarrdiH'tY 
PTUw 7g DtsuMKiTS 3 dfti ft h^n -u^iy otjoh - Y 
PThfl- f3 KCWG SALBh.ES 3 NAK, ft n*>6cftS 
PtOIWTfl. PURE SAMPLE 5 Loo ft iiwftj wteiaa -V 
RT»77 SAMPLE FACTORY D*a M ft tomd MfttY 
prg.if CMlRMAN SAJUPLf S 64ft nftbteY 
Pf'3.*9 HUSK; BASE Vi Q A ^tJbeal .iiijaivt -Y 
RT3SC ii RAVE SAMPLES 4 frgmf .¥ 
PT«r SAMPLEMAKCR V3 I Mft* IftnftH Nft* vftMY^V 
prgn classical modules o .» 
pTcea musk; engns yi u tAwnt mi*c 
p'a* CATALOGUE 3 SnaMftft* KUK4I tt li r tV 
PTDM NO SAMPLER uT4.T«S UUitC ytifty ,T 
ftiw CHftUAM SAMPLES M MV*WPH .¥ 
PTQtr MUS*C ApMuI Mrtti niftt' tY 
PTOBi KBEAT VI 1 Em#* qr*fi ftAcfft* BteflTftT.it Y 

AMOS PD 
ATOM AMOS UPATER LATEST VERSON rl 36 * Y 
*TO?T SHAPES EanftPft iMe gam* tet 
ATO5T CASSETTE IJB&J4R t MIKSD SOURCEt¥ 
ATO71 WIZARDS DOMAIN gripHgft aWrantwratY 
1PP341 TOTALLY AMO& tided raw tei pteffammfti'.Y 
APffiMT NOTEBOOK t SHORPlNdi Lc$f E«tv »wu 
AR0M3 FAMILY wiSTORY DATABASE LHlHl ftW.T 
ARD373 COMPILER i 3b UPDATE. LATEST eftmui*. W 
apcmas slideshow comstruction set v?1 »y 
*P0i6. NODDY,s PLAYTIME FdHLuwtfti o*ne1 *Y 
APDSAZ Ramos PRO For Amu Prft*tkion#i. ,» 
APD4S6 TQP Of TH( LEAGUE Feftbft n«nag*r“t¥ 
APD406 AMOS PRO UPDATER VT 12 JftI H^tV 

MEW! 

PGm ASMBCM4KNCH G_|_l ^ „ 
PG30C A§i WORKBENCH GAMES n Arts HTO mote t. 
PG»: ? UOTOAOUA &2t. WVAGfftS Fft 1JW ONLY *J> 
p&»3 MM3 fI&MT LR Eat Pt> ww tjk 0*4if 
PQ»* RUNG f oo CHAJB t Graft Hft ftMtenvte¥ 
PG30S7 PttONDiKt bAGAEta**te3 aH, :?>jch,t 
PEDW HWAV CODE OutSTiOMS 4 ANSWERS UtaM *¥ 
pft»? pay adwce analyser vsuftft w- r? 
PfiOi! AMK1AWORD A ukftft OaosFiftrteA CMURHI* *v 
PD042EA5VCALC PIMS* knprvrtd BnrrRMZftWftteY 
PU3BS LE MMINGS 3 HD iniut*' ,iM mm rth **0- v 
PU3B6«lTf SRAULATOR Tj* rtr% m* *¥ 
PLi3«T RfORG A oiHid dft. 4 madftmtft-»v 
PU3S6 F20DHU PfttP f« a* ITOj MftY V 
PU3W HD CLICK IhtNteft *W .Y 
PU390 fwl FAflij new term- *Y 
RU391 FONT FARM JArtoftft frft crftnmtd ftft tete#tV 
P1J322 CUMBYS FRACTAL GINCRATOBS A tY 
PU3n A* F14 »5K 3 5wnnd i-ftftir M «*a - *¥ 
PA140 CBN-US AApMATlCjI, Wnu *«*« *V 
PPte-fi 3 LAST STAND QNHOIH'FMi AM* ft**74 
PftiMBAFROOi&AC AN*U ftw 3 OtAt A >nfl 
PM20* t. nrt,sTlfA\ TLWE S Mtftft btei me*** o*ft- .T 
PW209 LSD I MAS PACK GteM tMWWri ft am** Uw.Y 
»M3u? AMIGA AMAS UUSC 5»rt iriwa 
iPS’Zf SCMtfEGfOl eiAK 5tS#> Hu .1 
PS1J7 MURA PC03 Sd«* MHfftY ftft*- Wrtet* - Y 
P5’?1P MAGAS FACTORY RifnadiftpaiWlKY 
PS1Z4MRSMOW t i.ftft* ftAAH NT tY 

ORDERING M A D E EASY 

BY POST: fend jgut Name, r\ddress & Order derails wiih a Cheque / PO / !M<> ut my of the companies lis«ud 
BY PIIONK: Call us uilh your curd nuinbcr expiry dale and dctoiK for u Ul class service. All major cards accepted 
Pl> PRICES: 1 - 5 disks £2*00 per disk * 6 - 25 disks £L25 per disk * 2i% or more disk are still only 99p per disk ! 
POST Si PACKING: UK - 5ftp - UK ’Recorded Delivery’ 11*25 * Em rope +25p per disk - Rest of World 450p per disk 
REMEMBER: We slock Kbit I’lJiip I-74* Amos, Scope, Snagt Aialcus, AmiEos & kits more superb PD disks!? 

PUAat NOTE; 
AM dub* CD Itl* Advofl ilwitd wovV on ts» Amiga 
1.M.3 dos Sysltms unleu oTDprwlS* 1IlT«d< All dMti. 
with ■ V lign shDuld work on Iho Amiga MC* A 600 
TTUChlnMl 
Howfl-wr ihare ars bo many dllTEr«nt aolupA now In uoo 
It la twcomlrg impossiDle' io tost )oi tvtry poftalbla 
vwfonon, bo pifluse u«a tom# c«iiitaft*B|}«ci aiiy wfm 
A1-500 2000 wilh variout dot tyttama, C&TV atid of 
coutm tha naw Amiga T200 & 400C ty»tirma. Diaha 
mtfhBd wtn a "V_ ah&ikt t» oMv on 1h* AT200 4000 
[Hough otaviQuiiv nol y*t trtan*tY*ty trtfrd Ptetu 



p s main Distributors 
not the i m i t a t o r s ! 

legendary wwh t.gmer plane1 2 c*sas 4 50 * 
CIE33 MESSER SCHMITT BFlOT Another wpv WWII Bojk or • 
d*U fftn t me me German MeMerschmll1 2 duka 4 50 ■ 
CLE34 YOUR FIRST PONY All you need to know* 2 **k* * 50 * 
CLF3S TOTAL, CONCEPTS SOLAR SYSTEM 2 The *uc**b &*qu*j * 
Ihe »t volume. great pctures. a must have"1 3 disks 
CLE30 THE TIME MACHINE teaches kids w tall wrm, 2 disks 4 50 * 
CLE37 DISCOVERY AMERICA Learn about me USA1 1 dish 3 50 t 
CLE38 HOME INVENTIONS First in the quest lor knowledge series, 
this picture book deals wiw inventions since t7M 2 disks 4,60.* 
CLE3# MY LITTLE ARTIST Superb eotouti-ng book tor ckflWren.wrtn 
features lor disabled as well" Needs 1 mg chip ram 2 disk* 4 50 * 
CLE40 BOREALIS JUNIOR Drawing lor young children 1 disk 3 50+ 
CLE42 COMPOSITION Photograph Tutorial di*k 1 di«k 3 50 
CLE43 AMOS LANGUAGE OUlZ Helps, learn Amo* 1 disk 3 50- 
CLE44 PORTRAITURE ZmJ photo tutorial program 1 d**k 3 50* 
CLE45 FUN WITH CUBBY 2 Another 7 lab kids games1 » do*. 3 50* 
CLE40 BASIC human ANATOMY Good lo* education Tr*** 3 50 * 
CLE4T SEA SENSE Learn aU afcoul boats' 1 disk 3 So * 
CLE4B ROCKET maths Easy rnatts for tads' t dnk 3 50 + 
CLE50 DRATV2 4 RunecasEer* Transferor n««dst Smp 2 cksksA 50* 

UTILITIES 
CLUOt VIDEO TJTiER Creel# vnfca titles' 1 d**k 3 50* * 
CLU03 TYPING TUTOR Full Typing course Comes on I disk 3 SC * 
CLU04 ALPHAGRAPH for producing Bar & P.* chart* etc' 3 50 . 
CLUC5 $ A $ MENU MAKER make yftur Own menu £ 1 dM$k 3 50 * 
CLUOT PHILO Simple to use database system. 1 disk 3 50 * 
CLUDB WORD FINDER crossword & anagram solver 1 2 disks, a 50+ 
CLLK» PLAY & RAVES Mus<c module Mar. 2 disk* 4 50+ 
CLUI0 POWER ACCOUNTS account statements, income eif 3 5EU 
CLUll CALC Vt very useiul spreadsheet program! 1 disk 3 50 * 
CLUI2 VIRTUAL WINDOWS Notebook Adore** twoketd *sk 3.60 * 
dUU DATos A powerful d*Saba*e, many features 1 disk 3 SO * 
CUIU STOCK CONT ROLLER Keep track of slocks1 t disk 3 SO * 
CLUtS EPOCH VJ calendar lor Anv^j, 1299 yr deary 1 d#£k3 50 * 
dUff CROSS STITCH good needlework program 1 disk 3 50 * 
CLU17 LC to FONT & Nee fonts lor SlB* LC10 prmle« ’ 1 <H*k 3 50 * 
dUt6LC200 FONTS Fonts lor ytkr LC2«p***fM d*k3$0 * 
CLUlft LC2* FONT S Font* ioc your Star ?4 pm pnffltr 1 disk 3 50' * 
CLU2Q CANON BJtQ Super Fonts ft>r C*nnpn Bubbfeiet 1dr|k 350* 
CLU2T INVOICE MASTER Sort out you* mvoiCM" 1 dwk 3 SO * 
CLU22 HARD DRIVE MENU Superb Hard dm* ut*kty' 1 o.«k 3 50 * 

CLU24 RED LOTUS ANlM BRUSHES Needs D Pa-nt 1 o*s* 3 50 * 
CLU2S STAR Fighter ANlM BRUSHES Need D p*nt 2 rusks 4 50 ■ 
CLU2G STAR VOYAGER ANlM BRUSHES lor OPaml 3 cfcsius* 4 99. 
CLU2 ’ IMAGE BASE Semple td u*# Author mg package T disk 3 50 * 
CLUtt CREATIVE ADVENTURE TOOLKIT Needs 1 mb chip 3 SO* 
CLU29G.F.X Graphic* convertor*, sprite editors etc4 1 as* 3 50* 
CLU5M DRAW SELECTOR V2 pools predrclion program 1 d>sk 3 50+ 
CLU.31 FLOWCHARTER For creancm el uowchans11 disk 3 50* 
CLU32 POWERTEKT V2 Powfirtul word processor' 1 disk 3.50 + 
CLUBS AM TUITION Create WB3 look A feel Amos progs tdisk 3.50+ 
CLU34 IMAGE DOCTOR VI Image proceirng software 1 d>ak3 50 + 

GAMES 
CLQ05 TRUCK IN QN Truck management simulation 2 disk* 4 50 * 
CLG&8 DRAGON TILES Superb varpon vary addictive f 1 a-.sk 3 50 . 
CLG09 MOTOR DUEL great 3d tat racing gam* l disk 3 50- 
CLG' 1 ALL GUNS SLAVING 2 player overhead view 1 <bsk 3 50 * 
CLG12 BULLDOZER BOB Clear *creen o' ticks'1 disk 3 50 - 
CLGi 3 PARADOX Another good pui rk? game' 1 desks 50 * 
CLGUSONfC SMARTtEHCADCraiy platform gamer 1 Ask 3 50 + 
CLGi5 SPLODGE THE ESCAPE puufe ptaho™ 1 rusk 3 W+ 
C LG 15 CRYSTAL MAZE a upe pu«fe gam*- 1 cksk 3 50 * 
0017 (MBRiUW Eieilenl graph* adventure'1 disk 3 50* 
CLG1& SKAN 29 Gu.de Sid through 220 fevers.' 1 dwk 3 SO * 
CLGtB STELLAR ESCAPE Vertical *hool em up1 3 disks * 99 * 
CLG20 jungle BUNGLE Nice adventure gams' t disk 3 50 * 
CLG2I FLOWER POWER Gro before the bugs eat Ehemi disk 3 50 + 
CLG22 SPARK STOCKING FILLERS Xmas games 1 disk 3,60 + 
CLG23 MARVIN THE MARTIAN A mite type game, f disk 3 50 * 
CLG24 EASY MONE Y trull machine Simulator' I Not das 2 cr 3) 3 50 
CLG25 WHITE RABBITS Thu >s a good puzile game' 1 disk 3 SO + 
CLG26 MONSTER ISLAND Dungeon Ma*rer game- 1 disk 3 50 + 
C4G2S TIME RIFT Gome played over 4 lime toriesi 1 disk 3 50 + 
CLG29 BILLY BALL Good 3d irtmeirc game' 1 di*k 3 50 * 
CLG.30 CAPTAIN K Nice friafform gam*' 1 pr*k 3 50 + 
CLG31 DIRTY RACKETS 3 term* g*mes on hei*' 1 SmgldiSk 3 SO 
CLG337 BLOCKS SUSP ihefeAngbteck*' I o.** 350' + 
CLG33 BAT Q ROONS 2 pLiye* bat 5 Pali game t o s* 3 50+ 
CLG34 CYBERNET S*dewlr» SCroiHig *hoot em up 1 o-Sk 3 50+ 
CLG35 OG Pretwiorc caveman rescues gBtfhend' 1 *sk 3.50 - 
CLG3S RAW Red army worm* get the Hhermen??? 1 d«£k 3 50 * 
CLG3S OU1NGO V4 OQ N<* pub tengo game1 1 disk 3 50 - 

CLE01 TOTAL CONCEPTS DINOSAURS Le»m yuur family all about 
me amaTYig dinosaur*' 2 Ask* 4 50 - 
CLE02 TOTAL CONCEPTS GEOLOGY Superb book on a tfSk by 
Chris H.n learn all about the rock*1 2 disk* A SO * 
CLE03 TOTAL CONCEPTS SOLAR SYSTEM A superb illustrated 
guide la our Safer system" 3 disk* 4 99 + 
CL.E05 A CHORD Teach#* you ill the chord* you need Id pfey the 
guitar, become Ihe next Eric Clapton" 1 disk 3 50 + 
GLE07 TOTAL CONCEPTS FRESHWATER FISHING Learn all about 
freshwater iishlng' Came* cm 2 ditks 4 50 + 
CLEO0 NIGHT SKY Feature* over i5QQ *tar*.Bky can by displayed 
as seen inom anywhere on earth1 Exellentf 1 disk 3.So. * 
CLEtJB WORDS 4 LADDERS Good spelling program 1 disk 3 50 * 
CLE10 BASICALLY AMIGA Ententive guide lo Amigados' Very good 
program lor beginners 3 di»ks 4 99' ♦ 
CLElt LET’S LEARN For children or 5 7 year*, progieas through 5 
fevels bt did+CuUy. Sum* tun#* etc 1 Oik 3 50 + 
CLEt2 ALPHABET TEACH ipetkng program fpt the tads'i cksk 3 5C» 
ClEU HOME BREW Create ydut own brew*' 1 *sk 3 50 - 
CLE 14 total CONCEPTS ECOLOGY Leam about the most 
important 'oiogy" ur out kvea1 Superbly ifluifraled' 3 disks 4 99 + 
CLF15 FAST FRET Thi* « a gmfer *cafe* tirtor 1 cksk j So . 
CLE 16 KINGS A OUEENS A hiwoty le*«m on all {H Ihe Kings A 
CJueens at England since recorded hitiory" 2 disks *50.- 
CLE17THINGAMAJIQ An iWffiie fiflMw. t disk 3 50 . 

CLE I B WORK & PLAY 3 educalKmai program^ CLICK CLOCK feam 
rhe II me .FUNTIME TABLES maths & GO SHOPPING* 1 d>*k 3.50, + 
ClEtS PLAY it SAFE Teaches aalety ki the home. He*p Teddy make 
your horns sale from the beashes1 1 dish 3, So + 
CLE20 BIG TOP FUN Four program.Word balance.Matehplay.Ballecn 
burst & Seal a gram* 1 diak 3 50 + 
CL£2t JIG MANIA Jigsaw solving 4 COnStf uCtftm Set1 1 disk 3.50' + 
CIE22 CHESS TEACHEfltaach chm* m i (un way" 1 dis* 3 50 + 
CLE23 MIND YOUR LANGUAGE improvs speech 1 ch$k 3.50 + 
CLE2* SPEED READING Test* your reading speed 2 drske. 4.50 + 
CLE2S CHORD COACH Tfe* 19 a tup** Piano Tutor. 1 dn*k 3 50 * 
CLE26 SNAP An eduction*! game fot languages t *sk 3 50 + 
CLE27 CA T T Superb Tirol reading program 2 cksks 4 50* - 
CLE2B FUN WITH CUBBY 6 superb g*m« for tads' 1 Cfcsfc 3 SO + 
CLE30 PEG A PICTURE Mane a picture hwi eotoured pegs or 
coloured shapes, great (oh- young ko*' 1 duk 3 50 * 
CLE31 UNDERSTANDING AMOS< NEEDS AMOS i 2 sfcsks 4 50 * 

0,0022 SPAR* STOCKING FILLERS by L«nTu<3w+f 
3 *up#r seasonal games tar mil Ihe farrufy1 Chusmajig 
IS a festive vernon pi thingjtaapg with til p^tyr® 
pufftos u son out" Cbmtma* pair* it a hack bona' 
pair*' ga^te 6 Santa* *fe«gh ode >1 * tideways 

scroffer wti«re you have to deliver pr**#«it* down 
chimneys' 1 dr*k 3 50 * 

MAD FIGHTER I2(K)! 
Wwb W* 1 Jnh liyhliny fjnie ft* Af Ijll 
snl;' Thn *iH Lrrp ve H1+1 he iffi r> ym 
ifj in Alfa nnc (f|WKiii jfeJ andhft Huy? 
iprtft Khl Int garncpU} make iho on nvniul 

1 SM3 fWW1 

SCIENCE V|| LTfVIF-P! V 
TCMH.KITCD ROMS 

Tn« w ■ nipwfl CD fcm. 1**U ta ke bim 
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Using a heat fusion technique, 

Star's latest printer promises 

to produce colour laser 

quality for less than £700. 

Richard Baguley waxes lyrical. 

STAR HAVE FOREGONE the 

usual dnL tti.mix and inkjt'T technologies 

for their latest offering. Instead, they 

have used a technique called heat fusion, 

which transfers the colours from a wax- 

based ribbon to the paper by momentarily 

heating the print head. This melts the 

wax and then transfers the colour to the 

paper. Although this process is certainly 

nothing new* it has previously been 

extremely expensive, with printers costing 

more than £1,000, 

Colour dot matrix ribbons have the 

four different colours used to print the 

image arranged in a series of horizontal 

stripes, but the ribbons for the SJ-144 use a 

different system. They are divided into sec¬ 

tions, each containing one of the four 

primary colours - Cyan. Magenta, Yellow 

and Blark, The image is printed in four 

passes, and the ribbon is wound on after 

each pass to a different colour section. It 

sounds odd, but it works. Unfortunately, 

it's a rather slow process, and means this 

printer is slower than die Canon BJC-600 

reviewed in A/’Iasi month, which is able to 

print all four colours in one pass, because 

it has foui separate print heads, 

On ttie other hand, the S|-144 has a 

wider primer head than most printers, 

which means it can print just under three 

lines of normal sized text with one pass of 

the print head, Therefore printing black 

and white text or images is significantly 

quicker than with a dot matrix, because 

the SJ-144 can print several lines at once, 

meaning that fewer passes are required to 

complete the page. 

Star distribute the cut down version of 

Wolf Fausts' PtiniSlitdio with all their prim¬ 

ers, and as part of the software there is a 

driver designed for use with the SJ-144. 

Paper is held in a built-in sheet feeder 

at the rear of the machine, which can hold 

around 30 sheets, depending on the thick¬ 

ness of the paper. Paper can also be fed in 

through the rear of the machine, which 

enables you to prim on thicker paper. 

The quality of the output is excellent, 

with strong bright colours and solid blacks. 

You need to be a bit careful about what 

son of paper you use, because it doesn't 

much like thin or bumpy paper. 

You should also bear in mind the cost 

of running the Star printer. Star quote a 
figure of 24.5 pages for each colour rib¬ 

bon, but this will be significantly less if 

you're printing large images or ones with 

lots of black in them. With each ribbon 

costing around £14, you are looking at a 

figure of at least 50p per page of colour 

priming, although this will vary with the 

amount of printing required for each 

page. Black ribbons cost around £11, and 

last significantly longer. 

Overall, I’m extremely impressed with 

this printer, and it's good to see an afford* 

able printer using this previously expensive 

technique. The image quality is excellent, 

but the cost of running this primer could 

put people off. It compares well with the 

BJC-600, but the Canon bubblejet prints 

slightly faster. In terms of quality, there is 

relatively little to choose between the two, 

with both printers giving the same resolu¬ 

tion. The Star performs slightly better with 

Images with large areas of black, because 

the liquid ink used by the Canon can cause 

the paper to pucker. , O 

Although it's based 

Around revolutionary 

technology, the 

SJ-144 is on* of the 

smallest printers on 

the market tt's even 

smaller than the 

petite Canon BJ10SX 

As you can see from 

this printout, the 

SJ-144 can produce 

stunning results. 1 VERDICT 

DESCRIPTION 
Colour Thermal Printer 

MANUFACTURER 
Star Micronics 

DISTRIBUTOR 
star Micronics 0494 4/1111 

PRICE 
£668.58 

RELEASE 
Available now 

SPEED ••• 
The wider printer head makes 
printing quicker, but it's still slower 
than the BJC-600. 

MANUAL #••• 
The documentation Is well written 
with all of the relevant Information 
easily accessible. 

ACCESSIBILITY # # • • 
The bundled printer driver software 
ensures that there won't be any has¬ 
sles getting up and printing. 

FEATURES •••• 
This machine produces excellent 
results with strong clear colours and 
solid blacks. 

VALUE ••• 
It's not cheap, and with colour 
ribbons costing £14 each, it's not 
going to be cheap to run. 

“ One of the smallest 

machines on the 
market, the SJ-144 is 
an excellent colour 
printer, although it 

is fairly slow and will 

be expensive to run. 
The quality of the 

printouts is 
extremely good. m 

89% 
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The Best Selling 

Word Processor 

and Database just 

came even better... 

Since its launch, Pen Pal has become the 
■ most popular package of its type 

Not surprising when you consider the extensive features at 
your fingertips, combined with user friendly simplicity, it was 

bound to be a winner! In a comprehensive Word Processor 

lest. Amiga Format commented "There is little to fault Pen 
Pal. it deserves to do well" - quite a prediction it seems! k 
Format have since said that it's "Still the best value for M 
money..." If you're not a Pen Pal user yet, we hope A 
you soon will be. because at just £49.95... the best A 
just became better, even better value! A 

A superb package, with immense power, to fulfil all your Word 
Processing needs, aixL with an integrated Database too! It's all so 
easy to use, you’ll rarely need to refer to the extensive 250 page lay- 

i flat spiral bound manual. Users frequently tell us that they've 
k never found a program they get on with so well. 

You can... Open multiple 

(itxwnents sinwIlaiKxxtsly; search and replace; cm copy 

and paste; check your spelling with a 110,000+ won! 

dictionary; import your favourite IFF/HAM graphics, 

from programs such as DPiiint, or Clip Ait files in 

various sizes and colours; automatically flow text 

around graphics in any Workbench compatible font 

i (there are over 200 available styles) in different sizes 

1 and colours to suit yttur design... Even as you type! 

bull Page View with position, edit and creation of graphic objects and 

extremely useful fomis designer. All this from a word processor and... 

Much, Much. More! As you can see front the dtvtnnenis shown on the left 
this is no ordinary prograin! 

With 32 fields per mid 31000 raouds per daLihase m\ 
a fast sort of 1000 rexmts in levs than 5 seconds. this is a red database. 

Mail merging into the Wore! processor couldn't be 

simpler, with easy creation of templates for kiters or A 
repons, into which infbnnaiiun can lv merged, I 

With Per Ptd you're not just getting a fme tiff product! ScflWond ore mhumiedged as the WoHtfs 
leading software cmtptmy nbo develop just fiw Amiga and m other system, (hue ym're a 

registered StifiWaod pmdiKi fmiprr yottr imrstmetu is protected m yauH hair ^^^A 
to unhmiied free rrtiwhial sttppotl fathers dtarge you} mul 

i preferential upgrades to other SoftWood titles, both existing 
L and future. riExciiinjt new pnniutfs are being 

first still on the SoftWootl 



Panasonic claim that their 

latest dot matrix printer 

offers high-quality black and 

white printing at low volume. 

Richard Baguley dons his ear 

muffs to put it to the test. 

The Panasonic KX-P2023 dot matrix printer 

offers good quality blank and white printing, but 

do you really need a black and white printer? 

PRINTING CAN BE A health haz¬ 

ard. The noise from must dot matrix 

primers has been known to drive dogs wild 

and to wake the dead, especially when 

you're printing out the latest draft of your 

500 page novel about lile and death in a 

grim northern town. 

Panasonic's latest offering for the 

ever-hangry printer market is the KX- 

P2023, a 24-pin hi ark and white printer 

with a Super Quiet mode* In terms of 

hardware, it's fairh standard, weighing in 

at around live kilograms. If* about 13cm 

high, although the optional sheet feeder 

adds about another I Menu to this. The 

sheet feeder is an optional extra, although 

if you gel a move on and buy your printer 

before the end of December this year, 

ihen you'll gel it free. 

Included with this printer is a special 

driver written bv Amiga printer guru Wolf 

Faust. As well as all the usual control over 

the print density, dither patterns, and the 

suchlike, the driver also enables you to 

control the single shed feeder and to put 

the printer into Super Quid mode* 

Although this mode is quieter than 

normal, it's still raihei loud and irritating 

in a high-pitched whining noise sort of 

way which all users of dot matrix printers 

will be familiar with. This is especially true 

when printing graphics, but if is a lot c|ur¬ 

eter when printing text. Using this Super 

Quiet mode also slows down priming sig¬ 

nificantly, so you have to decide which is 

most important: quicker printing or your 

ears and sanity. 

The quality of the output is good, with 

solid blacks and a conn oil able dither 

meaning that even graphics, which nor¬ 

mally look weak on a 24-pin printer, look 

good although a fair amount of fiddling 

and experimentation is necessary to gel 

the best results. 

There is a slight amount of banding, 

but this is not particularly pronounced. 

Panasonic 
KX-P2Q23 
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The printer driver 

included with the 

printer give* plenty 

ot control over at I 

aspects printing. 

and can be nearly eliminated with some 

careful adjustment. Five louts in a variety 

of sizes are built inio the printer 

(Program, Courier, Prestige, Hold PS and 

Script). Text printing is reasonably fast* 

with a quoted speed of 80 characters per 

second in letter quality mode and 240 cps 

in draft quality. 

It can also print when the print head is 

moving in either direction, so there's no 

need for the prim head to return at the 

end of each line to continue priming. 

This is certainly a fine 24-pin dot 

matrix primer at a reasonable price. The 

output is g«>od, and the quality of the 

graphics b perfectly respectable. However, 

there is a wide variety of high-quality 

colour prititers that will only cost you a few 
This is the son of text pounds more, and the decreasing price 
quality you can J . , ,,, . ,r, . 
expect from the and increasing quality of bubblcjet, inkjet 
Panasonic KK P2023. and laser , printers makes me wonder 

This is some test text printed out on 
Panasonics new KX-P2023 printer in 

the 'Prestige* Font, one of the five 

built into the machine. What do you 

think of the quality? 

whether dot matrix technol¬ 

ogy hasn't finally had iis day. 

Perhaps The time has 

arrived for dot matrix primer* 

to join ail those1 eight-inch 

disk drives, punch cards, 

paper tajie drives, and BBC 

Micros in the great museum 

of computing history, O 

KX-P2023 

24-pin Dot Matrix Printer 

MANUFACTURER 
Panasonic 

DISTRIBUTOR 
Panasonic 0344 B53S50 

RELEASE 
Out now 

Reasonably fast but putting it into 
quiet mode does slow things down 
considerably. 

No specific Amiga information, but 
all the technical gen is present cor¬ 
rect and well written, 

ACCESSIBILITY ttfi 
The Amiga driver gives you full con¬ 
trol over the printer, including 
aspects such as the sheet feeder. 

FEATURES • • i 
The Super Quiet feature does cut 
down on the noise level, hut not to 
the extent 1 would have liked. 

VALUE ••• 
Not bad value, but with plenty of 
colour 24-pin printers available for 
only a few quid more... 

VERDICT 

“ It's a good black and 

white 24-pin printer, 

with high-quality out¬ 

put and comprehensive 

driver. Unfortunately 

for Panasonic, there 

are colour printers 

available for only a few 

pounds more which 

give just as much in 

terms of quality. m 

70% 
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IpoMurntPyiY] H*. ipaw irmjdef (bne 

^gitoiftUideJiD. IDfTl- lta>m totSy 

leib 

TfijtoMto^i ip enm fto mrstm 
lefew toO (f| (1} If pu r He. te At totfa 

pi did 
lahiiwn[3l?M*j|l,]m InlflftlodvMtafpff*1 

L*indf imm' UmpreMMDHpmn 

«diAibidbfi«ft 
Hew Feeid Itoepw (P| ffl te m 

foolbdl muBpentnf pfle 

tippet fP} m Ijghe nftlt p« to bvner grapia 

Dorfwumf! 

T^Tftf ItodDrlw Min (V}-fall Iwddrht 

ton btom |P| fam * tofci 

LI 3W Ip totoit 1 - tontac nftd wWi 

11700 Propvi toedv Npeno fedepidtltfflitotdd 

AUMmHoda Itoto ito M of pogroH ia leiti 
oUirffiMi 

AtMn HO hp PrgpiB tod impp id 

4dvlaptop ME4toe bH«>«4#Mto 

JtottiAtKlOftttto *nro^«Ue'l4Ur 

toaftfiwii 
tom to rwndn»lvL13M 
Mh4mtp ThetfsaWdeew 

Vt ftoOl ■ ItoMn el TK ihOO »|to< 

PtoifVit 

LfatoftrapK 

iA 4dn ELf ■ Lftk y ef «fa Crpln 
iVvhM^ynfT} Itoiilfdn 

Jurotik tot 4iktov* fto bwi it (dm pi if i»iH 

Itol to I 

top I pi 5 
AfafafeMifcU-ltotSl'f 

tototo todn J OMWed tpoev Mr Gbm 

liiaoi 

151024 

*0411 
MSOO 

m\u 

«a?i 
W114 
Ml 43 
M144 

Ml 41 
Ml 44 
WHW 
WH 

W4?4 KtodLiDehiull] (erdpmuwiffflJSLMvrtiA 
UM?0 AfaWiaHM'(tovic^ifee« 

mm HfiiljWto 

BIW lt?RftnlfcitoLl»iw 

B«W 'ly * vptoi Ftod*nvpf<9 
8eM«dto2 

Ml 41 MenpLtmittfcWli! 

am M 41 »G tom lnphneihwntoBteto 
kllOCS ^kw kw 

W1W itoJEfaMei to*vod5itoto,3to«Frf 

iMtotodllSBdiH 
M»S7 toffelto495tOto» 

Ml 40 Wpfft Ipypod Ulto \ 3) A&t loitift dwer 
0!WB Cocper Crtoer- lipitw rtoir ik 
EM'CJ ^-Li ■ f - - ■ -■ ■ uvt jv frinc^r rfm uopn oiiv 

Ml54 FrtoMftopdEf) fbJl«bto 

Ml 31 ipONU 

MH4 fndk (hath *W 5tdtoow Pkhitvtno«ittf«e)utB* 
binds but 

Mil? Cpsi%5bMm 

«»4 AlIMlifrhtow Gtprlff&B 
U057L Aim Fb top* to dp 

Htodswonii ? Shinto* Mem«3 ■ Ha tor 
WtaiitoSctoll tan toil 

am tor 3 
TISItoenDw FftototoepSAfaHtom 
t'i»L«feto Urncto fryflHedto 
liedyi Dito Shkrto* MvEk n 10A 
SkHi Jjton (?) Ud to4 «• Hto 1 to) Ato (4j 
WHtf^krlton foto" Drtffiv 

toopytotoumimee^r to»N 
CtorC/toord SUnlfa 
tonllptoir; 34 

• Iktosailto, iimieto 

Ocrr 4>000 . brtnjd PD in stock tnrfuding 

Pndrish l #9Q. Amo*. Amicus it-261 

Scopt f -220, T Bog 163 tu 

Sew disks added every mrJE 

ACCESS&niES 

IS DWS Ditk tndudss tabeh I# nu h 
mStont'Bv i 1*50 
imR^ctkMs UtOO 
tOOOfhcicwMIaMf UlSO 

£199 
AJfflDurtCvtr £ 199 

I'+A' £i.a>o 

JLIRASSIt” PARK 
m»a sumsmom nuuf n 

KH I*0144 

([motoroLainvaders2aca! ! 
Act km |Hickt<l H iri d Sparc | i 

YT I milder clow. 170 cokwr pirv 1 I 

IDO^ tuampk. 
I (_JMrntFMlJ(3)__ 

KLONDIKE DKLLXEACiA 
156 ™l(mn on st rrvn, mprrli 

viimd..r\. 
Order rH P04N 111 

TOP 100 PT> 
Ir Itiwi (Aim Ctolkw. Gifflidiipi 

RmI* Pus! Cm Ml Mmr. [Wium 

DISK PRICES PER DISK 
f-15disks it OS each 

16*20 disks £ UMi each 
21* disks £0,90 each 

Choose i free disk ntth nm 

6 ordered! Free catalogue disk 
with first order. lull catalogue 
disk available on JT disks for 
£2 includes 3 games, 2 virus 

Utters and complete listing of 
all titles tie have 

POST AND PACKING 
l/X 60pr EUROPE £2,50. 

ao.w; £J 

(im. fwmli In Tutl to « 
rjvtetoPMitrK 

AMI MET CD ROM TOR 
CDTV/A570 

TV Imiflct CPKOM U i collcctioo d! over +000 

file* lor Amiga tcruinaT Compultr, The tftilnel 

CP ROM tnnt. In* ditabiif programe, drmoe of 

commercial w,ord pfor«v»on, BBSA and 

tppUcadau (or popular Amiga BBS*, lV CS4 

eianpdef, bterpmer*. IVhu«cr and 

mrtor Lanfuap* moniKn, Soutrr codr fur maai 

prog ram i. *amplrd eoundi and lotiromr el^, 

Scimtilk «t4 rducallfiAa] nlhiirr, At Iktn (inci, 

pui11r aqd tHoklif famrt. adlralurc amd 

folrpktiilf fame*, ihr*m-t'm-up*. dram, magazine. 

IH20 and mu* h much more" 

AS iVi tor UA W totoks P*r 
K«w mnu, IMi product nfwm top to 

HOW TO ORDER 
W'c accept payments b> 

Access^sa. Please make 

chcqucs/pastaL'ordei^ payable to 

EXPRESS P.0, 

Overseas orders wefcome, sent 
by air mail. Payment in sterling 

please. 

Keys « P L3/A5O0 P|y» Ai&CK) OK. 

Y=A1200 0K 

O * No of disks. 

NP or NY * will not ioad/mn 

100% on ASOO Plu&AOOO or A1200. 

U a L'riliites. P-PD Games, 

D= Demos. M-Mnsk: 

G - Sii 

ALL OUR DISKS 
0^ Guaranteed error (real 

&T Complete with own labels! 

0 Virus Fret! 

0" 14 hours despatch! 

SEASOFT 
Ihe Logical Choke 

OctaMiD Pro VS f- £30.00 
lAiRi ft rhyrng I SXflCkC^'^CQUNtnCfif witfl A f fit Ally lot 

wt HEtfS FULL MIDI SUPPORT WITH UP TO 64 TfW£K$, SWli EDfTOft. SUNTHESISED SOUND EOfTOR. STANDvARD 

TRACKER oft TIWjmONAl STAVE NOIADON DtSPUtf AND LOTS MO(l£ (Req^ffS K<^SW 9 04 or IMer). 

V4 now only tta.00 

AM/m 
Dish based 

masaiine for Amiga 
Musicians. Issue 16 

now out 

£9,50 
(1-15 also available) 

SUPERSOUND A 
Brilliant sample editor 

packed with many 

features and special 

effects. 

tl.t* 

(Manual £t0 99) 

A-GENE 
Latest version 

(¥4-38} of this 

feature packed 

genealogical 

database 

£15.00 

CD ROMS 
CDPB 1 » £11 fl 

FF761S90 AGA ptes 
classic books Clipart 

IT BTT - Clf.TS 
an instant P. D. library on 

tWs bhitlam 9 disk set 

V4rwnual£B50 

TOTAL HMCLCVANCt 
MED User Group (MUG) disk magazine. 

Packed with news & reviews, tips A 

tutorials and lots, lots more - essential 

reading for all MCD/OctoMED users 

Issue 4 (2 disks) - £3.00 
(Isiik* 1 • 3 C1.30 each) 

cut LKCNCEWARi 
rwwG tutor ■ tempi*it cow S ipced teas 
ACMOftD - gufiar cliord tufc* + 

DRAGON ni£S - e*cc lent Stort^. fivhe puzrk §ome 

S3 SO 
aso 

03 50 
A STTFCH LITE produce CiD»-«?b^ dW U SO 
BtG TOk FUN - 4 ciftui tio«ed ■ 03 SO 

| T1M{ R07 c^ccffcnt Ctodorm some . 0350 
POWER ACCOUNTS keep VKk <d w tor* «CCM» 

0150 
PRElOSTOeC FUN PACK 4 ckngwur bmed 9Bim * 
WHltt RABertS - brtIUont punle gome - 
POWER TEXT - word procewr wttfupeWi^ checker 
WOOD FWDtR * - 0 mull tee t* atm word f<r«oc-. 
HAT LITTLE ARTCT - kp% art pockdgc ■ mot for ASOO 
AWGU RJWGLE - K30S ACVENTUfiE GAME 
FLOWCHARTER - atm. pfW & IM Ite* dwti 
OGi - Help OG tne «m man rescue to (amity 
while avpJtlng all Ttost prehMonc nasuei • 

m OTHER OR TITUS AISO AVAilAflf 

CLR ENCYCLOPEDIAS 
ftw 
topn Uvns a cornMnatjon ot tert, *agram, drawings and 
photo^apfts each toe n enenatmfrg « wt* « cddcwntl 

DINOSAURS 2 (M-SO), DINOSAURS 3 (£4:00) 

GEOLOGV (£4.WX mESWWATER FISHING {£*.«) 

SOLAR SYSTEM I4t (C4 OOtachy ECOLOGY (£4-00) 

KINGS 4 QUEENS (£4 Jft). WSCQVIRY AMUUCA (£4 JO) 

HUMAN ANATOMY [L3.SO). NOME INVENTIONS (£4 JO) 

V4 6 rnanuul £96 00 

AM/m 
high quality samples 

ideal for OctaMtO etc 

disk 16 now out 

£2.50 
I (1-1 Salto available) 

AMFC PRO 
Converts marry ^andafd 

music hies to OctaMED 

& Music-X format 

G10.M 

£3-50 
£3 50 
£350 
£4S0 
£3 50 
£3.50 
P.SO 

£3.50 

ACC 
(Amiga Coders Club) 

hints, tips, tutorials 

and source code for all 

Assembly language 

£3.50 per issue 

(issue 31 now available) 

ACC HARDWARE 
rJ r-T;; 

tssenUal reading to* anyone trying to coma to grips with 

Assembly lansuafc programming on The Amiga, Easy to 

feaow tutorial wm laadi at examples that you cart try 

wt* tv tom te Editor mid Assembler 

OttA f (TO) ■ £t JO 

DHk 2,1 £4 £3 00 wh (ItJO tha set) 

AMIGA P.D. A SHAREWARE - IDEAL STOCKING FILLERS 

UTILITIES MUSK A1800 ONLY GAMES 
A-BASE(I) CHRISTMAS MUSIC (11 AjGA TETRJ&UnLiTIES £t| 

AMIGA FQX |1| 
Omsk top tMftthrg m\ a OudpH 
ASTRO 22 (1) 
senous *«fCftojy pre^am 
ACC 1-4(1) 
flta Vffl of ACC i»uas M 
AMOS PRO UPDATER (1} 
a must tor Amo* users 
0-C0PY31 (1) 
MM aa copjftng progren 
EASY CALC (1) 
a*OBBam spread short 
ENGINEERS KIT ft) 
twfl your Amga 
iNSCIPTin 
wdaoMef 
ncKijp) 

now j/ojcv itotuse onpraf 
ASOO ptopums on yxs Amiga 
KICKSTART 2 (1) 
emuintes Kick V2 Oft Afniffg t 3 
MESSY SIO (1) 
Amage PC tee coraww 

N00MMV3(n 

DESKTOPOUOE TO 
ELECTRONIC MUSIC 11) 
escatart uarwireq 2 dnw») 
Drum wt ® 
High f^aftty drum smdbt 
MED V1J1 \ I) 
classic must otJIo 
MIDI CRAFT VOL 1(11 
damp wHfl of Mum X and: 
lAd mtgs tfom to Curt 8n» 
NO SAMPLERS (1| 
no need tor a samptor wltn m 
groal tutorial & util from MUG 
OctaMED V2(1) 
luSy furiLlHXTfll B cfwinoi edtiQ* 
‘ ^ V50) 

ANDYS f200 UTILITIES W 
jndcdicton of ubMaa 
rndto^v PP show Vl.Oa ale 
ASSASSINS FIK Dl$K (t) 
9*t your gOtien ok2» wortong 
AtwoiwmoBri! 
4 yarn damn kttrw 
CYNOSfiC Slideshow (!) 
brtiart AfiA sfrdgsto* 
HCh AGA DEMO (!) 
toi hrfcarn PGA demo 
KLONDIKE AGA (D 
dMdC (Mltonce game 
NiQHTBREED (D 
bnurnm AGA sktesho* 
SlBIPLESS mGhTS 1(f) 

AGATROW STAR TREK [2) 
a must tef all Imfcjtt, 
airport iij 

AMOS CRICKET (n 
simpifl tun ter cncfcrt gam* 
DONKEY KONG (1) 
dasste nrcodo ^imo 
DUNGEON FLIPPER {1) 
pteha/i flam*. 
GUSM(t|i - Ppetne game 
RETURN TO EARTH (t| 
space trabnQ pama 

ROBOULDiAd) 
bmm bouBptdaah paito 
SKID MARKS (1) 
wy laift drtonfl gam* 
SUITCASE (2) 

TCCHNQSQVND 
SAMPLER 

C3fe9S 

MIDI INTERFACE 

with leads 

£22.50 

MULTIMEDIA 
TOOLKIT 
CD ROM 

Packed to Che brim wt* 
over l6,DHftte»-£4btL A 
Ham ■ pkx, tonu, clip art, 
miMte moduin 4 umaitt. 

£19.95 

C-MANUAL 
\ f tfrtks packed with «l you 

need to know about C 

programming on (tic Amiga 

£12-00 

X &EM PRO Vi Jll) 
drum srtk*enc*-f 
NOISE PLAYER V* fl) 
module player 

QCTAMiD MODULES 

1(4) 

NORTH C (2) 
popular C compfcnr 
NUMPADili 
.idLte rwrvrr, » *600 

PC TASK V2 iDvno) It) 
Mtoii and m«2 PC mrUidtor 
s®ain 
oamprihanan* drado^ UlA^r 
TEXT ENGINB V4 111) 
axcaffant word processor 
TEXT PLUS 3 (I) 

OctafTodt 30 it) 
Qct*StuH(l.j 
Ftotoa of Paul* 13^ 

SUPE R HAM PfCSlO) 
br*artl ray’Traced po 
UCHESS iD (needs 4 mag) 
ito uitmataches program 
VlEWTEXH) 
AG* pCtjr&anrrtabcri w*w*r 

WB3 6ACKGRCX^OS(l) 
ectortd WB3 toctevopc 
VYINSJLLnO (1} 
AGA (iadal generator 

CATALOGUE DISK - £ 1.QQ 
FRED FISH CATALOGUE - Cl.39 

t&TH HOLE OOUF (2) gci«h 
ROADTOHEU.il) (2 Meg j 
owettood ctewngi game 
STarbaSE I3(2)e»ceflwri 
graphic ndvortturo jam* 

TCTRTSPROin 
ctouc mrti game 
TOTAL WAR 11) 
amdaleni rufc yryk hoard game 
WI66LY WORLD GlOCFy(l) 
oammetual quaky piattocm 
game 

| LATEST ASSASSINS 

TRONCAD VI (I) 

PO PRICES - PER DISK 
(Nd Of tksks shown ir brackrtsl 

Mtoi ’ Cl SO 
5-9dsAs-E1» 

10-24 <S*ks - El 00 
as* to» 

_a won eras ASOO(1 n 
ASqt^, AWCAAtJOO 

ASi 130 - 
TenAa, AeHoctoy 
ASi l» The Stg Game. Bat 
Dog. Aneganoid 
ASi 140 ■ Fatal Miston?. 
Crone The Hodge Hog. 

V-MORPH(I) 
create smooth mcrph&'warpe 

ACCESSORIES (0.00 PAP) 
3.5* D5DD 015*5 50p MOUSE MAT 

FRED FISH 
1 - 919 + 

1100 DtSK UBUS 
3 5TX lOOlSKBCH 

|3 3"K TOO DISK tOM 

£1 50 
£1 95 
£S.W 

A500 OUST COVES 
A600 DU5T COVE2 
Ai 900 DUST COVER 

E9 99 ’ 
£9 99 1 
£3 99 I 

HEAD CLEANING KIT £9 99 PRINTER LEaD:i 6m: £199 1 

__ P&P to dll PD, 
tr includes ol 
dispatched 

AS 141 - Btok Dwrm Flmv 2. 
GoMRuih 
AS142 Rueda Ga*aey92 
Courtroom 

CALL FOR COMP1C1I LIST 

rour 

_ or telef5hone __ 
(0903)850378 

9 SOflfh to 7 00pm Atonday to Fnday (to 5 00pm Saturday) 
WSA 

EST 19&0 
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Enjoy Arcade Quality Games 

miga CD32 User's Group UK 
UNIT DS, HI-TECH HOUSE, BLACKFRIARS STREET, NORWICH NR3 1SF 

The NEW Amiga CDJ2 i* hen-1 The Ultimrte in hiune ewLerUkin- 

nienl CD30 rcme* mlh a h8ET020 ptricciiwt fn*m Mohwrii It 

ceeiatn* }2 hi iftNtectwt (wNtfi tun Aim ihe A1300 to 

The CD12 a ho ^ onidin^ Commodore h cy*,tom AC A 

(Advanced Graphic Atihiiectuitl chip*et njired - Paeb. Liu 

and Alice. *fok’h p«% to vhoi* il ha*, "-ame puCcntuI when it 

comr* in graphicfWI MfCfting rtc dunning muiid cafHlnhEicv 

Il come* with 2 irvfjtnnai of HAM and a double qpeed. ittohi- 

^wiofl CD Rom drive. All dm pul mpcEhcf and have the beet 

game A town* cmenainmenl tycltm AUiUhlr Raj great arcaefc 

qualify gamec, listen to >v*ur favounic muvK CD s aid <wo your 

favoLinie CD films 

Amiga CD32<np&9sm 
flflekriftnQ Diggers i Oscar GflmssJ 

7 /ears Membership to CDUG y£S99> 

all this for fust £289 
InckrfSOB i? mooim On-SW warranty 

Tel: (0603) 666202 
(0603) 662066 

£%! 
^ »AI 

CDUG’s Member’s Benefits & i 

J^w 

All members receive Mystery Gift 

• Members get great discount on all software and hardware 

• Members swap shop scheme 

• Information on all latest games and hardware 

• Monthly newsletter with reviews, charts, gossip and great competitions 

• Great bargains you just can not miss 

Win latest hardware and software titles 

toln 

NOW, 
All titles stocked. 
Member Discount. 

All hardware stocked. 
Phone now! 

Crazy prices. 

The ultimate in Home Entertainment Ordering by post Please complete and post to 
Ihe above address 

E5 We Accept Payment by 
Access/Visa 

i would tike to benefit from the NEW 
CDUG offer, monthly newsletters, alt 
Ihe latest software and hardware 
reviews, great discounts on the latest 
hardware and software, many compe¬ 
titions. swap shop, technical helpline 
pass and MUCH more!!!? 

Name 

Address. 

_ Postcode 

Forthcoming Titles 
from C.D.U.G 

I r&.k’UT iV W tor I )fjrv mcffttefdiijM iIHti 

/.(fife m fcruri , ffl.f. rfen mpdVfiAyn It irn kfrif 

El onfcmity by aedue-mJ ilun uinpl) 

il*«tt)666202 is iHGJU 662066 jaI ovr *41 *(U rjk<- y*m deUilk 
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Great Money Saving Packages 
All 16 packs work on all Amigo's P”l,B* ^seVJIo^ ° °c,‘ t— Education 

Fantastic Clip-Art 

Tftouund* of olhor title* *v*il*ble. 

Ring for oar cililogue 

Both of Our Clip-Art packs are of wry high qual¬ 

ity BofH on screen and printed: output Can be 

used by all Desktop Publisheri £ Art Packages 

and come with an installation program which n 

fool proof Allowing you to in stall them to both 

floppy and hard drives. 

L) Pack 1 £9.99 
A vest amount o/ Clips covering Building*, Foods. 

Advertising Aids.. Aircraft, Humour Cooper 

Graphics, Animals. Birds, love, Holiday, Giris/ 

Woman. Assorted/Misc Automobile* emd Business 

□ Pack 2 £9.99 
A vast amount of Great Clips covering fdunrtton 

Fantasy, fiom/Fbwer$. Okj Antique. Medical, 

Scence, Space, Comping father Jfmci Spa*. 

Troms, War, Jfecycfag Sailing end Booting 

— Scalable Fonts — 
We hove 400 scalable fonts, sphi into 4 pocks 

for £9.99 each That's 100 scalable fonts for 

£9.99. they con be used with all DTP'i that sup 

port Adobe Type I Fonts. Please ring if interest¬ 

ed m Compugrdphic 

—I Pack 

Q Pack 

UPack 

—I Pack 

£9.99 

£9.99 

£9.99 

£9.99 

enough 

you all these greet looking fonis which is a 

pity, bui if you have a Ian machine we will be 

delighted to fast you a campleie sample nowl 

Of send you details Just phone and ask for 

details 

Cl an >11 UK order* 
£1.50 Europe 
£3 oo R**t of world 

— Games Games — 
The best games collection, includes 

Arcade, Board Gomes,. Mind Boggle* *, 

Seat Urn Up's, Shoot Em Up's. 

Souldetdosh type, Car, Plane, Cards, 

Education and More This pack is 

updated as new software arrives, there¬ 

fore we con, not supply lutings of con 

tents hero! Phono 

J £7.00 

— Desktop Video — 
For dl you Steven Spielberg's to come, 

this pack is for video enthusiasts il you 

hove not already noticed Video tillers, 

special graphic effects, tests and mare 

Comes with added bonus of bock 

grounds £ video fonts and a special 

database for storing your video collec¬ 

tion on. 

Cut! □ £7.00 

—'C' Programmers—^ 
This pock is unbelievable value ft is 

a complete manual on using the lan¬ 

guage C, fat more in-depth them any 

book 11 came with aver 70 on-disk 

examples ready for you to run (no typ 

ing them in fitsi} Coven Screens, 

Windows, IDCMP, Gadgets, Graphics 

and much mare. I 2 chapters tin all You 

also gel o complete 'C compiler 

chucked «n ready for you to compile 

your programs 

Greet Value! -I £9.99 
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BATTLEAXE 

Warn so educate yourself, or o*hen 

Children or odwlis. both catered for 

Includes - Spanish, German, French, 

Japanese. Maths, Science, Astronomy 

and much mote 

J £7.00 

— Office/Home Business — 
You run a small business? Or simply 

want to keep up to date with your 

finonce? Write tellers? Accounts? Well 

here is your answer Complete business 

pockoge oil in one Contains the best 

ward processor, spell checker, data' 

base, spread sheer account package, 

graphs and more 

all for J £7.00 

C Jjy, n ■ I A-I-I m^-fr Q jW J- If _ cmuiOTors rone *“ 
Emulate other campulwi such as 

Commodare 64,. Spectrum. 4flk, IBM PC 

and more by using your Amiga Ploy 

Aric Atoc on ihe Spectrum Ward 

processors on the IBM etc Full instruc¬ 

tions. 

J £6.00 
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— Comparibility — 
Lois af useful utilities to downgrade your machines 

to Workbench 13 Cache aft. reduce disk drives 

Fixes massy demos to work on A500 Hus and 

1200/4000 etc If fhd won't, nothing wfB, 

□ £5.00 

— A1200/4000 AGA — 
A package lor ih* lucky owners of an AGA 

machine such as Amiga 4000 or Amiga 1200 

Includes great demos. 24 bit pictures- Some 

specific 1200/4000 utilities and loads more 

□ £7.00 

Introduction 
A package based at people who ore new to 

PD Gives you a tasie of the following: copiers, 

demos, music, games, utilities and toys, graph¬ 

ics utilises £ mare 

□ £5.00 

— Technostyle — 
rf you are into Rave/Techno style frocks then 

you will NJoy this package It contains a music 

program [MID] and comes complete with great 

Rave/Techno tracks for you to listen to, but not 

only Con you listen to them, you also get lo*s 

and lots of Instruments, Beats. Vocals, Boss ond 

mare, BE YOUR OWN MG Create your own 

tracks Record them onto your tapes. 

Make same noise! _l £7.00 

VISA 

Personal Details 
Name, 

Address 

Postcode. 
Ir iviLfcnfltf tn ltosIiE <.Md ihen wmpij tefclVrific 

ifetsii iweii; or tOftOl «V2UWI UJ.H 5*ill Ufcr JfUili 

UmUDS. HI-TECH HOUSE, MACKFRIARS 
STREET, NORWICH, NORFOLK NRJ ISF Tel: (0603) 666202, (0603) 662066 



if you're looking for a stocking filler 

for your Amiga-owning loved one, 

you then you could do a lot worse 

than going into the Public Domain 

Christmas grotto, sitting on Richard 

8aguley's knee, and seeing what he 

pulls out of his sack... 

Mhat does this sign wean? 

1. Dual carriageway ends 
I think the 

answer to this 

one is three. 

Perhaps that 

explains why 

I've never 

learned to 

drive... 

Tliis program provides you with a handy way 

of testing your knowledge with a multiple choice 

quiz on all the aspects of the Highway Code* 

There are a total 1!£5 text questions, plus 75 ques¬ 

tions relating to traffic signs, all with a choice of 

three possible answers. Codrmongus is verv well pul 

together* and even features a high score table, 

which adds to its entertainment value. So if you're 

not sure of ihe difference between a Hump¬ 

backed Bridge and a Men Al Work sign, this could 

In* a uvlul program for you* 

MOMGUS 
EXPRESS PD 

U1002 

I must admit that I've never been a great fan of 

cars, unlike the editor of this fine magazine, who 

drives one of the fastest big pink cars you can get. 

Anyway, to pass your driving im, you're supposed 

to be able to recognise a prolusion of road signs 

and answer questions such as "What's the stopping 

distance of a two-ton elephant at 70 mph?" 

2. Dual carriageway begins 

3. No tuning forks 

gmPjH 

The title screen of bounty issue eight. The two-disk mag. 

which covers a wide range of issues, now costs f 1. 

BOUNTY 
CVIUOSTIC 

00189 
Disk mags are fast becoming something of an art 

form, with a lot of coding groups producing their 

own mags such as this one. Bounty has been 

around for a few months now, and this is the 

eighth issue. Bui it's no longer free and from now 

on vouTI have to fork out £3 for the two-disk mag. 

Bounty doesn't look as exciting as disk mags 

such as Grapnnne or Lunchtime, because it's all text 

based (except for the gallerv section), but the arti¬ 

cles are of a high qualm. Topics covered in this 

issue range from shag pile carpeting to game 

reviews and swearing (which is not big or clever). 

ENTITY 
CVIUOSTIC 

If vou hadn't noticed, you arc being invaded bv 

the Entity, and all you have to defend yourself is a 

Stix. Sounds nasiv. You’re also enclosed in an elec¬ 

trified fence, and if vou touch the side, a short 

circuit drains your batteries and seis vour bonus to 

MOTOROLA 
INVADERS 2 
AGA 
TELESCAM 

I must admit that the original Motorola invaders 
passed me by, but that doesn't stop this being an 
excellent game. As you may have guessed, ft bears 
a certain resemblance to the classic arcade game 
called Space Invaders, but instead of aliens you 
have to shoot Viruses, These nasty little specimens 
are trying to get to the bottom of the screen, and 
thus invade your computer* It's your task to blast 
them into oblivion. 

On the first level, they zoom around randomly, 
but on the second, they act like conventional 
Invaders and move down the screen in rows. If you 
get as far as the third level, you have to face a 
rather large boss virus, who takes an awful lot of 
expunging. As you may have guessed from the 

The title screen from Motorola fnvaders, which bears * 

certain resemblance to, emt, Space Invaders. 

name, this game will only work on AGA machines 
(the A1200 and A4000), but the author (Martin 
Rebas from Sweden) has done a good job of using 

Get on to level three and you have to face this rather 

nasty invader who takes a lot of shots to destroy 

the extra power of the AGA chipset to create 
smooth graphics, good backgrounds and a sampled 
Metal lica soundtrack. 



POWERTEXT 
CLR 
PowerText is, as you would expect, a word proces¬ 
sor. However, it differs from most in that it only 
costs £3,50, instead of the usual £90 or so. Created 
by AMOS veteran Gary Stimson Power Text is an 
impressive bit of programming, it boasts many 
powerful functions and is designed for producing 
printed documents. 

The most useful part of the program is the abil¬ 
ity it gives you to insert commands into a 
document, in a similar way as you do with Protext. 
These commands control the printer, and can set 
font siie and justification. These commands don't 
affect the screen representation of your document, 
so the program is certainly not a WYSIWYG (What 
You See Is What You Get) word processor. But with 
a bit of planning and a few practice runs* 

zero. So, you move your Stix around with your 

mouse controlling one end, while the other moves 

randomly. Anything that gets between the two 

points is zapped. To make matters a bit more 

tricky, the Entity attacks you in multiple parts, 

some of which take more than one zap to destroy. 

If any part of the Entity gels to the null, it will 

drain some of your energy and once that falls to 

zero, it's goodnight Vienna. 

Entity is a fast, complex and frustrating hlasl- 

cin-up without the blast. Perhaps that should be a 

zap-em-vtp. Anyway, we mentioned this game in 

PD Update way back in April, but the author has 

rewritten it so it's faster, and now works properly 

on A1200 and A40Q0s. He's also working on the 

AGA version, which should be out next vear. 

OCTATUTOR 
TELESCAN 

Using your Amiga to make music can ho a com¬ 

plex business, and powerful programs such as 

OrttiMEI} can be a touch difficult to get to grips 

with. So, anything that makes it easier to work out 

what's going on in these programs can't be had. 

Oct#rutor claims to sh-ow you around th# bells and whia- 
tles of QctmMFD, but r*th*r fails to raise any steam. 

Dirty Racket? is a top ten blast 

from the sporting past. 

office for connect¬ 
ing a CD TV to an 
A2000. 

7 DIRTY 

RACKETS 

(CLR DISK 

3i> 
Nostalgia is alive 
and kicking in this 
excellent update of 

the popular early tennis and football games. 

8 TOOL MANAGER (FRED FISH 

877 & 873) 
One of the elite few PD programs that has found 
its way on to my own hard disk. It adds programs 
to the Workbench Tools menu, or adds Docks to 
your Workbench screen. 

0 DEGRADER 
Turns your shiny new machine into a grotty old 
one. so you can run older software. 

r^r 
Turn your Amiga into a music 
machine with OctaMED 

10 

OCT A IVIED 
The most powerful 
and easy-to-use 
music program on 
the Amiga, 
although 
ProTracker is a seri¬ 
ous challenger, 

2 GRAPEVINE 
A consistently witty 
and useful disk 
magazine, 
Grapevine has 
become one of the 
mainstays of the 
Amiga community. 
Long may it con- 

Grapevine is the best of the tinue to thrive. 
many disk maguines. 

3 REND 24 (CVNOSTftC UOOIO) 
It's not as powerful as Art Department 
Professional, but for processing images and ani¬ 
mations, Rend 2d a very useful program, as you'd 
expect from one of the authors of ImageFX. 

* VIEWTEK 
For Workbench 2 or above, this remarkably flexi¬ 
ble file viewer can even view JPEG and GIF files. 

Unfortunately* the well-intentioned programmers 

have created a disk that is only of limited use. The 

program is designed to show a new user around 
OrtaMED (up to version 3), but il fails on one seri¬ 

ous count. Because the author wrote the program 

using AMOS, it can’t multitask, which means that 

you can't read a section in the tutorial, flick over 

into QctoMED to try something out, and then flick 

back to the tutorial. 

PowerText is an extremely capable and effective word 

processor, and it will only cost you a measly £3.50. 

PowerText can produce excellent results, ltJs cer¬ 
tainly not going to replace the best commercial 
word processor programs such as Word worth or 

You could gti round this rather annoying problem 

by priming out the 20 or so screens which form 

the tutorial. Inn this is hardly an ideal solution to 

the problem. 

The author obviously knows a lot about using 

OfiriMEJ). as the live songs included on the disk 

show. It's just a pity that this knowledge is pre¬ 

sented in a manner which makes it difficult to get 

the most out of it. 

WHERE TO GET THE DISKS IN THIS ISSUE 
EXPRESS PD, 47 Aberdale Road, 
West Knighton, Leicester LE2 6GD. 0533 887061 

TELESCAN COMPUTER SERVICES 
Hands worth Road, Blackpool. 0253 22296 

CYNOSTIC PD 
Office 1, New Enterprise Centre 
Little Heath Ind. Est., 
Old Church Road 
Coventry CVS 7NB. 0203 613817 

PowerText even includes a useful spell checker, 

although the dictionary is a little limited. 

Final Copyr but for producing simple documents, 
PowerText Is an extremely capable and highly 
effective tool. 

THIS YEAR'S TOP lO GAMES & UTILITIES 
We've seen hundreds of PD games and utilities over the year, and there's a wealth of programs out there 
to enrich your Amiga-using life in every way you can imagine, Here's our pick of the year... 

1 LYAPUNOV (NBS 13/U3) 
Fractals may be a bit passe, but this program uses 
a weird bit of mathematics to produce stunning 
organic fractal images. 

5 NUMERIX 
This, erm, 'Sc rabbi esq uer game involves putting 
differently shaped pieces onto a board, covering 
squares which give you a number of points. 

6 PARRENCH 
An excellent utility for connecting together two 
Amigas via their parallel ports. As used in the 
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John Veldthuii rather excellent Vtnts Checker program, 

which is currently up to version 6.33, ii just one of your 

allies in the battle against viruses 

IT IS A rare and fortunate Amiga user who 

has never been struck by a virus. These rogue pro¬ 

grams, such as Byte Bandit and the Crime I'rno, can 

hide on an infected machine and emerge at a pre¬ 

determined time to do something extremeJv nasty. 

This can range from changing your mouse pointer 

to overwriting a random part of your hard disk 

and possibly destroying all the data held there. 

Whatever ii does, a virus will cause you problems. 

Fortunately, there is a solution. Programs such 

as Virus Chrrkrr and VirusZ can Ik’ run in the hack' 

ground on your machine, and will check for any 

viruses which are hiding on your Amiga. They will 

also check ever)' new disk you insert to make sure 

that nothing unpleasant is lurking on it, Both of 

these programs are regularly upgraded, and they 

are widely available as Freeware. 

Safe Hex International (Sill) has been at the 

forefront of the battle against viruses since 1990. 

but it's only recently that a UK branch of the 

organisation has opened. SHI is run by Paul 

Browne, who participates in anti-virus efforts with 

the other branches of the orgattisaiicm around the 

world, including the head office tn Denmark, run 

bv Erik Love lit 1 ha! Sorenson. 

Safe Ilex International concentrates on pro¬ 

ducing Tire New Superkillers, a disk containing 

die most upto-date versions of the best anti-virus 

programs. This rornes in two versions for 

Workbench 1,3 and Workbench 2 and above 

users. It’s upgraded regularly, and part or the 

money made from the disk goes to the authors of 

the programs, and towards the campaign to raise* 

awareness of what viruses are and how to prevent 
them spreading. 

SHI offers a reward of $1,000 for information 

leading to the conviction of virus programmers, 

and they are currently working with the police on 

VIRUS UPDATE 

One of the newest viruses likely to be encoun¬ 
tered by Amiga users is the Come Iriius, which 
has two strains (CHIME and QHME++). Iths not yet 
clear exactly what this virus does or how it is 
triggered, but It'S likely to do something nasty. 

This virus appears to be able to Infect data 
files and turn them into infected executable 
files. This caused some panic when a recent ver¬ 
sion of Virus Checker ($31) falsely reported that 
files compressed with the utility Powerpacker 
were infected, and proceeded to try and remove 
the virus, damaging the files in the process. 

Unfortunately, this damage was not easily 
repaired, and many people lost important files. 
Later versions of Virus Checker do not detect the 
Crime Virus, and Safe Hex International recom¬ 
mend that you use VirusZ version 3.07 to deal 
with this unpleasant virus. 

Virus Writers beware! Somebody is out to get you. Richard Baguley looks 

at how Safe Hex international are taking on the virus programmers. 

VirvsZ, written by Georg Hormann it one of Hie most 

popular and effective anti-virus programs. 

one cast* with a view to prosecuting a virus author. 

Because this case is still pending wTe can't print 

details, but anybody who has encountered a virus 

will agree that legal action against the people who 

w rite these destructive programs is long overdue. 

But why do people write vims programs? Well 

the simple answer is that it's because they are 

bloody minded, they intentionally want to incon¬ 

venience, or they get some sort of kick out of 

showing off their programming 'skills'. Whatever 

the reason, creating a virus is certainly not big and 
it's not clever. 

One word of caution; many of the anti-vinis 

programs will complain about games disks, and 

generate messages about “Non standard boot 

blocks". This doesn’t mean that vour disks are 

infected by a virus, just that the program doesn’t 

recognise what’s on the disk. 

This is the Boot lab of VirvsZ looking at the boot block of 

the Second Ssmurmi demo on Af51 + 

Many software houses use different wavs of 

storing data on the disk io stop people copring 

them, and some anti-virus programs will offer to 

re-install the bootblock with a standard one. You 

should never reinstall the bootblock with a stan¬ 

dard one on a game disk, because this could 

damage the disk and render the game unplayable. 

If you want further information about Safe 

Hex International, contact them at; SHI Regional 

Virus Centro UK. 304 Leeds Road. Eccleshill, 

Bradford. West Yorkshire RD2 3LQ, or at the fol¬ 

lowing E-Mail addresses; 2:250/120.4@Fiiinnet.org or 

39:138/14.4®Awiganet. org. 
SHI can also be contacted cm the Fidonet 

echo SAFELHEX. 

The New Superkillers disk costs £2, Sale Hex 

International will send you the next five updated 

versions of the disk for £10. Cheques should be 

made payable to Paul Browne. 

PUBLIC DOMAIN JARGON BUSTED 
The world of Public Domain is full of confusing terms and names. At Amiga Format we aim to 
demystify this world, so here’s our easy guide to common PD terms and names. 

PU81IC DOMAIN - Any software which is in the 
Public Domain (PD) can be copied and distributed 
by anybody, as long as no money beyond the cost 
of the disk changes hands. There are many compa¬ 
nies that sell PD who advertise in AF, so read 
through the adverts in the following pages. Many 
PD companies will make up collections of pro¬ 
grams with a specific theme or purpose, so if you 
need a certain type of program, check the adverts 
and phone around. You are also allowed to make 
copies of PD disks and distribute them to friends, 
again as long as you're not making a profit. 

SHAREWARE - This means that the freely dis¬ 
tributable version on the disk is disabled in some 
way, and the full version is obtainable by sending 

a small sum to the author. Some people distribute 
the full version, but with the proviso that if you 
use the program regularly, you should send them 
a small registration fee. 

LICENCEWARE - This is somewhere between PD 
and commercial programs, in that you are not 
allowed to distribute them, but they don't cost 
very much. A Licenceware disk will cost you under 
a fiver, but as a rule the quality of the programs is 
much higher than many PD programs. 

FREEWARE - With Freeware, there are no restric¬ 
tions, and you can copy rt as many times as you 
like, and pass it on to friends or upload it to bul¬ 
letin boards. 
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TELE SCAR! 

! lire's a slideshow with a nice jam- hacking track, 
which is a bit like watching the Visum (ht gallery 
fTm sorry but we can't return any of tout disks")!. 
Many subjects and styles are crammed on Co the 
disk ranging from the naked-woman-cluiching- 
sword-ri ding-dragon style, to cuddly cartoon 
bunnies and a rather menacing looking clown. 
The quality is mostly very good (some are a little 
blurred) ihough it's best recommended to the 
dedicated gallery folk. 

RIBS (DISK P126) 

Willi a leading man who looks like a cross between 
lira tula and Michael Barrymore, Peril h tale of et\ 

peril. Peril, that is, for a blonde female who hap¬ 
pens to be tied to a train track by the lovable 
neck-biting game show host. Dues he strike it Lucky 
or will the temptress be saved from the rapidly 
approaching express? Can leaves on the line stop 
the train? Created using DPaint Pent isn't the 
most sophisticated of Amiga anims hut there are 
some nice touches of humour. 

This Isn't handbags at tour pates. HtJs war. Permit me to 

use the term light infantry with a wry smile on my face. 

You don't see this going on outside the chippy of a 
Friday night lain McCaffrey has produced an 
excellent (if rather brief) animated battle, using 
Deluxe Paint 4, which pits teapot against lamp. 
Beautifully drawn and incredibly smooth, the light 
is a series of moves by each combatant ending in 
the destruction of both parties. A message there 
for all you silly lamps and teapots who think that 
lighting is clever (that bloke's a nutter). 

DATA-X 

The evil fiend e« pi ores his buck catalogue of John 
Travolta dance moves. But will the woman be saved? 

TELESCAN 

The Fight is the first in a series of animations 
(we're told) by somebody called Evan. The Fight is 
an almost Monty Python/Gillian romp with a 

MBS (DISK M52G) 

Yo! Trevor McDonald, turn up die bass. And 
indeed he did, for on this Data-X demo we are 
treated to a rave version of the Neuts at Ten theme. 

strong sense of the absurd running through it. A 
couple of Morph-type characters get involved in a 
ruck. Hot so much brawling as carefully chore¬ 
ographed moves as in WWF. The best scene 
involves one chap dropping from above, getting 
back-kicked in the chops, whereupon he picks up a 

Executed with aplomb, the back kick to the face can 

often cause your opponent a measure of discomfort. 
But you can execute moves with aplomb until you'i 
red in the chest, if your quarry carries a revolver. 



Unlikely bedfellows they may well make, yet The 

Marcel* *it comfortably aside News at Ten and The Jam, 

The Jam s (kting Underground and Blur Moon bv 

The Marcels alsu get similiar ireatment I'd be mis¬ 

leading you somewhat if I said the demo was 

visually rewarding, it's just a tunnel effect with the 

colours changing now and again. But if you fancy 

17 minutes of daft ravey wavey Davey music then 

check this out* 

"Never fly In the face of the flag," is one remark the 

Oueen used to make when I was at the garden party. 

A miked bag of slides this, ranging from fantasy, to 

Athena poster-type pictures, to the Japanese style 

of Manga animation - a very popular artistic genre 

for slideshows at the moment* All of the images on 

the disk have previously appeared in the An 

Gallery section of Scanner disk magazines. Three of 

them are HAM and the rest are either 16 or 32-bit 

With such a wide variety, there will be something 

in here that appeals to most tastes. Me, I liked the 

pain led Union Jack face best because it reminded 

me of Among The Thugs book by Bill Buford* 

gun, shoots his opponent dead and promptly 
gets squashed by a large human fist. 1 think 
there's probably a moral in there somewhere* 
The Fight is a totally excellent (but sadly all too 
brief) looped animation and is well worth a gan- 
der - whatever that means. 

Ah, the hand of fate deals a cruel blow. He thought 

that the victory was in the palm of his hand. 

Swirling cityscapes set the mood for Extension, a 

moody, atmospheric and visually splendid demo. 

wwn 
CVNOSTIC (DISK 

D0182) 
Imagine if you will, the incidental music for a car 

chase in an extremely low budget American cop 

movie. The track on ibis demo by the interest¬ 

ingly-named duo Coconut and Flame, sounds as if 

it would lit such a scenario perfectly. And 1 like it* 

Visually, Extension by Pygmy Projects is one of the 

more innovative demos of (be many (hat wait 

patiently in the queue on my busy desk each 

month. The dotecapes and tunnels and swirling 

city scapes (as well as (he obligatory Glenz vectors) 

are mostlv extremely effective and at limes 

Extension is quite atmospheric* ffl 

TELESCAM 

Paula Abdul will no doubt be thrilled at her Inclusion 

on this col lection. Better than a number one hit eh? 

Beavis and Butthead regularly make the observa¬ 
tion that "naked girls are cool. Huh, huh huh, 
huh huh”* And who am 1 to argue with them? If 
you agree that naked girls are cool, and would 
like to look at reasonably good quality pictures 
Of naked, young-feller-fnc-lasses, then At Chix 2 
and 3 should be right up your street* Not that 
they're completely naked you understand, Just 
sort of semi-naked. 
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TIPPITY TOP lO FOR 1993 
Not the bestsellers, but what we thought were the best. 

-1. STATE OF THE ART 

(CVNOSTIC, DISK 00031) 
The graphically stunning State of the Art saw the 
rave demo come of age. The smart vector poly¬ 
gons and smooth morphing outshone the music. 

2- REVELATIONS 

(CVNOSTIC PD, DISK P0028) 
This incredible slideshow was created using either 
16 or 64 colours, yet the results are stunning with 
remarkable attention to detail* 

6* THE AD (CRAIG COLLINS) 
This futuristic anim telling the tale of a spaceman 
caught up in intergalactic Kola Wars has a superb 
chase sequence, although the demo suffers from 
being a tad dark* 

7. ROAD HOG 

(17-BIT, DISKS 2302 A&B) 
Colourful graphics and a tale of a destructive 
driver (with a dramatic late twist) combine to 
make Road Hog one of the year's best anims. 

Jesus On £'$ set the standard 

for rev* demos In 1993. 

4* QUALITY TIME 

(TELE5CAM, DISKS 1-4) 
Flip the Frog's attempts to get it on with Amy 
Squirrel are frustrated in Eric Schwartz's six 
minute, SMb monster. Cute and funny* 

5. DESERT DREAMS 

(EXPRESS PD, DISKS A1276 1&2) 
A cross between a megademo and a track mo. 
Desert Dreams is beautifully illustrated and 
backed by some great tunes, expertly synched. 

Roddy McMillan's 
six minute anim 
about Maxel Mite's 
experience at a 
haunted manor is 
visually resplen¬ 
dent and features 
some quite won¬ 
derful sound 
effects, 

9. BAIT MASKING (TELESCAN) 
A stonking anlm from Eric Schwartz put together 
using Moviesefter, Bait Masking is both thoughtful 
and humorous. 

10. COMIC ART VOLUME 2 

(CVNOSTIC PD) 
Excellent hand-drawn images (including The 
Incredible Hulk) and great colour and black-line 
shading by artist Cyber, along with the accompa¬ 
nying soundtrack make this a great demo. 

Maxel Mite is in for a fright in 

Roddy McMillan's The Haunted, 

3* JESUS ON E'S 

(NBS DISKS 13/D9&1D) 
LSD'S lengthy 
megademo consist¬ 
ing of flashy swirly 
graphics synchro¬ 
nised to an 
excellent rave track 
was well received 
in the Amiga 
Format office back 
in February. 

B. THE HAUNTED 

(VIRUS-FREE PD) 

WHERE TO GET THE DISKS IN THIS ISSUE 
CYN05TIC, 85 Wyken Croft 
Coventry, 
West Midlands CV2 BAD 
(0203) 613617 

NBS 1 Chain Lane, 
Newport, 
Isle of Wight P033 2QQ 
(0983) 529594 

TELESCAN COMPUTER SERVICES, 
Handsworth Road, 
Blackpool. Lancashire 
(0253) 22296 



THE PROFESSIONAL 

STANDARDS FOR DIS¬ 

TRIBUTION ENDORSED 

BY COMMODORE UK 

1* BUY 10 PD DISKS ft GET A FREE 10 CAP BOX WORTH 1,09 
2. BUY 15 PD DISKS & GET A FREE MOUSE HOUSE WORTH 2,50 

3. BUY 20 PD DISKS & GET A FREE MOUSE MAT WORTH 2.99 
4. BUY 25 PD DISKS A GET A FREE DUST COVER WORTH 3.99* 

5. BUY 35 PD DISKS A GET AFRE E JOTSTICK WORTH 6.99 
8. BUY SO PD DISKS & GET 10 FREE PD DISKS WORTH 9.90 

‘Dust covers to fat aSOQtatiOG ft 41200 only )onty 1 free gift per order 
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RAVES TECHNOP^CKI 
ORDER NO P01 

WCE W STYLE VtfTH PLL «LAT^T RAM 
«CTH>f09CXMB ON T>€ «ftGA 

1OD0® FOR QN_V TOSO *FBP 

GARDGAMESPACK 
0RDB1NOPD9 

£Wm?DTH06EOWDS mR NCT 
AU_ YOURFA^LRTE CfiPOGMtfES 

«€ATHftM>MMSFeO< 
TOOTCR^OFftY tOSD^W 

SPECTBJMB^ULATDR 
ORDER NO PO 7 

TBtJLATOR WTH F0URGi*f 
DISKS e&G«i€£hALL 

Allft^TO/WrOCUfiCtlON 
3DBGPDR GM-Y 625 iW 

ASSMSIMS^AGKS 
1.50 EACH 

10 DISKS 
30 DISKS 
40 DISKS 
54 DISKS 
70 DISKS 
ALL 116 

1Q.50+P&P 
28.50+P&P 
34,50+P 8. P 
43.50+P&P 
58.00+PAP 
95.00+PSP 

M 
E 
R 
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T 
X 
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A 
S, 

f* 

ACCESSORIES 
MOUSE HOUSE 2.50 
MOUSE MAT 2.00 
AMIGA MOUSE 14.99 
10 CAP BOX 1,99 
A500 COVER 3.99 
A600 COVER 3,99 
A1200 COVER 3.99 
3.5 OISDD DISKS 0.69 
MONITOR STAND 10,99 

HOW TQ ORDER 
MLYOU t€EDTO 00 S RT 1>€ f*M 

BERS OF W DISKS REQUIRED AM) 
SEND fT TO THE ADDRESS BELOW 

ALONG WITH A CHEQUE OR P Q MADE 
PAYABLE TO DISKOVERY PLEASE 

00NTFORGET TQINQ-UOE THE 00R- 
RECT POSTAGE TO &JSIBE SPEEDY 

DELIVERY 

PRICES 
PiMJOimm POSTAGE 
1*9 = 1.50each Europe PD * 60p 
10+ = 125ea± Accessories = 9Gp 
204 = 0.99each World PD = 1.50 

Aooessones * 1.90 

DISKOVERY OEPT (AF), 108 THE AVENUE, CLAYTON, BRADFORD,W. YORKS, BD14 6SJ 



PD SELECTIONS 20% OFF 
ALL PD AT OUR STAND AT 
FUTURE ENTERTAINMENT 

SHOW WITH THIS 
VOUCHER 

OLYMPIA STAND NO. 400 
NOVEMBER 11-14TH 1993 

THE BEST AND LATEST IN PD 
PRICES: 1 DISK £2.00 6 DISKS £10.00 

13 DISKS £20.00 22 DISKS £30.00 

FREE UK DELIVERY - OVERSEAS ADD £4 
NO. OF DISKS IN BRACKETS IF OVER 1. 

TOP NEW TITLES 
STARSASt 1313 ■ B**g»T* six* Mor**y Wand 2 
GRAM) PRIX MANMjER 1993 ■ Racing Sim 
W19BLE WORLD GCX3Y - EjuaUrt ptettm atMenMg 
IfiTH HOLE GOLf (21 Good g* 
Tve CLEMPtADi:?l - L*"nnng» (Vn p!*rr«* 
FIGHTING VWfWlOfiS- UK> Stm*dg*e' i 
TtJPOF The LEAGUE ■ lop ffltewpamrt 
ALL ROUNDER CWCXET - Ouri wrutetr 
CATACOMBS FmO ndwifan (pme 
DRAGONS CAVE - Be* ttenpnna & dmgor* 
CLASH OF THE EMPIRES ■ Wfcr *nx*rton 
STARIANS (NOT A12Q0) - Good So R ptaita™ 
FU0C3ULDW ■ 0«t BcUtiteOtteigteiW 
SYSTEM DEFENDER ■ Fuloofcu mp dafcndte 
SERIOUS BACKGAMMON Bite version yot 
SKIDMARKS • Cur mOng dnrno 
SUPER SKODA CHALLENGE B«tav nang 
NECESSARY ROUGHNE &S (2) Am*te*n floocef 
MONACO ■ Good car mono o«™ 
GREAT ESCAPE OF BILLY THE BURGLAR- Good 
ZOMBIE APOCALYPSE - FteitMlie gun* 
THEY CAME FROM OUTER SmCE - Ater* 
SLAMSAUL ■ FutejrWc gm* «m 
EASY BENCH - ftfl mpacmm* W.-Banen 
GATOR GRAPHICS * DFWn! MV 
GRAFT-PRO - ShWHam gaphupropam 
STAPflEW - Ft? eterononwi naw and cud 
TEXT ENGWE 4 - N*w mon of lop WP 
MANDELBROT 2* - Fwm ganantor 01% rated 
UXXPlCK 2 - RwnM copy PTOteeten 
D-OOPY 3.1 * Haw wraon bast saA oopw 
NEXT GENERATION VWDfiKBENCm fWJT ASCOl 
ASSASSH51 zoo FK PEr Mytw^ wi A12Q0 

TOP DEMOS 
TEONOLOGCAL DEATH ■ W* Mnfctw £mh* *w w - n*fp 
ivanw 
2A2 - 90% Rated «i CU Amiga 
SRACEBALLS SWE OF THE ART - Qmtf T* t»si 
rmv nuc & gaffes 
SAMTY OF CCA*A000ftE i*ga 
ANAflOTY 30DEMON - Suparo- 
JESUS ON £* (Z) Mary good nMC A gx 
TFEAD0) N«da3mb butbrftart 
INTENSE RAVE VISION iftmrUte m 
MAYDAY RESISTANCE CONTINENTAL TECH GANCE * 

SILENTS EXPOSE ■ Good 
SILENTS DEMON K*VMLQAt> Ward ak 
PREMIER PtCS - Ofc sfcdaahdw 
CYNOSnCS AGA SLIDESHCW - Ai2W only 
DOLPHIN DREAMS - Good animation 
HOW TO SKIN A CAT - a ta* 
GLADIATORS MUSC - H yog HMj Gladiatore 
EXTENSIONS ■ 98% rated hCU Arnga 
CAPRI SLIDESHOW it - Lot d Capv 
NEURAL ASSAULT - Mega 30 gaptn 
PLANET GH0CMEA1S00 only 
PIECE OF MIND - Star T>*k vod 
TRSJ TIME ZONE ■ tv Rad Sactor 
CAN fT - Good nnaton 

WE CAN SUPPLY ALL TITLES REVIEWED OR 
ADVERTISED IN THIS MAGAZINE 

PLEASE PHONE FOR FREE CATALOGUE 

CENTRAL LEENCPKW* 

CHOOSE ONE FREE PO DISK WITH EVERY TWO CLR 
TITLES YOU BUY 

TOTAL CONCEPTS DftOSMJRS £450 
TUIAL CONCEPTS GEOLOGY W50 
TUTAL CONC 90LAB SYSTIM C4ffl 
TUTAL OCWCtFTS ECOLOGY E44W 
TCFTAL (XHC 90LAP SYS » £4 90 
KEOIES COLOUR RteD C3 50 
NHSHT SKY - Aatetrcnriy E350 
IftO^DS A LADDERS ■ Sewing □ 56 
&4SC4LLV AfAGA - T«Ktm Amgi DOS. 

_h_iIIte 1 K wu-JM TfOnflJBFTJT O '' mV C499 
6X3 TOP FUN ■ 98% rwwwwd m 
Amiga R^rntf ■ Igds edte gwm £350 
PflEHISTDPIC FUN PASK £350 
CALC 13 - Moga sprosjjiwi £350 
PHILO - EXoetoit dot*b*» £350 
TYPING TUTOR Best *MW £350 
PLAY N RAVE II ■ MaV eta™ £450 
PCWE« ACCOUNTS tor Vm* £350 
HARO D«VE MENU SYSTEM £350 

best eui awira 
SONIC SMARTTEHEAD 0-50 
splodge the escape pn**m 050 
WWJM Day of RECkONNG 050 
WHTT1 RAfienns - Rwdua hrtiy 050 
EASY MONEY PM m*CfW» 050 
MONSTER ISLM® Good OrD 050 
CAPtWJ K - Gttod tfttaom g*m* 050 

OUR TOP SELUMQ TO 
ALL NEW STAR TREK \2) • by TbtMJ FfeMte 
STAR TREK TIC NEXT GENERATION 
MASHC WUCK - sarrte Go* fpn* 
QUK & SCVA EkDfliera ptetorm gvr* 
CRAZY SUE IAI ■ p&arrm cn ona 4* 
AIR WARRIOR ^mter 
TFTT^ GAMES P*CK S gwt Tten* gaitea 
TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRL 
DRMAFbO-STCSwvawiviAmga 
DTRCLlS WONDERLAND ■ BoS ptetvmer 

LORE OF CONQUEST Spaca twad DnD 

ununca 
TEXTH.US 3^ flat wen) pmw 
ViSCALC ' Bad spraacfe^Btfi 
Fl EXffiAS E ■ Bast Database 
BUSINESS CARD MAKER - veryuMM 
ASSASSINS LABEL PFUNTERS gsod 
FORMS REALLY UNLIMITED - term gar* 
AMIGA FOX DTP - dasfctcp pUfeher 
LITTLE OFFICE m databa&a, srawtatoer 
FREECOPY 1A - Ramcvea copy protecaon 
OAPTIONATOR - Vrteo 
SUPERDARK Mags kiwi oatin 
SUPER HALERS ANTTWUS CHSK 
X-0ACHUP ll - Rjputer dam 

PO SELECTIONS / BASE 16 GAMES PACK 
Ov*r 50 tec: games cm-11 <teKs ncMAng Rgf*rg 
WAnuti Dr MsKcl Wtendartand, GamatH^ Tate*. Paumai 
5 gvrtei A nvy im ALL FOR ONLY tl5 00 

0474 325802 
PD SELECTIONS, 5 HILLSIDE AVENUE, GRAVESEND, KENT DAI 2 SOW 

ALL DISKS NOW 
ONLY 

£1.05 EACH! 

All disks work 
A_. 

Printed lloaiklut with 
drtuik of fliindmls 

. Mare Dbta Ju^l 
m ci.oo 

with the At2Q0! 

unless stated iVngl Lia J PD 

HOME MANAGEMENT RACK 3De5KS{F) £3 13 
Catenate auijm, toeadtteYt &*ww, Ateea^r r«r^ 

CAequrtiocA Cmttmt, ^>0^9 Haar. rxsaww Oca* 
lafAteter. Htent Amnna 
CUfAflTPAOCSI^OR? EACH ftACK - 3 DISKS tS 45 

«ybe^dparrkrMtei ! 
fX (fj 
PC emulator pack cf> 3 £3.is 
rimmiAnp m»a.<C‘intiLiaistfr tetv ACteH t*hcfirww 
9M5 ete VGA llaoiubcr. (d vttjhmx t TS0Q)ttd*&xjB24ilis 
of AC Altaic Doman soffwwr 
PC EMULATOR PACK t (P) 3 MSKl £J.1S 
HdLdtotfiF Utesr BT Tate flUPPC d^conHaw^ai^ne^ 
te’gi^M^PrtHtam i^rfJitevei/orpimajpyoniyfl^ 
tertfiePC 
AHGLA COLOUR FONTS PACK 1 Qfl I {V) S DISKS £5-25 
SdtedrtjfftfiTB^cctoi/'lbnftpi^ Parc 
<rr 76a2c&fcrto-ntfa4^P*XtfThe)raepto(lucedr\in!: 
sarnr way at ffif c^hip^ fenf jicjpftrtf wflih fJAarv and ffie Kw 
rar^tX cammpcte rt^ mey *r typed iF*gN n and won 
ivwtfi£t»nfantf JVrof 
ANGUA CUPART PACK (F) (NEVIO S DISKS £5.25 
frrtf ttwffdc* (JMihiIv AW UMd »a*iy-Jifr-atesre JF 
rn^ncirffljiM.dbip, bnA wpvaidcnmcin. lie 
■MPi0%tPa^'Ewia*rMcniteff9*pta 
ASTRONOMY PACK (P) 4 DISKS £4 20 
IN* wcpti c*c* xw -rt-Ajdb SsrOwt Am^ajw, r«ar 
CoTcrcai Atttncmy, Otevter itert Gter Sm, Ot< Jfltetef 
/«? terti on tfir wte frttem 
PRINTER USER PACK ft {*) (NEW) 4 DISKS £4.20 
A ojrpigte^rirtvcofactoTdiJu^iit t> Wte mu jef ate tea 
ixrornwpnrap* rvgdfe Pteurf V3i J ion uoeiij MCMtm 
iCastdK oXn l Prtfuei, jRIAx> Dhpxy fCndqps^ New An* 
lAtegru ■ rteidm Fwftn <X>r*J mpr 

DISK EXPERT PACK {PJ 5 WSKS £S 45 
if j4?u i*flnr id tom more aticM iaw tfte padf1 - HA/T 
OradWoppf mnpotncf 
oompactar; Stf (WWK CWJIssiacBrrtfff Tooff^ fconmarua 
(OWge any Jeon m mcwx*^ fwcOsL viiwctwcter vl$ JXTopy 
[Cqp«. fltpsv?. fomioe nd incnej, OJ TuKnN (AH you ntt0 to 
knaw)&d $QF other utMe.1* 
X* PROGRAMMERS PACK (P) 6 DISKS £6 30 
A corr^tetF K’ nina1 iLparb mseurtwn wrf pwde 
ayif you need to team jnc nfUol«NcwPC£TPdStJ 

jrx? C AteTU*1 (4 
MED V3.21 MUSIC PACK (¥) * DISKS £4 <20 
■MfT s w«icty(Tcc>?itsRJ4i bx ciof rnM* pxk&e. »or 
□tfjpwHaff rrH,(Mrt coraura Y3.Tf. ihr latest coripicK 
»wi toads d -dk^ttoi wnpicj^ a d# W of MfD nttec saortt w 
x^^.^fnjKtokxfaenofmit iawito Ktr 
move ac«Mt3*ec^ 
CLASSIC GAMES PACK (P) 5 DISKS £S ftS 

An rx7Td<te- coteCTJon cT st*M* cornmarcidr 4*tey 
hfWBfttentfr, 

GWians, SfiwTKHc; Canwrmo #-^teies £te> 
Scare Atwora, Panat, Jean * rngp 

CARO + BOARD GAMES 4 (P) 4 DISKS £4 M 
Ancdip c oAnatssY 36 ixrt' jaod c^m«- 

Oc8 SictsinTOi tectenr, Ape. Zoj Uvt. 
■CannecM. Domnofs. Owm ODWto. Go Motet Cngcm Tact 
Hate GrVjpa teutmro *On2ve*rn Hannan Avwor 

and nwy mare 
COMPUGRAPHIC FONTS PACK 1 (P) 3 DISKS £3 IS 
3tScMesfete-ComeuFspNtten®onJjdutt n*y»r>tw«^ 
WbrWMnrt^or J, vTL (onjr^Arorjij.,, AqtMNJf 3* 
ano Atjorifp vPf E*c«tilpa tom* rrf’Ptte wluc tor money' 
HARD DISK PACK 9 (P) 3 DISKS £3.15 

; Grot ratectwn at !ftf Wesf .horo' dW i**r« jncUdo HansdCmew 
make?}, /Wpmncfcr ((MtOoryttcl * t*a*gP T*L(»to1j, wxxrioct 
(TsttiY^proteeT eupyOrMf, nxisxandteytoatPU oW 
apoirojap, oap<x iwwftpaTdmonpi1 
AGA PICTURE PACKS VrS OR 3r EACH PACKS DISKS £5-25 
3 different cacte of S ctefe rt/ff Of p^^restftesriowcifl1 
the &Qrmou& 9tepNa*i capafirtftet & tht new AGAnwrvme; 
Xounvsf nra Arrugu TSWcy AW 
AlftOO PACK AlfiOO ONLY. 3W5KS£3 l5 
AflryftecssmnaJKJK^ T*tef«r 
MEM AfBXJAvi OigracJte. 5ywt> Vteww*. Ravrar W^atenor 
xvaGA TemAGA and mDn!,, Also rxLdstnrs&jnrvis 
lyacxrw* aga ower wondPAr mArre jndtscBjreswmM 
AGA rcO(W 
AlftOC SUDESHO* PACK (AI903 ONITi S DISKS £5 45 
Swvwy itaffan, A^i, itftei 
?wes. fir«Xind'*9«iwd 
PIATFORm PaCK P: 4 DISKS £4.50 
AltYBXOteff^amesi^tfx i^dSor>c and Mine teas ffyou 
fkxthoxsxiafvriwvkyirrvwx'kKkJt^ tetizwOgoi 
wtnsateteid. iPit3t3^<3^. Daoctc CteiyS«it &acft M»?i. Son 
-■J n.jjNY- jrp >.yrr_ 

HOME BUSINESS PACK (P) 4 DISKS £4 ftO 
Dcn^nedespcciaiy tornciMs^nipj totwiew wftwae, fr*(*al. 
confjnj 9 &&XK (BmX wroactexet, accou* caete^f ano 
wodteroccs»X{'OfD> aiso mcJcrdW are a word soeMng 
cnedter and a imtU swstes pr^»^m, 
HOME BUSINESS MANUAL (P) £ft. 99 
ARP'S* SO paste Crete i nYWVy pftited maW containtns 4rW 
rHftucrjorB tor CPie Heme ftrirno* fttci mfUdo a%pK*ity 
wntitn guided tOif SKlwn ma! ratea wtJ rnswr 

Matures of weft prpyam and crwnpi tf*f you Or U5C«C* 

SINGLE DISKS AT ONLY £1.051 
BUSINESS 
B3S1 m A^gteo^ r&ijten Do* Tqq Rj6hp*h; 
fiJSPi'FJ aOCft^ncM Jitter? cStpptr' fleshy It?ysfJ 

Te*f Cn^rc W irtovtfif tertw M^cn 
tvrf^r JerflK? sprif chcdcrfi 
Adehsi Anr VO .a*^ » ma *etei prttt' 

K33S(W Idrmt UrAmtofli,' Da&> <%oxa ate. 
filTO (PMGwfl VF (new • «tv jnpfti1: 
S-1A9 (P? £*jy Cat (TV twf i««Vwr rff 0 
AJrfl (PJ Amste Ctery (fate To Wr ttey? 

ARCADE PACK (P) 4 W$KS £4.20 
Ckr miest L-tXlecPor.' - TV ve> e« Aft*ae sMt ymes « toe 

whcAfoY® >tou t p& a^s cwr ^ter* >T;<jaei 
Cytcmeov JVKnme. Gam. vtute Taw, Dctenc*. CtteiHii 

tvuo&Aiei Bkzzws 
UTlUTlES * 
IM37(P> &Cop> Y3 J rjjftrtf dn* ccpny'/ 

tX?S (Pj Tjt^ng Tutor [New' Grew Huttm J 
LMfflSfPJ 

LP96 {P} Mesaysjd' vF {Wscft and writes RT eMs) 

LteflSSfPjRwUff Omen (Owr IDP ■ Motf Star # Citwcn 
mo&ttt jnctoeHtn? ootoi# antf rfSOGOJ 

[MOJft (US £0 onlyjKte* 1J fkts you imr Wfll 3 sertwr 

LNOi30(PJIXiMnf eufior (eaf|r route ft> Pro Graphics} 
IMQ*$ (p; StZYrOYt (New screen blanter i 

C«3S4 (P)&&Mn9tr*Qht Vast (*s* cMtk&xm«J 
IJ4057(p;'£rg«ciers Jtif (A mtetfr cJTrt* fcir XV ArreSte.l 

WOS T m (f ti3*3 J ftce C (ft* C Cordate?; 

i>(U^(i^2or3(XWJN Comm J (latest eomm paok^e; 
LwfliS (PJ Pooif »0nard (San? up fip date UMOteterJ 
lu&>? (i*®£-5 OV'XorecjBter (Mane 4ace Ridtecen; 

Otetofl (PJ Saermjm fmAacor vt 7 nw»d*ievi,J 

Dr34(WorWJ PM Gocwtedtertwj aGa Demcr; 

GAMES 

GXUO (PJ Tote Vtet Wtet *teK>n iV TV to (xwd^vnrj 

GOtMFCPj Super Racmart Of ftfie t«tr ever) 

CDC5I ffjSnjpe Qros^te ATJW mwn mrUictf; 

GX3SJ ftff £■? ertyj GNU CVc (Best evss JteVj 

06056 (P)Cash fiirr jptdM (V twsr MA maevie <moKj 

GdO&T (P) Arti^tenfl ((Ac T*n but Belter ■ cVwc Fi/i 0 
GdCN (PJ Sx'rtane .SaiTiPtBrcS M versom cX the Card Game 'J 

GGOtfiFJ fffiste J 

66070 (?) Mg^ Owrte (£rceVnf flaf fm Upj 

GW7T (Pj(enmin^5<0 ?(A$tere*di * Lamm*#i - Ritot) 

GJOTf (Pj Tern Pro(Gwr (ootnig Tetri) 

06073(P)Me$abtitl 210« ■ VOooJ) 

, •aC'74 lUfUomy.) (£ (*Ajj Moft3to0 FMdBFS (AGA Space Jrwdffl.? 

CHILDRENS 
C7T9(P) Count Rad (New coteuvg dee* tor nuijrtm. J 

C7S0(?)Cckxr the.Aphaoef(eouerter tor*yi*} 

OS6 (?) GCSf Mad* (GM Mton <*#) 

C7S7 (P) Top Seem (Ptetform ^amr.1 

C799C?) Casons fa (*+ xrr* prtctxe > 

C730(P) Waiyi Quest iUKarct Ctemr'« Mcrwam, ^nx jarreO1 
C7Sfr(P/(Ffittfc(JAs. toci To Siocr. Goeo f juatona Gmo 

PHONE WITH CftEmr CARD OR SEND CHEQVEJPQ (PAYABLE TO A»P*DJ* PLEASE ADO SOP (PER TOTAL ORDER) FOR PAP, 

angl*'. inglia 

nglia .ngl angl 

anr i iglia 

nglia ,.gl. angl I DESKTOP VIDEO PACK ft (F) (100%) 4 DtSKS £4,20 |,| 
JYDtMtty our best one* yet! ftcvtdes eytryffitoj to starT you off m 
video S M&v>e tor Sntodcti acioftrjjp stfe usin^ any tore of any site. 
Shtwtr for ddeshom wtth beds of wipes teto rSaotes A-Graptt for 
dujricss hoejs Sf&oo* ■J.tenpj #Jo' iJ'wx’vi.'S arc vnooffi any tort 
MdeoUrsiafv veto Toad Wdeo rests i osas of fonts and rmm 

DESKTOP VIDEO PACK ft 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 11! (P) £2 99 
A awuCKn rrm^ AofciJtontfVp^^ 
teWrHmceev*4xArptepte9VT*mPvpKlin^*iBCton 

Ion torts AJsc nciudes a siMto suKJrd 

CtfW(TW&MSliOvm^(V.riWlXpt^^ 
«syrgr >o/ oesce kv own «te « ycv$of Oesrgned for Oe^tnm 
nO cepemncetl iscrs. #w maruaf wit mate OesUof? rtSpp- e*r^ 

E kf.Li FLSlt 
CATALOGUE DISK ■ 
350 TO 930 JUST 701* 

IT 'iLWA'Y-k 

HIGH QUALITY HARDWARE 
0mm High Quairiy Mouse Pad £599 
Amis* 500500^/600/1200 Oust Coven £3 W 
PTilltpS 8833 Mon<ux Dust Cover £4 99 
3 5# Disk Drive Oaring IQt £2 99 
Pnnto Stand (fits al l Dot Matrix Printers) £5 60 
BletA Disks (high qualify with labels) £0 50 

ANGLIA PUBLIC DOMAIN LIBRARY 
(Dw AMF). 30 V«lo>i4 SW«i. FelasW«« IP 11 JEW 

PHONE 
098 0394 

283 
494 



Subscribe to Amiga Format and you 
now get even more for your money... 

• Two Coverdisks every month and a 
complete full-price program! 

• Plus FREE the special Subscribers' 
Superdisk each month. 

• FREE 'Backstage' newsletter reveal¬ 
ing action behind the scenes at AF. 

• Subscribers' Superdisk instructions. 
• And if you pay by 
direct debit, you get one 
extra issue FREE! 

That's a free disk of soft¬ 
ware and four pages of 
information and instruc¬ 

tions every month - what 
more could you ask for? 
So don't miss out - get 

smart and subscribe now! 

* 

AMISA 
I □ - 

-1- NSW. 

■jBL 
ISSUE 29 

Complete round' 
up of all the 
word processors 
around, plus 
music software 
OctaMed on disk. 

ISSUE 33 

The amazing 
complete fractal 
landscape pro* 
gram Wsta, plus 
how to create 
cartoons. 

ISSUE 35 

Digitising and 
sampling, plus 
paint package 
SpectracoJorjr 
and fasyAMOS 
demo on disk. 

ISSUE 36 

Complete multi¬ 
media package 
CanOour is yours 
on the second 
Coverdisk! 

ISSUE 37 

Pop stars and 
artists who have 
made it big with 
an Amiga. Plus: 
Animation station 
Coverdisk. 

ISSUE 38 

Got an A500? 
Learn how your 
machine can be a 
Super Amiga! 
Plus JntroCAOon 
Coverdisk. 

ISSUE 39 

Read the first 
part of Bullfrog s 
games program¬ 
ming guide. 
piLj£0evpac2on 
Coverdisk. 

ISSUE 03 

A fascinating 
look Inside the 
Amiga and how rt 
worn. On the 
coverdisk, the 
full PrcDsta. 

ISSUE 44 

we pick out the 
best software 
ever, so you can 
find out what 
you ought to get 
hold of. 

ISSUE 45 

Find out why the 
Amiga is the 
world s best 
multimedia 
machine, get five 
free postcards 
and play Donk! 
on the Coverdisk. 

ISSUE 46 

The weird world 
of Cyberpunk. 
Reviewed: 
temm/ngs 2, 
wsta pro 5 and 
Rea/3D2 
Full round-up of 
IDE drives. 

ISSUE 47 

A nation-by- 
nation guide to 
the world of the 
Amiga; review of 
the new 
A4000/03Q and 
twostonking 
game demos. 

ISSUE 43 

Eight-page tuto* 
rial shows how 
to make your 
own PD demo; 
and we give you 
ail the software 
you'll need, Pius 
Amiga & video. 

ISSUE 49 

Amiga and 3D. 
Plus joystick and 
accelerator 
round-ups. 
Coverdisk; 
Stardust demo 
and 3D program. 
Geneses. 

ISSUE SO 

50 hottest Amiga 
products ever. 
Plus A120Q RAM 
expansions and 
AGA monitors 
tested. Coverdisk: 
Deluxe Music 
construction sett 

ISSUE 51 

independent 
software houses; 
a look at what 
they wilt do for 
us. Coverdisks: 
Second samurai 
Turbo Print 2 and 
SkidmMs. 

ISSUE 52 

Complete guide 
to the Video 
Toaster. Cover- 
disks: fully work* 
ing programming 
language Blitz 
Basiaand 
Overdrive. 

ISSUE 53 

Get Into the 
amazing world of 
3D graphics with 
the complete 
imagine package 
and tutorials. 
Don't miss our 
uridium 2 demo! 



Extra disk every 

I month-for 
Amiga Format sub¬ 

scribers only - full of 

utilities and games. 

2 Pages of 
j instructions 

to accompany 

the Subscribers' 
Superdisk. 

2 Pages of 'Backstage', your exclusive 

behind-the-scenes newsletter. 

AMIGA FORMAT 
SUBSCRIPTIONS/BACK 

Yes! please enter/renew my subscription to 
Amiga Format, (please tick as appropriate) 

UK £47.40 Europe £78.95 
Rest of World £110.95 

Please send me the following back 
at £5 each: 

I II I i If 11 II II If 11 

□ □□□□□□□I 
Name_ 

Address___ 

Postcode_ 

Telephone No._ _ 

Method of payment: please tick as appropriate 

Access □ Visa □ Cheque □ Postal Order 

Direct debit □ (subscriptions only) 

Total amount payable: £_ 

issues 

It 

II 

TREAT YOURSELF TO SOMETHING SPECIAL 

ISSUE 1: The Complete 
Software Guide 

ISSUE 2\ The Amiga 

Format Annual 1993 

ISSUE The Compleie 
Beginner s Guide 

ISSUE 4: Encyclopaedia 

ol the Amiga 

ISSUE S: Questions 
and Answers 

ISSUE 6: Good 
Hardware Guide 

ISSUE 7: Games 
Special 

ISSUE 6: The Amiga 
Format Annual 1994 

From the makers ol 
Amfgjt Format on the 
second Thursday of 
every other month 
comes an issue dedi¬ 
cated to an in-depth 
study of single areas of 
Amiga useage. The 
current edition looks 
back over 1993 and for¬ 
ward into 1994. And the 
next issue is packed 
with advice and tutori* 
ais for beginners. 

Credit card No. □□□□ □□□□ DC 

Expiry Date_ 

Please make cheques payable to: Future Publishing Ltd 

SEND THIS FORM TO: (NO STAMP NEEDED) 

Amiga Format Subscriptions, FREEPOST, Cary 
Court, Somerton, Somerset TA11 7BR. 

THIS OFFER IS VALID UNTIL 1/2/94 

Pay by Direct Debit & get 13 issues for the price of 12 

DIRECT DEBIT INSTRUCTIONS ID: 930763 
This form instructs your bonk or build 

rng society to make payment* direcl 

from your account. Flease complete oil 
five items and then send it to us at the 
oddres* above. 
ffkjnta and building racwfcei may rehse to 
accept instructions. to poy direct debits from 
tome fypes of accounts J 

1* Please write the full 
address of your branch 

2. Account number 

]□□□□□[ 

To; The Manager 

..Bonk/Btiitd-ng Soe, 

-Postcode 

3, Sort code □□ □□ □□ 
4. Account in name of: 

Instructions to bo nit/building society 

-1 inwva you to poy rfirtci deb-* horn wy account 
Ot ihe request d fiAre PvbLjJi ng Lid 

- Ike amounts vt and moy be dfebtud on 

vanavi dates I indntand Adi fvtort fttbfalwglld 

may change pke awh emd do*es only otto* giving 

m* prof nohce 

-1 wit irism you M wfrfing if I wish to cone el Au 

rfiieucftori 

* II understand ihoi if any d-reci deb'i n pod 

’which becks ike toms ol Ait inuruchon, yew will 

make o refund 

5. Signed 

6. Date 

A
F
 M

A
G
 C

H
R

/93 
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IH5TAI=FJSr-n=f» 
G^fERTfEr/V^ 

WINNER OF TWO PRESTIGIOUS 

^'PC DIRECT HITS 

AWARDS' '93 

Customer Service ‘Support & Sendee 
Excellence' Excellence' 

HDjJ 7D UJiD.SH— 

Call us now on 

03<)6 764690 
TELESALES OPENING TIMES: 
9am - 7pm Monday-Friday 

9am - 5.30pm Saturday 

Mail Order Fax: 

C K 

Send Cheque, Postal Order or 
Access/Visa/Switch/AmEx 

card details to. 

Evesham Micros Ltd., Dept AMFO, 

Unit 9, St Richards Road, 

Evesham, Worcs. WR11 6TD 

Government. Education & PiC order* weteome * Sam* 
day despatch whenever possible ■ Prices Include delivery 
{UK Mali!And only) * Express Courier delivery {UK 
Mainland only) E6.S0 extra - Please not* thffl 5 banking 
days mutt be allowed for cheque clearance. Immediate 
clearance on Bank Drafts 

Credit card orders: 
th4 until ini i 

Always a m»od stfjn 

AIWSA [7frerfirrtfp,fiiire} 

fT(?W iFTbIT*I SiffsTiftSf*) 

naFiFA^L 
■ I , , I n, ■ ■ w . I, j f. i»i j j normal Upornn-y uriM« MCVIlfMVjn 

Lute NlgM Opening UnBI 7pm 7 

EVESHAM 

Unit 9 St Richards Rd, Evesham 
Worcs WRI1 6TD 

c- 0386*765500 fox: 0386 765354 

BIRMINGHAM 

251-255 Moseley Rd, Highgatel 
- - 0EA Birmingham BI2 

« 021 • 446 5050 fox : 021 4d6 

TECHNICAL SUPPORT 
to Friday, 

10 ,00 -S ad 

I YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL GOODS 
OMmameQmctattlmmatgofng te pmu * AM good* 

mipfactto mvmHmbHity * Pirnmm notm tturt On-mitv 
MmiMmnanc* mppiim to UK Mminlmnd Only 

AMIGA 500 SOLDERLESS RAM UPGRADES 

A500 512K oNtf£ 1 Q OO 
RAM/CLOCK U*ZZ 

UPGRADE 

ALSO WITHOUT CLOCK 

FOR ONLY : 

£16.99 
CONVENIENT OW / OFF MEMORY SWITCH AUTO-RECHARGING 

BATTERY BACKEO REAL-TIME CLOCK COMPACT. ULTRA-NEAT DESIGN 

'A500 PLUS' 

1 MB RAM 

UPGRADE 

THE FASTEST AND EASIEST WAY TO 
UPGRADE YOUR A500+ TO 2MB RAM I 

Simply Plugs into trip door expansion area Jr 

Increases total RAM capacity 10 3Mb XhipfiAi*’ 
U RAM On/Off Switch j Compact unit si» > 

Only a low power RAM Its U High rehaUItty 

ONLY £42.99 

UPGRADE 
S To 2MS Pop 

ONLynw.gg" 

1.5MB RAM BOARD 
Fully populated board increases total RAM in A5O0 to 2Mb! p Plugs 

into trap door area, & connects to GARY' chip p- Includes Battery- 1 

Backed Real-Time Clock * Socketed RAM iCs on 512K MMb Versions 

Unpopulated RAM board with clock f 34.95 

With 15Mb FASTRAM installed.£ 69.99 

NB Th**jqurtsnr board 
11 3to 

11.3 Lpgraat 

l tram us £29 95 

'MEGABOARD' CONNECTS TO YOUR 
With our MEGABOARD, you can further C | ^1/ DAU []P(jBADE 

expand your A500's memory to a totmf of * * VrViVnVL 

2MB without disposing of your existing fA A]\/P | P ilH 
512K upgrade {must be 4 x RAM-chip Type. Or Vi T E l#}FU 

not exceeding 9cm in length). 

ONLY £47.99 
IflEOABOARD nwb KtcSUt 1 3 to oqmwAm 
<KK**Un 1 J upgrade nMXA frvn us tor 

C2tto> m rtsanon wearas cwmtcSwi to mm 
GAftV dig Easy to tottm insiructtQftS provdad 

ROCGEN GENLOCKS PLUS 
OFFERING 
EXCEPTIONAL VALUE 
FOR MONEY, ihe 
floegen Genlock offers 
levels of quality, function 
and sophistication not 
normally available in this 
price category ONLY £149.99 

PHILIPS TV/MONITOR 
With its ctedita:ed manner nput th*s model 
oombines the advantages of a Ngb quaMy 
1S" medMm resokJbon cOkXir monitor w«h 

the convergence of remote control Teletext 
TV * at an excettem tow pnee1 Features dark 
h~. Qbss screen tor snproved contrast 

£249.00 delivery A cable 

VIDI-12 AMIGA NEW JISISn 
Video digitiser package 
inc. V!Dl-Chrome ONLY £179.99 

QUALITY SCANNING 
AT THE RIGHT PRICE 
At a genuine 4Q0dpt seaming resolution, this 
scanner produces truly superb quality scans 
Has a lull 105mm scanning width variable 
brightness control and 100 / 
200 f 300 t AQQdp 

Professional Version 3- 
scanmng and editing 
software aiows reaMime 
scanning in either Ime an or in ^ 
up lo 64 simulated grey scales 
Provides powerful editing features 
and excellent compatibility with most 
DTP and Pami Packages eg Deluxe Paint a, TouctvUp Also 
supplied is The Publishes DeskTop PutAshing package, deal for 
incorporating your Scanned images into flyers and newsletters 
(not compatible wito toe A1200) 

STILL ONLY £99.99 

3'A" EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES 
AMAZING LOW PRICE! 

£52.99 
including VAT & delivery 

• Very quiet 
• Slimline design 

• Suits any Amiga 
• Cooling vents 
• Sleek, high quality 

metal casing 

• Quality Crtizen/Sony drive 
mechanism 

• Enable / Disable switch 
• Full 8SGK Formatted Capacity 
• Long reach connection cable 
• Throughport facility for 

addition of further drives 

REPLACEMENT A500 
INTERNAL 3.5" 

DRIVE KIT 

Fully compatible. wflh 1 Mb 
unformatted capacity. 

Straightforward installation 
procedure. Kit indudes full 

fitting msi ructions. 

ONLY 
£44.99 

•ttturvyir*! rjwwwj *>: m'j. rrvrt rW.i j viiTawiWs". MfliJW 



TRUEMOUSE 
WE GUARANTEE that mit la the 

smoothest, most responsive flrrd 

accurate replacement mouse you 

con buy tor the Amiga. Excellent 

performance, now wrilh a 300dpi 

resolution. Amazing new price I 

£14.99 SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED 

SWITCHING BETWEEN VERSIONS OF 
KKKSTARJ ON YOUR A5Q0 IS EASY 

WITH OUR NEW ROM SWITCHERI 
Vttj can dortware cornpatto«ty an your A&OG 

FW By rutinQ our HOW switcher, you un aMemaLe 

between Itw Krdkitart £ already resident and inorh#f vwfimn or 

if.n*start HOM chip giving you the ifflogorr of duct Fitting n very 

simple mdeed and requirwi no PtrtfWtyj 0r special 

ttettnaW knowledge fitting a*cwi rw m#oiod« d 

iwfldwig. e«w C7 *ay&oarf reeel or by an vnemai 

iwlen N.B Kietilad BOV nri luppied *HC 

nevttlon 5 betel will niqun ekcull imPbcaion 

ONLY 
£24.95 

KlcKataii 1 3 HOM suppMtd Mtoeralely tx^tn W 

Klckatarl 2.0 ROM nuppued eepaietDiy only (H *S 

AS00 Revision S PCS Circuit MDdiflcaltorv Service HIM 

Amplified Stereo 
Speakers 

REALISE THE TRUE SOUND POTENTIAL 

OF YOUR 

AMIGA WITH 

THIS PAIR OF 

FULL RANGE 

SPEAKERS ! 
Vou# Amiga produces l«n* quality ht-h stareo sound 

Enjoy quality Stereo sound reproduction |£> W 
with rhit new dW»y twin tpukn syslefi-' 

Incorporates a Ucrtt-m amo***r *4* separate 
adjutlabie votume ccntrot* lor each apu/ker unit 

Speaker Dtmoft&on/t TiSEJscSSThSSmint'NyWJfD; 

ONLY 
£39.95 

ZY-FI PRO SPEAKERS 

EXPERIENCE NEW LEVELS OF AUDIO 

PERFORMANCE WITH THIS NEW 

PROFESSIONAL TWIN SPEAKER SYSTEM. 

Following the success of the ZY-FI, these versatile, power 

amplified, speakers faithfully reproduce a rich expressive 

sound for the discerning Amiga user. 

F«Mr« isw/diannei 

built-in pernor ampbtaf 

with vOkj/n* conuot. 

beuArrtiv wnfnA. 

/OOk r*0» F»mm (HttYOU 

ONLY 
£59.95 

REPLACEMENT POWER SUPPLIES 
Genuine Commodore Amiga A 500 

type replacement Power Supply 
Unii Good quality switch mode’ 

type Super low price! 

ONLY £39.95 
Replacement Power Supply for A590 Hard Otok C 49 ftS | 

ACCESSORIES 
Virua Protector fits la Iasi dme in system. proiectwig all drives. t ft 66 
Amiga Wto Oust Cover f 4,98 
Amiga 600 Ousl Cover C 4 9S 

-jj 

A500.HARD DISKS 
40Mb MODEL 

11 vW ONLY 

100Mb MODEL 

,1/7 ONLY 

Incorporating the latest 
'ZIP* DRAM technology, 

our External Memory 
Upgrade allows the 
A500 / A500+ to be 

upgraded by up to a 
further 8Mb of auto- 

eonfigurlng FASTRAM. 

v* RAM access LED 

it RAM testfrun switch 

it Uses 1Mb 4-bit ZIPS 

☆ Style matched to the A500 

☆ Very low power consumption 

* Throughport for further expansion 

it Compatible with ASM and most other 

SCSI Hard Drives (please call to cheek) 

it Optional PSU (allows Amiga to power other devices) 

it Available fitted with 2Mb, 4Mb, or fully populated with BMb 

N.8. Any mamoty ffttnd rq £TUs onij is in 

abortion to that on yout mactvrm nir&xfy, 

16 A maximum 04 BMb cm the nxtnmnt unit 

With 2MB fitted...Cl 12.99 with 4MB...El59.99 with 8MB...E259.99 
PAflTWJLY POPULATED UWTS EXPAND TO 3MB WfTH 3MB MOOLLF5. AIWUBLE SEPAfMTRY AT ONLY £89 99 PER 3MB • OPTIONAL POWER SUPPLY £u & 

UPGRADE YOUR NEW A600 TO 2Mb WITH 
THIS SIMPLE PLUG-IN MEMORY UPGRADE I 

> Simply Plugs into the A60Q s 
trap door expansion area 1 I kT^ 
Increases total RAM capacity of 
A600 to 2Mb ChipRAM 

;> RAM Enable / Disable Switch 

it Battery-Backed Real-Time Clock 

ONLY 
£44.99 

PRINTERS Prices Include VAT, Delivery 
and Connection Cable 

Danncnnio kx-P2123 
■ allaOUllIv The Quiet Matrix Printer 

The KX-P2123 offers quiet operation, colour, Super 
Letter Quality printing and extensive 
paper handling features in a reliable 
and trusted design. A winning 
combination at an affordable price. 

■ Colour Printing Cwfe wtoufM. cmp graphd *t*ty by 14*5*10 
(fwKX-P?1£3'»ctie*»ol T rtxvx atom 

■ Quiet Printing super quat43 s ■ *6<jbamundw** (mostnumx 

pnnflers are T>V*CAty in «u;wss of 60 d&Ai 
■ Flexible Paper Handling Accept*«mgiewnttni^oyi 

paper. tsbiet* envekwas end mutt -pert stationery 

■ Fast Priming Speeds isscpstkai' MCPSiOamassLQ 
■ 7 Resident Fonts Createov*risa,000typestyteaby oomb^ung 

font* , chi radar ua and an assort mart of •nhancamerrt modes 

Rrrvtkmt tom* ere u$*ng Sans Sent Super 10. Couner Prasbge Bold 
PS. Roman, and Script 

24 PIN Diamond Pnrtheetf htgh quatny output 

Hawlatt-Packard Oaak|al S10 , t 287 33 

Hewlett-Packard Oaakjal SOQC Colour ... £ 304-33 

Hewlett-Packard Deakf*l S50C Colour c MH.0« 

Canon BJ 10S X Inkjel printer £ 222 08 

Canon BJ-20Q Inkjat Printer 3o0dp up lo 240cpe, 
8 lonta, 60-eheot leodar, IBM and Epson emulation £ 339.53 

Epson LX400 butty*! IQ' carnage 9-prn laa^Scps £ 139 00 

Epson LG100 24-pm IBOmOCpS, Ok butter .£ 208 00 

./ ALL IV1SHAM WfCRDS STAR PRINTERS 
SlE^EllI 1 INCLUDE 1 2 MONTHS ON -SITE W ARR A NTT 

Star LC 20 Successor lo LC 10.4 touts. t«V*4cps ..121M 

Star LC 100 Entry level 9-FVi Colour, 4 tonta .iu 03 

Star LC 200 9-PmColOui. 4 ton®. l80/45cpi....„.^,.f 1M II 

Star LC 24-tDO 24-Pm. 5 toms, 19£S4<PS___1W 93 

Star LC 24-20 MkM 24-Pm, 2i0cps hiQh apee<( dmh 12*9.13 

Slar LC 24-200C SopOiti 24-Pin Ootaui. 5 toms. 200*7cps 1 27|, 1J 

Automatic Slwel Feeder 1 or 10" LC porter* (pi* Stole moOW) £ M U 



Wordworth v2 Adorage 

ff you haven t already got this 
senousty excellent software, 
then you d be mad to miss 
out on this amazing offer 
W0rdworth2 from Digits 
international is without doubt 
one of the best document 
processors on the Amiga, 
Powerful and packed with slick 
and useful features, such as 
the Intellifont system which 
enables you to use fonts from 
4 to S00 points, mail merging, 
a comprehensive dictionary 
and thesarus, and an indexing 
system. Wordworth2 off ers 
even/ thing you could possibly 
reauire of a WP program 
Reviewed in AF41. version 2 
scored a golden 91 per cent 

Description 
Wordworth 2 

RRP Price Order Code 
£12^9 £49.99 AMF266 

On Issue 48 s Coverdisk we featured a working demo 
of MicroPacers excellent video effects titier, Adorage 
Now we're offering af readers a special deal for the 
full version, including full technical support and a marv 
ual to help you make the most of all the titling effects, 
Description RRP Price Order Code 
Adorage £59.99 AIVTF300 

Mail ORDER we pick out top-quality software 
and indispensable hardware and 
deliver them at bargain prices. 

Not onlv PGA Tour, the best golf game ever (and don t 
believe anyone who tries to tell you otherwise), but 
Indianapolis 500, Advantage Tennis and European 
Championship Soccer 1992‘ all in one box Buy it! 

Description RRP Price Order Code 
SporUmasters £2^9 £24.99 AF2S2 

The course of the Great War is explored in this excellent 
war/strategy game from Biue Byte Based on their ear - 
lier successful game Battfe isle History Line scored an 
incredible 94 per cent in afas 

Description RRP Price Order Code 
History Lint 0^9 £29.99 AF251 

Described by Amiga format as a package which Will 
suit any household', this is the ideal wav to keep track 
of your financia! affairs, from whats in your bank 
account to how much is left after the bills1 

Description RRP Price Order Code 
Home Accounts 2 £44.99 AF229 

Micro Deal’s new combined audio and video digitiser 
enables you to capture both sounds and pictures for 
manipulation on your A5QC or A5QQ Pius, enabling you 
to make your own multimedia movies 

Description RRP Price Order code 
VideoMaster £6^5 £64,95 AMF245 

This is one of the highest-rated programs ever 
reviewed if Amiga Format Top of the AMOS range, 
it updates the famous AMOS extended basic program 
ming language with new commands and facilities that 
make it a real winner" (Needs 1Mb minimum ) 
Description RRP Price Order Code 
AMOS Pro £6^9 £59.99 AFAMPRO 

Designed for the beginner who wants to learn pro 
grammmg but doesn t know where to start. Easy 
AMOS is more than a programming language Based on 
the successful AMOS, it has many helpful examples and 
detailed explanations to help you learn 
Description RRP Price Order Code 
Easy AMOS £1^>9 £29.99 AF2SO 



The Amiga Format Star Buys 

To keep all your copies of 
AF neat and tidy our 
stylish blade and silver 
binders are ideal And if 
your bedroom, or lounge 

is anything like the AF offices, vouTf be needing a dust cover for your 
Amiga And knowing that co-ordination ts the key we've even created 
matching resilient and water resistant mouse mate and disk wallets' 

Description Price Order Code 
One binder £4.95 AFIOS 

Two binders £9.00 AF109 

ASOO dust cover £8.99 AF5 DU5T7 

A600 dust cover £8.99 AF6DUST 

Monitor cover £12.99 A F MON IT 

Disk wallet £3-99 AFWALL 

Mouse mat £7.99 AFMAT 

special offer, buy a full set and save money 
A5QO cover, monitor cover. 

mouse-mat, disk wallet £29.95 AF COVE R S5 

A GOO (as above) £29.95 AFCOVERSG 

L 

Lost Treasures of Infocom 

The Lost 
Treasures of 
infocom 
(reviewed, 
AF40, 90%I, is 
a collection of 
20 of the best 
text adventures 

ever. And it could be yours for the bargain 
pnee of £30,99 

Description 
Stereo Master and Quartet 

This sampler 
from New 
Dimensions 
enables you to 
grab digitised 
sounds, then 
sequence them 
Into composi¬ 

tions. it also contains a new cartridge, a 
manuai and a set of audio leads 

This update of MasterSound is 
an idea! entry-level sound sam¬ 
pler, It features an improved, 
easy-to-use graphic interface, 
and as an extra special offer we 
are throwing in for free, the excellent Quartet sam 
pie MIDI sequencer. 
This powerful, but easy to use, four-track sequencer 
will enable you to build your sampled sounds into 
full music tracks At this price, no budding Amiga 
musician can afford to miss It. 

RRP Price Order Code 
£l^£s £29-99 AF234 

Descriptor! 
TediiKKWindl Turbo 

Pnce Order Code 

AF246 

Description 

LtrtTr** 
mp Price 

13^9 130,99 

Order Code 

AMF264 

Graphics Workshop Manual 

Graphics workshop ts a drawing package so special 
that, along with all the normal tools you would 

expect from a top paint program, you get 
some powerf ul extra utilities 

You're not limited to using one cus¬ 
tom brush, you can pick up and store up to 

10. It also features ANiM and Animbrush forms 
of animation, and a cell system which is probably 

the most powerful animation system on the 
Amiga why not get the most out of this top pro¬ 

gram by buying this illustrated instruction book 
and tutorial guide (with a special tutorial disk) 

Description Price Order Code 
GWManual £13.95 AF249A 

AMOS Manual 

5upf>li*d book 

l» bound! 

if you want to get the most out of 
AMOS The Creator, this is exactly what you need It s the 

complete manual, as supplied with the package, and 
rt also includes an Extras disk that contains all 

the example programs and extra bits and 
bobs that we couldn't fit on thr Amiga 
Format coverdisks 

As the complete reference work, 
you'll find The Manual will make your AMOS 

career far more enjoyable and creative! 

Description Price Order Code 
AMOS Manual 113.95 AF249 

Amiga Format Mail Order Form 

Name ......... 

Address...... 

..Post Code, 

Phone Number 

Description Price Order Code 

Total order 

Method of payment (please orcle) Access Visa Cheque PO 

Please make cheques payable to Future Publishing Limited 

All prices include posting, packing and VAT 

Credit Card no □□□□ □□□□ □□□□ □□□□ 
CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 

0458 73279 ~ 

Check out our amazing back issues and 
subscription offer on Page 176! 

Expiry Date........ 

SEND THIS FORM TO Amiga Format, 

Future Publishing limited, Cary Court 

Somerton, Somerset TAll STB 

DO NOT SEND CASH, USE METHOD OF PAYMENTS LISTED ABOVE 

EEC customers registered for VAT, please quote your 

registration number: 

Customers outside the UK add £4.00 for overseas delivery 

AFM/CHR 



VIRUS FREE PD, 31 Faringdon Rd, Swindon, Wilts. Tel: 0793 432176 

CLIP-ART GAMES LATEST TITLES I UTILITIES MUSIC JUST IN. 

0»i iTin 
Syjun bfl 90* Aasods 

0»2E) PFTOTliQt^T 

30 IrwicWe listens pine 
□ W» TFTTiCC 

TeW* pnc refth ben Lnwwrqp- pen 

M 
□ DOMINOES 

You know rehai ito » tardy* 

□ 2m GRAY SLAVE»■ Hack '[)' tbhh 
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Sin m n mam link huiHuri u wu ran. W 

□ 2902 GOBBLER - Paonan rime 

□ 2905 CHAINSAW DEATH 
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□ 3W2 GAMEBOY TETR5S 
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□ iW TW SECRET 
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Cel (rath fee poad+r the lunge* o*we 
lock Cd tat the Aap 

□ 3599 WTHACTTVE DANtZ TRASH 
SnBtWi (Jr<Pt dUQJU 

□ m SANITY psrmm 
Nree pcM&fd, tracks 

□ m ■aosju. chaos* 
P **« TtLM-K bust 
□ »» Tourers 
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Anahit me M to be iraed 
□ 3*01 PIECE O MJW ■ Cftrf 
□ 3402 ANDROMEDA 

"Point break* 
□ 3*75 CONTINENTAL TECH DANCE 

Very jjtmd nnT demo 
□ 3566-i MS MASTER'S NOISE 

A 2 disk extimptiai rd ow W tnnte 
Nut A! 200 

□ 3600 FAflttlGHT 
’Y irntil finexrm- Stinatt^ nr* t|iJp;k tvpr 
deniH (wa pmc 4 steal inmatmn 

COPIERS 

□ Ami 
□ aSTZ-2 
□ aitv3 
Daet* 
□ ART5-2 
□ AfTVl 
□ att-i 
□ arts 
□ art* 
□ artu? 
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□ ART12-3 
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more 
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★ ALL DISKS VIRUS FREE * MOST ORIYERS SEND WITHIN 24 HOURS * OVER 7,000 AMIGA TITLES * FREE AFTER SALES TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 

★ DISKS WORK ON ALL AMIGA'S UNLESS STATED ★ ALL ORDERS DUPLICATED ONTO TOP QUAL11Y DISKS ★ PD SPECIALISTS FOR OVER 5 YEARS 



AMIGA REPAIRS 
VISA 

FIXED CHARGE ONLY £42.99 incl. 
Est. 

12 Years 
■ FIXED CHARGE INCLUDES PARTS, LABOUR, DELIVERY, VAT 

* 90 DAY WARRANTY ON ALL REPAIRS 

- 24 HOUR TURN-AROUND ON 95% OF REPAIRS 

- ALL UPGRADES PURCHASED FROM US FITTED FREE WfTH REPAIR 

- INCLUDES REPAIRS TO DRIVE & KEYBOARDS, ADD £10.00 IF NEED 

REPLACING, FULL DIAGNOSTIC TEST AND SERVICE 

•J^SPEClALOfFERS-^ 
INTERNAL 3.5” DRIVE £38.99 
Simple to fit, fully documented 

ROM SWITCHER £14.95 
Keyboardfmouse switched 

KICKSTART 1.3 ROM £25.00 
For software compatibility 

KICKSTART 2.05 ROM £29.90 
Upgrade to A500+ ROM 

SUPER DENISE £28.70 
Excellent value 

68000 CPU £15.00 

A500 MODULATOR £18.00 
ExchanyelRepair 

A500 KEYBOARDS £44.10 
Factory new. Genuine part 

PATTER AGNUS 8372A £36.50 
1 Meg chipram compatible 

CIA 1C £9.20 
Printer. Serial. Drive ports 

GARY IC £11.50 
PAULA 1C £19.95 
A500 PSU £25.00 

A ATTENTION ALL DEALERS A 
Our company now offer the most competitive dealer repair service. 

Full credit facilities available. 
Send for our FREE information pack today... 

We reserve the right to refuse repair for whatever reasons 
Prices only valid with this coupon 

Service HOTLINE (0533) 470059 
DART Computer Services 

me 

105 London Road 
LEICESTER LE2 0PF Computer Services 

^REALITY L 
PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE 

Merry Christmas, readers! Welcome to Reality. Did you know that Reality 
is a P.D Company that only sells the best Public Domain Software? Not to 

mention delivering 1st class post. ANY disk you choose contains 
QUALITY software. After all, only the best is good enough for you! 

MUSIC 
WOe I Jesus On E's 12} 

WOe? Legalize It 2 (2} 

WCWJ Crystal Symphonies 

MOM LS D Total K*os 

MOO5 L.S. D Techno Warrior C * 1200} 

M00* Kerfrtns MuJlimeftamix 

MOOT Rolling (2) 

MOOR Sped Out 

WWW A M*gt PadY Winners 

MOtn Shamen Muse Ary Mountain 

ANIM 
A001 Savings Certificate* 1+1200} 

A002 Jogger - Magician 

AOQi Speed limit 3 Meg L l} 

A004 F39 + Rocking Chair * Newton 

12 DISKS 

3-10 DISKS 

I ]+ DISKS 

21+ DISKS 

£1.75 
£1.50 

£1.25 
£0,99 

POSTAGE PACKING 

UK + 50P 
EUROPE + £1.00 

DEMOS 
DOW Desert Drams (2} (+1200) 

porn 242 Demo 

D002 Neural Assault 

POO? Spacebars 

DOftf Sanity VM1.C (+1200) 

tXJOfi Continental Tech Dance 

DOOo Demo Download (2) 

DQ07 Anarchy Flower Power 

D00S CbuMrophdbia 

D009 Talent (LEU 

PQ10 Hardwired (2) 

DOS I Mind warp 

DO 12 Anarchy Kitchen 

DOl 3 Melon Human Target 

D014 Liquid Reflex i+ I2W) 

DQI5 Timezorw(2) 

Ml* Ray of Hope (2) 

LXII7 WildfireMepdicrno 

DO I & Andromeda Demo 

IK5I9 Complex Demo 

D020 Atomz OddeiNV (5) 

UTILITIES 
vm D COPY VL0 (+1200) 

1002 Land Builder 

0002 Protracker 

1)004 No Limits Slideshow' 

U005 Dope Iniro-maker 

UOOfr Kick U 

m 
pin^ci mnm 

iSOO! Melon Prism 

SfK)2 Comic An 2 

S' KU Sanity Comp Winner*. 

S004 Ghost 2 (2) 

$805 The Gathering (+1200) 
$0Oh SraetyfydUusions 

50ii7 Sileni-wSlideshfiw 

SCO® Machines of Wat 

S00M Speed Machines 

80JG Ag&trqn4 

I SOt I Agatron 6 

SO) 2 Agatmn 1! 

SOU AgatronlZ 

GAMES 
GOO] Wibble World Giddy 

G002 Hcll/onc 

G002 L C-D. Dreams 

G004 Crazy Sue 2 

GW- Pom Pom Gunner 

jGOOq Quick * Silva 

G007 Super Twititris 

G00g 8 Game Compilation 

ht^B IMP 
Aim L’SERST USE KICK l+3 

TO KLIN A3OO PROGRAMS 

ORDERING YOUR 
QUALITY SOFTWARE 

Please make your Cheques or 

Postal orders payable to;* 

"Reality" 
3 Manor Road, 

Taunton, Somerset 
TA1 5BB 
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FOR THE REST IN PUBLIC DOMAIN & CD ENTERTAINMENT, NO-ONE ELSE COMES CLOSE 

SOFTWARE 

£ l 
CD 1 f 
CD 

< 
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48,000 MEMBERS!! 

NEW IN! DEMO CD 2 
Another stunning compilation of new 
PD products. This one is even better 
than the first! Over 600MB of Data! 

Get it now for £19,99 +■ 75p P-+P 

NEW IN! CDPD Volume 31 
Fish from F761 to Rf9(L ready to run ' 

from the CD! Also includes dozens of { 
high quality 24 bit scans plus Ham and ! 

AG A HB versions & MUCH MORE! \ 
for only £19.99 + 75p P+P! 

THE 17 BIT COLLECTION 
This double CD collection contains 

1700 disks from our own library' from 
disk 0001 to 2301, All the classics art? 

included, as well as hundreds of great 
FD games. Demos, Music etc 

Yours For Only £39.99 + £1.00 P+P 

UTILITY DISKS 
+263.1 PREMI ER PICS 
Soccer Cards TVpe G ame 
X2635 UCHESS 
AGA Onlv Chess 4 MEG 
+2637 SKIDMARKS 
Iron Man Stewarts Clone 
*2639 CP. MANAGER 
Superb 0, P Management Sim 
+2646 Bond mine 12 
Bouldeniash Clone 
+2630 BILLY BURGLAR 
Good Platform Game 
♦ 265B (AB) STARBASE 13 
Monkey Island in Space- 
+2639 RED DWARF QUIZ 
Trivia Quiz of series 
.2681 POPEYE 
CLHSsk Arcade Conversion! 
Needs Fast Ram 
+2692 ROAD TO HELL 
SupcrSprim Racing Clone 
+2711 INTENSE 
Alien Brred PD Clone 
Wri tten in SEUCK 
+2715 DINOWAR 
Dinosaur Trivia Quiz 
+2740 SPECCY GAMES 
lands of Classics for use 
with Speccy Emulator 
X2747 (AB) MOTOROLA INVDR 
AG A Only Space Invaders! 
+2753 (AB) MR MEN OLYMPICS 
Excellent Decathlon Clone 
With Mr Men! 
+2765 ESCAPE FROM DOOM 
NICE RPC TYPE GAME 
+2770 FATAL MISSION II 
Nice Shoot Em Up 
+27*0 7YRAD 
Neat Puzzle Game Like Puzznik 
+2790 MENTAL IMAGE 1 
1200 Compatible Games Comp, 
+2791 MENTAL IMAGED 
1200 Compatible Games Comp 
X2797 (ABC) KLONDIKE AGA 
Superb Game for AGA only! 

AMIGA ANIMATIONS 
+2559 (AB! MONTY PYTHON 
How Not to be Seen Sketch 
+2591 BAIT MASKING AMIN 
Schwartz Strikes Again 
+2621 SUNJETS ANIM 
Craig Collin!* Anim 
+2630 ALVIN AEROSOL ANIM 
Good Catluorc At Lima (ion 
+2652 WEATHERMAN ANIM 
Nice Spoof Animation 
+2677 (AB) ON THE GREEN 
Golfing Goes Drastically Wrong! 
+2684 Circus Anim 
Like Boat, Xmas etc. 
+2754 (ABCm LAST STAND 
Fantastic 3 Meg Anim. Must be 
seen to be believed! 
+2756 3 WAVS STOP SMOKING 
Sick, But Fun! 
+2773 ATTACK! 
1.5 MB Anim Schwartz Style 

+2694 NO SAMPLER? UTILS 
Make The Most of your Amiga 
without hardware samplers, 
+2698 HD CLICK V2.53 
Nice menu program for HD's 
+2699 PP MiNICRUNCH 
PD Powerpacker Clone 
X27O0 AGA Graphics Utils 
Converters etc for AGA 
+2702 POO LS WIZARD VLB 
Win loads of cash, hopefully 
+2705 RDPRRP 
Get Prrpping those drives! 
+2710 SPECTRUM EMUL 1.7 
AGA Compatible Emulator 
+2712 MENDMASTER 3 
Make your own di^k menus. 
+2713 UTILITY DISK MAKER 
Utils for creating disks. 
*2717 MUSIC ENGINE 
Make vour own music 
+2720 GAMETAMEft V4.59 
Latest games cheats At sokes 
+2725 SPIDERSOF7 UTILS 
Includes Landscape Designer! 

*2726 TELESCROLL UTIL 
For use with video work 
+2727 TELE T1TLER 2 (HI RES) 
Video Tiller 
-2728 TEL TITLER 2 (LO RES) 
+2732 AMILOGO 
Programming Language 
+2734 ICONS PLUS#I 
Icons to use on vour disks 
+2735 ICONS PLUS 12 
More Icons to use 
+2736 ICONS PLUS #3 
Ewn nnirc icons! 
+2737 AZ SPELL V2.0I 
Good Spell Checker 
+2739 DIGITAL ADDRESSER 
KS2.0 only folks 
+2748 ED WORD V4.0 DEMO 
Demo of a vetv nice text editor 
+2755 EASYCALC+ 
KS2.0 Spreadsheet, Excellent! 
+2763 PARNET GUIDE 
How to set up a pamet link 
+2767 TEXTENGINE V4.1 
Most excellent word processor! 
+2774 MAGNUM CREATOR t.7 
Make vour own disk magv 
+2778 OCTOMED V5.0 DEMO 
Demo «J a powerful tracker. 
+2779 POWERLOGO 1.3 
Another programming Language 
+2783 AMIBASE PR0 2VLS 
Great Database Utility 
+2784 OCTATUTOR 
Tuition for Oc tamed Users 
+2785 MAGIC WORKBENCH 
Transform your W'B, Supeib 
+27B6 RUSH 
Great hard drive utils disk 
+27*8 AMBUSH L03a 
Resizes Intuition Windows After 
Changing WB font sizes. 
+2789 ASTRO 22 V3.5 
Updated Astronomy Program! 

DEMO DISKS 
+2544 TRSI MISERY 
Excellent Red Sector Lnc Demo 
*2560 (AB) DEMON DOWNLOAD 
The latest offering from silenis, 
+2597 TECHNOLOGIC DEATH 
Hard core dance track demo 
+2600 (AB) ALCHEMY RAGE 
Shades of Qdvssev Here, 
+2601 BOUNDLESS VOID 
A nice submission hum mekm 
*2666 RHYTHMIC ORGY 
Plenty of music on this disk! 
+2668 (AB) LEX GOUDSMTT H 
The Sequel! Basic, Bui a laugh! 
X2672 RETINA EURO I DEMO 
Nice AGA Demo 
+2675 1AB) ENDLESS MELODY 
Hemroidt latest PD offering 
*2683 SANITY INTERFERENCE 
Verv nice demo here. 
*2718 EA1RLIGHT 242 DEMO 
Stunning new effects! 
+2743TECHNO MODULES*! 
Includes re-mixed hits 
+2744 TECHNO MODULES #2 
More hitv 
+2745 TECHNO MODULES #3 
Yup, more re hashed techno. 
+2746 TECHNO MODULES *4 
lust a few more,. 
+2747 TECHNO MODULES *5 
Last in the series! 
+2749 SHORT MODULES DISK 
Loads of tunes 
X2759 POINT OF SALE 
Great Euro AGA demo 
X276I CHROMAGIC DEMO 
Another dose for wur A1200 
*2672 EXTENSIONS DEMO 
Another cool demo 
+2769 (AB) RETINA SOURCE 
Source code for Euro I demo 

IDtCATtOXAL 
+2373 WORLD GEOGRAPHY 
Good Educational program 
+2479 StNGALONG RHYMES 
Jack ik Jill etc 
+2451 THE LITTLE TRAVELLER 
Info on places world wide 
+2523 MATHS ADVENTURE 
Solve puzzle* to continue 
+2533 STIRLING ENGINE 
See how an engine works 
+2723 BACK TO SCHOOL #3 
Good Educational Compilation 
+2724 BACK TO SCHOOL *2 
A compilation of educational 
programs for voting kid$ 
+2741 HIGHWAY CODE 
Aiks questions on the code 
+2772 (AB) DISCOVERY ATOM 
Hyperbook educational disk all 
about the atom 
+2795 (AB) READ AND LEARN 
The story oil three little pigs with 
speech, wotds and pictures. 
*2796 JUNIOR MATHS 
Great maths tutor for kids 

SLIDESHOWS 
+2545 REVELATIONS SLIDES 
This one is a must!! 
+ 2562 HAM PICTURES 
Loads of different HAM pics 
+2565 CAPRI SLIDESHOW 
The Beginning of a cult following 
+2577 CY NO STIC AGA SLIDES 
Yup, You guessed,., 
X25S0 N1GHTBREED AGA 
Loads of pk* for vour A1200 
X2581 N1GHTBREED AGA 
Second in the series 
+2607 AGA FERRARI SLIDES 
Ferrari fans onlv! 
X2653 FIT CHICKS SLIDES 
12flfl only Sorry Folks (2 disks) 
+2657 CAPRI SLIDES U 
More hot car pit's! 
+2664 PHANTOMWARB PtCS 
Good quality collections of pics 
+2695 AKIRA PICS E 
Some more of those cult pics 
+2714 MAGIC FACTORY SLIDES 
High quality slideshow 
+2771 CAPRI SLIDESHOW EH 
The 3rd in this popular series 
X2776 tABCD) AKIRA AGA PICS 
Loads of 1 hem cute Akira Birds 
+27ftl BABYLON 5 SLIDESHOW 
Nice screens from the series 
X2787 FREAKS BODYSHOP 
Some ven- nice AGA Girlies! 

CLASSICS 
+651 MENTAL HANGOVER 
The first lop selling demo ever! 
+659 REBELS COMA 
First of its t\pc, Si robs/Rave, 
+913 PHENOM1NA ENIGMA 
Another highly rated demo 
*976 AT THE MOVIES ANIM 
This one made Schwartz! 
+1574 (ABCD) ODDYSSEY 
Took the demo world bv storm 
.1562 (AB) HARDWIRED 
Another Mega last k demo 
+ 1592 (ABCD) AT THE MOVIES II 
Schwartz's Spectacular Sequel! 
*1604 RAZOR 1911 VOYAGER 
Great top demo 
+ \m ANDROMEDA DOS DEMO 
Another Tkmdesv Classic 
+ 1893 KRESTMASS LEFTOVERS 
The 1992 Anarchv Party Winner 
+2268 (AID JESUS ONE'S 
A new mend setter 
+2371 STATE OF THE ART 
The new h veikol Dance Demos 

GET 21 DISKS 

UR MORE FOR ri 
ONLY £1.00 

EACH AND GET ^ 
1 DISK FREE - - 

WITH EVERY ID 

YOU ORDER 

% 

BY FAX 
(0924)200943 

Please leave your order 
and credii card details 

NEW IN FROM THE l.S.A! 
1 his t H k i 'ivtaiiv-, thi* cntirv WIIM I and 

AB20 Archives in one stunning compilation 
i i^nlaifi* moiv ^imts (ban vour Lx.ii arcade, | 

a* well as thimviiul> or Vi I’C. • ; hlsand 

all the Euro Demos rdt a+ed a! The Gathering | 
93! Thb collection can’t be beaten at 

£19,99 + 75p P+P 

NEW IN! MULTIMEDIA TOOLKIT!! 
This CD contains all you need for your own [ 

Multimedia Productions! Thousand?* of 
clipart images in colour and Bir W, even 

scaleableart! I lundneds of Adobe. Postscript I 
k CL Fonts are also included, not to mention | 

the 750 Modules & 23O0 SFX 
Only 09.99 + 75p P+P 

DEMO CD 
Over 650 MEG of demos, cliparts, music, 

slideshows, games and utilities. Not to 

mention aver 1000 modules! £19.99 + 75p P+P 

CD 32 USERS, DO.VT DESPAIR! i 
Check out Pinball Fantasies! The smash hit [ 
pinball Min is now available in 256 colours 

for the”32- Yours for 09 99 + 75p P+F 

OY! GET AN UPDATE 
to your door every 6-8 weeks 

containing details of all the new FD roK-ases 
h a few new ufcds for you to play with! 

I year Sub for £9 99 (UIO £19 99 IRO W> 

AMFM 16 NOW AVAILABLE! 
The Definitive Amiga/Midi Musk 

Dickmag. £2.50 (Mag) Or £4.00 
(Mag and Sample disk) 

M) imjitm & TJKXTUKE3 
7 Dhks of luiugiiH} Fonu.it BD&bJuClO <Sc 

textures ull urchiwd [>o |httjrtf!» toudu ituffud 
on each disk! £10.00 iuc P+P 

FINAL FRONTIER 3 
* * Calling All S-iar Trek Fans * + 

T.F.F Is a dedit .ited Trek mag on 4 packed I 
disks, (in; hides exclusive artwork bv none 

other than Tobias Richter! £6.95 

ASSASSINS GAME DISKS 
Easily the most papular games 

compilations around today. VVc now stock 
the entire range up to disk 135 - that's 

around 500 games! See disk prices below 
for single/ quantity prices. 

DONT FORGET! 
We also slock new ivleascs nil Amigo! 

Check out the prices below cm just u .small 

selection of what we have! Hired Guns 

£25.99 Space Hulk £26.99 Comh.il Air 

Patrol £23.99 Overdriw CIS,99 

FRONTIER £22.99 

ALIEN BREED H (AGA) £22,99 

ALIEN BREED II £18.99 

LSD LEGAL TOOLS COLLECTION j 
We now slock LSD disks up la number I 

140. These disks are ail invaluable 

source for uncommon utilities. 

See below for disk prices 

BV POST 
Please send Cheques/PCFs to> 

17 BIT SOFTWARE 
1 st Floor Ofifices* 

2/8 Market Street, Wakefield. 
West Yorkshire WF1 1DH 

DISK PRICES 
I to 10 flicks t l.>0 Each 

II to 20 Disks £1.25 Each 
21 Dijib or More £1.00 t ach 

I FREE DISK 

WITH EVERY 10 YtH BEY 



DO 

• 9* concise 

• Detail as best you can the actual problem 

• Where applicable, describe the sequence at 

events that caused the problem 

• Give details of the equipment you are using 

(including which version of Workbench you are 

using and which model of Amiga you have). 

• Make sure your question is relevant and 
wouldn't be more easily solved by the dealer you 
bought the goods from. 

231 

Whatever your problem (as long as it is Amiga-related) we are here to solve it. Scribble down your woes and send 

them off to us at: workbench, Amiga Format, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon bai 2BW. 

DON'T 

• Tell us all about your aunty Ethel for three 

pages and then eipUin your problem. 

• Write in with questions like *1 added a hard- 

drive to my machine and it doesn't work - what 

should I do". (Which machine? Which drive?) 

• Send an SAE expecting a personal reply 

The chances are extremely slim. 

Please bear these plaints in mind and remember 

that we are trying our best to help you. 

GVP’s AS30 can make your A500 fatter than 

but it won't give you AG A graphic support. 

1200, 

A SAD 
From: John and Paul Walker* Essex 

As our A500 is becoming outdated we are planning 

to update it. We are probably going to buy a GVP 

A530 Turbo hard drive at the Future 

Entertainment Show and I Hits wondering if this 

would run 32-bii CD software as it says that it has 

32-bit RAM. 

Also, is it necessaiy to have 1Mb of chip RAM 

fitted to use the CD drive? We were thinking of 

having the Pro Agnus from WTS fitted to the 

machine, would it be possible to fit the AA chipset 

to the machine but through a device like a ROM 

sharer so that we could switch between modes? 

To begin with, it isn't possible at all to upgrade the 

A5G0 with the AtiA chipset. Sorry, This also means 

that vou will not be able to run any CD* software 

From: Joseph McGill, Whithyt N Yorks 

I have an A50Q and I have a few questions to ask: 
1, Is there any way that I can use PCMCIA cards 
on my machine? 
2. Is it worth buying an external CD-ROM drive. If 
so, will ft run Amiga CD32 CDs? Will there ever be 
CD-RAM? 

I always hesitate to say there is no way to do 
something, because no sooner have the maga¬ 
zines hit the shelves than my desk disappears 
under a mountain of circuit diagrams and 
Maplins part numbers sent in by people trying to 
prove me wrong. However, in this case I can, 
without fear of avalanche, say that there is no 
way you can use PCMCIA cards on your AS00, 

Is If worth buying a CD-ROM drive? Well, it 
depends if you are going to buy some CD ROMS 
as well. The A570 drive will not enable you to run 
CD32 games which use AGA graphics, and since 
all of the CD32 releases will use AGA graphics, 
you won't be able to play any of them. An exter 
naf CD-ROM drive will support CDTV titles 

with your machine. The A570 drive will allow you 

to run CDTV software on your AiOO, and that is 

what you need I Mb of Chip RAM for. The A530 is 

a good drive, but haring 32-bit RAM only means 

that it is much faster, it doesn't mean that it can 

emulate a 32-bit machine. Your best bet is to 

upgrade to an A1200. 

MYRMOUSE I WVIS °iy 
From; Paul Davis, Street, Somerset 

My mouse for my Amiga 1200 is starting to fade 

out and 1 think it may be time to replace it. I haw 

noticed that there are a number of three-button 

mice now available, and since I am beginning to 

get involved in programming the idea of a third 

button appeals to me, 

What 1 want to know is if the Amiga supports 

the third button, and how I would be ahle to make 

use of 1L 1 might like to configure it as a replace¬ 

ment for the shift key- 

The Amiga does indeed recognise the third but¬ 

ton, it is configured as pin five on the Amiga 

mouse port. Unfortunately* Amiga DOS does not 

support it directly, so the only way you could use it 

is via your own programs* 

CAN YOU GREP IT? 
From: R Smithers* Guildford* Surrey 

I own an Amiga 1200* and a lovely thing it is too, 

but now 1 need to be able to run UN DC So* what 

fully working versions of UN DC are there for the 

Amiga range, and what is the minimum configura- 

Continued overleaf 

Unlike some magazines we won't just concentrate 

on the areas of expertise we are most familiar 

with, we will take on any problem (as long as 

there is an Amiga involved in ft). We have even 

enlisted the help of Commodore's Chief Engineer 

for those particularly tricky questions. As you can 

understand, we do get a lot of questions. If you 

want to get yours noticed, here are a few tips: 

PCMCIA cards are a useful and relatively cheap way 

of adding memory to an A600 or A1200. 

though, including the large collections of PD soft¬ 

ware on disk. 
It Is also possible, with a bit of cunning, to 

use PhotoCDs with the AS70. It may be a better 
idea to buy a new machine though - if you only 
want to buy a CD drive to play games, you will be 
better off getting a CD32. 

CD-RAM? If you mean read/write CDs, then 
they already exist although the drives are a bit 
expensive at the moment (£3,500). 

IF YOU HAVE A QUERY... 

• Frequency. If a lot of people seem to be 

having problems with their Supersonic KY3000 

printers then we will print one letter and the 

definitive answer, encompassing all the most 

frequently posed problems 

• Difficulty. If the problem is actually some¬ 

thing which only someone with some insider 

technical knowledge would be able to solve, ft is 

more likely to be answered in these pages than a 

problem which arises simply because you haven't 

read the necessary documentation 

t impact. Quite simply* a question which 

involves you not being able to use your machine 

or some peripheral or software at all will be given 

a higher priority over a difficulty which is little 

more than a slight inconvenience 

Nick v«tch 

At Amiga Format 

we aim to answer as 

many questions as 

we possibly can 

every month, and 

hopefully to sort out 

all your problems. 

Of course there are 

always more ques¬ 

tions than answers* 

so we have to 

prioritise queries 

according to the 

following factors: 
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tion I need to run it? I don't mind upgrading or 

even buying a second Amiga, but does the 030 ver¬ 

sion of the A40OO have an MMU built in? Can you 

tell me what else 1 will need? 

There was a UNIX port called MI NIX which 

appeared on the Amiga scene a few years ago. I 

think there is still a demo of it floating around at 

17 Bit Software (0924 366982). However, this ver- 

sion did not support hard drives, which was a little 

sill% to say the Least. 

Anyway, the good news is that a new PD UNIX 

port is to be released ven shortly* going by the 

name LINUS. It promises to be fully compatible, 

and the fact that it is free will help cushion the 

financial blow of the equipment you will need to 

buy to run it. 

You do not need to buy another Amiga, but 

you are correct in assuming that you will need an 

MMU, Probably the best solution is to gel an accel¬ 

erator For your A12HO featuring a full 66030 chip, 

such as CAT's A1230 card (or alternatively you 

could splash out on an A4000/04Q). 

DAMAGED DRIVE 
FROM: Toby Wallis, Bast Idem. Essex 

Just recently my Amiga has been giving me some 

trouble. I seem to be getting random read/write 

errors. During loading, my AfiOQ will stream at me 

and then say that the disk has an error on a com¬ 

pletely random track. AH three copies of Deluxe 

Paint that I have access to do not work very' often 

although my Amiga Format Govcrdisks seem to be 

line. Do you think 1 will need to gel a new internal 

drive for my machine? 

Yes* it certainly sounds as though your drive is 

badly damaged and that you will have to replace it. 

DPamt tV can print out in colour, but surely everyone 

knows that black is best? 

UP THE SWANEE 
From: North Lancs, Leonard Cheshire Home 

Please van you help. We have an A60G and an HP 

Deskjel 550e printer, but we cannot serin to print 

out in colour on the Amiga, We can print in colour 

only using our other machine, an Archimedes, We 

wrote to Commodore and the) gave ns the correct 

printer driver, but still Deluxe Paint will only print 

out in glorious black and white. 

Please can yon help? Onr residents are keen to 

produce artwork and prim it out. At the moment 

we are using disks tip at a tremendous rale because 

we have to save everything in the hope that one 

day we will be able to print in colour, 

Hmmm If you have the correct driver then you 
should Ik* able to prim out Ok. Are you sure that 

you have set up your preferences correctly? Under 

Workbench 2 the printer preferences are split into 

two parts. The second part is called PrinlerGFX. In 

i h is utility you need to cycle the Shade gadget until 

it says "colour". Obviously* you also need to select 

colour printing from the Deluxe Point requester. 

ERRORS. WE ALL make them. Well* I don't (not 

unless you count going for that Banana Split at the 

team meal I hut I am told that lesser mortals make 

them all the lime. Since 1 have had so mam ques- 

turns about errors (Mr Payne* Sean Gray, 

f Hi/simniiMis..,) I thought we would spend some 

more mm* going over them 

I asc month K gave you a rompiete list of all the 

errors you are likely to gel, but diminish if you 

Have a runtime error (one lhat occurs while the 

program is actually doing something) il rather 

taken the gloss off your software, especially if you 

waul to let other people use it. 

There are ways to trap errors in AMOS. This 

means that allhough an error has occurred, the 

program doesn't actually stop, but instead control 

a transferred lo a different part of your program. 

This is set up by the following command: 

On Error Proc (label) 

Where the label is a label tu a procedure later in 

the prirgram. < insider this simple Listing: 

ON Error Proc mistake 

Do 

Input "Inter two numbers *ja,h 

Print a;- divided by "jbt " gives 

*;a/b 

Loop 

Procedure Hi stoke 

Print "You have tried to divide by 

iero* 

Resume Next 

End Proc 

failing this the best solution is to get hold of 

sonic primer enhancement soil ware. Not I** mg 

ones to shrink from blowing our own immpei, 

may I suggest that von take advantage of ihe 

TuiboPrint Professional offer that we haw been run¬ 

ning in our magazine for the last three months. If 

you missed it give our Mail Order department a 

call on 0158 73279, 

FOUR MEG FEVER 
From: Anon, Cambridge 

I need help and I need it now . I have just finished 

reading your explanation of memory in Arnica 

Format 52 and have discovered that mv old, dust- 

filled relic of an A500 can be expanded to 1Mb. 

I need this and I need it quickly. I ain desperately 

fed up of getting “Not Enough Memory” mes¬ 

sages, Please tell me where I can get it. 

I'm not sure why you wish to remain anonymous. 

The trade in memory expansions for the Amiga 

300 is not riel) illegal. Swarms of Special Branch 

officers do not pore over even page of AF scan¬ 

ning for names and addresses of “users", Mavbe 

you are just embarrassed dial you have such an 

inadequate amount of memory and you think 

there is some shame attached to needing an 

'extension'. Anyway* You can get a Supra RAM 

expansion from First Computer Centre (0332 

319444). Prices start at £159.99 for 2Mh* up to 

£319,99 for a full 8Mb. 

From: Ryan Tracty\ Australia 

Is there a device which I could pm between my 

trapdoor slot and my A50! expansion so that I can 

switch between a half and one meg of Chip RAM 

Th» program will happih work away giving 

you the answer* to your division question* until 

you try to divide by aero (which is, of course, if not 

entireh impossible. certainly branching out into 

mm-Euclidian ideas about the spatial nature of 

mathematics). At thai point a diimun by zero error 

will be flagged, but instead of exiling the program* 

AMOS will notice vour “On Error” 

coininand and will jump to your procedure. After 

informing you of ihe error of your ways, Ihe 

resume command will clear the error, Ihe prorc- 

dure will terminate and von wfU be returned to 

the loop. 

However, this is not really a very nice way to 

deal with errors - it would be muc h better to 

terminate them be foie they ever occur- t t insider 

this listing: 

Do 

Input "Enter two numbers *;a*b 

If b*0 then mistake 

Print a#* divided by *;bj * gives 

“?a/b 

Loop 

Procedure Mistake 

Print "You have tried to divide by 

aero" 

b-1 

End Proc 

No error messages are generated, because the 

error is prevented from occurring in the first 

place. Much nicer. 



(1 know that I need a I Mb Agnus), I want to be 

able to use ihe ,4570 CD-ROM drive without losing 

full software compatibility, 

it is a rare piece of software nowadays that won't 

run with 1Mb of Chip but I take the point 

Thankfully, Chris H antes, who is probably better 

known For PC-Task, has already solved this prof>- 

lem, amt even belter, he has reteased his efforts 

into the Public Domain, 

The program you want is railed Degmder, and it 

will enable you to downgrade your machine’s con¬ 

figuration to the lowest of the tow without ever 

haring to unplug anything, 

Tiii not too sure of the best PD libraries in 

AustraliaP but if you have a modem you can contact 

Chris direct at: 

bytcy t& we rple ,apana. i»rg. an 

Anyone else with the same difficulties in the UK 

ran find Degraderat all the good PD libraries. 

This doesn't mean dial the “On Error" busi¬ 

ness isn't very useful. It can be very handy 

indeed when you are debugging vcmit software. 

In certain cirrumstancem there are a number of 

errors which rould potentially occur. 

Each runtime error has a unique error num¬ 

ber (those were the figure* in bracket* in last 

month’* explanation of errors). There » an 

AMOS function which will give you the current 

error number, in case there are several potential 

error* which may occur. 

In this case use the following statement; 

x . ERRS 

Which will give the variable x the value of the 

error, for you to do with what you will. 

Now I have some good new* and then some 

had new*. The bad news in that this is the last 

regular AMOS answer*. The sad thing is that so 

many of you arc getting on quite well enough 

without AMOS that we just aren't getting many 

question's any more. You can still send your 

AMOS questions to the Workbench pages, but 

vou wilt have to track down the answers in 

amongst queries about printer drivers and hard 

drive* Ini afraid. 

The good new*? E scored 190 million on the 

Twilight Zone pinball machine yesterday 

lunchtime. 

PC UNK UR 
brum: Darren Homer, Newcastle upon Tyne 

My father owns a PC equipped with a hard drive. 

Would it he possible to use a program such as 

CnmDot to copy my Amiga software on to this 

drive? How would it be possible to access the soft¬ 

ware from the Amiga? What software would 1 need 

and how much would it cost? 

You could copy your Amiga software on u> the PC 

hind drive* but accessing the software would be a 

problem. If you bad two Amiga* you could simply 

use Parncl and cable the parallel ports together. 

However, to successfully network vour Amiga to a 

PCI, you will probably need some Novell netware 

and a couple of Ethernet cards - in other words it 

is far more expensive than huring a 100Mb hard 

drive for your present Amiga. Unless of course, 

anyone else knows better? 

Crof*DQ$ enables to the Amiga to treat PC disks if if 

they were almost normal. 

From: Adrian Bertiastmte, 

Sharehatn-BySea* West Sussex 

I am having problem* with my A1200* I am trying 

to install the game ITings on to my A1200 hard 

drive, but when 1 run the disk installation program 

I keep getting the following error message: 

"RAM:T already exists Reel2:c/makedir 

failed return code 20". 

The game itself seems to work perfectly when 

loading from disk. 

You have nothing to worry' about - it’s just a case 

of a badly written installer. All you should need to 

do is delete the offending directory, which is auto¬ 

matically set up under WB2.0 and over. Enter the 

CLI and type the following; 

ASSIGN T: RAM: 

DELETE RAM:T ALL 

Then you can exit ihe C1J and run the install pro¬ 

gram as usual. 1 don’t have a copy of ttfngx to test 

this on, so do let me know if you have anv more 

problems, 

INCLUDES NOT 
INCLUDED 

From: Darren b\ Suffolk 

I recently purchased a PD *C compiler for my 

A1200, hoping to get into sortie serious coding, lint 

] can’t use the software fully because I need the 

Include files, What are these files, where can I get 

them, why weren’t they included (excessive rant 

ing edited out)... as standard? 

The Includes are a set of system specific routines 

which perform certain functions. For example, the 

STDfO Include handles standard input-and out¬ 

put, such as printing characters on the screen. 

When this Include is used in conjunction with a 

'C' program, the main c<xle does not need to 

know how the Amiga handles its output to the 

screen, because the Include takes care of it. * 

This helps make the ‘C’ language very trans¬ 

portable (for example a simple (I program written 

on the PCI should work equally well on an Amiga, a 

Mac, a Sparc or anything) anti also means that 
each different platform has to have its own library 

of Include Jiles, 

Commodore undertook the laborious task of 

writing these Include files, when they were creat¬ 

ing the operating system (or more precisely 

Metacomco) and so they don’t want to just give 

them away. If vou were to buy a commercial pack¬ 

age, such as 5AS/C* you would get the Include 

files, but only because the company that produced 

that version had paid a licensing fee. 

If you wunt the set for your machine, you must 

buy them From Commodore, IF you send a cheque 

For £25 to Commodore Software Support, 

Commodore House, The Switchback, Gardner 

Road, Maidenhead. Berks. Sl,f> 7XA, along with 

details about your model of Amiga (there are dif¬ 

ferent versions for L3, 2*0, 3i) machines), they will 

send you hack an Includes pack. 

NO PAL OF MIME 
from; Rodger Wyber* Bickleigh 

I have had my Amiga for about six months and I 

am experiencing some problems. I had an Atari 

1040 before and used a Canon BjlQcx with it, 

which I now use on my A1200. The problems i 

have are: 

I. When I prim it takes about five or six minutes 

for a single page of text. It seems fine on DPaint, 

but too stow with Pen Pal 

% The keymap is set on American. Howr do I 

change it? 

3. Whai equipment wit] I need to sample and 

sequence on my Amiga? 

4. What happened to all the A1200 game* that were 

promised? 

OK, there is some diversity there. I'm glad you 

have upgraded from an ST. Let's sec if I can 

answer your queries: 

1. Throw Pen Pal away. There is nothing wrong 

with your printer or your computer, just the pro¬ 

grammers who wrote Pen Pui (Jet yourself a copy 

of Wordwwth or Final Copy. 

2. Open up your devs: drawer cm Workbench, One 

of the drawers in this is called Kevinaps. Open this 

and look for lile called gb. If U isn’t there, then 

you will need to copy it from the Storage floppy' 

into this drawer. 

3. You will need a MIDI interface and a sampler. 

Continued overleaf 

The keymaps can be found in the relevant DEVS: drawer, 

but check your Input preference* too. 



The AMA5 unit from Microdeal is a combined 

sampler anti MIDI interface and represents good 

value for money, 

4. We are expecting to see plenty more A1200 

gaunt's in the not loo distant future. 

From; Abttl Chowdwy, Lufvtt 

I am a student taking GCSE TitKiioIo^. As pan 

of mv course I have to produce a project vKich 

Kill count for half of the total marks. 

I want to make a mouse switcher device which 

will work with analogue joysticks too. I know there 

are similar devices available (tike the Kobnshift). 

but I am unable to get any information on it. Also, 

I don't know- much about analogue to digital con¬ 

verters, Can you help? 

You wouldn’t believe how many letters 1 get from 

people wanting me to do their technology projects 

for them, II I sorted out every one I'd have GCSFX 

HNDs and who knows what else to my credit. I 

know that it can be difficult* though, so I’ll point 

you in the right direction. 

For this project, you don't need to know about 

Analogue to Digital conveners (oj ADCs). If you 

convert the analogue signals from the joystick to 

digital ones, it will just behave like a normal joy¬ 

stick again. 

Your project should consist of two parts. First 

you need u> create a circuit which will sense when 

a button is pressed oil cither device. This could lw 

fairly'simple transistor cirruii. 

Secondly* the output from this will need to 

control a relay or solid state switch component 

which will actually switch between the two sets of 

inputs. However, you will have to supply a through 

voltage to both units, otherwise you will switch 

them off and won't able to test if the buttons are 

being pressed. 

Bin a Mapliits catalogue. There are lots of 

great chips in there. Buy one of those Tandy 

Engineer's Notebooks for transistor circuits too, 

VIRUS WORRIES 

In depth explanation 

LIBRARIES 
AMD 
IThe Libs directory is a system directory ton 

tamed on your Workbench disk and on many 

other bootable disks. Its purpose is to store library 

files. A library is a set of programming routines 

that are frequently used. Instead of having to code 

them into each program, they are compiled into 

one file, Some libraries are actually part of the 

Amiga ROM. but many are to be found on your 

Workbench disk 

2 Some libraries are used by programmers to 

avoid unnecessary work (and who can blame 

them). Libraries such as ARP (Amiga Resource 

Project) provide an easy way to integrate things 

such as file requesters into programs, without hav- 

ing to mess about too much with window 

structures this has the added advantage that if 

everybody uses them, all software becomes simi¬ 

lar, and therefore easier to get into. 

3 The bad thing about libraries is that it means 

some programs won't run on their own, they 

need the relevant library to be present in the libs; 

directory of your boot up drsfc. TNs is not too dtv 

advantageous in the case of libraries supplied with 

Workbench, but can cause some confusion rt the 

library is a Public Domain one, because they will 

have to be copied along with the programs when 

installing software on different disks. 

4Currentfy the most popular libraries in use are 

the decrunch.library and explode.library, which 

are used with compression utilities like Disk Masher 

and other applications. If you do not have the cor¬ 

rect library installed, the utility will not work 

5 Libraries are quite often updated. They are 

usually backwardly compatible but occasion¬ 

ally software will not work with a newer version 

of the library under some operating system. For 

example, Disk masher will not work on an MOO 

with version 6 of the explode library, but it will 

work fine with version 4*4. It Is impossible to 

install two versions of the same library at the 

6 One of the later addttkms to the range of 

libraries is the asl.library, which is included in 

Workbench 2. This is Commodore s answer to the 

Arp.library and is indeed, very much better 

7 The devs, directory is home to device files. 

These are very similar to libraries, but are usu¬ 

ally concerned with the control of hardware 

(although some hardware is controlled by 

libraries, like the Retina graphics card). It ts also 

home to all your keymaps. monitor drivers and 

8 Devices are usually mounted, and this is 

where you will find the “mountlist" file too a 

list which tells AmigaDOS how the devices work 

and in what way to access them This has been 

largely superseded in Workbench 3, because 

devices are mounted directly one at a time from 

I lists. 

9 Another new drawer in Workbench 3 is 

datatypes These are definitions of filetypes 

which allow the Multi View program to play or die 

play them, 

From: Christopher Light, East Sussex 

1 have come arrows a new version of the Liberator 

virus* It performs the following undesirable opera¬ 

tions on a hard disk booting system: 

1. Disables Virus Checker* including v 6,30, 

2. Writes a small lile called .fastdir to the root 

directory* 

3. Writes itself to the G directory as Pit (not Pvl as 

stated in some V'Chccker docs)* 

4* Inserts a line into the startup sequence which 

reads *'br Pvt", 

5* Writes itself lo any writable, bootable disk 

inserted in any drive, 

6* From time to time it alters the protection bits on 

every file on a floppy* so that only the archive bit is 

set and all other bits are off. This makes it a bit 

difficult to use the disk. 

7, It slowly launches background tasks which 

appear to do nothing but eat memory and proces¬ 

sor time. 

H. If you run a program which examines tasks in 

operation, Liberator instantly switches all tasks off, 

preventing you from seeing what is going on. 

It can be destroyed by booting from a write- 

protected floppy containing FTrus Checker 6.30 and 

using the Link File Scan option* Having Vims 

Checker running from your hard-drive bootup 

sequence will not save you. The vims came from a 

PD library, and I would just like to thank them for 

something I could have done without* 

l li.ink you for that information, it is not a virus I 

have come across yet, hut Fm sure a reader will try 

lo supply me with one in some wav or another. 

From: Jason Newsteadj Derh 

I have just bought an A1200 and I need some ques¬ 

tions answered please*: 

1* I am doing a Computer Studies course at college 

and I have to use TurboPascoL I have seen //iSoft 

Pascal for the Amiga, is this compatible? 

2, Do you think it is worth slaving at college doing 

computer studies or should I teach myself how to 

program? 

3* When Commodore produced the A120M they 

gave it 32-bit power, an AG A chipset and a keypad, 

why did they leave out the MIDI interface? 

4. How much does a programmer earn? 

OK then, here we go: 

t. No. not entirely. It depends very much on the 

exact version of IhSoft Posad you are using. You 

will be able to carry out most functions, but some 

of the advanced features of 7 uthoPnscal are not 

compatible with HiSoft Pascal 

2. It probably is. A lot of famous influential people 

like, myself and Sir dive Sinclair never got any 

form of certificate in computing (unless you count 

t>Levels) and look how we turned out! Best stick 

at it. If nothing else it gives you Lime to play atxiut 

with equipment you would never Ik* able to afford* 

3, Because they are shortsighted? The official rea¬ 

son is that it would add a couple of quid on to the 

price €>f the machine for something that only a 

fraction of users actually waul. 

1. U depends. II you had written Microsoft Wirulwus 

then you would be very rich* If you had written 

Archer Maclean's Snooker then you would be able 

lo keep a couple of expensive cars on the toad. It 

depends on how go«Kl you are. but you can make a 

living from it, 

Thai is all we have room for this month. Keep 

your letters coming. • O 



AMIGA 500 OWNERS 
POWER UP! 

Power up your A500 with the very best in Amiga peripherals. Give your computer a new 
lease of life with a hard drive or accelerator plus hard drive from GVR 

These powerful award-winning products plug neatly into your A500 or ASQOplus, giving 
you more storage and more speed. The improvements don't stop there! tn almost every 
area of Amiga operations these GVP peripherals can enhance the performance of your 
A500 or ASOOplus. Both models can upgrade your Amiga's RAM, making operations run 
even faster You can add a PC emulator, (featured below left), which enables you to run 
thousands of PC software titles. Further hard drives, back-up systems and CD-ROM 
drives can also be added via the built-in SCSI interface. The list is endless, GVP's 
HDS+ and A530 are the undisputed premier Amiga peripherals available, 

If you were thinking about upgrading to an A1200 or A400G, think again. With a GVP 
A530 Accelerator upgrade, your A500 will be 14 times faster than a normal A500, 
almost nine times faster than an A1200 and over one and a half times faster than the 

' mighty A4000 030 (see chart below). 

AT NEW LOW PRICES! 

PC EMULATOR 
FOR USE WITH HDB+ Of AS30 

For extra power and flexibility 
you can also use GVPs 
custom expansion slot (mini 
slot) to fit a GVP PC emulator 
This compact circuit board 
lums your Amiga 500 into a 
fully featured PC compatible 
computer, capable of running 
thousands cl PC software 
titles, including Windows and 
MS-DOS 6 
* 00286 16MHf processor 
* Norton Si index of IS 

* Compatible with MS-DOS 
version 3.2 or later 

* Windows 3.x compatible 

* Includes 512K of FAST RAM 
* Built-in video adaptor 

emulates VGA/EGA (mono), 
and Hercules 

* Socket for optional 80287 
co-processor 

* Hard drive compatible 
* Emulation support of Parallel 

and Serial ports, sound, 
realtime dock, CMOS RAM 
and extended memory 

PC EMULATOR 

HARD DRIVES + 
RAM EXPANSION 

A GVP HD8+ Hard Drive will have an immediate 
effect on your Amiga. Where you used to constantly swap 
disks, wait for files and programs to load and sit around waiting 
lor disk accesses, you will now be pushed to keep up with the 
speed of your Amiga. Hard drives are used for the same 
storage purposes as floppy disks, but can hold a great deal 
more information and access this data much more quickly. 
The A50Q HD8+ (pictured above) provides the ultimate in hard 
drive performance, if can also increase the memory of your 
Amiga by up to 8Mb, support up to six SCSI devices and 
provide PC compatible emulation via its custom expansion slot 
(mini slot) see left. 

COMPARISON CHART 

FEATURES/MODEL GVP 
HD&+ 

ICD 
TFUfECTAU 

COMMODORE 
A590 
20m& 

EVESHAM 
REFERENCE 

100 

"TRAHSfER RATE: Kb per stcom) 1068 1028 564 400 

GVPOESiGNIRSmM ✓ 
RAM EXPANSION way 8«r 2vfc 4lto 

MINI SLOT (FOR FUTURE OTMCCM ✓ 
L 

V 
SCSI INTERFACE ✓ ✓ ✓ 

GW PERFORMANCE FaaasJ ROM ¥ 
DEDICATED POWER SUPPLY ✓ ✓ 

PRICES FROM £199 £295 £159 £329 

the undisputed fastest 
Amiga hard drive available in 
the world 7 

Computer Mart April '92 

■Wiihoo! doubt the best hard 
drive available for ihe A500 . p 

Armga Format April '93 

' taken Crum 4nga Gompyftnp, Octet** 19ft 

HD8+ 42Mb HD OMb RAM 

PREVIOUS 

PRtCE 

£243 
£199 

INC VAT - HAR 0840 

nms&SBi 

£343 
£299 ®£399 
|p«c VAT HMHJHiJ [£489 Ihcvat , maa o«j ] 

X H 

40mhz ACCELERATOR + 
HARD DRIVE + RAM EXPANSION 

The GVP A53Q is a unique combination of a Hard Dnve, RAM upgrade 
and an Accelerator, Inside is a full Motorola &8030ec processor running 
at 4Qmhj, making your A5Q0 faster than you thought possible - almost 
nine times faster than an A1200. And. fitting a PGA maths co-processor 
(40MHz 68882, ref: UPG 1982, £129 vat) can improve this still further, 
with some operations being 300 times faster than an A50Q In addition 
you can add up to 8m& of 32*brt RAM, which further enhances 
performance. 

FASTER THAN AN A1200 or A4000 030 
An A500 with the GVP A530 fitted will be considerably faster than either 
the A1200 or A400Q. This is possible because the A530 uses a 40mhz 

E8Q30EC processor, whilst the At200 uses the slower 14.19mhj 68020EC 
processor and the A4G0G-Q3G uses the 25mhz 68030EC processor. 
Features include: 
« 4Qmk* 68030k Processor (the A12Q0 has 

a slower 14mmj6BQ20ec processor) 
• Up to 8wb of 32-bit Memory, 1m of 32-bit Fitted 
• PLUS Same Features as HDB+ 

Mini-slot for Future Expansions, see PC Emulator - far left 
Cut Off Switch for Game Compatibility 
Dedicated Power Supply and Fan Unlike Many Competitors 
Factory Installed Hard Disk 

"I liked the A530 so much 
lhal I bought one" 

CU-Amtga October 
92-97% 

High Speed DMA SCSI 
Controller - Can Handle 
7 Devices 

SYS INFO CPU MIPS 
N SPtXD WTIBEUGt TO EWUWD ASK 

FAST RAM 
GvP s A53C indudn 2 SIMM vxtob tor 
efey Fast RAM ifmtfation One wOc* 
tlfttMTy con tom t» RAM Option Iti 2 « 

1ms arfe. 1 Of 2 I Aim Ctffe Ottering fr». 
4ml or Am DP RAM 

tvs RAM-H9 I 4k* RAM - El79 
INC VAT RAM 3?1 o | INC VAT RAM ??4fi 

A 

A53D 40UH2 68030EC. 42Mb HD, lift RAM 

PREVIOUS 

PRICE 

£493 
£399 

INC VAT ■ HAR 0962 

r,' 

£599 
NCVAT HAH OPl j 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND 

SILICA-THE AMIGA SPECIALISTS 
Birftys yoM wtwi to tuy youf 
Amiga peripherals, *e luggwl you Ihtnfc 

very auvfully about WHERE yflu t*rv 
Ifwm Gamut*® r Whnf n wlM PC l*e n new 
monms nh«w buying Worn, When you may 

w._J- . roqkhfe help and advtM with your no* 

ICE TO purchnw Anfl. Mil Hi* company y&u &uy 
from contact you with d*4aU« of new ptwJuefc? 

At StUca, we ensure Ihwl yew «• have nothing to wonv nboul With, our 
urvtvaAed ciper»fbce and eNpem**. we dan now mewl ou* cwMottwi 
reqi^femen^ vrttfi an underslamdng wh<h a second to none But (Semi 
juspt take our wont tor fl C&mptate end n*tum the «mpon row tor our 
W**1 FREE titnmture and begin » tk{ww» the *SAe* Son*Df‘ 

• COMMODORE APPROVED UPGRADES 
OffcaJ Hafd Dm* irWridw nKin ICI w-iMe wnarty 

• FREE OVERSIGHT DELIVERY 
Ofiati maw wden stepped m fl» UK rartand 

■ TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE. 
A MUD of Amnja technical espem wi &e at yftr 

• PRICE MATCH: 
We match: competitori vu ‘Sam pradud - Same pnet" rass 

• ESTABLISHED 15 YEARS 
We have 1 proven track rpciyfl in protasumi computer ales 

« PART OF A CSOM 4 YEAR COMPANY 
Wish over 200 sun - We are spM return and provable 

• BUSINESS * EDUCATION* GOVERNMENT. 
Volume discounts are iva«laWis T*l: (Ml 38® MM 

* SHOWROOMS: 
Wi haw demonstration and (rawwng teflVtt at alt mu sinus 

• THE FULL STOCK RANGE' 
All ol ymu Ain«ga nqiitrunenK are available from one supplier 

m FREE CATALOGUES: 
Will be rr.fti.lp1 ip you>. with special induced puce Amiga oilers, as 
mii as details on an Amtpi software and pectphtmls 

# PAYMENT: 
We accept most nutar ciede titos, ash cheque cm monthly i&rms 
(APR 29 - written quotes m teouKlI 

MAIL ORDER: 
Qn]m L*m Op*o Ucn SLM 

1-1 The M«ws Hattteitey Rd frdcuc, Kem DAI 4 4QX 
toaw40C|w " 

Tel: Oft 1-309 11lT 
Fit no on-M w* 

LONDON SHOP: 
QE*fp^ Hwt WOh-SW \ 

LDNOON SHOP: 
0p**n Hfluft 

52 Toflettfiam Court Road, London, W1P 08A 
_ No Uw togr* CtoyyB 

Tel: 071-580 4000 
No 071 353 are-' 

SIDCUP SHOP: 
Opftwnq N?u-* MOfrSLri 8 QWffH SQpm 

Seftridges ^ Oxford Sireet. London W1A 1AB T«L 071-621 1254 
I  L*N Nyt »Mid*y ■ toff. PMtfrXU 

1*4 The Mem Halhflfley fin. Sidcup. Kent DAI4 4DX M 061-502 Mil 

ESSEX SHOP; 
Operwgfl Houi Monjn 

l m Ngf* Fnimy • tom 

IPSWICH SHOP: 
Opening hwi Ito 

_ __ F<yt Ho W1-30fl WIT 

KaOdteS Fi,.v:. High Sireet Southend-on-Sea, Essex. SSI 1 LA Til: 0702 466039 
V JQurTi^ jCkgm iSji 'a OQarPH5 OOpmi_LMe NhjW ThtfKtey 7prn Fan No 0702 AiaOJD 

Oebenlums 7m' Roari, Waterloo House. Wesi^tte SI. Ipswich, ipi 3E.H Tet: 0473 221313 
1 9 30WIV9 »pm I,s*t * 00*rH oopni l *T* keqhf ThmvMy - 9pm_F— Ha OtnfflTta d 

To Silica AMFOR-1293-120, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup. Kent DA 14 4D 

PLEASE SEND ME A GVP COLOUR BROCHURE 
MrMrsMiss'Ms Initiate .... Surname 

Company Name (if applicable): -- 

Address .......... 

........... Postcode....... 

let (Home) .... Tel (Work): .*..... 

Wfucti computer(s). il any. do you own1?.......... i2QA j 



computers 

SALES 0302 326073 
HOTLINES 0924 201953 

A1200 
STANDALONE 

NO HDD £279.99 

64Mb 2 r £429.991 

85Mb 2r 
127Mb 2i" 
170Mb 3f 
209Mb 2r 
210Mb 3f £54^9 

250Mb 31" £579^99 

340Mb 3F £609.99 

DESKTOP DYNAMITE 

I £339.99i 

£479.99 

£529.99 
£559.99 

£559.99 

£589.99 
£619.99 
l£654.99 

3? HARD DRIVES 
85Mb 
170Mb 

£199.99 
£229.99 

340Mb 

210Mb 
250Mb 

£269.99 
£319,99 

£349.99 

DJ 310 
DJ 510 
DJ 550C 

£234.99 
£259.99 
£529.99 

12 OD £129.99 
SWIFT 90 
SWIFT 90C £179.99 
SWIFT 200 £199.99 

SWIFT 240 £234.99 
SWIFT 240C £249.99 
COLOUR KIT £39.99 
STAND £29.99 

MEMORY UPGRADES 
ivmjruuuiici* 
FPU 0Mb 2Mb 4Mb 8Mb 

MBX 68881 14i/2MHz 119.99 199.99 299.99 499.99 
MBX 68881 25MHz 134.99 219.99 314.99 514.99 
Accelerators 
MBX 1 ■ 1230XA 40MHz 249.99 329.99 429.99 629.99 
MBX M1230XA 50MHz 359.99 444.99 539.99 739.99 

NEW 
130 MB.£269.99 
170 MB..£309.99 

FROM SOFTWARE DEMON 
200MB......£319.99 
250MB.£349.99 

MICROCENTRE 
20a Westmorland Street Wakefield 
West Yorkshire WF1 1PJ_ 

20 Cleveland Street Doncaster 
South Yorkshire DN1 3ES 

ORDERING DETAILS 
Phone your order on one of our soles 
lines first to ensure a quick service. 
Payment by credit card or cheque 
or postal order . 
Call at our Done cater store for fitting 
while you wolf - call first. 

Pick up and delivery £10 
Fitting £19 
Allow 7 working days tor 
delivery 



A LITTLE BLACK BOOK 
This month vvt- take .1 break from the IsoBIasfet project ami develop a small 

database utilirv in Blttz2. Once again It.nulling Window Events. NewTvjxs and 

liiiMLists are the n it kv bits to an otherwise simple program. 

Blitz 2 can be used to program software without a grip of these less than 

simple topics - but then again, there are perfectly good computers designed 

in the 70s for programming no-frills BASIC code. The Amiga also has various 

languages available for the simpler programs in life, and in true honest Kiwi 

style I have no problems 

This month's task is to create 

a simple address book type 

database program. It 
you want to use it to 

store phone num¬ 

bers of your 

many girl (or 

boy} friends, 

then lair 

enough. of ihe 

among us 

recommending these 

products to virgin 

programmers. 

Which leads 

us to the 

requirements 

less than virgin 

and this month it’s 

irae to get our little black lunik 

iti working order to keep track 

of our sultry amatory con¬ 

quests, Kolladcx style..* 

YOU FIEND! 
The first five lines of the pro¬ 

gram, as usual, require 90 per 

cent of the explanation. The 

problem is we have eight lines 

to store the details of each con- 

MY LITTLE BLACK BOOK VO.O 
BY SIMON ARMSTRONG 
NEWTYPE .fiend 

t$|8] 
End NEWTYPE 

IMPORTANT NOTE 
Those with their keyboards set to an English keymap will have found it diffi¬ 
cult if not near impossible, to achieve the backward apostrophe used in the 
Macro definitions of the IsoBtaster listings. 

After much fooling about l found that with an English keymap set 
(which I don't use In NZ) the A It-Apostrophe combination achieves the 
correct symbol (apostrophe being above the TAB key), whereas the US 
keymap does not require the Alt key to be depressed but has the bade ward 
apostrophe where the UK have their forward one. Verdammt! 

Under Workbench 3, you can easily change to the US keymap or the 6B 
keymap using the Input program in the Preferences drawer on the 
Workbench disk. 

;each record can have 8 lines {OJ} 

Case 3O;c0l=ValiStrmgText$(O,3O)):Gasub printset 
Case 31:wid=Val(StringText$(0P31)):Gosub printset 
Case 32:hi=Val(SlrmgText$(0.32)):Gosttb printset 
Case 33:test=1:Gosub doprintout 

End Select 
if gh>9 AND gh Then i^gli-IO Gosub updatefield 

Until ev=$200 

quest. We then need space for. bin mm, l suppose 5.0(H) such records- This 

number is calculated from ail average of five entries a day for the next three 

vears (we're talking true R<»( k Star status here). 

In standard BASIC we would just dimension a two-dimensional array of 

strings, simple as that. .Although some languages will want to know how long 

each string is going to lx* before the day of entry (sworded talk here) and sub¬ 

sequent K set aside some 5000+6*128 bytes of memory (this software would 

require a minimum of 5Mb to ran???). Blitz 2 isn f one of tfirm - that's for sure! 

Anywav, we'll want so add* delete, search and generally have control over 

our information and hence it's time to bring out the linked lists. 

Dim List u.ftend(5000) 
A .fiend is simply a variable that can store eight strings: we can either 

refer to this as a 'record* in our database or. in Blitz 2 talk, an 'item' in our 

list. Dimensioning a lisi of .fiends means that we now have the ability to add. 

Continued overleaf 

Dim List u.fiend(5000) ;5000 max entries End 

This month Simon Armstrong, Blitz's originator himself, explains a bit more about 

linked lists and outlines how to create a simple desktop application in Blitz Basic 2. 

Dim *ptr.fiend(1G) :pointers for multi column printing 

MaxLen p$=160: MaxLen tS=€4 :frte requester variables 

FindScreen 0 ;u$e workbench 
Gosub setupwrndow 
Gosub newiiend 
eo!=2 
wid=42 
hi=9 
Gosub printset 

Repeat 
ev.l-WailEvent 
It ev~$4Q Then gh= Gadget Hit Else gh=-1 
Select gh 

Case 0 Gosub newfiend 
Case 1 Gosub deletefiend 
Case 2:Gosub!astfiend 
Case 3:Gosub nexfftend 
Case 4:te$t=0:Gosub doprintout 
Case 5:Gosub doload 
Case 6:Gosubdosave 
Case 20:Gosufo search 
Case 21:Gosub nxsearch 

.printset 
Setstring 0,3Q,Slr$(CGl);Redraw 0.30 
SetString 0,31 SlrSl w d) Redraw 0.31 
Setstring 0,32,SlrS(hi) Redraw 0.32 
Return 

:update string gadgets 
;fOr label printing 

controls 

search 
srct)$=UCase$(5tringTexI$(0,2G)) 
ReseiUst u() 

nxsearch 
White Nextltem(uO) 
For i=0 To 7 
If lnstr(UCaseS(u()\t{i]},srchS) Then Pap ForGoto drawfiend 

Next 
Wend 
Return 

get search string 
;start from scratch 

;loop through looking 

nextfiend 
II NOT Nex1ltem(u()) Then Frrstitem u{) 
Gosub draiivfSend:Return 

;roli around 

lastfiend 
If NOT Prevltem(u()) Then Lastllem u() 

Continued overleaf 

t Vv« r*w AO* 

O 



MY LITTLE BLUE BOOK 

rm—pmrfr r^^r^^ips^r™o"n55E“ 
Lav ishing Louise 
23 RedLi9ht Rise-- 
Sleezy S'fdc 

cownents; Luvily lady 

SEARCH STRING: |47~ fNEXT 

COLUMNS: |T" 

WIDTH: [4T 

HEIGHT: |T~ 

|TE$T PRINT XXXXXXX 

Both ftyliih and practical, the Bfiti Address Boofc is the ideal accessory for any Amiga 

about town. It's simple to program, simple to use and comes in five fruity flavours. 

delete and move through these items with single Blitz 2 commands. The list 

processing commands I use in the listing are as follows: 

Nexlitem - move to the next record in the system 

Prcvhem ■ move to tile previous record in the system 

First (tern - move to the first record 

Lastltcm - move to the last record 

Reset List - move to previous of first item (virgin status?) 

ClearList - get married and hum all records 

Ki lilt cm - discard from memory all evidence of that particular conquest 

Addllom - insert a new record into the system 

These commands can also return a (ail value if, for example, there was not a 

next item to go to. Using this feature we can write c<*ic like: 

II NOT Nextltem(u()) Then Rrsfltem u() 
This translates to "go to the next entry, but if we have come to the last 

entrv in the list then weVI belter go hack to the first one", I won’l bother 

translating this any further using our black book analogy... 

O 

o 
o 

Gosub drawtiend 
Return 

deletefiend 
Kill Item u() ;if last item 
If NOT Nextltem( u()) :create a blank one 

If NOT Firstltem(u()) Then Gosub newfiend 

Endlf 
Gosub drawtiend 
Return 

O .newfiend 
it Additem(u{)) 

uOMtOH^-NEW^^Dosub drawtiend 
Endlf 
Return 

O 

O 

updatelield 
uO\t[i]=StringText$(0,10+i) 
If i 

Then Activate String 0.10+i+1 

Return 

o 

o 

drawtiend 
For i=0 To 7 

SelSInng 0,10+i,u()\t[i] 
Redraw 0,10+i 

Next 
ResetString 0,10 
AclivateString 0,10: 
Return 

doload 

O 

o 

THAT'S SQUARE 
Now ihat we have some grip on how to move from one record to the next and 

have commands to delete and add records, we need to access the eight lines 

of lurid detail that each record hopefully holds. 

()K. so Blitz 2starts to look a bit strange with a line of code such as: 

u {>\t [ t J =rStri ngT extS( 0,10+i) 
First up U() is our current record, it's also a g(Hxt example of whv not to use 

single variable names for important variables such as lists! However I liked die 

icfiend definition at the start, so stud the etiquette. As u() is the current field 

then u()\t[ij references the fill line of text 

If we go back to the .fiend variable tvpe, instead of defining the eight 

lines of text as line IS, Nne2$ and so forth, we define an internal arrav of eight 

text strings. As this array is inside the NewType. or record, we have to use 

square brackets instead of the usual rounded ones. 

This is probably about the lime where I need to slow down, and repeat 

the previous bit in a more easy to understand fashion. We have a record in 

om program that stores eight lines of text - in Blitz2 talk that is a NewType 
that consists of eight strings. We could define the NewType as: 

NewType fiend 
a$:b$;cS:dS;eS 
End Newlype 

However, as we want to loop through die eight lines using For.,Next loops in 

several parts of the program we use an internal array which looks like: 

NewType .fiend 
t$[8] 

End NewType 
When it comes to copying the contents of a record to ihe eight siring gadgets 

we have oil our user interface, we use the following code: 

For i=Q To 7 : SetString 0,10+Uj()\t[i]:Redraw 0,10+i.Next 
The SetString copies the text from the record into the gadget, and the Redraw 
then updates the gadget displav on the screen. 

FILE IT, MISS DAISY 
The doload and dosave routines are responsible for transferring our informa¬ 

tion to and from disk. Using the standard Blitz 2 file requester we can open 

the user-appointed lile and either print all the info out to disk or read it in 

using EditS {Blitz 2\i input command). To redirect Print and EditS we use the 

commands File Inpot and FileQutpUl. 

To read the records from disk we first dear out the list. Then with 

File Input, we loop until we reach the end of file (using the E0F() function) 

II ReadFile(0,f$) 
ClearLisI n() 
Filelnput 0 
i=0 
While NOT Eof(G) 

a$=Edil${128) 
If 1=0 AND aSThen I 
If a$ 

u()\t[i]=a$ 
Hi 
Then Else 1*0 

Else 
i=0 

Endlf 
Wend 
ClQseFtle 0 

Endlf 
Gosub drawtiend 

Return 

;works with any text file 

o 
.separated by blank tines 

O 
u() 

o 
o 
o 
o 

dosave 
IS-FileReguestSf SAVE FILE",pS.fS) iwnte data to disk 
II WriteFife(G.fS) 

FileOulput G 
ReselList u() 
While Nextltem(u()> 

For i=0 To 7 

NPrint u()V[i] 
Next 

Wend 
CloseFile 0 

End II 
Return 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

fS=FileRequest$( "LOAD FiLE'.pS.tS) ;reatt file from disk 



Happy as a pig in muck: soon you 
will have created your own 
database and be filing like mad! 

reading the [exi stored In the file init* our u.fiend list. All pretty straightfor¬ 

ward mi far. Next, to write the records we open the Hie using WriteFife, and 

with RleOutpUt we Print the information directly to the file just as if we were 

dumping it on to the screen. 

I lere’s a list of the commands we use for file transfer: 

Read File ldiunucl#.Fih‘naim:$) - open the File lor input 
WriteFiIe U'hannehMlIcnameS) -open the file for output 

Filelnptit < hannel# - input to come from the file (as opposed to a Window) 

FileQytput channel# - redirect output (such as Print) to the file 

Close File « hannel# - don * i forget this command alter Finishing in 

TO ALL THE GIRLS I'VE LOVED... 
The other feature which is probably the most useful is the ability to print the 

information to hard copy. By using TUT:* as a filename we can redirect ail 

the print commands to go 10 our printer just as we would save the informa¬ 

tion ic> disk. However I've taken this one step further and added a special for¬ 

matting system so you can print out mailing labels, which is probably straining 

our little black book analogy a little too far! Anyway, the fanfold labels frn 

using at present to do my maihouts are two columns wide and nine lines 

between each one, so that's the default. 

I lowever as stickers come in all shapes and si/es (don't we all) I've added 

both some label config data u* the UI and a TesiPrini option that will print 

two lines of labels of X's so you can get the tractor Feed lined up and ready 

before priming out the thousands of names you have painstakingly entered. 

Ouch! And that's enough tragic puns for this month. Will be back next 

month with a playable version of IsaBlosUr, Hopefully well be organised 

enough to include the graphics on the CovrrdLsk to accompany the tutorial! 

Note: the shapes 1 used to build the iso-pattern featured in the screenshot last 

month are on this month’s Coverdisk (for once I am not to blame). 

WHOOPS! NEW BLITZ LISTINGS 
A couple of errors crept into November's Blitz Bask listings. These can swiftly 
be put right as follows: 

MONSTA'S 
IN THE DUNGEON 
In the subroutine labelled .yourmove, the following lines i 
Case U ":lf map(myt.m^l) Then myy-1; up 
Case 0':ir map(myx.myy+1] Then myy+1; down 
Case WL":I1 ntap(myi-1,fnyy) Then myx-1; left 
Case map(myi+1,myy) Then myx+1; right 

yM |ar 

They should read : 
Case "U'drmaplmyx.myy-IJsOThen myy-1 ;up 
Case inapimyx.mvY+I JsO Then myy+1; dawn 
Case “L":I1 map(myx-1,mfif)^Then myxd: left 
Case HIT.:lf map(myi+1,myy>=0 Then myx+1: right 

K.' ij 

fm 

In the Dungeon Editor program, the line two thirds of the way down the 
first column which reads : 
11 GadgelHit 

Should read: 
If GadgelHit <2 

Our apologies for any inconvenience this may have caused. 

.setupwindow 
Restore gads 
Far i-0 To 6 

Read aS 
a$=Centre$(a$,6) 
TexlGadgel O.S+i'58,16.0,-i.aS 

Next 
For i=0 To 7 

StringGad gel 0,6,32+1* 11,0,1O+i, 128,400 
Next 
StrmgGadoef 0.140,130.0,20,32,200 
TextGadget 0.360,130,0,21 / NEXT” 
For M) To 2 

StringGadget 0,100,154+1-14,0,3041,64,100 
Next 
TextGadget 0,240,170,0P33;TEST PRINT XXXXXXX” 
Window Q,50,0,420,260,SI OQe,"MY LITTLE BLUE BOOK", 1,2,0 
WLocate 16,121 
Print “SEARCH STRING:" 
GadgetBorder 10,128,400.16 
WLocate 16,145 
Print “COLUMNS:” 
WLocate 16,159 
Print “WIDTH:” 
WLocate 16,173 
Print4 HEIGHT:" 
GadgetBorder 10,152,400.44 
Return 

gads DataS MADDM,DELETErlMPRINTh,LOAD,SAVE 

doprintout 
If WrileFil0(O,"prt:"> ;output to printer 

FileOutput 0 

If test-0 ;if not test mode 
ReselLis! u(> 
While Nextllem(o()) ;$et up pointers for nextn fields 

W1W) 
for i=2 To col 

If Nextltem(u()) Then “ptr(i)=u() 
Next 
For |-0 To hi-1 ;then using pointers print stickers 

111 

For i=1 To co 
Prinl LSet$(*ptf(i)M[j]twid) 
Next 
Endlf 
NPrintu,t 

Next 
Wend 

Else 
For k=1 To 2 ;test run of C0fx2 stickers 

For j=0 To hi-1 
Hi 

For i=1 To col 
Print String$(1X,wid*2),V 

Next 
Endlf 
NPrint 

Next 
Next 

Endlf 
CioseFile 0 

Endlf 
Return 

End of listing '3? 

O 

o 



Another great offer from a 
manufacturer you can trust 

Cfifftb*0* 
rm 

i i 
* 
* 

NAME 

* Price includes 
VAT and 
delivery 

High quality 

> Renowned and proven reliability 

o Styled plastic case 

o Low power consumption 

Throughport facility for 

addition of further drives 

o Suits any Amiga 

__ ADDRESS ___ 

All Cumana 
products carry 
our 30 day money 
back guarantee 

All products carry 
our 12 month 
warranty 

All inclusive price 

Cumono reserve the right to increase the price 

at any time. This offer is subject to availability. 

POSTCODE TELEPHONE NO. 

I would like to order . CAX354 Disk Drive(s) at £49,95 each 

Please debit my ACCESS/VISA card (please delete); 

i Number ___ Expiry date of card 

Signature _______ 

Cheques should be made payable to Cumana Limited. 
Orders may be placed by telephone - 0483 503121, or by fax - 

i 0483 451371, or sent to - Cumana CAX 354 Offer, 
\ Pines Trading Estate, Broad Street, Guildford, Surrey GU3 3BH, ES 

Manufacturers of 
quality products 

since 1979 



GET 
OTALLY 

LITZ 
FOR ONLY £49.95 

a fully structured 
new-generation BASIC 

faster compiling, 
faster code, 
faster development 

new commands 
released regularly, 
or add your own 

everything from C 
structures to inline 
assemblers 

nearly 2Kg of pure 
power for your Amiga 

THIS IS WHAT YOU WANT... 
A huge 120-page A4 
reference manual 

A separate user friendly 
user guide 

The first four issues of 
Blitz User magazine 

Five disks packed with 
extensions, games, 
examples and more 

A registration card which, 
should you choose to use it, 
will get you*,* 

A fifth issue of Blitz User 
magazine, and a sixth disk 
featuring over 30 new Blitz 
commands including AGA 
specific extensions 

All you need to create your 
own stand-alone programs 

...THIS IS WHAT YOU GET! 

From the beginner to the advanced Amiga programmer, 

Blitz Basic 2 offers a new-generation environment 

tailored to the demands of creative minds everywhere. 
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Monitor console and keyboard unit • Second 

Power supply space • Keeps cables tidy 

• Non-magnetic aluminium • High quality texture 

finish • Plenty of ventilation • Installed in minutes 

• Designed specifically for the A1200, 

KONTAX COMPUTE 
11a Waldeck House, Waldeck Road, 

Maidenhead SL6 8BR 

OSS. 0628 773212 
Phone lines manned between 8.00am - 9pm 

(No ansaphone!) 
ONE PIECE DUST COVER ALSO AVAILABLE * PHASE CALL 

NEW 
AMIGA A600 & 
(HD) CONSOLE 
UNIT 

Monitor console and 
keyboard unit • 
Second drive space • 
No hard drive restric* 
tions • Power supply 
space • Keeps cables 
tidy • Nonmagnetic 

aluminium # High Quality texture fin¬ 
ish • Plenty oF ventilation • Installed 
in minutes • Designed specifically for 
the A600 and A600HD 
A REAL SPACE SAVER! - 
KEEPS EVERYTHING REALLY 
TIDY 

AMIGA A500 AND PLUS CONSOLE 
UNIT 
Monitor console and keyboard unit • Second drive space • 
No hard drive restrictions • Power supply or modulator space 
• Keeps cables tidy • Non magnetic aluminium • High quali¬ 
ty texture finish • Plenty of ventilation • Installed in minutes # 
Designed specifically for the A500 and 500+ • Colour co¬ 
ordinated, 

A real space saver! - Over 1,000 satisfied customers 

NEW 
A1200 CONSOLE UNIT 

POOLSWINNER 
199 V4 rm-voms prediction program 

WITH ARTIFICfAL INTELLIGENCE " 

• THE LEGENDARY POOLS PREDICTION AID, Peolswinncr, 
now has artificial mirUlernff. Tht Uttsl version of lhe program, 
Foobwinner Cold, has the power lo leim from the results of its 
own predictions, constantly adjusting the prediction formula to 
improve performance. 

• AUTOMATIC FIXTURE GENERATION Ehtures for English and t 

Scottish League matches are generated automatically by 
Foolswinner Geld {yearly updates are available from Selec), 

• MASSIVE DATABASE 22040 match database over 10 years 
• PREDICTS SCORED RAWS, NO* SCORES, A WAYS and HOMES 1 

Predictions are based on many factors ., recent form, Lhe massive 
database, league standing, goat scoring rales, and draw aver ages. 
The user can adjust all parameters. 

• SUCCESSFUL Sclec guarantee that Pofllswinner performs 
significantly better ihan chance. 

• LEAGUE ANt> NOISMEAGUE matches are covered-Cap be used 
for the non-league and amature matches often on the coupon. 

• FULL LEAGUE TABLES Ihome fit away) are automatically 
generated by the program as results come in. 

• UPDATED WEEKLY, roolsw in tier Gold is supplied fully updated 
with all league results from the start of the season 

• IMMEDIATE USE No need for tiresome input of previous results. All result! are 
already in the program - predictions can start Immediately. 

• PACKAGE CONTAINS disc, detailed opera ling manual am and support literature. 

Also avertable from Selec . 

COURSEYVINNER V4 £36.50 
THE PUNTER S COMPUTER PROGRAM, With artif icial intelligence. 
Uses past form, going, distance, speed ratings, prire money etc 
Contains British course statistics - best jockeys, trainers draw effect 
etc. Detailed analysis of all runners in a race, with profit. Sophisti¬ 
cated aid to successful betting, with a long pedigree. 

POOLS PERM PLUS £32.50 
Perm analyser and checker, complete with 5 yeans of coupon results 
and popular perms for analysis. Checks your weekly entry for winning 
lines, or tests your theories on results over the Iasi 5years. Reveals all the 
weeks a bet would have won, and Lhe probable dividend. 

Formats available: 

IBM (R »J4). AM EGA* ATAK1 ST / Falcon 

for rtlmnof p6B ittYic* IV Selec Software (Ert 1W4) i vrvV* 

Altrincham ttd, Galley, Chtadlt, Cheshire SK8 4DP Tri 061-411-1415 
tnwl fw full tinflf M It**1" H hn 

Aliprogram'i are supplied on disc, 
packaged with dciaded ins true non 
manual, and support litcraiure. 

Pncti uc six hunt af VAT A delivery 

ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTION OF SOFTWARE 

OVER 2000GAMES 
IN STOCK TODAY - FROM £2.99: 

IN A HIGH STREET NEAR YOU 

TOP TTTlfS... Go for Gold, Impossible 

Mission II, Crazy Cars II, Race Drivin, 

Pbarrtasie III and Thousands More. 

FOR... Amiga, C64, Spectrum, Atari ST, 

IBM/PC and Amstrad. 

IM » 

AVAILABLE NOW AT„ 
fNi i«ntt 4 T **“m 

John Men/ies 

and leading computer retailers* 

Phone 

0782 506566 
for your nearest 

High Street stockist 

or write to: Software On Demand Ltd, Unit One, 
Rosevale Business Park, Newcastle Under Lyme STS 7QT 



This Is what you can achieve after design¬ 

ing some transfers in OPa/nt and mapping 

them on to the car with the 
Attributosj'Brush requester. 

BUIUPIIMC A CAR 
WITH IMAGINE 

A step by step guide by Simon Armstrong from Acid Software 

STARTING A NEW 

STEP 1: Select Project/New from the Imagine 

screen and then enter a name in the file requester 

that appears. 

STEP 2: Then select the New gadget below 

Rendering Subproject and enter a name* 

STEP 3; After creating a subproject the 

Parameters Requester pops up. Select the 

Seaulinc option and lLRM-24hit File Formal il you 

are minting AGA and have a suitable program for 

displacing 24-bit files in HAMS. Then select OK* 

SETTING UP PREFERENCES 

STEP I; First of all, select the Editor/Preferences 

menu item. 

STEP 2: If you don't want to use non-interlace (to 

stop the screen flickering) click on the i*ace field 

and replace the T with F. Then save the prefer- 

ences, quit out of Imaginf and then run it again. 

STEP 3: To make things easier, we can configure 

the Detail Editor where we will lx1 designing our 

objects to have special user icons at the bottom of 

the screen* The following should be set up by 

selecting User Gadgets then Detail from the 

Preference Screen* Delete the existing definitions 

by clicking on them and deleting all the informa¬ 

tion in the boxes. Now lor each gadget click on 

the <new> line and type in the three fields. Once 

you have finished select Save then Use. 

Group 410 Group 

Pis 450 Points 

Glick 4E1 Click Select 

Drag 4E2 Drag Select 

Del 510 Delete 

Prim 584 Add Primitive 

Redraw 250 Redraw Screen 

21 260 Zoom In 

ZO 270 Zoom Out 

Attr 3P0 Set Attributes 

USING THE DETAIL EDITOR 

Selecting Detail Editor from the main Project 

Screen s menu will take you to Imaging* 3D Object 

Editor* If' you have followed the last section cor¬ 

rectly your new user gadgets will be placed along 

the bottom of the screen with the default gadgets* 

Tliis will save you from having to hum 

through the 60 or more menu items for the few 

functions we will he using to design our first 3D 

model* You can set up these gadgets for virtually 

any function you can think t>t but wfe will cover 

this in more detail in a future tutorial. 

aspect rati* and the file format of tH* final image. 

1 MEG USERS 
Due to unfortunate circumstances beyond our 
intelligence* there were a couple of errors which 
slipped into the Preference Setup boxout on last 
month's Coverdisk pages* 

If you tried the Preference fixes only to be 
thwarted when trying to quick render the image, 
please accept our apologies and make the follow^ 
ing corrections. 

The Quickrender preset should indeed be lores* 
but it should be "Lores' and not "LORES" in the 
preference listing. The second error is the output 
file format which should remain unchanged as 
"RG6N-12 bit" or can be changed to "IFF" for a 
non-impulse format file* 



Yup that's what you get if you follow tho tutorial 

(minus the steering wheel which Is a torus of some 100 

radius with tube radius set at IS, (think ) You could 

even add a wood grain attribute if you're clever. 

HINTS AND TIPS FOR IMAGINE 
When starting from scratch always carefully plan 

the parts you will be creating to make up an 

object. Making use of the primitives and breaking 

down an object into its simplest parts can save 

hours of work. 

To assign a colour attribute, click on the part, 

select Attributes, then dick on Colour. After 

adjusting the RGB sliders select OK. Never assign 

attributes to a group because it will wipe out any 

attributes you have assigned to separate parts. 

One of the most important things to remem¬ 

ber when constructing an object is to get an idea 

of what detail can be left out. There isn't much 

point spending hours designing the perfect door 

handle if it is only going to be represented by one 

or two pixels in the final image* The more complex 

your images, the longer you will have to wait. 

When grouping parts together, depress Shift 

and highlight the parent item first. Then select the 

rest of the parts and select Group from the Objects 

menu. The first part selected can then be selected 

whenever you want to perform operations on the 

complete group. 

Before saving an object make sure it is com¬ 

pletely highlighted. To completely highlight an 

object either select the “parent" part of a ready 

joined group (see above right) or use GroupSelect 

and with the Shift key depressed, select all the 

separate parts that make up the complete object 

then select Save. 

Add your most used functions to the 

Usergadget list via Preferences, so that you are not 

continuously searching through menus for com¬ 

mon operations. 

Unlike other Amiga programs, the Undo 

m 
The Attributes function should be used carefully when 

you are working with groups of objects. 

option in Imagine can be depended on to take you 

back to before your last operation, don't forget 

about ill 

To map an IFF brush on to a surface select the 

object to be mapped, select Attributes and click on 

Brush 1. Enter the brush name at the top of the 

requester then select EditAxis. The brush is repre¬ 

sented by only a quarter of the square that 

represents the brush axis. Use Move, Rotate and 

Scale to position the quarter on to the exact area 

of object to be mapped. Care must be taken about 

the depth positioning of the axis, because the 

brush will not be mapped if the axis is too dose or 

too far from the surface. 

When rendering without a background, go to 

the Action Editor click on the Globa Is bar, and set 

the horizon RGB values to the background colour 

required. 

First up we need a chassis for our kart to keep 

everything else in perspective. Click on the Prim 

button (Add Primitivei and select Plane. Enter 2 

for both horizontal and vertical sections and then 

OK Then click on the new plane with the mouse, 

it should change colour, 

For our chassis we need a long flat shape. 

Before going any further we have to lie it down 

flat. Make sure t-roup is selected (as opposed to 

PTS) and select the plane by clicking on it. Then 

Select Rot and X, Bv dragging the mouse in the 

top left window we can rotate the plane until it is 

flat, use the number that appears in the lop right 

or the screen to rotate the plane exactly 90 

degrees. Then select OK- 

To edit the position of the points, make sure 

the Plane is still selected and select PTS, the 

points making up the plane are then shown. Select 

a point and then click on Mov (or press the M 

To enter a full screen view click on the sidebar marked 

Top. An early version of the chassis looks like this. 
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Was there ever a finer wheel to grace a racing machine 

than this? Nigel Mansel was unavailable for comment. 

key), You can now change the position or the cur¬ 

rent point in any window. Once positioned select 

OK (or hi I the space bar). With this simple proce¬ 

dure you can change the plane primitive into any 

shape you require. 

By holding down the shift key you can select 

multiple points to move together. Once you have 

the chassis looking something like diagram 1 (bot¬ 

tom of page *244). You then need to extrude the 

plane so it has some depth. Select Group, them 

highlight the plane, Then select Mold from the 

Object Menu and use the Extrude option, 

Tvpc 20 into the length and click on Perform 

The chassis is now 3D instead of a flat 2D plane. 

Select Aih\ and with Colour enabled use the slid- 

eis to assign a colour to die new object- Making 

sure the plane h highlighted (with Group on) save 

the chassis using the Save option in the Object 

menu. Then dick on the Del button. 

WHEELS 
The wheels for our kart are made from another 

primi tive known as I he Torus, Using the Prim but¬ 

ton select Torus and then select OK, 

We first need to rotate the wheel - select it (as 

a group) and using Rot Y, drag it 90 degrees. The 

wheel should then be standing upright. We then 

need to flatten the tyre a little so it can sit flat. To 

do this, select PTS and with Drag selected and the 

Shift Key depressed, highlight all the centre 

points of the lyre bv drawing a box around them 

as in diagram 2 (above). Then select Scl (to scale 

the points) and drag the mouse to shrink them 

giving the tyre a flat edge, then select OK 

To widen our tvre we then select Group, and 

scale the whole object in the X axis only (click on 

Y ami Z to disable them). Then select Attr and 

give the tyre a black colour. 

For the rim* add a tube (another Imttgini prim¬ 

itive) with the top and bottom closed, rotate it. 

stale it to fit inside the tyre and give h a silver 

attribute. You have to move the tvre slightly l>efore 

creating the tube so the origin of each shape is dif¬ 

ferent, making it easier to select both objects. 

The dream machine takes- shape. Note how the axis 

points of the joined objects are linked with lines. 

Once the rim is fitted in the tyre* group the 

two together by selecting both objects with the 

Shift Key depressed and selecting Group from the 

Object menu. Then save the grouped object. 

SEAT 
The seat for our kart is made from a plane. Delete 

the wheel with the Del button (making sure' you 

have saved it first!) and create a plane from the 

Prim requester. As with the chassis, you need to 

rotate the plane 90 degrees in the X axis so the 

Top view looks down on the flat plane. Then drag 

the points around to get an oval type shape. 

Them to bend the seat back upwards, select all 

the points in the top half of Lite plane as in dia¬ 

gram 3 (below left), using Drag and the Shift Key. 

Bv rotating in the X axis you can rotate the 

selected points making up the seat back. When 

they are at the correct angle select OK and then 

use Move to bend the points upwards* 

We can then extrude the bent plane by select¬ 

ing Group, highlighting the seat and selecting 

Extrude from the Group/Mold requester with a 

value of about 15. Then use the Conform To 

Sphere function in the same requester to make it 

into a bucket seat, although some experimenting 

is required here. Don’t forget itnaginr has an 

Undo option! 

FRONT CONE 
After saving our seat, delete it and create a sphere 

using the primitive’s defaults. Then selecting the 

new object* use PTS u> edit the individual points 

of the sphere* Then use the Drag, and Shift Key 

com hi nation to delete the complete bottom half 

and back half of the sphere leaving us with just a 

quarter. Elongate tins quarter with Seale io get a 

long rounded cone to pm on the front of the kai l. 

RUTTING IT ALL 

OK, we should now have saved a chassis, wheel, 

seat and from cone and he ready to put them 

together. Using I.oad Object, load a wheel, move 

Setting up the lights 1$ a crucial part of the entire opera¬ 

tion. Two should be sufficient for this project. 

it to the top left of the top view, then toad 

another, move it to the top right and so forth. 

Then load the seat and cone and chassis position¬ 

ing them as you go. 

After positioning all the parts and rotating 

and scaling them in relation to each other vve 

need to group them all together. Depressing the 

Shirt Key. seleci the seat, then the other objects 

that make up the kart. With everything high¬ 

lighted* selecting Group from the objects menu 

should give you a display similar to diagram 4 

(above), in which rase you can save the entire 

group as one object using the Save Object option* 

RENDERING THE 
MODEL 
We now need to use the Stage Editor to set up the 

camera and lights for creating a render of the kart 

similar to the images included in this article. The 

first thing to do in die Stage Editor is put the kart 

on the scene using die Load Object option, 

Then zoom out until you Hud the camera, by 

clicking on the Camera Select Camera-Relrack 

from the1 Object menu. Then tvpe in the name of 

the object you wish die camera to ]>oint towards. 

Because Imagine seems to use the name of the first 

object of the group, it is simplest to use the Find 

Requester in the Pick Select menu to find out 

what in fact Imagine has called the kart! 

Then add some light sources using Add light 

Source ill the Objects menu and positioning them 

as though voti were still in the Detail Editor. Use 

Diagram 5 (above) as a reference for positioning 

the light sources in a suitable area. 

The last thing to do is seleci Camera View from 

the Display menu, this will then render the actual 

view in the Perspective window, allowing you to 

position the camera exactly where you want it* 

Then, remembering to Save Changes, return 

to the project menu, select frame 1 and click on 

Render* The results will hopefully have you 
hooked into the world of 3D rendering, a world 

that is fast on a collision course with the entertain¬ 

ment world as we know- it*.. 

i % % 

The usefulness of the user defined buttons soon 

becomes apparent when you reach this stage. 

Some 200 frames of the B00 that will be used in the AGA version of SkidMarkf. Imagine drawing 800 frames by 

handl The BOO frames have been converted to eight colours and when compressed they take up a mere 350K! 



Lowest Priced Top Quality 
Ribbons, Inkjets, Toners & Disks 

Printer Ribbons 
BLACK Luff U Si Iti m Udt 2i Si lib 

AhUlrad DMF 20CW lt>0O 280 265 2.45 2 25 PaiUMHik KXP11231124 1140 3 46 311 3.11 2.91 
Afnm*d DMP 4000 366 351 331 3 II PanatDfdeKXF L< MCI. 1180./W/l532 2 89 2 74 254 234 
Amsirad PCWS256/B512/LQ35W 2.85 2.70 2.50 230 Panasonic KXP2123/2180 5.75 560 540 5.20 
Brfll her mmt] 034/1109/1209 390 3,75 3.55 3.35 Sdkoshi 9LW/OTS 5.71) 5.55 5.35 5.15 
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Cnmmudun: MI’S 1220/ l 230 4.SO 435 4 15 335 Slar 1X200 3.0(3 2 85 2-65 2.45 
Epson LyiWl 4,10 395 3.75 355 Stir 1X2 4-UJ 200 IM 2.71 251 2 31 
Ep*cm LQ4Ofy90tyMfyS5G 3 45 330 3 10 290 Taxan Kag* KPSIMlSfl 10/915 3 14 299 279 259 
Epson FX,MX/KXB0 ffXAXKO 2»l 2 75 235 235 roifMX 
Epson fX /MX. KX 1 OOfX MK 1000 336 3-21 301 281 (. ttlim Swirt 24 1281 12 66 12.45 12 06 

Epson LXBD/H6V9Q 2 12 IS? 1.T7 1 67 Panasonic KXP2123/218Q 10.63 10 48 10.28 988 
Maiinwmann Tally HO/fll 3. SO 3 75 355 335 Star LC10/20/100 6IKi 5.85 5.65 S25 

NEC PliTwrriler P22CH) IH0 288 2.68 2 48 Star LC200 9.78 9 63 9.43 9 m 

OK) MLI8&183/1 Ki/183/195 3,17 3 0® 2M2 262 Star LC24-10/200 963 948 9.28 8 88 

Ring for Ribbons Mot Listed 

3?" Disks & Disk Itocs 

DS/DDDS/HD 
10 Disks S3 £8 
25 Disks £12 £18 
50 Disk* £21 £31 

100 Disks £36 £5fi 
250 Disks £83 £128 
500 Disks £162 £238 
PrefnrmATIMl (MS-DOS) disks available Si 2p e^Ira/dltk 

AH Disks Certified 100% Error Free 
friitl INCLUDE FREE LnhrU. 

Miscellaneous Hems 
Roll 1000 3- Disk Labels 899 

3T Disk Craning Kit 2 99 

Parallel Printer Cable (L&m ? 3,99 

Mouse Mat 299 

100 Cap. 
Lockable 
Disk Bo* 

£5.98 
with orders 

of£10+ 

Inklcts. Ink Refills & l oners 
Canon BJ40/20 Carl ridge 17 54 each 
CoWm MPS12TOCwtndf* Ij 13 each 
HP DeskJet Cartftdie (Douttfe Cap I 24 24 each 
HP DeskJet Trt4L olour Cartridge 2* 89 each 
HP Thtnk^et.Qulitjet tartrtdge I2.13«aeh 

Inkjet Refills (Twin Packs) lor Caron HJ-10/20. BJ300. HP 
Destget- Available In Black Cyan. Magenta, Yellow. Red. 
BIlm’.Brown. Llfljht Green. Dark Gmti uvt CoW 
l Pack 531.00,Z* Pack* i 10.60 e*. 5* Park* 59 95 e* 

WTUawTH glflTUnu Parti-MAT wit 
HP Userpt ttPItlP Toner Cartridge 53 14 each 

Ring For Inkjets & Toners Not Listed 

CPU & Monitor Dust Cover 5,49 
Monitor Dual Cover 4,99 
SO Column Printer Dust Cover 3.99 
Amiga 500 Dtiri Cover 3.99 
Amiga 6CS0 Dual Cover 3.99 

Amiga 1200 Dust Cover 3.99 

■ All Prices INCLUDE VAT (® 174%) & UK Delivery 

Reach the top with .... 
=3^ 

Self-Tuition Courses 
Make a start now (age 3yrs - GCSE - A Level), 
Totally comprehensive courses (each has 24 programs 
with a book and manual, or equivalent) 

■ of excellent quality (eg. "Definitely a first-class ^ 
package* AMIGA SHOPPER). 

with far too many topics to list, hut some examples are: 

MIC RO SPANISH <Beginners - GCSE & Business) 1 
Rt-al speech inn disk > • Graphic \ adventure pa me * Talking ^ 
Cannon « W.ih In Fk lines » Hihinw Iciiri generator! I Mb) 

MICRO V RENCH (Beginners - GCSH) I ST.F^^n 
_l"0est Buy ". 

Real speech ■ Graphics adventure game * Talking cartoon 

MICRO GERMAN I Beginners - GCSIi & Businesst 

I 
Real speech ♦ Graphics adventure game * Business letter generator 

GCSE CHART-TOPPEft" 

Algebra * Geometry * Trigonometry * Statistics • Arithmetic 

Tui Lion * Practical experiments * Learning by pictures - Adventure game (I Mb) Choice? 

|NMOUUvN<jWS1^8yeijr^5CSEj 

Spelling * Punctuation * Grammar ■ Literature 

ljmjAR^I^HSCmjtS^f^2ycLirs>| 

/""It's fun driT 
iVreallyworiu, 

Tables * Add * Subtract * Divide » Multiplv (Long & Shorn * Fractions 

wkaihm; w mum; roi kse 3 nyc^.J 

Handwriting ♦ Creative writing + Reading * Spelling 

MK(iA MATHS (A level course) 

Calculus * Algebra * Geometry * Full-screen graphs 

0543 250377 0543 250377 
Ring us or send cheques to: 

Owl Associates Ltd, Dept 148, Owl House, 
5 The Brambles, Lichfield. Staffs WS14 9SE 

Official Government & Educational orders welcome E 4 O E 

ES OFF TOTAL FOR 2 COLTtSES, CIO OFF FOR 3* £17 OFF FOR 4 
(*All appropriate LCL Courses are Nuiuinal Curriculum compatible & tun on most computers.) 

£24.99 per course all inclusive. Send ordered 'free poster catalogue" requests to: 

ILL (DEPT AMT). THAMES HOUSE, 75 BIANDY ROAD, HENLEYONTHAMES, OXO N K(r9 IQB 

Phone 0491 579345 for immediate dispatch g; | 

ANALOGS 
ANALOGIC 
ANALOGIC 

Analogic Computers (UK) Ltd Telephone Mon-tn * 
Unit 6, Ashway Centre, s«* »*m-5.O0 
Elm Crescent 
Kinnston-upon-Thames 
Surrey KT2 6HH 

im-6.3 Opm 

OOpm 

08*1-546 9575 
Tel/Fax: t 081-541 4471 

«%V,1 JIUTTT AL-JJIfc WiV 
REPAIRS WHILE-U-WAIT!!! 

* AMIGA A500/A600 and MONITOR REPAIRS WITHOUT DIAGNOSTIC FEES 
* FIXED CHARGES (A500 ONLY) 
* FAST TURNAROUND 
* MANY REPAIRS DONE WHILE-U-WAIT 
* WE PROVIDE PICK-UP SERVICE FOR REPAIRS FOR ONLY £5.00 + VAT 
* QUOTATION ON A600 AND MONITOR REPAIRS 

MONITORS PRINTERS FLOPPY DRIVES 
CM 8833 MK II.219.95 HP 510. 

SC 1435.......199.95 HP 550 Colour.. 
.299.95 1 MEG 35- A500 intemat. 

.549.95 1 MEG 3.5- A600 Internal, 
..44.95 

.44.95 

ACCESSORIES 
512KRAMA500  19.95 

512K RAM A50Q +.19 95 

1MEGRAMASOO +.34.95 

1MEG RAM + Clock A600 .44 95 

AMIGA 400 DPI Mouse.14.95 

SCART LEAD.9.95 

MOUSE MAT... 4 95 

DUST COVER.4.95 

SUPER PRO ZIPSTICIC.14.95 

10 BRANDED BLANK DISKS.9.95 

10 UNBRANDED BLANK DISKS . 5.95 

MODEM CABLE.9.95 

PRINTER CABLE.9.95 

A12QQ RAM..POA 

ACCELERATORS.POA 

CHIPS AND SPARES 
KICKSTART ROM VI .3.24 95 

KICKSTART ROM VB 04 . 24 95 

KICKSTART ROM V2 05 . 34 95 

ROM SHARER * V 1.3 ROM 34 95 

ROM SHARER + V2.04 ROM .39.95 

ROM SHARER.14 95 

A500/A500 + Keyboard.44 95 

AMIGA PSU. .44.95 

8375 1 MEG FATTER AGNUS .24.95 

8375 2 MEG FATTER AGNUS. .29.95 

PAULA.19.95 

GARY.11 95 

CIA.8.95 

68000 .14 95 

6570 KEYBOARD CHIP.19.95 

ik Ml prices include VAT and NEXT DAY DELIVERY subject to availability * Fixed charge for repair 
does not include disk drive replacement nor keyboard 

★ All prices subject to change without notice * We reserve the right to refuse any Amiga repair 



EXPAND YOUR 
IMAGINATION 

Imagine a rendering 
package with bones... 
Consider rendering software with a bones feature which allows the 
motion of objects to be dictated by hierarchy 

Imagine adding 
sound to your animations... 
Wouldn't it be great to have a 3D package that would enable you to 
load in a soundtrack to your editor screen so you can synchronise 
sound and motion? 

Imagine motion graphics... 
Your animations will look a whole lot better when you can edit motion 
speed on a segment by segment basis, simply by drawing curves on 
screen. 

Have you ever wondered how neat it would be to be able to handle 
objects on a particle level, and to be able to morph, colour, texture 
and animate those particles? 

Imagine complex operations 
at the touch ot a button... 
Macro key functions will allow you to perform repetitive or complex 
operations Just by recording a series of actions in a script. 

Imagine Imagine 3.0 
/.•e . : u don : neve 'o . uv‘ '•1 ■ t - • .%■ •} 1 " ; 

^ |H 1 |„ | jl — S—y—fcJ 
rende-ng Dockage ever produced for -r > • 

\ ■ ■' f v.. + W- : "V \ - :■ :■* • ill | i II |!| | I 1 
.. r Y ft ll I 

grade *o the very atest version of imog: e ' I | I I || £■[ | |. 1 
1'" " 1 -II HP ■ 11 B 

VS*. ffT-, - {II 1 I 1 ■ WKK+*** 
the wo' We know f want wai* arouna J | 1 9 
arranged a special deal that not only saves you money, but also vti j - nnj , | | 
means that you will be the first one on your street to be able to ^ 
Imagine better. 

r 

Imagine 3 upgrade order form 
Please give me a better imagination, Imagine 3,0 to be exact, 
I enclose a cheque for the ridiculously low sum of £95 

Method of payment: (Tick as appropriate) 
cheque □ Postal order Access Visa □ 

Name 
Card number HJJ3 COX] □□=□ FTTl Expiry CD □□ 

Address Please make cheques and postal orders payable to 
Future Publishing Ltd. 

Post Cade 
Send this coupon and your payment to Imagine 3 Offer, Future 
Publishing Ltd, Cary Court, Somertoa Somerset, TAH 6TB 

Phone Please allow 28 days for delivery Code: AFIMG 
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111 MSI ( IIKIVON 02*3 rrJKONAl IIEUctK 

I" IN)-* a Wrrt Jam Qpfril 

>>H ttHU) M)R )(ATALOdT 1 BlWi OV1Y' TM? 
HI ST R!> AVASIA NJ 

4FmW 2 i« On 

mam mtcial U2<wi nriK^s avaiiable 
i in v f m \ CMESCB&T, w issiitlt, 

lit N/rt\ l mv ntf \T, STAFFS OFH OFJ 

MILITARY SIMULATIONS 
For those interested tn intelligent 

strategy wargaoies, 
Sent SAE for details to: 

K W Software 
155 Ringing low Rd, 
Sheffield S11 7PS 

15 and 18 tieat British League 
formats and World Championship. 

Send SAE for details to: 
VGS SOFTWARE 

59 Ecclesbourne Drive, 
Buxton SK17 9BS 

NETWORK PD LIBRARY 
Vajanu, lludGrat, Detme. tjlwallwn, Gance, Musk. UUUlki. 
Y« tiaitir K *#'te k. V)« hast a hup ranfir of I'U tm■ all 
Lmi£» IndudJitf MlOi. Foe FREE «tikww srod j SAF ioj 

sirrwvAim mjujrr 

CV L077. 

Prim start H tl.W pet dbk m il ^ red) lor 10 nr non-. 
All prfcrt tnclodr posfafa and pet£Jttf FA (Mi. 

IRISH A UK N USERS 

Aon profit RD. 

Plrase send blank disk * S.A.F. for 
catalogue disk * 2 fret names, 

40 Northwell Gore, Otiey, llr.sr Yorks 
LS2I 2DN 

OVER 4000 TITLES 
SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE 

Conrrrt tour Amttrad 

COLOUR MONITOR 
£9.95 

.. 
wish Siciro St»?aLrr>. ______£29,95 
464 Plus iincitti^x MYundi 111J ‘' 

Hagar?, Electronics J27 High Sr run. 
Sheemess, Kent ME12 IN7 

Tel (0795)663556 

Mai Orders accepted 

__ 4 Dfeqrofn ¥6u w10 find #nWiereh 
93% CU Amiga July S, September 199) 

Sopet Sound find PAorW only £)4 * £3 pAp 
No Credit Card* Chfqws 4 P.O'i pa^bW so.. 

/// ys, KBE SOFTWARE 
% "iys3KcE5T 

Werrinotori, 
tnrrwADF Staffs STvODE m 
lOFTVVAKt Tel/Fax: 0538 757400 

CHRISTMAS BLITZ!! R" ♦Wa, CAWIH>• t ■ ra ^AsUTfl|/'e 
rJ •u«wa<iftWiinn(Ti(Nt* 

*ie» UJ.JMKY hiuwiimt 4«al-mike*# «im» 
to vunucv. hujuii tnnincv, ci notr tnet• 

M2..ca7a5Y>v4^..iWiAO 
‘3® AllJMi..CAT IK * t4lMh . 

Tgim tM* \i    jQMty 
(ATt'.Ktol WVlS+V 94 
uvtpcSS .. . 

Iw <ATCYsr\i «w ... Jzl50 
•v( v wkuujcv i mfcni eev*mi * mv i amv,* 

♦WhYwik IT ■ OftlaK enNttNUMI ihMti* tHnAivV) 
kmiwsm '«idte ww TOrtert* 

y>fwii ifiywImHid r<RnnlM hi hn SW. IMtue ILUW 

AIMS 

* C MT |H^ik is iuftft tfprm 

Pools Professional 2 
New Version 2,2 

Stores up to 16 League* divisions 
Predict 1- la. score draws, homes & awavs 

Works with Eng/Scot 4t Aus Leagues 
Full printer support 

Free program updates, primed manual 
Only 112.9$. 

Send three 1st class stamps (or demo disk 

D. Kurnev, 2 The Paddocks. 
Hatlih-nhanu BUC KS HP 17 HAG 

86AMfiA6mnf> 
OVER 6000 AMIGA PD DISKS, PRICED FROM 

JUST 2Qp TO 6Pp 
AH computprs calorpd lor*! ~ 

Send a SAE + disk for FREE Catalogue 
To HORNE SOFT P.D, DEPT AF, 23 STANWELL 

CLOSE. WINCOBANK, SHEFFIELD SS 1PZ 
Tel 07 42 422000 A$* hr Cto$ 

Our cataicoito'^k » Lrvrvatod &r any orrtor Al UM«t 
dJ*sAs avaiia&e. samaday fjespaWi, wma tree, «mr hee 

We ttw cutiofws «tnyvQs. and ootfuai anoety eftoquf1 



HIHII 

tocMotd. iuu SH 1«N 

Tel: (0702) 546706 
Over 3000 araitafeJe «flckidmg 

UNrtwv Omm*. Fort*. Dvw. Ckporf. 
Musk and many mm 

Send now tor «* couk^u* 
cm disk bi only SOp 

mi DISKS 
Ode* 10 pick andW disk H* 

Off 

80p 
PER DISK 

(Ij ■ no, of dufci 

Add dOp pr order For PAf 
Chequei/POi payqrb4« *0 MJh ED 

100 PD GAMES FOR 
ONLY £71NCL P&P 

IJtokm 13 fZ) 
TAG* KfendAe (?) [>200) 
3 ? Moyv Soctf Manage 
DAflir*2 
'lGwChenfVrt2/3onM 
"l Stoofcng 

INouid] 
Skodattdhng» 

3 Mm Focnwi 
TEkn-ahwi 2 
3jflyQu«ii 
TArodtFwtM 
1 Skukvii 

n?i G™&sk 
iWm Pro 
3 WWi Wbrid Gddy 
flNugltbCBmi (3) 
ilkmbjaefcy 

■GOaWeri'&w 
3MCm2 
3 3 B Hde Gott ]21 

GAGAMtlWOiriri 
3 fair** 
3fapof l*ogu* 

OJltoN 
-)Adob#Tyr* « F««^ 
30#^ 
"IJMci^nan 3 7 
Gbdb^nelt 
□ HSpw *o Cod* -n c PI 
□IQfaur 
lUjmi 
□ !ngm»n Si* 
'tWMBockdropsj 12001 
IOwWJ 
Hd l 3 
"I Kick 1.3 + [1700 wily) 
1 Andys WB3 UMiH200j 
3*fe»J 
3Wfc3 tmJato 

-)M«jModyl«|3l 
□ KlOUhti 
"If ok* FctfA^m 
"I Mi^o Begs^wr 
IGddmed? 
□ froTrod#3J 1b 
Cl &p*e*Y«n Emijiaiof 1,7 
-IFwFfomvS 
"1 600 Btfvnrn tiffan 
3 KidHlarf 2 EmArtw 
Cl G*opnn* 17 £3) 

□ fata ReN (1200 w^yj 
■1 Frwch AGA Dm J1200! 

3 242 kwdi knt rami 
aMMdwprttOQcflVI 
GHsuPWOww [12001 
1 hWfeor* 
G Trojan Tradts 2 
CT Jews Jim Ci [2| 

G^oana [faro 
“I Star Tret Pave Demo 

Cl (tm Aflod 2 
n AGASIS* Pit I WmlJj 
"I Sferte dint Ait 
□ Rove Vwcm 
G&ta*n-Dream [21 
Cl RMioitofti 
3 How ta Skm a Car 

□ Speed Lim* |3| (2 Meg] 
GDtAAn Dreams 
1 Ledid Ekis 
□ WkiedSeraatoipj 
□ (Caters Oame 
rjAWydoy i*m*»e* 
G fadrofogrCErt E>ea*k 
G 2 LMUu*d (21 

500/500WMKI/I200 COMPATIBLE SOFTWARE 

85p PCA DISK TO MtMBEIIS ONLY, 

MO dFiki 1.30 11-19 thki I ,15 20+ disks 1.00 P+f 60p 
Orders *1 10+ ffiif MEMOfRSHIP 

Orders el 20+ tfceett 3 i^iks frit kw FRFE WHWlfPSKIP 

Mike tliim *r r.O/i ti 
LVWISliFl HFF 

ihimU rjrU. r^r B vmH| 

Dept AF, 6 Smiths Avenue, Marsh, Huddersfield 

HD3 4AN Teh 0484 516941 

RUN BY WOMEN FOR THA T BIT MORE! 

urns 
kSW* Limbi* 
Pkkit* Omen 

Kbktm 
Stork Wi 
WuH.ru 
b*M 
ModMdm? 
Crew 
ImpCsUir 
^m'Qhh 
lm klt^i Cowt 

kemtita* 
M»d 3 20 
(Jumpy km* 
td Won* 
DFumltaiA 1-ID 
iodstP UfillkK 
fenlfAN 
Dtkht Ulibm 
Atinpii 
iqpinCT Imdh 
NLwjf W? 

AfcUMS/SUDIS 

wL*Si»» 
Dolplwi Dr«nr 
tfMUlookin (tr 
Mamjii &«tvi 
(SYttalWI- 
Irvwlrt 

MUSIC 
OunM tw 
kv kod+n 
Mdfk lauibobnn 

?i|rt1 q Cpd 

In ^op Ufciihn ? 

Kdlatki* 

lOttkiU 
Pfl St»fi Snyi 

Puma Cbswttri 

Twrhne Jk Tdlsh 

Jwt Msw 
Hupekr. Dtcrtfc 

JtmHabn 
fern™ TdRiflM 

Ckppkft 
Dawt Divm* 
keyfamrC Wv{4rt 

Voki Unwins 

iotnw WnK 
DflMI ^6tnplK 

VMddkir^o'l? 
uMLsmms 
Qamh*h*{7m. 
RtorLbe*k ^acb 

[ j.rjE setecuon af 

cducalwn Aftd 

^jmemr. Loti of 

foats ind dip in. 

* .Mt disks * 

compniblc. 

Abo, ikap 

racuoficsud 

wood iani 

gima. 

Cbttfitn juryable 

to; 

BirSSTOfPD 

Amivision Software present 

An incredibly addictive and deluded Formula Due manogeiiwnl simulalian lor 1-4 players 

Wolth Hie rates m thtv unfold with three ktds of highbghh. {rashes, wins, pile-ups, tor 

faiWres, sfoo/go penalties, weather thffng.es. fullest & record laps, make pfaiop. Four 

Nependefrl levife of difhnjhy Actvrde end detwfed graphics of the ieornv drtwft eu. 

IS tion^ 2 fun pet twin. 5D driven with mryng skilk. compfete engine t, tyre coniroch 

Owoie lyre tompotmds. Tune your engines, change wing serrings, even irotn your pit c 

Quohfyai f£ □(curate dumpionshp dr-cuits, news «riw. reoNc sound htr loaa/sore go 

weather Tofecmn statistic! saved, fatisl FISA rules, sponsors, full driven and conslrucfors 

diamponships and so much more 

Includes full 199] season Details can easily he updated each year. Incredibly addictive, 
produced by trix Formula One fons Thk b the most redbric Formula One somdorien, guoront«d 

JUST £14.95! 
INCLUDES INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

PHASE MAKE CHEQUI /POSTAL ORDER PAYABLE TO- i tINNOCKS 

Dept, AF, I Chemngtpn Drive, Great Wyrfey, Walsall WS6 6NE 

P VK k AOSlS +Y 
p OSCAR OiMG f700 

“ITROlV^ TFOUiO *r 

3RWW?&rt 12CKI 
n 5 0 m v^Ea^LLS +v 
CIPMO€WfE»MO+f 
CTHQYDfMOAGA 1200 
TkCWMftfrJUiW3 1700 
Cl DEMON DiQW pt+¥ 
1 ttfffEMS DAN E *V 
11D DEMC> 7 *V 
3 MWQW R£S +t 
30DYSSEV (5) t 
□ ASUS ON F s f J3 * 
^^CKMT(2j tv 
*5 WICfiED SEW (21 +V 
-INCUMLASWAr+V 
TTHCWAU 14'- *V 
1 RETINA EURO +Y 
DOHNOMCnVECTS+V 
3 PVfjMV EXTFN +V 
*1 ANCJtHFS BOR >fAR +V 
O MkDF IN CROATIA + 
3 JtEFJSNS D/DRN6 |fl +V 

KT’S P. D. (SOFTWARE) FOR THE AMIGA USER 
THE FAST AND FRIENDLY LIBRARY 500 • 500.• 600 • 1200 

P 16 HOLE GCLF |2J +V 
jjmm salao +t 
PN0GHB0U15 (2HV 
p AMOS FRUIT B *f 
,"v tetrq AijA rjoo 
J-TROACITOFEU *V 
1 DE1XIX WC MAN +V 

,_V RCiPTYf |P*tXE F4WM| 
IT EOT *T 
13 MZZY DIAMONDS +v 
|3 RN'MAN RETURNS *T 
13 G PR1* MANAGER +V 
nUIfNSE 4V 
|”l STAR&ASE 13 (. *V 
p TEXAS CWMU/ +V 
p EGO BLASTER +t 
pUDNCWLE 1700(31 
p STAR TRER |7) +T 
p 71 games *v 

MUSIC 
3 0CfAA«D7+t 
TA*D V3 2 »Y 
O MED MOOS 1+V 
Cl MED MODS 3+V 
3 OiUMLOOR 5AWAES + 
3 PBO SAMPLES 1+Y 
3 PRO SAMPLES 2+T 
3 MEGA SAMPHi fSj+T 
3 MEGA MODULE! |41 +Y 
DOCWMKT5MMO+T 
□ PPOlfyCKEP 1 i»+r 
30WPMMJSAMRES,V 
3 MjSxl lUMONESS *Y 
3CYttfRNtAMCO +V 
3 ffiAr 8GX (7HV 
3 RHVTHIMC 0*GY +v 
□ GHOSreUSTEfR +V 
3 SHAMEN WJ* +T 
i3 CHURCH M.JSJC +T 
3 kts i rrriF moos +v 
3 XMAS SONGS +¥ 
l3 MUSIC MOOS (5) +Y 

imtmu 
G CWIOfY 3 I *f 
n lock pick 2 +y 
GCNGlMEFffl fcCIt +T 
3 FRfFCOPV f B +Y 
3 AMGft fltGlNM R +>’ 
3 KICK 1 3 +Y 
3 S00+emulator 
GMAVOCECCUV +V 
3 V»US ALERT +Y 
3 STOCK W03 (Y 
3 MENUMASTIP 3 *Y 
QMCmvmumY 
3 TFTfiA COPY tr 
3CflACK&COfYUr» iV 
3 FAXEMEM tY 
3PRINTER DRIVERS +V 
3 EMJIATC5RS CM trC+¥ 
n hlARCi DW^f UTILS fV 
3 W03 0ACkL*t>P5 V 
13 NUMFAD (600 CjNl'tI 
□ SPECTRUM 17 +V 
3 Hr RET. ICONS I3J +V 
□ 200 UTILS + Y 

1 TEXT ENGINE + +Y 
3 VMORPH 2 +Y 
3 PC TASK ? *Y 
□ umf omcr +y 
3 ?4 BIT UTUJIIE! +Y 
3 FfBNl StUOO +Y 
.3 5D 7 +Y 
3 euSJNtSS IFTTEJR *Y 
3 EASY CALC +V 
3NCOMM 1 *t 
3 VIEW UK v1 5 +y 

3 MANGA Srt AKjA |4j 
3 QKABLfiTERS [2*Jf G» +Y 

3nWH0G(DCMQ*Y 
3 WMTjqKE M7UMEG *Y 
GOOLFHNcSSAMStt 
3 WEATLffRMAN +Y 
3 LAST STAND HOfH 1 

MEG |4[ 
3 REVELATIONS VS *Y 

Air Disks 
on LKomenJqp 
VUp FuDpe * TOopaiJrb 

[ eacn vw»u + 4t)p pt* lU 

1 CdUioqiuu ffnk at 50p, or FREE with your first order 

1 DEPT AF* 75 THE DRtVE, RQCHFORD. ESSEX SS4 TOO 

NOW TO OffDffffi Please make cheques 
wrih bankery carq no, or pgsUM ordert to lKli PO 

(SoftwAre). All cmdYrt ietYI Flrlt CtAli tHt iameddy. 
* a Pkii compattbte Y « 1 200 compatible1 

fj m Mo or Duht _ 

Wc Hock Frrd Flih I 910 
CLR Ljcpnie#flFe .xll iHtld 

Aiuiiirii CoMnltin up lo I 30. 
Also Scope Oliki 

! Tel/Fax: 0702 54Z536 anytime 

WHY NOT JOIN THE GUILD OP PROFESSIONAL 

VIDEOGRAPHERS. WE CAN OFFER AMIGA AND VIDEO 

TRAINING COURSES AT REASONABLE RATES AND MUCH 
MORE BESIDES. SEND FOR INFORMATION PACK TO 

if mm 00= PDMMMf 
VDOM5ADWEI5S 

11 TELFER ROAD 
RADFORD, COVENTRY CV6 3DG 

OR PHONE/FAX 0203 601966 

AMIGA MUSICIANS REQUIRED 

Full record deal. One off production. 
Send demo tapes/dteks to; 

AMOS USERS 
I matte £90,000 from the AMOS some Chortle 

Chimp which won GAMISmASTERS AMOS 
pfognsitMTifrig compeatBfl- 

Jom THE MR AMOS CLUB and YOU coUkJ be next* 

luue One of our AMOS eta* magazine a FREE to 
YOU1 

Learn everything About AMOS from the nraten 
Send you name to I Magnoba Park 

DufwmWh5im«>S 

Top Quality Genlocks 
For All Amiga's at 
Discounted Prices 

eg.Hi-Band from only 
£399 

Top Quality 
Commercial Games 

From Only £4.99 
Send SAE for Details 

Computer Visions 
30a School Road, Tilehurst 

Reading. Berkshire RG3 5AN 
Tel (0734) 452416 * 
Fax (0734) 451239 

GRAPHIC F/X 

PD SdftbAu: 

Fred Fish * Scope • Grapevine • AM/FM • 

Demos • Games • Utils • Assassins etc 

We ha ve 
Hew lutes arriving daily same day 

despatch on all orders 
Software helpline 10am-3pm 

PD Swapping Service 
Detailed information Of whafs on every disk 

HARDWARE 
CQ32, INCLUDING TROLLS. OSCAR 

+ DIGGERS £294,99 

A1200 RACE 'I* CHASE FROM £294 99 

A1200 DESKTOP DVNAMfTE FROM £339 99 

For our throe tamprahen&ve catalogue disks 
send cnoctue eosiat orders for £ i 25 to> 

Graphic ffX , Dept AF, 

PO BOX 69, Manchester M21 26N 

(Free postage and packaging} 

Tei> 061 860 4292 

by Pesw f mpotriok 
From installing and managing 
hard drives id video and 
graphics editing and much, 
much more - Amiga A1200 
N8*i Slaps snows you howl 

Available November Price 

El4J6.tS8N: 1 B73308 £4 fl 

by Bruce Smith 
The complete A-Z d the Amiga Workbench 3. Aist 
locate the name ot the icon or option you warn for a 
luU description and example Many 
Avadatm Novenfoef Pnee £ia95. t$8N t-87330ft-2fl-0 

er Inei by Paul Overu 
Easy-»o lotlow examples and step-by step mstructons 
introduce you to Ihe powerlul world oi 6B000 
programming qufokky and saT^Ty Awesome1 AvaiUbto 
Novenfoer PneeCH 95,lS8N 1 fl733» 27-2 

A1 200 Insider Guide py BfUCS Smith 

r/fobest-seiiififl guide to Workbench w ■ ■ ■ 
3 and ArrngaDOS 3qn the AT200 I 1 H ‘ 1 
A trust* £14 95. ISSN 1-0733OB-1S-9 1 ' r J ’ 1 

To order or for more inrformatiofi and our fme 
catalogue write or call: 

Insider 

Guide 
Series 



DIGITALLY MASTERED SAMPLES 
IFFSOLNDSAMPLF I IKK \KIKS 

Each disk is compiled from a studio quality irtMMf and is sampled on The Amiga 
at twice the sample rate d PD sample disks They are compatible with all P D and 

commercial tracker and sequencer programs N B no ot samples in brackets 

POt apmcmh 
002 mm** nms-i 
oca mmh pmc 
90* vum*. 
Ww up 
WIJBF£A* 
007 ocim* 
CKW MMT4S 
OWh pWc 
QilODnuwuT 

Talking dr urns. Marimbas, crania etc (53) 
Store. Banjul Giants etc (1 9) 
TaWa-s Bayas Hnyffm Loops, «c £6} 
Ud. Sat Benctr Rhytmn Loops sic (37) 
Tartan Berts KoteefeOH 
Saiaiafto Chare. Botfhran etc. (M} 
CWkflTKiu. Clams. SH Onun eK £23) 
Kena. Bflrmt»*g Pan Pipi&B etc £30) 
Power Toms, Snarn 5 Bass. Scratch t FU» (88l 
Bass 5 Snares. Hi Hals. Gynnhad & Toms i S3| 

011 MS4*. iju we TR eoa CH 7*. Loops ole (30) 
012 l or in mm: Tmtjates. Conga*, Ca&asas. Gfnmpefls tfcdOT] 
013 uui Acoustic EIwcir-c 5 D>storied etc 141) 

Slap, ptcked. fratless. FX etc (44) 
Obertwm. Actor*). Korg ate (221 
Yamaha OK. Roland. Kmg ate (25) 
Sections. Sajuas. Trumpets «t(241 
Analog Oigaai & L A «ctiSk 
Octave Splits wtfi svmge, FX{ifi) 
C*ao. Oc* Hft. Sochyns etc (21) 
Analog A Dgtoi (id) 
Mined Choirs, with Bells, A Synth (15) 
Church 4 Electric (17) 
Real & Synth «rfh Chok & Strings (20) 

Aesoc Sounds. E uptowns. Gunsnoti etc (301 

Each di\k i\ priced at Jt2.5<l. any 10 for £19.95. ibc frimpldc Collection for £49.95. In addition. Sampler 

iwncn can ouj Mattered Chrome. Metal, tsr DAI sample < :jsattlc$ which contain most 
of the above sampler OOOI WORLD MUSIC COLLECTION C1751 

C002 PERCUSSION COLLECTION <22S| P&P £J (any order3 Cheque* & P.O.I to: 

C003 GUITARS AND BASSES (Shi) WALK AWHft MUSIC' (Dept API 
BtKh Chrome £9,95. Metal £11,95, DAT £lh.95 FRENOVISSICK FARM* THE MOUNT PAR 
The Three Collection Package 1% priced at: CORNWALL PL24 2DA 
£21.95 (Chrome) £25,95 £ Metal L £58 95 (DAT 1 Tel {(JT26) H15807 

AMIGA POWER SUPPLY £28.99 
Genuine Commodort, I year warranty Send us your Litiliy unit and 

pay only £18,99. Same day despatch hy Parcdforoe. 

AMIGA REPAIR (A500/A500+ ONLY) 

£37.99 Any faull ( except keyboard faults) send machine wiih covering letter and 
payment. Price includes return carriage, insurance and 3 monihs warranty 

A520 Modulator (exchange 

only - send your old units )...£ 19.99 

1.2 Rom. .*..J15,00 

5719 Garry .19.99 

Amiga Mouse.,...£6.00 

A520C1A ... .£15.00 

8362 Denise.,.... ..£7.99 

Exchange only * 

Internal Drives,,. .£24.99 

E9 

Cheques and postal orders to: 

Omnidale Supplies, 23 Curzon Street, 

Derby DEI 2ES Tel (0332) 291219 

Matrix Software Club 
Computer Software 
Hundreds of programs 
at a fraction of the price - 
• and we'll buy them back 

• THE LATEST & THE POPULAR FROM THE TOP PUBLISHERS ■ FROM 
BUSINESS TO LEISURE ' NO COMMITMENT TO BUY ■ SUPER GUARANTEED 

PRICES • QUARTERLY NEWSLETTER WITH REVIEWS, SPECIAL OFFERS, 

MEMBERS SMALL ADS ■ FAST SERVICE • NO PREPAYMENT 
• ESTABLISHED 1931' OVER 3000 MEMBERS 

Send S.A.E. or phone (24 Hours) lor lull Information pack. Matrix Computing 
Services. Dept. AMF12,2 French's Yard. Amweli End. Ware. Hertfordshire SG12 9HP 

E3 E 0920 484479 - 24 hours 

IL-. i r 

guaranteed! 

Our range ftf educational 

subjects now includes: 

> GEOGRAPHY 
> history 
> ENGLISH WORE>5 
) STRUNG 

ARITHMETIC 
> FOOTBALL 
> MATHS 
) FRENCH 
> GERMAN 
> SPANISH 
) ITALIAN 

SCIENCE 

1 

kosmos 
educational 

SOftUMlTh 
> SPORT 
> FIRST AID . 
> GENERAL KNOW! EDGE 

ENGLAND 
> SCOTLAND 
) NATURAL HISTORY 

tne connoisseurs clioice 

■ ' r - . - f 

LlMe or phone for our 16 page colour catalogue of 
GcAxafcooal & leisure Software {Stole computer type) to 

Kosmos Software ltd, FB€€POST (no stamp needed) 
DUNSTft8l€. Beds. LU5 6Bfl 
Telephone 0525 873942 or 875406 

E3 “ 

MEMORY EXPANSION 

1Mb xl -80ns DIP 6.03 
256 x 4 -80ns DIP or ZIP 6.03 
1Mb x 4 (44C1000) -80ns A3000 ZIP 21.82 

1Mb x 4 (44C1000> -80ns Static Col ZIP 21.82 

1Mb x 8 -80ns SIMMs (GYP) 44.65 

4Mh x 8 -80ns SIMMs (GYP) 135.13 
4Mh (1x32) -70ns 4000/030 72 Pin 141.00 

Please phone for the latest prices. VAT included. Delivery £4.70 

0 KINGSWAY UK LTD IE 
Phone 0923 836473 Fax 0923 836474 

18 Foxfield Close, Northwood, Middlesex I LA 6 3NU 

* GAMES* 
* PROG RAMMERS* 
URGENTLY REQUIRED for work on SEGA, NINTENDO, 

AMIGA etc. Both Permanent and Contract positions available 
at various organisations based throughout the UK, including: 

Yorkshire, North West, Midlands, London etc. 

If you have one year or more games programming experience 
and are looking for a career move with excellent prospects 

then contact: 
STEPHEN DAVIES, GAMES RECRUITMENT SPECIALIST on 

(0709)571441 or Fax(0709)586527. 

Alternatively send a Cv to: aardvark Swift ltd {games DIVISION), 
75-77 STATION STREET, SWINTON, SOUTH YORKSHIRE S64 8PZ 

C + S COMPUTERS, 
37 PARK ROAD, 
ST MARYCHURCH, 
TORQUAY, DEVON TQ1 4QR 
TEL: 0803 329190 

CHEQUES & POSTAL 
ORDERS PAYABLE TO: 

C ♦ S COMPUTES, PLEASE. 
POSTAGE INCLUDED ON ALL ITEMS 

EXCEPT MYSTERY PACKS & DISKS 



A WORD 
FROM THE ED 

Christmas does it really start ear* 
Her every year* or does il just seem 
that way? I'm sure the Yuletide 
paraphernalia was on sale before 
the fireworks this year. 

As always, Christmas sees the 
most frantic period For games 
sales each year. And this issue of 
Amiga Format sees us with more 
games reviews than any other 
issue this year. There are some 
real corkers too, Frontier - Elite 2t 
Skidmarks, Cannon Fodder* Hired 
Guns. The Settlers, Alien Rmd 2, I 
can't remember ever seeing so 
many great games in one hue 
before. Even back when the 
Amiga was the hottest news for 
game players, I don't think there 
was ever a month this good. 

So despite our rather pes¬ 
simistic feature on piracy this 
month, Amiga owners have much 
to be grateful for. Take the 
world's best home computer 
offering unrivalled power for the 
price, plus the finest games to be 
seen on any platform. Add to this 
a huge range of outstanding seri¬ 
ous applications at prices to make 
Mac and PC owners' eyes water. 
And what have you got... the 
Amiga, that** what. 

We've had a great year here at 
Amiga Format, and we hope you 
have too. There's more to come 
next year, on!)1 better. 

But For now it's time to deck 
the halls, light the candles, trim 
the tree and have a drink. 

Mem Christmas lo all of you. 
And love and peace on ya too! 

It s very easy to get your point of view printed in Amiga Format. Just write it on a 

piece of paper, wrap it around a nice Christmas pressie and send it to: 

Letters to the Editor, Amiga Format, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA12BW. 

RECTIFIED 
As the bloke who plumed up about 
the CD^ (see a word from the ed, 
issue 52} I'd just like to set [lie 
record straight. 

Firstly, Rumbelows were really 
quite decent hv allowing me to buy 
the machine before its official 
release dale, I walked into the shop 
lo see if they knew when it was going 
to flit the high street, and the) let me 
walk out with my new toy. 

When l realised that the software 
was missing [ seriously considered 
taking the thing back. But those nice 
kuniblies promised that thev would 
send on anything that was missing 
from the pack as soon as it arrived. 
At this point uo-one actually knew if 
there wits to lie am software bundled 
with the (ID32. 

I called AF to find out what you 
knew, and you very helpfully told me 
that there should f*e two games (as 
then iiTisfH't ifiedt and a welcome 
disk So back I went lo Rumbelows, 
Imagine my surprise when 1 discov¬ 
ered they had also plumed 
Commodore and had been told that 
ilu- software would follow shortly. 
This wasn't the case, and 1 rang 
Commodore myself (at this point 1 
should apologise lo the nice lady 1 
called because Rumbelows gave me 
the wrong number}. 

The customer re La lions geezer 
wasn't at all surprised, as this was 
occurring up and down the country, 
fie promised (he software would Ik; 
with me in a few days, and it was, OK. 
so the episode was a little irritating 

and frustrating, but Rumbelows and 
Commodore did all they could in 
rectify die matter. As to the games 
that turned up.,, well, they're not 
bad but certainly nothing revolution¬ 
ary, I just hope that more software is 
made available soon. I'm sure CD32 
is much better than the MegaGD, but 
it won't be given the chance to prove 
itself unless people are tempted to 
buy it in the first place. 

Andy Malliday, Bath 

We're glad to hear a ha fifty ending to your 
stars. It's reassuring to knuu> that 
Commotion' are taking the marketing of 
the (T)seriously, and not leaving nu- 
lomen in the lurch, This first few months 
is going to lie very frustrating for surfers 
on the first mute of (J) ^ oumership. Hut 
by Christmas nr Mmr you will hr quite 
pleaded with the range of \oftware on offer 
far your machine. 

WHICH AMIGA? 
I have a dilemma and £299 to spend! 
Should I buy the CD3a and add a 
keyboard, floppy drive and mouse at 
a later stage. Or do you think I 
should I buy an A1200 and add the 
forthcoming CD drive? 

Please explain the pros and cons 
of each approach and advise me 
what is the best in the long term. 

Miles Green, Marlborough 

// we could see the future, none of us 
uHtulfl be here, f ustuld he skiing tn 
Australia with the money / had won on 
Sporting bets, fCs impossible to soy what 
would fie the Irest derision in the long 

term. Rut an a purely financial basis, it's 
a little simpler 

Both base machines cost £300, Hut to 
add to the Cl) *- you will need to get an 
expansion system, a flofifey drive, and a 
keyboard before you have the equivalent of 
an A1200 plus ( J) drive. So the 
expanded CJ)*~ would probably he more 
expensive. Both machines would he pretty 
equally matched, but d is likely that the 
CD*^ would have room for a RAM 
expo mum, whereas the d 1200 could only 
accept a PCMCIA memory export sum, 
because the CD drive mntld use up the 
irafttltw slot. 

All in all, it realty depends whether 
you want a grey computer or a white one! 

UPGRADE? 
I have owned an Amiga !HM>+ lor the 
past two years and I have a colour 
printer, external drive and an Action 
Replay. I am now considering pur¬ 
chasing a hard drive at about £300, 
The concern 1 have is that the A5CHH 
is no longer iu production and 
maybe the length of life of my com¬ 
puter is limited. 

Stephen Stielson, Blackpool 

The A 500 is such a popular machine that 
hardware and software support will con¬ 
tinue for the foreseeable future (unless the 
pirates kill the games industry f. So our 
advice is only to trade up to a nfiver 
machine if you really need the extra power 
that it often, floppy drive and 
printer would he fine with an A / 200, but 
your Actum Replay uumld be useless. One 
idea might he to spend the L3(Hf you have 

Continued overleaf 

Got a picture you're proud of? Send it 

in, see it in print and win an Amiga 

Format binder! Since Letters is where 

you get to contribute your words, we 

thought it would be the perfect place 

to see your pictures on display too. 

The best image each month will win a huge (and we're talking big) poster print¬ 

out courtesy of lUlax Graphics of Cardiff - worth a massive £80, Send your entries 

on a floppy disk to The Gallery, Amiga Format 30 Monmouth Street Bath BA1 2BW. 

If you need your artwork printed out, give Max Graphics a call on 0222 522332, 

or write to them at 168 North Rd, Cardiff, CF4 3BJ. 

They offer a full range of Amiga output services, including their Colossal Colour 

system which can print images right up to poster size. 
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SHORT? YES! BUT SWEET? 
The Dave Roberts Column. Jn one 
word: WHY? 

Anon 

Because he makes people think! 

And he provokes a reaction, as 

you have proved. You don't have 

to believe every word he writes, 
we don't. But he has interesting, 
and informed opinions. 

I thought I'd tell you that there 
is an Amiga on Rolf's Cartoon 

Club. If this gets printed. I'd tike 
an A4000/040, 

Chris Sayer 

We know that there's an Amiga 

on Rolfs Cartoon Club. And wefd 

all like an A4O0W40, 

A friend of mine says the A1200 
and A4000 are 16-bit, but every- 
one else says that they're 32-bit, 
is the Motorola €8020 processor, 
and therefore the A1200. 32-bit? 

A Robinson 

Your friend is probably the kind 

of person who thinks that the 

Nintendo SNES is 16-bit I All 

Motorola 680x0 processors 

above the 68010 are full 32-bitr 

Surely I am not the first of your 
readers to query why the issue 
date of Amiga Format is two 
months ahead of when it 
appears in the shops? 

Bab Chadwick, Rochdale 

You aren't. The answer lies with 

our printers, who asked us if we 

could change our 1print slot' 
because they had exceeded their 

capacity; We have taken steps to 
correct the matter by calling this 

issue the Christmas 1993 issue. 

Next issue, the Jan '94 issue, will 

be on safe towards the end o f 

December Sack to normalI 

How do you make a Blitz 2 pro¬ 
gram autobooting? Please, 

please, please help me. 
Mitchell Mann 

Fhe Coverdisk version of Blitz 2 
does not have the ability to cre¬ 

ate standalone games (or 

executables as they are called). 

The full package can, though. 

1 would be very interested to 
know if there is anyone planning 
an upgrade card to convert the 
A500/500+ to an A1200-1 am sure 
it would sell very well. 

Christopher Rippon, 
Scunthorpe 

There's rumours of a machine 

coming from America, but we 

have received very little informa¬ 

tion so far which makes us a bit 

sceptical about it. As soon as we 

find out anymore, AF readers 
will be the first to know. 

ff your girlfriend, boyfriend, 
wife, husband, or pet armadillo 
interrogates you on the minute¬ 
ness of their Christmas pressie, 
just say “I spent all my money 
on a new computer". 

Jez, Tring 

We wilt, we wilt! 

i am an Atari owner. I am a 
proud Atari owner, and I would 
never in a thousand years con¬ 
sider owning a Commodore 
machine.,, 

lames R Poole, BFPO 43 

Well bog off and write to 

ST Format then! 

What is a beta tester? I ask this 
because I am a great fan of 
Skidmarks. Acid's ad says they 
need "fast, dangerous drivers", 
I reckon that I am very fast I got 
9,8 on your demo. 

Ian Wilson, Oban 

A beta tester is a person who 

pfaytests very late pre-produc¬ 

tion versions of games to ensure 
there are no bugs in them. Beta 

versions of programs are virtu¬ 

ally complete, and once testing 

has eliminated all the bugs, this 
is the version you see at home. 

9.8 seconds is a hugely fast 

time on a Skidmarks track, the 

best anyone in the office made 

was 10,0, 

Reading issue S3 I was amazed to 

discover Commodore's chief of 
engineering is none other than 
Reginald Perrin. 

Andrew Webb, Chelmsford 

soiled on an A1200, then sell \our A HIM) 

and urtff a white mart for a hard drive. 

You ran get nn 85Mb hard driire far the 

A1200far around £170. 

GUMS ARE COOL! 
I've got an idea that will spark 

Commodore> boom to success and 

bring eternal happiness for Amiga 

owners everywhere. This idea is so 

great that I'm sure ii must have been 

thought of before. U is so brilliant 

that there must be something which 

Fve overlooked. Great! I’ve gone and 

dampened alt that spontaneous 

excitement with depressing realitv. 

Bin then computers have developed 

with reality taking a hack seat, so 1*11 

tell you my idea anyway. 

Why not create a game with Guns 

and Roses. Meiallica or U2 or some 

other brilliant band, then slap it on a 

CD for CD3* with a bunch of their 

best tracks? These guys are so cool 

they probably wouldn't bother taking 

a cut from the profits either. 

This would be the perfect licence 

without the cost. And a machine with 

a namhv pamhv image will get blown 

out of the water, 

Tim Calnan, Rayleigh 

/ half to dampen your enthusiasm n*en 

furl her, hut if U2 at G *n * R (dot? V knmo 

about Mrtalhca, cflii iiv* likf them / were to 

hr imtafard in a scheme likf you suggest, 

they would probably want higher licencing 

fees than Ocean paid far Jurassic Park. 

These guys may piny at bring devil-may- 

care rack and mil types, hut they are 

money grabbing capitalists underneath 

thrir glam exterims. 

Rock stars Haw hern invohted with 

computer games already. There is a 

Motorhead game, Utah Saints do the 

intro for Burning Rubber, and once 

FMY and CD become widespread, you can 

bet there trill l>e a hast more. But very little 

of it will be far free. 

BLITZ GREAT 
As a (very) frustrated programmer 

and upholder of the great Amiga tra¬ 

dition, the Blitz Basie 2 giveaway on 

the Af 51 Coverdisk was a welcome 

addition to mv software collection. 

All too often these days Amiga 

owners seem content to let others do 

the work and rely solely on commer¬ 

cially written software. The age of the 

back bedroom programmer seemed 

all but dead with the exception of a 

few demo coders. The onlv halfway 

accessible high-level language was 

AMOS, will) its lousy reputation for 

speed and code size. 

However, after 20 minutes with 

Blitz it was obvious there was plenty to 

pump new life into the old skills. It's 

fast, accessible and easy-to-use. And 

those great demos. Zombie Apocalypse 

and Defender- the lx*si free version of 

the old classic I have ever seen. 

With the ultimate programming 

tool in place there is no longer any 

excuse for Amiga owners not lo get 

olT their backsides and produce high- 

quality software for either commer¬ 

cial or H> release. There is a rich 

vein of talent out there that can be 

tapped in Lo* and I For one have 

every intern ion of having a go at pro¬ 

ducing something. 

Congratulations to Acid Software 

for restoring my iaith in the world of 

computer programming, and to AF 

for distributing it to the people who 

matter most — Amiga users. 

Chris Russell, Hull 

Aral Software, and Amiga Format, 

agree strongly with what you stay, Chris. 

Blitz 2 k the perfect opportunity for 

Amiga users to show the big software 

houses that we aren t reliant on munpriced 

saftvmre, and that we can create our own 

gotri and cheap software. And as one 

developer pointed oat to me recently, 

games companies look to Amiga owners 

for the next ivcwe of games programming 

talent'. Well tm tk out for your entry in the 

great BMiz Basic A trtign 4000 competi¬ 

tion which iiv ran in AF 52, 

INDY ADVENTURES 
I enjoyed the ‘Spirit of 

Independents' feature (issue 52) very' 

much. 1 believe that the prospect of 

being able to buy excellent games 

such as Skidmarks and Stardust for 

only £19.99 is very exciting, and very 

good news lor the Amiga. This is 

especially great considering that con¬ 

sole owners have to pay up to £65 for 

extremely average games. 

However, after reading vour arti¬ 

cle. I was very surprised to open my 

issue 52 to see A7 7, one of this new 
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breed of cheaper games, being 

reviewed in ihe ‘Cheap and 

Cheerful' section. Surely after all 

that was said in the 'Independents" 

article, this type of game is going to 

become more Common and there¬ 

fore should lx* reviewed alongside all 

the other major releases of the 

month. Otherwise many people will 

see this game as just another budget 

release and not give ii ihe credit U 

surely deserves. 

Graeme Pond, Angus 

Taks a look through this issue for the 

Cheap and Cheerful'tertion. If,i gone! 

What vou say is absolutely correct, 

and u*e are non' reviewing newly released 

girjmes according to the qualify of the 

game, not the ftrice. We will still retain 

the 'budget * games section, hut toe will 

only coirer re-release and compilation 

games in it. We do want to encourage 

companies like Tram 11 and Vision to 

release quality games at a Imorr fnice. 

PC OR NOT PC 
1 own two machines, a I*C 386 and a 

newly bought A1200 which I am 

delighted with. Something which 

greatly angers me is ihe way the 

Amiga is had mouthed* laughed at 

and written oil as a games machine 

in PC magazines, nameh PC Format 

I cannot stand the way these high 

and mighty PC owners behave 

towards the Amiga. 1 think the 

Amiga is even' bit as capable as the 

PC (if not more). Give the Amiga a 

chance* it is a flexible, entertaining 

and practical machine. 

Anthony Heveriit, 
Londonderry 

You burnt what they say? Sticks and 

stones may break my bones but names will 

nwer hurt me, Miy not let the PC owners 

have their say - we all know they are talk¬ 

ing tosh. 

We ms u me the problem with the boys 

(and girisl m*r at PC Formal magazine 

is that they feel a hit inferior. After all, 

with an installed user base of well infer 

10,000,000 machines, //try only mar}age 

to sell 7Jt000,000 of their rhetoric ridden 

rag; While with a mere 1,500)000 

Amigos in the UK, we sell more than 

twice as many magazines as they do. It s 

no surprise that they are red need to call¬ 

ing names and poking fun at the Amiga. 

But let's see what PC Format's own 

Ed Rickets says when it comes to the PC: 

M 486 ft definitely recommended. A 

25MHl machine is able to run most cur¬ 

rent games comfortably, and it can always 

hr upgraded later to improve the more 

demanding titles. // yam re thinking about 

buying a PC. for games, its not wise to 

plump for a cheaper 386 simply to save 

money - you ’ll regret it in the long run. " 

We at .Amiga Formal, however, 

u*ould recommend the nice and cheap 

A1200 to all games players. 

STUART IS BACK! 
I would just like to congratulate Daze 

Marketing on their recent move to 

price their games, allied temporarily, 

at £2*99. 1 purchased Storm Master 

from them and the service was 

prompt and efficient. 

With the price of software being 

so high, ! commend Daze who have 

taken the initiative and restructured 

their pricing accordingly* Other 

companies worthy of high praise are 

Team 17 and Software Business for 

releasing their latest new product, 

namely FI7 Challenge and Geant*orks, 

at under £20. 

If these companies do well (and l 

hope they do) (so do we - tjf) then 

others may follow their example. 

Stuart IU Hardy, Sheffield 

Welcome hack Stuart! 

Tor the benefit of our newer readers. 

St unit ii one of the computer industry's 

most prolific letter ualters, There cannot 

be a single magazine editor in the UK 

who doesn't recognise his handwriting 

before the\ even get to his signature, 

Stuart lost favour with many editors some 

time ago for his persistent haranguing, 

and because his letters uere largely ill- 

considered tosh. But just recently we have 

received two extremely sensible, iveil rea¬ 

soned and mature letters from Stuart, so 

the unofficial ban on his letters cm these 

frages is note removed, Welcome to the 

grown-up world, Stuart 

l am sure most of you will hair read 

our piracy feature by now, and unit be 

aware of hoit> difficult it is for n games 

software company to reduce paces and 

still make a fnofit. There are companies 

who are taking this mute though, and we 

Continued overleaf ^ 

(T- 

THE MAN AT THE TOP 

This month Commodore UK's general manager 

David Pleasance tells you what he thinks have been 

the best things for the Amiga in 1993 and what he 

would like to happen in the year ahead... 

The best times for the Amiga in 1993 
This is my opportunity to reveal all my secrets about what 1 
have liked and disliked during 1993. and to give my 'wish 
list'. so to speak, for 1994. 

First of all, I have to say how excellent Chris Evans was 
whilst hosting the launch of Amiga CD32 at the Science 
Museum on 16 July. This special day was enhanced by his 
professionalism and zany humour. 

Another highlight of the year was the Live J93 show at 
Olympia, where we had a huge stand featuring Amiga CD32 
for the first time in public. The show had an incredible 
142,000 visitors and was, undoubtedly, the best exhibition 
that Commodore has ever participated in. A big thank you to 
Bob Denton who organised the event. 

And the worst... 
On the negative side ! was very disappointed at the number 
of CD32 titles which were promised for September, but were 
delayed, some of them have still not been launched. We all 
know that software drives hardware and this shortage has 
caused us a few problems. 

As far as 1994 is concerned, I would like to see lots 
of super fully interactive games published, using full 
motion video clips and really using the true capabilities 
of Amiga CO32. 

I believe the software publishers and developers will 
benefit immensely from the success of the CD platform and 
as their fortunes rise they can and will invest in the kind of 
products I have just described. 

I believe itrs time for our industry to unite, stand up and 
be counted. The video games market is estimated to have 
reached £700 million by Christmas and we should be proud 
of our achievements over such a few years. Perhaps the for¬ 
mation of an industry body, for hardware and peripheral 
manufacturers would lead to better communication with the 
media, and this marketplace and its products would be seen 
in an even better light. 

My favourite releases 
My favourite game so far this year is A/ren Breed 2 and 1 
am really looking forward the release of Microcosm in 
December and Rise of The Robots in January. Both of 
these Amiga CD32 titles are great examples of innovative 
software development. 
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The best way to get an answer from Amiga Format is to make 

sure you’re addressing your letter to the right person lor 

indeed, department) in the first place... 

• We get literally hundreds of letters and faxes a day, so if we 
were to try to answer them all personally we would never 
have any time to actually write Amiga Format* So we're sorry, 
hut we can't reply in person, 

• We are available for enquiries by telephone every Tuesday 
between 1030am and 6pm, but please be patient because the 
lines do get rather busy, 

• Our advertising department can help with problems con¬ 
cerning companies who advertise in the magazine if you 
phone during normal office hours. 

• Our subscriptions service and the Amiga Format Mail Order 
department are not in the same building as the magazine 
itself. Both can he contacted on 0458 73279, 

Work BENCH r/T;, 
If you have any problems with the technical side of your Amiga, with 
hardware or with serious software, Nick Veitch will try to answer you 
in the mag. Or, if you have any advice for others or any handy tips to 
share, send them in and you could win a prize, 
WORKBENCH, AMIGA FORMAT, 30 MONMOUTH STREET, BATH BA1 2BW* 

Game BUSTERS 

If youfve just found the cheat mode, mapped out the levels, or found 
all the passwords for the latest game, send the info to Rob Mead and 
you could win a prize. Or, if you're stuck, ask Helping Hand for advice - 
or solve someone else's problem and win a prize! 
ROB MEAD, GAMEBUSTERS, AMIGA FORMAT, 
30 MONMOUTH STREET, BATH BA1 2BW 

Readers' LETTERS 

The Letters pages are there for you to air your views and share your 
opinions; please remember not to ask questions that should be in 
Workbench! Marcus is looking for thought-provoking or entertaining 
letters, the shorter the better. Prizes are given for the best. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, AMIGA FORMAT, 
30 MONMOUTH STREET, BATH BA1 2BW* 

[FJg COMPETITIONS 

To enter a competition, write the answers and your name, address and 
phone number on the back of a postcard or a stuck-down envelope and 
send it in. We have just changed our rules so that each person may 
entar only once; and, please, do not include entries with letters to any 
other part of the mag because we'll just lose them. 
WHATEVER COMPETITION, AMIGA FORMAT, 
29 MONMOUTH STREET, BATH BA1 2DL. 

Special OFFERS 

If you've ordered something from the Amiga Format Mail Order section 
and you've got a problem, then don't write to our Bath address - 
instead contact our Somerton address or telephone 0458 74011- 
AMIGA FORMAT MAIL ORDER, FUTURE PUBLISHING, 
CARY COURT, SOMERTON, SOMERSET TA11 STS* 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 

tmplorw alt our reader]s to giw these com- 

panics support by buying their games. It's 

in all our interests* 

MOULDY DISK! 
I was quite astonished when my latest 

Amiga Format landed on the doormat. 

Vm quite certain 99,y per cent of 

readers were intrigued loo. The sur¬ 

prise, of course, was that strange 

green, translucent disk. I liked it! 

Its a darn sight more interesting 

than a boring blue, and incredibly 

easy to Eind in the disk box. Is this a 

new trend? An attempt to get AF 

noticed more? I certainly hope so. 

Can we have an orange one next 

month please? 

Paul Grant, Liverpool 

We rr always looking out for little things 

(anti big ones) to keep AF interesting, so 

when we saw the transparent disk s we 

jumped at the opportunity. Hut uv kaite 

to order them specially and have them cus¬ 

tom made for us. Therefore they cost more 

them amventionat disks, and considering 

tit put around half a million disks on 

this issuet a difference of just one penny 

per disk costs us £5,000 (and they cost 

more than one penny more than the usual 

optufur disks). So ut are gyving them to 

\ou as a kind of Christmas present. Enjoy 

the Christmassy red and grrett ones with 

this issue! 

CONSOLE CONVERT 
For three years 1 have 

been happy to amuse 

myself with gaming 

on consoles * from my First 8-hit to 

my current SNES (hair to mention it, 

but the SNES has an S-bit processor and 

some 16-bit custom chips - Ed). 1 would 

never have considered a home com¬ 

puter. To be honest, the thought of 

tackling one after using the simple 

'plug in, turn on. play game1 really 

frightened me to death. 

Then, for no apparent reason, 1 

bought your Beginners Guide. 1 was 

pleasantly surprised that there was a 

magazine which 1 could actually fol¬ 

low. I then continued to buy dmrgra 

Format, and while some of it was alien 

to me, it was still written in a way that 

was straightforward enough for me 

to grasp. My new interest was grow¬ 

ing rapidly. 

So imagine my surprise when my 

girlfriend duly presented me with a 

spanking new A1200 for my birthday! 

Since then 1 have dedicated all my 

If you move house and want to make sure your copy of the magazine 
catches up with you* or if you have any other subscription enquiry 

then write to; 
AMIGA FORMAT SUBSCRIPTIONS, FUTURE PUBLISHING, 
CARY COURT, SOMERTON, SOMERSET TA11 STB. 

Faulty COVER DISKS r^Ta 
The disks are duplicated and stuck on the magazine by a separate firm 

which we employ* If you have a faulty disk, DON'T return it to us: 
send it enclosing an SAE, to: DI5COPY LABS, UNITS 2 & 1, OMEGA TECH¬ 
NICAL CENTRE. DRAYTON FIELDS, DAVENTRY, NORTHANTS NN11 5RT. 

MOT ONE WINNER... 
These ere the lucky winner* ot e week' 

end's outdoor pursuits from our Empire 
Software Campaign compo: 

Steven Da ere, Wolverhampton; 
Richard Walker, Dudley; P Witts, South 

Carney; lames Heneghan, Billerkay; 
ft Jephcote, Carnforth; Stuart Farmer, 

Famham; G Bo wick. Keyworth; Edward 

Belts, Sheffield; C Baxter, Bedwortlv 
ft Westerman. Settle- 

spare time to learning the basics and 

trying to come to terms with the vast 

range of possibilities and applica¬ 

tions available for my machine. I'm 

afraid I’m obsessed* 

Seriously though, the sense of 

achievement you get from perform¬ 

ing even minor tasks is easily as 

satisfying as any game I've plaved. 

The next big bonus is the vast 

amount of games, the variety and the 

price. 1 don't have a problem paying 

£25 for what, in many cases, are supe¬ 

rior games to those on consoles 

which cost twke the price. 

[ understand that a growing num¬ 

ber of console owners are graduating 

to the Amiga. It's no surprise when 

you consider how often the phrase 

'an old Amiga game' crops up in 

SNES/Mega Drive game review*. 

I haven't bought one new SNES 

game since I got my A1200 - I'd 

rather buy two for my .Amiga, Or a 

programming package, or a music 

program, and so on, and so on* 

Dean Penn, Birmingham 

Welcome to any and all new Amiga own¬ 

ers. Well be attempting to make your 

emergence into the Amiga community as 

painless as possible. The next issue will be 

packed with hints, tips and advtce aimed 

at all newer Amigo owners (there will be 

plenty to leant for more expeiienced rom 

too). Wr will also have the first instalment 

in a continuing series of tutorials 

designed to help you get more from the 

Amiga operating system,using both (he 

Workbench and the Shell. 

Plus there will be an introduction to 

all the Amiga *s different areas of use, 

explaining the most important concepts 

and terms. If you want to get more out of 

your Amiga, get January s Amiga 

Formal - in the shops on 23 December. 

FRED NEWCOMER 
1 am a newcomer to the world of 

Amigas and computing. 1 bought 

and tried all the Amiga mags until 

settling on yours as the besi (no ft 5) 

(itr believe you — Ed) But 1 really get 

stumped when it comes to the tech¬ 

nical stuff. Couldn't we computer 

dunces (I can't be the only one) 

have a section explaining all the 

terms in easy-to-read English, 

K Bowden, Callington 

Next issue unit be packed to bursting with 

hints, tips... Woah!Spooky Deja Vu! 

Merry Christmas all 

BUT TWENTY! 
Finder* of the secret message in our 

Second Samurai Coverdisk demo are: 

Benjamin Hawkins, High Wycombe; 

Marc Hey hoe, Gosport; Martin Stone, 
Littlehampton; Paul Brown. Strqqd; 

Kevin Brea Daventry; Gary Gilmurray, 
Lithe Hand;David Wrigh, Crouch End; 

Spiros Konst an ill, Stratford; 

Christopher Dawson, Cannock; 

Kevin Wort, Didcot 
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ONLY A CALL AWAY - THI 

Each phoneline carries just under three minutes of solid 
tips - no waffle, just pure essential playing guides on the 
game of your choice, 12 games tipped this month! 
NB: Please get permission from the person responsible 
for paying the telephone bills before you call. 

NOW WITH ADDED PHONELiNES! 

O SYNDICATE 
Tel: (0336} 420363 

Crime can pay. Tim Tucker explains. 0GUHSHIP 2000 
Tel: (0336) 420353 

Helicopter action with Stuart Campbell. 0 DUNE 2 
Tel: (0336) 420354 

Mark Winstanley's spicy suggestions. O DESERT STRIKE PRO 
Tel: (0336) 420352 

Advanced tips with Mark Winstanley. 0 REACH FOR THE SKIES 
Tel: (0336) 420364 

Fly higher thanks to Tim Tucker. 0 ARABIAN NIGHTS 
Tel: (0336) 420365 

Stuart Campbell gets through the night. 

O DESERT STRIKE 
Tel: (0336) 420356 

Kick ass in the Gull. We show you how. OBI 7 FLYING FORTRESS 
Tel: (0336) 420361 

It’s bombs away - so phone today. 0THE CHAOS ENGINE 
Tel: (0336) 420351 

Let’s make some order out of it. 

WING COMMANDER 
\±J Tel: (0336) 420358 
Wing' this number for the toppest tips. 

rTi WALKER 
VV Tel: (0336) 420362 
It’s the walking, talking, killing advice. 

PREMIER MANAGER 
Tel: (0336) 420355 

The number one football hints around. 
£ 

Dalle coal 36p per minute cheap rate <6pm-8am and alt weekend), and 4&p pet 

minute at other times. Maximum call costa £1,34, 

BUILD MUSCLES 
FAST 
YOU CAN BUILD 
A FANTASTIC POWER 
PACKED BODY IN ON 
12 WEEKS! 

NEW! Fostest and best way to 
build muscles and strength without 
weights EVER! SCIENTIFICALLY 
PROVEN. Just 20 minutes daily in the 
privacy of your home will develop an 
amazing physique. 

MUSCLE DYNAMICS is a new bodybuilding 
system based on principals developed after years 
of exhaustive research. It is a total exercise 
programme involving the very latest scientific breakthroughs in 
the field of muscular development. It is the fastest, most erfectve 
way to build muscles in existence. 

NOTICEABLE RESULTS IN 28 DAYS GUARANTEED 
Send for exciting FREE information pock today 

MUSCLE DYNAMICS (AF) 
PO BOX 70, DOUGLAS, IM4 6PT 

Yes! I want to build muscles fast Please rush me my FREE 
information pack! 
Name........... 
Address ........._________......... 

| ......Postcode.... | 

| (A Stamp for reply appreciated) | 

I-----| 
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Your guarantee of value 

Tins mag comes from Future Publishing, a company founded just eight years ago but 
now selling more computer magazines than any other in Britan We offer 

Better advice Our titles are packed wttn tips, suggestions ana explanatory features 

written by the very best in the business 

Stronger reviews We have a cast-iron policy of editorial independence and our 

reviews give dear buying recommendations 

Clearer design, you need solid information fast So our crayon-wielders highlight 

key elements by using charts, diagrams, summary boxes, and so on 

DON'T PANIC! 
AT THE TIME of 
writing November), 

Commodore were shit ling 

well over 5,000 A1200s a 

week in ihe UK, and as 

December 25 th gets 

closer, that number will 

increase significantly. 

That's a whole lot of new 

users and up-graders. 

So next month we lt 

he angling the issue in 

their direction. There will 

lie useful fact-packed 

introductions to the 

major areas of Amiga 

usage, explaining the 

bask principles of exploits such as graphics, music and programming. VWI1 

be suggesting the software and hardware you will need to get more from your 

Amiga, and explaining (he meaning of the jargon used. 

There will also be the first instalment of our Understanding Workbench 

scries, designed to help all Amiga users get more out of their machine. And 

there will be more Blitz 2 and Imagine tutorials to help you get the most out of 

our recent Coverdisk packages, 

ir you're already an Amiga owner, don't worry - there will lx* oodles of 

info to benefit experienced users too. 

A VERY GOOD YEAR 
1993 is drawing to a close, and the next issue of Amiga Formal will lx* out just 

before the dawning of 1994. We've had a good year here, and we hope all our 

readers have too. But next year will be even better... 

WeTll be bringing you all the good things you’ve come to know and love 

Amiga Formal for, only they'll lx- much better and there will be much more of 

them. Of course you can expect to see issues packed with the latest news and 

the greatest reviews. And you know that when we review a product, we wait for 

it to be finished first, so that you gel the best advice on how to spend vnur 

cash. Did you know that for four years running in CTW, the computer indus¬ 

try's newspaper. Amiga Formal has been voted the magazine most read by 

retailers before thev decide what to stock in their shops? If the store owners 

listen to what we say, surelv you should 100! 

AmigH Formal is the magazine Commodore have chosen to include with all 

new A 1200s, If there are any new readers out there who’ve bought AF after 

receiving their free special edition, we welcome you. 

We'll be continuing to bring you the greatest Coverdisks. Only a maga¬ 

zine with the number of readers Amigo Format has can boast the power to tie- 

up the best software to pass on to its readers. We've had some great programs 

on the disks recently, but we have some extra special ones lined tip for next 

year. And of course, we'll continue to give you hints, lips and advic e to help 

you get the most out of the lx*si home computer in the world. And when you 

get stuck (everybody does, now and then) we'll lx here to answer vour ques¬ 

tions, whether they relate to games or serious sniff. 

More than 5,000 A1200s are being told e«h and every 

week, promising the Amiga industry plenty of new 

users and a strong, growing market. 

Greater relevance. At Future, Editors operate under two golden rules 

0 understand your readers needs • men satisfy them 

More reader interaction We draw on readers' ccmtnbunom, resulting m the liveli¬ 
est letters pages and the best reader tips. Buying one of our magazines is like joining 

a nationwide user group 

Better value for money. 

More pages, better Quality - magazines you can trust 

We'd like to thank all our readers for sticking with us through the past 

years, and say: Stick with the Amiga, and slick with Amiga Formal - there are 

exciting limes ahead, Yall gave a good Christmas, and we'll see you in ’94! 

ISSUE 5S JANUARY! 
WAITING FOR YOU AT YOUR 
NEWSAGENT FROM 23 DECEMBER 



power o ptical 

128MB Optical Internal.£779 

126MB Optical External...£879 

128MB Optical Disk.£39.95 

SCSI Controller A2000..£129 

£60 

Use a VCR as a backup storage advice, 200 

Amiga floppy disks fit on to a 4Hr tape which 

cart be used for an alternative hard disk backup 

system. What's more you can watch T.V on your 

1084s monitor. _____ 

floptical d ri v e 

The Floptical stores 20MB of data on a 3.5" disk (a 

SCSI interface is required). 

Floptical A2000 Kit .£289 

Floptical A500 External.£389 

syquest d ri ye 

3.5" Removable HO from Syquest. Each cartridge 

stores 105MB. 

3.5” Syquest 17ms.£739 

3.5” 105MB Cartridge.£79 

sc si d ri yes 

We can supply SCSI or IDE 3.5" drives in many sizes. 

52QMB... £169 
BOMB .£179 
160MB..£249 

200MB. £349 

ide inter n a l 

2.5" Miniature internal HD for rhe A600/A1200, 
(fhese drives tome complete with a cable and installation software} 

60MB Internal HD..£139 

60MB Internal HD .£179 
120MB Internal HD .. £229 

icdp r o d u c t s 

Trifecfa 2000 LX Bare.£139 
Trifecta 2000 LX 80MB HD ...£239 
Trifecta 2000 LX 160MB HD.£329 
Trifecta 2000 LX 200MB HD.£399 
Trifecta 500 LX Bare.£195 
Trifecta 500 LX 80MB HD.£295 
Trifecta 500 LX 160MB HD ..£359 
Trifecta 500 LX 200Mb HD..£459 

a 600 in e m o ry 

I MB RAM with battery backed clock. 

A600 Memory .. .......... £39*95 

i .5MB m e m o r y 

Fully supports 1MB of chip RAM and compatible 

with Fatter Agnus. (Require* Kicburt 1.3 and above, not 

compatible with A500+, Your Amiga need* to be opened . this may 

effccT your warranty) 

1.5MB Memory...£89 

1MB//} ru po rt 

Fully supports 1MB of chip RAM and fully 

compatible with Fatter Agnus. (Requires Kicburt 1,3 

and above, not compatible with A500*. Your Amiga needs ro be 

opened, this may effect your warranty) 

1MB Thru* port ,...£49 

Increase your Amiga's memory 10 2MB of chip 

RAM. including 2MB 8375 Agnus, easy to fit 

(internal fitting), unlike every other 2MB chip 

RAM board currently available you A50G trap 

memory still works! fully compatible. 

£159 

special o ffe r 

PC 1208 68882 20,MHz OMB RAM board. 

PCI 208 68882 20MHz. £99 

High quality memory card comes with 1MB of 

RAM on-board to expand your Amiga A500+ to 

2MB of Chip RAM. {Fits in the trap-door, does 

not affect your warranty) 

£36 

a 500 m e m a ry 

4 Chip 512 K RAM expansion with or without bat¬ 

tery backed clock. Free software included. (A500+ 

compatible) 

ASOO Card with dock...£29 

A500 Card without clock...,.,,..£24 

a500 in b b o a r d 

Expand your Amiga from 2MB to 8MB of RAM. 

Plugs into side slot, full auto config. and full 

through port. 

A500 2MB Board . £139 
A500 4MB Board.£219 
A50O SMB Board.£299 

a20008 m h b o a r d 

2MB to SMB expansion for the A2000. Full auto 

config., IDE interface and 12 months warranty 

A2000 2MB Board.£139 

A2O00 4MB Board £199 

A2000 8MB Board..£289 

power c/ ri ves d 

All Power Computing s disk drives come with a 12 

month guarantee. The PC880B is available with 

Blitz Amiga, Blitz and X-Copy or Cyclone compati- 

blc (this drive is only available to registered owners 

of X-Copy Professional). The drive comes in a 

choice of wo colours, black and cream. 

PC880B with Blitz Amiga..,*.. £60 
PCS80B with Blitz, X-Copy..... £75 

PC880B with black case (CDTV) .£60 
PC880E Economy Cyclone Comp.. £49.95 

PC881 Amiga 500 internal drive...»*»*,***,..£40 
PC882 Amiga 2000 internal drive. £40 

PC883 Dual diskdrive....... £1 25 

The award winning external disk drive which 

includes Anti-click (cures that annoying dick), 

Virus blocker (prevents viruses) and built-in 

backup hardware. Now available with Cyclone 

compatible chip. 

£60 

x-backup[> ru 

Extremely powerful disk back-up utility, uses the 

latest custom chip design, Hardware designed by 

Power Computing. 

X-Back up Pro__£29.95 

A600/A 12(X) Colour Scanner available soon 

Hoods are sold subject to our standard terms and conditions of sate and art a oa liable on request. Specifications and prices are subject to thing* without notice, trademarks are acknowledged, Aii prnn include VA T 
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epson GT~6 5 00 

A high resolution 24-bit colour flatbed scanner 

from Epson. Scan up to A4 in size on this 6Q0DPI 

scanner. Comes with PowerScan or ASDG 

(ASDG is an extra £99). GT-8000 scans up to 

800DP1. 

Epson GT6500 PowerScan...£699 

Epson GT6500 ASDG.£798 

Epson GT80O0 PowerScanC1199 

Epson GTSOOO ASDG...£1298 

Document Feeder .£399 

power.ee a n 4 

ducc 256 greyscale images (on a AGA machine), scan 

in 64 greyscales (non AGA Amiga can only display 

16). add colout to greyscale images, special effects, new 

support fbt 18-bit scanner, add teat to scam, available 

with mono or colour scanner. 
£119 

power sea n n e rs ^ 

PowerScanner 4 (mono)..El 19 

PqwerScanner 4 (colour)_.£239 

PowerScanner 4 inc- OCR.£159 

PowerScanner 3.,......£99 

Scanner 4 Upgrade inc. interface ..£50 

Scanner 4 Upgrade software ..£20 

OCR Junior Software. . . .E49 

OCR Full Version Upgrade.£49 
(OCR Fuil vmiort u only available to registered users of OCR junior) 

auto rom sharer 

ROM Share.£19.95 

ROM Share inc. v2.04,.£50 

ROM Share inc. v1.3,„„.£39 

ROM Share A600 .£29 

ROM Share A600 vl.3.£55 

home m u s i c k i t 

9Q0KHz sampling rate, dynamic filtering, anti¬ 

aliasing filter, over 32 special effects and many more 

Home Music Kit..£29.95 

Midi Interface....£15.95 

amiga 12 00 

A1200 Power Pack including PC 1208 2MB 

including 68882 20MHz co-processor, 2 

games (Nigel Mansells ‘World Championship’ 

& ‘Trolls') 

A1200 Pack GOMB HD.£599 

A1200 Pack 80MB HD.£629 

A1200 Pack 120MB HD.£679 

A1200 Pack 170MB HD.£749 

A1200 Power Pack, same as above but including 

4MB PCI208 with 68882 20MHz co-processor 

A1200 Pack 60MB HD.£699 

A1200 Pack 80MB HD..£729 

A1200 Pack 120MB HD.£789 

A12O0 Pack 170MB HD.£849 

For Desktop Dynamite add EGO 

amiga 4 000 

A4000 040 330MB HD 4MB.£2229 

A4000 030 330MB HD 4MB.£1399 

Both systems come with 2MB of chip BAM 

colour;?? Guitars 

Commodore 1084st .£179.99 

Commodore 1942. ........£399.99 

Commodore 1940. _  .£299-99 
Multi-sync monitors are available CPOA 

printer ra nge 

Huge range of printers available, Star, Citizen, 

Hewlett Packard and Epson. Please telephone for 

prices and your requirements. 

chips &spa res 

Power Computing can supply a huge range of 

chips and spares, including RAMS for the Amiga, 

hard drives, power supply , cables etc. 

supra modems £ 

Supra Modems come complete with English phone 

cable. R.S232 serial cable, heavy duty PSU and 

com ms software, send and receive fax's, 100% com¬ 

patible with industry standard ‘AT' command 

codes, free trial offer to various services and V42 bis 

data compression. 

Supra Fax Modem*,.....£119 

Supra Fax Modem 32BIS.£229 

electric f i n g e rs club 

The Power BBS is a bulletin board service. Phone 

0234 841503. Speeds up to 16.8K. This service is 

available 24 hours a day, and its fret! 

p ro software 

Home Accounts 2 ..  ,...£39 

Deluxe Paint 4.  „,C74 

Morph Plus ......„,,£149 

Real 3D Classic,.....    £79 

Real 3D v2.    £380 

SBase Personal 4.... .£1 19 

SBase Professional 4..,.,........£225 

Art Expressions .......£149 

ProDraw v3..*.....,,£69 

AH Department Pro v2.3.....£149 

AH Dept. Pro conversion..£59 

Vista Pro v3 ....£49 

Makepath (Vista) ..  £25 

Terraform (Vista)...  £25 

Amos Pro.......      £35 

Amos Pro Compiler.„lt„»„£25 

Lattice C v6+ .. „„,£279 

Bars & Pipes Pro v2..  £265 

Superjam vl.1.   £95 

Brilliance .........£152 
Directory Opus .. ..£49 

Scale 500 ....... .,£79 

Scala Professional...„,£ 185 

Video Director.....£119 

Final Copy II..  .£80 

TurboPrint Pro....—.  £39 

miscellanouspro^i/c/j; 

PowerMouse .....£1 5 
Optical Mouse........._...............£29*95 

Replacement Optical Mat....£10 
ICO Branded Disks + Box ......£70 

10 Branded Disks.,...£4.99 

At200 Dustcover..........................£5 
Intruder 1 Joystick.............._£29.99 
Maverick 1 Joystick...£15.99 
Python 1 Joystick __ £9.99 
Apache 1 Joystick...£7*99 

; deli very next day £5.00 2-3 days £2.50 Saturday £10,00 

* deliveries art subject to stock availability 

AM Power Computing Ltd products com* u-nh a hack to bast 12 month guarantee. Prtcrs art validfor the month of publication only. £ & Q£. 
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Ijj FOIi ri*mm. 
■alive 

Fresh from the vaults of total play-ability comes this unique reprise of the classic 

shoot 'em up. Featuring the fastest scrolling and most detailed graphics 

that the Amiga has ever seen, pit your wits and reflexes 

against fleets of Leviathan spaceships as your 

Manta swoops low and leaves a trail 

of mayhem in its wake. 

A classic game which has been brought bang up to date. 
■ Wonderful graphics, loads of blasting and a hook big enough 

to snare Jaws." Amiga Format 94% 

It's absolutely stunning with superb graphics, marvellous effects and simple-as-pie gameplay. 
* . Amiga^btion. 

it... Smashing! 

FOR THETOffTC AWJWSIW), efflnl 
UTILISES MOffft^MORYwtSBAflJSj. SOfi| 

. Melropolitah VJflffri. Wapping Wall, London El 9SS © 19a 


